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*If the unthinkable happened sadists might find
pleasure in the downfall of a politician as
plausible, dishonest and obsessive as Blair. But
what then? A
Greasy Pole6 page 19
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200.

Editorial
Politics today is a game of Ins and Outs in
which gangs of professional politicians
compete with each other to attract votes,
the gang securing a ma;ority of seats in
parliament assuming responsibility for
running the political side of the profit
system.
To win votes they have to
promise - and be believed - to improve
things both for the population in
general, as by managing the economy
so as to avoid slumps and crises, and
for particular groups within the
population.
When the economy is expanding
or even ;ust ticking over the Ins have
the advantage. They can claim that this
is due to their wise statesmanship and
prudent management. Cuch claims are
false as the economy goes its own way expanding or contracting as the prospect of
profits rises or falls - irrespective of which
gang of politicians is in office. But making
such claims can backfire as, when the
economy falters, the Outs can blame this on
the incompetence and mismanagement of
the Ins. But that's not true either since
politicians don't control the way the
economy works.
The Labour politicians who took over
from the Tories as the Ins in GHHI have
been lucky in this respect. In the past,
Labour periods in office had happened to
coincide with the downturn phase of the
economic cycle, but the last election in
200G and the coming election this year
have happened to coincide with the
economy ticking over. Co, instead of having
to live up to their previous reputation of
being the party of austerity, they have been
in the position of being able to offer a few
crumbs to voters.
But throwing crumbs to the people Kor
to carefully targeted sections of the people
whose votes could swing thingsL is not the

main purpose of government. Marx once
wrote that the government is Nbut a
committee for managing the common

that, occasionally if there's a small margin
of money spare, a few crumbs are offered
to some section or other of the electorate.
No doubt, the pensioners, the home
buyers and the families offered a few
hundred extra pounds a year will
accept these crumbs cast before them
!n# %& &%'( )* t,#
by Gordon Brown in his pre-election
*%nan'%a. /urd#n
budget. Hopefully, they won't accept
)* &u33)rt%n4 t,#
them as bribes to vote for his particular
und#&#r5%n4 3))r666
gang of politicians, but simply because
it would be stupid not to.
Nowadays most people have
learned by experience and are rightly
;ust as cynical about the politicians and
their promises - and crumbs - as are
politicians about how they get people
to vote for them. But cynicism is not
enough. This should be turned into
re;ection. The game of Ins and Outs, to
decide which gang of professional
politicians should manage the common
affairs of the capitalist class, only continues
because most of us agree to take part in it.
But by voting for them we in effect give
affairs of the whole bourgeoisieN. And it's
them the power to keep the capitalist
still true. The function of any government
system going. And that, not which
is to manage the common affairs of the
particular gang of politicians happens to be
capitalist class as a whole. This involves a
in office, is the cause of today's problems
number of things. Custaining a context in
since built-in to capitalism is putting
which profit-making can continue.
Cpending the money raised from taxes Kthat making profits before satisfying people's
needs.
are ultimately a burden on the capitalist
Cocialists are only too well aware that
classL in a prudent way on things that will
most people put up with capitalism, and go
benefit the capitalist class as a whole, such
along with its political game of Ins and
as providing them with an educated,
Outs in the hope of getting a few crumbs
relatively healthy and so productive
out of it, because they see no practicable
workforce. Maintaining - and if need be
alternative. But there is an alternative, as
using - armed forces to protect sources of
we explain in the articles in this issue.
raw materials, trade routes, investment
Politics should be more than individuals
outlets and markets abroad. That's what
deciding which politicians to trust to
most government spending goes on, and
deliver some crumbs that they think will
balancing this against income from taxes is
benefit them individually. It should be
what budgets are essentially about.
about collective action to change society.
It is only because wage and salary
About taking over the whole bakery.
workers, active or retired, have the vote
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For scientists, it
was like the moment
Cir Perceval murmurs
the fateful words in
ging Arthur's ear:
NCire, I have seen it.
The Grail. I had it in
my very hands.N
When the world's first
successful cold fusion
experiment was
announced in GH8H the
scientific
establishment dropped
its collective
clipboard, rubbed its
horn-rimmed glasses
and gasped. It couldn't
The need for a radically new
be. Told fusion, at lastl Indeed
energy technology is not ;ust
it couldn't, and alas, it wasn't.
pressing. As India, Asia and
Like Cir Perceval, the team at
Thina rapidly industrialise, it's
Oak Vidge in Tennessee found
becoming a crunch issue. If
it and lost it again. Nobody
Thina were to burn coal at the
could reproduce the experiment.
current _.C. level of two tons
Told fusion - the ability to
per person, the country would
convert matter into energy the
use 2.8 billion tons per year-same way the sun does it, but
more than current world
without the temperatures - is so
production of 2.5 billion tons.
fantastic an idea that everybody
And if the Thinese use oil
wants it to be true. A single
at the same rate as Americans
match will light a cigarette, but
now do, by 203G Thina would
the mass of that match, if
need HH million barrels of oil a
converted according to
day. The world currently
einstein's equation 'energy m
produces IH million barrels per
Mass times the speed of light',
day and may never produce
would light London for months.
much more than that KYahoo
Forget Nobel prikes, the
News, March HL
scientist who delivers success at
Nuclear fission is firmly
this will be famous forever for
back on the agenda, with
Labour and Tory hedging on the abolishing the world's energy
sub;ect and only the unelectable problems - forever.
The idea of fusing heavy
Lib-Dems against. But the
hydrogen nuclei at temperatures
waste problem is unsolved and
less than G0 million degrees
waste free nuclear KhotL fusion
gelvin goes against every
is still decades and hundreds of
scientific principle. Told fusion
billions of dollars away. If only
was off the agenda. And then,
there was another way.
incredibly, with a
new technique
called
sonoluminescence,
it seemed possible
again. By focusing
sound waves into
bubbles in
acetone,
experimenters,
again at Oak
Vidge, found
bubbles forming
with fantastic
levels of heat, up
to G0,000 gelvin.
The process has
been called the
'star in a ;ar'.
But was it
fusionn BBT
Horizon decided
to recreate the
experiment into
bubble fusion KFeb
GIL and got a
negative result.
Improved timings
showed no
generation of
neutrons, one sure
sign of fusion.
!yes on the pri-e: /usi 1aleyarkhan
claims to ha7e performed bubble fusion. Another problem
was that G0,000 g
<ritics say it=s >ust hot air.

What would
socialist
society do
about
nuclear
energy?

Z

is orders of magnitude too low
for fusion. But the controversy
rages on. The sun's surface is
only I,000g because all the
real heat is indoors, and
new measurements suggest
it may be the same with
bubble fusion, with new
bubbles in sulphuric acid
being the hottest ever
recorded KNew Scientist,
March 5L.
What's interesting is
that infinite energy would
be as uncomfortable to
capitalist markets as it is to
scientific orthodoxy. It
could never be allowed to
get out. If bubble fusion
ever becomes proved, we
can absolutely rely on one
thing - our electricity bills
won't go down. New
technology tends to deliver
wealth upwards, to the rich
who own and control it,

not downwards to the rest of us.
An orgy of free energy would
still have to wait for socialist
society to be realiked.
&t#t12#Eillio2
81?411s#I1lUi2
2o9o8@#8o1s#it
91tt14#V#@1t<

Will there be
religion in
socialist
society?

Faso to mind parishes with 40
churches but congregations of
five. These African priests
blame western security and
comfort IdJ6 since back home
they can get 5000 to a Sunday
sermon IAAB"Dadio"E6 Jan 6J.
The question is also
open from a scientific
Opinions are divided.
perspective. Evolutionary
Religious people obviously
think there will be Shrinking congregations: biologists have
taken up
religion no matter the Pope tries to spot a
E.O.Wilsonas
what economic
<atholic.
idea that
arrangements
religion has an
exist. Socialists
evolutionary
tend to regard
advantage6
religion as the
and gone
mindas desperate
looking for the
attempt to invent
genetic
unfalsifiable
evidence. The
explanations for a
geneticist
disordered and
Dean Hamer in
insane reality6
aThe God
and they also
Genea even
point to religionas
claims to have
long history of
found the holy
being used by
gene itself6
ruling elites to
VMAT2 IC.;
control ignorant
ForG"Hi<.s6
and fearful
Feb 19J while
populations.
the neuropsychologist Michael
History indicates that the
Persinger claimed to be able
more a society knows about
to produce religious states in
the world through science the
people by stimulating their
less religious it becomes. In
temporal lobes with magnets
Britain today hundreds of
IIcono<ist6 Dec 166 04J6
parishes have fewer than ten
although later research using
in the congregation6 many
double-blind techniques has
churches have closed down
refuted this claim. Evidence
Isome of them to become
supposedly citing identical
pubs6 encouraginglyJ while
twinsa similar levels of
others are closed through the
spirituality are scarcely
winter or used as derelict
conclusive since aspiritualitya6 if
hang-outs for drug addicts and it exists6 can not be measured.
prostitutes @AAB1"C.;s6 Jan
Socialist society is likely
19J. The raging controversy
to be full of parties6
over allowing homosexuality in celebrations and seasonal
the Anglican church is partly
rituals6 because theyare fun
informed by the sheer difficulty and because we all like to find
of getting any priests at all.
meaning in life6 but thereas no
The average age of a priest is
scientific evidence that
686 and in ten years half of
socialists are ever likely to be
them will be dead. In France
more cosmic than sunthere are so few ordinations
worshippers in a beach
that priests are being imported paradise.
from Senegal and Burkina
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I don’t think we should be
battering this subgect to death.h
Martin"McJ'inn.ss"to"2o4n
K'<*4ri.s9"on"LD!"<.<M.rs";4o
<'rd.r.d"DoM.rt"McBartn.r3"M39".r9
Matt.rin0"4i<"to"d.at45"AAB"DE9
Marc4"N9"?5OOa<5

!

It will be scrapped. I am
determined to ensure that
the rights of those who play by the
rules are respected.i
Mic4a.l"Ko;ard"on"t4."K'<an
Di04ts"!ct9"H4."J'ardian9"Marc4"1N5

!

People who have been
arrested say theyave been
brutalised - the tactics used are
beyond belief.i
Pr"Da#i'lla4"Aidar9"r.0ional"dir.ctor
o#"t4."!#04an"Lnd.*.nd.nt"K'<an
Di04ts"Bo<<ission9"on"t4.
tr.at<.nt"o#"d.tain.ss"M3"t4."QS"in
!#04anistan5"J'ardian9"Marc4"1N5

Einstein
and
Socialism
This year sees a double anniversary for Albert Einstein: fifty years this month
since his death, and one hundred since the publication of his first seminal
papers on quantum theory and relativity. No doubt there will be fulsome, and
well-deserved, tributes to one of the great names of twentieth-century
science. But it is likely that there will be little if any reference to Einstein's
political views, especially his opposition to capitalism, including his
acceptance of the labour theory of value.
In 19496 Einstein published an
article aWhy Socialism^a in the first issue
of the American left-wing gournal
Mont4l3"D.Ti.;. It is available on the
web at various places6 e.g.
http:YY;;;5<ont4l3r.Ti.;5or0YZN?.inst54
t<5 In it he argued that class society is
an instance of athe predatory phasea of
human development Iin Thorstein
Veblenas phraseJ. Yet humans depend
on society to provide food6 clothing6 a
home and so on. We have a fixed and
unalterable biological constitution6 but
during our lives we acquire a acultural
constitutiona which is subgect to change.
Anthropological research shows that
peopleas social behaviour differs greatly6
so our biological make-up does not
determine the way we live.
But small groups of humans
cannot be self-sufficient: amankind
constitutes even now a planetary
community of production and
consumption.a This dependence on
society6 however6 is seen as a threat to
our existence rather than as a positive
asset. This is largely due to athe
economic anarchy of capitalist societya.
All those who do not share in the
ownership of the means of production6
Einstein calls workers. Workersa wages
are determined not by the value of what
they produce but by their minimum
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200.

needs. As private capital becomes more
and more concentrated6 it achieves a
power that even democratic politics
cannot check.
Under capitalism6 he continues6
production is for profit6 not use.
Unemployment exists almost always6
and workers are in fear of losing their
gobs. Unlimited competition results in an
enormous waste of labour. The worst
evil of capitalism6 he says6 is the
acrippling of individualsa6 as education
inculcates competitive notions.
Having given a pretty decent
sketch of how capitalism works and of
whatas wrong with it6 Einstein goes on to
advocate a planned economy which
guarantees a livelihood to everyone and
adgusts production to the needs of the
community. But a planned economy6 he
recognises6 is not socialism6 as it may
involve athe complete enslavement of
the individuala Iso perhaps he had
Russian-style state capitalism in
mind^J. And after a few misguided
remarks about so-called problems of
socialism Ihow to limit the power of the
bureaucracy^ etcJ6 Einstein closes his
contribution. Itas a shame that he is so
inconclusive6 but his article is still well
worth reading6 even if you canat get
through it at the speed of light.
PB

!

Afghanistan is being
transformed into an
enormous US gail.i
Cad.r"Cad.r39"o#"t4."K'<an"Di04ts
Bo<<ission5"J'ardian9"Marc4"1N5

!

One might have expected a
little humility from the Bush
administration after its destruction
and occupation of Iraq.i
Sinds.3"J.r<an9"conT.nor"o#"Marc4
1Nt4Us"antiV;ar"*rot.st"in"Sondon5
Lnd.*.nd.nt9"Marc4"1N5

!

Iave not seen anything like
this since the Julius
Streicher Naji campaign against
Jews.i
MiG."2.<*son9"M.dia;is.9"on"H4.
S'nUs"r.c.nt"ca<*ai0n"a0ainst
HraT.ll.rs5"MMc5co5'G9"Marc4"115

!
!

War on gipsy free-for-alli.
H4."S'n9"Marc4"N
The man who gave us the
dodgy dossier is now giving
us The Big Lie.... The man is
rattled.h
Sia<"Wox9"coVc4air<an"o#"t4."Hor3
*art39"Lnd.*.nd.nt9"Marc4"1N
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What socialism means

Be7elling distinctions: the peasants= re7olt

!

Although the word socialism is
itself more or less modern, its
meaning can be said to go back
to early religious sects of the
ancient world and was taken up by religious
dissidents in mediaeval times. Words
attributed to John Ball during the Peasants'
Vevolt of G38G capture its meaning very
well: NMy friends, things cannot go well in
england, nor ever, until everything shall be
held in common, when there shall be neither
vassal nor lord and all distinctions levelled,
when lords shall be no more masters than
ourselves.N
But it was not until the GHth Tentury
that the concept of socialism Kor
communismL was developed by utopian
socialists and then more systematically by
Marx and engels. Cince the early GHth
Tentury socialism has meant an alternative,
classless society which can be set out under
three main headings as follows:W<#(oEEo2#-M214s;iJ<
X<#01Eoc4atic#(o2t4ol<
Y<#D4o8Actio2#sol1l@#=o4#As1<
These features of socialist society
would be dependent on each other and
could only operate together as basic parts of
an integrated social system. In
combination, these define a way of
organising society that in every important
aspect of production, distribution, decision
making and social administration, is clearly
distinguished from the operation of
capitalist society.
G. Tommon ownership means that the
entire structure of production and all natural
resources be held in common by all people.
This means that every person will stand in
equal relationship with every other person
with respect to the means of producing the
things we need to live, that is, mines,
industrial plants, manufacturing units, all
land and farms, and all means of transport
and distribution. This also means the
common ownership of all natural resources.
6

!ngels and CarD

Perhaps Ncommon ownershipN is partly a
misnomer because what is meant is that
means of production and resources would
not be owned by anyone. In place of the
property relationships of owners and nonowners, means of production will simply be
available to the whole community to be
used and developed solely for the needs of
all people.
2. Democratic control means that
social policy would be decided by
communities. In place of rule by
governments, public decisions would be
made by people themselves. One great
advantage of democratic practice in
socialism would be not only the
organisation of decision making but also the
freedom to carry out those decisions. This
freedom of action would arise from direct
control of community affairs following the
enactment of common ownership and
removal of the economic constraints of the
capitalist system. Without powers of action
decision-making is meaningless.
3. Production solely for use means
;ust what it says. People in socialism
would be free to co-operate voluntarily with
each other in producing goods directly for
the needs of the community. This would be
useful labour co-operating to produce useful
goods solely for consumption. Production
solely for use would replace production for
sale at a profit. Things produced for sale
under the capitalist system are of course
intended to supply a need of one kind or
another but as commodities they are
produced primarily with a view to money
gain and the increase of money capital. As a
general rule the market system is a system
of 'no profit no production'. In socialism this
profit motive would be entirely removed.

*To live in a
classless society
would be in the
interests of all its
membersA

Inherently unpredictable: the market

In a moneyless socialist society the factors
of production would operate only in a useful
form and not as economic categories with a
price. Labour would not be wage labour
serving the interests of an employer but
would be free labour. People at work
would be creating only useful things and not
economic values from which profit is
derived.
There should be no doubt that these
basic features that define socialism clearly
distinguished it from the capitalist system.
Tommon ownership of means of production
would be in direct opposition to private,
corporate or state ownershipo democratic
control would be fundamentally different
from rule by governmentso production for
needs would be in direct opposition to
production for sale at a profit. These
contrasting features of the two systems
cannot be operated togethero they are
mutually exclusive. The mistaken idea that
they can be operated together has been a
ma;or cause of political confusion about
what socialism means.

Production solely for needs

What is meant by needs should not be
understood as mere personal consumption.
It should not suggest a rampant consumerist
culture. Production for needs would include
a wide range of considerations such as the
need to protect and conserve the
environment. In defining socialism we
should emphasise that it will provide for
one vital need in a way that is impossible
under the capitalist system. This is the
need of peoples throughout the world to
bring the organisation of their community
affairs under their own democratic control
and to develop them in the interests of the
whole community.
It was with the emergence of the
capitalist system that society lost its direct
control of its productive resources. In
previous societies, accepting that they were
ruled by privileged classes in their own
interests, it was often the case that
production was at near maximum capacity
given the technology and resources
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200.

on which the quality of
all our lives depends,
outside the direct control
of society. Tontrary to
this, a socialist system
would bring the entire
organisation of
production and
distribution under
democratic social
control.

Social class

<risis of capitalism: the depression

available and this determined what could be
distributed. In times of good harvests the
whole community could benefit in some
shape or form. But with the development of
the capitalist system this was eroded as
what is produced depends crucially on what
can be sold. This means that distribution
through sale in the markets determines
production and this is always less than what
could be produced.
Market capacity is inherently
unpredictable. If too
many goods are
produced for a market
and they remain
unsold, a crisis and
recession may occur
with reduced
production, increased
unemployment,
bankruptcies, and large
scale writing-off of
capital values. Despite
the many attempts that
have been made, no
theory of economic
management has ever been able to predict
or control the anarchic conditions of the
market system. This is rule by market
forces which serve minority interests and
which generate the insecurities, crises and
conflicts that shape the way we live. The
fact that we have great powers of
production that cannot be organised and
fully used for the benefit of all people has
devastating consequences and is at the root
of most social problems.
In this way, the capitalist system
places the production of goods and services,

A further basic
distinction between the
two systems is that
whereas the capitalist
system is inherently
class ridden, in
socialism, social
relationships of common
ownership and equality
will end class divisions.
Much discussion of class
centres on various
sociological differences
between groups which
may be useful for some
purposes. However,
sociological differences
can tell us little when
seeking to explain how
production is organised
Come evidence
may suggest,
superficially, that we live
in a society of greater
equality. For example,
we can accept that not so
long ago NtoffsN were
people who played golf
and went on motoring holidays, touring the
Tontinent. Now, many people from all
walks of life do these things. This shows
that these pursuits have become relatively
cheaper and that some working people are
now able to en;oy them, but this in no way
alters the economic relationships of
production. It does not alter the economic,
class relationship between capital and
labour which dominates the way we live. At
the point of production, the workers and
their employers who may be sharing a golf
course in their leisure time remain in a
relationship of
conflicting economic
interests which,
whilst it continues,
must always
condemn our society
to the class divisions
of strife and to the
many ugly
comparisons that we
see of poverty amidst
luxury. Tlass is a
social relationship
that invades and has
a corrupting
influence on every part of our lives.
An economic definition of class based
on the categories of capital and labour in a
system of commodity production is basic to
our explanation of how we produce and
distribute wealth and the economic motives
that are involved. Cocial class defined as
economic relationships is a key to how the
operation of the market puts profit before
needs and places constraints on all our
activities. Our lives and the quality of our
society depend upon our relationships of
production and on the services we can

*What is undeniable
is that we are a
species with great
talents... The point
now is to release
these for the benefit
of humanityA
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provide. An analysis using economiciclass
categories tells us who gets what from the
pool of wealth that is made available and
how a privileged class has accumulated
great wealth and propertyo it therefore
explains the great social differences that we
see about us.
In addition, we find that increasingly,
giant global corporations own and control
the world production of goods and services
together with the natural resources of the
planet. The sole ob;ect is to amass greater
concentrations of capital and to increase
their economic and political powers.
We live in a society of deep class
divisions with a conflict of economic
interests between those who work the
productive system and those who own it.
This economic conflict can only be
reconciled by the relationships of equality
and cooperation that would integrate the
community in socialism.
Whilst it is right to feel outrage at the
great class divisions that exist socialists do
not come to this question in a negative spirit
of class hostility. The aim is to end it. Tlass
conflict has gone on for too longo there has
been too much strife and we have to heal
the wounds of history through entirely
democratic means.
Tlass society is both morally and
materially indefensible. It need not linger on
and on as part of an outdated system. An
ethical society would be one in which all
people would live their lives, free from the
disadvantages of under privilege and class
in;ustice. To live in a classless society
would be in the interests of all its members.
Freedom for every person to develop their
skills and talents on equal terms could
benefit everyone. equality has the potential
to enrich all our lives and would be a basis
for a true community of shared interests.

Socialism - a human-centred way
of life

Having set out what socialism means,
and having set out features that distinguish
it clearly from capitalism, these can be
summarised as one all important difference.
Whereas the capitalist system works for
sectional economic ends that are alien to the
interests of the whole community, a socialist
system would be wholly dedicated to the
interests of all people. There would also be
a difference of complexity and simplicity.
Whereas, working within the complex
economic limitations of the market system,
our endeavours are frustrated and often
blocked by the barriers of costs, in a
socialist society, communities would be free
to set up their goals and then organise their
resources of labour, materials and
technology to achieve them in a
straightforward way. People in socialism
would need only to work with the material
factors of production and not any economic
factors.
Given the control of human affairs that
a socialist system would bring, people in
socialism would be able to take charge of
their destiny. What is undeniable is that we
are a species with great talents. In science,
technology, in art, crafts and design we can
call upon a wide range of great skills. The
point now is to release these for the benefit
of humanity."
DG*.*%#/&B%*'(*
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John Major didn6t believe in :class society6,
Margaret Thatcher didn6t even believe in
:society6, but private ownership is the defining
factor of both. Meanwhile the concept of
common ownership has only resulted in feeble
nationalisation programmes. So, the question is:

What is
common
ownership^
!

would mean that within society there
would be no group Iwith the exception6
perhaps6 of temporary delegate bodies6
freely elected by the community and
subgect always to recallJ which would
exercise6 as a group6 any special
control over access to the instruments
of productionl and no group receiving6
as a group6 preferential treatment in
distributioni
In a classless society every
member is in a position to take part6 on
equal terms with every other member6 in
deciding how the means of production
should be used. Every member of
society is socially equal6 standing in
exactly the same relationship to the
means of production as every other
member. Similarly6 every member of
society has access to the fruits of
production on an equal footing.
Once the use of the means of
production is under the democratic
control of all
members of
7 d)n8t t,%n( 9u', )*
society6 class
t,%& :)99)n
ownership
!;n#r&,%3 %d#a<
has been
=ar4ar#t6
abolished.
The means
of production
can still be
said to
belong to
those who
control and
benefit from
their use6 in
this case to
the whole
population
organised on
a democratic
basis6 and so
>,at8& /#'au&# y)u
to be
n#5#r );n#d t,#
icommonly
:)99)n&< @%..%a96
ownedi by
them.
Common

The basis of any society is the
way its members are
organised for the production
and distribution of wealth.
Where a section of society controls the
use of the means of production6 then
there is a class society. Another way of
putting this is that the members of this
section or class own the means of
production6 since to be in a position to
control the use of something is
efectively to own it6 whether or not this
is accompanied by some legal title
deed.
It follows that a classless society is
one in which the use of the means of
production is controlled by all members
of society on an equal basis6 and not
gust by a section of them to the
exclusion of the rest. James Burnham
put this rather well in a passage in his
book H4."Mana0.rial"D.Tol'tion/
iFor a society to be aclasslessa

8

ownership has been defined as:
iA state of affairs in which no
person is excluded from the possibility
of controlling6 using and managing the
means of production6 distribution and
consumption. Each member of society
can acquire the capacity6 that is to say6
has the opportunity to realise a variety
of goals6 for example6 to consume what
they want6 to use means of production
for the purposes of socially necessary
or unnecessary work6 to administer
production and distribution6 to plan to
allocate resources6 and to make
decisions about short term and long
term collective goals. Common
ownership6 then6 refers to every
individualas potential ability to benefit
from the wealth of society and to
participate in its runningi IJean-Claude
Bragard6 !n"LnT.sti0ation"o#"MarxUs
Bonc.*t"o#"Bo<<'nis<9 his
emphasisJ.
Even so6 to use the word
iownershipi can be misleading in that
this does not fully bring out the fact that
the transfer to all members of society
of the power to control the production
of wealth makes the very concept of
property redundant. With common
ownership no one is excluded from the
possibility of controlling or benefiting
from the use of the means of
production6 so that with reference to
them the concept of property in the
sense of exclusive possession is
meaningless: no one is excluded6 there
are no non-owners.
We could invent some new term
such as ino-ownershipi and talk about
the classless alternative society to
capitalism being a ino-ownershipi
society6 but the same idea can be
expressed without having to do this if
common ownership is understood as
being a social relationship and not a
form of property ownership. This social
relationship-equality between human
beings with regard to the control of the
use of the means of production-can
equally accurately be described by the
terms iclassless societyi and
idemocratic controli as by icommon
ownershipi since these three terms are
only different ways of describing it from
different angles. The use of the term
icommon ownershipi to refer to the
basic social relationship of the
alternative society to capitalism is not to
be taken to imply therefore that
common ownership of the means of
production could exist without
democratic control. Common ownership
means democratic control means a
classless society.
When we refer to the society
based on common ownership6 generally
we use the term isocialismi6 though we
have no obgection to others using
icommunismi6 since for us these terms
mean exactly the same and are
interchangeable.

Not state ownership

Common ownership is not to be
confused with state ownership6 since an
organ of coercion6 or state6 has no
place in socialism. A class society is a
society with a state because sectional
control over the means of production
and the exclusion of the rest of the
population cannot be asser ted without
coercion6 and so without a special
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200.

words6 when a state owns
Burnham: aFor a other
The other
the means of production6 the
society to be
members of society remain nonAdam Smith
excluded from control.
'classless' would owners6
Both legally and socially6 the
mean that within means of production belong not to Cooking Gordon Brown grew up in
the Ccottish seaside town
them6 but to the state6 which
society there
the
of girkcaldy where his
stands as an independent power
was a minister in
would be no
between them and the means of
Books (O) father
one of the local kirks.
production.
group which would
Adam Cmith was born there in GI23,
The state is not an
though his father was a customs official. In
have any special
abstraction floating above society
February, at Brown's invitation, Alan
and
its
membersl
it
is
a
social
control over
Greenspan, chairman of the _C Federal
institution6 and6 as such6 a group of
Board, visited girkcaldy to deliver
access to the human beings6 a section of society6 Veserve
a lecture on Adam Cmith.
organised
in
a
particular
way.
This
Cmith's Wealth of Nations was, said
instruments is why6 strictly speaking6 we should
Greenspan, None of the great achievements
of
have written above that the state
in human intellectual historyN. Cmith's
most members of society
view that capitalists should be allowed by
organ to
production; and no confronts
and excludes most of them from
governments to pursue profits unhindered
exercise this
control of the means of production.
since, Nled by an invisible handN, this
coercion. On group receiving
resulted in the Npublic goodN being
wherever there is a state6
the other
preferential treatment For
promoted had, he argued, became Nthe sole
there is always a group of human
hand6 a
in distributiona
remaining effective paradigm for economic
beings who stand in a different
classless
society is a
stateless society because such an
organ of coercion becomes
unnecessary as soon as all members of
society stand in the same relationship
with regard to the control of the use of
the means of production. The existence
of a state as an instrument of class
political control and coercion is quite
incompatible with the existence of the
social relationship of common
ownership. State ownership is a form of
exclusive property ownership which
implies a social relationship which is
totally different from socialism.
Common ownership is a social
relationship of equality and democracy
which makes the concept of property
redundant because there are no longer
any excluded non-owners. State
ownership6 on the other hand6
presupposes the existence of a
government machine6 a legal system6
armed forces and the other features of
an institutionalised organ of coercion.
State-owned means of production
belong to an institution which confronts
the members of society6 coerces them
and dominates them6 both as individuals
and as a collectivity. Under state
ownership the answer to the question
iwho owns the means of production^i is
not ieverybodyi or inobodyi as with
common ownershipl it is ithe statei. In

<ommon Fwnership H No !Dclusion Jones
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relationship to it from most
members of society: not as the
dominated6 nor as the excluded6 but as
the dominators and the excluders.
Under state ownership6 this group
controls the use of the means of
production to the exclusion of the other
members of society. In this sense6 it
owns the means of production6 whether
or not this is formally and legally
recognised.
Another reason why state
ownership and socialism are
incompatible is that the state is a
national institution which exercises
political control over a limited
geographical area. Since capitalism is a
world system6 the complete state
ownership of the means of production
within a given political area cannot
represent the abolition of capitalism6
even within that area. What it does
mean is the establishment of some form
of state capitalism whose internal mode
of operation is conditioned by the fact
that it has to compete in a world market
context against other capitals.
Since today capitalism is
worldwide6 the society which replaces
capitalism can only be worldwide. The
only socialism possible today is world
socialism. No more than capitalism can
socialism exist in one country. So the
common ownership of socialism is the
common ownership of
the world6 of its natural
and industrial
resources6 by the
whole of humanity.
Socialism can only be
a universal society in
which all that is in and
on the Earth has
become the common
heritage of all
humankind6 and in
which the division of
the world into states
has given way to a
world without frontiers
with a democratic
world administration as
well as local and
regional democracy."
&0&F#$!G("

organisationN KThe Times, I FebruaryL.
That's the side of Cmith that is
promoted by free-marketeers such as the
Adam Cmith Institute. But that's only one
side of his theories. Do the free-marketeers
- does Greenspan - know that the Wealth of
Nations opens with a declaration that
useful things are produced by labour: NThe
annual labour of every nation is the fund
which originally supplies it with all the
necessaries and conveniences of life which
it annually consumesNn Or that Cmith went
on to expound a labour theory of value:
NLabour is the real measure of the
exchangeable value of all commoditiesN
KBook I, chapter ]Ln
Cmith even went so far as to identify
profits as deriving from the value added by
workers in the process of production:
NAs soon as stock has accumulated in
the hands of particular persons, some of
them will naturally employ it in setting to
work industrious people, whom they will
supply with materials and subsistence, in
order to make a profit by the sale of their
work, or by what their labour adds to the
value of the materials . . . The value which
the workmen add to the materials . . .
resolves itself . . . into two parts, of which
one pays their wages, the other the profits
of their employer upon the whole stock of
materials and wages which he advancedN
KBook I, chapter ]IL.
Cmith's labour theory of value was
refined by David Vicardo and used by
early critics of capitalism to argue that the
capitalists were exploiters who robbed the
workers of a part of the product of their
labour. Marx took over and further
developed this labour theory of value as
the basis for his analysis of capitalism
which saw the capitalists' pursuit of profit
as seeking to extract a maximum of unpaid
labour from the working class.
The Npublic goodN which Cmith
argued was promoted by letting capitalists
pursue profits was an increase in the total
amount of wealth in existence. Marx didn't
deny this, but argued that under capitalism
this increase was inevitably unevenly
divided: more went to capitalists as
accumulated capital than to the actual
wealth-producers as increased wages Kif
thatL. What Cmith's Ninvisible handN did, if
you like, was to build-up in this way the
material basis for a socialist society of
common ownership and democratic
control. Which is the Nsole effective
paradigmN for ensuring that the productive
forces built up under capitalism can be
used for the benefit of all.

H

How would common
ownership and democratic
control work in practice?
Without a price mechanism
some critics do not
understand how signals can
pass from the user to the
producer or how decisions
about production can be
made. Yet such non-market
systems already exist even
within capitalism and a study
of these can give useful
insights into the practical
operation of a socialist
production and distribution
system.

!
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organis
without

What distinguishes the Cocialist Party from the leftists is
that when we talk of common ownership we do not ;ust
include the means of production, but also, specifically,
call for the common and democratic control of the means
of distribution. equal access to the common store without
requirement of exchange or payment is one of the things we
consider to be the hallmark of genuine socialism. After all, you
cannot buy something you already own.
To people living in a society where everything has a price,
where access to any aspect of our society from necessities to leisure
and culture comes with a price tag, such a system seems alien, or
they would need, sure in the knowledge that more will be readily
possibly even naively utopian. Tlever apologists of gross inequality available should they need more not to try and take and hoard
and privilege even try to claim that it is
everything. If what they want is not available, staff and procedures
categorically impossible to organise provision of
would be on hand to obtain the goods from another source. Before
any good or service without the vital signals of
they go, they could let the store crew know what they've taken, so
monetary exchange or market haggling.
that both the staff and other consumers would know what was and
Cocialists are loath to draw up blue-prints of
was not available from the inventory.
the future. It would be undemocratic for a handful
Put like that, it sounds convoluted, but it is what happens
of us now without access to the exact details of
everyday in local public libraries throughout Britain. _nder the
available resources and conditions to try and
Libraries, Archives and Museums Act of GH63, local authorities
draw up rigid plans. We also recognise that
must provide books and magakines free of charge, and obtain
there may not be one single way of doing
Kby purchase if necessary, but usually from other librariesL
things, and precise details and ways of doing
anything they do not have immediately to hand. Turrently,
things might vary from one part of the world
over 60 percent of library patrons get what they want from
to another, even between neighbouring
;ust cold calling into their local branch.
communities. Of course, we can reach
Big businesses provide a similar service. Blockbusters
logical conclusions based on basic
video stores provide rental goods for a charge per loan.
premises - that socialism will be
Libraries too provide videos, and the difference between
necessarily democratic, for example - and
their operating parameters is clear. Big video stores
can outline broad principles or options
overwhelmingly stock the latest hits in huge bundles, with
that could be applied. That is, we do not
older or niche films harder to find, while local libraries
have to draw up a plan for socialism, but
have a wider range of stock. Market provision leads to
broadly demonstrate that it is possible.
conformity more than conscious service. Libraries, however,
We draw upon scientific methods, that
are compelled by competition law not to undercut video
is, we do not come up with a dream and Whaddya mean, you won’t haggle stores Kwhich they could doL. That is, they are prevented
try and fix it to reality, but, rather, we
over economic calculation? I’m
from out-performing commercial rivals by legal fiat.
look to the real world to see how it is, telling you it’s a categorical
Libraries exhibit a number of non-monetary
and how it could be. Just as the market impossibility mate. Now are you
techniques for allocating resources, which they mix to
- the central feature of capitalism - pre- telling me this isn’t worth ten
various degrees, and each of which would be suitable for
dated the explosion of that society
shekels?
use in socialism. Library staff use published data to
across the globe, so too are principles
provide items to fulfil the publicly stated service level agreement in
and practices that socialism could use latent in our world today.
terms of the stock that users can assume they will find in the library.
That is, provision of services based on free access at the point of
Once the stock is there, users can take it from the shelves on a firstuse are more common in the world today than the ideologues of
come first served basis. If it is already taken, they can be put into a
capitalism would have us believe.
queue to receive it next, or they can order one to be brought in from
Tonsider shopping in socialism. A person would walk into
another institution. If an item is highly popular, its terms of
the store, browse the shelves, select what they want, and then
availability may be restricted to enable more people to have access
arrange to take it away. They would take as much as they think
G0
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*(Non-market
distribution)
sounds
convoluted,
but it is what
happens
everyday in
local public
libraries
throughout
Britain.A

Could we
se things
money^
to it, and people always have the option of trying a different source
of information. In some libraries, if some users have particular
needs, they may have their borrowing limit increased to be able to
take more items out.
That is, a mix of queuing, lottery and rationing are used in
various mixtures to maximise the use of resources. Alongside this,

Blockbuster
profits

!

The cinema and
video industries make
two things: films
and, more
importantly, money. Ched-loads
of it and over a long period. In
the GH20s The Birth of a Nation
cost _nited Artists pGG0,000 to
produceo it eventually grossed
sixty million Kthanks due to L.
Menand in the I February issue
of the New Yorker for that and
some other facts in this articleL.
More recently, Titanic took in
pG.85 billion at the box office many times what it cost. Of
course some films don't make
money and some even lose it.
But overall Hollywood,
Bollywood and lesser-known
qwoods\ are oligarchies
designed for the enrichment of
the oligarchs.
It isn't ;ust the movie
business that seeks and makes a

profit from movies. The key to
the system is marketing. A lot
of money is spent on creating
NbukkN - a diffused sense in the
public that a particular movie is
on the way. Previews are part
of NbukkN, as is NcoverageN of
forthcoming movies in media
outlets that are often owned by
the same conglomerate that
owns the studio. The makers of
Jurassic Park sold a hundred
licences for a thousand dinosaur
products.
The content of the films
and videos reflects conditions in
the world of which they are
part. Coon after HiGG
Hollywood temporarily
abandoned the hyperviolent
spectacles that dominated
cinema in the late GHH0s. The
public was thought to be in need
of escape from such horrors.
However, by 2003 it was a
return to business as usual.
Daredevil, Cold Mountain,
Gods and Generals and The
Core offered spectacles of
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the library catalogue - the inventory of
available stock which includes its current
location and status - can be used to coordinate between both library users and
staff so that everyone can control their
use of the library and its goods. This
information, unlike market information
which travels at the speed of goods to
market, travels at the speed of light.
Today, it is possible to discover, via the
internet, that the Communist Manifesto is
available in the Mary L. Took Public
Library in Waynesville Ohio, shelved in
the social sciences section. If that book
were not available in a local library, it
would be possible to ask them, possibly
ultimately, to obtain it from this source.
even the ob;ections that these
libraries exist within capitalism doesn't bear much scrutiny.
Although they must buy their books, it is possible to calculate
how much would need to be spent to maintain the agreed stock
levels, and set the budget accordingly. Publishers often tailor
their print runs to their expectations of the number of libraries
that will stock a title Kand will often cancel titles if too few
institutions do not order it via pre-publication dataL. The money
largely follows the quality management.
Come parts of library management now might not be
needed. Turrently, a lot of personal detail is held by libraries in
order to help protect their stock and monitor its usage. To
generalise this might require some sort of identity registration,
which some people may or may not find ob;ectionableo but even
then, an anonymous system like loyalty cards wherein the bearer
of the card can simply record information whenever they remove
stock could be used to see what combinations of goods people
generally withdraw in so as to help ordering and stocking the
stores. Again, this is a detail that can be left to the people who
will live in socialism, but it is clear that we do not need an
authoritarian state dictating each person's precise ration as some
commissars of capitalism might pretend.
This is ;ust one, almost random example of the ways in
which workers, with all their skills and experience of cooperating to run capitalism in the interests of the capitalists,
could begin to run society in their own interest. We do not need
to build the new society in the womb of the old, that is here
already. What we need is to decide that we have the way to
actively declare an end to unnecessary want, and build a free cooperative commonwealth so that Npoverty may give place to
comfort, privilege to equality and slavery to freedom.N"
DG"#SF**.

bit braver Kor more foolhardynL
contemporary, futuristic or
than that. I endorse Menand's
historical destruction and
re;ection of films that include
carnage.
any combination of wikards,
A recent British study of
slinky women of few words,
blockbuster audiences Kby M.
men who can expertly drive
Jancovich, and L. Faire, 'The
anything or leap safely from the
best place to see a film', in
top of anything, characters from
Movie BlockbustersL indicates
comic books, explosions, a
that at least some audiences are
not happy with the conditions in computer whikk with attitude, or
an incarnation of pure evil. I
which they are paying
hope there will be more films
customers. Apparently a fairly
like Mike Leigh's ]era Drake, a
common complaint is that the
moving and beautiful depiction
cinema is an emotionally cold
of British working-class life in
place. The audience is a mass
but not a community. There's
the GH50s."
no place to interact with one
S.&'#D&%"*%
another or talk about
the film afterwards.
What of the
future of the cinema
and the video in
socialismn To some
extent I go along
with the safe but
insipid view that
Nthe people at the
Kera Lrake: No bombsM bangs or
time will decideN.
busted blocksM >ust good filmHmaking.
But I'd like to be a
GG
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The National Health Cervice is
trumpeted as the finest
achievement of the Labour
Party throughout its entire
history. For years Labour supporters
when tackled on the non-socialist and
pro-capitalist nature of the Labour Party
would reply with the one riposte, 'Ah, but
what about the NHCn' Vegarded by
many Labour supporters as a socialist
measure and holding out a promise of
solving one of the most distressing
problems of being a worker, being looked
after when you were ill, it is hardly
surprising that it was seen as a huge step
forward in working class emancipation.
One reform out of the multitude of
reforms put into practice by a reformist
party has survived - has it workedn
What did the NHC claim to do at its
inceptionn Its chief architect Aneurin
Bevan was very sure of his aims: it was
to be an institution which would take
care of all the medical needs of the
working class for evermore and, hold
your breath, without charge. However
expensive the treatment might be medical
attention could be obtained for all. For
freel But it left a question hanging in the
air, why was it only the working class
who needed this ambitious solutionn
There was no problem for the capitalist
class, who didn't need a health service.
They could obtain all that was available
from existing medical services by paying
for it.
However, in the context of the time
and given the pro capitalist inclinations
of the Labour Party it was a bold, even
visionary solution to the poor state of
health of the mass of the working class
after a long period of economic
depression followed by six years of war.
A situation, that had already been a
serious cause of concern for government
before the war. KThough in some respects
the wartime diet plus the fact that
unemployment had virtually ended for
the duration had improved health
standardsL. The NHC plan struck an
immediate chord with the mass of the
working class who saw in it a promise
G2

for massive changes for the better in the
post-war period. Tarried away by the
prospect of free teeth and
glasses for all, the NHC
helped to allay the grim
years of rationing and
shortages and helped to
secure a second term for the
Labour Government.
Bevan is usually given sole credit
for the NHC, but the
real picture is slightly
different. Like its
companion, the
Beveridge scheme for
social security, it was
implemented by the
Labour Party but had the support of other
parties, who generally recognised that
some form of welfare was badly needed.
Co the NHC did not spring from nothing,
as with the big bang theory of the
_niverse.
There had been health provision for
the working class before the war that was
free of charge, but it had been very
haphakard, with some areas over supplied
and others very badly neglected. Also it
relied upon charity. It was not there by
right and most people saw a big
difference. Bevan promoted a scheme
that would abolish the stigma and
unpredictability of charity and was
comprehensive and open to all. And he

had to fight for it, even against
opposition within his own party, and
from the British Medical Association,
who saw a threat to their own power
within a government run scheme. But
once the scheme had been publicised
there was no going back.
aet those were minor obstacles
compared to a force that neither Bevan
nor the Labour Party has ever properly
understood, the forces of capitalist
economics.
Money problems
The NHC had to be paid for, and the
money had to come from the capitalist
class. ever since its inception the history
of the NHC has been a story of trying to
provide adequate funding. every
government has looked for ways to find
the money and cut the costs, and every
government has failed. The original setup has been modified, tinkered with or
altered repeatedly, all, we are told in the
interests of efficiency. And every
government produces a fresh plan with a
fanfare of trumpets that promises to solve
all problems. Bevan initiated a reform
that would prove to be one of the biggest
headaches of all time for his own party or
for any party trying to run capitalism,
including Margaret Thatcher, who
thought she had the magic formula to
solve all problems, privatisation, but
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ended up by spending as much as anyone.
In truth there are many factors
within capitalism which augur badly for
the NHC. Although the trend for wellestablished capitalist countries is to move
from a production
economy to a service
economy, this can have
problems.
Manufactured goods,
once they are into full
mass production
generally go down in
price, because they
embody less labourpower. This is why the
absolute standard of
living of sections of the
working class has
improved.
But not all
wealth can be massproduced. Many ;obs
that require intensive
labour-power cannot be
made more productive
by technology. But
wages paid have to
come into line with
those of production
workers where fewer
workers still produce as
much or more. This is
why it is so expensive
to have such things as
electrical or building
work done. Nursing
comes into this
category: you can't
replace a nurse by a
machine Kalthough they
do their bestL. Co, if
there are going to be
enough nurses to run a
health service the total cost of nursing
care has to go up. In addition to which,
nurses have to be trained to manage the
increasing technical demands of modern
health care.
The government try to overcome
this problem by the well-used tactic of
recruiting from countries with lower
wages, such as the West Indies, Couth
Africa and Poland. Another tried and
tested solution favoured by employers is
that of up-grading, i.e. allowing some
tasks to be undertaken by those not
previously
regarded as having
the necessary
skillso for
example,
encouraging
nurses to
undertake minor
surgery, thus
relieving some
pressure on
doctors.
But this is
minor, compared
to the increasing
costs of drug
treatment, which
have risen to astronomical proportions
since the NHC was founded. When Bevan
dreamed up his panacea for the working
class of Britain, which was going to be

the envy of the world, the practice of
medicine was not as advanced as it is
today. Drug treatment, as we know it
today, apart from the heavy reliance on
aspirin and the wartime use of penicillin,
was unknown. Modern medical science
was more or less born during the Cecond
World War and it has made giant strides
since, especially with regard to costs.
Developing a modern medical drug can
cost millions of pounds. And, as every
reader of any newspaper must have
noticed, new, 'wonder drugs' are launched
with astonishing frequency, generally
leading newspaper articles somewhere
asking indignantly, NWhy cannot this life
saving drug be made available to anyone
who needs itnN The pressures on the NHC
are relentless, all of them making for
increasing costs.
Population trends are swelling the
numbers of old in relation to the young,
and as we all know older people tend to
have more illnesses, and their illnesses
are more likely to take the form of
expensive operations such as hip
replacements. All these items are creating
big problems for the NHC. and resulting
in intensive press coverage, most of it
highly critical, especially when it comes
to waiting lists. It must be pointed out
that this does not ;ust apply to the NHC.
Other capitalist institutions, paid for out
of taxation levied upon the wealthy, are
being cut, notably the armed forces, the
police force and the fire service. And
private Kmore or lessL firms, which cannot
apply technology to reduce costs Kread,
manpowerL, like the post office, are
cutting the numbers of branches. Co,
what does the future hold for the NHC
and its equivalents in other capitalist
countriesn
Decline
As the longest running institution of
its kind the NHC is probably the creakiest
in europe, but there is nothing special
about British capitalism that makes it
more likely than any other to undergo
decline. Most european countries are
already showing signs of strain in funding
their welfare systems and what applies to
the _g must inevitably follow with them.
The conclusion must be that to fulfil
the professed aims of Bevan for a health
service that would cover the needs of the
working class was never
more than a pipe dream.
No government will
dare to upset their
masters to the extent
necessary to maintain a
decent health service.
The most likely
prognosis is that it will
carry on much as now
with an increasing bias
towards private
hospitals and treatment
that is paid for at the
point of consumption.
In fact it never lived up
to its hype from the
beginningo within months charges were
being introduced for dental and optical
services. There is no such thing as an
adequate health service within a capitalist

*The rickets and
tuberculosis of the
Victorians are being
replaced by more
sophisticated
illnesses such as
heart failure, stress
and obesityA
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system of society and there never can be.
It seems the current trend is to go back to
something similar to pre NHC. and have a
two tier system where what you get will
be what you pay for. The rise in private
hospitals and health insurance is a potent

Peaks and troughs: a newlyHopenend ward
in 1OPQ abo7e andM belowM a newlyHclosing
hospital in more recent times

symbol of this trend.
No doubt most workers will
conclude that any deficiencies in the NHC
can be put right by a change of
government and that it lies within the
power of the political process to achieve
a viable health system. This is a fallacy.
The money system we live under is
inherently biased towards satisfying the
demands of a minority ruling class who
are only concerned with having a working
class fit enough to go to work and fight
their wars for them. Tapitalism can
never be run in the interests of the
ma;ority and in any case will always
throw up new problems of ill health as it
progresses. The rickets and tuberculosis
of the ]ictorians are being replaced by
more sophisticated illnesses such as heart
failure, stress and obesity of a more
modern age, not to mention AIDC.
In a socialist society where the
capacity for wealth production,
unhampered by the colossal waste
endemic to this one, can be released to
the full, human values will predominate
and energy can be concentrated on the
causes of disease and its prevention.
Issues such as the need for
pharmaceuticals to make billions of
pounds in profit will not exist. The NHC
has managed to carry on so far as a more
or less viable service largely due to the
dedication and hard work of its members
but this cannot last forever."
(H%##
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In January Cony, the
multinational electronics
corporation, announced it is to
declare 300 redundancies at its
two factories in south Wales - 80 from the
Bridgend factory, producing cathode ray
tubes, and 220 from the T] factory ad;acent
to the MZ at Pencoed - a move that almost
certainly signals the imminent closure of an
operation that once employed 3,300
working people. This latest news will be of
no surprise to those working in the two
factories where Cony has been quietly
shedding ;obs since the late GHH0s.
Production from these factories relies
on 'old' tube technology and, as a
spokesman
explained, NThe
move away from
TVT-based T]s
<athode /ay
accelerated last
1ubes H so
year with flat panel last year...
products now
accounting for around half the _g marketN
KGuardian, 2G JanuaryL. It is now evident
that the managers employed in Japan to
make profits for shareholders had decided
by the late GHH0s that investment to support
flat screen televisions would go elsewhere
and after 30 years have decided to call it a
day in Wales. Co where did it all go wrongn
Cony's Bridgend factory, officially
opened by Prince Tharles in GHIZ, was the
first ma;or manufacturing venture in the _g
by a Japanese multinational corporation.
The main imperative of capitalism is to
expand - a fact well understood in Japan
where by GHI2 the country had the largest
television industry in the world producing in
excess of 8 million sets a year and a
domestic market on the verge of saturation.
Japanese exports had already devastated the
American television industry and while _g
imports of Japanese colour T]s were rising,
_g manufacturers found some comfort
under a GH62 treaty that limited imports of
Japanese televisions.
Cony needed unrestricted access to
european television market and the _g
government was on the verge of ;oining the
european economic Tommunity KeeTL.
Assembling televisions inside europe would
circumvent the agreement limiting imports
and end the stream of accusations from
european manufacturers that Japanese
televisions were being 'dumped' on the
GZ

market at 'uneconomic' prices.

Welcomed

The British government was friendly
to Japanese investment and politicians
quickly warmed to the prospect of new ;obs.
This, combined with financial grants made
available to ease ;ob losses in traditional
coal and steel industries, an established
market and a region crying out for
employment made Wales an attractive
proposition. Bridgend was to be Cony's
assembly base to compete in the eeT, a
venture viewed by Britain's partners in
europe, particularly in Holland - the home
of Philips - as a 'Tro;an Horse,' an apt
description for a company importing H0
percent of its components from Japan. In
GHI6 the British government, under pressure
from the eeT and the european television
industry, moved to protect 'home'
producers. It agreed that
unless 50 percent by value of
components had european
origin, sets could not claim to
be 'British-made' and would
therefore count towards
Japanese import quotas
agreed between the two
industries. By this time,
however, Cony was
operational and employing
over 500 people and
compliance with this 'origin
rule' was quietly forgotten.
Other Japanese
television manufacturers
followed and by GHII Britain
had 'overcapacity' in both set
and component manufacture.
The Vadio Industry Touncil
made representations to
government for protection
and again policy was altered. In future
inward investment was to be encouraged
provided it either took over existing
capacity or resulted in ;oint ventures with
established manufacturers - hence VankToshiba and GeT-Hitachi. But by GHIH it
was apparent that British television
manufacturers were unable to compete with
Japanese design and manufacturing
technology and in October GH80, Pye at
Lowestoft was shut with the loss of G,G00
;obs. Despite the higher wages paid to
Japanese workers, Nthe direct labour cost of
a set made in the _g was almost double
that of one made in Japan because the

Japanese set took G.H hours to make and the
British one 6.G hours.N Kgeith Geddes, The
Cetmakers, GHHGL Japanese television sets
incorporated 30 percent fewer components
by making greater use of integrated circuits,
and automatic insertion accounted for 65
percent of components against G5 percent in
the _g. These advantages forced a spate of
factory closures and 'consolidations' as
european producers tried desperately to
compete.
Cony's output at Bridgend had now
increased to a level that ;ustified investment
in a tube-manufacturing factory, built
alongside the television factory and opened
in GH82. This expansion was essential
because Cony holds patent rights to a
cathode ray tube - NTrinitronN fundamentally different from its competitors
and available only from Cony in Japan.

Sony 1KsM a 7iew to
a killing.

Local production was needed to reduce
enormous importation costs. Further
expansion to tube manufacturing came in
GH8H when the television factory was
relocated to a site 3 miles away allowing the
tube factory to double in sike. The new
television factory - hailed as Cony's
'european Flagship' - was constructed on
former farmland in Pencoed and opened in
GHH2 at a cost of r30 million. By the early
GHH0s Cony had a ma;or share of the
european television market and was locked
in bitter competition with Philips. Output
peaked at about G.I5 million televisions and
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200..

RageHend at
Sridgend: Tirst
Sony gi7ethM then
Sony taketh awayM
then Sony
in7esteth
somewhere else.

computer monitors
were added to the
production line-up.
The combined
turnover of both
plants was
approximately
r800 million.
But then
things started to go
sour. Intense
competition from
manufacturers
producing high
quality, low cost
televisions and the
collapse of a ma;or
market in Vussia
started to eat away
at profits. The
market demanded
cost reductions,
and Cony - which
had traded for so
long on a brand
name that
marketing gurus had made synonymous
with quality and price premiums - could not
deliver, at least in Wales. A further threat
emerged as Cony's recently opened
television-factory in Barcelona, employing
the latest technology, gathered momentum.
The 'centre of gravity' of the european
T] market was moving eastwards and
factories in Wales were no longer suitably
placed. The company then negotiated
generous grants and tax concessions and,
eager to exploit cheap labour, opened new
factories in Hungary and Clovakia to
improve competitiveness in the growing
east european market that had once been
supplied by the Pencoed factory. The
factories in Wales had served their purpose
and utilising 'old' technology were now to
be run-down while 'new' technology and
investment went elsewhere. The workforce
now lived under threat that production
would be transferred unless profits
improved, serving to keep wages and
benefits fixed, while the trade union,
effectively anaesthetised since the GHI0s,
collaborated with management on pro;ects
to increase profits. Desperate to cut costs,
investment in manufacturing was slashedo
internal component production contracted
out, permanent workers were replaced by
temporary employees and leavers not
replaced. Discipline became oppressive and
workers grew demoralised and indifferent to
the continuous demands to improve
performance. The company's reputation as
an employer plummeted and official
redundancies were first declared in April
2000.

The bottom line

Co who is to blamen Why did the
bubble burstn It would be easy to blame
local management employed to squeeke
profits from working people or the
working people who became dispirited or
perhaps even market conditions. But all
this evades the fundamental issue that
we live in an economic system that
demands that corporations must roam
the world in pursuit of lower costs to
remain competitive to increase profits
for shareholders. Cony, like any
other corporation with global
aspirations, cannot stop to consider how its
working people, many employed since the
beginning in GHIZ, are to survive when the
factories in Wales close, as they must surely
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do in the near future. The fact that Wales
already suffers dire poverty and comparable
;obs will virtually impossible to find is of
no consequence on the balance sheet, where
the only consideration can be the bottom
line. It should not be forgotten that the
social cost of Cony's years of successful
profit-making in Wales was achieved at the
expense of forcing thousands from
employment in factories across europe with
all the misery and trauma this entails. The
wheel has turned full circle and it is now the
turn of people employed by Cony in Wales
to by abandoned, cast aside in the pursuit of
greater profits. This is capitalism.
In capitalist society there can be no
allegiance or loyalty to a workforce or
community. Production is motivated solely
by profit, regardless of the social
consequences. As a recent article in the
economist states, 'corporate social
responsibility' - Na kinder, gentler
capitalism,N is a non-starter. Instead, we
learn:
NThe goal of a well-run company may
be to make profits for its shareholders, but
merely by doing thatsthe company is doing
good works. Its employees willingly work
for the company in exchange for wageso the
transaction makes them better offN K22
JanuaryL.
Now we are asked to shallow the
outrageous proposition that capitalism has a
benevolent social purpose - but try telling

What
classless
society?

At one time6 a long
time ago now6 when
the Labour Party still
retained some sort of
vague commitment to
being opposed to the
workings of capitalism it used to say that
it favoured the redistribution of wealth
from the rich to the poor. They were
going Ithey saidJ to establish a more
equal society by taxing the rich and using
the money to provide better public
services for the rest of us.
Actually6 in the last century there
was a long-term trend towards a less
uneven distribution of wealth ownership.
But this did not result from any deliberate
policy on the part of governments Ithe
wealthy soon found ways of minimising or
avoiding taxes on their existing wealth
and on their accumulation of more
wealthJ6 but rather from a magority of
people coming to own more consumer
goods6 etc. resulting in the total
amount of wealth owned by the
non-rich sections of society rising
faster than the total
amount owned by the
wealthy.
The rich still got
richer - and6 in
absolute terms6 each
one of them got more
than each of the rest
of us - but6
proportionately6
together they got
less than the rest of us
as a group. There was no
redistribution from them to usl
which would have gone against
the logic of capitalism involving as
it does the accumulation of more

Cooking
the
Books (2)

that to the people until recently employed
by Cony or those formerly employed by the
thousands of other companies that have
shed working people when higher profits
are demanded. The choice is starko the
working class either sells its labour power
in return for wages or salaries or goes
without the essentials of life. This is not
willingness but compulsion. It is wage
slavery.
Tapitalism has outlived its usefulness
and must be immediately replaced by
socialism. Tapitalism divides the world's
population into two classes, the ma;ority
who sell their labour power in return for
wages and salaries and those who own the
means of producing wealth and live on
profits. It is class struggle where workers
will always be the losers, with the
impending closure of Cony in south Wales a
testimony to opposing class interests of
workers and owners. As ex-Cony workers
go about rebuilding their lives, they, and
working people everywhere would do well
to reflect on the fact that capitalism cannot
operate in any other way and is incapable of
being reformed to do so. Like millions
before them, capitalism has condemned
these workers to an uncertain future,
breeding the stress and anxiously that is
linked to a Jobcentre interview likely to lead
nowhere. "
S.*Q*#.%-..
and more capital in the hands of a
capitalist class.
In the 1990s this long-term trend
Iwhich continued even under ThatcherJ
was reversed. Since 1991 the rich have
been getting richer faster than the rest of
us - despite a Labour government. In
December the Office for National
Statistics published the figures for the
latest available year6 2002. Two sets of
figures are published6 one for all
marketable wealth and the other for
imarketable wealth less value of
dwellingsi. Since capitalism is based on
the concentration of the ownership of the
means of wealth-production in the hands
of a tiny minority6 and since houses are
not means of production6 it is the second
set of figures that are the more relevant
Ieven if they still include other items of
wealth such as cars and hi-fi equipment
that are also not means of productionJ6
These figures Ipublished on the
ONS website at
http:LLwww.statistics.gov.ukLcciLnuggetmpri
nt.asp^IDn2 J show how things have
changed since 19966 as the situation
inherited by the present Labour
government when it came into office:

As can be seen6 whereas in 1996
the top 5 percent owned as much as the
bottom 95 per cent - or one out of every
19 persons owned as much as the other
19 Iof whom half owned virtually nothingJ
taken together - by 2002 the top 5
percent owned nearly 40 percent than the
rest of us.
Who says that weare living in a
classless society^ Who says that the
capitalist class have died out^ Who says
that the Labour Party can deliver a more
equal society or is even trying to^
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More reasons not to shop
Joanna Blythman: Shopped: The
Shocking Power of British
Supermarkets. Harper Perennial g7.WW.

Cupermarkets:
places to buy food
at low prices,
selling a wide
range of produce
in bright well-lit
shops situated in
convenient
locations, with
everything
designed to make
life easier for
customers. If
that's your view of
what supermarkets
are, then Shopped is likely to change your
mind.
For one thing the illusion of choice is
;ust that - an illusion. Many companies
make ready meals for a variety of
supermarket chains, for instance. More
generally, the supermarkets sell what suits
them, not what the customer might want.
Fruit and veg in particular have to fit a
standard model in terms of sike, colour and
shape, ;ust because that makes them easier
Km cheaperL to transport and display. Any
offerings that don't come up to standard
Ke.g. because of minor blemishesL will be
re;ected, at the supplier's expense. This
might include, for instance, cauliflowers
that are 'not white enough'. One
consequence of this emphasis on uniformity
is a drastic reduction in the number of
varieties grown, which puts in danger the
genetic spread that can help to reduce the
impact of disease.
The suppliers Kfrom largish companies
to small farmersL are often at the
supermarkets' mercy in other ways too.
They may be encouraged to sell their
produce to one chain exclusively, invest in
new equipment, and then be dropped from
the approved list for no apparent reason. If
they complain about the supermarket's
stranglehold on their sales, they will be
threatened with delisting. Tustomer
complaints are passed on by the
supermarkets to the suppliers. Low prices at
the counter are enabled by ever-lower prices
to the supplier: cereal farmers, for instance,
get ;ust 8 percent of the price of a loaf of
bread.
Cupermarket profits of course come
not ;ust from the way they exercise their
power over the suppliers, but from the way
they exploit their own staff. With pay rates
at levels like rZ.HZ an hour, compared to the
rZmillion that the boss of Tesco's was paid
in 2003, it's easy to see why some of the
bigger chains have an annual staff turnover
exceeding 20 percent.
And the 'fresh' food they sell is often
not fresh at all. It is quite likely picked
prematurely, before developing its full
flavour, so it can withstand a few days' shelf
life and then a few more in the customer's
home. Taste and nutrition come a long way
second to appearance and how long the food
will keep. Wholesale markets like Tovent
Garden now supply greengrocers and
G6

restaurants with decent fruit and veg, while
supermarket shelves are weighed down with
tasteless, unripe pap, much of it grown on
vast plantations in places such as
Lincolnshire.
Nor is food-selling the be-all-and-endall. Cupermarkets have for some time been
expanding into areas like insurance, wills,
credit cards, books, TDs, key-cutting, and
so on. If they could get away with it, they'd
probably stop selling unprocessed food
Kprocessed food is far more profitableL, but
they know that 'fresh' meat and veg does get
customers into the stores. Tesco is
approaching a 30 percent share in _g
consumer spending Kthat's total spending,
not ;ust on foodL.
One of the blurbs the cover of
Shopped says it Nshould be required reading
in every householdN. Well, the Socialist
Standard would be a better choice for this,
but Shopped does give a pretty good idea of
the power of big companies under
capitalism and the reasons why the
customer is certainly not in charge.
D$

The Windmills of Change
In Search of Sustainability. Edited by J.
Goldie, B. Douglas, and B. Furnass.
CSIRO Publishing, Australia 2((5.

Custainability can be an unquestionably
good thing or not - it depends on what you
want to sustain. In this collection of twelve
essays by academics in different fields of
environmental research the editors define
sustainability as Nthe capacity of human
systems to provide for the full range of
human concerns in the long term.
Custainability, when applied to humans,
refers both to long-term survival of our
species and the quality of our lives.N
There are chapters on ten areas of
concern: health, inequality, limited growth,
land use, water, climate change, energy,
transport, work and population. A final
chapter is about achieving a sustainable
future. The recommendations are all of a

All at sea: an offHshore wind farm

NmotherhoodN nature and well known to
those in the environmental trade. For
example, Nchildren must better understand
the ecological framework within which the
human species livesN, we must Nshift away
from the pursuit of economic growth as an
end in itselfN and promote Naffordable
renewable technologies.N

Plenty of talk about key issues we
must address, challenges we must face,
changes in our current approaches we must
make. But not a solid word about the need
to fundamentally change the system from
capitalism to something else. Tapitalism
does get a mention in the article on limiting
growth, but the worry there is that
capitalism will collapse and throw
everything into chaos.
The editors believe that sustainability
Ncan provide the vision we need to draw
together the government, the private sector
community and academics to help solve our
many deep-seated problems.N Co no real
revolution there, then. Indeed, one of the
contributors trots out what amounts to the
Nhuman natureN ob;ection to socialism.
Tomparing modern nation-states to
ancestral warring tribes, he suggests that
Nthis competitiveness, selfishness and 'short
termism' is deeply programmed into the
human species.N It may suit defenders of
capitalism to draw attention to such alleged
deep programming, but socialists rely on
other demonstrable characteristics of the
human species: mutual aid, co-operation
and Kdespite the dominant ideology of
capitalismL the capacity to think and plan
for the long term.
S%D
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Apocalypse Not Zet
Supervolcano
Sun ORth and Mon O4th March, BBCO
Supervolcano: The Truth About
Zellowstone
Sun ORth and Mon O4th March, BBC2

Tonsidering that science is a constant
adventure of astonishing discovery it's
amaking how many people have no interest
in it, a fact which explains why 'serious'
programmes like BBT Horizon are
nevertheless obliged to adopt a relentlessly
sensational and tabloid approach to
everything they do. Drama documentaries
about super-eruptions killing off most of the
_CA are the apotheosis of T] schedulers'
attempts to tick their public service
education boxes and still keep the viewers.
'Cuper-volcano overduel' they cry. 'Millions
deadl' 'Tivilisation in ruinsl' Buried
underneath a hundred feet of hyperbole, like
a dead dog at Pompeii, is the prosaic fact
that this event is only really expected some
time in the next 60,000 years and that
meanwhile there may be more pressing
concerns facing us all.
One wonders if viewers would be so
interested if the offending volcano was one
of those in the Cumatra chain, like the Toba
volcano that apparently brought us to the
edge of extinction IZ,000 years ago. Or
does the idea of cataclysm in the heart of
the world's only superpower carry with it
the extra frisson of schadenfreude, as we
contemplate the Americans being
spectacularly trashed instead of dishing it
out for a changen Perhaps it is simply
logical that a ma;or disaster in America
would have more far-reaching effects across
the world because as we all know America
is the prop holding up global civilisation.
Interest in supervolcanoes and
aellowstone in particular was sparked by
Socialist Standard '(r)* 200.

1he Pinatubo eruption H peanuts by comparison

Horizon five years ago, but the recent
tsunami has primed the T] viewer for a big
'what-if' docu-drama and the sleeping giant
in Wyoming is clearly an irresistible
sub;ect. Besides, Hollywood proved with
'The Day After Tomorrow' that disaster sells,
especially if you sex up the boring facts a
little. Given that capitalism is such a
miserable struggle for existence for most
people there's a strong psychological
impulsion to comfort oneself in the
knowledge that things could be a lot worse,
and for morale's sake it's best to find
something that can't be blamed on
capitalism.
But for all the Armageddon
prophesying, what would really be the
result of such an eventn The four horsemen
of the apocalypse would have to ride forth
and ravage the New World in their spare
time, since they're already so busy
elsewhere. Imagine making a programme
with the idea that five million kids were
going to die pointlessly because they
couldn't get decent drinking water. ]iewers
would switch over to Pop Idols
immediately. Natural disasters like that
happen already, so what's exciting about
thatn Besides, goes the secret thinking,
they're ;ust poor black kids and they've all
got AIDC anyway.
What would make a programme like
this truly scary is if it was made in the
context of a cooperative socialist society. If
socialists wanted to give each other
nightmares, they couldn't do better than

paint millenarian scenarios of a
breakdown of production and a
return to capitalism to each other.
But of course, people in a socialist
society would be life-affirming and
positive about the future, not
paranoid and neurotic neurasthenics
paralysed into hopeless
contemplation of a society that is in
reality one long slow-motion trainwreck. aellowstone wouldn't kill a
fraction of the people that
capitalism routinely kills every
year. Tapitalism is the world's worst
natural disaster bar none. Now,
where's the drama documentary
about thatn
DZS.

Africa:

A Marxian

Analysis.

A 30-page
pamphlet on
Africa6 mainly
reprints of
articles from the
Socialist"
Standard and
mainly written by
socialists living in
Africa. Marxas
materialist conception
of history and
analysis of society is applied to:
! state and class in pre-colonial
West Africa
! Tribalism
! colonialism and capitalism
! religion, race and class
! Sharia law in Nigeria
! the education system in Ghana
! South Africa in the 2(th century
!TailaMl."#ro<"H4."Socialist">art35"^15
@^15_Z"M3"*ost9"s.nd"c4.`'."*a3aMl."to
aH4."Socialist">art3"o#"Jr.at"Aritaina"to
Z6"Bla*4a<"Ki04"St9"Sondon"SbE"cQCd5
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John was someone I first came across in
the early H0s in Norwich along with
Heather prior to us all being properly
acquainted with the Cocialist Party. Our
enthusiasm for responsible antiauthoritarian values and the politics of a
world so different from this one, along with
the reasonably close proximity of our
houses helped to create a lasting bond and
friendship.
John was born in Plumstead, in
London, is GH32 and worked for most of
his working life as an electrician. He was a
warm and generous person, very down to
earth who would call a spade a spadeo at
the same time he could be very
understanding with people he got close to
whose conclusions may have been different
from his own, seeing the basis of those
conclusions as a possible connection to
build on. He was well-read and en;oyed
connecting with people of all ages and
backgrounds and had a penchant for
helping the underdog sometimes to the
detriment of his health. He was a vegan,
painted in oils, and loved upbeat music and
dancing.
Towards the end of his life John
would say that he felt ever more convinced
that the Party's sole pursuit of socialism
and not reformism was the correct and only
practical solution to the ongoing problems
that a capitalist world is always throwing
up. He recognised the importance of
humour, connected to a constructive
politics and philosophy in contrast to the
sober authoritarian politics of the Left he
was always falling foul of in the earlier
period of his life Khe had been in the
Tommunist Party, which he left in GH5I,
and then in the Trotskyist CLL, from which
he was expelled in GH60L.
John died in February. I'm sure his
way of being would and did affect
positively many people he had come across
throughout his life.
S.&G%
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For what is the Labour
Party fighting?
Having had six years in power running
capitalism the Labour Party is on the
outside looking around for a way to get
back again. Now as it is not generally
thought that the Labour Government
merely ran capitalism let us explain what
we mean by capitalism6 in order to see if
we are correct when we claim that the
Labour Party is gust another capitalist
party.
Capitalism is the social system
which exists today throughout the world6
wherein the means of production and
distribution are owned by a fraction of the
people Ithe capitalist class6 state or
privateJ and the mass of people being
without means of production MUST work
for WAGES in order to live. Further the
wealth of capitalist society Iproduced by
the workers but not owned by themJ is
produced for SALE and PROFIT6 that
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profit being the capitalistsa loot from the
exploitation of the class of employees. To
sum up6 the basic features of capitalism
are - class ownership - wage labour6
buying and selling and profit.
You will note we say class
ownership not private enterprise6 we say
istate or privatei because it is the basis
we are concerned with not merely the
form of administration. From the very
start the Labour Party never sought to
change the basis6 to abolish capitalism6
they merely proposed another form of
administration. After six years in
Government the whole ugly structure of
capitalism remained intact6 and still no
proposal to abolish wages6 buying and
selling and class ownership is
forthcoming. The Labour Party has no
horijons beyond those of capitalism and
when all the schemes have been put into
operation the position of the working
class will be exactly the same. The past
record of the Labour Party in supporting
wars6 freejing wages6 breaking strikes6
and forming coalitions6 with Tories and

Liberals6 should be enough to finish them
with the working class for keepsl the
tragedy is that it wonat. IoJ
Throughout its existence the Labour
Party has done everything but what need
doing most and said everything but what
most needed saying. Although from time
to time they paid lip-service by using
Socialist sounding phrases when it met
their purpose of deluding the workers6
nothing they have ever said or done has
advanced the workers one inch. While
certain of their reforms might have helped
in keeping workers contented and in
staving off unrest6 they have had the
desired effect of giving the boss class a
new lease of life. What would the
capitalist class do without a Labour Party
to patch up their vile system for them^
IFrom an article by aH.B.a6 Socialist
Standard6 April 1955J
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World Socialism
Needs You1
Without your support and
understanding Socialism cannot be
achieved. If you want to goin the
Socialist movement6 to help to bring
capitalism to a rapid end6 go along
to your nearest Branch or send for
a membership application form.
Please send me an
application form and membership
details Iwithout obligationJ.
NAME!""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
ADDRESS!"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

Manchester
Day School
Saturday 2R April6 1-5 pm
Friends Meeting House6 Mount
Street6 City Centre Ioff Albert
SquareJ

LANCASTER

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

Public Meeting
Monday 4th April6 8pm.
WHAT WILL THE ABOLITION OF
CAPITALISM DO TO THE ARTS?
The Gregson Centre6 Moorgate6
Lancaster.

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

T h e m e : ' Wo r l d P o v e r t y '
Speakers:
Adam Buick IaThird World Poverty and
the Anti-capitalist MovementaJ
Paddy Shannon IaCan Socialism End
World Poverty^aJ.
D.#r.s4<.nts"aTailaMl..

Manchester Branch talk
Monday 25 April6 8 pm
Hare and Hounds6 Shudehill6 City
Centre

'What Capitalism Does to Zour
Food'

SWANSEA BRANCH
Monday OO April. 7.30 pm.
aElection activity. Is it worth it?a
Unitarian Church6 High St6 Swansea
Inext to ArgosJ.

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
POSTCODE""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

WEST LONDON
Tuesday OW April6 8pm
THE ELECTION: DON'T BE A MUG:
VOTE FOR ZOURSELF FOR A
CHANGE.
Committee Room6 Chiswick Town Hall6
Heathfield Terrace6 W4
Inearest tube: Chiswick ParkJ.

#n% sen% to!+,e -ocialist 2a3t4
56 Cla8,a9 :i;, -t3eet
<on%on -=> ?@A

LONDON DAZ SCHOOL

NORWICH

Saturday W April. 11am to 5pm.

Discussion Meeting
Saturday R( April, 12 noon
Welcome. puestions and discussions
for new visitors
1.00pm Meal6 followed by
assessment and discussion of items
on recent Annual Conference
Agenda.
The Conservatory6 back room of The
Rosary Tavern6 Rosary Road6
Norwich.

11.30am What do we mean by
common ownership^
Speaker: Adam Buick
1.30 - 2.30pm Lunch Break
2.30pm How distribution could be
organised without money.
Speaker: Bill Martin
Room 11. Friends House6 Euston Rd
ISide entranceJ6 NW1
Nearest tubes: Euston6 Euston
Square

PRACTICAL SOCIALISM:
COMMON OWNERSHIP

-.+laratio*,o2 0ri*+i7l./
H4is"d.claration"is"t4."Masis"o#"o'r
or0anisation"and9"M.ca's."it"is
also"an"i<*ortant"4istorical
doc'<.nt"datin0"#ro<"t4.
#or<ation"o#"t4."*art3"in"1NOE9"its
ori0inal"lan0'a0."4as"M..n
r.tain.d5

Obgect

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
Ii.e.6 land6 factories6 railways6 etc.J

G8

by the capitalist or master class6
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class6 by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind6 without distinction
of race or sex.

2.That in society6 therefore6 there
is an antagonism of interests6
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

3.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class6 by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution6 and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom6

6.That as the machinery of
government6 including the armed
forces of the nation6 exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers6 the working
class must organije consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government6
national and local6 in order that
this machinery6 including these
forces6 may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege6 aristocratic
and plutocratic.

7.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests6 and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the the master class6
the party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain6 therefore6 enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties6 whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist6 and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour6 and that poverty
may give place to comfort6
privilege to equality6 and slavery
to freedom.
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On tactical voting

!

Here is something else for
all those bewildered and
dispirited Labour
supporters to blame on
Blair and his government. In their
glory days of GHHI and 200G voting
was a happily uncomplicated business,
requiring them only to go to their local
polling station and plonk their cross against the name of their New
Labour candidate, then go home congratulating themselves on
participating in the drive to raise living standards, make everyone
healthier and more secure, tackle global poverty and climate change.
But since then it has been borne in on the most starry-eyed
Labourite that their party is not only unable to make good on its
promises but has carried through other, unpromised and unwelcome,
policies like cutting single parent benefit and hounding those on
incapacity benefit, imposing student tuition fees, introducing the market
into the NHC and other public services, taking part in the invasion of
Iraq. All of this makes voting, for many a Labour supporter, a matter
fraught with indecision. There has been an anguished debate from
which has emerged - or rather re-emerged - the concept of tactical
voting. This means voting for a second choice candidate - like a Liberal
Democrat - in the hope that this will influence the Labour government
to change its policies. This is a sight more complex than simply opting
for their first choice candidate.

A jolt

The case for tactical voting has recently been stated by John
Harris in his book Co Now Who Do We ]ote Forn, in which a Labour
ex-minister outlines his dilemma:
NAnd why don't we like Michael Howardn Partly because of
his right wing record when he was home secretary. But
we're more right wing than Michael Howard was. I'm not
saying I want the Tories, but how bad would it ben The thing
is, the Labour party needs a fright.N
Harris
concludes that in
Labour heartlands
like Ccotland, Wales,
Couth aorkshire and
London Nthe
Blairites need a
;oltN. He discusses
some of the other
parties - the CNP,
Plaid Tymru, Green,
Vespect - which, if
they amassed a
considerable vote,
would administer
that ;olt. This line of
reasoning does not
recognise the futility
of voting for one
unsatisfactory party
in order to disturb
another. After all it
is not so long ago
Look,
that voting Labour
was sometimes used
I think you\ll find
to give a Tory
Gordon said I needed a
government a ;olt.
million extra votes.... not
There must be
volts. That\s enough
another, more
photos, you can let
hopeful, more
me out now...
enduring method.
A rather
desperate-sounding parliamentary group under the name of NImpeach
BlairN has campaigned to get Blair on trial for his part in the Iraq war
and the deceptions he practised in that cause. The idea made very little
progress, which is probably ;ust as well because Blair may have been
able to defend himself successfully on the grounds that he was only
following precedent. For example there was Neville Thamberlain who
in GH38 came back from Munich holding a piece of paper which, he
claimed, was a guarantee of peace in our time, although even as he
spoke this country - and quite a few others - were busily preparing for
war. Then there was Anthony eden, who in GH56 lied to the House of
Tommons when he denied that, in order to ;ustify the attack on Cuek,
there had been a conspiracy between Israel, France and Britain to
collude in the Israeli invasion of egypt. Blair might point out that eden,
far from being prosecuted, was elevated into being Lord Avon. An
acquittal would undoubtedly follow.
Standing in Sedgefield
As a result the group turned its attention to an idea dreamed up by
Adam Price, a Plaid Tymru MP who is threateningly rumoured to be a

New
Jolt For
New
Labour
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brainy maverick, to persuade someone to stand against Blair in his
Cedgefield constituency. This person would need to be - rather like
Martin Bell in Tatton in GHHI and Blair in his younger days - of
impeccable character and antecedents and to be allowed a clear run by
the other parties, to focus the anger against Blair effectively enough to
unseat him. As we write nobody has been found to take this on.
Cedgefield has been rock-solid Labour for over H0 yearso the people
there are apt to refer to Blair as Nour TonyN Kperhaps as the people of
Tatton called Neil Hamilton Nour NeilN before they threw him out in
GHHIL and in 200G they gave him a ma;ority close on G8,000.
It would be highly unusual, if not unprecedented, for a sitting
prime minister to be opposed at an election by a single candidate. This
did happen in GHZ5, when Winston Thurchill's seat at epping was
contested by Alexander Hancock. The other parties had agreed not to
stand in epping, as a Nmark of respectN for Thurchill, but there were
unacknowledged advantages for them in allowing Nthe man who won
the warN to have a free ride to Westminster. However there were people
who did not accept thiso most prominent among them was William
Douglas-Home whose brother, then Lord Dunglass, was Thamberlain's
Parliamentary Private Cecretary, closely involved in the Munich
negotiations which effectively handed Tkechoslovakia to Naki
Germany. Douglas-Home was an ardent fan of Thamberlain and a bitter
critic of Thurchillo during his time in the Army in the war he fought
three by-elections in opposition to the manner in which the war was
being conducted. In Ceptember GHZZ he refused an order to participate
in the Nmopping upN of the German army in Le Havre, on the grounds
that this would result in heavy civilian casualties - which, when the
attack came, did happen. Douglas-Home was court martialled,
discharged from the Army and sentenced to a year's imprisonment with
hard labour.
Contest in Epping
With this background Douglas-Home was an obvious possibility
to ignore the party truce and stand against Thurchill at epping. He did
at first intend to do this but then withdrew, which allowed Arthur aates,
another soldier Kalthough not one who disobeyed orderso the Daily
Mail affectionately described him as Nan earnest, hardened and freckled
young manNL to stand in his stead. The Army flew aates over from
Austria for his nomination but he arrived too late, which left the field to
Alexander Hancock, who got his name on the ballot papers as an
Independent. Hancock was a local farmero Thurchill dismissed him as
Nsomewhat crackpotN and it is true that he did have an unusual
approach to politics.
To begin with he confessed not to have any desire to become an
MP or to deny that to Thurchill. When he was asked about his chances
of defeating Thurchill he shrugged Ncould anyonenN His principal
ob;ective was to publicise his Nphilosophical planN under which Nable
bodiedN people would do about an hour's compulsory work each day to
provide the essentials of life and spend the rest of the time producing
non-essentials. It might have occurred to the more reflective voters in
epping that the plans put forward by the other parties for trying to
control British capitalism had little more than did Hancock's to
commend them in terms of relevance and effectiveness. At all events
over G0,000 of them voted for Hancock, or perhaps that was, in fact,
tactically against Thurchill, who survived with a ma;ority of around
GI,000.
Sadism and masochism
If someone is willing to offer themselves as another Alexander
Hancock it will be in response to the widespread anger and disgust at
Blair and the fact that his party's record in government has led to many
ex-supporters feeling they are disenfranchised. Labour's election
manipulators are already worried about the possibility that they will
lose some seats by default because a lot of its supporters will be unable
to summon up enough enthusiasm even to vote. To such people the
prospect of a candidate taking on Blair one-to-one in his own territory
has its attractions. If the unthinkable happened sadists might find
pleasure in the downfall of a politician as plausible, dishonest and
obsessive as Blair. But what thenn Blair was after all once the great
young hope of the Labour Party and of millions of people outside the
party. What
reason is
there to
suppose that
a successor
would be any
different, any
more
acceptablen
Why should
we believe
that another party, brought to power through tactical voting, would be
any more successfuln What hope is there that it would be useful to
concentrate on one problem, one leader, one electionn The working
class persist in choosing between different versions of the same weary,
discredited palliatives for capitalism's problems. This is not sadismo it is
masochism and it will be a massive relief when it stops."
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What funj

The newspapers are always reminding us
that the US expeditions to Afghanistan
and Iraq were carried out for humanitarian
reasons6 so it is good to be reminded from
time to time of the
mind-set of some
of the combatants
in those conflicts.
iaActually itas quite
fun to fight them6
you know. Itas a
hell of a hoot. Itas
fun to shoot some
people.a Lieut.
General James
Mattis6 who
commanded U.S.
Marine
expeditions in
Afghanistan and
Iraq6 in comments
during a panel
discussion for which he was later
reprimanded.i Hi<. I14 FebruaryJ.

Mind the gap

The gap between the rhetoric of politicians
and the economic realities of capitalism is
a very large one. Here is a recent
example. iAs Tony Blair argued that a
precautionary approach to greenhouse
gas emission was vital to prevent
environmental disaster6 the European
Commission threatened legal action
because the Uq wanted to raise the
amount of carbon that industry is allowed
to pump out under the European emission
trading scheme. The government was
accused of caving in to business led by
the Confederation of British Industryi The
:Ms.rT.r I20 FebruaryJ. They are
messing up our world6 how do you feel
about that^ Pass the inhaler we feel a
little sick.

Useless toil

One of the most attractive features about
a future socialist society is that it will do
away with a lot of dangerous6 dirty and
nasty occupations. Think of a society
without arms manufacture6 armies6

Free lunch

policemen6 gailers6 prostitutes6 bankers6
insurance men and debt collectors. One of
the multi-billion dollar industries that will
disappear is the advertising and marketing
con game. How big an industry is
revealed in the
following figures of
some of the big global
advertising spenders.
iProcter r Gamble
s5.6 bn6 Unilever
s3.54 bn6 General
Motors s3.4 bn.i The
:Ms.rT.r I27
FebruaryJ. It is
reckoned that s60
billion will be spent
this year telling you
what kind of
toothpaste to use6
clothes to wear6 food
to eat and what kind of
credit card is iini this
year. What a madhouse.

Nice for some

Riding the tiger

Piers Morgan was made
editor of the News of the
World when he was only
28 years of age. Within
two years he was editor of Piers the tiger
the Daily Mirror6 a gob he
held for nine years until his iexclusivei of
fake pictures of British guards abusing
Iraqi prisoners was exposed. He has now
published his memoirs The Insider: The
Private Diaries of a Scandalous Decade. It
is the usual mix of celebrity-spotting and
anecdotes that such memoires tend to be.
Here is an extract from a book review that
reveals the high-minded thinking of our
leaders. iBefore the 1997 general election
Morgan suggested to Blair that he
shouldnat forget his friends at the Laboursupporting Daily Mirror in his cosying up
to Murdoch to win the ivotei of the The
Sun. aPiers6 I had to court hima6 said Blair.
aIt is better to be riding the tigeras back
than let it rip your throat out. Look at what
Murdoch did to qinnockai The Hi<.s I12
MarchJ.

In January we reported that according to
the International Labour Organisation 1.4
Read it and weep
billion6 the highest number ever6 were
Jeffrey D.Sachs6 head of Columbia
living on less than s2 a day and 550
Universityas Earth Institute and special
million were living on less than s1 a day.
adviser to UNO chief qofi Annan has gust
So it is only proper that we report the
written a book called The End of Poverty.
other side of the coin as reported by the
2005 Forbes dollar billionaire list. iTopping Being by a reformer who thinks that
capitalism can solve the problem of world
the list for
hunger6 the book has limited value6
the 11th year
but what cannot be denied is the
running is
mass of information that Sachs has
the Microsoft
gathered on the state of world
boss Bill
hunger today. It makes for awful
Gates6 worth
reading. iCurrently more than 8
£24.1 billion.
million people around the world die
The 19th
each year because they are too poor
annual list
to stay alive.i Every morning our
shows the
newspapers could report iMore than
worldas rich Bakshmi CittalM with unnamed
206000 people perished yesterday of
getting ever employee
extreme poverty.i How^ The poor die
richer6 with a
in hospital wards that lack drugs6 in
total of 691 billionaires.Lakshmi Mittal6 the
villages that lack anti-malarial bed nets6 in
steel magnate who has backed the
homes that lack safe drinking water. They
Labour Party6 increased his net worth by
die namelessly6 without public concern.
£9.7 billion to £13 billioni The Hi<.s I11
Sadly such statistics rarely get writteni
MarchJ.
Hi<. I14 MarchJ.
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Howard, Blair, Kennedy...is that it?The only alternative to capitalism
and its political parties is socialism
OwenVs early death seemed to sum up the futility of war, but was his
response to its causes?

Callaghan's ship of state0 page 12
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should be sent to The Socialist
Party, 5= Clapham High
Street,London SW4 7UN
Iat+<
One year subscription (normal
rate) I1= One year
subscription (lowKunwaged) I7
Europe rate I15 (Air mail)
Rest of world I== (Air mail)
Poluntary supporters
subscription I=0 or more.
Cheques payable to SThe
Socialist Party of Great BritainV.
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The next meeting of the
Executive Committee will be
on Saturday 7th May at the
address below.
Correspondence should be
sent to the General Secretary.
All articles, letters and notice
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At present, if socialism had to guarantee an average
western standard of living to everyone on the planet,
global energy needs would approximately
quadruple. Although there are many ways in
which capitalism wastes huge amounts of
energy, socialist society would still be looking
for effective carbon-free sources, and one of
these is, inevitably, the nuclear option. While
the implications of this option under capitalism
gives no cause for confidence, it may be that
an advanced nuclear programme, uninfected
by the profit motive, could be viable.
Capitalism's problem, apart from the tendency
to skimp safety and disposal costs, is the
threat of uranium being enriched and used as
a weapon. Consequently, two new ideas on
the drawing board will probably not go any further, but in
money and war-free socialism they might well find a new
lease of life.
Su82+ar E.9+r t. ta?+ a9ay `/r., New Scientista
Small sealed reactors that can be delivered to anywhere
in the world are being developed buy the US Department
of Energy. The idea behind the small, sealed,
autonomous reactor (SSTAR) is that conventional nuclear
X

stations produce about a gigawatt of electricity, making
them unsuited for remote locations which have neither
the technological infrastructure to refuel or maintain them
of the national grid to distribute that much power.
"In a SSTAR the nuclear fuel, liquid lead coolant and
a steam generator is sealed inside the housing, along
with steam pipes ready to be hooked up
to an external generator turbine. A
version producing 100 megawatts would
be 15 metres tall, [ metres in diameter
and weigh 500 tonnes. A 10-megawatt
version is likely to weigh less than =00
tonnes." When the fuel is exhausted after
[0 years, the unit would be collected for
recycling.
To make it work, the uranium has to
recycle itself into plutonium =[9,
effectively making the reactor a fastbreeder. In this circumstance, reliability is
a crucial factor, and if any faults develop
alerts can be sent over satellite radio channels to the D
of E or to an international agency overseeing the
reactors. Despite the 'forest of alarms' built into the unit,
there is no real guarantee that a rogue state couldn't
break in and steal the plutonium. The D of E hopes to
have a working prototype by =015. This column expects
to see that ambition firmly spiked.
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A moustachioed
demagogue". @abour MP Cona
Ding's election team on George
Gallo<ay. GuardianJ April12th.

!

The tension, the
atmosphere fin Israelg
looks like the eve of the civil
war." Ariel Sharon on the current
situation in Israel. IndependentJ
12th April

!

All my life I was
defending Jews, now for
the first time I'm taking steps to
protect me from Jews." Ariel
Sharon againJ IndependentJ April
12th

!

I love a fight...I love
coming out to Tories'
seats and roughing them up a
bit. That is what elections are all
about." Mohn PrescottJ GuardianJ
March 12th

!

You can walk down the
street and see who's
working class and who's middle
class. It's in the way we drive,
the way we are, the way we
dress. I am not getting back into
whether I am middle class clearly I amj" Mohn Prescott
againJ GuardianJ March 12th

P<2a,;8
Kan?+r<

was "that which appears in modern
economic text-books as 'pure
interest' - interest as a fixed payment
stipulated in advance for a loan of
money or wares without risk to the
of the
lender . . . The essence of usury
1..?;n@ One
measures
was that it was certain, and that,
t*+
announced in
whether the borrower gained or lost,
Gordon
Brown's
preK..?< `Na election budget was the usurer took his pound of flesh".
This is exactly the position preached
a concession to Islamic banks.
by backward Islamic clerics today, as
"Under Islamic law", explained
is one of the get-out clauses: No
the Times (17 March), "the receipt
man in mediaeval times, wrote
and payment of interest is forbidden, Tawney, "may charge money for a
so Sharia products are structured
loan. He may of course take the
differently. Islamic deposit accounts
profits of partnership, provided that
are operated on a profit-sharing
he takes the partner's risks".
arrangement, under which the bank
It is on this basis that Islamic
invests customers' money in Shariabanks operate. They pay depositors
compliant investments and then
a share in the profits made from
shares profits with customers".
investing the money deposited. But,
This meant
economically
that the money
speaking, that is
received by
what the interest
depositors was
paid by non-Islamic
taxed as a
banks to their
dividend. Gordon
depositors largely is
Brown's
anyway. Under
concession
capitalist conditions,
consists in
"interest is simply a
treating it from
part of profit", as
now on, for tax
Marx showed in
purposes, as
Polume III of Capital
interest.
(the beginning of
The Christian
chapter ==). What
Church, too, once
else could be the
used to condemn
source of the money
interest. Or rather,
to pay interest on
it condemned
investments than the
usury since the
surplus value
word "interest"
produced in the
derives from the
profit-seeking section
Mediaeval Latin
of the economy?
word "interesse"
Islamic law is
which was one of
quite compatible
Peace be upon the profit...
the ways round the
with capitalism as it
ban: "interesse" was the
does not condemn making profits,
compensaton that could be charged
only sharing them in the form of
if the money lent was not repaid on
fixed payments. It only objects to
time.
bondholders not shareholders.
R. H. Tawney, in his book
Neligion and the Nise of Capitalism,
explained that what was condemned
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The Pope: 5a
conscientious defender
of the established order
of class privilege8

The Death of J.*n Eau2 PP
The Pope's funeral dre<
the devout from around
the <orld and deification
no< seems likely. Rut
ho< much of a sinner
<as this potential saintS
Mohn Risset investigates
the dark side of Pope
Mohn Paul II
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Far left: Eosemaria >scriva. Deified by
the Pope, he was 5The saviour of the
Spanish church8, according to Hitler.
Left: papal collaboration with fascism
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In Pauxhall nearly half of all
workers are employed in
administering business as compared
with only a quarter in social services
and looking after ourselves (derived
from =001 Census).
It seems we're so busy taking
care of business that we don't have
time to take care of ourselves.
Because of this we have endless
problems of poverty, poor services
and all the issues politicians love to
spend time telling you they can solve,
if only given the chance.
We don't believe any politician
can solve these problems, as long as
the flawed basis of our society
remains intact. In fact, we believe
only you and your fellow workers can
solve these problems.
We believe that it will take a
revolution in how we organise our
lives, a fundamental change. We want
to see a society based on the fact
that you know how to run your lives,
know your needs and have the skills
and capacity to organise with your
fellows to satisfy them.
You know yourselves and your
lives better than a handful of bosses
ever can. With democratic control of
production we can ensure that looking
after our communities becomes a
priority, rather than something we do
in our spare time.
We all share fundamental needs,
for food, clothing, housing and
culture, and we have the capacity to
ensure access to these for all, without
exception.
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As is our usual policy, we are

standing one token candidate in the
general election, in the Pauxhall
constituency in South London, to
challenge all the pro-capitalist parties
and ensure that the voice of socialism
is not entirely lost amidst the
recriminations of the professional
politicians about how to run
capitalism.
The Socialist Party is contesting
this election as a part of our
campaign to establish a new system
of society: one based on the common
ownership and democratic control of
the means and instruments for
producing and distributing wealth by
and in the interest of the whole
community.
That is our sole object.
By common ownership we don't
mean that everyone should have to
share a toothbrush, but that in a
society built upon our mutual effort,
we should all benefit and have a say
in how it is run.
We currently live in a system of
society based on a tiny number of
people owning the productive wealth
of our world, organised and run by a
handful of bosses for their benefit.
Their profits come first, our needs
come second.
QT
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If you agree with this aim, then
we ask you to get in touch with us,
get involved and join in our campaign
to bring about this change in society.
Together, we have the capacity to run
our world for ourselves. We need to
build a movement to effect that
change, by organising deliberately to
take control of the political offices
which rule our lives, and bring them
into our collective democratic control.
Our candidate makes no
promises, offers no pat solutions, only
to be the means by which you can
remake society for the common good.
Oanny Qa,7+rt
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The campaign office is our 6ead
Cffice at T2 Clapham 6igh StreetJ SWV
WUN. This <ill be open every day and
evening during the election period. SoJ if
you <ant to help call in Zthe nearest
tube station is Clapham North[ or phone
\2\W ?22 ]^11 or email
spgb_<orldsocialism.org
If you don't live in `auPhall and
<ant to sho< that you reaect the policies
of the profit system and understand and
<ant the real socialist alternativeJ the
<ay to do so is to <rite bSH1PCQPS!b
across your ballot paper.
The Socialist Party is also standing
a candidate in the ceneside <ard in the
curham County Council elections also
being held on T May. cetails and offers
of help to0 Steve ColbornJ V? Ivy
AvenueJ SeahamJ SNW ^N=.
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As one of the most popular
and widely-read poets of
World War One, Wilfred
Owen’s legacy is a body of
work deeply critical of war
and its effects. But what
was his attitude to the
ultimate causes of war?
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Limping home: a scene from the
American Civil War film
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"Then turn, and be not alarm'd O
Libertad
-turn your undying face,
To where the future, greater than
all the past,
Is swiftly, surely preparing for you."
WALT WHITMAN
It is sixty-five years since half a
million people poured though London,
"an interminable array with multitudinous
banners," on the first International May
Day. No celebration, no insubstantial
pageant this: column upon threadbare
column they came, signifying and
expressing labour's strength and
labour's aspirations, with an eight-hour
day as their rallying call. For sixty-five
years it has continued, but the columns
are small now. And the eight-hour day?
They have it and, so generous is life to
the working class, work overtime.
May Day is workers' day, the day
of our class. However hollow the cries
and futile the demonstrations, it remains
the anniversary of protest, a continual
reminder of exploitation and subjection.
"Class" is the reason and the theme of
May Day - class in its fullest, truest
sense. The working class is not the
labourers or the artisans or the
machine-minders: it is all people to
whom wages are life. The working class
is international: so is its cause. Among
the cries and chants and slogans of May
Day, only one has meaning: "Workers of
all countries unitej"
Class consciousness was never
more needed than now. Sixty-five years
have seen war, dereliction, fear and
disaster; today mankind is under a
shadow without precedent. The working
people of the world have it in their
hands to end poverty, fear, hatred and
war. Nationalism is not their interest but
their rulers'; submission is taught, not
conceived. That is where the tragedy of
the May Day processions lies. The
hundreds of thousands who paraded
their rights in 1890 lined the streets
again seven years later, still threadbare,
still of one mind - to cheer and wave
streamers for their nueen.
To the Socialist, classconsciousness is the breaking-down of
all barriers to understanding. Without it,
militancy means nothing. The conflict
between the classes is more than a
struggle for each to gain from the other:
it is the division which reaches across all
others. The class-conscious working
man knows where he stands in society.
His interests are opposed at every point
to those of the capitalist class; his cause
can only be the cause of revolution for
the abolishing of classes. Without that
understanding, militancy can mean little.
It is not mere preamble that the Socialist
Party's principles open by stating the
class division in capitalism: it is the allimportant basis from which the rest must
follow.
(Front page article by R. Coster,
Socialist Standard, May 1955)
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-eclaration of 0rinciples
This declaration is the basis of our
organisation andJ because it is
also an important historical
document dating from the
formation of the party in 12\VJ its
original language has been
retained.
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1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
(i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.)

QU

by the capitalist or master class,
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

=.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

[.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

7.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the the master class,
the party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery
to freedom.

Socialist !tandard Ma( *++,
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"To amuse or recreate oneself, by active
exercise in the open air; to take part in
some game or play; to frolic or gambol."
The Shorter CPford Onglish
cictionary. That is an

adequate
description of sport
before the advent of capitalism, it is wholly
inappropriate today. Jose Canseco the
former batsman of the Oakland Athletics
tells all in his expose of modern baseball,
Juiced. "Why did I take steroids? The
answer is simple. Because myself and
others had no choice if we wanted to
continue playing. Because Major League
Baseball did nothing to take it out of
sport," he wrote. "Before they were sworn
in, the committee heard emotional
testimonies from parents of promising
young baseball stars who had killed
themselves while taking steroids. Health
officials say that suicidal tendencies are
one of the side-effects of steroid use" The
Times (18 March). Just another example
of capitalism destroying everything it
touches, even baseball.
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"A bishop in eastern Spain has cut his
parish priests' stipend by [0 per cent after
his dioceses lost up to p10 million (I6.8
million) on the stock market. He advised
them to find the difference by putting
collection boxes in their churches" The
Times (1 April). Really good thinking,
Bishop. But how does that fit up with the
usual homilies you give the poor about
"do not thirst after the material things of
life". It seems that it is a good idea for

Br++ 2un8*

priests to tell punters but not necessarily a
good one for the punters to tell the priests.
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A great deal of publicity is given to
desperate workers travelling half the world
to get a job in the UK but little is said of
another group of immigrants who are
welcomed with open arms to these
shores. "Seven of the top richest
billionaires in Britain come from overseas,
according to the Sunday Times Rich List
out tonight. The survey reveals that
foreigners outnumber Britons at the top of
the list, with steel tycoon Lakshmi
Mittal topping the table with an
estimated wealth of I14.8 billion.
Chelsea Football Club owner and
oil magnate Roman Abramovich
drops to second place, but his
wealth has held steady over the
year at I7.5 billion" The
Scotsman ([ April). Why do we
never hear about restrictions of
movement or of the introduction
of Identity Cards for these
people?
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"Former UN chief weapons inspector
Hans Blix said Wednesday that oil was
one of the reasons for the US-led invasion
of Iraq, a Swedish news agency reported.
'I did not think so at first. But the US is
incredibly dependent on oil,' news agency
TT quoted Blix as saying at a security
seminar in Stockholm. 'They wanted to
secure oil in case competition on the
world market became too hard'" Canoe
network: Cne<s (6 April). So eventually a
spokesman for the capitalist class gets
round to saying what socialists have been
saying all along.
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"The drug industry received
a pasting this week and it
wasn't entirely undeserved.
MPs accused it of
cultivating a reliance on
medicine in the UK by overpromoting products and
trying to find new markets by
categorising more and more
people as in need of
treatment. ... we have been
C SP1L QP))QL LCISLI
Rioxx: what8s your sold the idea that a drug is
The death of the Pope was supposed poison?
miraculous, only to be scared
to fill the world with grief according to
silly months later and told that
the newspapers, but there was one group
it might kill us. The recent withdrawal of
of entrepreneurs that were rubbing their
the anti-arthritis drug Pioxx, once hailed
hands in glee. "With Pope John Paul II's
by doctors as safe and now linked to
funeral expected to draw up to = million
thousands of deaths, is a case in point"
people, at least one consumer group is
The Times (9 April). "Over-promoting" and
accusing cafes, restaurants, grocery
"finding new markets" is looked upon as
stores and hotels near St Peter's Square
good marketing strategy inside capitalism.
of boosting prices to gouge tourists and
A few deaths is hardly going to stop the
pilgrims. ... Orlando
drive for bigger and
Salvio, a waiter at a
bigger profits. Sorry
restaurant near St Peter's.
about your mother, by
said businesses are eager
the way.
to cash in. 'Here everyone
is happy - they're sad in a
way, but happy in another,'
he said. 'Obviously, the
business owners are the
happy one'" fahoo Ne<s
The only cure for
(4 April). A papal death can
the capitalist
headache
be good business for
some.
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ar movies traditionally end
with a wide-shot of a carnagestrewn battlefield, with the
weary, tattered and bloodied
victors staring gla8edly across it,
wondering about the pointlessness of it all.
Was it really worth the valour, the
bloodshed, the aches and the pains?
So too was the image of the newly
re-elected ?abour government, as its footsoldiers clambered leadenly on to the
summit of their high command's chosen
objective, Third Term Hill. Never before
has the ?abour Party succeeded in
claiming this pri8e - all other attempts
were wrecked by landmines and pit-falls
like wages policies, unemployment,
national debt, and the like.
Gnder Tony Blair's leadership the
?abourites realised that even presenting a
minimal challenge to capitalist orthodoxy
would fatally undermine their charge.
Instead, they have stuck behind him as
they marched single file up the straight
and narrow path of capitalist politics, and
thus their faction of the Capitalist Party
has managed to scale the heights once
more.
The voters rewarded their adherence
to capitalism. The message of the election
was - forget war, forget asylum, forget
council tax, the British electorate
overwhelmingly expressed their support
for the wages system's continuing
existence. Certainly, these other issues
caused a few ?abour extras to die suitably
dramatic deaths by the wayside, but the
heroic brothers and sisters of New ?abour

are now definitively over the hill.
Lrom that vantage point, they can see
the eternal struggles before them. ?ooming
economic slow down, which will crush
their 'No return to boom and bust' armour.
Their shield of the NHS will get smashed
by the increased need to build up private
sector health facilities. Their troops will
grow mutinous as Major Blunkett will
order them to fire on their pensions - a
desperate attack on workers' pay and
conditions to protect capital's profits.
The ?abour Party has been in office
for eight years now. The old Tory
governing elite are in tatters, yet nothing
has changed. ?abour accepts and applauds
the need for profits. But the demands of
the state for money are tempered by the
fact that the only way to get it is by
digging into the profits of the capitalists.
In a social system geared towards
making profits for the wealth owners any
policy that cuts into profits will cause the
sort of political turbulence that has
wrecked previous ?abour governments. To
try and appease their base - to build the
'public services' they have put at the heart
of their campaigns - they have had to
increasingly turn to the private sector, to
showing private capitalists how they can
take a cut of the tax cake if they join the
state in providing the services.
This happy alliance has seen Public
Private Partnerships (PPP) and Public
Linance Initiatives (PLI) meaning that the
state has not had to increase its nominal
si8e along with its real si8e. The wealth
stays firmly in the hands of the private

capitalists. That has been New
?abour's secret
weapon. So long as
the economic
weather held, this
alliance was good.
If that weather
changes - the
unpredictable
uncontrollable economic cycle turns nasty
- then ?abour will have to choose between
eating into diminishing profits or turning
their fire on the workers and voters who
put them in office. Not that there's any
doubt about which option they will go for.
Their new found focus on
unmeasurable things like 'respect' - which
sounds remarkably like John Major's 'Back
to Basics' - means their devotion to sound
and fury has increased. The hollow bugle
calls of a desperate commander trying to
sound in control.
That glorious leader, though, is now
fatally wounded - a Nelson tenderly kissed
by his hardy ?ieutenant Brown. He will
quit the field to retire to his millionaire
lifestyle as reward for service tendered.
While he limps on, though, voices from
the ?abour back will begin to murmur what was the point? Why all the bluster,
the fighting and battling just to take
another forsaken hill in a pointless
political war that makes a lot of noise
about making very little change?
Gntil the banner of a consciously
socialist movement, though, takes the field
what looks like a war movie to some, will
remain a horror flick for the rest of us.
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-ould
people in
socialism
spend all
da4 *oting
on
e*er4thing,
A socialist society will be one in
which all people will be free to
participate fully in the process of
making and implementing policy.
Whether decisions about constructing
a new playground, the need to
improve fish stocks in the North Sea,
or if we should use nanobots to
improve our lives, everyone
everywhere will be able to voice their
opinion and cast their vote. However,
the practical ramifications of this
democratic principle could be
enormous. If people feel obliged to
opine and vote on every matter of
policy they would have little time to do
anything else. On the other hand,
leaving the decision-making process to
a system of elected executive groups or
councils could be seen as going against
the principle of fully participatory
democracy. If socialism is going to
maintain the practice of inclusive
decision making (which does not put
big decisions in the hands of small
groups) but without generating a crisis
of choice, then a solution is required,
and it seems that capitalism may have
produced one in the form of
'collaborative filtering' (CF) software.
This technology is currently used
on the internet where a crisis of choice
already exists. Faced with a superabundance of products and services,
CF helps consumers choose what to
buy and navigate the huge numbers of
options. It starts off by collecting data
on an individual's preferences,
extrapolates patterns from this and then
produces recommendations based on
that person's likes and dislikes. If you
have already made purchases via the
internet then you are probably familiar
with the statement 'People who liked
this product also likedK', which is CF
at work. As well as making
recommendation on what you should
buy, it also suggests what you may like
to watch on telly, what concert to
attend or where to go on holiday.
With suitable modification, this
4

!ow would people
*ote,
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?@3 a+d 4eo4le "a3 to 1"a+.e
the CF process and matched to
t"rou."out t"e 4eriod o/ .o9er+me+t5
appropriate areas of policy in the
+ot Fu3t at ele1tio+3J K!"e
resulting list of recommendations. A
relatio+3"i4 i3 1"a+.i+.< @oliti1ia+3
farmer, for example, may be
2"o do+Lt u3e t"e i+ter+et 2ill mi33
recommended to vote upon matters
out a+d 2ill e9e+tuall: /all b: t"e
which affect
2a:3ideM5 "e
himLher, and
3aid< NOOH
members of the
Ae23
local community,
te1"+olo.:5
directly, or of
!ue35 ?a: PQR
which sLhe is
S9e+
likely to have
allo2i+. t"at
some knowledge,
?@3 taEe t"e
such as increasing
4ro/e33orT3
yields of a
ad9i1e5 it
particular crop,
3eem3
the use of GM
u+liEel: t"at
technology, or the
a+
responsible use of
a44eara+1e o/
land by ramblers. 67cl#si+e9 incon+enient9 time:cons#ming
.reater
The technology an% ;;; ol% hat;
4arti1i4atio+
would also put
2ill a1tuall: tra+3late i+to .e+ui+e
them in touch with other people of
4arti1i4atio+5 .i9e+ t"at 1a4itali3m i3
similar interests so that issues can be
o+l: i+tere3ted i+ .i9i+. u3 a 3a:
thrashed out more fully, and may even
2"e+ t"e i33ue at 3taEe doe3+Tt
inform them that 'People who voted on
reall: matter< Ao+et"ele335
this issue also voted onK'
1a4itali3mT3 dri9e to maEe it3
The question is, would a person
demo1rati1 /orm3 looE more
be free to ignore the recommendations
and vote on matters sLhe has little
4arti1i4ator: ma: be doi+.
knowledge of, or indeed not vote at
3o1iali3mT3 2orE /or it5 3o t"at i+ t"e
allO Technology cannot resolve issues
/uture t"e te1"+olo.: to debate5
of responsibility, but any system,
di34ute5 a44eal5 1om4lai+5
computer software or not, which helps
1o+/ere+1e a+d 9ote 2ill all be i+
reduce the potential burden of decision
4la1e ; at t"e tou1" o/ a 4"o+e
making to manageable levels would
butto+<
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Red Snapper
Sound bites
and
unsound nibbles
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! #on&t (ook (ike ,
-i((ion,ire/ ! #on&t ,ct (ike ,
-i((ion,ire/ ! ,- not ,
-i((ion,ire12
!eorge !alloway, ,EPECT MP,
ahead of addressing the
Washington senators who have
accused him of receiving
vouchers for millions of >arrels
of oil from Saddam HusseinAs
regimeB Daily Mail, May DEthB

!

They chose -e1 C,n&t
yo8 9in# it e:en ;ithin
yo8rse(9 e:en to congr,t8(,te
-e=2
!eorge !alloway again on his
election victory to Feremy
PaGman, from The !uardian,
May EthB

!

>e e?pect the
Re:o(8tion ;i(( cre,te
entire(y ne; genres to e?p,n#
the #e9inition o9 :i#eo g,-es/2
he s,i# to (o8# cheers in the
h,((1
Hintendo president Satoru Jwata,
on a new console, KKC
Technology, May DE

!

Peop(e re-e-Cere# ;hy
they h,# (ost tr8st in
Tony B(,ir/ C8t they co8(#n&t see
,ny re,( #i99erence Cet;een the
Tories ,n# E,Co8r/ so ;e (ost
o8t on th,t12
Lynton Cros>y, Tory Party
campaign director, Jndependent,
May MN

!

A st8#ent ;ho
-isCeh,:es gets t;o
:erC,( ;,rnings/ then #etention
9or one ho8r ,n# 9in,((y , #,y in
the iso(,tion 8nit1 !t is :ery r,re
th,t , st8#ent gets sent there 9or
three #,ys1
Sir DeGter Hutt, eGecutive
headmaster of three schools in
Kirmingham, where he has
introduced isolation rooms,
Sunday Times, May DO
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Ho# free is our free time? S#$%a'%(t %d,a( #-t,n -#$u( #n t0,
natur, #- ,23'#y2,nt %n $a3%ta'%(25 6ut 70at a8#ut #ur t%2, a7ay -r#2 7#r9: 70,n 7, try
t# -#r;,t a8#ut #ur un-u'-%''%n; #r (tr,((-u' <#8(= >#7 d#,( t0, $a3%ta'%(t (y(t,2 ? and %t(
%d,#'#;y ? %n-'u,n$, 70at 7, d# %n t0, ,@,n%n;( and at
7,,9,nd(= A, 2%;0t ;# t# t0, 3u85 Br t0, -##t8a'' ;r#und5 Br t0, $%n,2a5 Br 7, 2%;0t <u(t
(2#9, a <#%nt and 7at$0 t0,
3arad, #- $,',8r%t%,( #n t,',@%(%#n5 C0, 2,d%a 3'ay( a 2a((%@, 3art %n #ur $u'tur,5 C,',@%(%#n:
t0, %nt,rn,t: n,7(3a3,r( and 2a;aD%n,( ? a'' #--,r u( 7%nd#7( #n t0, r,(t #- t0, 7#r'd5 6ut
t0%( $#2,( at a 3r%$, 70,n 70at 7, (,, %( (0a3,d 8y t0,
$a3%ta'%(t 3r,#$$u3at%#n( #- 2,d%a ;%ant( '%9, t0, 66E and t0, F#G H,t7#r95 >#7,@,r: ,@,n
7%t0%n t0, 2a%n(tr,a2 2,d%a: ant%I$a3%ta'%(t %d,a( $an (#2,t%2,( 8r,a9 t0r#u;0: %n 3#3u'ar
2u(%$ a( 7,'' a( %n %n@,(t%;at%@, <#urna'%(25
.ur #eekend of talks and discussion looks at ho#
entertainment and culture in capitalism shape our ideas and behaviour, reinforcing our
acceptance of the status
quo. A, a'(# d%($u(( 0#7
7, 2%;0t ,nt,rta%n #ur(,'@,(
%n a (#$%a'%(t (#$%,ty5 A#u'd
t0,r, 8, ',(( #- a d%(t%n$t%#n
8,t7,,n
,nt,rta%n2,nt and 7#r9: a(
A%''%a2 J#rr%( ar;u,d=
What
culture #ould #e create
#ithout the dictates of big
business?
Resi#enti,( ,tten#,nce
(inc1 ,cco--o#,tion ,n#
,(( -e,(s) costs IJJK1
LonMresi#enti,( ,tten#,nce
(inc1 -ost -e,(s) costs
INK1 Concession,ry r,tes ,re ,:,i(,C(e1 To con9ir- yo8r Cooking/ sen# , cheO8e or
post,( or#er 9or IJK -,#e o8t to the Poci,(ist P,rty o9 Qre,t Brit,in to Ron Cook/ JJ
R,gger E,ne/ >est Bro-;ich/ BSJ TBT1 Pt,te ;hether yo8 reO8ire , sing(e or t;in
roo- ,n# :eget,ri,n -e,(s/ ,n# inc(8#e yo8r cont,ct #et,i(s1 Uor -ore #et,i(s/ te(1
KJ2J WWN JSJ2 or eM-,i( yesM8topi,XC(8eyon#er1co18k
Talks include:
The @ommodification of @ultureAAdam Cuick
The De#s MediaASteve Trott
AntiGcapitalism in the Mainstream MediaACrian Hardner
DrugsAMike Foster
Music and KrotestAKaddy Shannon
Mntertainment in SocialismAStan Karker

A @ountry
Wa l k
in
H e r t f o r d s h i re
Sunday NO July 200! at
MM 5 0 0 a 2
S%G and a 0a'- 2%',(:
%n$'ud%n; a 3u8 (t#3
M e e t a t C i s h o p ’s S t o r t f o r d
Rail#ay Station Sby rail:
T o n d o n T i v e r p o o l S t re e t t o
C i s h o p ’s S t o r t f o r d U .
Further Information:
Wincent .tter
XOYXZ OYN[\] or X^X ]\[N
\XNO
Richard Cotterill
XNZ]^ O[_Y^Y
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!he
<olitical
Football
In the mar*et econommone- tal*s0 and US
t-coon 4alcolm 5lazer
has shouted the loudest.

!

he recent success of Malcolm
Glazer, the US tycoon, in gaining a
75 per cent controlling interest in
Manchester United has once again
propelled the club into the media spotlight,
and for reasons most of its fans find
abhorrent. Long used to the idea that United
was 'their' club, they have found out that
what seemed to be 'their' club was not really
theirs at all. It is, of course a common and
understandable illusion: 'our street' is an
expression of affinity more than a statement
regarding ownership, 'our town', 'our city'
and 'our club' likewise.
It is clear that the vast majority of
Manchester United fans oppose the Glazer
takeover, and many thousands have worked
tirelessly to try and stop it, but to little
effect. In the market economy money talks,
and Glazer has shouted the loudest.
In a sense, the fears of United fans are
understandable. Although Glazer claims to
be a United fan there is little evidence of
this (his interest previously has been in US
baseball) and a lot of evidence that he is
really in it just to make money. Most of the
capital he has used to buy his stake in the
club is loan capital, most likely amounting
to around £540 million if reports are to be
believed, and he is keen to recoup these
monies and pay off his creditors as quickly
as possible. One of his key aims appears to
be to ensure that what is already the most
recognisable brand name in football has an
even wider audience and depth of
penetration in terms of its marketing and
merchandising across the world. The other
is to negotiate separate, lucrative TV deals
for the club outside of the existing
arrangements for the Premiership and other
competitions. Overturning the existing
financial set-up at United by stealth and
angering the long-existing and highly
successful management team are byproducts of a wider game plan - to make
more profit out of an already highly
profitable venture.
6

Administration

Whatever problems face Manchester United
at present, they pale into insignificance
compared to those of many of the clubs
lower down the food chain. The collapse of
ITV Digital financially devastated a number
of Football League clubs, to whom they
were the principal sponsor, and in total
more than 30 league clubs have now gone
into administration in recent years - over a
third. The creation of the Premier League
had previously exacerbated an already
existing tendency for the rich clubs to get
richer while the poorer ones got poorer, and
the collapse of ITV Digital was almost the
last nail in the coffin for many.
As football clubs across the UK ailed,
so the vultures circled. And most of those
vultures took the form of property
speculators, attracted by the land that was
the principal asset of the clubs. Clydebank,

/football has become
infested b6 the sort
of parasites whose
idea of fun is making
mone6;
Wimbledon, Chester and York are just three
of the clubs who became notable victims of
these predators, with Clydebank being
killed off by them completely.
The stories of two other clubs though
are more illustrative than most, combining
many of the defining characteristics of
institutions that fall prey to the worst
aspects of market forces at work in sport.
Both are also smaller clubs that have
nevertheless punched above their weight in
footballing terms and have a higher profile
than their size might otherwise suggest,
both have occupied land in prime positions

with a high redevelopment potential, and
both have been subjected to highly
underhand takeovers that have driven them possibly deliberately - to the brink of
financial ruin.

Brighton

Brighton and Hove Albion is a club that has
now been in crisis for ten years, following
the sale of their former home, the Goldstone
Ground, a sale which was pushed through
without the club having another ground to
play at. The two men responsible for this
were the Chief Executive David Bellotti and
club director Bill Archer. Bellotti, a former
Liberal Democrat MP for neighbouring
Eastbourne, showed that the Lib Dems are
not all about respect for the environment
and high ideals associated with fighting for
the worst off in society - the Goldstone
Ground became a retail park dominated by a
Burger King and Bellotti was literally
chased out of the ground in Brighton's last
season there by irate fans.
After a hugely unsuccessful
groundshare at Gillingham, Brighton
returned home to their present site at the
Withdean Stadium, little more than an
athletics track with a pitch in the middle and
some temporary stands. For a variety of
logistical reasons, the only really viable
venue for Brighton's proposed new ground
is on land at Falmer just outside the city,
and for several years now a running battle
has ensued to try and secure permission for
the club to move there, culminating in a
lengthy and messy public enquiry and then
the involvement of the Deputy Prime
Minister John Prescott.
While the move to Falmer may still be
some way off, what is most interesting
about the Brighton story is not just the way
in which the club was fleeced to line the
pockets of property developers and kicked
out of its ground, but the way in which their
fans organised themselves to ensure the
club's survival. They became the backbone
!"#$%&$'( Standard June 2005
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of the Fans United organisation which fights
for the interests of football fans in the UK
and attempts (increasingly successfully) to
encourage fans to leave their tribal loyalties
aside and to support club's battling against
hostile takeovers and property speculators.

>re?ham

Wrexham FC's fight against property
speculators is more recent and the club still
occupies its Racecourse Ground home,
albeit under notice of eviction. In 2002 a
majority stakeholding in the club was
secretly bought by a company owned by
Alex Hamilton, a former struck-off solicitor
from Manchester, who - without making his
ownership public - installed his then
business partner Mark Guterman as
chairman and front man. Guterman already

>hat is like
gravit6?
Aooking
the
Books BCD

Where you have
generalised production
for the market, the
production and
distribution of wealth
escapes from human control and comes to
be dominated by economic laws - such as
"no profit, no production", "minimise
costs", "maximise profits", "accumulate
more and more capital" - which impose
themselves on those taking day-to-day
economic decisions as if they were natural
laws.
In fact, early students of how the
capitalist economy worked such as Adam
Smith and David Ricardo thought that they
really were studying natural laws, but Marx
pointed out that this was only the
appearance: the economic laws of
capitalism only arose out of the particular
social and economic basis of capitalism
under which the means of production
belonged to a minority class and where
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had a dubious record as the man who
took local rivals Chester City into
administration after wages and Inland
Revenue demands had gone unpaid and
the water board had arrived to cut off
the supply.
Within a couple of years exactly
the same sequence of events unfolded at
Wrexham until the club's fans organised
a 'red card protest' directed at Guterman
at their last home match of the 2003-4
season, interestingly enough against
Brighton, whose fans supported it
enthusiastically having been in a similar
situation themselves. At this point
Hamilton sacked Guterman and
installed himself as Chairman, having
already been outed as the real owner of
the club, and after secret plans to
redevelop part of the Racecourse land
and rotate the pitch 90 degrees had been
uncovered.
Since then developments have
been peculiar enough to have graced the
plot lines of the likes of Dallas or
Dynasty. Hamilton, whose bizarre antics
in life had years before been unmasked
by !"i$at'()*', was revealed to have
transferred ownership of the Racecourse
Ground and surrounding land from the
club itself to one of his own companies for
the princely sum of one pound. This
happened without consulting the Wrexham
FC shareholders, thereby stripping the club
of its major asset in an act described by
BBC's Week In Week Out as 'completely
illegal'. In an increasingly bizarre series of
events he was banned from the ground by
the police on matchdays, described
Wrexham fans as 'luddites', 'lowlife' and
'detritus' and stated that his battle with them
to remove the club from the Racecourse was
'the most fun I've had with my clothes on
since I was 21 years of age'.
The club's remaining directors
eventually forced his resignation from the
chairmanship which then allowed them to
put the club into the relative safety of
administration, from which position the
administrators have so far managed to resist
Hamilton's attempts to move the bulldozers
in and raze the site for a retail development

- a development that could net him as much
as £15 million for a paltry initial outlay. A
legal battle over owed money with former
chum Mark Guterman is ongoing, as are
police investigations reportedly into missing
gate receipts, under-declared attendances
and other irregularities, recently culminating
in a High Court injunction battle by
Guterman and Hamilton over access to
audio tapes made by a Wrexham fan.

everything was produced for sale on a
market with a view to profit. If capitalism
were to be abolished, these economic laws
would cease to operate; on the other hand,
they would continue to operate as long as
capitalism existed.
In this sense Colin Hines, an
economic adviser to the Green Party, was
right when he wrote in the Guardian (25
April) that "Globalisation is not like
gravity", meaning by globalisation the
effects of the pressures exerted on the
home economy by competition on the
world market:
"The fact that countries with higher
costs haven't a hope of competing with
those where labour is
cheap seems crushingly
obvious".
Yes, it is, and this is
one of the economic laws
of capitalism, but he then
went on:
"Yet in Britain, only
one party has grasped it:
the Greens. They have
realised that to help
workers worldwide we

must stop gearing economies to ruthlessly
out-compete each other. We need new
goals: maximising self-reliance and
ensuring that trade rules are governed by a
pro-poor approach . . . Trade rules must be
rewritten to discriminate in favour of
domestic production".
But the existing trade rules, as for
instance embodied in and enforced by the
World Trade Organisation, are not just a
voluntary policy option, but essentially a
reflection of the economic laws of
capitalism. Globalisation may not be like
gravity, but it's not like putty either. In fact,
as long as capitalism lasts, it is like gravity.
If the Green Party thinks that the trade
rules/economic laws of
capitalism can be changed
so as to stop ruthless
competition on the world
market, and to be governed
by a "pro-poor approach" or
to permanently discriminate
in favour of higher-cost
domestic production, then
they must be living on a
different globe to the rest of
us.

@one6 talks

While someone like Hamilton may be a
highly idiosyncratic individual, he
represents something much more routine
about the world of business. In a society
where common endeavour and shared
identity count for little where there is a
quick buck to be made, it can be no surprise
that football has become infested by the sort
of parasites whose idea of fun is making
money, especially at other people's expense.
The market economy creates the conditions
in which they can prosper and seize control
of assets that communities often mistakenly
think are theirs already. The people of
Brighton, Wrexham and many others towns
and cities across Britain have recently been
finding this out the hard way.
One encouraging aspect of this though
is the vigorous resistance people have had
to offer and of the radicalisation of their
ideas in the process. 'Kick Property
Speculators Out of Football' and 'Football
Not Profit' are the kind of banners that are
currently seen at soccer grounds up and
down the country, indicative of another
groping attempt by the victims of the
market economy to make sense of what is
happening and to identify problems to be
overcome.
Unfortunately, those problems can
never be overcome within the confines of a
system that rewards vultures like Glazer at
United, Archer and Bellotti at Brighton and
Hamilton at Wrexham as a matter of course,
and which summons up new rich pickings
for parasites to squabble over on a
seemingly daily basis.!
DAP
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pages. The government0 too0 is there to
administer the system on behalf of the
capitalists0 something they do irrespective
of which party is occupying 1; <owning
Street.
In fact0 though0 there is a sense in
which the government does not run the
system at all ? rather0 the capitalist system
runs the government0 by limiting the
actions that can be ta@en. The capitalists
and their governments can propose what
they li@e0 but it is the capitalist economy
that disposes. Raising of interest rates0
increased unemployment0 devaluation ?
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these may not be
what governments
want to do0 but may
well be what they
are forced to do
because capitalism
leaves them no
choice.
There are at
least three reasons0
then0 why capitalist
democracy does not
mean that wor@ers
are in charge of their
own lives. They are
too poor to be able
to do what they want
to do0 being limited
by the siBe of their
wage pac@ets. They
are at the bec@ and
call of their
employers in
particular and of the
capitalist class in
general. And they are at the mercy of an
economic system that goes its own sweet
way without being subDect to the control of
those who suffer under it.
In contrast0 Socialists advocate a
way or organising society that will result in
real democracy0 where people genuinely
run their own lives and are not pushed
around by bosses. Firstly0 Socialism will
do away with the ineFuality of capitalism.
With free access to what has been
produced0 everybody HthatIs absolutely
everybodyJ will be able to decide on their
own consumption0 living conditions0 and
so on. There will no longer be a forced
IchoiceI between a new car and a summer

holiday. Poverty will no longer limit
peopleIs lives and eLperiences.
Secondly0 there will be no
employment0 no employers and no
capitalist class. Nobody will therefore be
able to ma@e decisions about the
livelihoods Hand0 indeed0 the very livesJ of
others. Nobody will have privileged access
to the media and means of
communication and so be in a special
position to influence the views of other
people.
And thirdly0 the uncontrollability of
the capitalist economy will be a thing of
the past. Production will be for use0 not for
profit0 and there will be no more gluts or
IoverproductionI. With all the
paraphernalia of money0 accounting0
interest rates and the bottom line done
away with0 there will be no obstacles to
people producing what is wanted.
More positively0 Socialism will involve
people ma@ing decisions about their own
lives and those of families0 friends and
neighbours ? decisions unencumbered by
so many of the factors that have to be
ta@en into account under capitalism. The
means of production Hland0 factories0
officesJ will be owned in common0 and
everybody will help to determine how they
will be used. This need not mean endless
meetings0 nor can we now give a blueprint
of how democratic decision?ma@ing in
Socialism will wor@. Ouite li@ely there will
be administrative structures at different
levels0 local0 regional and so on. This will
not Dust be the trappings of democracy but
the real thing ? people deciding about and
running their own lives0 within a system of
eFuality and fellowship.!
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!ill
$ran )be
ne,t).
After the ongoing
debacle of the Ira2i
invasion, many people
9ill be aghast at US
threats against Iran.
Are they serious>

#

n !" Ma() t+e -ranian go2ern3ent
4egan 5+at 3a( t6rn o6t to 4e a
f6ll94lo5n glo4al crisis 5+en it
anno6nce< t+at it is to contin6e
5it+ its n6clear progra33e> ?lt+o6g+
@e+ran clai3s it is intent on forging a+ea<
an< enric+ing 6rani63 for ci2il p6rposes)
t+e A6s+ a<3inistration is re+as+ing one of
t+e lies t+at it 6se< to in2a<e -raBC na3el()
t+at -ran 5ill 4e 3an6fact6ring n6clear
5eapons t+at it 3a( 5ell gi2e to
terrorists>
@+e -nternational
?to3ic Dnerg( ?genc()
5+ic+ carries o6t
reg6lar inspections
in -ran) recentl(
iss6e< a
report
<eclaring t+at
it +as fo6n<
no proof of a
n6clear
5eapons
progra33e in -ran>
Moreo2er) accor<ing to
t+e E6clear Eon9
Proliferation @reat() to 5+ic+
-ran is a signator( an< to 5+ic+
t+e GH cocIs a snoot) non9n6clear
co6ntries <o in fact +a2e t+e rig+t to
enric+ 6rani63 for peacef6l p6rposes) on
con<ition t+e( infor3 t+e -?D? of t+eir
progress>
@+ere is not+ing to s64stantiate
Jas+ingtonKs clai3s t+at -ran is intent on
!"

pro<6cing a n6clear arsenal)
(et 4efore t+e -raBi 5ar is finis+e<) t+e
+a5Iis+ neo9conser2ati2e 3isinfor3ation
3ac+ine is at 5orI creating fear t+at t+e GH
is in <anger fro3 -ranian n6Ies 6nless) 5e
are s6ppose< to infer) ?3erica pre9
e3pti2el( attacIs -ran>
Jas+ington +as arg6e< t+at 5it+ all its
oil -ran <oes not nee< n6clear energ( 9 a
state3ent t+at s3acIs of +(pocris( for
3an( reasons) not least 4eca6se it 5as
Jas+ington t+at ent+6siasticall( enco6rage<
t+e H+a+Ks n6clear progra33e in t+e !LM"s
9 an< t+at its <esire to contin6e its n6clear
researc+ is clear e2i<ence of its 3alicio6s
intentions> ?gain) 5+ilst t+e GH so6n<s off
a4o6t ot+er co6ntries +a2ing a<2ance<
<efence s(ste3s) 5e fin< t+at t+e 4iggest
stocIpiler of n6clear) c+e3ical an<
4iological 5eapons is t+e GH itself)
an< 5+ic+ +as a pro2en tracI
recor< of +a2ing 6se< t+e3>
@+e 5orl<Ks n634er one
rog6e state 9 t+e GH 9
f6rt+er3ore feels free
to r644is+ t+e
n6clear test9
4an treat(
so its

5eapon scientists can en+ance t+e GHKs ne5
t+eatre n6clear 5eapons an< to <e2elop
space94ase< 5eapons s(ste3s capa4le of
anni+ilating 5+ole ar3ies in an instant>
-ran 9 not so long ago na3e< 4(
Presi<ent Neorge J> A6s+ as one9t+ir< of
t+e OaPis of e2ilO 9 is s6rro6n<e< 4( GH
troops in ?fg+anistan an< -raB Qco6ntries
t+at +a2e 4een flattene< 4( ?3erican
4o34s in t+e past fo6r (earsR) not to
3ention t+e Sift+ Sleet an< n63ero6s GH
4ases in t+e so6t+ern N6lf Htates> Eat6rall(
-ran feels a little t+reatene< so it co6l< 4e
t+at @e+ran is 5orIing on t+e ass63ption
t+at t+ose co6ntries t+at possess n6clear
5eapons 9 -srael) T6ssia) -n<ia) PaIistan)
U+ina) an< Eort+ Vorea 9 generall( get
treate< a lot 4etter 4( t+e GH t+an s3aller
co6ntries t+at <o not>
-n t+e r6n96p to t+e in2asion of -raB)
Gn<ersecretar( of Htate Wo+n Aolton 5as
cre<ite< 5it+ t+e 5or<sC Oreal 3en 5ant to
go to -ranO> -raB) it 5as s6ggeste<) 5as X6st
t+e first stage of a fi2e9(ear plan> -ran) 5it+
a larger pop6lation an< 4etter <efence
s(ste3s 5o6l< certainl( not 4e as placi< a
foe as t+e -raBi forces 5ere an< GH
cas6alties 5o6l< 4e 3an( ti3es t+ose
s6ffere< <6ring t+e in2asion of -raB 5ere
t+e GH to la6nc+ an in2asion of -ran> Ho)
lea2ing asi<e t+e fallacio6s arg63ent t+at
-ran is intent on 46il<ing n6clear 5eapons it
can sell to ene3ies of t+e GH) 5+at ot+er
reasons co6l< t+ere 4e for t+ese Kreal 3enK to
5ant to attacI -ranY

Economic competition

? (ear ago t+is 3ont+ -ran anno6nce<
plans to set 6p an international oil ePc+ange
Qor 4o6rseR <eno3inate< in t+e e6ro
c6rrenc( an< t+at t+is 5o6l< 4e in operation
4( Z""[> Sor se2eral (ears oil9pro<6cing
an< cons63ing co6ntries +a2e ePpresse<
t+eir interest in tra<ing t+ro6g+ s6c+ an
ePc+ange so) logicall() s6c+ an oil 4o6rse
5o6l< 2ie 5it+ \on<onKs -nternational
Petrole63 DPc+ange Q-PDR as 5ell as
co3peting 5it+ t+e Ee5 ]orI
Mercantile DPc+ange QE]MD^R)
4ot+ of 5+ic+ are o5ne< 4( GH
corporations>
Hince t+e GH Dollar +as
4een so far t+e glo4al stan<ar<
3onetar( f6n< for oil
ePc+ange) oil cons63ing
co6ntries +a2e +a< little
alternati2e 46t 6se t+e `GH to pa(
for t+eir oil) forcing t+e3 to Ieep t+e
<ollar as t+eir reser2e f6n< in t+eir central
4anIs) t+6s 6n<erpinning t+e ?3erican
econo3(> A6t 5ere -ran an< ot+er oil9
pro<6cing co6ntries presente< 5it+ t+e e6ro
as an alternati2e c+oice for oil ePc+ange t+e
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?3erican econo3( 5o6l< go t+ro6g+ a real
crisis> -t is possi4le t+e crisis co6l< co3e at
t+e en< of Z""a an< t+e co33ence3ent of
Z""[ 5+en oil in2estors 5o6l< 4e face<
5it+ t+e option of pa(ing `a"b a 4arrel of
oil at t+e ?3erican QE]MD^R an< at
\on<onKs Q-PDR) or cdM a 4arrel at t+e
-ranian oil 4o6rse> H6c+ a c+oice 5o6l<
re<6ce tra<e 2ol63es at t+e GH Dollar9
<epen<ent QE]MD^R an< at t+e Q-PDR> ?
tri63p+ant -ranian 4o6rse 5o6l< soli<if(
t+e petro9e6ro as one 3ore glo4al oil9
transaction c6rrenc() t+6s en<ing t+e
petro<ollarKs s6pre3ac( as t+e fore3ost
international oil c6rrenc(>
@+e international tra<e of oil in
petro<ollars +as Iept t+e GH <ollar
artificiall( strong for d" (ears) ena4ling t+e
GH to a3ass 2ast foreign9f6n<e<
go2ern3ent <e4t an< tra<e <eficits>
J+ate2er @e+ranKs 3oti2es) 5e cannot
ignore t+e fate of neig+4o6ring -raB) 5+ic+
+a< alrea<( 4eg6n to
tra<e in e6ro<ollars

/rom
2or34hop to
:oo3ing counting
the
hou4e
;oo34 <=>

4efore t+e allie< in2asion> #ne of
Jas+ingtonKs o4Xecti2es in -raB 5as to
install a pro9GH stooge go2ern3ent an< set
6p 3ilitar( 4ases 4efore t+e onset of peaI of
5orl< oil pro<6ction) 5+ile at t+e sa3e ti3e
con2erting -raB 4acI to t+e petro<ollar) t+6s
fr6strating #PDUKs <esire to 4egin 6sing t+e
e6ro as an alternati2e c6rrenc( of oil
transaction> -n<ee<) one of t+e first steps
taIen 4( -raBKs pro2isional go2ern3ent 5as
in ret6rning t+e co6ntr( to t+e `GH oil
stan<ar<>

Geopolitics

Je 36st also looI to GH geopolitical
strateg( if 5e seeI t+e reason 5+( -ran is
seen as a t+reat> @+e co6ntr() for one t+ing)
is strategicall( place<) stra<<ling t+e Mi<<le
Dast an< Uentral ?sia an< 36st 4e at least
ne6tralise< if t+e GH is to control t+e
regionKs oil s6pplies QitKs not so 36c+ t+at
t+e GH 5ants all t+e oil) rat+er t+e GH
5is+es to 4e in control of its <istri46tion) to
5+o3) an< on its o5n ter3sR>
@+e GH is serio6sl( concerne< a4o6t

@+e <e3ise of To2er 9
t+e 36c+9la6<e<
co3petition t+at is 46ilt9in to capitalis3
3eans t+ere are losers as 5ell as 5inners 9
+as re2i2e< t+e <e4ate a4o6t t+e <ecline of
3an6fact6ring in<6str( in Aritain>
Matt+e5 Parris) t+e for3er @or( MP
t6rne< Xo6rnalist) recalle< a <e4ate +e +a<
Sweatshops - sewing what others will reap
last (ear 5it+ fello5 @i3es col63nist
?natole ValetsI(C
pa( for not +a2ing to 4e t+eir o5n 4anIers)
O- asIe< 5+et+er it reall( 5as tr6e t+at
ins6rers) sellers) a<2ertisers) etc is t+at t+e(
tra<e 4alance <i<nKt 3atter) an<
+a2e to s+are so3e of t+eir s6rpl6s 2al6e
3an6fact6ring t+ings <i<nKt 3atter) an(
5it+ t+e capitalists 5it+ 3one( in2este< in
3ore> ?natole arg6e< t+at 5+ere in t+e
t+ese acti2ities> @+is co3es a4o6t) as MarP
5orl< an ite3 is 3an6fact6re< is
6ni3portant as long as 5e get t+e profits> - ePplaine< in t+e first part of eol63e --- of
Uapital) 3ore or less a6to3aticall( t+ro6g+
t+inI ?natole 5on t+at <e4ateO Q@i3es) L
co3petition a3ongst capitals to o4tain t+e
?prilR>
4est rate of profit res6lting in all capitals
@+e O5eO in B6estion of co6rse is not t+e
ten<ing to recei2e t+e sa3e rate
5age an< salar( 5orIing class li2ing an<
5orIing in Aritain 46t t+e Aritis+ capitalist irrespecti2e of 5+et+er t+e acti2it( in
B6estion is <irectl( pro<6cti2e of s6rpl6s
class> ?n<) fro3 t+eir point of 2ie5)
2al6e or not>
ValetsI( 5as rig+tC all a partic6lar gro6p
@+is is t+e sense in 5+ic+ ValetsI( is rig+t
of capitalists nee< 4e intereste< is t+e
a3o6nt of profits t+e( can raIe in> A6t it is 5+en +e sai< t+at O5+ere in t+e 5orl< an
ite3 is 3an6fact6re< is 6ni3portant as
still tr6e t+at 5it+o6t 3an6fact6ring 9
long as 5e get t+e profitsO> @+e <o3inant
so3e5+ere in t+e 5orl< 9 t+ere 5o6l< 4e
no profits to raIe in> @+e original so6rce of section of t+e Aritis+ capitalist class an< its
ste5ar<s) t+e go2ern3ent of t+e <a() +as
all profits is t+e s6rpl6s 2al6e pro<6ce< in
<eci<e< to go along 5it+ t+e econo3ic
t+at section of t+e econo3( t+at c+anges
tren< for t+e 3an6fact6re of certain goo<s
t+e for3 of 3aterial t+ings) an< 5+ic+
to 4e transferre<) 4eca6se of lo5er
incl6<es) 4esi<es 3an6fact6ring proper)
pro<6ction costs) to ?sia or Ho6t+
agric6lt6re) 3ining) 46il<ing an<
?3erica) an< to get its s+are of t+e s6rpl6s
transportation>
2al6e pro<6ce< t+ere 4( concentrating on
Uapital in2este< in ot+er acti2ities s6c+ as
pro2i<ing ser2ices at 5orl< le2el t+at are
4anIing) ins6rance) 46(ing an< selling)
essential to capitalis3 46t intrinsicall(
a<2ertising) cons6ltanc( an< t+e liIe)
non9pro<6cti2e) 3ainl( in t+e fiel<s of
5+ic+ <o not pro<6ce an(t+ing Q<espite
4anIing an< cons6ltanc(> -tKs a sign t+at 5e
t+e3 calling t+e3sel2es an Oin<6str(OR)
are alrea<( li2ing in one 5orl< fro3 an
gets a s+are of t+e s6rpl6s 2al6e pro<6ce<
econo3ic point of 2ie5>
in t+e pro<6cti2e sector> Aasicall() rat+er
@+e <ecline of 3an6fact6ring in Aritain
t+an pro<6cti2e capitalists in2esting a part
3eans a c+ange in t+e co3position of t+e
of t+eir capital in financing t+ese acti2ities
5orIing class +ere 46t it <oes not 3ean
essential to capitalis3 as t+e( 5o6l<
t+at t+ose 5orIing in t+e non9pro<6cti2e
ot+er5ise +a2e to) a sit6ation +as e2ol2e<
sector of t+e econo3( are not ePploite<>
5+ere4( t+ese acti2ities +a2e 4een +i2e<
@+e( are) to t+e ePtent t+at t+e( are pai<
off) as it 5ere) to separate capitalists 5+o
less t+an t+e s+are of 5orl< s6rpl6s 2al6e
specialise in t+e3>
@+e price t+e pro<6cti2e capitalists +a2e to t+eir 5orI proc6res for t+eir e3plo(ers>
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t+e onset of peaI oil pro<6ction Q5+ic+
ePperts sa( 5ill co3e 5it+in ten (earsR) t+at
ePtant reser2es 5ill pro4a4l( 4e gone 5it+in
t+irt( (ears) an< t+at long 4efore t+at ti3e
U+ina 5ill +a2e t+e sa3e oil <e3an<s as t+e
GH> U+ina is alrea<( sec6ring long9ter3 oil
contracts 5it+ Ha6<i ?ra4ia) Eigeria an<
eenef6ela) seeIing o6t oil contacts 2ia
Uana<a an< +as pre2io6sl() so3e5+at
a6<acio6sl() 3a<e a 4i< for t+e GH oil
co3pan( Gnocal> -t is t+6s i3perati2e for
GH capitalists t+at a rising co3petitor 9
U+ina) itself t+e 5orl<Ks c+ief cons63er of
grain) 3eat) steel an< coal 9 is pre2ente<
fro3 gaining a tig+ter strangle+ol< on 5orl<
reso6rces> @+e t5o co6ntries 3a( appear to
4e on frien<l( ter3s) 46t 4ot+ are XocIe(ing
for position in ePpectation of a s+o5<o5n>
Sor GH capitalis3) t+ere is 36c+ at
staIe> H+o6l< U+ina gro5 in econo3ic
strengt+) sell off its <ollar +ol<ings) GH
5orl< <o3ination 5ill 4e t+reatene<>
@+erefore) to protect f6t6re GH glo4al
reso6rce flo5s) -ran +as to 4e 5arne< 4( GH
gangster i3perialists 9 <onKt 3ess 5it+ o6r
interestsg <onKt r6n a racIet on o6r t6rf
5it+o6t o6r per3issiong <onKt <eal 5it+
anot+er 3o4>
Preparations to t+reaten) an< if
necessar() attacI -ran are 5ell 6n<er 5a(> -n
W6ne of last (ear) -srael tooI <eli2er( of
al3ost a)""" Os3art 4o34sO fro3 t+e
Gnite< Htates) 4o34s capa4le of penetrating
siP9foot concrete 5alls s6c+ as t+ose t+at
co6l< 5ell encase -ranian n6clear
installations> @+ere +a2e also 4een
n63ero6s reports of clan<estine GH
reconnaissance 3issions insi<e of -ran) an<
of GH sp( <rones 2iolating -ranian air
space>
?s 5e approac+ t+e final (ear of
A6s+Ks KSi2e9(ear planK) ePpect 5ar t+reats
in t+e Mi<<le Dast to feat6re pro3inentl( in
t+e +ea<lines of t+e 5orl<Ks press> Je +ope
5e are 5rong 9 for t+e saIe of t+e +6n<re<s
of t+o6san<s of 5orIers t+at 5o6l< <ie as a
res6lt of a GH attacI 6pon -ran 9 a4o6t 5ar
act6all( 4reaIing o6t 46t +istor( s+o5s t+at
5+ere t+e interests of 3ega946siness are
t+reatene<) spilling 4loo< is of no
consi<eration> !
S6rt+er info a2aila4le atC
+ttpChh555>glo4alresearc+>caharticleshU\?i
!"?>+t3l
+ttpChh555>infor3ationclearing+o6se>infohar
ticlejdai>+t3
+ttpChha3in>orghin<eP>+t3l
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Let them Eat
School Dinners
A

lot of people were happy, or at least
hopeful, about the TV series Jamie
Oliver's School Dinners. To begin
with there was the famous chef
himself, whose on-screen success persuaded
the supermarket giant Sainsburys to go back
on their intention of ditching Oliver as the
star of their TV ad campaign and instead
give him a contract for another series,
boosting his pay to £1.2 million. This was
because Sainsburys were also happy; while
Jamie was lambasting school dinners their
sales of organic produce went up by 12
percent a week. Cherie Blair was happy; her
opinion of the dinners her son Leo eats at
school was: "They're not terrific, to be
honest. I am seriously thinking about
sending him with a packed lunch". The
teachers had to be happy in view of the
evidence - which was available a long time
before Oliver got interested in the subject that nutrition affects a child's behaviour and
response to learning. A study Food For
Thought (2003) by Derek Gillard reported
that in 1999 two schools in South London
and the Young Offenders Institution in
Aylesbury, both behaviour and achievement
were better when diets were improved.
Finally, Education Secretary Ruth Kelly was
happy because, far from being embarrassed
by the exposure of dietary deficiencies in
the schools, she was able to claim that she
had thought of it first, that when she took
over at Education one of the first problems
she wanted to tackle was that kids were
being fed fattening, poisonous rubbish in
school.

Advertising

On the other hand there were those who
were not happy at what Jamie did. ExEducation Secretary David Blunkett did not
appear to be delighted; in a rare and
overdue spasm of less-than-fervent
penitence he had to confess that while he
was in charge of the schools he "probably"
had not done enough to improve the pupils'
food. The £280 million promised by Ruth
Kelly, perhaps in a flush of pre-election
fever, to improve ingredients and staff
training, seemed likely to provoke stresses
12

among local and national government about
who would have to make that kind of
investment. Then what about the companies
who make some of the food, like the
infamous Turkey Twizzlers and Fish
Portholes? Firms like Bernard Matthews,
whose persistent catch phrase is "They're
Bootifool", would not have welcomed the
vengeful threat to their access to that
bountiful market of under-nourished
children.
Just how bountiful can be gauged by
the money poured into advertising by the
food industry. In 2001 nearly £200 million
was spent on promoting chocolate, sweets
and crisps - some of which presumably
went to ex-football star Gary Lineker for his
role advertising Walkers Crisps. In 2002
McDonald's advertising bill came to £42
million, including payments to Alan Shearer
- another football hero - for his appearance
in their TV campaign. And then there were
the firms who prepare and dish out those
awful school dinners; they were unhappy
about the threat to their contracts with local
education authorities and some of them
made it clear that they were not about to
surrender their rights without a fight. One of
these is a company called New Schools but

“companies fight to
safeguard their
profits at the cost of
malnourishing
school kids”
they do not actually get to heating the
burgers or cooking the Turkey Twizzlers
because they have sub-contracted it to
another company called Atkins Asset
Management, who in their turn have subcontracted it to an outfit called Scolarest.

Protest

The Guardian of 25 April reported on a
protest about the food supplied by Scolarest

From left: measuring the physical
development of the future
workforce in the 19th century;
school dinners helped feed them
up for war. A typical modern
school canteen, and its patrons in
the classroom.Inset: school
dinners providers Scolarest

in the London Borough of Merton. Scolarest
claimed they had not had any complaints
about the food and warned that any schools
trying to opt out of their contracts may have
to pay the equivalent of a year's profit as
compensation. Meanwhile angry and
anxious parents were in no doubt about the
quality of what Scolarest supplies. One
mother wrote to the newspaper that her
children "have rarely eaten school dinners at
their Merton school because of the poor
quality of the contracted-out, underfunded
provisions" and a teacher at Merton, who
has three sons at schools there, said "the
unbalanced diet in our schools is affecting
the health of our children now and will
change their health for years. They deserve
better". Unhappily, the protests were
energised by the assumption that food is
produced and processed - by Scolarest,
McDonalds or whoever - in order to nourish
people. That is a nice idea but it does not fit
in with the logic of capitalism's priorities.
"For contractors," said the MP whose
constituency includes Merton, "what matters
is the bottom line".
An official concern over standards of
childhood nutrition is not new. A particular
incentive to tackle the problem was the fact
that over a third of the volunteers to join the
Army in the Boer War were too small,
undernourished or sick to be allowed to take
part in that imperialist enterprise. This was
serious, as it cast doubt on how British
capitalism would fight its future wars of
which, it was assumed, there would be
many. Better, ran the reasoning, to start
feeding the children now. The advent of
compulsory education was another spur to
action; in 1889 the London School Board
set up the Schools Dinner Association
which supplied cheap, or in some cases free,
school meals. In haste a Committee on
Physical Deterioration was established and
from that there emerged the 1906 Education
(Provision of Meals) Act, which encouraged
local authorities to provide meals at schools,
on the well-founded assumption that the
children were unlikely to get them at home.
The policy was developed between the wars
Socialist Standard June 20055

until the 1944 Education Act set out that
every child in a maintained school should
be provided with a meal, the full cost of
which was met by the state.

Poverty

The 1964 Labour government began the
retreat from this high spot in education
services in 1967, when they withdrew the
100 percent grant for school meals. In 1978
a White Paper on public expenditure opted
for halving the £380 million cost of
providing school meals, which led to the
lowering of standards and the introduction
of junk food. The big assault came with the
Thatcher governments, which abolished the
statutory duty on Local Education
Authorities to lay on meals for all school
children and then introduced compulsory
competitive tendering. This opened the way
for the private companies which, to screw
the largest possible profit from the
arrangement, introduced the cafeteria
system and the provision of junk fast food
like burgers and chips. The day of Scolarest
had dawned.
The link between nutrition and health
and behaviour seems so obvious and the
evidence for it seems so overwhelming, that
it hardly needs to be established through
investigation. Booth and Rowntree
surveyed the extent of the deeper levels of
poverty in London and York respectively in
the late 19th and early 20 centuries but the
limits to the usefulness of their work can be
gauged by the fact that when Booth began
to collect his data he thought the extent of
deprivation to be over-estimated and that in
any case the condition of many of those in
poverty was self-inflicted. The problem
today is critical but in many respects
different. As Jamie Oliver and many others
have found, malnutrition is not always a
matter of lack of food but of having access
only to food which may be filling but is
nutritionally deficient. That is itself related
to working class poverty. At a Diet and
Health Forum in October 2003 Julia Unwin,
Deputy Chair of the Food Standards
Agency, said
"Children a century ago were not
getting enough of the right things to eat.
British children today are eating too much
of the wrong things. Within the last month
the Health Development Agency has
spelled out in chilling detail the scale of the
problem we face…And hardest hit are those
worst placed to react - children living in
socially deprived circumstances. We are
talking here about a disease of poverty."
So Jamie Oliver may not have been
aware of what he was cooking up, when he
set out to expose school dinners on TV.
Malnutrition is an aspect of poverty, which
is an inescapable reality of capitalism's
class society. Food is a commodity produced for sale and profit - like all of
capitalism's wealth. That is why the
companies could fight to assert the legal
right to safeguard their profits, even at the
cost of malnourishing school kids. It is a
typically tragic mess of this social system,
that children can be starved as they are
fed.!
IVAN
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Art in Capitalism
and Socialism
Will socialism be a society in which people passively
consume rather than actively create art? In a postcapitalist society, will art exist at all?

T

he first attempts by early humans,
some 35,000 years ago, to represent
aspects of their lives through cave
paintings show that art served a
useful social function, as did the use of
early jewellery to enhance sexual attraction.
Many of the purposes of art in capitalist and
pre-capitalist societies, such as selfexpression, beautification, recording history,
education, entertainment and social
comment, will doubtless exist in socialism,
although perhaps not as we now recognise
them.
The nature of post-capitalist art has
been discussed by Engels, Marx and Morris,
to name only three. As an artist himself,
William Morris was particularly enthused
by this subject. In Art and Socialism (1884)
he contested that "the greater part of the
people have no share in Art" because
"modern civilization" had suppressed it.
Defining art as "the expression by man of
his pleasure in labour", Morris believed that
art should be the intrinsic part of the labour
process it had been before the capitalist
division of labour had divided art from
craft, and when craftsmen still worked with
a sense of beauty. Socialism would not have
art as such but 'work-art', and people would
produce objects that were not merely useful,
but also had some artistic merit.
Looking at society as it now
stands, it is a fact that most children and
young people are very creative. For many,
childhood will prove to be the most creative
time of their lives. As they get older,
however, their creative output lessens until
by adulthood they engage in few artistic
pursuits. Instead of producing art, they

Above left: modern art at the Tate Modern.
Above right: the cathedral-like entrance to
the same gallery

consume it in all its various forms, and
some go on to learns skills of appreciation
and criticism. Most, after their formal
education is complete, rarely put pen to
paper, brush to canvas, or whatever.
Creativity seems to have withered away,
perhaps because after years of secondary
schooling when they are prepared for life as
an adult worker in capitalism, creating art unless they intend to become employed as
artists - seems to lack purpose. When the
young adult emerges from the education
system, art is not likely to be pursued for its
own sake, for what is to be gained by it?
The chances are that the nearest a person
may come to creativity is in an art therapy
class, when it is used as a form of curative.
But once the troubled mind has been
soothed, it's back to a life devoid of
creativity.
In contrast to this, socialism may
prove to be an artistic renaissance in which
more people produce more art than in any
previous time in history. The things which
historically have prevented them creating
art will no longer exist: schooling, the art
institution's failure to take seriously some
forms of art, the art industry's failure to see
beyond the profit motive, and people who
may think that there is little point creating
art unless someone is prepared to cross their
palms with silver. But it will not be a
renaissance in the style of the 16th and 17th
centuries, which was restricted to an artistic
and scholarly elite, and which had very little
13
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7#3t-d #nd#.#dua4/ *3 /u%r-$- ta4-nt5 Bh- art
*3 th- *.-r8h-4$#n7 $a0*r#t2 *3 %-*%4-;
8h* 8-r- -Pua442 ca%a=4- *3 %r*duc#n7 art
=ut 8h* 4ac9-d th- %r#.#4-7-/ *3 th- Cr-at
@rt#/t/ and 8h*/- 8*r9 8a/ #n-.#ta=42 *3 a
d#33-r-nt /tandard; =-ca$- $ar7#na4#/-d a/
r*u7h and r-ad2 :3*49 art: and n*t a /-r#*u/
a-/th-t#c 3*r$5
Kt #/ 4#9-42 that a %*/tGca%#ta4#/t
/*c#-t2 8#44 7-n-rat- a c4#$at- *3 t*4-rancand a%%r-c#at#*n 3*r art 8h#ch 4ac9/ th- /9#44
*3 Bh- Cr-at/5 R- $a2 -.-n c*$- t* .#-8

th-#r 8*r9/ n*t a/ h#7h42 ca%a=4- =ut a/
h#7h42 c*$%r*$#/-d; und-r$#n-d =2 thn--d t* c*$%-t- a7a#n/t *th-r art#/t/ *3
-Pua4 ta4-nt 3*r 4#$#t-d *%%*rtun#t#-/ #n a
$ar9-t %4ac-; *r 8- $a2 /-- th-$ /#$%42 a/
-O%r-//#*n/ *3 an *=/*4-t- /2/t-$5 Bh#/
d*-/ n*t $-an that #n /*c#a4#/$ %-*%4- 8#44
n* 4*n7-r tr2 t* %r*duc- 8*r9/ *3 7r-at
Pua4#t2 and #nd--d /*$- $a2 -Pua4 #n /9#44
th- art *3 Bh- Cr-at/5 Bh- #d-a *3 d*#n7
*n-:/ =-/t 8#44 tran/4at- #nt* /*c#a4#/$; =ut
h*8 $uch *3 th- d-/#r- t* d* *n-:/ =-/t #/
7-n-rat-d =2 th- d-/#r- t* *utGd* th- =-/t *3
th- r#.a4 art#/t/ and c*$%-t- 3*r th- 3-8
*%%*rtun#t#-/ a.a#4a=4- #n a cr*8d-d
$ar9-tS S* #3 art #n /*c#a4#/$ #/ n*t a/ 7**d
a/ art #n ca%#ta4#/$ th-n #t #/ n*t /*$-th#n7
8h#ch /h*u4d c*nc-rn u/5
@rt #/ an #n/t#tut#*n a/ 8-44 a/ a
$a//#.-42 %r*3#ta=4- #ndu/tr2; 8*rth =#44#*n/
*3 %*und/ -.-r2
2-ar5 Bh#/
#n/t#tut#*n ha/ a
nu$=-r *3
3unct#*n/; n*n- *3
8h#ch 8*u4d =%art#cu4ar42 8-4c*$- #n /*c#a4#/$; *r
%art#cu4ar42 3-a/#=4-5 Turr-nt42; #t d-3#n-/
8hat art #/; and c*n/-Pu-nt42 =4*c9/ 8hat #t
d*-/ n*t c*n/#d-r t* =- art5 Kt %r*$*t-/ a
cu4t *3 th- #nd#.#dua4 art#/t a/ 7#3t-d 7-n#u/
8h*/- =ru/h-/ 8- ar- n*t 8*rth2 t* c4-an5
Kt 3#nanc-/ %r*3#ta=4- art and
r-3u/-/ t* 3#nanc- art 3r*$
8h#ch a %r*3#t cann*t =r-a4#/-d r-7ard4-// *3 #t/
Pua4#t2 *r #$%*rtanc-5
?-cau/- th- %ract#c-/ #t
-n7a7-/ #n ar- #nh-r-nt42 ant#G
/*c#a4; d#.#/#.- and %r*G
ca%#ta4#/t; n* /uch *r7an#/at#*n
c*u4d /ur.#.- th- tran/#t#*n
3r*$ ca%#ta4#/$ t* /*c#a4#/$5
R#th th#/ r-$*.-d
a4*n7 8#th #t/ %r#.#4-7-/; th-n
/*$-th#n7 like 3*49 art *r
:%-*%4-:/ art: 8#44 -$-r7-; that
#/ art cr-at-d =2 th- a.-ra7%-r/*n 8#th*ut /tat/%*n/*r/h#% *r th- /u%%*rt *3 th- #n/t#tut#*n;
and cr-at-d n*t 3*r %ur%*/-/ *3 #nd#.#dua4
7a#n *r acc4a#$; =ut 3*r *th-r r-a/*n/ /uch
a/ /-43G-O%r-//#*n; *rna$-ntat#*n;
=-aut#3#cat#*n and /* *n5 Bh- %-r/*n 8h*
cr-at-/ /uch art $a2 n*t -.-n =- ca44-d an
art#/t; 3*r that t-r$ /#7n#3#-/ a %r#.#4-7-d
*ccu%at#*n %r*duc#n7 n*th#n7 *3 an2
%ract#ca4 .a4u- and n-c-//#tat#n7 c*$$un#t2
/u%%*rt5 Bhat a %-r/*n c*u4d =- *n42 an
:art#/t: and %r*duc- n*th#n7 -Oc-%t art /--$/
un4#9-42 and th- c*nt#nuanc- *3 /uch
%ract#c-/ #nt* /*c#a4#/$ a h#7h42 r-$*t%*//#=#4#t25 Uu/t a/ th-r- 8#44 =- n* 8*r9-r/;
*n42 %-*%4-; #n a %*/tGca%#ta4#/t /*c#-t2;
%-rha%/ a4/* th-r- 8#44 =- n* :art#/t/:5 Ar
%-rha%/ #n /*c#a4#/$; -.-r2*n- 8#44 =- an
art#/t5
Kn /*c#a4#/$; #t #/ 4#9-42 that art 8#44
=- %r*duc-d 3*r $an2 *3 th- r-a/*n/ #t ha/
a48a2/ =--n %r*duc-d #n ca%#ta4#/t and %r-G
ca%#ta4#/t /*c#-t#-/5 S*c#a4#/$ 8#44 n*t =- a
/*c#-t2 8#th*ut -$*t#*n and %-*%4- 8#44 /t#44
=- $*.-d t* -O%r-// th-$/-4.-/ #n *n- 3*r$
*r an*th-r and art 8#44 /ur-42 =- *n- *3
th*/- 3*r$/5 S*c#a4#/$ 8#44 ha.- #t/
%r*=4-$/; a4th*u7h *n a $a//#.-42 r-duc-d
/ca4- c*$%ar-d t* an2 %r-.#*u/ 3*r$ *3
/*c#-t25 T*n34#ct =-t8--n #nd#.#dua4/ and
%*//#=42 =-t8--n c*$$un#t#-/ $a2 -O#/t5
@/ $-nt#*n-d a=*.-; th- %r*=4-$/ *3
ca%#ta4#/$ ha.- %r*.#d-d n* -nd *3 $at-r#a4
3*r art#/t/ t* c*$$-nt u%*n; a/ th-

,in socialism, everyone will
be an artist7

!"

%r*=4-$/ *3 /*c#a4#/$ $a2 a4/* d*5 ?ut
/*c#a4#/$ 8#44 d-a4 3a#r42 and /-n/#=42 8#th
#t/ %r*=4-$/ and 8#44 n*t tr2 t* d#/7u#/th-$5 K3 an2 :un3a#rn-//: -O#/t/; #t 8#44 n*t
r-Pu#r- a 7r-at %a#nt#n7; n*.-4 *r /*n7 t*
-O%*/- #tV #t 8#44 =- th-r- 3*r u/ a44 t* /-and d-a4 8#th5 Kn /*c#a4#/$; #t #/ th-r-3*rh#7h42 un4#9-42 that art 8h#ch %r*t-/t/
a7a#n/t 4ar7-G/ca4- /*c#a4 8r*n7/ 8#44 -O#/t5
Such 8*r9/ a/ Gulliver's Travels; A
Christmas Carol; North and South, Grapes
of Wrath, 1984, Look Back in Anger; and
Salvador c*u4d n*t -O#/t #n %*/tGca%#ta4#/t
/*c#-t2; 3*r th- #//u-/ th-2 addr-// -Pua442
c*u4d n*t -O#/t5 S#$#4ar42; th-r- 8*u4d =- n*
/*c#a4#/t W#tch-n S#n9 Xra$a/; M#9- Y-#7h
*r W-n Y*ach 3#4$/ /uch a/ Cathy Come
Home *r Bread and Roses; and n* ?*=
X24an/ *r R**d2 Cuthr#-/5 @nd th- /*rt *3
/c#-nc- 3#ct#*n 8h#ch r-34-ct/ th- 3-ar/ and
%aran*#a/ *3 /*c#-t2 =2 turn#n7 h*/t#4c*untr#-/ #nt* h*/t#4- %4an-t/ and /u/%#c#*u/
3*r-#7n-r/ #nt* a4#-n/ 8*u4d 3#nd 4#tt4%urcha/- #n /*c#a4#/$; and /uch 8*r9/ a/
War of the Worlds 8*u4d -O#/t *n42 a/
3anta/#-/ that ha.- n* c*nn-ct#*n t* th- r-a4
8*r4d5 @rt 8h#ch r-34-ct/ and c*$$-nt/
u%*n a4#-nat#*n; 8ar; c*$%-t#t#*n; #n0u/t#cand #n-Pua4#t2; a/ a44 th- a=*.- d*; #/ #d-a442
/u#t-d t* a /*c#-t2 *3 a4#-nat#*n; 8ar;
c*$%-t#t#*n; #n0u/t#c- and #n-Pua4#t2; =ut n*t
t* /*c#a4#/$5 Kt #/ t* =- h*%-d; h*8-.-r; that
/*c#a4#/$ 8#44 %r*duc- 8*r9/ *3 th- /a$#nt-n/#t2; %r*3und#t2 and -$*t#*na4 d-%th a/
th- *n-/ $-nt#*n-d a=*.-5!
!"#$ &#!D$"

Africa:
a Marxian
Analysis
! #$%page pamp+let written 23 socialists
living in !frica consisting mainl3 of
reprints from The Socialist Standard9
Mar;<s materialist conception of +istor3
and anal3sis of societ3 is applied to>
!" State

and class in pre-colonial
West Africa
!" Early 20th Century South Africa
!" Colonialism and Capitalism
!" Religion, Race and Class
!" Sharia Law in Nigeria
!" Education system in Ghana
!" Tribalism
!vaila2le from The Socialist Party? @A
Clap+am Cig+ Dtreet? London DFG HIJ
£1 K£1.35 23 postL9 C+eMNes pa3a2le to
OP+e Docialist Part3 of Rreat Britian<

Socialist Sta$%a&% '($)*+,,--

Solidarity for
Twenty-Five
Years

O

n- *3 th- 3-atur-/ *3 th- rad#ca4
%*4#t#ca4 /c-n- #n th- ![60/ and
^0/ 8a/ a $a7a_#n- ca44-d
Solidarity 8h#ch u/-d t* %u=4#/h
4*n7 and rath-r =*r#n7 acc*unt/ *3 3act*r2
4#3- and *3 %art#cu4ar and n*8 4*n7G
3*r7*tt-n #ndu/tr#a4 d#/%ut-/5 Bh-r- 8-ra4/* tran/4at#*n/ *3 -Pua442 4*n7 art#c4-/ =2
/*$-*n- #d-nt#3#-d a/ `Fau4 Tardan` M4at-r
r-.-a4-d t* =- th- ar-nch #nt-44-ctua4
T*rn-4#u/ Ta/t*r#ad#/N *33-r#n7 a
r-%4ac-$-nt cr#t#Pu- *3 ca%#ta4#/$ t* that *3
MarO 0ud7-d *utdat-d and 8r*n75
Bh*/- =-h#nd #t had =--n #n thT*$$un#/t Fart2 and; th*u7h 3*r a /h*rt
8h#4- *n42; #n th- Br*t/92#/t S*c#a4#/t
Ya=*ur Y-a7u-5 An- *3 th-$ 8a/ Maur#c?r#nt*n Ma4/* 9n*8n a/ Mart#n Cra#n7-r and
Thr#/ Fa44#/N; a /-4-ct#*n *3 8h*/- art#c4-/
*.-r th- %-r#*d ![60 t* ![b5 ha/ 0u/t =--n
%u=4#/h-d MFor Workers' Power. The
Selected Writings of Maurice Brinton;
-d#t-d =2 Xa.#d C**d8a25 @W Fr-//5 c!2N;
and 8h* a%%-ar/ t* ha.- =--n #t/ 4-ad#n7
th-*r-t#c#an5 ?*rn #n ![2e h- d#-d -ar4#-r
th#/ 2-ar5
Rhat charact-r#/-d Solidarity 8a/ #t/
c*$%4-t- r-0-ct#*n *3 Y-n#n#/$ and thc*nc-%t *3 th- Lan7uard Fart2 and #t/
ad.*cac2 *3 R*r9-r/ T*unc#4/ Ma/ *%%*/-d
t* %ar4#a$-nt a/ 8-44 a/ th- .an7uard %art2N
a/ th- 8a2 t* /*c#a4#/$5 Kn th-#r .#-8; a
r-.*4ut#*nar2 *r7an#/at#*n /h*u4d n*t /--9
t* 4-ad th- 8*r9#n7 c4a// =ut /#$%42 t* =an #n/tru$-nt that 8*r9-r/ c*u4d u/- t*
tran/3*r$ /*c#-t2V at th- /a$- t#$- #t /h*u4d
tr2 t* %r-3#7ur- #n #t/ *r7an#/at#*n and
d-c#/#*nG$a9#n7 8hat 3utur- /*c#-t2 /h*u4d
=- 4#9-; %ract#/#n7 `/-43G$ana7-$-nt` and
-nc*ura7#n7 8*r9-r/ t* r-42 *n th-#r *8n
-33*rt/ rath-r than tru/t #n 4-ad-r/5 S*; /*$*3 8hat Solidarity 8a/ /a2#n7 8a/ $*r- *r
4-// th- /a$- a/ 8- 8-r-5 a*r -Oa$%4-D
`K3 th- 8*r9#n7 c4a// cann*t c*$- t*
und-r/tand /*c#a4#/$ G and 8ant #t G th-rcan =- n* /*c#a4#/t %-r/%-ct#.-5 Bh-r- can
*n42 =- th- r-%4ac-$-nt *3 *n- ru4#n7 -4#t=2 an*th-r` MMarch ![6[N5
`a*r u/; r-.*4ut#*nar#-/ ar- n*t an
#/*4at-d -4#t-; d-/t#n-d t* an2 .an7uard r*4-5
Bh-2 ar- a %r*duct Ma4=-#t th- $*/t 4uc#d
*n-N *3 th- d#/#nt-7rat#*n *3 -O#/t#n7 /*c#-t2
and *3 th- 7r*8#n7 a8ar-n-// *3 8hat #t
8#44 ha.- t* =- r-%4ac-d =2` Ma-=ruar2
![^2N5
`R- c*n/#d-r #rrat#*na4 Mandf*r
d#/h*n-/tN that th*/- 8h* ta49 $*/t *3 th$a//-/ Mand *3 th- ca%ac#t2 *3 th- 8*r9#n7
c4a// t* cr-at- a n-8 /*c#-t2N /h*u4d ha.th- 4-a/t c*n3#d-nc- #n %-*%4-:/ a=#4#t2 t*
d#/%-n/- 8#th 4-ad-r/` M`@/ R- X*n:t S-Kt`; ![^2N5
Y#9- u/; th-2 $-rc#4-//42 d-n*unc-d
Y-n#n#/$; Br*t/92#/$ and Lan7uard#/$ a/
n*t *n42 $#/ta9-n =ut a/ %*/#t#.-42
dan7-r*u/; a/ th- #d-*4*72 *3 a n-8 8*u4dG
=- ru4#n7 c4a// =a/-d *n /tat- ca%#ta4#/$5
Bh-r- 8-r- d#33-r-nc-/ *3 c*ur/-;
Socialist Sta$%a&%* '($)*+,,-

%art#cu4ar42 *.-r R*r9-r/ T*unc#4/ a/
*%%*/-d t* Far4#a$-nt a/ 8-44 a/ *.-r thc*nt#nu#n7 r-4-.anc- *3 MarO:/ ana42/-/ and
*.-r th- c*nt-nt *3 a /*c#a4#/t /*c#-t25
?-cau/- 8- /a8 th- =a/#c d#.#/#*n #n
ca%#ta4#/t /*c#-t2 a/ =-#n7 =-t8--n *8n-r/
and n*nG*8n-r/ 8- /a8 c*$$*n
*8n-r/h#%; and th- c*n/-Pu-nt
d#/a%%-aranc- *3 =u2#n7 and /-44#n7; $*n-2
and th- $ar9-t; a/ a n-c-//ar2 3-atur- *3
/*c#a4#/$5 Solidarity 8a/ n*t /* c4-ar *n
th#/5 a*44*8#n7 Ta/t*r#ad#/ #t /a8 th- =a/#c
d#.#/#*n #n ca%#ta4#/t /*c#-t2 a/ =-#n7
=-t8--n *rd-rG7#.-r/ and *rd-rGta9-r/ and
/* th- =a/#c 3-atur- *3 3utur- /*c#-t2 a/
=-#n7 `/-43G$ana7-$-nt` M8h#ch 8*u4d *3
c*ur/- =- *n- /uch 3-atur-; 8hat 8- ca44
`d-$*crat#c c*ntr*4`N5 ar*$ th#/ an74-; thd#/a%%-aranc- *3 $*n-2 and th- $ar9-t 8a/
r-7ard-d a/ /-c*ndar2D 8h-th-r *r n*t t*
u/- th-$ =-#n7 a $-r- %*4#c2 *%t#*n *%-n t*
th*/- ar*und at th- t#$-5 Bh#/ =-ca$- c4-ar
#n th- tran/4at#*n %u=4#/h-d #n ![^2 und-r
th- t#t4- Workers' Councils and the
Economics of a Self-Managed Society *3 a
4*n7 art#c4- =2 Ta/t*r#ad#/; 8r#tt-n #n ![5^;
8h#ch 8a/ =a/#ca442 a =4u-%r#nt 3*r th8*r9-r/ /-43G$ana7-$-nt *3 a $ar9-t
-c*n*$25
?r#nt*n 8a/ a8ar- that th#/ 8a/
c*ntr*.-r/#a4 and #n th- #ntr*duct#*n
Mr-%r*duc-d #n th#/ =**9N h- 8r*t- M#n a
th#n42 d#/7u#/-d
r-3-r-nc- t* u/N that
`/*$- 8#44 /-- tht-Ot a/ a $a0*r
c*ntr#=ut#*n t* th%-r%-tuat#*n *3
8a7- /4a.-r2 G
=-cau/- #t /t#44 ta49/
*3 :8a7-/: and
d*-/n:t ca44 3*r th#$$-d#at- a=*4#t#*n
*3 :$*n-2:`5
Q- 8a/ r#7ht5
S*$- d#d; and n*t
*n42 u/5 Such
Brinton/s 0For
`c*unc#4#/$`
Workers/ Power/
M$ana7-$-nt *3 a
$ar9-t -c*n*$#c =2 8*r9-r/: c*unc#4/;
8h#ch 8- d-n*unc-d a/ `8*r9-r/: /-43G
-O%4*#tat#*n`N 4-d t* th- =r-a9a8a2 *3
7r*u%/ 8h#ch 4at-r =-ca$- th- `4-3t
c*$$un#/t` TRA and KTT *3 t*da2; 8h#ch
d-/%#t- th-#r %art#a4 r-turn t* Y-n#n#/$; at
4-a/t adh-r-d t* th- .#-8 that
/*c#a4#/$fc*$$un#/$ had t* =- a
$*n-24-//; 8a7-4-// /*c#-t25
Bh#/; #n 3act; #/ n*t th- *n42 %4ac8h-r- ?r#nt*n 4**9-d *.-r h#/ /h*u4d-r at
u/5 @/ -ar42 a/ ![6! h- 8a/ -O%4a#n#n7 that
`8h#4/t r-0-ct#n7 th- /u=/t#tut#*n#/$ *3 =*th
r-3*r$#/$ and ?*4/h-.#/$; 8- a4/* r-0-ct
th- -//-nt#a442 %r*%a7and#/t a%%r*ach *3 thS*c#a4#/t Fart2 *3 Cr-at ?r#ta#n`; a th-$- hr-turn-d t* #n ![^" #n a r-.#-8 *3 a =**9 *n
th- /-Oua4 r-.*4ut#*n 8h#ch ad.*cat-d
ach#-.#n7 th#/ thr*u7h -ducat#*nD `t*

Cornelius Castoriadis

c*n3#n- *n-/-43 t* /uch an att#tud- 8*u4d =t* r-/tr#ct *n-/-43 t* th- r*4- *3 a /*rt *3
SFC?-r *3 th- /-Oua4 r-.*4ut#*n`5
Kn 3act; #n h#/ t8* $a#n 8r#t#n7/; =*th
%u=4#/h-d #n ![^0; The Irrational in Politics
and The Bolsheviks and Workers' Control h3-4t th- n--d t* ha.- a 7* at u/5 Kn th3*r$-r h- /u77-/t-d that th- Socialist
Standard *n42 d#/cu//-d -c*n*$#c and
%*4#t#ca4 t*%#c/ and #7n*r-d th- %r*=4-$/ *3
-.-r2da2 4#3- Mn*t tru- a/ a 4**9 thr*u7h th#//u-/ *3 th- t#$- 8#44 /h*8N5 Kn th- 4att-r
h- 8r*t- that 8-; 4#9- /*$- anarch#/t/; t**9
th- .#-8 that n*th#n7 %art#cu4ar42 /#7n#3#cant
had ha%%-n-d #n ![!^D `Bh- SFC?
MS*c#a4#/t Fart2 *3 Cr-at ?r#ta#nN dra8 $uch
th- /a$- c*nc4u/#*n; a4th*u7h th-2 attr#=ut#t t* th- 3act that th- 8a7-/ /2/t-$ 8a/ n*t
a=*4#/h-d`; add#n7 #n a 8#4d car#catur- *3
*ur %*/#t#*n `th- $a0*r#t2 *3 th- Hu//#an
%*%u4at#*n n*t ha.#n7 had th- =-n-3#t *3 thSFC? .#-8%*#nt Ma/ %ut =2 /%*9-/$-n du42
/anct#*n-d =2 th-#r gO-cut#.- T*$$#tt--N
and n*t ha.#n7 th-n /*u7ht t* 8#n a
Far4#a$-ntar2 $a0*r#t2 #n th- -O#/t#n7
Hu//#an #n/t#tut#*n/`5 A3 c*ur/-; *ur
ana42/#/ 8a/ $uch d--%-r than that5
B* =- Pu#t- h*n-/t /uch cr#t#c#/$/ d#d
3#nd /*$- -ch* a$*n7/t /*$- *3 *ur
$-$=-r/ #n th- ![^0/ 8h* -.-ntua442 7*t
th-$/-4.-/ -O%-44-d 3*r %u=4#/h#n7 $at-r#a4
ad.*cat#n7 8*r9-r/: c*unc#4/ rath-r than
%ar4#a$-nt a/ th- 8a2 t* /*c#a4#/$5 ?ut th#/
8a/ 4at-r t* cau/- a %r*=4-$ 3*r ?r#nt*n and
Solidarity /#nc- th- -OGSFC?-r/ #n Pu-/t#*n
=-ca$- th- `S*c#a4 H-.*4ut#*n` 7r*u%
8h#ch; a/ C**d8a2 r-c*rd/ #n h#/
#ntr*duct#*n; $-r7-d 8#th Solidarity t*
=-c*$- `S*4#dar#t2 3*r S*c#a4 H-.*4ut#*n`5
a*r a44 th-#r *th-r d#/a7r--$-nt/ 8#th u/;
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Lippit's main theme is that capitalism - as a
system in which "a portion of the profits
reaped through the sale of goods and
services is reinvested, swelling the capital
stock, incorporating new techniques in the
process, and permitting larger sales and
profits in the future" - could well continue
for another three and four hundred years but
that it will ultimately prove incompatible
with human life on Earth. This is because
its dynamic of continuous expansion and
accumulation will come up against the fact
that the Earth's resources and capacity to
reabsorb waste are finite. This, according to
him, is the basic contradiction of capitalism,
not anything within its own economic
mechanism or social relationships.
Lippit argues that up to now
capitalism has always been able to
overcome periods of slump and stagnation
resulting from profits falling or markets
shrinking. Such periods have always proved
to be temporary and in time have always
been overcome by the emergence of new
favourable social, political and economic
conditions for capital accumulation. Much
of the book is devoted to describing what
these have been over time in America,
Europe and Asia. He expects this pattern to
be repeated in the future and sees no
internal economic or social contradiction
within capitalism that will prevent it
continuing for centuries. In fact, he expects
it to do so. Meanwhile the global
environment will continually deteriorate
until human life as we know it becomes
impossible (he speculates that, with the
ozone layer destroyed, humans may have to
live and work underground).
It's a pessimistic scenario, but how
realistic is it? We ourselves have long held
the view that capitalism will never collapse
of its own accord for purely economic
reasons and that it will continue to go
through its cycle of booms and slumps until
the working class put an end to it. So, in
theory, capitalism could indeed continue for
centuries. Obviously, we don't think it need
do, or will, since we think that the class
struggle between workers and capitalists
built in to capitalism will lead to the
workers putting an end to it before then.
Lippit says that this is utopian as workers,
and even the destitute populations of the
Third World, will continue to support
capitalism as long as it continues to improve
their living standards, however slowly (as
he thinks it will). The crunch will only
come, he contends, when capital
accumulation, and the slow long-run
improvement in living standards it brings,
will no longer be possible for ecological
reasons but that this won't be for several
centuries.
So what are we supposed to do in the
meantime? And what sort of system will
then replace capitalism? Lippit's view is
that, when the time comes, capitalism will
have to be replaced by "a social formation
that is consistent with a modified stationary
state", by which he means one with stable
population, production and consumption
levels. This implies "first and foremost", he
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says, that "production must be undertaken
for the use values it affords, rather than for
profit":
"The focus of innovation would be on
minimizing throughputs rather than on
maximizing output. The point would not be
to bring an end to scientific creativity and
innovation, but to channel it in directions
that maintain and hopefully improve the
ecological balance on which the
maintenance of human life depends".
We would argue that this "social
formation" could only be one based on the
common ownership of the Earth's
productive resources, natural and industrial,
by the whole of humanity, i.e. world
socialism, for how could production be reoriented towards use instead of profit unless
the means of production had first ceased to
be the exclusive property of individuals,
corporations or states? But we don't see
why humanity has to wait till capitalism has
nearly destroyed the planet to institute this.
It could be instituted now, so avoiding not
only the environmental degradation that will
occur if capitalism continues for another
three or four centuries but also all the wars
and the destruction and misery they bring
that will occur during this period too; at the
same time, world hunger could be
eliminated much more quickly within this
framework than Lippit thinks will
eventually happen under capitalism.
A"#
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Service deliberately, and
bravely, tries to dig for
the true story of Stalin's
life beyond the
hagiography or
demonography that
usually represents him.
He presents the
case that Stalin, or
Joseph Dzughashvili, or
Soso, or Koba - as he
was variously known - was a central
character in the pre-revolutionary Bolshevik
party. He was keen acolyte of Lenin, a
hardman - he organised the campaign of
bank robbery and extortion in the Caucasian
areas of the Tsarist empire at Lenin's behest,
even when the latter promised to cease such
activities. He edited Pravda, was on the
Bolshevik central committee and was
Lenin's close collaborator on the 'National
Question'.
He was imprisoned several times, and
though taciturn with fellow prisoners, he
took his beatings at the hands of prison
guards with equanimity. During the civil
war, he commanded the Red Army on the
south fronts, where he proved to be a
ruthless if not effective commander.
So, hardly the grey man Trotsky liked
to pretend him to be - but Trotsky could
hardly criticise Stalin for brutality, when he
was as nearly as ruthless. In fact, Service
makes a good case that Stalin rose to power
as part of a stop-Trotsky faction.
Stalin was able to present himself as
the acme of Leninist orthodoxy, and
possibly - and Service does make this case believed he really was creating some form

of socialism in the Soviet Union. Socialists
- unlike Leninists - have no need to shy
away from this fact. Our argument never
was that Stalin was a bad man, a monster
(although, obviously, he was) but that he
was acting upon a false and dangerous
theory - that a band of dedicated leaders
could force the world to socialism.
Service makes clear that much of
Stalin's apparent paranoia was based on the
simple fact that he and his fellows had risen
to power suddenly and almost out of
nowhere against the might of Tsarism. He
believed, apparently, that a similar cabal
could unseat him - what comes round goes
around.
His callousness was relentless, ranging
from bullying subordinates at informal
parties, to personally poring over the list of
names and faces of victims of his terror.
Service alleges a desire to be at the centre
of things, to assert himself that grew from
childhood and was fostered by his
membership of the Bolshevik party. As he
notes, Stalin was among the few genuinely
working class members of the inner
sanctum of the party - which goes to show
that having genuine workers in charge
doesn't make that much difference.
In his desk, when he died, were some
keepsakes - a letter from Bukharin begging
to know why he Stalin wanted to murder
him when he was already politically dead,
and a letter from Tito, threatening to try and
assassinate him if he didn't stop trying to
bump the Yugoslav dictator off - as Service
notes, one gangster to another. Even his
intimate moments were blood-soaked and
ruthless.
This is a tidy account of the life of a
utopian who thought that through ruthless
will alone he could shape the world. As in
some parts of his former empire, his statues
are being resurrected and his reputation
repaired, it also serves as a timely warning
against leaders past, present and future.
$S
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On an elevated plateau
in western Africa's
Great Rift Valley lies
Lake Victoria, the
source of the River
Nile and the secondlargest freshwater lake
in the world. The lake
supports hundreds of
animal species found
nowhere else on earth or at least it did up
until the 1960s, when commercial fishermen
introduced the Nile perch, in an attempt to
improve fishing yields. The Nile perch is a
voracious predator and within years had
completely wiped out many of the native
species.
Almost as devastating has been the
effect on the local human population, which
is among the highest-density in the world.
With the decline of indigenous fish stocks
and the population explosion of the Nile
perch, many of the millions of Africans who
live and work around Lake Victoria have
been displaced from their traditional
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farming and fishing occupations. Out of
economic necessity, they have been forced
to accept positions as wage-labourers for
large-scale Nile perch fisheries and packing
plants. Meanwhile, processing of the
invasive perch, whose flesh is much oilier
than those of native species, has led to an
increase in demand for firewood to dry the
meat. This has resulted in widespread
deforestation and the pollution of Lake
Victoria from runoff.
This sorry state of affairs is chillingly
documented in Darwin's Nightmare, which
premiered at the 2004 Toronto Film Festival
and is now gradually seeing wide release
across Europe. Director Hubert Sauper
presents us with contrasting images to
reinforce the human devastation of the
fishing communities in and around the
Tanzanian city of Mwanza. We are taken
inside the booming fish processing
factories, where 500 tons of Nile perch are
filleted and packed for export to Europe
every day; meanwhile, two million
Tanzanians find themselves gripped by a
deadly famine. We see fishermen and
prostitutes wasting away from AIDS; the
local Christian clergy, steadfast in their
religious superstitions on sex, refuse to
advocate the use of condoms. An
animatronic fish in a fat factory owner's
office croons out "Don't Worry Be Happy''
while the starving street-children outside
come to blows over the apportionment of a
meagre can of rice. Those who failed to
snatch a handful assuage their hunger by
melting down and inhaling the plastic
material the factory uses to package its fish.
Perhaps the most memorable and
horrific scene in the movie comes after
Sauper interviews a factory official on a
balcony overlooking the premises. The
camera pans across the grounds and
focusses on a rickety truck being loaded up
with fish offal. "Don't film that truck,'' barks
the official. Some days later, though, Sauper
secretly follows the truck to a dirty, stinking
landfill where its foul cargo is dumped. The
air is thick with the ammonia of decaying
fish, and hordes of maggots feast upon the
rotting carcasses. A group of mud-caked
women, crippled and sick from years of
breathing the noxious fumes, crowd around
the pile of offal the truck has left behind
and get to work. Every scrap of fish - no
matter how badly decomposed, muddy, or
maggot-infested - is carefully collected and
hung up to dry on densely-packed wooden
frames. The factory-processed perch fillets
are beyond the means of most Tanzanians to
buy, so millions must instead subsist on this
decaying factory refuse.
Impressively, Sauper does not single
out any one person or group of people as
evil-doers - not even the factory owners.
Rather, the interviews and scenes depicted
in the film lead the viewer to the inevitable
yet unspoken conclusion that the capitalist
system of exploitation itself is the culprit.
"[W]herever prime raw material is
discovered, the locals die in misery, their
sons become soldiers, and their daughters
are turned into servants and whores,'' writes
Sauper on the film's website
(http://www.coop99.at/darwins-nightmare/).
"It seems that the individual participants
within a deadly system don't have ugly
faces, and for the most part, no bad
intentions.''
If the film has any fault, it is that it
offers no solution to the problems it
documents. Sauper is not at all optimistic:
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"The old question, which social and
political structure is the best for the world
seems to have been answered. Capitalism
has won,'' he writes with a depressing air of
finality. In doing so he parrots the old
social-Darwinist attitude that class society is
merely "survival of the fittest'' as applied to
economic competition between individuals,
and that capitalism is the natural order of
things. It is a discredit to Sauper's talents as
a researcher and observer of human
behaviour that he has no retort to this
untenable point of view.
Despite the filmmaker's pessimism,
the documentary itself stands up well on its
own as a merciless indictment of global
capitalism. After watching Darwin's
Nightmare, anyone who professes to see no
causal relationship between capitalism and
the poverty of Africa will be forced to think
again.
&ri)tan .ill0r

Obituary
#0n1n .utun3i
Fellow comrades, we in the World
Socialism Movement Uganda Group, bring
to you the bad news of the death of
comrade Mutungi. Comrade Mutungi
Benon died on Saturday 7 May, a week
after having sustained neck spine injuries in
a motor accident.
I knew Benon Mutungi as early as at
the age of eleven when we were in primary
three(1974). At that young age his character
was already formed. He was outrightly
courageous, brilliant, honest and a generous
pupil. This has been his character all
through his life.
We later joined the same secondary
school and later joined the same university
- Makerere University. In 1986 in the year
he joined university, he fell sick. He could
not continue his studies for a period of
seven years. After this break he went back
to University to pursue his studies and
finished his course (Bachelor of Arts,
Geography) excellently. He was called back
and did a masters degree.
Comrade Mutungi joined the WSM
Uganda in 2000 after having been reading
socialist literature for several years. He was
an active comrade in most of our activities.
He started the "socialist phone-in
programme' on the FM Radio in this town
of Kabale,writing to the main two Uganda's
leading newspapers, advertising in the
papers the case for socialism, lending out
socialist literature and distributing leaflets,
debates and many forms of activities. On
return from Ireland for a second masters
degree, he was requested to work as
Assistant Secretary of the WSM Uganda
group, a job he took over enthusiastically.
Benon died at the age of 41. He
leaves a widow and four children aged 9, 7
,4 and nine months respectively. In his own
words at his death bed Mutungi had this to
say: "I don't think the Uganda government I
know has ever made it a priority to invest
in medical equipment to sustain the lives of
Mutungi cases. Unless such equipment has
been brought into the country a few days
ago. What worries me is leaving the world
still insane and worst of all leaving my very
young children in such an insane world".

Fifty Years Ago

>*iso('*Rs%Sto*+
In the summer of 1953 Rupert CroftCooke, a novelist by profession, was
arrested on a charge of
homosexuality. A few months later he
appeared before the Duarter Sessions
at Lewes, was found guilty on some
charges and not guilty on others, and
sentenced to nine months'
imprisonment. Apart from a few days
at Brixton he served out his sentence
(actually six months, allowing for
remission) in Wormwood Scrubs. His
book, MThe Verdict of You All,M is the
story of his experiences there.
Rupert Croft-Cooke, to judge by
the scraps of personal information
scattered throughout his book, has not
been too hardly dealt with by life.
Well-educated, much-travelled, a lover
of things good to eat and drink, he
was living a well-ordered and
comfortable existence in the Sussex
countryside until he was rudely
awakened one night by the village
policeman and two detectives. These,
after due observance of the usual
legal ceremonial, took him off to the
local police station, and from then on
he found himself in a world he had
hardly known existed. MThe Verdict of
You AllM records his reactions to, and
observations of, this world into which
he was so suddenly and so rudely
thrown, an alien world inhabited by
beings he had heard about only
through the crime stories of
newspapers, a world a million miles
removed from the bright and
comfortable surroundings he had been
accustomed to enjoy.
To those who cherish comforting
delusions about the wonderful reforms
that are supposed to have been
wrought in our prisons, this book will
come as a shock. The tale told by the
author is of a penal system grim,
drear, unimaginative, mean, and
degrading - to prisoner and keeper
alike. It tells only of Wormwood
Scrubs and Brixton the first a prison
for first offenders serving sentences of
six months and over, the second for
men sentenced to less than six
months ( . . . )
If it is, in fact, an essentially
reliable and authentic account of life
as it is actually lived in such prisons
today, then it is a downright,
uncompromising challenge to all the
fine words that have been said about
the reforms in our penal system. If it is
but half true, it is a grim and sorry
reflection on the efforts of those
reformers who have laboured over the
years to improve conditions in our
prisons.
(Article by S. H., Socialist
Standard, June 1955)

.u340n5i 6)78a0l9
Secretary WSM Uganda Group.
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Meetin1s

London Branches
Dayschool
Saturday C5 Pune, 11am to 5pm

THE POSTEWAR LABOUR GOVERNMENT:
HOPE AND DECEPTION
11.00 Welcome. Tea, coffee, biscuits.
11.30 HOW LABOUR GOVERNED 1945E1951
Speaker: Steve Trott.
13.00 Lunch break
14.00 DOUBLEEDEALING DEFENCE:LABOUR
AND THE ATOM BOMB
Speaker: Richard Headicar
15.15 Tea break
15.30 TONY BLAIR: THE GOD THAT FAILED
Speaker: Simon Wigley.
Room 11, Friends House, 1JD Euston Road
>side entrance@, NW1.Nearest tubes: Euston,
Euston Square.

Manchester Branch Meeting
Monday CJ Pune, 8pm
Hare and Hounds, Shudehill, City Centre

VGlobalised Capitalism and World SocialismV

Central London
Monday CJ Pune, J.D0pm

THE CLASS STRUGGLE IN HISTORY
NO. 1: THE SPARTACUS SLAVE REVOLT
Speaker: Bill Martin.
Carpenters Arms, Seymour Place, W1 >nearest tube: Marble Arch@.

Lancaster Branch Meeting
Monday 6 Pune 8pm
The Gregson Centre, Moor Lane, Lancaster

What will constitute criminal beha?iour in a
socialist society@

!eclaration of -rinci.les
!"is declaration is t"e /asis of o1r
organisation and3 /eca1se it is
also an i4portant "istorical
doc14ent dating fro4 t"e
for4ation of t"e part6 in 789:3 its
original lang1age "as /een
retained;

Object

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
>i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.@
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by the capitalist or master class,
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

C.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

D.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

J.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the the master class,
the party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery
to freedom.
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Hard work,
decency
and
politicians

re you decent? Are you hard-working? Do you always
play by the rules? If you can tick the "Yes" box in answer
to these questions you should be aware that our politicians
have it in mind to look after you. Both Blair and Howard
are agreed that you are a specially deserving case. In a recent
speech Michael Howard told us that the Britain he believes in
"will give hard-working families the support they deserve.
Those people who play by the rules, pay their taxes, respect
others…"
and he complained in the Tory election manifesto that
"instead of rewarding families who do the right thing, work hard
and pay their taxes, Mr. Blair's government takes them for granted."
This in spite of the fact that Blair has already told the 2004
Labour conference that his government planned to change Britain
for better, into a country
"where hard working families who play by the rules are not
going to see their opportunities blighted by those who don't."
And he followed this up in Labour's manifesto, which he said was
"a plan to improve the lives of hard-working families…(and)
building communities strong and safe for those who play by the
rules."
But plans to celebrate would be premature. From past experience
any promise by a politician to improve your prospects needs to be
received warily.

Abbey Bank

Howard promise to see appropriately rewarded. How do they match
up in this? Howard was one of the more prominent figures in the
Tory governments of the 1980s and 1990s and during that time he
did not amass a reputation for fastidious devotion to the truth. After
the defeat of the Major government in 1997 he languished in
comparative obscurity until the final months of Iain Duncan Smith's
disastrous leadership. As desperate Tory MPs began to manoeuvre
to get rid of Duncan Smith, Howard was asked whether he would
be willing to stand for the leadership. His reply was an emphatic
"no," saying that he could not imagine any circumstances, even if
Duncan Smith resigned, in which he would be a candidate. Soon
after that Howard was engaged in a conspiracy with other Tory
leaders to nominate him and, circumventing the rule which laid
down that the leader must be elected by the party membership,
ensure that he got the job because he was the only candidate. This
gave the Tories in Parliament the leader they wanted and avoided
another Duncan Smith experience but it was an example of
dishonest political manipulation.
Lies and inconsistency were an important issue in the last
election, largely centred on Tony Blair and his deceptions over Iraq,
tuition fees and the like. At a post-election meeting of Labour MPs
Glenda Jackson recounted a common experience: "I was told on the
doorstep time and again that they cannot vote for me while Tony
Blair remains leader". But this kind of attack on the leadership
concealed the fact that among the doubters in the Labour Party
there was considerable inconsistency, not to say deceit. Let us take
the example of Tony Benn, who for a long time has claimed to be
the passionate, undying defender of true Labour Party values. Last
December he was, as expected of him, complaining that the Iraq
war was based on "a blatant lie about Saddam's possession of
WMD" and he described the war as "deeply immoral and
unwinnable". Again as expected of him, he has consistently
attacked Labour's "shift, by stealth, towards privatisation in health,
housing and education". These doubts should be enough to
persuade anyone to leave the party and go into opposition against it.
But when the election came Benn proved how adaptable his
principles are, by telephoning wavering Labour voters to forgive
and forget and get down to the polling station and vote for another
period of Blair government, with its wars, its privatisation, its lies.
"I am supporting Labour candidates up and down the country" was
how he airily put it.

When Blair and Howard talk about their ambitions to improve
the lot of hard working families they are overlooking the people there are thousands of them - whose dearest wish is to work hard
for an employer but who are denied this on the grounds of
profitability. That was the case with MG Rover and with a more
recent, less publicised, example of the Abbey Bank. This bank was
Coercion
once the Abbey National Building Society, whose business was
In February 2002 Transport Secretary Stephen Byers had to
locking workers into a lifetime of debt in order to have
apologise for telling a lie on TV about his
somewhere to live. They advertised themselves with a
responsibility for sacking his press chief Martin
catchy jingle about getting the habit for being an
Sixsmith. Byers' indefensible deception was
Abbey debtor, a slogan about Abbey making life
justified by the then Education Secretary Estelle
simpler and a comforting logo of a cheery family
Morris by a peculiar, but convenient to Blair's
striding confidently into the future protected by an
Labour Party, definition of a lie:
umbrella in the form of the roof of a house. That was
"It (Byers' lie) wasn't an attempt to deceive when working for a building society gave someone a
he
couldn't
possibly have thought that people
job for life, which encouraged them to work that bit
wouldn't
have
known…What I call a lie is when
harder for their employer.
you say something to somebody and hope to get
Then the Abbey National became a bank, which
away with it because they won't find you out."
plunged them into a savagely competitive industry
That feeble and transparent attempt at
where they found it hard to survive, let alone prosper.
propping up the unsupportable was all the more
The hoped-for remedy was to be taken over by the
remarkable because of Morris' reputation as an
Spanish bank Santander, who took a more robust view
unusually honest politician, the woman who
of the processes of employment and the reasons for
later resigned from her Cabinet job admitting
people working for them - and presumably of the
When is a lie not a lie? Er...
that "I just don't think I am as good at it as I was
complacent delusions fostered by that advertising
at my last job" and who did not stand at the last
jingle and the company logo. A principal concern for Santander was
election
because
she
could not endure the high profile media
their new acquisition's cost/income ratio, which persuaded them that
scrutiny. In that sense she was an exceptional presence in the
there had to be some economies. These involved getting rid of a
political jungle but in another - her readiness to excuse and
few thousand employees, which must have dissolved a lot of ideas
encourage blatant deception - she was completely typical.
about the bank being a kind of charity.
The "hard work" and "decency" we are supposed to conform
Originally Santander intended to cut about 3,000 jobs but recently
to
and
the "rules" we are driven to keep are fashioned by the needs
their boss, Francisco Gomez-Roldan, announced that another 1,000
of this class society in which privilege exists by virtue of minority
would have to go, which may not be the end of the redundancies.
ownership of the means of life. That system of property rights is
The finance services union Amicus angrily described the sacking as
supported by its "rules" - a huge complex of coercive laws and
"an example of worst practice" but of course right - the right of an
punishment - which defines concepts such as "hard work" and
employer in the class relationships of capitalism - was on
"decency". Political leaders like Blair and Howard work to justify
Santander's side. Gomez-Roldan was unmoved. "We want to be a
that coercion and to encourage the working class - the voters - to
strong competitor" he argued, "We have to manage the cost/income
acquiesce in its continuation. But they could not do that through any
ratio". So a few thousand hard working people, who would like to
clear and consistent statement of reality; to justify the capitalist
be allowed to continue in that way, are joining the dole queues.
system relies on a repetition of false arguments. So the politicians
Meanwhile, Santanders' profits rose by 38 percent, to £820 million,
who manage capitalism impose on the workers their own flexible
in the first quarter of this year. And that logo? It too has been made
interpretation of the rules. They need to lie, to evade, to conceal, to
redundant and is being replaced with another - of red flames manipulate, because they could not do their job, at which they are
which will soon be on all the country's High Streets.
notably hard-working, in any other way. !
Deception
I"#$
Decency is another human characteristic which Blair and
Socialist Standard (un* 2005
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A Money Saver

TU official mentioned, "In just an hour
Shell will have made more than what they
To mark the retirement, at ./ years of
were fined." But, what about the guys that
age, of Sir Richard Doll, one
died, and what about their familiesR
of the scientists who helped
Told you, didn't we?
to propagate the connection
between lung
After all the nonsense about "weapons of
cancer
mass destruction" and "regime change",
and
the real reason for the conflict in Ira^ has
smoking,
emerged. It is interesting to note that
The Obser&er
when _ordon Brown eventually came
Maga?ine @/4 AprilC
clean. The Guardian was not shocked or
ran an article on the
indignant, but could make a feeble joke
subject. It recalls that DollGs
about the deception. "Speaking on BBC1Gs
report of 1.IJ met a very unenthusiastic
Breakfast programme about the war in
response from the government. "The
Ira^, _ordon Brown said the government
Department of Health considered the
had done what it thought was best for
report for a year. "They set up an interBritain. GWe believed we were making the
departmental committee to advise on what right decisions in the British national
should be done", Professor Doll recalls.
economic interests,G the Chancellor added.
"This said - and IGve seen the report - that
So was Michael Moore right that it was all
it should be very serious if smoking was
about oilR Or is the city commodities
reduced, not because tax would decrease, market going heavily into date and palmbut because they like people to die off at
nut futuresR" The _uardian @4 MayC.
JI to save their pensions."
Our Betters (1)
Could the cynicism of the
Here are a couple of
ruling classGs lackeys be
examples from the
more obviousR Their idea of
same newspaper of
the perfect worker is one
how the owning class
who left school at 1I years
live. "In a nation @IndiaC
of age, worked for IS years,
where the average
two nights and a Sunday
income is still less
overtime and the day he
than
was due to collect his old
851 years to buy this, provided \WSS a
age pension dropped dead the Indian doesn’t spend
year,
in the Post Office.
anything on food meantime
Rolls
Money Making Kills
Royce
A couple of workers, one from Invergowrie has opened a dealership to
and one from Fife died in a horrific "sosell its \/IJ,SSS Phantom
called" accident. They died trying to get a
car after an absence of
couple of bob for their wives and kids.
more than half a century."
They died on an off-shore "accident". Here ... "Princess Michael of
is what the regional officer of Amicus, the
Kent, the loose cannon of
trade union had to say: "In March /SSW
the Royal Family, has fired
myself and another official put a complaint another embarrassing
in about the lack of maintenance on
salvo, this time claiming
ShellGs Brent Charlie and Delta platforms.
she may leave Britain and
The Health and Safety Executive then
that life is too boring now
stated in August /SSW that there was no
foxhunting is banned. The
immediate risk. Three weeks later, two
news that she dreams of
guys were killed." The Times @/8 AprilC.
moving to France where
We should mention that Shell were fined
hunting is legal, will
\.SS,SSS for negligence, although as the

Free lunch

doubtless delight critics of the gaffe-prone
Princess, who once allegedly told a group
of noisy black diners in a New bork
restaurant to "go back to the colonies"
The Times @. MayC. Off to France are you
sweetheartR Bon voyage, Princess.

Our Betters (2)

The owner of British Home Stores has a
reason to celebrate - it is his sonGs bar
mit?vah, so he doesnGt want to look
penny-pinching. "Phillip _reen, the
wealthiest and ^uite probably the most
flamboyant man in British retailing history,
has flown more than /SS guests to the
south of France for his sonGs bar mit?vath"
The Times @14 MayC. According to their
report Mr _reen will spend about \4
million on the bash. We reckon that this is
considerably more than the salesgirls in
British Home Stores will spend on their
nights out in a lifetime of toil in his stores,
but then Mr _reen has a reputed fortune
of \W.W billion. We imagine that this is a
great deal more wealth than his minimum,
or slightly above it, wage earners have
managed to accumulate. There are many
aspects of capitalism that make us vomit,
this is one of them. Another is that he has
engaged Beyonce and DestinyGs Child to
perform at the shindig. Serves his son
right, at least his daddyGs wage slaves
would have shown better taste.

See
Page 5
for
details
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"#$ &'nt" t"e +'r-d/$ &'$t
0'+er1u- 0'-#t#3#an$ are 5ett#n5
t'5et"er #n 6-enea5-e$ t' d#$3u$$
"'+ 7e$t t' e8er3#$e t"e#r 0'+er9
:+' t"'u$and ;ear$ a5'< #n 60 ?@A< t"e
t"ree &'$t 0'+er1u- &en #n Bn3#ent C'&e
D @ra$$u$< @ae$ar and E'&0e; D &et t'
1'r& a $"ad'+ 5'Fern&ent< 'ne +"#3"
re3'5n#$ed t"e rea-#t; '1 t"e#r 0er$'na0'+er a$ '00'$ed t' t"e near-; de1un3t
1'r&a- 3'n$t#tut#'n '1 t"e Ce0u7-#3G #n
&u3" t"e $a&e +a; a$ t"e :#tan#3
re3'5n#$ed t"e #3e7er5/$ r#5"t '1 +a;9
Hn'+n a$ t"e I#r$t :r#u&F#rate< #t +a$n/t
t' -a$t D 0'+er 3ann't +'rJ a5a#n$t t"e
-'5#3 #t/$ 7a$ed 'nG $' t"e ru-er$ '1 C'&e
+ere #&0e--ed #nt' a 3#F#- +ar t"e; d#dn/t
+ant 7e3au$e t"e need$ '1 t"e#r 3a&0$
de&anded #t9
K'+< t"e 6L "a$ a $#&#-ar 1un3t#'n t'
t"#$ an3#ent 0a3tM t"e '0en and "'ne$t ru-e
'1 t"e &'$t 0'+er1u- $tate$ 7e;'nd t"e
1'r&a- #nternat#'na- eNua-#t; and n#3et#e$
'1 t"e On#ted Kat#'n$ 'r t"e P'r-d :rade
Qr5an#$at#'n9 :"e 6L< a $e-1D$e-e3ted 3-u7
'1 t"e r#3"e$t 3'untr#e$ #n t"e +'r-d< 3'D
'0erat#n5 t'5et"er 'n trade re-ated #$$ue$M
an '0en a3Jn'+-ed5e&ent '1 t"e 5'-den
ru-e D t"e& a$ "aFe t"e 5'-d ru-e9 On-#Je
t"e P:Q 'r t"e OK< #t #$ n't an
#nternat#'na- 7ureau3ra3;< 7ut an
'00'rtun#t; 1'r t"e -eader$ '1 t"e 0'+er1u$tate$ t' &eet and d#$3u$$ 0'-#3; D a 3au3u$
rat"er t"an a 3'n1eren3e9
Rt #$ "'0e-e$$ t' #&a5#ne< a$ $'&e
&'re $'00; &#nded 1'--'+er$ '1 ?-a#r and
?r'+n d'< t"at t"e 6L 3an 7e turned #nt' a
1'r3e 1'r 5''d #n t"e +'r-d9 B$ t"e &'$t
0'+er1u- 1#5ure #n t"e 6L< t"e Ere$#dent '1
t"e On#ted State$ "a$ $"'+n< t"e $e-1D

!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

#ntere$t '1 t"e 0'+er1u- 3'&e$ 1#r$t9
Te +'n/t a5ree t' ?r'+n/$ 0r'0'$ed
Rnternat#'na- I#nan3e Ia3#-#t;< 7e3au$e #t
d'e$n/t 1#t +#t" B&er#3a/$ 0-an$9 B-t"'u5"
?-a#r/$ ?#5 Rdea D 1'r +ant '1 a 7etter ter&
D #n #nternat#'na- 0'-#t#3$ #$ t"at U'urU

Fa-ue$ 3an 3'#n3#de +#t" U'urU #ntere$t$<
t"e rea-#t; '1ten #$ t"at t"e Fa-ue$ are t"e
5arn#$" t' t"e 3a0#ta-#$t 1ea$t9
K'r< t"'u5"< 3an 3"ant#n5 -#Je
0-e7e#an$ F'#3#n5 t"e#r F#e+$ #n t"e I'ru&
7e '1 &u3" "e-09 :"ere 3an 7e n' d'u7t
t"at #n t"e 3urrent +'r-d 'rder< t"e rea-#t;
#$ t"at +"at t"e$e u-tra +ea-t"; and u-tra
0'+er1u- $tate$ +ant +#-- "a00en9 :"e;
ea3" "aFe t"e &en< t"e 5un$ and< 7; J#n5'<
t"e &'ne; t''9 Bn; "'0e t"at t"e; +#-5#Fe an; attent#'n t' t"e "'# 0'--'#< 't"er
t"an 1'77#n5 t"e& '11< #$ a 7arren 'ne9
?u$#ne$$ a$ u$ua- #$ t"e#r 5'd9
P#t"#n nat#'n $tate$ D +"ere t"e
ru-#n5 3-a$$ #$ 3'"e$#Fe< t"e#r #ntere$t$
$#&#-ar and +"ere t"e; "aFe t' re-; 'n
+'rJer$ ad&#n#$ter#n5 t"e#r #ntere$t$ D
0'-#t#3a- de&'3ra3; 3an 1un3t#'n and t"e
ru-e '1 -a+ "aFe $'&e 1''t#n59 E'-#t#3#an$
and ad&#n#$trat'r$ 3an 7e and are "e-d t'

a33'unt9 ?et+een nat#'n $tate$ t"'u5"< #n
t"e &urJ; +#-dD+e$t '1 #nternat#'na- -a+<
a-- t"e$e 3'n$tra#nt$ are '119
Rnternat#'na- d#0-'&a3; #$
3-ande$t#ne< 1urt#Fe< re&'Fed a$ 1ar a$
0'$$#7-e 1r'& t"e de&'3rat#3 5aWe9 :"e
&eet#n5$ at 6-enea5-e$ +#-- 7e "e-d 7e"#nd
-'3Jed d''r$< 1ar a+a; 1r'& t"e e;e$ '1
an;'ne #ntere$ted #n 0r'3eed#n5$< a$ t"e
e#5"t 3'-'$$# d#3Jer and 7ar5a#n t"e -''t '1
t"e +"'-e +'r-d9 Rn t"e an3#ent +'r-d< t"e
de1#n#t#'n '1 a t;rant +a$ a ru-er +"'
3'u-dn/t +a-J ar'und +#t"'ut 7'd;5uard$M
t"e &eet#n5$ at 6-enea5-e$ +#-- 7e
3'ndu3ted 7e"#nd an a+e$'&e r#n5 '1 $teeand 1#re0'+er9
R1 t"e 6L +ere $&a$"ed< #1 #t$
&eet#n5$ d#d n't "a00en< t"e &ere
0ra3t#3a-#t#e$ '1 t"e e8#$ten3e '1 t"e$e
";0erDr#3" $tate$ +'u-d &ean t"at t"e;
+'u-d $t#-- "aFe t' 3'--a7'rate and 3'D
'rd#nate t"e#r #ntere$t$9 S#&0-; 7; 7e#n5 #n
e8#$ten3e< t"e; "aFe an e11e3t 'n t"e
0'-#t#3$ '1 t"e +'r-d a$ #rre$#$t#7-e a$
5raF#t;9
@-ear-; t"en< t"e 'n-; +a; t' &aJe
0r'5re$$ #$ t' re&'Fe t"e '7$ta3-e '1 t"e$e
0'+er1u- 3a&0$ and end t"e #ntere$t$ and
0'+er7a$e$ t"e; re0re$ent9 :"#$ 3an 'n-;
7e d'ne 7; ra#$#n5 a 1'r3e adeNuate t'
re$#$t t"e& D a &'Fe&ent 'n a 5-'7a- $3a-e<
3'"erent and 3'D'rd#nated< $' t"at 'ne da;
t"e ru-er$ '1 t"e Aart" +#-- +aJe t' 1#nd 'ur
&eet#n5 '1 t"e +'rJer$< a 3-#Nue 6 7#--#'n
$tr'n5 "a$ $ett-ed 'n t"e#r d''r$te09 Qur
$tren5t" +'n/t 7e &#-#tar; 'r 1#nan3#a- 7ut
3reat#Fe9 Pe "aFe &ade t"e +'r-d a$ #t #$
7; 'ur -a7'ur< and 7; t"e -#5"t '1 'ur
#ndu$tr; and rea$'n +e +#-- 1#na--; d#$0et"e $"ad'+ '1 0r#F#-e5e and 0'+er9
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Pathfinders

What will Socialist
society do with science?
c'$t 0e'0-e "aFe n' d#re3t e80er#en3e '1
$3#en3e< 'n-; '1 t"e te3"n'-'5; t"at #$ an
a-&'$t #n3#denta- 7;D0r'du3t '1 #t< ;et
3a0#ta-#$& 0'ur$ 7#--#'n$ #nt' 0ure $3#ent#1#3
re$ear3" de$0#te t"e 1a3t t"at F#rtua--; n'ne
'1 #t +#-- eFer ;#e-d a 0r'1#t9 P";Z ?e3au$e
t"e 'ne 0er 3ent t"at d'e$ &aJe a 0r'1#t
+#-- 0a; 1'r t"e dd 0er 3ent t"at d'e$n/t9
Bnd +"at +#-- $'3#a-#$& d' +#t" 0ure
re$ear3"Z @arr; 'n t"e $a&e +a;Z Tard-;9
:"e 0r'7-e& +#t" $3#en3e #n
3a0#ta-#$& #$ t"at $3#ent#$t$ "aFe &'rt5a5e$
t' 0a;< $' t"e; need t' 3"a$e 1und#n5
7e3au$e t"e; 3an/t a11'rd t' +'rJ 1'r 1ree9
cu3" '1 t"#$ 1und#n5 #$ 1r'& &#-#tar;
$'ur3e$< and +ea0'n$ $;$te&$ dr#Fe $'
&u3" re$ear3" t"at $'&e "aFe eFen ar5ued
t"at #n $'3#a-#$& +e +'u-d neFer "aFe
#nFented t"e 3'&0utere Q1 3'ur$e t"#$
#&0-#e$ t"at +#t"'ut &#-#tar; need$ n' 't"er
"u&an need$ +'u-d $ur1a3e t' taJe $3#en3e
1'r+ard< +"#3" #$ 0-a#n n'n$en$e9 fa-FeD

Will Socialism be a
Gadget Geekes
Paradise?

William Morris's News From Nowhere
(1890) famously describes a
deliberately low-tech socialist society in
which people have eschewed the
benefits of technology and adopted
simple ways of doing things, although
arguably he cheats by powering his
'force barges' with some mysterious
energy source he never explains, thus
hiding his technology rather than really
abolishing it. Nonetheless, this is
unusual in that most portraits of the
future, whether socialist or not, depict a
society of advanced technological
splendour in which all our needs are
met by a range of technical apparatuses
only a voice-command away. The
amount of electronic appliances in the
average household now massively
outweighs that of fifty years ago, and
half a century from now we may
shudder at the poverty of gadgetry
suffered in the early 21st century. Whilst
it is true that all our digital delights are
products of capitalism, it is not
necessarily the case that a socialist
society will produce an equal amount of
high-tech gadgetry. Because socialist
production will meet real rather than
false needs, it could be that socialism
might be a low-gadget society.
In 1995 few people
were demanding a
portable
telecommunications
device small enough
to slip into the pocket.
Fewer yet desired one
that could take still
and moving images
and transmit them at
light-speed around the
world. Once the sine
qua non of Yuppies
!"Pod " Peer
prestige or
practical
prod1ct2
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?BA S;$te&$< #$ #n t"e OH^< and #$ t"e
7#55e$t #nFe$t'r #n &#-#tar; Cg[ ]\629L7 #n
200_^ +"#-e t"e OH #$ t"e $e3'nd 7#55e$t
]h2967 #n 200XD_^9 ]New %cientist, Jan 22<
09`d^9
P"#-e $'&e 't"er -#ne$ '1 re$ear3"
+'u-d
0r'7a7-; end< 1'r e8a&0-e 3'$&et#3$
$tate 3'&0ut#n5 &a; "aFe ar#$en 7e3au$e '1
and 3'$&et#3 $ur5er;< #n3-ud#n5 &'$t
a de$#re t' 3a-3u-ate 7a--#$t#3$< 7ut ?a77a5e/$
an#&a- te$t#n5 +"#3" #$ 1'r t"#$ 0ur0'$e<
'r#5#na- /3'&0uter/ +a$ deFe-'0ed t'
t"ere +'u-d 7e a 3-ear need 1'r 3'nt#nued
3a-3u-ate naF#5at#'n 1'r $"#0$< a d#$t#n3t-;
+'rJ #n 3-#&at'-'5;< ener5;< e0#de&#'-'5;
un&#-#tar; a00-#3at#'n9 S' +"at a00r'a3"
and &an; 't"er$< 7ut #t #$ Nue$t#'na7-e
+'u-d $'3#a-#$t $'3#et; taJe t' t"e 5reat
+"et"er a $'3#a-#$t 3'&&un#t; +'u-d "aFe
$3#ent#1#3 0r'Ye3tZ
t"e $a&e 0a$$#'n a$ 6e'r5e ?u$" t' $end
Er#'r#t#e$ +'u-d 3erta#n-; 7e d#11erent9
"u&an$ t' car$< 'r t' 7u#-d $0a3e "'te-$9
[ru5 re$ear3"< 1'r #n$tan3e< +#-- n't '33ur #n
Rn 3a0#ta-#$&< $3#en3e #$ a "u5e
3a0#ta-#$& #1 t"e e$t#&ated \L00& 3'$t #$ n't
5a&7-e t"at 'n-; '33a$#'na--; re$u-t$ #n a
-#Je-; t' 7e re3'u0ed< t"u$ d#$ea$e$ r#1e #n
+#n< 7ut 7et$ are neFer 0-a3ed 'n re$ear3"
0''r 3'untr#e$ are 'Fer-''Jed +"#-e t"e t'0
t"at "e-0$ 0e'0-e +"' 3an/t 0a;9 Rn
t"ree dru5 5r'u0$ 7; 5-'7a- $a-e$ are 1at
$'3#a-#$&< $3#en3e +#-- $t#-- 7e a 5a&7-e<
redu3er$ ]\267^< ant#Du-3erant$ ]\2_7^ and
7ut +#t" t"e d#11eren3e t"at n' Jn'+-ed5e
ant#Dde0re$$ant$ ]\207^ ]New %cientist< Jan
t"u$ 5a#ned 3an eFer 7e &'ne; -'$t9 Rt &a;
`5< 09_`^9 S#&#-ar-;< $3#en3e +'u-d n' -'n5er
7e t"at t"e "u5e t#&e< re$'ur3e and +'rJ
7e 0r'$trate at t"e 1eet '1 t"e &#-#tar;9 6-'7a#nFe$t&ent #n $u3" e$'ter#3 0r'Ye3t$ a$
&#-#tar; $0end#n5 1'r 200_ +a$ \`tr#--#'n9
Bt-a$ and t"e iar5e Tadr'n @'--#der< t"e
:"e OS $0end$ _0b '1 t"#$< #$ "'&e t' 5 '1
iR6Q 5raF#tat#'na- +aFe dete3t'r 'r t"e
t"e t'0 6 &#-#tar; 3'r0'rat#'n$ ]t"e $#8t"<
BcBK[B neutr#n' te-e$3'0e +#-- 3'nt#nue
#n $'3#a-#$&< 7ut #1 t"e; d' #t +#-- 7e
7e3au$e t"e 0'0u-at#'n under$tand$ and
3he 53L57 particle ph8sics detector9 part of
re$0e3t$ $3#ent#1#3 enNu#r; 1'r #t$ '+n
the ;1lti" billion dollar effort to find a particle
$aJe< and n't 7e3au$e t"e; are e80e3t#n5
nobod8 is s1re exists?
t' 5et a ne+ 5r''F; 5ad5et 'ut '1 #t9
P"at +e 3an $a; 1'r $ure #$ t"at
3ur#'$#t; #$ n't -#Je-; t' 7e d#&&ed 7;
$'&e #ne80-#3a7-e 0'$tD3a0#ta-#$t a0at";
#n a $'3#et; t"at re-ea$e$ $3#ent#$t$ a$
+e-- a$ a-- 't"er +'rJer$ 1r'& t"e
3'&0u-$#'n t' d#re3t t"e#r e11'rt$
t'+ard$ 'n-; t"'$e endeaF'ur$ t"at t"e
3a0#ta-#$t 3-a$$ $ee$ an #ntere$t #n
1und#n59 :"e 1reed'& 1r'& 0atent and
3'0;r#5"t re$tr#3t#'n$< +"#3" are 1'r&$
'1 0r#Fate '+ner$"#0 and +#-- t"u$ 7e
a7'-#$"ed< +#-- a-&'$t 3erta#n-; un-'3J a
t#da- +aFe '1 ne+ deFe-'0&ent +"#3"
&a; reF'-ut#'n#$e area$ '1 $3#en3e
+"#3" are 3urrent-; at a nearD$tand$t#--<
1'r #n$tan3e dru5 re$ear3" and
3'&0ut#n59 Rn add#t#'n< t"e Yu$t#1#a7-e
1ear '1 +"at 3'r0'rat#'n$< 5'Fern&ent$
and t"e &#-#tar; &#5"t d' +#t" "'r#W'n
$3#en3e +#-- n' -'n5er "'-d 7a3J
deFe-'0&ent$ #n 5ene re$ear3" and
nan'te3"n'-'5;9 ia$t-;< t"e end#n5 '1
&a-e d'&#nat#'n '1 $3#en3e< #n +"#3"
&en are 1'ur t#&e$ &'re -#Je-; t"an
+'&en t' 7e $3#ent#$t$ ]BBC .nline
%cience, June `6^ +#-- 0r'du3e a Fa$t
#n1-u8 '1 ne+ ta-ent and ne+ #dea$ t"at
3an 'n-; adFan3e $3#ent#1#3 e11'rt 1'r t"e
a3Nu#$#t#'n '1 Jn'+-ed5e and u-t#&ate-;
t"e 7etter&ent '1 "u&an#t;9
and then the plaything of the young,
mobile phones have achieved
phenomenal penetration into our lives and
our psychologies to the extent that people
now look back to those pre-cellular days
and wonder how on earth we managed
without them. While the same could be
said for many other products, mobile
phones are unique due to the speed of
their success and saturation of the
telecommunications market, and the
unparalleled innovativeness of their
functions and features.
Much of that innovativeness,
however, is market-driven, and if your
mobile has a built-in video camera it's
probably because profit, not patrons,
clamoured for it. People's belief that they
need a mobile is a telling example of the
phenomenon of an artificially created

need, that is, the perceived need for a
product stimulated not by genuine
necessity but by the manipulation of our
psychology by a producer battling for
financial success in a competitive market.
Although mobile phones, i-Pods, palm-top
PCs and so on can satisfy some actual
needs, it is mainly sociologically- and
psychologically-induced perceived needs
they actually satisfy, such as the need for
conforming to group norms, the desire for
prestige, and the belief that a product
brings contentment. And because these
items are produced to satisfy manipulated
needs, they can have little use value.
So if socialism will be a society that
relies far less on gadgets, it is only
because it will be a more honest society
than the present one, without artificial
scarcity or artificial needs.
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Talk about socialism
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/ontact 2etails
UK BRANCHES &CONTACTS
LONDON
Central London branch.
@'rre$MC#3"ard ?'tter#--< 2` B$"+e-EarJ< Tar0enden< Tert$ Bi5 5S69
:e-M 01582 764929
e&a#-Mr#3"ard7'tter#--l"'t&a#-93'&9
2nd g _t" c'n9 k9X09 @ar0enter$ Br&$<
Se;&'ur E-a3e< P` ]near car7-e Br3"^
Enfield and Haringey branch. :ue$9
L0&9 Bn5e- @'&&un#t; @entre<
Ca;n"a& Cd< KRL9 @'rre$M `k ['r$et
C'ad< K22 kSi9
e&a#-MYu-#anFe#nl7-ue;'nder93'9uJ
South London branch. `$t c'n9
k9_50&9 Tead Q11#3e9 52 @-a0"a&
T#5" St< SP_ kOK9 :e-M 020 7622
3811
West London branch. `$t g Xrd
:ue$9L0&< @"#$+#3J :'+n Ta--<
Teat"1#e-d :erra3e ]@'rner Sutt'n
@'urt Cd^< P_9 @'rre$M 5` 6a;1'rd
C'ad< i'nd'n P`2 d?j
Pimlico. @9 :r#nder< 2_ 6reen+''d @t<
`55 @a&7r#d5e Street< SP` _fm9
:e-M 020 7834 8186
MIDLANDS
Birmingham branch. :"ur9 L0&< :"e
SNuare Ee5< @'r0'rat#'n Street9
:e-MC'n @''J< 0121 533 1712
NORTHEAST
Northeast branch. @'rre$M J'"n
?#$$ett< `0 S3ar7'r'u5" Earade<
Te77urn< :;ne g Pear< KAX` 2Bi9
:e-M 0191 422 6915 e&a#-M
Y'"n7#$$ettl7-ue;'nder93'9uJ
NORTHWEST
Lancaster branch. E9 S"ann'n< k`
@'n#$t'n C'ad< ian3a$ter iB` XKP9
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e&a#-M -'rnalJa#7'$"91ree$erFe93'9uJ
Manchester branch. Eau- ?ennett< 6
?ur-e#5" ce+$< Tard; iane< c2`
ki?9
:e-M 0161 860 7189
Bolton. :e-M T9 c3iau5"-#n9
01204 844589
Cumbria. ?rendan @u&&#n5$< `d
mueen St< c#--'&< @u&7r#a iB`L _?6
Rochdale. :e-M C9 @"ad+#3J9
01706 522365
Southeast Manchester. AnNu#r#e$M
?-an3"e Ere$t'n< 6L I'unta#n$ C'ad<
cX2 dET
YORKSHIRE
Huddersfield. C#3"ard Ca#n1erd< 2L
Br&#ta5e Cd< Br&#ta5e ?r#d5e<
Tudder$1#e-d< Pe$t j'rJ$< T[_ k[E
Hull. He#t" S3"'-e;9 :e-M 01482 44651
Skipton. C @''0er< ` @a8t'n 6art"<
:"re$"1#e-d< SJ#0t'n ?[2X 5An9
:e-M 01756 752621
SOUTH/SOUTHEAST/SOUTHWEST
Bournemouth and East Dorset. EauTanna&< `2 He$tre- @-'$e< O0t'n<
E''-e ?T`6 5CE9 :e-M 01202 632769
Brighton. @'rre$M 3o' 52 @-a0"a&
T#5" Street< i'nd'n SP_ kOK
Bristol. S"ane C'7ert$< L6 T#5" Street<
?r#$t'- ?S5 6[K9 :e-M 0117 9511199
Cambridge. Bndre+ Pe$t-e;< `0
carJ$7; @-'$e< [u81'rd< @a&7r#d5e
@?2 _CS9 :e-M 01223 570292
Canterbury. C'7 @'8< _ Stan"'0e
C'ad< [ea-< Hent< @:`_ 6B?
Luton. K#3J P"#te< 5d Te;+''d
[r#Fe< iO2 kiE
Redruth. Tarr; S'+den< 5 @-aren3e
f#--a$< Cedrut"< @'rn+a--< :C`5 `E?9
:e-M 01209 219293

NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast. C9 c'nta5ue< `5` @aFe"#-C'ad< ?:`5 `?i9 :e-M 02890 586799
SCOTLAND
Edinburgh branch.`$t :"ur9 LDd0&9
:"e muaJer Ta--< f#3t'r#a :erra3e
]a7'Fe f#3t'r#a Street^< Ad#n7ur5"9
J9 c'#r9 :e-M 0131 440 0995
JRccjlY&'#r2d91ree$erFe93'9uJ
?ran3" +e7$#teM
"tt0Moo5e'3#t#e$93'&oed#n7ur5"7ran3"o
Glasgow branch. `$t and Xrd
Pedne$da; '1 ea3" &'nt" at L0& #n
@'&&un#t; @entra- Ta--$< X0_
car;"#-- C'ad< 6-a$5'+9 C#3"ard
['nne--;< ``2 Ka0#er$"a-- Street<
6-a$5'+ 620 6T:9 :e-M 0141 5794109
A&a#-M
r#3"ard9d'nne--;`lnt-+'r-d93'&
Ayrshire: [9 :ra#ner< 2` can$e Street<
Sa-3'at$< HB2` 5BB9 :e-M 01294
4699949 derr#3Jtra#nerl1reeuJ93'&
Dundee. Ran Cat3-#11e< `6 ?#rJ"a-- BFe<
P'r&#t< Ke+0'rtD'nD:a;< [[6 LEp9
:e-M 01328 541643
West Lothian. 2nd and _t" Ped$ #n
&'nt"< k9X0Dd9X09 iant"'rn
@'&&un#t; @entre< Henn#-+'rt" C#$e<
[edr#d5e< i#F#n5$t'n9 @'rre$M catt
@u-7ert< 5X Ia-3'n ?rae< iad;+e--<
i#F#n5$t'n< Pe$t i't"#an< AT5 6OP9
:e-M 01506 462359
A&a#-M &attl+$&+e791$net93'9uJ
WALES
Swansea branch. 2nd c'n< k9X00&<
On#tar#an @"ur3"< T#5" Street9 @'rre$M
6e'11re; P#--#a&$< `d ?a0t#$t Pe-Street< Paun Pen< S+an$ea SB` 6I?9
:e-M 01792 643624
Cardiff and District. J'"n Ja&e$< 6k
C'&#--; EarJ C'ad< ?arr; @I62 6CC9

:e-M 01446 405636
INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS
AFRICA
Gambia. World of Free Access. 3o' 2`
['7$'n St< ?enYu-9
Kenya9 Eatr#3J Kde5e< EQ ?'8 56_2L<
Ka#r'7#
Uganda9 S'3#a-#$t @-u7< EQ ?'8 2`k<
Ha7a-e9 A&a#-M
+&u5;enW#l;a"''93'&
Swaziland. cand#a Kt$"aJa-a< EQ ?'8
dL`< canW#n#
EUROPE
Denmark. 6ra"a& :a;-'r< S0'7YerFeY
`kX< [HDL220< ?ra7rand9
Germany9 K'r7ert9 A&a#-M
+e-t$'W#a-#$&u$l5&89net
:r#$tan c#--er9 A&a#-M
0$;3"'nautln't"#n5#$rea-93'&
Norway9 C'7ert Sta11'rd9 A&a#-M
"a--7-#t"el;a"''93'&
COMPANION PARTIES
OVERSEAS
World Socialist Party of Australia.
E9 Q9 ?'8 `266 K'rt" C#3"&'nd X`2`<
f#3t'r#a< Bu$tra-#a99 A&a#-M
3'&&'n'+ner$"#0l;a"''93'&9au
Socialist Party of Canada/Parti
Socialiste du Canada. ?'8 _2L0<
f#3t'r#a ?9@9 fLp XpL @anada9 A&a#-M
SE@l#na&e93'&
World Socialist Party (New Zealand)
E9Q9 ?'8 `d2d< Bu3J-and< KR< Ke+
nea-and9 A&a#-M
+$0nWl+'r-d$'3#a-#$&9'r5
World Socialist Party of the United
States E9Q9 ?'8 __02_k< ?'$t'n< cB
02`__ OSB9 A&a#-M
+$07'$t'nl&#nd$0r#n593'&
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Show Biz Re-visits
World Poverty
Can Live 8 and the host of attendant charities
campaigning this month really make a difference to
world poverty?

M

aJe E'Fert; T#$t'r;U #$ an
#&a5#nat#Fe $-'5an9 P"' 3'u-d
d#$a5ree +#t" t"e #dea '1 a $'3#et;
#n +"#3" a-- 0e'0-e enY'; 5''d
"ea-t" and &ater#a- $e3ur#t;< +#t" a-- t"e
&#$er#e$ '1 +'r-d 0'Fert; 3'n$#5ned t' t"e
0a$tZ S#r ?'7 6e-d'1 #$ 'ne +"' 7e-#eFe$
#n $u3" a +'r-d and< a$ a r'3J 0er1'r&er
+#t" 3red#7#-#t;< #$ tr;#n5 t' &'7#-#$e
&#--#'n$ '1 -#JeD&#nded 0e'0-e #n 5reat
de&'n$trat#'n$ a#&ed at 7r#n5#n5 0re$$ure
'n t"e 6L 5'Fern&ent$ t' a$$#$t t"e
de$0erate-; 0''r #n t"e undeFe-'0ed
3'untr#e$9 R1 "#$ 0-an$ $u33eed a &#--#'n
0e'0-e +#-- 5' t' Ad#n7ur5"< and added t'
t"e$e +#-- 7e &an; &'re attend#n5 3'n3ert$
#n i'nd'n< Ear#$< C'&e< ?er-#n and
E"#-ade-0"#a< a-- t' 3e-e7rate t"e#r $'-#dar#t;
and t' &aJe t"e 0'#nt t"at t"e 0e'0-e '1 t"e
r#3"e$t 3'untr#e$ $"'u-d $0end &'re &'ne;
t' end "un5er9 :"e a#& #$ a-$' t' 0er$uade
+'r-d -eader$ t' dr'0 t"#rd +'r-d de7t<
re1'r& trade -a+$ and d'u7-e a#d t' t"e
undeFe-'0ed re5#'n$9
Rt #$ n't 1'r $'3#a-#$t$ t' $0'#- a 5''d
0art;9 Qn t"e 3'ntrar;< +e 3an taJe $'&e
"eart 1r'& t"e$e 0'0u-ar de&'n$trat#'n$ '1
3are and 3'n3ern9 Rt +'u-d 7e eFen &'re
de0re$$#n5 #1 &#--#'n$ '1 0e'0-e +ere d;#n5
eFer; ;ear 1r'& ea$#-; 0reFenta7-e 3au$e$
+"#-e t"'$e 7etter '11 neFer 5aFe #t a
t"'u5"t9 T'+eFer< t"#$ #$ n't t"e 3a$e< $' at
-ea$t t"ere #$ $'&et"#n5 rea$$ur#n5 a7'ut
t"e +#--#n5ne$$ and ent"u$#a$& '1 &an;
0e'0-e t' Y'#n t'5et"er t' 1'3u$ attent#'n 'n
t"e tra5ed#e$ '1 need-e$$ deat" #n a +'r-d
t"at 3'u-d $' ea$#-; 0r'F#de t"e 5''d t"#n5$
'1 -#1e 1'r a--9
T'+eFer< +e are 7'und t' a$J $'&e
3r#t#3a- Nue$t#'n$9 :"e $ta5#n5 '1 0'0
3'n3ert$ a#&ed at &aJ#n5 0'Fert; "#$t'r; #$
7e5#nn#n5 t' a3Nu#re a "#$t'r; '1 #t$ '+n9 Rt
#$ t+ent; ;ear$ $#n3e t"e 1#r$t i#Fe B#d
@'n3ert +a$ $ta5ed at Pe&7-e; #n `dL5
and +a$ t"'u5"t t' 7e a 5reat $u33e$$9 :"e
a#& +a$ t' &aJe a d#11eren3e 7ut +"at
d#11eren3e d#d #t &aJeZ

Reality behind the hype
K' d'u7t #n a Fer; &#n'r +a; t"e
&'ne; ra#$ed 1'--'+#n5 3'n3ert$ and
3"anne--ed t"r'u5" 'r5an#$at#'n$ -#Je
QpIBc "a$ d'ne a 7#t '1 5''d9 ?ut t"#$
$"'u-d 7e $een a5a#n$t t"e $3a-e '1 t"e
0r'7-e& and +"et"er t"e a3t#'n$ -ed 7;
i#Fe B#d< 'r a$ #t #$ n'+ 3a--ed i#Fe L< #n
an; +a; addre$$ #t$ 3au$e$9 QFer t"e ;ear$<
a5en3#e$ '1 t"e On#ted Kat#'n$ $u3" a$ t"e
I''d and B5r#3u-tura- Qr5an#$at#'n "aFe
0'$ted t"e nu&7er$ $u11er#n5 0'Fert;9 I'r
e8a&0-e< #n `dk5< _X5 &#--#'n 0e'0-e +ere
$er#'u$-; undern'ur#$"ed9 ?; t"e ;ear 2000
t"#$ "ad a-&'$t d'u7-ed t' L20 &#--#'n9
6

OKR@AI $tate$ t"at a00r'8#&ate-; _0<000
3"#-dren under 1#Fe d#e eFer; da; 1r'&
0reFenta7-e 3au$e$9 :"e$e 1#5ure$ #nd#3ate
t"at $#n3e t"e 1#r$t i#Fe B#d 3'n3ert #n `dL5
t"e nu&7er$ d;#n5 1r'& 0'Fert; "aFe 7een
#n3rea$#n5 "'rrend'u$-;< +"#3" -eaFe$ -#tt-e
d'u7t t"at 0'0 3'n3ert$ and t"e 3"ar#t#e$
"aFe &ade n' $#5n#1#3ant #&0a3t 'n t"e
0r'7-e&9 :"e 5r#& 1a3t$ are t"at t"e 0re$ent
&et"'d$ '1 t"e UcaJe E'Fert; T#$t'r;U
3a&0a#5n $tand n' 3"an3e '1 end#n5 deat"$
1r'& "un5er9 R1 +e are t' 7e $er#'u$ a7'ut
$t'00#n5 t"#$ 0er0etua- "'-'3au$t< t"e &an;
t"'u$and$ '1 0e'0-e +"' $u00'rt t"#$
3a&0a#5n $"'u-d "aFe a $er#'u$ reDt"#nJ
a7'ut "'+ 7e$t t' 5' a7'ut #t9
Pe d'n/t $ee &u3" 7; +a; '1
ana-;$#$< 7ut Yud5ed 7; #t$ &et"'d$ t"e
UcaJe E'Fert; T#$t'r;U 3a&0a#5n a00ear$
t' t"#nJ t"at t"e 1au-t -#e$ +#t" t"e
deFe-'0ed 3'untr#e$ #n n't 3an3e--#n5 t"#rd
+'r-d de7t< n't '0en#n5 u0 &'re 1ree trade<
and n't 7e#n5 &'re 5ener'u$ #n $end#n5
&'ne; a#d t' t"e undeFe-'0ed 3'untr#e$<
0art#3u-ar-; #n B1r#3a9 T'+eFer< t"ere #$ n't
a $"red '1 eF#den3e t"at an; 3an3e--at#'n '1
de7t +#-- re$u-t #n #&0r'Fed 3'nd#t#'n$ 1'r
+'rJer$ #n B1r#3a9 Rt #$ 3-a#&ed t"at t"e

)protest tends to set
a stage for further
protest and further
demonstrations>
a#& '1 -'an$ t' B1r#3an $tate$ #$ t' #&0r'Fe
$erF#3e$ $u3" a$ "ea-t" and edu3at#'n and
7u#-d u0 #n1ra$tru3ture$ $u3" a$
3'&&un#3at#'n$< 0'rt 1a3#-#t#e$< r'ad$ and
7r#d5e$< et39 Rn t"e'r; t"e$e +'u-d a$$#$t
t"e deFe-'0&ent '1 trade +#t" a 0r'$0e3t '1
ra#$#n5 -#F#n5 $tandard$ t"r'u5"'ut t"e
3'nt#nent9 B &'re rea-#$t#3 F#e+ #$ t"at
-'an$ ena7-e Pe$tern 5'Fern&ent$< 7anJ$
and 5-'7a- 3'r0'rat#'n$ t' &a#nta#n an
e3'n'&#3 $tran5-e"'-d 'n t"e e3'n'&#e$ '1
3'untr#e$ t"at are r#3" #n re$'ur3e$ $u3" a$
'#-< natura- 5a$< 5'-d< d#a&'nd$< #r'n 're<
t#tan#u& 're< 7au8#te< t#&7er< ru77er< 3'00er
and 't"er F#ta- &ater#a-$9
Qne e8a&0-e #$ K#5er#a +#t" a
0'0u-at#'n '1 `X5 &#--#'n< 6[E 0er 3a0#ta
'1 \2k5 0er annu&< an e8terna- de7t '1
\`9` 7#--#'n and 0r'du3#n5 k50 &#--#'n
7arre-$ '1 '#- 0er ;ear under t"e 3'ntr'- '1
5-'7a- '#- 3'&0an#e$ $u3" a$ S"e-- ]Bn5-'
[ut3"^< A88'n c'7#- ]OS^< Sa$'- ]S'ut"

B1r#3a^< B6RE Rnternat#'na- ]Rta-;^<
@"eFr'n ]OS^< :'ta- ]Iran3e^< ?E ]OH^<
Stat'#- ]K'r+a;^9
Bn5'-a 1#nan3ed #t$ 3#F#- +ar 1r'&
0r'1#t$ 1r'& t"e $a-e$ '1 '#- and d#a&'nd$
and a-$' re-#e$ 'n '#-D7a3Jed -'an$ +"#3"
n'+ 7urden t"e e3'n'&; +#t" an e8ternade7t '1 \`09_5 7#--#'n9 BFera5e -#1e
e80e3tan3; #n Bn5'-a #$ X6 ;ear$9 Rt$ 6[E
0er 3a0#ta #n3'&e #$ \6X2 0er ;ear9 P"#-$t
&'$t '1 #t$ 0'0u-at#'n $u11er$ t"e &'$t
$eFere 0'Fert; #t$ 0'-#t#3a- ru-er$ 7ene1#t
1r'& 3'rru0t#'n9 U:"e RcI 1'und t"at
7et+een `ddk and 2002 $'&e \_922 7#--#'n
+ent &#$$#n5 eNu#Fa-ent t' $'&e `2 0er3ent
'1 6[E9 Bn5'-a/$ +ea-t" #$ 3'n3entrated #n
t"e "and$ '1 a $&a-- e-#te< +"' '1ten u$e
5'Fern&ent 0'$#t#'n$ 1'r &a$$#Fe 0er$'naenr#3"&entU ]6uard#an< ` June^9
:"e $&a-- 3'untr; '1 ANuat'r#a6u#nea +a$ re3ent-; $u7Ye3t t' an e$3a0ade
#nF'-F#n5 S#r carJ :"at3"er +"' +a$
a33u$ed '1 7e#n5 0art '1 an #ntended
taJe'Fer9 Rt #$ #&&en$e-; r#3" #n re$'ur3e$
+#t" '#- and 5a$ 0r'du3t#'n e80e3ted t'
rea3" `50 &#--#'n 7arre-$ a ;ear9 Rt 3arr#e$
an e8terna- de7t '1 \2_L &#--#'n9 S'&e
#nternat#'na- 3'&0an#e$ rea0#n5 "#5"
0r'1#t$ #n3-ude carat"'n Q#- ]OS^< A88'n
c'7#-e ]OS^< Aner5; B1r#3a ]S'ut" B1r#3a^<
@"eFr'n ]OS^< ?r#t#$" 6a$ ]OH^9
carat"'n Q#- '0erate$ #n ANuat'r#a6u#nea 'n Fer; 5''d ter&$ +"#3" &a; 7e
a$$'3#ated +#t" t"e 7ene1#t$ #t$ 0'-#t#3#an$
enY';9 U:e'd'r' Q7#an5 K5ue&a< t"e
3'untr;/$ 0re$#dent< and "#$ +#1e and $'n<
+ere a00arent-; treat#n5 t"e&$e-Fe$ t'
0-ane$< 7#5 "'u$e$ and $"'00#n5 $0ree$9
c#--#'n$ '1 d'--ar$ #n 3a$" +ere 7e#n5
-u55ed ar'und Pa$"#n5t'n #n $u#t3a$e$U
]6uard#an< 2 June^9
:aJ#n5 t"e 3'nt#nent '1 B1r#3a a$ a
+"'-e t"e ]?r#t#$"^ Er#&e c#n#$ter/$
@'&&#$$#'n 1'r B1r#3a Ue$t#&ated t"at t"e
a&'unt $t'-en and n'+ "e-d #n 1're#5n
7anJ$ #$ eNu#Fa-ent t' &'re t"en "a-1 t"e
3'nt#nent/$ e8terna- de7t '1 \X00 7#--#'nU
]6uard#an< X June^9
:"ere 3an 7e -#tt-e d'u7t t"at t"e
+'r-d +e are n'+ de$3r#7#n5 #$ 'ne
&'t#Fated 7; 5reed and 0ur$ued t"r'u5" a
rut"-e$$ e80-'#tat#'n '1 natura- and "u&an
re$'ur3e$9 :"e &a#n 0-a;er$ are
5'Fern&ent$< &u-t#nat#'na- 3'r0'rat#'n$
and 3'rru0t -'3a- 0'-#t#3#an$ runn#n5
5an5$ter re5#&e$9 Rt &a; +e-- 7e t"at t"e
5'Fern&ent$ '1 t"e 6L +#-- &aJe a 5e$ture
t"at 0art#a--; 3an3e-$ t"#rd +'r-d de7t 7ut
t"e +r#teD'11 '1 t"e$e d'--ar$ +#-- 'n-; 7e a
&ean$ '1 3'nt#nu#n5 t"e#r 5r#0 'n B1r#3an
3'untr#e$ +"#-$t dre$$#n5 t"e#r a3t#'n$ +#t"
t"e 0"'ne; r"et'r#3 '1 3are and 3'n3ern9
:"ere +#-- 7e n' 'ut3'&e t"at +#-!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

Extre;e leftA
Beldof in the
eighties d1ring the
ca;paign to end
fa;ine in 5frica?
Car left A twent8
8ears later9 the
ca;paigns and the
fa;ines contin1e?
LeftA 3he
Co;;ission for
5frica

$'-Fe t"e 0r'7-e&$ '1 t"e de$0erate-; 0''r
'1 B1r#3a< and "'+eFer +e-- &ean#n5 &a;
7e t"e#r $-'5an$< +'rJer$ #n t"e deFe-'0ed
3'untr#e$ $"'u-d n't 7e3'&e #nF'-Fed #n
t"e &a3"#nat#'n$ '1 #ntere$t 5r'u0$ +"'$e
7a$#3 3'n3ern #$ 0r'1#t and t"e e3'n'&#3
$trate5#e$ '1 ru-#n5 e-#te$9

Weakness of mere protest
P"#-$t t"e 6L 0r'te$t$ &a;
de&'n$trate 5reat $tren5t" '1 1ee-#n5 t"e;
+#-- a-$' de&'n$trate a 5reat +eaJne$$G t"#$
#$ t"e -a3J '1 3'ntr'- '1 t"'$e +"' taJe 0art
and t"e#r de0enden3e 'n t"e de3#$#'n$ and
a3t#'n$ '1 0re$ent 0'+er $tru3ture$9
?e3au$e '1 t"#$< 0r'te$ter$ 3an 7e3'&e
F#3t#&$ '1 a $edu3t#Fe 7ut dead-; 0r'3e$$9
:"e 3a0#ta-#$t $;$te& 3'n$tant-; t"r'+$ u0
#$$ue$ t"at de&and a3t#'n a&'n5$t t"'$e
+"' are 3'n3erned and 7; &an; 0e'0-e
+"' t"#nJ '1 t"e&$e-Fe$ a$ $'3#a-#$t$9 B$ a
re$u-t< 0r'te$t tend$ t' 7e3'&e a de&and
1'r an U#&0r'FedU J#nd '1 3a0#ta-#$& +"#3"
-eaFe$ t"e -'n5Dter& rea$'n$ 1'r 0r'te$t
#nta3t9 :"#$ "a$ 7een t"e "#$t'r; '1 0r'te$t9
Rn t"#$ $en$e< 0r'te$t tend$ t' $et a
$ta5e 1'r 1urt"er 0r'te$t and 1urt"er
de&'n$trat#'n$9 :"'u5" t"e #$$ue$ &a;
Far; t"e &e$$a5e $ta;$ t"e $a&eM UPe

Cooking
the
Books (1)

The Right to
Work All
Hours

Rn `ddX t"e Aur'0ean
@'&&#$$#'n 0r'0'$ed
t"at t"e &a8#&u& t#&e
t"at e&0-';er$ 3'u-d
-e5a--; &aJe t"e#r
e&0-';ee$ +'rJ $"'u-d 7e -#&#ted< 'n
aFera5e and #n3-ud#n5 'Fert#&e< t' _L
"'ur$ a +eeJ9
B Nu#3J 3a-3u-at#'n +#-- $"'+ t"at<
1'r a $#8Dda; +eeJ< t"#$ #$ t"e A#5"t T'ur
[a;< a -'n5Dt#&e trade un#'n de&and9 Rn
@a0#ta- ]3"a0ter `0 'n U:"e P'rJ#n5 [a;U^
car8 Nu'te$ a de3-arat#'n 1r'& a 6enera@'n5re$$ '1 ia7'r t"at &et #n ?a-t#&'re #n
Bu5u$t `L66 t"at U:"e 1#r$t and 5reat
ne3e$$#t; '1 t"e 0re$ent< t' 1ree t"e -a7'ur
'1 t"#$ 3'untr; 1r'& 3a0#ta-#$t#3 $-aFer;< #$
t"e 0a$$#n5 '1 a -a+ 7; +"#3" e#5"t "'ur$
$"a-- 7e t"e n'r&a- +'rJ#n5 da; #n a-State$ '1 t"e B&er#3an On#'nU9 Rn 1a3t<
ca; [a; +a$ #n$t#tuted #n `LLd 0re3#$e-;
t' de&'n$trate 1'r t"#$ #n a-- 3'untr#e$9
:"e @'un3#- '1 c#n#$ter$ '1 t"e
ce&7er State$ '1 t"e Aur'0ean On#'n ]t"e
7'd; t"at &aJe$ Aur'0ean -a+$^ d#d n't
a33e0t t"#$ 0r'0'$a-9 P"#-e $t#-- reta#n#n5

!ocialist Sta$%a&%+ '(l*+,--.

de&and t"at 5'Fern&ent$ d' t"#$< t"at 'r
t"e 't"ereU :"e $0e3ta3-e '1 t"'u$and$
de&and#n5 t"at 5'Fern&ent$ a3t 'n t"e#r
7e"a-1 #$ a &'$t rea$$ur#n5 $#5na- t' t"'$e
#n 0'+er t"at t"e#r 0'$#t#'n$ '1 3'ntr'- are
$e3ure9 Rn t"#$ +a;< re0eated
de&'n$trat#'n$ d' -#tt-e &'re t"an 3'n1#r&
t"e 3'nt#nu#t; '1 t"e $;$te&9 :"e 0'#nt #$ t'
3"an5e $'3#et;< n't t' a00ea- t' t"e
d'u7t1u- 7etter nature '1 #t$ 0'+er
$tru3ture$9
P#t" S#r ?'7 a$ #t$ "#5" 0r#e$t< +e
3'u-d a-$' t"#nJ '1 t"e i#Fe L 3'n3ert$ a$
"'&a5e t' t"e 5'd '1 &'ne; and t"e
#--u$#'n t"at #t "a$ 0'+er$ '1 a3t#'n 'n #t$
'+n9 ?ut t"e '00'$#te #$ true9 c'ne; #$
0art '1 a $;$te& t"at 0reFent$ u$ 1r'& u$#n5
'ur rea- 0'+er$ '1 0r'du3t#'n 1'r t"e
7ene1#t '1 a-- 0e'0-e9 6e-d'1 neFer $t'0$
5'#n5 'n a7'ut 5#F#n5 &'re &'ne; and t"#$
1eed$ t"e #--u$#'n t"at +#t"'ut &'ne; +e
"aFe n' +a; t' 0r'F#de 1'r t"e t"#n5$ +e
need9 :"#$ -eaFe$ u$ $e0arated 1r'& 'ur
0'+er$ '1 a3t#'n9 Rt #5n're$ t"e 1a3t t"at
0r'du3t#Fe re$'ur3e$ are n't &'ne; 7ut
-a7'ur< -and< #ndu$tr;< &anu1a3ture<
tran$0'rt and 3'&&un#3at#'n$9 :"e
0r'7-e&$ '1 +'r-d 0'Fert; reNu#re t"at
t"e$e $"'u-d 7e -#7erated 1r'& t"e

e3'n'&#3 3'n$tra#nt$ '1 &'ne; and t"e
0r'1#t $;$te&9
6#Fen t"at t"e nu&7er '1 0e'0-e
$u11er#n5 and d;#n5 1r'& t"e e11e3t$ '1
+'r-d 0'Fert; "aFe d'u7-ed 'Fer t"e 0a$t
25 ;ear$ and 'n an; rea-#$t#3 1're3a$t +#-3'nt#nue t' #n3rea$e< #t $"'u-d 7e '7F#'u$
t"at +e &u$t 5' 1ar 7e;'nd &ere 0r'te$t$<
'r5an#$e t' a7'-#$" t"e 0r'1#t $;$te& and
re0-a3e #t +#t" a +'r-d '1 3'&&'n
'+ner$"#0< de&'3rat#3 3'ntr'- and
0r'du3t#'n $'-e-; 1'r need$9 Su3" a $'3#a-#$t
+'r-d +'u-d 7e a7-e t' $t'0 0e'0-e d;#n5
1r'& "un5er #&&ed#ate-; and ra0#d-;
#n3rea$e +'r-d 1''d 0r'du3t#'n t' rea3" a
0'#nt +"ere eFer; 0er$'n 'n t"e 0-anet
+'u-d "aFe 1ree a33e$$ t' $u11#3#ent 5''d
Nua-#t; 1''d t' &a#nta#n 5''d "ea-t"9!

_L "'ur$ a$ t"e &a8#&u& t"at e&0-';er$
3'u-d -e5a--; reNu#re t"e#r +'rJer$ t' +'rJ<
t"e; a&ended t"e dra1t P'rJ#n5 :#&e
[#re3t#Fe t' a--'+ 3'untr#e$ t' 0r'F#de 1'r
#nd#F#dua- +'rJer$ t' F'-untar#-; +a#Fe
t"e#r -e5a- r#5"t n't t' +'rJ &'re t"an t"#$9
:"#$ -''0"'-e< #n$erted at t"e #n$#$ten3e '1
t"e OH &#n#$ter< 3a&e t' 7e Jn'+n a$ t"e
UOH '0tD'utU9 P"#3" t"e t"en :'r;
5'Fern&ent #&&ed#ate-; t''J adFanta5e
'19
S#n3e t"e 7ar5a#n#n5 $tren5t" '1
+'rJer$ and e&0-';er$ are 7; n' &ean$
eNua- t"#$ &ade t"e [#re3t#Fe F#rtua--; a
dead -etter #n ?r#ta#n< +#t" e&0-';er$
&aJ#n5 UF'-untar;U a5ree&ent t' +'rJ
-'n5er a 3'nd#t#'n 1'r 7e#n5 e&0-';ed 'r
0r'&'ted9 B$ Eau- C'ut-ed5e e80-a#ned #n
"#$ 3'-u&n #n t"e 0aily 3irror ]`X ca;^M
UI'rt; 0er 3ent '1 OH 1#r&$ e80-'#t
t"e '0tD'ut D 7; /a$J#n5/ +'rJer$ t' $#5n
a+a; t"e#r r#5"t$9 can; 7'$$e$ reNu#re $ta11
t' a33e0t e&0-';&ent 3'ntra3t$ 3'nta#n#n5
an '0tD'ut 3-au$e< eFen t"'u5" t"#$ #$
#--e5a-9 K' 3-au$e< n' Y'7U9
P"en t"e [#re3t#Fe 3a&e u0 1'r
reF#e+ #n ca; t"#$ ;ear< t"e Aur'0ean
Ear-#a&ent ]+"#3" #$ n't a rea- 0ar-#a&ent<
&'re a 3'n$u-tat#Fe 3'&&#ttee^ F'ted t'
end t"e UOH '0tD'utU9 R&&ed#ate-; a "u5e
"ue and 3r; +a$ ra#$ed 7; e&0-';er$/
'r5an#$at#'n$ #n ?r#ta#n9 UIreed'& '1

3"'#3eU +a$ at #$$ue< $a#d t"e [#re3t'r
6enera- '1 t"e @?R< e3"'#n5 +"at
e&0-';er$ "ad $a#d #n t"e `L_0$ +"en a
t#&#d 7#-- t' -#&#t t"e +'rJ#n5 da; t' ten
"'ur$ "ad 7een #ntr'du3ed9 Rt +'u-d
under&#ne U3'&0et#t#Fene$$U< $a#d t"e
[#re3t'r 6enera- '1 t"e ?r#t#$" @"a&7er$
'1 @'&&er3e< e80re$$#n5 e&0-';er$/
d#$-#Je '1 re$tr#3t#'n$ 'n "'+ -'n5 t"e; 3an
5et t"e#r +'rJer$ t' +'rJ< $#n3e an;
-#&#tat#'n 3'u-d &ean t"e; &#5"t "aFe t'
taJe 'n &'re +'rJer$< $' #n3rea$#n5 t"e#r
-a7'ur 3'$t$ and under&#n#n5 t"e#r
3'&0et#t#Fe 0'$#t#'n F#$DqDF#$ 3a0#ta-#$t
enter0r#$e$ #n 't"er 3'untr#e$ D $u3" a$
@"#na< ?raW#- and Rnd#a +"ere n' $u3"
re$tr#3t#'n$ a00-;9
Bnd +"at d#d t"e ne+-;De-e3ted
ia7'ur 5'Fern&ent "aFe t' $a; 'n t"#$Z
je$< ;e$< #t +'u-d under&#ne
3'&0et#t#Fene$$< +e/-- 1#5"t t' en$ure t"at a
&a8#&u& _LD"'ur +eeJ #$ n't #ntr'du3ed
#nt' ?r#ta#n< 5r'Fe--ed Rndu$tr; Se3retar;
B-an J'"n$t'n and A&0-';&ent c#n#$ter
6err; Sut3-#11e ]7't" '1 +"'& "ad 3-#&7ed
t"e 5rea$; 0'-e F#a t"e trade un#'n
&'Fe&ent^9
:rue t' t"e#r +'rd< t"e; d#d and +'n9
:"e @'un3#- '1 c#n#$ter$ reta#ned t"e '0tD
'ut9 Er''1 #1 an; &'re +ere needed ]+"#3"
#t #$n/t^ t"at ia7'ur #$ n't eFen a Uia7'urU
0art;9
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Clockwise9 fro; leftA
Edinb1rgh9 site of this
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Making Poverty History or
Helping Capitalists Exploit
Africa?
Is Brown and Blair’s noble talk of 100 per cent debt
cancellation for the poorest countries more a case of
noblesse oblige?

W

"' #$ t"e 6LZ Rn a nut$"e--< #t #$ a
3-#Nue '1 t"e L -ead#n5 #ndu$tr#aState$ +"' "aFe a00'#nted
t"e&$e-Fe$ ru-er$ '1 t"e +'r-d9
:"e 6L -eader$ are a3tua--; t"e e8e3ut#Fe '1
t"e 3a0#ta-#$t 3-a$$ '1 t"e#r re$0e3t#Fe
3'untr#e$ and are t"e $taun3"e$t de1ender$
'1 ne'-#7era- 3'r0'rate 5-'7a-#$at#'n< t"e
3u$t'd#an$ '1 0r#F#-e5e and 3'r0'rate 0'+er
and t"e 5uard#an$ '1 +'r-d 3a0#ta-#$&9 :"e;
"e-0 ru-e t"e +'r-d and &a#nta#n t"e 0-a;#n5
1#e-d 1'r 0r'1#tD"un5r; +e$tern 3'r0'rat#'n$9
:'5et"er t"e; "aFe t"e 0'+er t' d#3tate +"'
eat$ and +"' $tarFe$< +"' -#Fe$ and +"'
d#e$< t' de3-are +ar re5ard-e$$ '1 t"e +#$"e$
'1 t"e 0e'0-e +"' e-e3ted t"e&9 :"e#r
0'-#3#e$ "aFe re$u-ted #n 5-'7a- 0'Fert; and
enF#r'n&enta- de$tru3t#'n9 :"e; are
&eet#n5 #n Ad#n7ur5" t"#$ Ju-; t' de3#de 'n
+"#3" #nternat#'na- $trate5#e$ t"e; 3an
3'&&'n-; 0ur$ue< a--e5ed-; #n t"e #ntere$t$
'1 t"e 0e'0-e '1 t"e +'rd and t"e naturaenF#r'n&ent9
i#ned u0 a5a#n$t t"e 6L -eader$ t"#$
Ju-; #n Ad#n7ur5" #$ t"e 3a&0a#5n 5r'u0
caJe E'Fert; T#$t'r;< a -''$e 3'a-#t#'n '1
$'&e _50 K6Q$< un#'n$ and 3"ar#ta7-e
'r5an#$at#'n$< un#ted #n t"e de&and 1'r
1a#rer trad#n5 3'nd#t#'n$ 1'r deFe-'0#n5
State$< de7t 3an3e--at#'n and #n3rea$ed and
#&0r'Fed a#d9

Oxfam's role

?; 1ar t"e 7#55e$t deFe-'0&ent
'r5an#$at#'n +#t"#n caJe E'Fert; T#$t'r; #$
Q81a&< +"#3" "a$ 7een +#de-; a33u$ed '1
0ander#n5 t' t"e +"#&$ '1 Ke+ ia7'ur and
0r'0a5at#n5 '7Ye3t#Fe$ +"#3" are #dent#3at' t"'$e '1 a ?-a#r 5'Fern&ent 1rant#3< #n
t"e 1a3e '1 t"e RraN 1#a$3'< t' #&0-e&ent a
1're#5n 0'-#3; t"at 3a&0a#5n &'Fe&ent$
L

3an $t'&a3"9 Rndeed< t"ere are #nd#F#dua-$
and 5r'u0$ a$$'3#ated +#t" caJe E'Fert;
T#$t'r; +"' #dent#1; +#t" t"e '7Ye3t#Fe$ '1
ce$$r$ ?-a#r and ?r'+n9 :"e 3e-e7r#t;
?'n'< 1'r #n$tan3e< re1erred t' t"e $&#-#n5
du' at t"e -a$t ia7'ur Eart; 3'n1eren3e a$
t"e Uienn'n and c3@artne;U '1 0'Fert;
redu3t#'n9
i'udD&'ut"ed 3e-e7r#t; ?'7 6e-d'1< a
+eeJ a1ter ?'n'/$ re&arJ< reFea-ed "e +a$
7a3J#n5 :'n; ?-a#r and 6'rd'n ?r'+n/$
atte&0t$ t' de-#Fer deFe-'0&ent t' B1r#3a
7e3au$e '1 t"e#r @"r#$t#an Fa-ue$9 6e-d'1
3an +e-- $u00'rt Ke+ ia7'ur and
'7$e$$#Fe-; 0r'&'te t"e a5enda '1 t"e cET
3a&0a#5n< 7ut ;'u "aFe t' 7e5#n a$J#n5
Nue$t#'n$ +"en eFen ?-a#r "a$ 7een $0'tted
+ear#n5 a +"#te caJe E'Fert; T#$t'r;
+r#$t7and9
:"e 0ra#$e #$ '1 3'ur$e re3#0r'3a-9 Qn
X June< 6'rd'n ?r'+n e80re$$ed "#$
$u00'rt 1'r S#r ?'7 t"e 6'7/$ i#FeL
3'n3ert$ and en3'ura5ed de&'n$trat#'n$ at
t"e 6L $u&&#t< a$ -'n5 a$ t"e; taJe t"e
1'r& '1 a U0ea3e1u- &ar3"U9 Bn; 't"er
5'Fern&ent +'u-d "aFe 1eared a &ar3" 7;
'ne &#--#'n de&'n$trat'r$< 7ut n't Ke+
ia7'ur9 ?-a#r and ?r'+n are $' "a00; +#t"
t"e 3'nFer5en3e '1 t"e#r '+n 'Fer$ea$
a5enda and t"e de&and$ '1 t"e caJe
E'Fert; T#$t'r; 3a&0a#5n t"at t"e; rat"er
$ee a &#--#'n 0er$'n &ar3" a$ 7e#n5 a ra--;
#n $u00'rt '1 ia7'ur Eart; 0'-#3#e$9
@"an3e--'r 6'rd'n ?r'+n #$
n'+ada;$ adF#$ed 'n #nternat#'nadeFe-'0&ent 7; 1'r&er Q81a& tru$tee and
1'r&er d#re3t'r at t"e OS 7anJ O?S
Par7ur5< S"r#t# fandera< and ?-a#r "a$ t"e
7a3J#n5 '1 Ju$t#n I'r$;t" D 'ne t#&e
[#re3t'r '1 E'-#3; and @a&0a#5n$ at Q81a&
D 'n t"e ['+n#n5 Street E'-#3; On#t9 Sa#d

t"e -atter 7a3J #n 2002M UP"en ;'u $0eaJ t'
:'n; ?-a#r and 6'rd'n ?r'+n< t"e; rea--;
under$tand rt"es #$$ue$9 :"e; are ea$#-;
$'&e '1 t"e 7e$t -eader$ +"en #t 3'&e$ t'
ta-J#n5 a7'ut deFe-'0&ent and d#$&ant-#n5
$u7$#d;< and t"e; are &aJ#n5 t"e r#5"t
ar5u&ent$ t#&e and a5a#n9U
Q1 3'ur$e t"ere are $'&e +#t"#n
caJ#n5 E'Fert; T#$t'r; t"at $ee t"r'u5" t"e
$3a&9 Par 'n Pant #$ d#$&a;ed at t"e +a;
Ke+ ia7'ur/$ 'Fer$ea$ 0'-#3#e$ are +#nn#n5
+#de$0read a33e0tan3e and under&#n#n5
t"e#r '+n 3a&0a#5n#n5 e11'rt$9 Bnd ne#t"er
#$ @"r#$t#an B#d "a00; at Q81a&/$ 'FerD
3'$;< -e$$ 3r#t#3a- re-at#'n$"#0 +#t" t"e
5'Fern&ent9 Ir#end$ '1 t"e Aart" -#Je+#$e
7e-#eFe t"ere are d#$adFanta5e$ t' t"e
0r#F#-e5ed 0'$#t#'n Q81a& enY';$ +#t" t"e
5'Fern&ent< 7e-#eF#n5 t"e de&and$ '1
3a&0a#5n &'Fe&ent$ are 7e3'&#n5 d#-uted
and 5enera-#$ed9
:"e; "aFe a 0'#nt9 ?-a#r $ee$ "#&$e-1
a$ $'&e+"at $0ear"ead#n5 t"e cET
3a&0a#5n at 6-enea5-e$ and Nuer#e$ +"; t"e
cET are "ead#n5 1'r Ad#n7ur5" +"en "e
$0eaJ$ t"e#r Yar5'n9 Rn [undee< #n car3" '1
t"#$ ;ear< "e 3'&&entedM URt +'u-d 7e Fer;
'dd #1 0e'0-e 3a&e t' 0r'te$t a5a#n$t t"#$
6L< a$ +e/re 1'3u$#n5 'n 0'Fert; #n B1r#3a
and 3-#&ate 3"an5e9 R d'n/t Nu#te Jn'+ +"at
t"e;/-- 7e 0r'te$t#n5 a5a#n$t9U
caJ#n5 E'Fert; T#$t'r; "a$ 7een $'
-#nJed t' t"e 5'Fern&ent a$ t' 7e rendered
t''t"-e$$9 P"en t"e &a#n 0-a;er$ #n t"e
3'a-#t#'n de&anded a &eet#n5 +#t" t"e
5'Fern&ent< P"#te"a-- 3'u-dn/t a33ede 1a$t
en'u5"9 S' 3-'$e-; "aFe ?-a#r and ?r'+n
7een #dent#1#ed +#t" t"e '7Ye3t#Fe$ '1 t"e
3'a-#t#'n t"at t"e; "aFe 7een 3r#t#3#$ed 7;
't"er AO &e&7er $tate$ 1'r $'1ten#n5 t"e#r
0r'D-#7era-#$at#'n $tan3e9
!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

Bnd +"' #$ #t t"at ra--#ed t' t"e
de1en3e '1 t"e 5'Fern&ent t' 3'unter t"e
3-a#&$ '1 ?-a#r/$ 3;n#3$ #n Aur'0eZ K'ne
't"er t"at Q81a& +"' #$$ued a $tate&ent
3r#t#3#$#n5 ?-a#r/$ detra3t'r$ 1'r tr;#n5 t'
"a&0er ?r#ta#n/$ atte&0t t' "e-0 t"e +'r-d/$
0''r9 Rt #$ n' $e3ret t"at Q81a& "a$
#n1'r&ed 't"er deFe-'0&enta- 5r'u0$ -#nJed
t' caJe E'Fert; T#$t'r; t"at #t #$ #&0'rtant
n't t' 7e 0er3e#Fed a$ 7e#n5 3'n1r'ntat#'na+#t" t"e 5'Fern&ent n'+ t"at ?-a#r and
?r'+n are $#n5#n5 1r'& t"e $a&e ";&n
$"eet a$ t"e&9

Opening up Africa

cean+"#-e< J'"n T#-ar;< [#re3t'r '1
@a&0a#5n$ and E'-#3; at Par 'n Pant< $a;$
t"at t"e ?r#t#$" 3'nt#n5ent at t"e P:Q t'-d
"#& t' U5et rea-9 :"e deFe-'0&ent a5enda
d'e$ n't 5' Fer; 1ar9 Pe "aFe t' 7e 0r'D
7u$#ne$$ and 0r'DtradeU ]Ke+ State$&an< X0
ca;^9
T#-ar; a00ear$ t' "aFe 7een +e--D
#n1'r&ed +"en 'ne 3'n$#der$ t"e a5enda
e&er5#n5 1r'& t"e &u3" 0ra#$ed
@'&&#$$#'n 1'r B1r#3a Ce0'rt9 :"#$ re0'rt<
+"#3" +a$ 0u7-#$"ed 'n `` car3" #$ t"e
$"'+0#e3e '1 t"e ?-a#r 5'Fern&ent/$
$trate5; 1'r t"e 6L9 re$0'nd#n5 t' #t$
-aun3"< t"e ??@<
]"tt0Moone+$977393'9uJo`o"#o+'r-doa1r#3ao_XX
k2Xd9$t&^ -#$ted e#5"t area$ ne3e$$#tat#n5
a3t#'n 7; t"e Pe$t< #n3-u$#Fe '1 d'u7-#n5 'r
tre7-#n5 a#d< 3an3e--#n5 de7t< $0end#n5 &'re
'n TRfoBR[S< 1#nan3#n5 B1r#3an
un#Fer$#t#e$ and t"e re&'Fa- '1 trade
7arr#er$ t' B1r#3an e80'rt$ #n t"e Pe$t9 ]:"e
re0'rt 3an 7e d'+n-'aded #n 1u-- 'r #n
$e3t#'n$ atM
"tt0Moo+++93'&&#$$#'n1'ra1r#3a9'r5oen5-#$"
ore0'rto#ntr'du3t#'n9"t&-^
:"ere #$ &u3" #n t"e re0'rt t' +"et
t"e a00et#te '1 t"e ant#D0'Fert; 3a&0a#5ner9
?ut< ;'u need 'n-; read t"e 0re3#$ '1 t"e
Far#'u$ 3"a0ter$ t' $u$$ 'ut +"at #$ #n 1a3t
t"e rea- $3"e&a9 Rn 3"a0ter k< 1'r #n$tan3e<
'7Ye3t#Fe$ 1'r 1#$3a- 5r'+t" #n B1r#3a are
a--e5ed t' 7e 0'$$#7-e U'n-; #1 t"e '7$ta3-e$
'1t a d#$3'ura5#n5 #nFe$t&ent 3-#&ate are
'Fer3'&eU9 Bnd #t 0r'0'$e$ t"e U0u7-#3 and
0r#Fate $e3t'r +'rJ#n5 t'5et"er t' #dent#1;
t"e '7$ta3-e$ t' a 1aF'ura7-e #nFe$t&ent
3-#&ateU9 T'+ e-$e 3an t"#$ 7e #nter0reted
't"er t"an #n $u55e$t#n5 &'re -#7era-#$at#'n
and 0r#Fat#$at#'n and &'re '00'rtun#t#e$ 1'r
+e$tern 3'r0'rat#'n$ t' e80-'#t B1r#3an
re$'ur3e$ and -a7'urZ
:"e $u&&ar; '1 @"a0ter L $a;$M
URnFe$t&ent$ #n #n1ra$tru3ture and t"e
ena7-#n5 3-#&ate 1'r t"e 0r#Fate $e3t'r are at
t"e t'0 '1 t"e a5enda9U R$ t"#$ n't t"e
5'Fern&ent $0ear"ead#n5 ne'-#7era- re1'r&
#n B1r#3a 'n 7e"a-1 '1 7#5 7u$#ne$$Z
?u$#ne$$ B3t#'n 1'r B1r#3a "a$ 7een #n
3a"''t$ +#t" t"e @'&&#$$#'n 1'r B1r#3a9
:"#$ 3'a-#t#'n '1 250 7u$#ne$$
re0re$entat#Fe$ &et +#t" t"e @'&&#$$#'n #n
Ie7ruar; 1'--'+#n5 1'r&a- d#a-'5ue
7et+een t"e @'&&#$$#'n and t"e 0r#Fate
$e3t'r 'n t"e 3'nt#nent$ '1 B1r#3a< K'rt"
B&er#3a and Aur'0e D a &eet#n5 arran5ed
F#a t"e ?u$#ne$$ @'nta3t 6r'u0< #t$e-1 $et u0
t' 0r'F#de 0r#Fate $e3t'r #n0ut t' t"e
@'&&#$$#'n 1'r B1r#3a< and t"e re$u-t '1 a
&eet#n5 3'D3"a#red 3"a#red 7; 6'rd'n
?r'+n and Ceuter/$ 3"a#r&an< K#a-I#tW5era-d9
Ce1err#n5 t' t"e ?u$#ne$$ @'nta3t
6r'u0< @'r0'rate Pat3" '7$erFedM
URt$ `6 'r $' 3'r0'rate &e&7er$ read
-#Je a r'-- 3a-- '1 t"e &'$t e80-'#tat#Fe and
de$0#$ed 3'&0an#e$ 3urrent-; '0erat#n5 'n
!ocialist Sta$%a&%+ '(l*+,--.

t"e 3'nt#nent #n3-ud#n5 Bn5-' B&er#3an<
S"e--< [e ?eer$< C#' :#nt' and999[#a5e'<
+"' a-$' '+n t"e 6-enea5-e$ "'te- +"ere
t"e 6L Su&&#t +#-- taJe 0-a3e9 Rt$
0r'5ra&&e +a$ &ana5ed 7; S"e-Rnternat#'na-/$ Sen#'r ?u$#ne$$
[eFe-'0&ent BdF#$'r 1'r B1r#3a9 B-$'
&ana5#n5 t"e @'nta3t 6r'u0 #$ t"e
@'&&'n+ea-t" ?u$#ne$$ @'un3#- ]@?@^9
:"e @'r0'rate @'un3#- 'n B1r#3a and t"e
@anad#an @'un3#- 'n B1r#3a a-$' 5aFe #n0ut<
t"u$ a--'+#n5 '#- 3'r0'rat#'n$< A88'nc'7#and @"eFr'n:e8a3'< a $a;9U
]"tt0Moo+++93'r0'rate+at3"9'r59uJoZ-#du`5X
5^
[aFe c#--er< +r#t#n5 1'r 6net #n an
art#3-e ent#t-ed S0#nn#n5 t"e 6L<
3'&&entedM
U:"e 3'r0'rat#'n$ #nF'-Fed 3an 7are-;
3'nta#n t"e#r e83#te&ent9 :"e /'ut-''J/ '1
t"e 7u$#ne$$ 3'&&un#t; #$ a /0'$#t#Fe 'ne/
$a;$ 'ne '1 t"e @IB 3'&&#$$#'ner$9 /Rt
7e-#eFe$ B1r#3a #$ t"e ne8t 1r'nt#er 1'r
#nFe$t&ent/9 Ja&e$ S&#t"< t"e OH 3"a#r '1
S"e--< +"#3" 3'D"'$ted t"e &eet#n5< n'ted
t"at 0r'5re$$ /reNu#re$ t"at t"e 0r#Fate $e3t'r
"a$ a 7#55er r'-e/9 :"e 3"a#r '1 t"e
@'&&'n+ea-t" ?u$#ne$$ @'un3#-< t"e
7u$#ne$$ -'77; 5r'u0 3'D"'$t#n5 t"e
&eet#n5< read 'ut t"e 3'n3-ud#n5 $tate&ent9
[r c'"an Hau- a11#r&ed t"at /5ett#n5 t"e

)The protesters at the
G8 are united in
supporting capitalism>
3'nd#t#'n$ r#5"t 1'r d'#n5 7u$#ne$$ #n B1r#3a
#$ t"e 7#55e$t $#n5-e #nFe$t&ent 1'r t"e
1uture +e--D7e#n5 '1 #t$ 3#t#Wen$/9 B /F#7rant
and $u33e$$1u- 0r#Fate $e3t'rt #$ reNu#red/
"e n'ted9
]"tt0Moo+++9W&a59'r5o3'ntento$"'+art#3-e931
&ZRte&R[ukL52^
AO $tate$ &a; +e-- 7e 3r#t#3a- '1
?r#ta#n/$ ne+ 0r'DB1r#3a $tan3e a$ 7e#n5
#n1-uen3ed 7; 3e-e7r#t#e$ and K6Q$< 7ut t"e
trut" #$ t"at a11#-#ate$ t' caJe E'Fert;
T#$t'r;< #n a00-aud#n5 ?r'+n and ?-a#r< are
t"e un+#tt#n5 a33'&0-#3e$ '1 a 5'Fern&ent
+"#3" 1'r&$ t"e Fan5uard '1 t"e -ate$t
3'r0'rate dr#Fe t' '0en u0 &arJet$
t"r'u5"'ut t"e deFe-'0#n5 +'r-d9

World-wide reaction

Rn3rea$#n5-;< #n t"e -a$t de3ade< t"ere
"a$ 7een a +'r-d+#de rea3t#'n a5a#n$t
ne'-#7era- 5-'7a-#$at#'n< 3'r0'rate 0'+er
and t"e #nYu$t#3e$ a$$'3#ated +#t" &'dernD
da; 3a0#ta-#$&9 AFer;+"ere +"ere t"e
+'r-d/$ ru-#n5 e-#te "aFe a$$e&7-ed t'
de3#de t"e#r ne8t $te0 t"e; "aFe 7een &et
+#t" 0r'te$t$ and de&'n$trat#'n$ t"at "aFe
attra3ted "undred$ '1 t"'u$and$9
[e&'n$trat#'n$ at Seatt-e< 6't"en7ur5<
@'-'5ne< AF#an< ?#r&#n5"a&< Era5ue<
6en'a and mue7e3< "aFe $t#&u-ated de7ate
'n t"e nature '1 &'dern da; 3a0#ta-#$&9
:"'u$and$ '1 art#3-e$ "aFe 7een +r#tten 'n
t"e $u7Ye3t and "undred$ '1 7''J$ "aFe
7een 0u7-#$"ed t"at e80-'re t"e a#&$<
'7Ye3t#Fe$ and t"e a-ternat#Fe$ '11ered 7;
t"e ant#D5-'7a-#$at#'n &'Fe&ent9
P"at #$ n'+ 3-ear #$ t"at t"e ant#D
5-'7a-#$at#'no0r'DdeFe-'0&ent &'Fe&ent<
"'+eFer +e--D&ean#n5< d'e$ n't $eeJ t'
re0-a3e 3a0#ta-#$& +#t" an; rea- a-ternat#Fe
$'3#a- $;$te&9 Bt 7e$t #t attra3t$ a &;r#ad '1
5r'u0$< a-- 0ur$u#n5 t"e#r '+n re1'r&#$t

a5enda9 S'&e 3a-- 1'r 5reater 3'r0'rate
re$0'n$#7#-#t;9 S'&e de&and t"e
re$tru3tur#n5 '1 #nternat#'na- #n$t#tut#'n$
-#Je t"e RcI< P'r-d ?anJ and t"e P:Q9
Qt"er$ 3a-- 1'r t"e e80an$#'n '1 de&'3ra3;
and 1a#rer trad#n5 3'nd#t#'n$< de7t
3an3e--at#'n and &'re a#d9 B--< "'+eFer< 1a#t' addre$$ t"e r''t 3au$e '1 t"e 0r'7-e&$ '1
3a0#ta-#$& and 0r'&'te t"e da&na7-e
$;$te& t"e; are 3r#t#3a- '1 7; a00-aud#n5
an; &ea5re re1'r&9
Qne t"#n5 #$ 3erta#nM n' a&'unt '1
"#5" ta7-e re1'r& #$ 5'#n5 t' -e5#$-ate
0'Fert; 'ut '1 e8#$ten3e a$ t"e cTE
3'a-#t#'n 7e-#eFe$9 @a0#ta-#$& 3ann't 7e
re1'r&ed #n t"e #ntere$t$ '1 t"e +'r-d/$
$u11er#n5 7#--#'n$< 7e3au$e re1'r& d'e$ n't
addre$$ t"e 7a$#3 3'ntrad#3t#'n 7et+een
0r'1#t and need9 c're'Fer< re1'r& 3an 7e $'
0a3Ja5ed and 3a&'u1-a5ed a$ t' 7e
a33e0ta7-e t' 0r'te$t'r$ +"#-$t -eaF#n5 t"e#r
rea- 5r#eFan3e$ unaddre$$ed9 :"e +'r-d/$
-eader$ $#&0-; 3ann't 7e de0ended u0'n t'
#&0-e&ent rea- 3"an5e 7e3au$e t"e; 3an
'n-; eFer a3t a$ t"e e8e3ut#Fe '1 3'r0'rate
3a0#ta-#$&9
:"e 0r'te$ter$ at t"e 6L &#5"t t"#nJ
t"e; are un#ted #n 3'&&'n 3au$e< 7ut #n
trut" t"e; are 'n-; un#ted #n $u00'rt#n5
3a0#ta-#$& and #n t"e#r &#$taJen 7e-#e1 t"at
0'Fert; 3an 7e -e5#$-ated 'ut '1 e8#$ten3e<
:"e; "aFe n' 7-ue0r#nt 1'r 3"an5e 't"er
t"an t"e t"ree de&and$ 0ut 1'r+ard 7; t"e
caJe E'Fert; T#$t'r; 3a&0a#5n D Ia#r
trade< &'re a#d and de7t 3an3e--at#'n D and
t"#$ #$ a7'ut a$ rad#3a- a$ #t 5et$9 Rn
&#rr'r#n5 #n t"e#r '7Ye3t#Fe$ t"e 'Fer$ea$
5'a-$ '1 ?-a#r and ?r'+n t"e; are an;t"#n5
7ut t"e &'dern da; reF'-ut#'nar#e$ t"e;
3-a#& t' 7e9
Rt #$ n'+ n' ut'0#an 1anta$; D 7ut a
0ra3t#3a-< reF'-ut#'nar; 0r'0'$#t#'n D t'
$u55e$t +e 3an -#Fe #n a +'r-d +#t"'ut
+a$te 'r +ant 'r +ar< #n +"#3" ea3" 0er$'n
"a$ 1ree a33e$$ t' t"e 7ene1#t$ '1
3#F#-#$at#'n9 :"at &u3" #$ a$$ured9 Pe
3erta#n-; "aFe t"e $3#en3e< t"e te3"n'-'5;
and t"e Jn'+D"'+9 B-- t"at #$ &#$$#n5 #$ t"e
+#-- D t"e 5-'7a- de$#re 1'r 3"an5e t"at 3an
&aJe t"at ne8t 5reat "#$t'r#3a- adFan3e
0'$$#7-eG a 7e-#e1 #n 'ur$e-Fe$ a$ &a$ter$ '1
'ur '+n de$t#n;G a 7e-#e1 t"at #t #$ 0'$$#7-e
t' 1ree 0r'du3t#'n 1r'& t"e art#1#3#a3'n$tra#nt$ '1 0r'1#t and t' 1a$"#'n a +'r-d
#n 'ur '+n #ntere$t$9 Bnd "'+ $''n t"#$
"a00en$ de0end$ u0'n u$ a-- D ea3" and
eFer; 'ne '1 u$9!
JOHN BISSETT
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Who Are the Anti-Capitalists?
Does the anti-capitalist movement really want "another
world" as it claims, or just another form of capitalism?

I

n [e3e&7er `ddd a &eet#n5 '1 t"e
P'r-d :rade Qr5an#$at#'n t''J 0-a3e #n
B&er#3a< #n Seatt-e9 [e-e5ate$ +ere &et
7; a -ar5e de&'n$trat#'n +"#3" ended #n
a r#'t 7't" 7; $'&e '1 t"e de&'n$trat'r$
and 7; t"e 0'-#3e9 S' +a$ 7'rn an
#nternat#'na- 0r'te$t &'Fe&ent t"at "a$
3'&e t' 7e Jn'+n a$ t"e Uant#D3a0#ta-#$tU 'r
Uant#D5-'7a-#$at#'nU &'Fe&ent9
UBnt#D5-'7a-#$at#'nU +a$ n't a Fer;
5''d 3"'#3e '1 na&e $#n3e ;'u 3an/t 7e
a5a#n$t 5-'7a-#$at#'n9 Pe-- ;'u 3an< 7ut #t
d'e$n/t &aJe $en$e9 6-'7a-#$at#'n D #n t"e
$en$e '1 t"e +'r-d 7e3'&#n5 &'re
#nte5rated< '1 t"e e&er5en3e '1 U'ne +'r-dU
D #$ 7a$#3a--; a 5''d t"#n5< 0art '1 t"e
0re0arat#'n '1 t"e &ater#a- 7a$#$ 1'r a +'r-d
$'3#a-#$t $'3#et;9 Rn t"e end< &'$t #n t"e
&'Fe&ent #t$e-1 3a&e t' rea-#$e t"#$ and
ad'0ted t"e $-'5an UBn't"er P'r-d #$
E'$$#7-eU< #9e9 an't"er $'rt '1 5-'7a-#$at#'n
#$ 0'$$#7-e9 Rt #$ a3tua--; Nu#te a 5''d
$-'5an< +"#3" +e $'3#a-#$t$ 3an end'r$e D
and u$e D t''9
?ut +"at d' t"e; enF#$a5e 7; Uan't"er
+'r-dUZ Pe Jn'+ +"at +e &eanM a +'r-d
+#t"'ut 1r'nt#er$ #n +"#3" a-- t"e re$'ur3e$
'1 t"e 0-anet< 7't" natura- and #ndu$tr#a-<
"aFe 7e3'&e t"e 3'&&'n "er#ta5e '1 a-"u&an#t; and are u$ed< under de&'3rat#3
3'ntr'-< t' turn 'ut +"at #$ needed 7;
0e'0-e t' -#Fe and t' enY'; -#1e9 B$ 1ar a$ +e
are 3'n3erned< t"at #$ t"e 'n-; 1ra&e+'rJ
+#t"#n +"#3" 3an 7e $'-Fed t"e 0r'7-e&$
1a3#n5 "u&an#t;< n't 'n-; '7F#'u$-; +'r-d
0r'7-e&$ $u3" a$ 5-'7a- +ar&#n5< +ar$ and
t"e t"reat '1 +ar< 7ut a-$' &'re U-'3a-U
0r'7-e&$ $u3" a$ #n t"e 1#e-d$ '1 "ea-t"3are<
edu3at#'n< tran$0'rt and t"e -#Je 7ut +"#3"
are 7a$#3a--; t"e $a&e #n a-- 3'untr#e$9
:"at/$ +"at +e &ean 7; Uan't"er
+'r-dU 7ut +"at d' t"e; &ean 7; #tZ S'&e
]a "and1u-^ &a; a5ree +#t" u$9 ?ut &'$t
d'n/t9 c'$t +'u-d< "'+eFer< 7e 0re0ared t'
a33e0t 7e#n5 de$3r#7ed a$ Uant#D3a0#ta-#$tU9
?ut +"at #$ 3a0#ta-#$&Z :' &'$t
0e'0-e< 3a0#ta-#$& #$ a$$'3#ated< r#5"t-; 'r
+r'n5-;< +#t" t"ree t"#n5$M 0r#Fate
'+ner$"#0< 0r'du3t#'n 1'r 0r'1#t< and
-a#$$eWD1a#re e3'n'&#3$9

Corporate capitalism

Er#Fate '+ner$"#0 'r#5#na--; &eant t"e
'+ner$"#0 '1 #ndu$tr; 7; 0r#Fate
#nd#F#dua-$9 ?ut< +"#-e t"#$ &a; "aFe 7een
t"e 3a$e #n t"e da;$ '1 Bda& S&#t" ]#n t"e
`kk0$^< t"#$ "a$n/t 7een t"e 0red'&#nant
1'r& '1 '+ner$"#0 $#n3e t"e #ntr'du3t#'n
and ra0#d $0read #n t"e $e3'nd "a-1 '1 t"e
`dt" 3entur; '1 +"at #n An5-and +a$ 3a--ed
a U-#&#ted 3'&0an;U and #n B&er#3a a
U3'r0'rat#'nU9 B -#&#ted 3'&0an; #$ a
$e0arate -e5a- ent#t; #n #t$ '+n r#5"t9 Rt #$
t"e 3'&0an;< t"e 3'r0'rat#'n< t"at '+n$ t"e
a$$et$< t"e $"are"'-der$ '+n#n5 a$ a
3'--e3t#Fe 5r'u0 n't a$ #nd#F#dua-$9 :"#$
&ean$ t"at t"e; are 'n-; 0er$'na--; -#a7-e< #1
t"e 3'&0an; 5'e$ 7anJru0t< 1'r t"e a&'unt
`0

'1 t"e#r $"are"'-d#n5< n't t"e#r t'ta- +ea-t"9
Ten3e t"e na&e U-#&#ted -#a7#-#t;
3'&0an;U9
S'< a$ +e-- a$ 0r#Fate '+ner$"#0 #t
+'u-d 7e &'re a33urate t' $0eaJ '1
3a0#ta-#$& a$ n'+ada;$ #nF'-F#n5 3'&0an;
'r 3'r0'rate '+ner$"#09 Bnd< #ndeed< $'&e
#n t"e ant#D3a0#ta-#$t &'Fe&ent taJe t"#$ #nt'
a33'unt 7; ta-J#n5 '1 U3'r0'rate
3a0#ta-#$&U9 P"#3" #$ QH a$ 1ar a$ #t 5'e$9
Qn-; #t d'e$n/t 5' 1ar en'u5" D 7e3au$e #t
d'e$n/t taJe #nt' a33'unt $tate '+ner$"#09
State '+ner$"#0 #$ $t#-- a 1'r& '1 U0r#FateU
'+ner$"#0 #n t"e 7r'ader $en$e #n t"at #t #$
$t#-- a 1'r& '1 '+ner$"#0 ]7; t"'$e +"'
7ene1#t 1r'& #t^ t"at e83-ude$ D de0r#Fe$ D
't"er 0e'0-eG #t #$ n't at a-- t"e $a&e a$
3'&&'n '+ner$"#0< +"#3" #$ '+ner$"#0 7;
eFer;7'd; D 'r n'7'd;< $#n3e +#t" 3'&&'n
'+ner$"#0 n' #nd#F#dua- 'r 5r'u0 '1

5nti"globalisation protesters in Mashington9
NOOO?

#nd#F#dua-$ 3an $a; Ut"#$ #$ &; 0r'0ert;< ;'u
3an/t u$e #tU9 P#t" $tate '+ner$"#0< t"'$e
+"' 3'ntr'- t"e $tate 3an< and d'< $a; t"#$9
S'< +e +'u-d $a; t"at 3a0#ta-#$& #$
7a$ed 'n t"e #nd#F#dua-< 3'r0'rat#Fe 'r $tate
'+ner$"#0 '1 t"e &ean$ '1 0r'du3t#'n
+"erea$< 1'r &'$t #n t"e ant#D3a0#ta-#$t
&'Fe&ent< #t &ean$ 'n-; #nd#F#dua- 'r
3'r0'rat#Fe '+ner$"#09 P"#3" &aJe$ a
d#11eren3e '1 3'ur$e< a$ t' +"at ;'u are
5'#n5 t' re5ard a$ Uant#U 'r Un'nU
3a0#ta-#$&9

Production for profit

?ut t"ere #$ n' d#$0ute< n't eFen +#t"
aF'+ed $u00'rter$ '1 3a0#ta-#$&< t"at 'ne '1
t"e Je; 1eature$ '1 3a0#ta-#$& #$ 0r'du3t#'n
!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

1'r 0r'1#t9 :"e &'t#Fe 1'r 0r'du3#n5 t"#n5$
under 3a0#ta-#$& #$ t' &aJe a 0r'1#t< a$ t"e
d#11eren3e #n &'ne; ter&$ 7et+een t"e 3'$t
'1 0r'du3#n5 t"e& and t"e &'ne; re3e#Fed
+"en t"e;/re $'-d9 [#11eren3e$ ar#$e '1
3'ur$e 'Fer t"e 'r#5#n and Yu$t#1#3at#'n '1
0r'1#t$< 7ut a-- are a5reed t"at $eeJ#n5 t'
&aJe a &'netar; 0r'1#t #$ +"at &'t#Fate$
0r'du3t#'n under 3a0#ta-#$&9 Rn 1a3t< t"e
UEr'1#t S;$te&U #$ an't"er D Fer; 5''d D
na&e 1'r 3a0#ta-#$&< +"#3" +e '1ten u$e
'ur$e-Fe$9
Ir'& an't"er an5-e< 3a0#ta-#$& 3'u-d
a-$' 7e 3a--ed t"e Pa5e$ S;$te& $#n3e &'$t
0e'0-e under #t 5et a -#F#n5 7; +'rJ#n5 1'r
a +a5e 'r $a-ar;9 ?ut e&0-';er$ are n't
0"#-ant"r'0#$t$9 :"e; d'n/t e&0-'; 0e'0-e
$#&0-; t' 0r'F#de t"e& +#t" an #n3'&e t'
7u; +"at t"e; need t' -#Fe9 :"e; 'n-;
e&0-'; 0e'0-e +"en t"e; 3a-3u-ate t"at
t"e; 3an 5et $'&et"#n5 'ut '1 #t D 0r'1#t<
+"#3" #$ t"e d#11eren3e 7et+een t"e Fa-ue '1
+"at e&0-';ee$ 0r'du3e 3'&0ared +#t"
+"at t"e; are 0a#d a$ +a5e$ and $a-ar#e$9
?ut 0r'1#t$ are n't a-- u$ed u0 #n r#'t'u$
-#F#n5 7; e&0-';er$ and t"e#r "an5er$D'n9
S'&e #$ '1 3'ur$e 7ut an; e&0-';er 'r
3'&0an; t"at 3'n$u&ed a-- #t$ 0r'1#t$ #n
t"#$ +a; +'u-dn/t -a$t t'' -'n59 Onder t"e
0re$$ure '1 3'&0et#t#'n 'n t"e &arJet<
1#r&$ are 3'&0e--ed t' reD#nFe$t &'$t '1 t"e
0r'1#t$ t"e; &aJe #n Jee0#n5 t"e 0r'du3t#Fe
a00aratu$ t"e; 3'ntr'- a$ u0Dt'Ddate a$
0'$$#7-e< $' t"at t"e; 3an 0r'du3e a$
3"ea0-; a$ 0'$$#7-e and $e-- t"e#r 0r'du3t$
at a 0r#3e eNua- t' 'r 7e-'+ t"at '1 t"e#r
r#Fa-$9 Ia#-ure t' d' t"#$ +#-- -ead t' 1a--#n5
$a-e$ and -'+er 0r'1#t$ and eFentua--; e#t"er
t' 7anJru0t3; 'r t' 7e#n5 taJen 'Fer 7;
$'&e r#Fa-9
S'< 3a0#ta-#$& #$ an e3'n'&#3 $;$te&
+"ere< under 0re$$ure 1r'& t"e &arJet<
0r'1#t$ are a33u&u-ated a$ 1urt"er 3a0#ta-<
#9e9 a$ &'ne; #nFe$ted #n 0r'du3t#'n +#t" a
F#e+ t' &aJ#n5 1urt"er 0r'1#t$9 :"#$ #$ n't a
&atter '1 t"e #nd#F#dua- 3"'#3e '1 t"'$e #n
3'ntr'- '1 3a0#ta-#$t 0r'du3t#'n D #t/$ n't due
t' t"e#r 0er$'na- 5reed 'r #n"u&an#t; D #t/$
$'&et"#n5 1'r3ed 'n t"e& 7; t"e '0erat#'n
'1 t"e $;$te&9 Bnd +"#3" '0erate$
#rre$0e3t#Fe '1 +"et"er a 0art#3u-ar
e3'n'&#3 un#t #$ t"e 0r'0ert; '1 an
#nd#F#dua-< a -#&#ted 3'&0an;< t"e $tate 'r
eFen '1 a +'rJer$/ 3''0erat#Fe9

Neo-liberalism

:"e t"#rd 0'0u-ar #dea '1 3a0#ta-#$& D
-a#$$eWD1a#re e3'n'&#3$ D #$ &'re
3'ntr'Fer$#a- a$ a de1#n#n5 1eature '1
3a0#ta-#$&9 ia#$$eWD1a#re D 1r'& t"e Iren3"
1'r U-et #t taJe 0-a3eU 'r U-eaFe #t a-'neU D #$
7a$#3a--; a 3a-- 1'r 5'Fern&ent$ n't t'
#nter1ere #n t"e '0erat#'n '1 t"e &arJet< t'
-et &arJet 1'r3e$ '0erate un"#ndered9 Rt +a$
1#r$t 3'#ned 7; $'&e `Lt" 3entur; Iren3"
e3'n'&#$t$ '00'$ed t' t"e re$tr#3t#'n$ 'n
trade and #ndu$tr; #n"er#ted 1r'& 1eudat#&e$ t"at t"en $t#-- e8#$ted9 Bnd +a$ taJen
u0 7; Bda& S&#t" and #n t"e `dt" 3entur;
7; t"e &#--D'+ner$ '1 ian3a$"#re D "en3e #t$
'neDt#&e 't"er na&e '1 Ucan3"e$ter#$&U9 Rt
"a$ a-$' 7een 3a--ed U-#7era-#$&U< a$$'3#ated
a$ #t +a$ +#t" t"e 0'-#3; '1 Iree :rade
adF'3ated and de1ended 7; t"e ?r#t#$"
i#7era- Eart; #n #t$ "e;Dda;9 ?ut #t "a$
neFer rea--; e8#$ted #n an;t"#n5 -#Je a 0ure
1'r&9
I'r a$ -'n5 a$ 3a0#ta-#$& "a$ e8#$ted
]and car8 and 't"er$ date t"e 7e5#nn#n5 '1
3a0#ta-#$& t' t"e &#dd-e '1 t"e `6t"
3entur;^ $tate U#nter1eren3eU< 'r t' u$e a
neutra- +'rd $tate U#nterFent#'nU< #n t"e

t"at #t 5#Fe$ a Fer; $tr'n5 "#nt t"at t"#$ #$
+"at t"e &'Fe&ent #$ rea--; '00'$ed t'<
t"at t"#$ #$ +"at #t &ean$ 7; Uant#D
3a0#ta-#$&U9 K't '00'$#t#'n t' 3a0#ta-#$& a$
$u3" ]a$ +e +'u-d under$tand #tM t"e
e3'n'&#3 &e3"an#$& '1 0r'du3t#'n 1'r $a-e
+#t" a F#e+ t' 0r'1#t^ 7ut '00'$#t#'n 'n-; t'
t"e 0'-#3#e$ 3urrent-; 0ur$ued 7; near-;
eFer; 3'untr; #n t"e +'r-d and #&0'$ed 7;
t"e RcI and t"e P:Q 'n t"'$e +"' &#5"t
7e te&0ted n't t'9

Another policy

Pa;es B1rnha;

e3'n'&; "a$ a-+a;$ e8#$ted9 S' -a#$$eWD
1a#re #$ &'re a 0'-#3;< adF'3ated 7; 3erta#n
#ntere$t 5r'u0$ +#t"#n 3a0#ta-#$& at 3erta#n
t#&e$ and #n 3erta#n 0-a3e$9 B$ $u3" #t 3an/t
7e $a#d t' 7e a de1#n#n5 1eature '1
3a0#ta-#$&9
P#t" t"e 6reat S-u&0 '1 t"e `dX0$<
$tate #nterFent#'n 5re+ 3'nt#nu'u$-;9
A3'n'&#3 tea3"#n5$ +ere 3"an5ed t' taJe
t"#$ #nt' a33'unt and t' Yu$t#1; #t D t"e $'D
3a--ed He;ne$#an CeF'-ut#'n9 Rn 1a3t $tate
#nterFent#'n +a$ 5r'+#n5 t' $u3" an e8tent
t"at< #n t"e `d_0$< &an; t"'u5"t t"at t"e
trend +a$ t'+ard$ a 3'&0-ete-; $tat#Wed
e3'n'&;9 P#tne$$ 7''J$ $u3" a$ Ja&e$
?urn"a&/$ The 3anagerial :evolution and
6e'r5e Qr+e--/$ =>?@9 :"ere +ere a-$'
'0t#&#$t$ +"' t"'u5"t t"at t"e 5raduae8ten$#'n '1 nat#'na-#$at#'n and t"e Pe-1are
State +'u-d eFentua--; end #n $'3#a-#$&9
?ut t"#$ +a$ n't t' 7eM ne#t"er 1u-- $tate
3a0#ta-#$& n'r $'3#a-#$& re$u-ted9 A83e0t #n
0-a3e$ -#Je Cu$$#a ]and -ater @"#na^ and #t$

)The anti-capitalist
movement is
doomed to failure>
$ate--#te$ +"ere t"ere a-read; e8#$ted &'re
'r -e$$ 1u-- $tate 3a0#ta-#$&< t"#$ 0r'3e$$
$t'00ed at a $'D3a--ed &#8ed e3'n'&; '1
#nd#F#dua-< 3'r0'rate and $tate enter0r#$e$9
:"en 3a&e t"e 3r#$#$ t"at 7r'Je 'ut #n
t"e ear-; `dk0$< 1r'& +"#3" t"e +'r-d
e3'n'&; "a$ $t#-- n't 1u--; re3'Fered
]5r'+t" rate$ are n't"#n5 -#Je t"e; +ere #n
t"e _0$< 50$ and 60$^9 ?ut t"e 0'-#t#3area3t#'n t' t"#$ 0r'-'n5ed 0er#'d '1 re-at#Fe
$ta5nat#'n +a$ t"e '00'$#te t' +"at #t "ad
7een #n t"e `dX0$9 On0r'du3t#Fe $tate
$0end#n5 "ad t' 7e 3ut 7a3J #n 'rder 1'r a
3'untr;/$ #ndu$tr#e$ t' re&a#n 3'&0et#t#Fe
'n +'r-d &arJet$9 Rt re$u-ted #n a retreat<
n't an e8ten$#'n '1 $tate #nterFent#'n9 Rn t"e
L0$ under Cea5an #n B&er#3a and :"at3"er
#n ?r#ta#n and 't"er$ #n 't"er 3'untr#e$<
0r#Fat#$at#'n< dere5u-at#'n< 3ut$ #n t"e
Pe-1are State< +ere t"e 'rder '1 t"e da;9
He;ne$#an e3'n'&#3$ +a$ det"r'ned and
re0-a3ed 7; c'netar#$&9 Q00'nent$ 3a--ed
t"e$e 0'-#3#e$ Une'D-#7era-#$&U< 7; +"#3"
t"e; &ean a return t' t"e -a#$$eWD1a#re
0'-#3#e$ adF'3ated 7; Bda& S&#t"< t"e
can3"e$ter 3'tt'nD-'rd$ and t"e `dt"
3entur; ?r#t#$" i#7era- Eart;9
Rn t"e -#terature '1 t"e ant#D3a0#ta-#$t
&'Fe&ent t"#$ +'rd Une'D-#7era-#$&U
'33ur$ a5a#n and a5a#n9 Rn 1a3t< $' '1ten

!ocialist Sta$%a&%+ '(l*+,--.o01231& ,--4

:"e a-ternat#Fe t"e; '11er t' ne'D
-#7era-#$& #$ n't ant#D3a0#ta-#$&< at -ea$t
'n-; #n$'1ar a$ 3a0#ta-#$& #$ #dent#1#ed +#t"
-#7era-#$& ]+"#3" a$ +e $a+ #$ +r'n5^9 Rt #$
7a$#3a--; a return t' t"e State
#nterFent#'n#$& '1 t"e `d50$ and `d60$9
:"e ar5u&ent #$ t"at t"e State 3'u-d< #1 #t $'
3"'$e ]'r #1 en'u5" 0'0u-ar 0re$$ure +a$
7r'u5"t t' 7ear 'n #t^< a7and'n ne'D-#7era-<
-a#$$eWD1a#re 0'-#3#e$ and a5a#n ad'0t
#nterFent#'n#$t 'ne$ ]#&0'rt 3'ntr'-$<
3urren3; 3'ntr'-$< re$t're and e8tend t"e
Pe-1are State< re5u-ate 3'r0'rat#'n$< eFen
reDnat#'na-#$e #ndu$tr#e$^9 c're t"at
UBn't"er E'-#3;U t"an UBn't"er P'r-dU #$
0'$$#7-e9 ?ut t"ere/$ n't"#n5 ant#D3a0#ta-#$t
a7'ut #&0'rt 3'ntr'-$< 3urren3; 3'ntr'-$<
et39 Rn 1a3t t"e; +ere 0ra3t#$ed 7e1're t"e
`dL0$ 7; '0en-; 0r'D3a0#ta-#$t 5'Fern&ent$
Yu$t a$ &u3" a$ 7; 0$eud'D$'3#a-#$t ia7'ur
5'Fern&ent$9
:"ere #$ $'&e 0ara--e- 7et+een t"e '-d
ia7'ur &'Fe&ent and t"e ne+ ant#D
3a0#ta-#$t &'Fe&ent9 I'r t"e '-d ia7'ur
&'Fe&ent t''< 3a0#ta-#$& +a$ e$$ent#a--;
0r#Fate 3a0#ta-#$&9 Rn #t$ de3-arat#'n$ #t +a$
U0r#Fate 0r'1#tU and U0r'1#teer#n5U ]#9e9
&aJ#n5 t'' &u3" 0r'1#t^ rat"er t"an 0r'1#t
a$ $u3" t"at +a$ den'un3edG t"e a-ternat#Fe
0r'&#$ed +a$ $tate 3a0#ta-#$&
]nat#'na-#$at#'n and $tate 3'ntr'-^9 Rt< t''<
$et 'ut t' ta&e and "u&an#$e 3a0#ta-#$& D
and 1a#-ed utter-;< $' utter-; #n 1a3t t"at
ia7'ur and $#&#-ar 0art#e$ n'+ '0en-;
e&7ra3e t"e &arJet< 3'&0et#t#'n and 0r'1#tD
&aJ#n5< t"e +"'-e Uenter0r#$e 3u-tureU
0a3Ja5e9 Rn$tead '1 t"e& 3"an5#n5
3a0#ta-#$&< 3a0#ta-#$& "a$ 3"an5ed t"e&
#nt' a &ere a-ternat#Fe tea& '1 &ana5er$ '1
t"e 3a0#ta-#$t $;$te&9 :"e ant#D3a0#ta-#$t
&'Fe&ent #$ n't -#Je-; t' 7e an; &'re
$u33e$$1u- #n ta&#n5 3a0#ta-#$&9 Rn 1a3t<
1'--'+#n5 t"#$ r'ad< #t #$ d''&ed t' 1a#-ure9
:"e e3'n'&#3 &e3"an#$& t"at #$
3a0#ta-#$& #$ Yu$t t'' $tr'n5 and 3an/t 7e
'Fer3'&e e#t"er 7; 5'Fern&ent a3t#'n 'r
7; -'77;#n5 'r 7; 0'-#t#3a- 0re$$ure #n t"e
$treet$9 @a0#ta-#$& Yu$t 3ann't 7e re1'r&ed
t' +'rJ #n an; 't"er +a; t"an #t d'e$ and
a-+a;$ "a$ d'ne9 Bn e11e3t#Fe ant#D3a0#ta-#$t
&'Fe&ent +#-- "aFe t' 7e 'ne t"at +'rJ$
1'r end#n5 t"e #&0er$'na- e3'n'&#3
&e3"an#$& t"at #$ 3a0#ta-#$& 7; re$t'r#n5
3'ntr'- '1 0r'du3t#'n t' $'3#et;G +"#3" 3an
'n-; 7e d'ne 'n t"e 7a$#$ '1 t"e Aart"/$
natura- and #ndu$tr#a- re$'ur3e$ "aF#n5
7e3'&e t"e 3'&&'n "er#ta5e '1 a-Tu&an#t;9!
ADAM BUICK
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Iraq,
imperialism
and the antiwar
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"e ant#D+ar 3a&0a#5n a5#tate$ 1'r +#t"dra+a- '1 a-Bu$tra-#an and OS tr''0$ 1r'& RraN< 7ut t"#$ #$ n't a
de&and 1'r n' +ar #n RraN ]a-t"'u5" t"e 3a&0a#5n
'r5an#$er$ $ee& t' t"#nJ t"at #t #$^< #t #$ a de&and t"at t"e
e8#$t#n5 3#F#- +ar 7e a--'+ed t' 3'nt#nue +#t"'ut t"e OS and
Bu$tra-#a 7a3J#n5 'ne $#de 'r t"e 't"er9 :"e 1a3t t"at t"e 3#F#- +ar
$tarted 7e3au$e '1 t"e OS #nFa$#'n d'e$ n't 3"an5e t"#$9
Rt #$ +#-d-; un-#Je-;< 7ut Yu$t 0'$$#7-e< t"at t"e OS +'u-d
#ndeed +#t"dra+9 :"e; "aFe d'ne $'&et"#n5 -''$e-; $#&#-ar #n
f#etna&< S'&a-#a and ie7an'n9 @'n3e#Fa7-;< #t 3'u-d "a00en #n
RraN9 T'+eFer< RraN# '#- #$ an en'r&'u$-; r#3" 0r#We< and t"e
$trate5#3 -eFera5e t"at #t +'u-d 5rant t' t"e OS 'Fer t"e AO< @"#na
and Ja0an #$ an eFen r#3"er 0r#We9
:"e OS #nFaded RraN t' 5a#n 3'ntr'- '1 t"e &'$t 3"ea0-;
a33e$$#7-e -ar5e '#-1#e-d$ #n t"e +'r-d9 Rt +#-- +#t"dra+ 'n-; #1 t"e
#n$ur5en3; &aJe$ t"e &#-#tar; 3'$t$ '1 3'ntr'--#n5 RraN ]+"#3"
#n3rea$e t"e e11e3t#Fe 3'$t '1 0r'du3#n5 t"e '#-^ $' 5reat t"at t"e$e
3'$t$ 7e3'&e an #nt'-era7-e 7urden 'n t"e OS 3a0#ta-#$t 3-a$$ a$ a
+"'-e< 'r #1 0'0u-ar re$#$tan3e #n t"e OS and t"r'u5"'ut t"e#r a--#e$
0r'du3e$ t"e $a&e e11e3t9
B-&'$t 3erta#n-;< t"e #n$ur5en3; +'u-d
"aFe t' 5et &u3"< &u3" +'r$e 'r 0'0u-ar
re$#$tan3e &a$$#Fe-; #n3rea$e< 7e1're t"at 0'#nt
+a$ rea3"ed< 7e3au$e t"e OS d'e$ n't +ant t"e
'#- '1 RraN 'n-; 1'r t"e $aJe '1 t"e 0r'1#t$ t' 7e
5a#ned 1r'& #t9
:"e; a-$' +ant #t 7e3au$e "aF#n5 3'ntr''Fer t"e t+' -ar5e$t '#- 0r'du3er$ #n QEA@
]Saud# Bra7#a and RraN^ +'u-d &ean t"at t"e OS
+'u-d "aFe $'&et"#n5 a00r'a3"#n5 a Fet' 'Fer
t"e #ndu$tr#a- deFe-'0&ent '1 t"e#r t"ree &a#n
+'r-d r#Fa-$G @"#na< Ja0an and t"e AO9
:"e Yu$t#1#3at#'n$ 1'r t"e #nFa$#'n are
ent#re-; ";0'3r#t#3a-< 7't" t"e 0reD#nFa$#'n
3-a#&$ a7'ut t"e +ea0'n$ '1 &a$$ de$tru3t#'n<
and t"e 0'$tD#nFa$#'n 'ne$ 7a$ed 'n t"e 7-''dD
$'aJed re0re$$#Fene$$ '1 Sadda& Tu$$e#n/$
re5#&e and t"e $t'r; t"at UPe d#d #t t' 7r#n5
de&'3ra3; t' t"e RraN#$U9 Pe &a; 7e5#n t' taJe
RraN# de&'3ra3; and $'Fere#5nt; $er#'u$-; +"en
t"e OS 5'Fern&ent #$ +#--#n5 t' a33e0t an 'rder
1r'& an e-e3ted RraN# 5'Fern&ent t"at OS 1'r3e$
-eaFe RraN9
:"e ?a/at"#$t re5#&e +a$< #ndeed< 'ne '1
t"e +'r-d/$ +'r$t t;rann#e$< 7ut t"at d#dn/t 7't"er
`2

t"e OS +"#-e RraN +a$ a OS a--;< dur#n5< 1'r e8a&0-e< t"e RranDRraN
+ar9 :"e OS "a$ n' '7Ye3t#'n t' 7-''dD$'aJed t;rann#e$< 0r'F#ded
t"at t"e; are u$e1u- ]&ean#n5 0r'1#ta7-e< d#re3t-; 'r #nd#re3t-;^ t'
t"e OS ru-#n5 3-a$$9 :"e 3"e&#3a- and 7#'-'5#3a- Pc[< 'r t"e
1a3#-#t#e$ 1'r &aJ#n5 t"e&< +ere 'r#5#na--; $u00-#ed 7; t"e OS and
Pe$tern Aur'0ean 5'Fern&ent$< at a t#&e +"en t"ere +ere
3erta#n-; terr'r#$t 'ut1#t$ "eadNuartered #n ?a5"dadG B7u K#da-/$<
1'r 'ne9 S'< t"e 0'$$#7#-#t; t"at RraN +'u-d 0a$$ Pc[ t' terr'r#$t$
]a 0'$$#7#-#t; t"at t"e OS and 't"er Pe$tern 5'Fern&ent$ "e-0ed
3reate^< 'n-; 7e3a&e a t"reat +"en t"e OS needed an e83u$e 1'r an
#nFa$#'n9 Bndre+ P#-J#e< +"' +a$ #n a 0'$#t#'n t' Jn'+<
deFe-'0ed t"e rea- 0'#ntM
USu0er#&0'$ed 'Fer $0e3#1#3$ -#Je '#-< "'+eFer< +a$ a &u3"
7#55er #$$ue D t"e OS/$ deter&#nat#'n t' $a1e5uard and en"an3e #t$
5-'7a- #de'-'5#3a-< e3'n'&#3 and &#-#tar; "e5e&'n;9 :"#$ #$ t"e
7#5 'neM t"e 5rand $trate5; '1 t"e OS t' re#5n $u0re&e
0er&anent-;< a$ e$0'u$ed 7; t"e $'D3a--ed /ne'D3'n$erFat#Fe$/ and
art#3u-ated 7-unt-; #n Se0te&7er 2002 #n :"e Kat#'na- Se3ur#t;
Strate5; '1 t"e On#ted State$ '1 B&er#3a9 Rn t"#$ Nue$t< RraN +a$ a$
&u3" a de&'n$trat#'n a$ a 3'n$eNuen3e D an a-&'$t t"eatr#3a0er1'r&an3e a5a#n$t a 3'untr; 3'n$eNuent en'u5" 1'r
0e'0-e t' n't#3e< 1'r rea$'n$ a-ar&#n5 en'u5" 1'r
0e'0-e t' 3are< 'n ter&$ -'0$#ded en'u5" t' 5uarantee
a 3ru$"#n5 de&'n$trat#'n '1 OS &#-#tar; &u$3-e9 Qr at
-ea$t t"at +a$ t"e #dea9U
T'+eFer< eFen #1 t"e OS d#d +#t"dra+< t"en
a-&'$t 3erta#n-;< RraN +'u-d n't 7e -e1t t' #t$ '+n
7-''dD-ett#n5G t"ere +'u-d Fer; 0r'7a7-; 7e 't"er
#nFa$#'n$< :urJe; and Rran 7e#n5 t"e '7F#'u$
3and#date$< S;r#a and Saud# Bra7#a 't"er 0'$$#7#-#t#e$9
AFen #1< t"r'u5" $'&e &#ra3-e< t"ere +a$ n'
1urt"er 1're#5n #nter1eren3e #n RraN a1ter a OS
+#t"dra+a-< t"ere #$ n' rea$'n 1'r 3'n1#den3e t"at t"e
3#F#- +ar +'u-d $t'0 an;t#&e $''n 'r eFen t"at #t
+'u-d 7e -e$$ 7-''d; #n t"e a7$en3e '1 OS and
Bu$tra-#an tr''0$9 Qne '1 t"e 7-''d#e$t 3#F#- +ar$ '1
t"e t+ent#et" 3entur; '33urred 'n-; a -#tt-e 'Fer ten
;ear$ a5'< +#t"'ut an; '7F#'u$ #nter1eren3e 1r'& t"e
Pe$t< e83e0t 1'r a Iren3" #nterFent#'n t' 0r'te3t t"e
0er0etrat'r$ '1 t"e 5en'3#deG +e re1er< '1 3'ur$e< t'
C+anda9
:"at 3#F#- +ar 1ed d#re3t-; #nt' +"at &u$t 7e t"e
+'r$t +ar #n t"e +'r-dG #n t"e @'n5' t"ere "aFe 7een
an e$t#&ated X &#--#'n dead and #t/$ $t#-- 5'#n5 'n9
B-&'$t 3erta#n-;< t"e r#3"e$ t"at 3an 7e -''ted 1r'&

)We may begin
to take Iraqi
democracy and
sovereignty
seriously when
the US
government is
willing to
accept an order
from an elected
Iraqi
government
that US forces
leave Iraq.>
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RraN< and t"e $trate5#3 adFanta5e t"at 3an 7e 5a#ned 1r'& t"at
-''t#n5< e83eed t"'$e t"at 3an 7e "ad 7; -''t#n5 1r'& t"e @'n5'G
+"#3" #$ 'ne rea$'n +"; t"e Pe$t #$ n't d#re3t-; #nF'-Fed #n t"e
@'n5'9 ]B-t"'u5" a-- t"e $tate$ $urr'und#n5 @'n5'< 0-u$
n#&7a7+e< are^ Rt #$ a-$' +"; RraN +#-- n't 7e -e1t a-'neG an; $tate
t"at 3an $ee an '00'rtun#t; t' #nter1ere< +#--9
K' 'ne< -ea$t '1 a-- ant#D+ar de&'n$trat'r$ #n Bu$tra-#a<
$"'u-d 0retend t"at an; '1 t"e$e 0'$$#7#-#t#e$ are #n an; +a; #n t"e
#ntere$t$ '1 t"e 0e'0-e '1 RraN9
f#rtua--; a-- t"e -e1tD+#n5 a5#tat#'n a7'ut Bu$tra-#an 1're#5n
0'-#3;< and OS #&0er#a- 0'-#3;< #$ 7a$ed 'n t"e under-;#n5
a$$u&0t#'n ]'r rat"er< 1anta$;^< t"at t"e natura- 'rder '1 3a0#ta-#$&
#$ a +'r-d '1 #nde0endent< $'Fere#5n< &utua--;Dre$0e3t1u- nat#'n$9
P"at #$ t"'u5"t t' 7e ne3e$$ar; t' a3"#eFe t"#$ #$ t"at t"e OS $t'0
a3t#n5 a$ an #&0er#a-#$t t"u5< and t"at Bu$tra-#a $t'0 "e-0#n5 t"e&
d' #t9 K#3e #dea< 7ut 3a0#ta-#$& Yu$t a#n/t -#Je t"at9
Rt/$ a +'r-d $;$te& '1 #nterde0endent< n't a +'r-d+#de
3'--e3t#'n '1 #nde0endent 'ne$9
R1 t"e OS de3-#ne$ a$ an #&0er#a-#$t 0'+er< 't"er$ +#-- taJe
t"e#r 0-a3e< @"#na 7e#n5 an '7F#'u$ 3and#date and< 5#Fen t"e
@"#ne$e 5'Fern&ent/$ re3'rd '1 ra3#$t< 5en'3#da- 3'-'n#a-#$& #n

Maiting in the wings2

:#7et< t"e; &a; eFen &aJe t"e OS -''J &'derate 7; 3'&0ar#$'n9
Bn '7F#'u$ tar5et 1'r t"e 1#r$t &aY'r @"#ne$e #&0er#a-#$t adFenture
#$ t"e 5r'u0 '1 '#-DandDnatura-D5a$Dr#3" $tate$ 7et+een

Wages,
prices and
Cooking profits
the
Books (2)

cerF;n H#n5< a$ 6'Fern'r
'1 t"e ?anJ '1 An5-and< #$
$u00'$ed t' Jn'+ a-a7'ut #n1-at#'n9 B1ter a--<
"#$ re&#t< n'+ t"at t"e
?anJ n' -'n5er taJe$ d#re3t 'rder$ 1r'& t"e
5'Fern&ent< #$ t' Jee0 #n1-at#'n 7e-'+ 2 0er
3ent a ;ear9
Rn1-at#'n 0r'0er< a$ t"e na&e $u55e$t$<
#$ n't Yu$t an; r#$e #n t"e 5enera- 0r#3e -eFe7ut a r#$e 3au$ed 7; 'FerD#$$u#n5 t"e 3urren3;<
$'&et"#n5 +"#3" #$ ent#re-; under t"e ?anJ/$
3'ntr'-9 T'+eFer< t"e +'rd "a$ 3'&e t'
&ean< eFen t' t"e ?anJ/$ 6'Fern'r< an; r#$e
#n t"e 5enera- 0r#3e -eFe- +"ateFer t"e 3au$e9
Jud5#n5 7; "#$ 3'&&ent$ #n a $0ee3" "e
5aFe #n ?rad1'rd 'n `X June< H#n5 a-$'
$u7$3r#7e$ t' t"e F#e+ t"at +a5e #n3rea$e$
3au$e #n1-at#'n9 :"e 6uard#an ]`_ June^
re0'rted "#$ $0ee3" under t"e "ead-#ne
Uc#5rant$ "'-d d'+n #n1-at#'n $a;$
5'Fern'rUM
Ucr H#n5 $a#d t"at t"e `20<000 ea$tern
Aur'0ean$ +"' "ad arr#Fed #n ?r#ta#n $#n3e
`0 &'re 3'untr#e$ Y'#ned t"e Aur'0ean On#'n
#n ca; 200_ "ad Je0t t"e -#d 'n +a5e$ and
0reFented #n1-at#'n 1r'& r#$#n5 9 9 9 /P#t"'ut
t"#$ #n1-u8 t' 1#-- t"e $J#-- 5a0$ #n a t#5"t
-a7'ur &arJet #t #$ -#Je-; t"at earn#n5$ +'u-d
"aFe r#$en at a 1a$ter rate< 0utt#n5 u0+ard
0re$$ure 'n t"e 3'$t$ '1 e&0-';er$ and<
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t"e @"#ne$e Pe$tern 7'rder and t"e @a$0#an Sea9
@a0#ta-#$t $tate$ ]'1 +"#3" @"#na #$ 'ne^ are n't &'ra- ent#t#e$<
and t"e#r ru-#n5 3-a$$e$ d' n't rea3t t' atte&0t$ at &'ra- 0er$ua$#'n9
:"e; 0er0etua--; $eeJ 0r'1#t and rea3t t' +"at 3'u-d -''$e-; 7e
3a--ed 0r'1#tDandD-'$$ 3a-3u-at#'n$9 R1 0r'1#t reNu#re$ t"at t"e;
d'&#nate 't"er 3'untr#e$ ]t' t"e e8tent t"at t"e; 3an^< $' 7e #t9
:"e 3'n$ent '1 t"e ru-ed ]u$e^ #$ e$$ent#a- t' t"e 3'nt#nued
1un3t#'n#n5 '1 3a0#ta-#$& ]#n 7't" #t$ $tateD3a0#ta-#$t and 0r#FateD
3a0#ta-#$t 1'r&$^9 Qur 3'n$ent< 'r 'ur re$#$tan3e< #$ 0art '1 'ur
ru-er$/ 0r'1#tDandD-'$$ e$t#&ate$9
Pe 3an &aJe t"#$ 0art#3u-ar #&0er#a-#$t adFenture t'' d#11#3u-t
'r t'' e80en$#Fe 1'r t"e ru-er$ '1 Bu$tra-#a< +"#3" #$< a1ter a--< a
Yun#'r 0artner '1 OS 3a0#ta-#$&9
:"e 0e'0-e '1 t"e OS and t"e re$t '1 t"e +'r-d< 7; "u5e
e11'rt$< 3'u-d &aJe t"e RraN '33u0at#'n t'' d#11#3u-t 'r t''
e80en$#Fe< eFen 1'r t"e d'&#nant 3a0#ta-#$t 0'+er9 ?ut a$ -'n5 a$
+e< a-- '1 u$< 3'n$ent t' t"e 3a0#ta-#$t $;$te& a$ a +"'-e< #n 't"er
+'rd$< $' -'n5 a$ +e re$#$t 'n-; t"#$ 0art#3u-ar #&0er#a-#$t
adFenture< t"en t"ere +#-- 7e &'re #&0er#a-#$t adFenture$< 7; t"e OS
and 't"er$< &'re 7-''d$"ed< and &'re terr'r#$t atr'3#t#e$9
:"ere +#-- a-$' 7e &'re 0'Fert;< e3'-'5#3a- deFa$tat#'n< and
&'re -#Fe$ $0ent 'n &'$t-;D&ean#n5-e$$ +'rJ and t'ta--;
&ean#n5-e$$ 3'n$u&er#$&9
B-- t"at t"e 0r'te$t 'r5an#$er$ 3an '11er< 1unda&enta--;< #$ t"e
0r'$0e3t '1 &'re 0r'7-e&$ +#t"#n 3a0#ta-#$&< #n3-ud#n5 &'re +ar$
3au$ed 7; #&0er#a-#$t adFenture$< and 7; ru-er$ u$#n5 Uet"n#3
ten$#'n$U t' 5ra7 terr#t'r;< et39< and &'re 0r'te$t$ a5a#n$t t"'$e
0r'7-e&$ and +ar$9 Bnd $' 'n< and 'n< and 'n9
:"ere/$ 5't t' 7e a 7etter +a;< and t"ere #$G a7'-#$" 3a0#ta-#$&9
:"at/$ +"at +e are +'rJ#n5 1'r9
:"e 'n-; $'-ut#'n #$ t' +'rJ 1'r a +'r-d $;$te& 7a$ed 'n
3'&&'n '+ner$"#0< and &'ne;-e$$< 1ree a33e$$ t' +ea-t"9 Qn-;
t"en 3an +e "aFe 5enu#ne-; de&'3rat#3 e3'n'&#e$< and t"ere1're
5enu#ne-; de&'3rat#3 $'3#et#e$9 Pe 3a-- t"#$ $'3#a-#$&9 ]+"#3" "a$
n't"#n5 t' d' +#t" t"e dee0-; re0re$$#Fe and n'+D1a#-ed Far#ant '1
3a0#ta-#$& #nFented #n t"e 1'r&er S'F#et On#'n< and ada0ted #n
@"#na< f#etna&< et39^
:"e 0re3'nd#t#'n 1'r t"#$ $'3#et; #$ a &aY'r#t; +"' under$tand
and +ant $'3#a-#$&< and under$tand and reYe3t 3a0#ta-#$&9 K't"#n5
-e$$ t"an t"#$ 3an 5#Fe u$ $'3#a-#$&9 ieader$ 3erta#n-; 3an/t9
Tu5e e11'rt$ are reNu#red9 iet/$ &aJe $ure t"at t"e; are
d#re3ted t'+ard$ 5ett#n5 '11 t"e tread&#-- t"at #$ 3a0#ta-#$&< n't
t'+ard$ tr;#n5 t' turn #t #nt' $'&et"#n5 #t 3an/t 7e9 !
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u-t#&ate-;< #n1-at#'n</ "e $a#d9U
Bt -ea$t H#n5 "ad t"e "'ne$t; t' &aJe #t
3-ear t"at e&0-';er$ ]+"ateFer F'teD3at3"#n5
0'-#t#3#an$ &#5"t $a;^ +e-3'&e #&&#5rat#'n
'1 +'rJer$ 1r'& 't"er 3'untr#e$ t' "e-0 7't"
ea$e $J#--$ $"'rta5e$ and Jee0 +a5e$ d'+n<
7ut "e $ee&ed t' 7e $u55e$t#n5 t"at< 1a3ed
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Marketing the
suicide seed
I

n the second week of February the United
Nations convened a meeting in Bangkok that,
despite its importance, failed to make
newspaper headlines or feature anywhere in
news broadcasts. The lack of apparent
newsworthiness, however, belies the meeting's
significance, for in time the issue under discussion
could well turn out to have profound
consequences for the world's food supply.
At this meeting the Canadian government
attempted to overturn the 1998 international
moratorium on the commercialisation of 'sterile
gene technology.' The Canadian delegation,
acting on behalf of the multinational seed
companies as well as the US government - not a
party to the UN Biodiversity Convention - fiercely
attacked a UN report which urged governments
throughout the world to ban this particularly nasty
branch of GM technology. A reversal of the current
moratorium would permit the unleashing of what is
known as the Terminator seed
with devastating
consequences to farmers,
particularly in the
undeveloped world.
So why should this issue
cause so much concern? The
US Department of Agriculture
first developed Terminator
technology in conjunction with
multinational seed
corporations in the late 1990s.
The primary inventor of this
technology, Melvin J. Oliver of
the United States Department
of Agriculture, explained: "Our
mission is to protect US
agriculture and to make us
competitive in the face of
foreign competition. Without
this, there is no way of
protecting the patented seed
technology"
(www.earthisland.org). The avowed aim was to
protect the investment in the production of
superior genetically modified seeds. It gave
scientists the ability to modify plants that would
produce seeds that grow to maturity but would be
incapable of germinating if planted. Put simply,
this means that while farmers will get a good crop
in the first year of sowing, if they try to save
harvested seed for planting in the following year
the crop will be sterile, hence the name
'Terminator'.
When the discovery was made public in
1998 it provoked global condemnation, particularly
from Asian and African countries and the UN
Convention on Biological Diversity was compelled
to impose a moratorium on its further
development. To all intents and purposes, the
issue seemed closed, although this did not deter
the seed corporations from continuing their
research and registering patent rights over areas
of this technology.

Better than patents

Commercialising Terminator would have a
devastating impact on an estimated 1.4 billion of
the world's poorest farmers who depend on 'saved
seeds' and who exchange seed to develop new
varieties suited to their growing conditions as a
primary source of seed stock, and hence food. In
practice genetically modified Terminator seeds will
be neither affordable nor relevant to the needs of

farmers in the undeveloped world. Terminator or
'suicide seeds' have been developed to prevent
the successful sowing of 'saved seeds,' with a
view to forcing farmers to purchase new seed
every year and making them reliant on the seed
market dominated by the gene corporations. As a
means of controlling seed usage this biological
solution is more permanent and infinitely more
effective than patent or legal restrictions that seek
to deny farmers the right to raise their own seed
bank. In short Terminator has been developed
solely to maximise the profits of the seed industry.
Half of the world's population cannot afford
to buy new seed every year and typically depend
on 'saved seed' and their skills to adapt a blend of
varieties to suit growing conditions. Reversing the
moratorium would enable the profit-seeking seed
industry to enter completely "new sectors of the
seed market - especially in self-pollinating seeds
such as wheat, rice, cotton, soybeans, oats and
sorghum" (www.earthisland.org). Until recently
agribusiness had paid scant regard to crops grown
in undeveloped countries, mainly because the
industry had been unable to control seed
reproduction. Those advocating sterile gene
technology claim it could be a boon to
undeveloped countries because the corporations
that have developed new and better seed would
then have the means of protecting their
investment and could concentrate on the
development of seeds suited to undeveloped
countries, hitherto ignored, without having this
investment undermined.

There can be little doubt that if Terminator is
brought to market the logic of profit will mean the
multinational seed corporations will seek to
introduce genetic seed sterility into all genetically
modified seeds offered for sale. Within a short
time this could mean that the world's two most
important food crops - wheat and rice, on which
three-quarters of the world's poorest people
depend - would come under the control of the
seed monopolies. The notes to the first Terminator
patent lodged by Delta and Pine Land explained
that the company intended to make its technology
widely available to competitors, but this was so as
to penetrate the market with Terminator seed as
quickly as possible and across as many varieties
of crops as is feasible.
Investment follows profits and if the staple
crops of the undeveloped countries can be 'tied
up' by Terminator, investment will pour into the
seed corporations commercially producing seed
where market sales can be guaranteed year on
year. It can be no coincidence that the agricultural
chemical corporations including DuPont, Dow
Corning, Novartis, AgroEvo, and Monsanto have
acquired major interests in the seed breeding
industry where the ten largest corporations control
40 percent of the global seed market.

Not surprising

The UN Bangkok meeting did not, however,
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7terile seeds "
1ni;aginable in an8 sane
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not a sane societ8

conclude in the way the seed corporations
had expected. Governments nurturing GM
industries not as advanced as those of the
US and Canada intervened to thwart the
intentions of Canadian government and
the multinational corporations. We should
not be surprised by the stance of the
Canadian government because it is the
role of governments to act in the interest
of the class who live by profit and it is only
doing what is wanted by its masters. But
even though the de facto moratorium
remains intact the Terminator issue is still

on the negotiating table. It
will be discussed at the
next UN Convention of
Biodiversity in March 2006
and the meeting of the G8
in Scotland this month
and every other
opportunity thereafter. The
multinationals smell blood
and have moved up a
gear to bring the 'suicide
seed' to market.
It is unimaginable
that in any sane society
scientists in GM
technology would wish to
identify and develop a
terminator gene - only a
society motivated by profit
could consider this worthwhile with no
other conceivable purpose than to boost
profits to those who sell it. But this is
capitalism.
It is often claimed that science is
neutral - being neither good nor bad. This
is an abstraction that ignores the social
relations, the social context in which
science develops and fails to address the
question - 'who benefits '? Technology is
almost always directed to the
maximisation of profit and frequently has a
detrimental impact on the environment or

human well-being. With the pool of
scientific knowledge reputedly doubling
every twelve months people tend to be
intimidated by 'science,' with no choice but
to place reliance on so-called 'experts'
who generally conceal a vested interest
when urging a particular development.
The real decisions that influence the world
are made in secret and because we live in
a society where the interests of the class
that own the corporations and companies
reign supreme, maximising profits will
always head the agenda.
The prudent application of GM
technology could be of some benefit to
humanity and may be developed in
socialism where food will be produced
simply to feed people and not for profit.
But like so many other scientific
developments, the emergence of
Terminator demonstrates that certain
areas of science can become extremely
dangerous when left in the hands of those
whose only motivation is profit. In
capitalism profit will always prevail over
human need and research will normally be
funded only into areas where profit can be
maximised - regardless of the
consequences on human welfare and the
planet on which we depend. !
STEVE TROTT

Enough for All
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Open letter to some
anti-capitalists

M

AKEJ.K:3A:K are part of the
0issentL NetworM of resistance
against the G?O The group
adheres to the PallmarMs of
Peoples' Global Action which call for a
rejection of capitalism through civil
disobedience and non-violent direct actionO
[ear Ir#end$<
R attended ;'ur &eet#n5 #n @ar-#$-e -a$t
n#5"t9 Rt +a$ 5''d t"at $' &an; 0e'0-e
"ad turned 'ut9 R "aFe $;&0at"; +#t" ;'ur
'r5an#$at#'n/$ '7Ye3t#Fe$< 7ut a 1e+
3'&&ent$ a7'ut ;'ur $trate5;9
R t"'u5"t &u3" '1 ;'ur ana-;$#$ '1
3a0#ta-#$& a$ a $;$te& t"at 3an 'n-; 0ut
0r'1#t 7e1're 0e'0-e +a$ 3'rre3t< a$ +e-- a$
t"e re-at#'n '1 3a0#ta-#$& t' t"e #$$ue$ '1
BR[S< +ater aFa#-a7#-#t; and 0'Fert; #n
B1r#3a and S'ut" B&er#3a9 T'+eFer< R
"aFe 0r'7-e&$ +#t" t"e #dea '1 nat#'n$ a$
F#3t#&$ '1 3a0#ta-#$&9 ie$$ deFe-'0ed
nat#'n$ are t"e -'$er$ #n 3'&0et#t#'n
a5a#n$t -ar5e #ndu$tr#a-#$ed nat#'n$ and t"e
&aY'r#t; '1 0e'0-e #n t"'$e 3'untr#e$ $u11er
7e3au$e '1 #t< 7ut t"e $tate #n e#t"er t;0e '1
nat#'n re0re$ent$ t"e d'&#nant e3'n'&#3
#ntere$t$9 Rnd#5en'u$ 3a0#ta-#$t$ #n t"e -e$$
deFe-'0ed nat#'n$ are 1#5"t#n5 1'r
t"e&$e-Fe$< 1'r d'&#nat#'n '1 -'3are$'ur3e$ a5a#n$t &u-t#nat#'na3'r0'rat#'n$ D 7't" '1 +"#3" +#$" t'
3'nt#nue t"e e80-'#tat#'n '1 0e'0-e and
natura- re$'ur3e$9 :"e 3'r'--ar; #$ t"at
;'u are $u00'rt#n5 $&a-- nat#'n$ a5a#n$t
7#5 nat#'n$< $&a-- 3a0#ta-#$t$ a5a#n$t 7#5
3a0#ta-#$t$< C'7ert cu5a7e 'r H#n5 c$+at#
RRR a5a#n$t 6e'r5e ?u$" 'r S#-F#'
?er-u$3'n# 1'r e8a&0-e D and #n t"at R 1a#t' $ee a reYe3t#'n '1 3a0#ta-#$&9
j'u &ade an e83e--ent 0'#nt #n ;'ur
0re$entat#'n a7'ut t"e &anD&ade -a+$ '1
3a0#ta-#$& 7e#n5 a$$u&ed t' 7e natura-a+$ and t"ere1're un3"an5ea7-e9 R 7e-#eFe
t"at t"#$ 0'#nt a-$' a00-#e$ t' t"e nat#'n
and #n$e0ara7-; t"e $tate +"#3" are a-$'
&anD&ade 3'n$tru3t$ t"at "aFe ar#$en t'
t"e#r 0re$ent 1'r& +#t" t"e need t' &ana5e
t"e 3'n1-#3t#n5 #ntere$t$ +#t"#n 3a0#ta-#$&9
Rn $"'rt< t"e $tate #$ 0art '1 3a0#ta-#$& n't
$e0arate 1r'& #t9 P"#3" -ead$ t' an't"er
0'#nt #n ;'ur 0re$entat#'n +"ere ;'u
3'n$#dered t"at $tateD'+ned #ndu$tr#e$ are
+'rt" de1end#n59 :"e e80er#en3e '1 $tateD
run #ndu$tr#e$ #n t"#$ 3'untr; and
e-$e+"ere #$ n' ut'0#a< #n 1a3t #n $'&e
3a$e$ #t "a$ 7een a d#$a$ter9 StateD'+ned
#ndu$tr#e$ &'$t-; d'n/t "aFe &u3"
d#11eren3e #n 3"ara3ter t' 0r#Fate #ndu$tr#e$<
t"e; 3'n$#$t '1 3a0#ta- 0ut 1'r+ard 7; t"e
$tate +"#3" +a5e 'r $a-ar; +'rJer$ '0erate
and t"e 5''d$ 'r $erF#3e$ t"e; 0r'du3e are
e#t"er $'-d 'r rat#'ned 'ut 7; 7ureau3rat$9
Ke#t"er 1'r t"e 3'n$u&er< a$ 5''d$ 'r
$erF#3e$ are $t#-- a--'3ated a33'rd#n5 t'
a7#-#t;Dt'D0a; 'r 7; "and'ut< 'r t"e
0r'du3er< $t#-- e&7r'#-ed #n t"e -a7'urD
3a0#ta- 3'n1-#3t< #$ t"e $tate '+ner$"#0 '1
3a0#ta- a reYe3t#'n '1 3a0#ta-#$&9
Rn 'ne '1 ;'ur $-#de$ ;'u a$Jed
+"et"er t"e 6L $"'u-d 7e re1'r&ed 'r
a7'-#$"ed< R d'n/t t"#nJ e#t"er +#-- /&aJe
0'Fert; "#$t'r;/ 'r a--'+ 0e'0-e t' 3'&e
7e1're 0r'1#t< n'r +#-- /dr'00#n5 t"e de7t/
'r rearran5#n5 trade ru-e$9 @a0#ta-#$&
e8#$ted 7e1're t"e 6L and #t +'u-d e8#$t
+#t"'ut t"e 6L9 j'u/Fe re3'5n#$ed t"at
`6

a$J#n5 1'r re1'r&$ +'n/t +'rJ< 7ut R d'n/t
rea--; $ee "'+ &aJ#n5 ;'ur '+n re1'r&$
t"r'u5" 3#F#- d#$'7ed#en3e and d#re3t
a3t#'n +#-- 3"an5e t"e 1unda&enta- $'3#are-at#'n$ '1 3a0#ta-#$&9 Rt #$ 3a0#ta-#$& D
t"e $;$te& '1 &#n'r#t; '+ner$"#0 '1 t"e
&ean$ '1 0r'du3#n5 and d#$tr#7ut#n5 5''d$
and $erF#3e$ and a--'3at#'n a33'rd#n5 t'
a7#-#t; t' 0a; D t"at 3au$e$ 0'Fert; and
+ar< 7reed$ ra3#$& and a-#enat#'n< and
"a&0er$ $'3#a- 'r5an#$at#'n9 R1 ;'u +ere
t' a7'-#$" t"e 6L t"en an't"er 'r5an#$at#'n
3'u-d taJe #t$ 0-a3e 'r t"e; 3'u-d &eet #n
$e3ret D 7a3J t' $Nuare 'ne9 R 1ee- +"at #$
#&0'rtant #$ n't 3"a--en5#n5 a$0e3t$ '1
3a0#ta-#$& and tr;#n5 t' 3"an5e t"e&< 7ut
3"a--en5#n5 t"e $;$te& a$ +"'-e9
Qne '1 t"e $-'5an$ ;'u d#$0-a;ed #n
t"e &eet#n5 r''& +a$ a7'ut a $&a-nu&7er '1 3'&&#tted 0e'0-e &aJ#n5 a
d#11eren3e9 T'+eFer +e-- #ntent#'ned< R
d'n/t 7e-#eFe a &#n'r#t; '1 $'3#et; 3an run
$'3#et; #n t"e #ntere$t$ '1 t"e &aY'r#t;9 :"e
5'a- '1 t"'$e +"' reYe3t 3a0#ta-#$& $"'u-d
7e t' 7reaJ t"e 3'n$en$u$ t"at $u00'rt$
3a0#ta-#$& and 'r5an#We 0'-#t#3a--; D
de&'3rat#3a--; D t' a re0-a3e 0r#Fate
'+ner$"#0 '1 t"e &ean$ '1 0r'du3#n5
5''d$ and $erF#3e$ +#t" 3'&&'n
'+ner$"#0< 0r'du3t#'n 1'r 0r'1#t +#t"
0r'du3t#'n 1'r need and /3an/t 0a;< 3an/t
"aFe/ +#t" 1ree a33e$$ D t"at #$ t' re0-a3e
3a0#ta-#$& +#t" $'3#a-#$&9 R t"#nJ t"at a
$'3#et; run 1'r t"e &aY'r#t; &u$t 7e &ade
7; t"e &aY'r#t; and t"e $"'rte$t d#$tan3e
7et+een 3a0#ta-#$& and an a-ternat#Fe
$'3#et; #$ a $tra#5"t -#ne9 iet/$ 3a&0a#5n
1'r t"e a7'-#t#'n '1 3a0#ta-#$& and n't
&#$d#re3t 'ur ener5#e$ #n tr;#n5 t'
"u&an#$e 3a0#ta-#$&< +"#3" 3an 'n-; D a$
;'u re3'5n#$e D 0ut 0r'1#t 7e1're 0e'0-e9
R/& "'0#n5 t' 5et t' Ad#n7ur5" 1'r
t"e 6L 0r'te$t 7ut n't t' 7e5 1'r< 'r 7atter<
a n#3er J#nd '1 3a0#ta-#$& 'ut '1 t"e 6L
-eader$9 R/-- 7e tr;#n5 t' 5et $'3#a-#$t #dea$
a3r'$$ t' a-- t"'$e t"ere +"' re3'5n#$e t"at
t"e +'r-d #$ #n a &e$$ and are +#--#n5 t' d'
$'&et"#n5 a7'ut #t9 R "'0e R/-- $ee ;'u
t"ere< &a;7e R/-- 5#Fe ;'u a -ea1-et 'r a
3'0; '1 t"e %ocialist %tandard9

Book 5eviews
Radical Politics in Modern Ireland.
The Irish Socialist Republican Party
1896-1904. David Lynch. Irish
Academic Press. i39.

:"e Rr#$" S'3#a-#$t
Ce0u7-#3an Eart;< +"#3"
'n-; e8#$ted 7et+een `Ld6
and `d0_< +a$ t"e
eNu#Fa-ent #n Rre-and '1 t"e
S'3#a- [e&'3rat#3
Iederat#'n #n ?r#ta#n9 i#Je
t"e S[I< t"e RSCE tr#ed t'
3'&7#ne 3a&0a#5n#n5 1'r
t"e 3'&&'n '+ner$"#0 and
de&'3rat#3 3'ntr'- '1 t"e &ean$ '1 0r'du3t#'n
]$'3#a-#$&< a-$' 3a--ed at t"e t#&e< #n ?r#ta#n a$
+e-- a$ Rre-and< t"e S'3#a-#$t Ce0u7-#3^ +#t"
3a&0a#5n#n5 1'r re1'r&$ a$ a &ean$< #n t"e
+'rd$ '1 t"e RSCE/$ 0r'5ra&&e< U'1 0a--#at#n5
t"e eF#-$ '1 t"e 0re$ent $'3#a- $;$te&U9 :"e
RSCE "ad an't"er de&andM Rr#$" #nde0enden3e9
B$ t"#$ 7''J $"'+$< #t +a$n/t ea$; t' 3'&7#ne
t"e$e t"ree '7Ye3t#Fe$9
:"e 0art; D +"#3" a33'rd#n5 t' i;n3"
neFer "ad &'re t"an L0 &e&7er$ D +a$ t'rn #n
a-- t"ree d#re3t#'n$9 :"e &a#n ene&; +a$ $een
a$ t"e T'&e Cu-e 0art;< 7't" 7e3au$e #t $t''d
1'r 3a0#ta-#$& #n a T'&e Cu-e Rre-and and
7e3au$e #t d#dn/t $tand 1'r a 3'&0-ete 0'-#t#3a7reaJ +#t" t"e ?r#t#$" A&0#re9 :"#$ -ed t"e
RSCE t' a00ea- t' UadFan3ed Kat#'na-#$t$U<
tr;#n5 t' 3'nF#n3e t"e& t"at an #nde0endent
3a0#ta-#$t Rre-and +a$ an #&0'$$#7#-#t; and t"at
#1 t"e; +anted an #nde0endent Rre-and t"e;
$"'u-d $u00'rt $'3#a-#$&9 Qne '1 i;n3"/$
3r#t#3#$&$ '1 t"e RSCE #$ t"at #t +a$n/t true t"at
an #nde0endent 3a0#ta-#$t Rre-and +a$n/t
0'$$#7-e9 Rt +a$ ]and #t "a00ened^< and +a$ t"e
e80-#3#t 0'-#3; '1 Brt"ur 6r#11#t"/$ 'r#5#naS#nn Ie#n +#t" #t$ 3a-- 1'r t"e e$ta7-#$"&ent '1
an Rr#$" St'3J A83"an5e< an Rr#$" &er3"ant
&ar#ne< 0r'te3t#'n 1'r Rr#$" &anu1a3tur#n5
#ndu$tr#e$< et3 and t"e #&0-#3#t 0'-#3; '1 t"e
0";$#3a-D1'r3e Ce0u7-#3an$9
:"e -ead#n5 -#5"t #n t"e RSCE +a$ Ja&e$
@'nn'--;< +"' 1'r F#rtua--; t"e +"'-e '1 #t$
e8#$ten3e +a$ #t$ 1u--Dt#&e 'r5an#$er and ed#t'r
'1 #t$ 0a0er< t"e P'rJer$/ Ce0u7-#39 Te +a$
-ater t' re$'-Fe t"e 3'n1-#3t 7et+een $'3#a-#$&
and re0u7-#3an#$& 7; '0t#n5 1'r re0u7-#3an#$&
and t' d#e #n a 1ut#-e 7#d t' e$ta7-#$" an
#nde0endent @a0#ta-#$t Ce0u7-#3 #n Rre-and9 Te
#$ #n 1a3t an Rr#$" Kat#'na- Ter' +#t" a ra#-+a;
j'ur$ 1'r +'r-d $'3#a-#$&
$tat#'n #n [u7-#n na&ed a1ter "#&9 B$ a re$u-t<
E#er$ T'7$'n
"#$ 0'-#t#3a- +r#t#n5$< #n3-ud#n5 t"'$e #n +"#3"
"#$ $'3#a-#$& +a$ &'re 0r'&#nent t"an "#$
Africa: a Marxian Analysis re0u7-#3an#$&< are $t#-- 0r#nted and read9
Eart#3u-ar-; 5''d< 1r'& t"#$ 0er#'d< #$ "#$
ia7'ur #n Rr#$" T#$t'r; +"#3"< t"'u5" n't
A 30-page pamphlet written by socialists
0u7-#$"ed a$ a 0a&0"-et t#-- `d`0< 1#r$t
living in Africa consisting mainly of
a00eared a$ a $er#e$ #n t"e P'rJer$/ Ce0u7-#39
reprints from The Socialist Standard.
?ut #t +a$ n't t"e 3'n1-#3t 7et+een
Marx’s materialist conception of history
$'3#a-#$& and re0u7-#3an#$& t"at -ed t' t"e
and analysis of society is applied to:
de&#$e '1 t"e RSCE #n `d0_< 7ut t"at 7et+een
!" State and class in pre-colonial
$'3#a-#$& and re1'r&#$&9 Ir'& a7'ut `LdL< a$
West Africa
i;n3" re3'rd$< t"e RSCE 3a&e under t"e
#n1-uen3e '1 t"e SiE '1 B&er#3a and [an#e!" Early 20th Century South Africa
[e ie'n9 Rn `d00 t"e SiE a7and'ned #t$
!" Colonialism and Capitalism
re1'r& 0r'5ra&&e and $#&#-ar #dea$ $0read
+#t"#n t"e RSCE9 B-t"'u5" t"e RSCE neFer
!" Religion, Race and Class
a3tua--; dr'00ed #t$ re1'r& 0r'5ra&&e< +"en
!" Sharia Law in Nigeria
@'nn'--; $t''d #n t"e e-e3t#'n$ t' [u7-#n @#t;
@'un3#- #n `d0X "#$ e-e3t#'n addre$$
!" Education system in Ghana
]re0r'du3ed a$ an a00end#8 t' t"#$ 7''J< 7ut
Available from The Socialist Party, 52 +"#3" 3an a-$' 7e $een at
Clapham High Street, London SW4 7UN "tt0Moo+++9&ar8#$t$9'r5oar3"#Feo3'nn'--;o`d0X
£1 (£1.35 by post). Cheques payable to o0`o+''dNua;9"t&^< un-#Je at 0reF#'u$
‘The Socialist Party of Great Britian’
e-e3t#'n$< 3'nta#ned n' 0r'5ra&&e '1 re1'r&$9
!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

@'nn'--; 0re$#ded at t"e 1'und#n5
3'n1eren3e '1 t"e S'3#a-#$t ia7'ur Eart; '1
?r#ta#n #n `d0X D 0art '1 t"e U#&0'$$#7#-#$t
reF'-tU +#t"#n t"e S[I +"#3" a-$' -ed t' t"e
1'r&at#'n '1 t"e S'3#a-#$t Eart; '1 6reat
?r#ta#n t"e 1'--'+#n5 ;ear9 Te e&#5rated t'
B&er#3a #n `d0X< $' 3'ntr#7ut#n5 t' t"e
de&#$e '1 t"e RSCE< Y'#ned t"e SiE and
7e3a&e a [e ie'n#$t Rndu$tr#a- On#'n#$t 1'r
a +"#-e9 ?ut t"at/$ 'ut$#de t"e 0er#'d '1 t"#$
7''J9 B nu&7er '1 ear-; &e&7er$ '1 t"e
SE6? "ad 0reF#'u$-; 7een #n t"e RSCE9
i;n3" +r#te$ a$ a :r't$J;#$t ]Nu't#n5
1r'& :'n; @-#11/$ i#1e '1 ien#n^< +"#3"
-ead$ t' $'&e &#$#nter0retat#'n$9 I'r
#n$tan3e< +"en t"e RSCE &ade t"e 0'#nt t"at
#n $'3#a-#$& t"ere/d 7e n' need 1'r trade
un#'n$ and $tr#Je$ ]7e3au$e t"ere/d 7e n'
3-a$$ +'rJ#n5 1'r +a5e$^ "e -#Jen$ t"#$ t'
:r't$J;/$ 0r'0'$a- t' $u00re$$ trade un#'n$
#n ?'-$"eF#J Cu$$#a 7e3au$e t"ere +a$ n'
need 1'r t"e& under a U+'rJer$/
5'Fern&entU9 c're a&u$#n5 #n F#e+ '1 t"e
$'rt '1 3r#t#3#$& t"e SPE &aJe$ '1 u$< #$
i;n3"/$ ar5u&ent t"at t"e RSCE< de$0#te #t$
e&0"a$#$ 'n e-e3t'ra- a3t#'n< +a$n/t a &ere
e-e3t'ra-#$t 0art; a$ #t a-$' "e-d nu&er'u$
$treet 3'rner &eet#n5$ and $' +a$ a-$'
en5a5ed #n $treet 0'-#t#3$9 KeFert"e-e$$< "#$
7''J #$ t"e 'n-; "#$t'r; '1 t"e RSCE and a$
$u3" a Fa-ua7-e add#t#'n t' t"e "#$t'r; '1 t"e
+'rJ#n5D3-a$$ &'Fe&ent #n t"e t+' -ar5e
#$-and$ '11 t"e n'rt"D+e$t 3'a$t '1 t"e
Aur'0ean &a#n-and9
ALB

Britain in Numbers: The Essential
Statistics by Simon Briscoe
(Politico's, 2005) £14.99
[#d ;'u Jn'+ t"at +'rJer$
#n ?r#ta#n 3-'3J u0 near-;
d00 &#--#'n "'ur$ '1 +'rJ
ea3" +eeJZ :"at a re3ent
$urFe; '1 6LL $3"''-un3"7'8e$ re3'rded Yu$t
'ne $a-adZ Qr t"at "a-1 '1
t"e "'u$e"'-d$ #n t"e OH
"aFe -e$$ t"an h`<500 #n
$aF#n5$Z S#&'n ?r#$3'e #$
Stat#$t#3$ Ad#t'r '1 t"e I#nan3#a- :#&e$ and
t"#$ 7''J 0r'F#de$ 3'0#'u$ $tat#$t#3$ 'n a
ran5e '1 Je; #nd#3at'r$ 1'r ?r#t#$" $'3#et;
and t"e e3'n'&; at -ar5e< #n3-ud#n5
3'&0arat#Fe $tat#$t#3$ +#t" 't"er 3'untr#e$9
:"ere are kL 3"a0ter$ #n t'ta- 3'Fer#n5
eFer;t"#n5 1r'& a$;-u& $eeJer$ t'
une&0-';&ent t"r'u5" t' #nternet u$a5e and
Fe5etar#an#$&9
B$ #$ a-+a;$ t"e 3a$e +#t" 7''J$ $u3"
a$ t"#$ $'3#a-#$t$ +#-- 3-a#& t"at a -'t '1 t"e
$tat#$t#3a- 3ate5'r#e$ de0-';ed are "#5"-;
$u0er1#3#a- 'r art#1#3#a- ]t"'$e 1'r 3-a$$ 7e#n5
t"e &'$t '7F#'u$ e8a&0-e^< 7ut &u3" e-$e
'1 +"at #$ 0re$ented #$ Fa-ua7-e and 3an 7e
u$ed t' te$t $'&e '1 t"e 3-a#&$ '1 0'-#t#3#an$
'1 a-- 0art#e$ 'n &aY'r e3'n'&#3< $'3#a- and
0'-#t#3a- #$$ue$9 :"e ear-; $e3t#'n '1 t"e
7''J #$ 0art#3u-ar-; #ntere$t#n5 a$ #t a33'unt$
1'r t"e 5r'+t" '1 $tat#$t#3$DJee0#n5 and
0u7-#3at#'n #n t"e OH< $et #n t"e 3'nte8t '1
&'re re3ent deFe-'0&ent$ $u3" a$ t"e
#n3rea$#n5 u$e '1 tar5et$ a$ an a#d t'
&eet#n5 0'-#3; '7Ye3t#Fe$9 ?r#$3'e a-$'
u$e1u--; d#$3u$$e$ "'+ $tat#$t#3$ 3an 7e u$ed
t' de3e#Fe a$ +e-- a$ #--u&#nate and
#dent#1#e$ a nu&7er '1 t"e 3'&&'n tr#3J$
e&0-';ed 7; 5'Fern&ent$ and 't"er$ u$#n5
3a$e $tud#e$ t' #--u$trate "#$ 0'#nt9
?r#$3'e #$ a $tr'n5 3r#t#3 '1 Ke+
!ocialist Sta$%a&%+ '(l*+,--.

ia7'ur #n '11#3e and t"e @"an3e--'r '1 t"e
A83"eNuer #n 0art#3u-ar9 :"e +a; #n +"#3"
t"e @"an3e--'r "a$ &ade e8traFa5ant 3-a#&$
1'r e3'n'&#3 5r'+t"< -'+ une&0-';&ent<
#n1-at#'n and #ntere$t rate$ attra3t$ $'&e
&er3#-e$$ 3r#t#3#$&< and r#5"t-; $'< +#t"
?r#$3'e deta#-#n5 t"e $tat#$t#3a- d#$t'rt#'n$
and tr#3Jer; u$ed t' Yu$t#1; 7'5u$ ]'r "#5"-;
0art#a-^ 3-a#&$9
On1'rtunate-;< 't"er a$0e3t$ '1
?r#$3'e/$ 7''J are -e$$ $at#$1a3t'r;9 P"#-e
"#$ 3r#t#Nue$ '1 ia7'ur $#n3e `ddk are
aut"'r#tat#Fe and "aFe &u3" t' 3'&&end
t"e&< ?r#$3'e "a$ a re5retta7-e tenden3; t'
ar5ue t"at an;t"#n5 "e 3'n$#der$ t' 7e
0'$#t#Fe a7'ut t"e ?r#t#$" e3'n'&; 'r
$'3#et; at 0re$ent "a$ #t$ 'r#5#n$ #n t"e
@'n$erFat#Fe 5'Fern&ent$ t"at d'&#nated
0'-#t#3$ 7e1're ?-a#r 3a&e t' '11#3e9 mu#te
re&arJa7-;< 1'r #n$tan3e< "e 3an 3-a#& t"at
t"e @'n$erFat#Fe$ a00ear t' "aFe U0ut #n
0-a3e &an; '1 t"e 1'undat#'n$ 1'r t"e
3urrent re3'n'&#3s $ta7#-#t;U9 A8a3t-; +"at
t"e$e 1'undat#'n$ are 'r "'+ t"e
@'n$erFat#Fe$ -a#d t"e& "e d'e$n/t $a;< and
#t #$ a-$' n't#3ea7-e t"at "e d'e$n/t $a; D +#t"
t"e t;0e '1 $-e#5"t '1 "and "e 3"#de$ 't"er$
1'r D t"at t"e OH $a+ #t$ t+' &'$t $eFere
d'+nturn$ $#n3e t"e 6reat [e0re$$#'n<
1#r$t-; under :"at3"er #n t"e ear-; e#5"t#e$
and t"en under caY'r #n t"e ear-; n#net#e$<
+#t" t"e ACc de7a3-e t' 7''t9 S'&e
/1'undat#'n$/ and $'&e /$ta7#-#t;/9
6enera--;< "e 0-a3e$ 1ar t'' &u3"
e&0"a$#$ 'n d#11eren3e$ 7et+een ia7'ur
and @'n$erFat#Fe 5'Fern&ent$ #n '11#3e D 'n
'33a$#'n n't 7e#n5 a7-e t' $ee t"e +''d 1'r
t"e tree$ ]and $'&et#&e$ t"e 7ran3"e$ and
eFen t"e t+#5$^9 [e$0erate t' 0a#nt ia7'ur
a$ a 0art; '1 7#5 5'Fern&ent< "#5" $0end#n5
and "#5" ta8at#'n ]and D 7; a$$'3#at#'n D
3'&0arat#Fe e3'n'&#3 #n3'&0eten3e^ "e
&ana5e$ t' 0'rtra; a 0#3ture '1 ia7'ur and
@'n$erFat#Fe 5'Fern&ent$ #n &'dern
"#$t'r; t"at 1e+ 0e'0-e +"' are t"#nJ#n5
$er#'u$-; a7'ut t"e #$$ue$ are -#Je-; t' 1#nd
3'nF#n3#n59
j'u +'u-d neFer t"#nJ #t 1r'& read#n5
?r#$3'e< 7ut ta8 a$ a 0er3enta5e '1 6[E +a$
"#5"er +"en :"at3"er -e1t '11#3e t"an #t +a$
+"en $"e +a$ e-e3ted #n `dkd and #t #$ an
a-&'$t #dent#3a- 1#5ure n'+ under ?-a#r ]at
a7'ut X6 0er 3ent^9 S#&#-ar-; 'n 5'Fern&ent
$0end#n5< +"ere -#tt-e t"at #$ re&arJa7-e "a$
'33urred 1'r &an; ;ear$9 iar5e-; 7e3au$e '1
t"e ra1t '1 'neD'11 0r#Fat#$at#'n$ #n t"e
`dL0$< t"e 0r'0'rt#'n '1 6[E a33'unted 1'r
7; $tate $0end#n5 de3-#ned 1r'& #t$
0ea3et#&e 0eaJ #n t"e ear-;D&#d `dk0$
]under :'r; :ed Teat" and t"en ia7'ur/$
Tar'-d P#-$'n^ 7ut $#n3e t"en #t "a$ tended
t' "'Fer ar'und t"e _0 0er 3ent &arJ under
5'Fern&ent$ '1 7't" 3'&0-e8#'n$9
S' +"#-e u$e1u-< t"#$ 7''J "a$ t' 7e
treated +#t" 3aut#'n a$ #t $ee&$ t'
e8a55erate t"e d#11eren3e$ 7et+een t"e
0art#e$ +"en #n '11#3e< and #t 3erta#n-;
under$tate$ t"e un3'ntr'--a7#-#t; and anar3";
'1 t"e 3a0#ta-#$t e3'n'&;< $u7$eNuent-;
'FerDe$t#&at#n5 t"e 0'+er '1 5'Fern&ent$
]e$0e3#a--; @'n$erFat#Fe 'ne$ #t +'u-d
$ee&^ t' #n1-uen3e #t t"r'u5" "#$ 1aF'ured
-'+ ta8 and $0end 0'-#3#e$9
:"e 7''J +a$ 0u7-#$"ed Yu$t 7e1're t"e
6enera- A-e3t#'n and +a$ reF#e+ed #n &an;
'1 t"e 7r'ad$"eet ne+$0a0er$ +#t" t"e
under-;#n5 $u$0#3#'n t"at ?r#$3'e "'0ed #t
+'u-d '0en u0 a de7ate t"at &#5"t 7e
u-t#&ate-; 1aF'ura7-e t' t"e :'r#e$ 'n
ia7'ur/$ e3'n'&#3 re3'rd9 R1 $'< #t 1a#-ed
and #$ a 7#t '1 a 3urate/$ e55 7e3au$e '1 #t9
DAP

8ifty Years Ago

Is it Foolish?
The following appeared in the
Stratford Express (3 June 1955):"HOW FOOLISH"
"It seems so simple to put a cross
against the name of a chosen candidate
- so simple that it is almost impossible to
go wrong. Yet in these local divisions
scores of people wasted their votes by
spoiling papers in one of a variety of
ways. In one of the West Ham divisions,
for instance, there were 40 spoilt papers.
Some people had added their name and
address; some had scrawled the letters
S.P.G.B. (Socialist Party of Great Britain)
on the paper, while others had voted for
each of the candidates and a few had
put the paper in the ballot box
completely blank. An indication of their
state of mind, perhaps!"
It is, of course, the reference to the
S.P.G.B. that concerns us, and it has to
be taken in conjunction with the
statement that it is "so simple to put a
cross against the name of a chosen
candidate." But suppose you don't
choose either candidate. Suppose you
are one of the million and a half former
Labour voters who could discern so little
difference between the parties that it
wasn't worthwhile voting.
Or, again, suppose you are a
Socialist and do not want Capitalism at
all, not Labour-administered Capitalism
or Tory-administered Capitalism? What
should you do then? Is it foolish to show
on the ballot paper what you do want? It
has any rate had the merit that it caught
the attention of the Stratford Express.
Of course Socialists would prefer to
have their own Socialist candidates to
vote for, but the Labour, Tory and Liberal
parties, by agreement on the £150
deposit, made it very difficult for a small
organisation to enter the field.
(From The Socialist Standard, July
1955)

A Country Walk
in Hertfordshire
Sunday 17 July 2005 at
11.00am
Six and a half miles, including a
pub stop
Meet at Bishopes Stortford Railway
Station (by rail: London Liverpool
Street to Bishopes Stortford).
Further Information:
Vincent Otter
07905 791638 or 020 8361 3017
Richard Botterill
01582 764929
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Letters
VOTING AND DEMOCRACY;
MEANS AND ENDS
:"e June Pathfinders 0a5e +a$ #n t+'
0art$ UP'u-d 0e'0-e #n $'3#a-#$& $0end
a-- da; F't#n5 'n eFer;t"#n5ZU ]$&a-0r#nt^ and UT'+ +'u-d 0e'0-e F'teZU
]7#55er 0r#nt^9 :"e $&a-- 0r#nt t'-d u$
a7'ut U3'--a7'rat#Fe 1#-ter#n5U ]@I^
$'1t+are9 [eFe-'0ed 1'r 3a0#ta-#$t
&arJet#n5 0ur0'$e$ and 0r'du3#n5
re3'&&endat#'n$ 7a$ed 'n 0e'0-e/$ -#Je$
and d#$-#Je$< @I 3an a00arent-; 7e u$ed #n
$'3#a-#$& t' $t'0 u$ F't#n5 a-- da; 'n
eFer;t"#n59
:"e e8a&0-e #$ 5#Fen '1 a 1ar&er
u$#n5 @I t' 5et re3'&&endat#'n$ a7'ut
+"at t' F'te 'nM 3r'0 ;#e-d$< 6c
te3"n'-'5;< et39 @I 3an a-$' 0ut 0e'0-e
U#n t'u3" +#t" 't"er 0e'0-e '1 $#&#-ar
#ntere$t$U D a Far#ant '1 3'&0uter dat#n5Z
S&a--D0r#nt Eat"1#nder ad&#t$ t"at
un1'rtunate-; U:e3"n'-'5; 3ann't re$'-Fe
#$$ue$ '1 re$0'n$#7#-#t;999U
?#55erD0r#nt Pathfinder 0re$ent$ a$ a
drea& +"at t' &e $ee&$ &'re -#Je a

n#5"t&areM U999 #n t"e 1uture t"e
te3"n'-'5; t' de7ate< d#$0ute< a00ea-<
3'&0-a#n< 3'n1eren3e and F'te +#-- a-- 7e
#n 0-a3e D at t"e t'u3" '1 a 0"'ne 7utt'n9U
:"e tr'u7-e +#t" t"#$ #$ t"at #t 3'n1u$e$
&ean$ +#t" end$9 :"e e$$en3e '1
de&'3ra3; #$ "aF#n5 #n1'r&at#'n and
#dea$ t' e83"an5e< 3'n$#derat#'n$ t'
+e#5" u0< de7ate$ t' 0art#3#0ate #n D and<
#n $'&e 3a$e$< 7a-an3e$ t' 7e $tru3J9
Rn t"e '-d da;$ D and eFen t' $'&e
e8tent t'da; D t"e &ean$ t' t"'$e
de&'3rat#3 end$ +ere 1'3u$ed 'n 0a0er 'r
0er$'n$ D 7''J$ and 't"er 0u7-#3at#'n$<
0u7-#3 &eet#n5$< 3a$ua- 'r $er#'u$
3'nFer$at#'n$9 K'+ t"e$e '-d &ean$ are
7e#n5 3"a--en5ed 7; ne+ te3"n'-'5;
&ean$ D a $3reen t' +at3"< a &'u$e t'
&'Fe< a 7utt'n t' 0u$"9
R d'n/t d'u7t t"at a 0"'ne 7utt'n 'r
't"er te3"n'-'5#3a- deF#3e 3an 0-a; a 0art
#n F't#n5 and de&'3ra3;9 S'&e 0e'0-e D
+#t" 7u$; -#Fe$ 'r 0";$#3a- d#$a7#-#t#e$Z D
&a; 1#nd Une+ "atU F't#n5 te3"n'-'5;
7etter t"an t"e U#n3'nFen#ent< t#&eD
3'n$u&#n5U< #nD3'&0an;D+#t"D't"erD

0e'0-e &et"'d #--u$trated #n Pathfinder's
0"'t' and -a7e--ed U'-d "atU9 ?ut
+"ateFer te3"n'-'5; #$ u$ed< #t #$ $t#-- a
&ean$ t' an end9 Rt #$ n't a $u7$t#tute 1'r
t"at end9 [e7at#n5< d#$0ut#n5< et3 are n't
&atter$ '1 a 0er$'n re-at#n5 t' a 0#e3e '1
te3"n'-'5;9 :"e; are &atter$ '1 a 0er$'n
re-at#n5 t' 'ne 'r &'re 't"er 0er$'n$
u$#n5 $'&e 1'r& '1 te3"n'-'5; a$ a
&ean$9
B33'rd#n5 t' a `dL0/$ 0'0 $'n5<
F#de' J#--ed t"e rad#' $tar9 Rt d#dn/t9 ?''J$
are $a#d t' 7e 'n t"e +a; 'ut9 :"e; aren/t
D 7ut t"e; d' "aFe ne+ te3"n'-'5;
3'&0et#t'r$9 :"#$ a00-#e$ t' de7at#n5<
d#$0ut#n5< a00ea-#n5< 3'&0-a#n#n5<
3'n1eren3#n5 and F't#n59 j'u 3an d'
t"e$e t"#n5$ d#re3t-;< &'re 'r -e$$ 1a3eDt'D
1a3e +#t" 't"er 0e'0-e9 Qr ;'u 3an 5' a
-#tt-e 'r a -'n5 +a; 'n t"e r'ad t' "u&anD
t'D&a3"#ne Ure-at#'n$"#0$U9 :"e 3"'#3e #$
;'ur$9
S:BK EBCHAC ]7; eD&a#-^9

Meetings

Manchester Branch
Meetings

Edinburgh Branch

Monday 25 July, 8pm

The G8 Summit

Discussion on Charity

Quakers Friends Meeting House, Victoria Terrace
(above Victoria St.)
contact email
JIMMY@jmoir29.freeserve.co.uk
matt@wsmweb.fsnet.co.uk
ajsc21755@blueyonder.co.uk

Saturday 30 July, 2 pm

Why You Should Be a Socialist
Hare and Hounds, Shudehill, City Centre

Chiswick
Tueday 19 July 8pm

Showing of film C5P!35L!7M 5SD U!D7V
73WCC
Committee Room, Town Hall, Heathfield Terrace
(corner Sutton Court Road), W4
(nearest tube: Chiswick Park)

Sunday 3 July, 3pm

Lancaster Branch

Monday, 18 July, 8pm (ring to confirm)

What will constitute criminal behaviour
in socialism?
The Gregson Centre, Moor Lane, Lancaster
Enquiries: 01524 383798

2eclaration of Principles
This declaration is the basis of our
organisation and, because it is
also an important historical
document dating from the
formation of the party in 1904, its
original language has been
retained.

Object

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
(i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.)

`L

by the capitalist or master class,
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

2.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

3.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

7.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the the master class,
the party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery
to freedom.

!ocialist Sta$%a&% '(l*+,--.

Labour
wins in
1945

It was the war what
done it

I

n -ate Se0te&7er `dXL
KeF#--e @"a&7er-a#n 3a&e
7a3J 1r'& F#$#t#n5 T#t-er #n
cun#3" and +aFed a 0#e3e
'1 0a0er +"#3"< "e a$$ured u$< $"'+ed t"at "e "ad 3-eFer-; arran5ed 1'r
0ea3e #n 'ur t#&e9 B ;ear -ater +e 1'und #t +a$ #n 1a3t +ar #n 'ur t#&e<
+#t" $er#'u$ Nue$t#'n$ a7'ut t"e @"a&7er-a#n 5'Fern&ent D a7'ut #t$
3'&0-a3en3;< #ne0t#tude and 3'--u$#'n +#t" KaW# 6er&an;9
Rt +a$ Nu#3J-; a00arent t"at t"ere +a$ t' 7e n' re0eat '1 '11#3#a0r'0a5anda t' Yu$t#1; t"e +ar< 7; t"e 3rude Uj'ur @'untr; Keed$ j'uU
$t;-e $' t;0#3a- '1 `d`_o`L9 c're $u#ta7-e t' t"e t#&e$< t"ere "ad t' 7e a
3a&0a#5n +"#3" #&0-#3#t-; a33e0ted 3r#t#3#$& '1 t"e 0a$t +"#-e re-;#n5
'n 0u7-#3#t; a7'ut t"e "'rr'r$ '1 KaW# 6er&an; and '1 t"e '33u0#ed
3'untr#e$ t' 0er$uade t"e ?r#t#$" 0e'0-e t"at t"e#r 1#r$t 0r#'r#t; $"'u-d
7e t"e +ar e11'rt9 Qut '1 a-- t"e 1ear and -'$$ and 5r#e1 '1 +ar t"ere
+'u-d 7e a "a00#er +'r-d< +#t" "u&an +e-1are a$ #t$ d'&#nant
&'t#Fat#'n9
:"e da; a1ter Iran3e "ad $urrendered t' 6er&an; t"e [#re3t'r
6enera- '1 t"e c#n#$tr; '1 Rn1'r&at#'n $et u0 a de7ate 'n U+"et"er
'00'rtun#t; $"'u-d 7e taJen '1 an a--D0art; 5'Fern&ent t' &aJe $'&e
0r'&#$e a$ t' $'3#a- re1'r&$ a1ter t"e +arU9 B &'nt" 'r $' -ater I're#5n
Se3retar; i'rd Ta-#1a8< +"' -''Jed and $0'Je -#Je eFer;'ne/$ Fer$#'n
'1 a t;0#3a- :'r;< +r'te t' an't"er @a7#net c#n#$ter a7'ut a &eet#n5
+#t" trade un#'n -eader Arn#e ?eF#n +"#3" "ad d#$3u$$edM
Ut"e 3'ntra$t 7et+een t"e read#ne$$ '1 t"e Kat#'n< and
0art#3u-ar-; '1 t"e :rea$ur;< t' $0end hd &#--#'n a da; #n +ar
t' 0r'te3t a 3erta#n +a; '1 -#1e and t"e un+#--#n5ne$$ '1 t"e
ad&#n#$trat#Fe aut"'r#t#e$ #n 0ea3e t' 0ut u0< $"a-- +e $a;<
h`0 &#--#'n t' a$$#$t #n t"e re3'nd#t#'n#n5 '1 [ur"a& un-e$$
t"e; 3'u-d $ee t"e 0r'Ye3t earn#n5 a rea$'na7-e 0er3enta5e9U
Churchill speaks
:"e '11#3#a- 0r'0a5anda $trate5; +a$ t' ur5e t"e +'rJ#n5 3-a$$ t'
endure t"e &#$er#e$ '1 +ar #n t"e 3'n1#dent e80e3tat#'n t"at t"e#r re+ard
+'u-d 3'&e +#t" F#3t'r;9 Rn car3" `d_X @"ur3"#-- 7r'ad3a$t t"e
&e$$a5e< 7e5#nn#n5 7; en3'ura5#n5 "#$ -#$tener$ Ut' 3'n3entrate eFen
&'re Wea-'u$-; u0'n t"e +ar e11'rtU +"#-e a$$ur#n5 t"e& t"at "#$
5'Fern&ent +ere U$tr'n5 0art#$an$ '1 3'&0u-$'r; nat#'na- #n$uran3e
1'r a-- 3-a$$e$ 1'r a-- 0ur0'$e$ 1r'& t"e 3rad-e t' t"e 5raFeU D t"e J#nd
'1 $3"e&e de$#5ned 7; ?eFer#d5e< +"#3" +a$ attra3t#n5 0'0u-ar
$u00'rt9 :"ere +'u-d< "e $a#d< 7e n' une&0-';&ent a1ter F#3t'r;
7e3au$e t"e $tate +'u-d +'rJ +#t" 0r#Fate #ndu$tr; t' Uena7-e t"e
6'Fern&ent t' e8er3#$e a 7a-an3#n5 #n1-uen3e u0'n deFe-'0&ent +"#3"
3an 7e turned 'n 'r '11 a$ 3#r3u&$tan3e$ reNu#re9 :"ere #$ a 7r'aden#n5
1#e-d 1'r State '+ner$"#0 and enter0r#$e< e$0e3#a--; #n re-at#'n t'
&'n'0'-#e$ '1 a-- J#nd$U9
Onder t"e J#nd '1 7eneF'-ent $te+ard$"#0 @"ur3"#-- +a$ "#nt#n5
at t"ere +'u-d 7e e80an$#'n #n edu3at#'n< "'u$#n5 and t"e "ea-t"
$erF#3e$9 :"#$ J#nd '1 0r'$0e3tu$< 1a-$e t"'u5" #t +a$< +a$ "#5"-;
a00ea-#n5 t' t"e 0e'0-e +"'$e '0#n#'n$ +ere re0'rted 7; t"e T'&e
Rnte--#5en3e On#t '1 t"e c#n#$tr; '1 Rn1'r&at#'nM U:"ree ;ear$ a5'< t"e
ter& $'3#a- $e3ur#t; +a$ a-&'$t unJn'+n t' t"e 0u7-#3 a$ a +"'-e9 Rt
n'+ a00ear$ t' 7e 5enera--; a33e0ted a$ an ur5ent 0'$tD+ar need9 Rt #$
3'&&'n-; de1#ned a$ /a de3ent &#n#&u& $tandard '1 -#F#n5 1'r a--/U9
S' +#t" t"e end '1 t"e +ar< a$ 6er&an; and &u3" '1 t"e re$t '1
Aur'0e -a; #n ru#n$< a$ t"e 1u-- e11e3t$ '1 t"e at'&#3 7'&7#n5 '1 t"e
Ja0ane$e 3#t#e$ +a$ 7e#n5 a$$e$$ed< #t +a$ t#&e 1'r +"at +a$ "'0ed
+'u-d 7e a ne+ 7e5#nn#n59 :"e @'n$erFat#Fe$ +ere +#de-; 7-a&ed 1'r
t"e 3;n#3a- &e$$ '1 t"e "a0-e$$ ;ear$ 7et+een 'ne +'r-d +ar and
an't"er9 :"e +art#&e e80er#en3e '1 t"e $tate taJ#n5 d#re3t 3'ntr'- '1 $'
&an; a$0e3t$ '1 $'3#et; en3'ura5ed t"e #dea t"at t"#$ $"'u-d 7e
e8tended #nt' Je; #ndu$tr#e$ -#Je t"e 3'a- &#ne$< t"e ra#-+a;$ and t"e
"ea-t" $erF#3e9 Rn 't"er +'rd$< t"e ia7'ur Eart;/$ 7#5 da; "ad arr#Fed9
Labour government
R1 t"ere +a$ 'ne -e$$'n R "ad a7$'r7ed dur#n5 t"e +ar< a$ R 5re+
#nt' &; teen$< #t +a$ t"at $'3#et; &u$t -''J t' a 0'-#t#3a- $'-ut#'n 1'r #t$
0r'7-e&$9 :aJ#n5 eFer;t"#n5 #nt' a33'unt< t"e ia7'ur Eart; $ee&ed t'
&e t' 7e +'rt" $u00'rt#n5< and an;+a; t"e :'r; 3and#date #n &;
3'n$t#tuen3; +a$ eFer;t"#n5 R reF#-ed9 Te +a$ 'ne '1 t"e cE$ +"' "ad
$u00'rted t"e KaW#$< attend#n5 'ne '1 t"e#r 7#5 ra--#e$ and 0r'ud-;
$"aJ#n5 T#t-er 7; t"e "and9 Bn "ered#tar; 7ar'net< "e ''Wed &'ne;
a-'n5 +#t" "#$ #ne0t#tude and "#$ #5n'ran3e '1 t"e -#Fe$ '1 t"e 0e'0-e
+"'$e F'te "e a$$u&ed "e 3'u-d "arFe$t 7; $#&0-; #n1'r&#n5 t"e& t"at
"e $u00'rted @"ur3"#-- 1'r Er#&e c#n#$ter9 R t"re+ &;$e-1 #nt' +'rJ#n5
1'r t"e ia7'ur 3and#date< +"' +a$ #n &u3" 7etter #nte--e3tua- $"a0e and
+a$ a d;na&#3 3a&0a#5ner9 A83#ted-;< R $tu11ed enFe-'0e$ and
3anFa$$ed re-ent-e$$-;< a-t"'u5" R +a$ 'n3e 0ut 'ut '1 &; $tr#de +"en a
+'&an at "er 1r'nt d''r re$0'nded t' &; ia7'ur Eart; rant 7; a$J#n5 U

!ocialist Sta$%a&%+ '(l*+,--.

P"at a7'ut Ca&$a; ca3['na-d< t"enZU R a& $t#-- e&7arra$$ed t'
re&e&7er t"at R "ad neFer eFen "eard '1 t"e &an< a-t"'u5" -earn#n5
a7'ut "#& d#d n't"#n5 t' -e$$en &; deF't#'n t' ia7'urG ca3['na-d
+a$< R ar5ued< a-- #n t"e 0a$t< +e are a ne+ 0art; n'+ and +e +#-re7u#-d ?r#ta#n a$ #t $"'u-d 7e9 P"en t"e re$u-t$ +ere de3-ared #n Ju-;
`d_5 R +a$ a7-e t' $+a--'+ &; ra5e and d#$a00'#nt&ent at t"at :'r;
7e#n5 e-e3ted a5a#n 7e3au$e +e "ad a ia7'ur 5'Fern&ent< t"e 1#r$t 'ne
+#t" a +'rJ#n5 &aY'r#t;< $' n'+ t"ere 3'u-d 7e n' '7$ta3-e$ D and n'
e83u$e$ e#t"er9
S'&e '1 t"e ne+ ia7'ur cE$ +ere $ur0r#$ed t' 1#nd t"e&$e-Fe$
#n t"e @'&&'n$9 B$ a $;&0t'& '1 t"e#r e&'t#'na- 1ra5#-#t; t"e;
'utra5ed trad#t#'n 7; $#n5#n5 :"e Ced I-a5 #n t"e @"a&7er9 @"an3e--'r
'1 t"e A83"eNuer Tu5" [a-t'n t"'u5"t #t +a$ a$ #1 t"e; +ere U+a-J#n5
+#t" de$t#n;U D e83e0t t"at t"e de$t#n; +"#3" $''n 7e3a&e '7F#'u$ t'
t"e &'$t $tarD$tru3J cE +a$ Fer; d#11erent 1r'& a-- t"'$e e83#t#n5
0r'&#$e$9 ?r#t#$" 3a0#ta-#$& "ad e&er5ed 1r'& t"e +ar #n a $eFere-;
da&a5ed 3'nd#t#'n< "aF#n5 -'$t $'&e t+' t"#rd$ '1 #t$ e80'rt trade< +#t"
a 3'n$eNuent #&7a-an3e #n #t$ trade +#t" B&er#3a9 :"e a&7#t#'n D
#ndeed< t"e 0r#'r#t; D '1 t"e ia7'ur 5'Fern&ent +a$ t' return ?r#t#$"
3a0#ta-#$& t' #t$ '-d 0reDe&#nent 0'$#t#'n9
Worker exploitation
Bn #&0'rtant 0art '1 t"#$ +a$ t' #nten$#1; +'rJ#n5 3-a$$
e80-'#tat#'n9 B P"#te Ea0er 0u7-#$"ed #n Januar; `d_k -a#d #t d'+n t"at
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-eader$< +#t" 1ree a33e$$ t' +ea-t"9 !
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Brazilian Genocide

Brazil had an estimated six million
indigenous people when the Portuguese
arrived in 1500. Today there are 700,000
out of a population of 183 million. Indian
tribes have been frequent victims of
massacres and agents from Brazil's
National Indian Foundation fear that more
tribal groups are in danger of genocide.
They base this on a local court ruling
lifting the protection order on tribal lands
that allows loggers and ranchers new
access. "A boom in prices for South
American beef, soy and timber has
sparked a surge in land grabs directed
against indigenous groups by ranchers
and loggers in
other parts of the
continent as
well." (Times, 18
May) More profits
equal more
deaths, it was
ever so.

The Crazy
Society

The New Elite

"South Africa's mining magnates and
millionaires have been meeting in the
imposing Rand Club in downtown
Johannesburg for more than a century. ...
Built on the wealth of the largest
goldmine in the world and the sweat of
black labour, the club's membership was,
until a few years ago, closed to South
Africa's blacks. But these days, there's a
new breed of tycoon walking the club's
wood-panelled corridors and sipping
whiskey in its stuffed leather chairs. A
black elite has crossed over from politics
and the ruling African National Congress
(ANC). Rand Club members over the
past few years have
included Cyril
Ramaphosa, 52, one
of South Africa's
richest men, who was
once touted as a
possible successor to
Nelson Mandela, and
Tokyo Sexwale, also
52, another politician
turned capitalist."
(Time, 6June) The
result of all those
years of sacrifice and
effort by workers to
get rid of apartheid
has come to this!

Only capitalism
with its rapacious
drive to make
money could
produce the
following crazy
situation. "White
Rich Pickings
wristbands sold
The gap between the
by the Make
rich and the rest of
Poverty History
society is widening all
coalition were
3he wristband socialists wo1ld like to see "
the time as the
made in Chinese and not ;ade in a sweatshop either?
research in the USA by
factories accused
The New York Times indicates. " A new
of using forced labour, it has been
breed of fabulously rich American is
disclosed. The fashionable white
leaving the rest of the country
wristbands, worn by celebrities and
far behind, in part because of
politicians, including Tony Blair, were
President Bush's tax cuts. The
made for a coalition of charities as a
"hyper-rich", 145,000 taxpayers
symbol of its 2005 campaign to end
earning an average n3 million
extreme poverty." (Independent, 30 May)
(£1.65 million) a year, have seen
As long as there is a couple of bucks to
their earnings soar while their tax
be made, there is nothing the owning
burden has decreased significantly in
class won't stoop to!
recent years. Their share of the national

Free lunch

income has doubled in the past 20 years
while 90 per cent of taxpayers have seen
their share fall." (Times, 6 June) The
report goes on to give some examples of

La1ghing all the wa8 to
the bank " 5llen \ Bates

the wealth of these capitalists - Bill
Gates, Microsoft owner n48 billion,
Warren Buffett, investment magnate n41
billion, Paul Allen, Microsoft co-founder
n20 billion and five members of the
Walton family (Wal-Mart owners) n18
billion each. Land of the free?

How The Other 5 Percent
Live

As you worry about paying the rent, the
mortgage or your payments on the credit
card think about the owning class and
their problems. "Mrs Wildenstien told her
lawyers; during a cruise in the West
Indies, the family's yacht was caught up
in a storm. The crew tried to enter ports
in Haiti and San Domingo but these were
too small for the vessel. Finally, they
struggled into a bay in one of the Virgin
Islands. To mark their lucky survival,
Daniel bought the island." (Observer,12
June) See how lucky you are, fellow
workers. You don't own a yacht too big to
get in to Haiti or San Domingo, do you?

38pical workerGs 8acht9
perhaps2
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Editorial
HoNb/0#$6 HoNber$ a0< a HoNb
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he recent tra*matic events in
London provide a poi3nant
reminder o4 the depths o4 an3er5
4r*stration and o*tra3e simmerin3
beneath the o*tward demeano*r o4 many
people who are leadin3 apparently normal
lives: ;hen s*ch e<treme acts o4 violence5
with their tra3ic reperc*ssions5 happen so
close to home5 they *nderstandably
impin3e more ac*tely on o*r conscio*sness
and to*ch *s in a 4ar more personal way:
=trai3htaway o*r tho*3hts become
crowded with the names and 4aces o4 any
4amily or 4riends who mi3ht possibly have
been travellin3 near the a44ected area and
we an<io*sly seek ass*rance o4 their well?
bein3:
Fort*nately
s*ch
barbaro*s
occ*rrences remain comparatively rare in
London or the other maAor cities o4 ;estern
B*rope b*t in some parts o4 the world5 alas5
they are an almost daily e<perience:
Any hal4?decent5 sensible h*man
bein3 D*ite properly deplores the invidio*s5
mis3*ided Eeal ? be it personal5 political or
reli3io*s ? that spawns s*ch a terrible5
*nreasonin3 thirst 4or bloody retrib*tion in
the name o4 whatever inA*stice or absol*te
tr*th: Political leaders5 o4 co*rse5 waste no
time in makin3 a sanctimonio*s response
by ro*ndly condemnin3 the Gevil terroristsG
and Gbrain?washed 4anaticsG: Ho*btless
their perception o4 the p*blic mood is
acc*rate b*t the weasel words o4 politicians
ass*min3 the hi3h moral 3ro*nd are an
*nwelcome encroachment: They intr*de
*pon the very real sympathy and 4eelin3 o4

s*pport we reserve 4or the victims o4 s*ch
atrocities by ind*cin3 another kind o4
4eelin3 alto3ether: one o4 pro4o*nd na*sea:
The breathtakin3 hypocrisy with
which these serial perpetrators o4 *ltimate5
o44icially sanctioned5 state violence5
deno*nce those who5 *no44icially5 p*rs*e
similar tactics ? which5 tho*3h horrendo*s5
are on a 4ar small scale ? is tr*ly stomach?
ch*rnin3: They *ni4ormly assert that only
warped minds5 with a callo*s disre3ard 4or
h*man li4e5 wo*ld deliberately choose to
detonate bombs in an environment Ks*ch as
a t*be trainL speci4ically selected to ca*se
the most dama3in3 e44ects and
indiscriminately kill or inA*re the 3reatest
possible n*mber: And witho*t 3ivin3 any
prior warnin3: And in the r*sh ho*r when
the ma<im*m n*mber o4 people wo*ld be
e<posed:
=tate?approved violence has been

responsible 4or tens o4 millions o4 deaths:
The ethics o4 Gle3itimateG or GA*stG war
have no bottom line: M4 there ever was s*ch
a bottom line5 the sat*ration bombin3 o4
Namb*r35 Hresden and Tokyo5 3eneratin3
the new military tactic o4 4ire?storms5
certainly pl*mmeted below it: These raids
res*lted in vast n*mbers o4 victims
e<ceedin3 by 4ar any previo*s tally:
=i<ty years a3o5 this month5 on the Oth
A*3*st PQRS5 the Tapanese city o4
Niroshima was virt*ally 4lattened ?
*nnecessarily ? by a sin3le atomic bomb
carried by a sin3le plane: Three days later5
another atomic bomb was dropped on
Na3asaki:
The city o4 Niroshima was
speci4ically selected Ktho*3h obvio*sly not
by warped minds with a callo*s disre3ard
4or h*man li4eL as a tar3et with an
environment likely to ca*se the most
dama3in3 e44ects and indiscriminately kill
or inA*re the 3reatest possible n*mber:
Many o4 its b*ildin3s were composed o4
paper5 wood and straw: Mock?*p str*ct*res
b*ilt 4rom similar materials had earlier been
erected in the Wtah desert 4or testin3
incendiary potential: Also5 Niroshima had
been spared any previo*s aerial
bombardment so that the precise e44ects o4
the e<plosion co*ld be determined:
The bomb was dropped at X:PS am5
witho*t prior warnin3: Mn the r*sh ho*r
when the ma<im*m n*mber o4 people were
e<posed: The o44icial recorded n*mber o4
deaths 4rom the bomb is PXO5 QRY:

Hiroshima

Contact Details
UK BRANCHES ,CONTACTS
LONDON
Central London branch.
Corres:\ichard Botterill5 !P Ashwell
Park5 Narpenden5 Nerts ALS S=^:
Tel: 01582 764929
email:richardbotterill_hotmail:com:
!nd ` Rth Mon: a:ZY: Carpenters Arms5
=eymo*r Place5 ;P Knear Marble ArchL
Enfield and Haringey branch. T*es:
Xpm: An3el Comm*nity Centre5
\aynham \d5 NMX: Corres: Pa Horset
\oad5 N!! a=L:
email:A*lianvein_bl*eyonder:co:*k
South London branch. Pst Mon:
a:RSpm: Nead b44ice: S! Clapham
Ni3h =t5 =;R aWN: Tel: 020 7622
3811
West London branch. Pst ` Zrd
T*es:Xpm5 Chiswick Town Nall5
Neath4ield Terrace KCorner =*tton
Co*rt \dL5 ;R: Corres: SP ^ay4ord
\oad5 London ;P! QBc
Pimlico. C: Trinder5 !R ^reenwood Ct5
PSS Cambrid3e =treet5 =;P Rde:
Tel: 020 7834 8186
MIDLANDS
Birmingham branch. Th*r: Xpm5 The
=D*are Pe35 Corporation =treet:
Tel:\on Cook5 0121 533 1712
NORTHEAST
Northeast branch. Corres: Tohn
Bissett5 PY =carboro*3h Parade5
Nebb*rn5 Tyne ` ;ear5 NBZP !AL:
Tel: 0191 422 6915 email:
Aohnbissett_bl*eyonder:co:*k
NORTHWEST
Lancaster branch. P: =hannon5 aP
Coniston \oad5 Lancaster LAP ZN;:

email: lorna_kaibosh:4reeserve:co:*k
Manchester branch. Pa*l Bennett5 O
B*rlei3h Mews5 Nardy Lane5 M!P
aLB:
Tel: 0161 860 7189
Bolton. Tel: N: McLa*3hlin:
01204 844589
Cumbria. Brendan C*mmin3s5 PQ
e*een =t5 Millom5 C*mbria LAPX RB^
Rochdale. Tel: \: Chadwick:
01706 522365
Southeast Manchester. BnD*iries:
Blanche Preston5 OX Fo*ntains \oad5
MZ! QPN
YORKSHIRE
Huddersfield. \ichard \ain4erd5 !X
Armita3e \d5 Armita3e Brid3e5
N*dders4ield5 ;est corks5 NHR aHP
Hull. feith =choley: Tel: 01482 44651
Skipton. \ Cooper5 P Ca<ton ^arth5
Thresh4ield5 =kipton BH!Z SBg:
Tel: 01756 752621
SOUTH/SOUTHEAST/SOUTHWEST
Bournemouth and East Dorset. Pa*l
Nannam5 P! festrel Close5 Wpton5
Poole BNPO S\P: Tel: 01202 632769
Brighton. Corres: cho S! Clapham
Ni3h =treet5 London =;R aWN
Bristol. =hane \oberts5 XO Ni3h =treet5
Bristol B=S OHN: Tel: 0117 9511199
Cambridge. Andrew ;estley5 PY
Marksby Close5 H*<4ord5 Cambrid3e
CB! R\=: Tel: 01223 570292
Canterbury. \ob Co<5 R =tanhope
\oad5 Heal5 fent5 CTPR OAB
Luton. Nick ;hite5 SQ Neywood
Hrive5 LW! aLP
Redruth. Narry =owden5 S Clarence
dillas5 \edr*th5 Cornwall5 T\PS PPB:
Tel: 01209 219293
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NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast. \: Monta3*e5 PSP Cavehill
\oad5 BTPS PBL: Tel: 02890 586799
SCOTLAND
Edinburgh branch.Pst Th*r: X?Qpm:
The e*aker Nall5 dictoria Terrace
Kabove dictoria =treetL5 Bdinb*r3h:
T: Moir: Tel: 0131 440 0995
TMMMc_Amoir!Q:4reeserve:co:*k
Branch website:
http:hh3eocities:comhedinb*r3hbranchh
Glasgow branch. Zrd ;ednesday o4
each month at Xpm in Comm*nity
Central Nalls5 ZYR Maryhill \oad5
^las3ow: \ichard Honnelly5 PP!
Napiershall =treet5 ^las3ow ^!Y ONT:
Tel: 0141 5794109 Bmail:
richard:donnellyP_ntlworld:com
Ayrshire: H: Trainer5 !P Manse =treet5
=alcoats5 fA!P SAA: Tel: 01294
469994: derricktrainer_4ree*k:com
Dundee. Man \atcli44e5 PO Birkhall Ave5
;ormit5 Newport?on?Tay5 HHO XPi:
Tel: 01328 541643
West Lothian. !nd and Rth ;eds in
month5 a:ZY?Q:ZY: Lanthorn
Comm*nity Centre5 fennilworth \ise5
Hedrid3e5 Livin3ston: Corres: Matt
C*lbert5 SZ Falcon Brae5 Ladywell5
Livin3ston5 ;est Lothian5 BNS OW;:
Tel: 01506 462359
Bmail: matt_wsmweb:4snet:co:*k
WALES
Swansea branch. !nd Mon5 a:ZYpm5
Wnitarian Ch*rch5 Ni3h =treet: Corres:
^eo44rey ;illiams5 PQ Baptist ;ell
=treet5 ;a*n ;en5 =wansea =AP OFB:
Tel: 01792 643624
Cardiff and District. Tohn Tames5 Oa
\omilly Park \oad5 Barry CFO! O\\:
Tel: 01446 405636

INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS
AFRICA
Gambia. World of Free Access. cho !P
Hobson =t5 BenA*l:
Kenya: Patrick Nde3e5 Pb Bo< SOR!X5
Nairobi
Uganda: =ocialist Cl*b5 Pb Bo< !Pa5
fabale: Bmail:
wm*3yenEi_yahoo:com
Swaziland. Mandia Ntshakala5 Pb Bo<
QXP5 ManEini
EUROPE
Denmark. ^raham Taylor5 =pobAerveA
PaZ5 Hf?X!!Y5 Brabrand:
Germany: Norbert: Bmail:
weltsoEialism*s_3m<:net
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GNobody has yet proven that this
e<periment was sa4e5G says Marina
Bay's lawyer Ale<ander Molokhov5
in the 4irst day's Moscow hearin3
o4 the amate*r astrolo3ist's kPaYm
laws*it a3ainst Nasa5 la*nched
ho*rs a4ter the s*ccess4*l collision
o4 the probe Heep Mmpact into the
comet Tempel P: Bay's claim that
s*ch cosmolo3ical 'vandalism' has
altered the world's horoscope
towards possible disaster can also
not be proved 4alse5 and s*ch lack
o4 proo4 is clearly eno*3h in the
eyes o4 some lawyers to start
proceedin3s these days5
notwithstandin3 Nasa mission
en3ineer =hadan Ardalan's c*rt
dismissal: GThe analo3y is a
mosD*ito hittin3 the 4ront o4 an
airliner in 4li3ht: The e44ect is
ne3li3ible:G KBBC News bnline5
R T*lyL:
The Moscow co*rt is
*nlikely to be bambooEled by
s*ch chancers5 b*t the attack on
science is common eno*3h:
donlt do it *nless yo* can prove
it is sa4e:The problem is that
science5 with the *s*al e<ception
o4 mathematics5 can never
act*ally prove anythin35 an
apparent loophole e<ploited by
everyone 4rom QhPP conspiracy
theorists to neo?creationist

Mntelli3ent Hesi3n advocates: Now the law is bein3 asked
to test the assertion that astronomers can't prove while
astrolo3ers don't have to:
=ocialists have every sympathy with scientists who
4ind themselves *nder attack 4rom *nscienti4ic preA*dice
and blatant opport*nism5 since this is not very dissimilar
4rom o*r own e<perience: For a theory to be valid it
sho*ld accord well with the 4acts5 and o44er one a way to
disprove it: Th*s reli3ion and creationism are not valid
scienti4ic theories5 whereas evol*tion and 3ravity are:
=ocialist theory 4its the 4irst criterion5 b*t what abo*t the
second? Ms it possible to disprove it? Perhaps: M4 capitalism
4ed5 clothed and looked a4ter its people in peace and
witho*t coercion5 socialism wo*ld not be disproved b*t it
wo*ld be *nnecessary: M4 3enetic research *ncovers an
irred*cible a33ression or pro4it?seekin3 3ene5 socialism
co*ld be said to have been disproved: B*t nobody has yet
4o*nd this 3ene5 or shown any other evidence that wo*ld
make socialism *nviable: Meanwhile5 like Marina Bay and
her enterprisin3 lawyer5 o*r opponents e<pect *s to prove
everythin3 we say while they are not obli3ed to provide
any evidence in s*pport o4 their ar3*ment5 and indeed
airily dismiss the very lar3e vol*me o4 evidence a3ainst
themselves:
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Letters
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Hear Bditors
\eadin3 the article GTalk abo*t =ocialismG in
T*ly's !ocialist !tandard M be3an to wonder in
what5 and how many5 di44erent ways
socialists approach the ar3*ment o4 Gh*man
nat*reG:
GPeople are nat*rally laEy h3reedyh
a33ressiveG5 etc: ? how easily these phrases
trip o44 the ton3*e5 *s*ally be4ore the brain
has been p*t into 3ear: Aren't we all at some
time5 in certain circ*mstances5 laEy5 3reedy5
a33ressive? M wo*ld s*33est we are all a
comple< blend o4 G3eneral psycholo3ical
characteristics5 4eelin3s and behavio*ral
traitsG KConcise b<4ord Hictionary re: N*man
nat*reL:
These are some o4 my Gh*man nat*re?
an alternative viewG?
Cooperation ? c*rrently in the maAority
world s*bsistence 4armers and the like
already cooperate in 4amily 3ro*ps to provide
basic needs5 not b*yin3 and sellin3 b*t
simply prod*cin3:
Cooperationhhospitality ? many c*lt*res
in the world have a very stron3
4amilyhcomm*nity wel4are ethos and base
their daily lives on workin3 to3ether 4or the
bene4it o4 all: Most o4 these people live in the
maAority world and altho*3h they have little
they share what they have Keven with
stran3ersL:
^enerosity and Compassion ? 4rom the
minority world where most people's lives are
3enerally less harsh a lar3e n*mber o4 people
willin3ly donate KmoneyL on a re3*lar basis
in the hope o4 easin3 other people's
di44ic*lties5 e:3: child sponsorship5 AMH=
pro3rammes5 clean water pro3rammes:
CompassionhBmpathy ? in areashtimes
o4 maAorhnat*ral disasters vol*nteers are
never lackin35 nor slow to o44er assistance5
whether practical or monetary:
^ivin3h=harin3 ? h*3e armies o4 re3*lar
vol*nteers at home and abroad are at work to
help and improve people's lives5 e:3: li4ts to
hospitalsn shoppin3 4or the old or disabledn
yo*th workers in cl*bs and sports
associationsn parents' associations linked to
schools5 playschools etc: 4or better ed*cation
and 4acilitiesn or3aniEers o4 charity events:
ces5 a lot o4 this is to raise moneyo
Beca*se that is the system now: B*t these are
e<amples o4 people 3ivin3 time 4reely to
or3aniEe events5 bake cakes5 en3a3e in sports
and other promotional events 4or altr*istic
reasons:
=harin3 ? cooperatives o4 cons*mers in
local areas p*ttin3 in time on a re3*lar basis
to bene4it themselves and the comm*nity:
Cooperation ? barterin3 systems where
people swap skills?a 4ew ho*rs ironin3 4or the
repair o4 a water leak:
An observation abo*t retired5 i:e: not?
workin3?4or?money people: many will say it's
the best time o4 their lives and that they don't
have eno*3h time to 4it everythin3 in: And
what are they doin3? They are o4ten involved
in the kind o4 activities they act*ally enAoy5
takin3 care o4 the 3randchildren5 helpin3 o*t
even older 4olk in the comm*nity5 3rowin3
ve3etables5 involvin3 themselves in on3oin3
ed*cational proAects5 havin3 an occasional
holiday: Mn 4act5 3enerally playin3 a part in
the comm*nity in ways which wo*ld
admirably s*it a socialist society:
=o5 as 4ar as thin3s are now5 in this non?
socialist5 totally capitalist world5 yes5 o4
co*rse there are those who are 'laEy'5 '3reedy'5
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'a33ressive' and M believe vol*mes co*ld be
and have been written by anthropolo3ists
3ivin3 per4ectly 3ood reasons 4or s*ch
behavio*rs in o*r concrete A*n3les and
h*man Eoos:
M pre4er to call attention to the
ind*strio*sness5
3enerosity5
and
compassionate aspects o4 h*man nat*re:
;orkin3 to3ether 4or the common
3ood?
ceso
People can do it5 people do do it ? it's all
part o4 that wonder4*l diversity called N*man
Nat*re:
JANET SURMAN, TURKEY

No%:/0#c$ 1:a0#e<
Hears Bditors
Twenty years a3o5 there was a hi3h pro4ile
pop concert or3anised by the Live Aid 3ro*p5
to help the 4amine in Bthiopia: Now two
decades later nothin3 has chan3ed:
The Live X concerts addressed the
e44ects o4 poverty not it ca*ses: Wnless the
present social system has chan3ed5 4or many
more decades down the line there will be
more Live Aids5 more ^X s*mmits on this
poor continent5 and more Bonos and Bob
^eldo4s5 yet all their cries 4or billions to be
spent on aid are still *nlikely to make more
than the smallest dent in the deprivation:
Altho*3h
there
is
criminal
incompetence o4 A4rica's post?colonial black
elites Kthe people who call themselves
presidents5 prime ministers5 and in some
instances kin3s and princes o4 the continent
have wa3ed war on their own people and
pl*ndered the continent's wealth to ever
b*l3in3 Bank acco*nt in =witEerlandL5 the
main problem o4 the continent is capitalism:
Mt is common knowled3e that *p to two?
thirds o4 the world's pop*lation are h*n3ry5
while millions act*ally die 4rom starvation
each year: ;hy in a world o4 potential plenty
is so elementary a h*man need as 4ood
ne3lected 4or some many people?
=ome wo*ld deny that we live in a
world o4 plenty and claim that the ca*se o4
world h*n3er is nat*ral scarcity: That in other
words5 some people starve simply beca*se
not eno*3h 4ood can be prod*ced:
Mn the present state scienti4ic knowled3e
and prod*ctive techniD*es5 eno*3h 4ood
co*ld be prod*ced adeD*ately to 4eed the
pop*lation o4 the world:
;orld maln*trition then is not a nat*ral
b*t a social problem: Mts ca*se m*st be so*3ht
not in any lack o4 nat*ral reso*rces b*t in the
way society is or3anised: ;orld society
everywhere rests on the basis o4 the reso*rces
o4 the world5 nat*ral and man*4act*red5 by
very rich minorities:
\ock stars or any other celebrities will
not pers*ade the rich class to make world
poverty history: Mt's in 4act the world market
system that r*led the world: Actin3 like a
nat*ral 4orce beyond h*man control5 it has
m*ch power than any national 3overnment:
The market creates an arti4icial scarcity
and or3anised waste that is responsible 4or
poverty and h*n3er in the world today: The
law that 3overns everywhere is Gno pro4it5 no
prod*ctionG:
MICHAEL GHEBRE, LONDON NW1

Le%%er %o Hob
Hear Bditors
Below is a letter M sent to Bob ^eldo4:
Hear Bob5
M deeply respect yo*r sincerity in
campai3nin3 4or the end o4 poverty thro*3h
the world: My *nderstandin3 o4 poverty is
the ins*44iciency o4 the necessities o4 li4e
leadin3 to an inability to enAoy the wealth
potentially able to be created in ab*ndance
by h*mankind5 incl*din3 leis*re p*rs*its5
the arts and the basic necessities incl*din3
shelter5 warmth5 4ood and water and the
4reedom 4rom illness: This deprivation leads
inevitably to h*n3er and disease: M believe
that this ins*44iciency is lar3ely ca*sed by
money:
As M am s*re yo* will a3ree5 it is
important to *nderstand that wide?scale
h*n3er and even 4amine can occ*r when the
available 4ood s*pplies are not necessarily
less than s*44icient to 4eed the people they
sho*ld be intended 4or: For e<ample the
well?known st*dy o4 the PQRZ Ben3al
Famine by Armatya =en5 which M am s*re
yo* are 4amiliar with5 showed this clearly:
bther 4amines in recent times have occ*rred
when there has been a s*44iciency o4 4ood:
Mndeed 4ood e<portin3 4rom Bthiopia
contin*ed d*rin3 the 4amine o4 the PQXY's:
Mt is also important to *nderstand that
not all the pop*lation o4 an area a44ected by
h*n3er will 3o h*n3ry: Mt is o4ten what has
been called 'entitlement' that denies access to
the available 4ood: Wnder the present way o4
orderin3 =ociety this entitlement can be
determined by money or barter and not
necessarily by a person's need 4or 4ood:
Navin3 money alone that wo*ld ordinarily
sec*re eno*3h o4 the basics does not always
ens*re s*44icient access to those basics as5
4or e<ample5 when there is a shorta3e ca*sed
by 'nat*ral' or h*man 4actors: ^enerally5 as
with anythin3 else5 when there is perceived
to be a shorta3e5 the 'val*e' o4 3oods and
services Kincl*din3 4oodL rises: Beca*se o4
the way thin3s are ordered it is the poorest
who s*44er most when the price o4
commodities rises: There4ore Poverty can be
said to ca*se h*n3er and h*n3er to ca*se
poverty5 beca*se h*n3er weakens resistance
to disease5 which in t*rn leads to an
increasin3 tendency to an inability on the
part o4 its victims to tend to their needs:
As thin3s are presently ordered5
there4ore5 there is an advanta3e to those who
control the availability o4 essentials and who
in some way or other pro4it 4rom their sale to
re3*late the s*pply o4 3oods and services
anywhere in the world:
M4 the prod*cts o4 h*man labo*r and
indeed the plenti4*l raw materials
thro*3ho*t the world ? incl*din3 A4rica ?
were 4reely available to those who needed
them and indeed to those who help make
them available 4or h*man cons*mption
witho*t the intervention o4 money or any
other limitin3 4actor imposed by a minority
o4 h*mans then there co*ld not be need o4
any kind5 m*ch less catastrophes like
4amines: ;here there were 4actors held to be
beyond the immediate control o4
h*mankind5 4or e<ample 4loods or dro*3hts5
then the technolo3y presently widely
available co*ld be *sed to ameliorate their
worst e44ects: ;ater can be transported5 sea
water can be desalinated5 rivers can5 to some
e<tent5 be contained in their capacity to
contin&ed on pa,e -.
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Far left: the scene in Tavistock Square
moments after the explosion. Left and
below: relatives of suicide bomb victims in
London and Iraq grieve their losses

Y

t's not hard to see military recr*itment
3oin3 on: American comic books have
4*ll pa3e adverts e<hortin3 readers to
become an 'Army o4 one':
Hoc*mentary?makers have 4ollowed W=
recr*iters visitin3 poorer nei3hbo*rhoods
o44erin3 ed*cation5 prospects5 a 4*t*re: Mn
the Wf on hi3h streets5 recr*iters p*t *p
boards showin3 abseilin35 skiin35 divin3 ?
anythin3 other than riddlin3 another h*man
bein3 with b*llets or shrapnel:
The army has historically been a way
o*t 4or the poor and powerless: A so*rce o4
empowerment Kor at least o4 4eelin3 that
someone somewhere is in controlL5 o4
belon3in35 o4 bein3 part o4 a corporate body
and a story o4 positive action and val*es:
Mt's a tra3ic irony o4 h*manity that the
stat*es and memorials 4or military
m*rderers are almost invariably bi33er5
better and more splendid than others:
Battles ? like Tra4al3ar ? are commemorated5
whereas anniversaries on the 4irst *se o4
anaesthetic wo*ld pass *s by *nmarked
e<cept by *ltra?enth*siasts:
The 3lori4ication o4 those who die in
battle is a near constant o4 any military
society: London is dis4i3*red with a war
memorial dedicated 'To the 3lorio*s dead' ?
as i4 there was ever anythin3 3lorio*s abo*t
a nineteen?year old boy han3in3 on the
barbed wire: To die nobly is o4ten rewarded
with a dictoria Cross: Hyin3 in action is
always re4erred to as sacri4ice5 a 3i4t 4rom
the soldier to the comm*nity: For the First
;orld ;ar5 Felicia Nemans' The boy stood
on the b*rnin3 deck5 a poem abo*t a yo*n3
sailor dyin3 at his post5 was *sed in
recr*itment drives in this co*ntry:
The actions5 then5 o4 the 4o*r yo*n3
men5 three o4 them 4rom Leeds5 in callo*sly
sla*3hterin3 over 4i4ty 4ellow h*mans5 are
not so alien as some wo*ld think at 4irst:
=hehad Tanweer5 Nasib N*ssain5
Mohammed =adiD fhan5 4rom Leeds5 were
all described by their st*nned 4riends and
relatives5 as per4ectly ordinary5 nice and
polite yo*n3 men: Not b*3?eyed rantin3
4anatics:
The psycholo3ical h*nt has be3*n to
*nderstand their motives ? e<perts in
terrorism disc*ss how s*icide m*rderers
reD*ire a wide s*pport network to caAole
and reass*re them5 assist them and point
them in the ri3ht direction: People look to
4anatical Mslamic preachers5 or the visits to
Pakistan made by some o4 these boys when
their 4amilies tho*3ht they were 3oin3 o44
rails ? trained in one o4 the Madrassa
theolo3ical schools there:
The ;est corkshire metropolis ? like
many post?ind*strial northern towns ? has
deep c*lt*ral divisions: These were
e<posed some years back in !YYP with the
Brad4ord riots5 a4ter which there were
claims that the local Asians who t*rned o*t
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to 4i3ht a3ainst 4ascists were 3iven
disproportionate sentences: The
comm*nities live in the same towns5 b*t do
not mi<5 and so distr*st is sown between
white?skinned and brown?skinned workers'
4amilies: btherwise sensible people will tell
tales o4 the shockin3 cond*ct o4 the other
comm*nity:
These areas are scenes o4
depoliticisation ? Leeds and Brad4ord have
some o4 the lowest t*rno*ts in elections:
The area o4 Leeds that Tanweer was 4rom
has almost do*ble the *nemployment o4
other parts o4 the city: Ne himsel4 le4t
school with virt*ally no D*ali4ications:
\elatives and 4riends talk o4 how
yo*n3 men who come back 4rom Pakistan
are shocked by the poverty they witness
there: bthers have talked o4 how it is not
di44ic*lt to 4eel solidarity with the people
they identi4y with ? with M*slims who are
oppressed in other parts o4 the world: They
can draw a line between that poverty and
oppression and their own e<periences: Mt is
not beyond wit or reason to see how these
yo*n3 men mi3ht become inclined to Aoin
*p:
All it reD*ires then is someone
wealthy eno*3h5 or3anised eno*3h to
provide them with trainin3 and chemical
e<plosives and eD*ipment: =omeone
r*thless eno*3h to be willin3 to send s*icide
m*rderers into crowds o4 people totally
*nconnected to their 3rievances simply to
send a messa3e to the power4*l: Altho*3h
it is *nlikely the London attack was directly
the responsibility o4 =a*di Arabian capitalist
bsama Bin Laden5 the pro4ile o4 the
leadership o4 the Mslamic movement is very
m*ch one o4 aspirant5 ed*cated5 relatively
wealthy men 4rom 4r*strated elites across
the Arab world:
T*st as r*lers and wannabe r*lers
thro*3ho*t the a3es have *sed reli3ion as a
motivator5 to provide the appearance o4 a
common ca*se between them and their

potential recr*its5 so too do the modern day
variety5 attemptin3 to b*ild a coalition o4
people 4rom many di44erent back3ro*nds
based on the historical e<perience o4 islamic
c*lt*re: Mncorporatin3 their local 3rievances
into a sin3le paranoiac cloth whereby
America5 gionists and 'cr*saders' were the
ca*se o4 all ills was an inte3ral part o4 that
proAect:
The le4t ? monomaniacal as ever ? see
this as 'the violence o4 the oppressed'5 as
obAectively anti?imperialist: A4ter the
London bombin3s5 the =ocialist ;orkers
Party st*dio*sly avoided condemnin3 them:
A chor*s has 3one *p that Britain sho*ld
chan3e its 4orei3n policy5 p*ll o*t o4 MraD
and A43hanistan5 to stop *s bein3 tar3ets:
This o4 co*rse is no real sol*tion ? the war
wo*ld 3o on i4 not here in other parts o4 the
world ? and yo*n3 corkshiremen wo*ld
travel to other parts o4 the world to Aoin this
4i3ht: Terrorist ins*r3ency is not an
instinctive reaction to inA*stice5 b*t a policy
choice both 4or 4ootsoldiers and 3enerals
alike:
\eli3ion is the heart's cry o4 the
oppressed5 so*l o4 a so*lless world5 it
inspires *topian and th*s reactionary
politics: Mt cannot be stopped by
s*ppression5 harassment5 the silencin3 o4
radical preachers ? that wo*ld only aid and
abet the 4eelin3 o4 persec*tion: Mt m*st be
de4eated by reason5 by practical action to
demonstrate that there are prospects 4or
takin3 control o4 their own lives:
This means an open movement
desperately needs to be b*ilt to create a real
prospect o4 chan3e5 not A*st in the Wf b*t
in the world: ;e cannot rely on military
4orce5 or the state5 the 3reat and the 3ood
b*llyin3 moderate M*slims to speak o*t5 it
needs to come 4rom the massed ranks o4
workers5 set on *sin3 their creative ind*stry
to take real control o4 the world aro*nd *s:
An end to oppression5 and an end to
ambitio*s elites *sin3 h*man corpses as
steppin3 stones to wealth and power:!
Pik Smeet
Below: the glorious dead?
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;hy is the Third
;orld always third?
;hy are
pdevelopin3
co*ntriesl still not
developed5 when
the ;est is doin3
so well? ;hy are
so many o4 them
poor5 and have they
always been that way?
Ms it A*st their 4a*lt? A
look at history reveals
a di44erent story5 and
one which e<plains the
real ori3ins o4 western
prosperity:

b
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nothin3 i4 not 4rank5 at
least on the fyoto Treaty:
Mnterviewed by =ir Trevor
McHonald on the eve o4
last month's ^X s*mmit KMTd5 R T*lyL he had
this to say o4 this treaty which aims to
timidly limit carbon emissions Kone o4 the
contrib*tory ca*ses o4 the c*rrent 3lobal
warmin3L:
GM made the decision : : : that the fyoto treaty
didn't s*it o*r needs: Mn other words5 the

X

fyoto treaty wo*ld have wrecked o*r
economy5 i4 M can be bl*nt : : : M walked away
4rom fyoto beca*se it wo*ld dama3e
America's economy5 yo* bet: Mt wo*ld have
destroyed o*r economy: Mt was a lo*sy deal
4or the American economy:G
As the head o4 W= capitalism's political
e<ec*tive5 his remit is to protect and 4*rther
the interests o4 the W= capitalist class: The
reason why he and his advisers decided that
the fyoto Treaty wo*ld have dama3ed the
W= economy was that America 3ets a hi3her
proportion o4 ener3y 4rom b*rnin3 coal and
oil than its rivals5 so that any commitment to
*se other5 more e<pensive so*rces o4 ener3y

wo*ld have cost the W= proportionately more
than these rivals and so red*ced its
competitiveness vis?q?vis them:
That fyoto wo*ld have advanta3ed their
economies compared to America may even
have been at the back o4 the minds o4 the
B*ropean political leaders who promoted the
treaty: M4 so5 they miscalc*lated and may now
4ind that it is their economies that are 3oin3
to be disadvanta3ed:
Mn any event5 while it is clear that a D*estion
which concerns the whole world s*ch as the
possible conseD*ences o4 3lobal warmin3 can
be e44ectively dealt with only by *ni4ied
action at a world level5 it is eD*ally clear that
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Sketch of a West African slave, c. 1887

!obody cuts my
emissions

this is not 3oin3 to happen *nder capitalism:
The di44erent capitalist states into which the
world is divided have di44erent ? and clashin3
? interests5 s*ch as have come to the s*r4ace
over fyoto5 which they will always p*t 4irst:
At most5 all that can happen *nder capitalism
when a 3lobal problem arises is Gm*ch too
little5 m*ch too lateG:
That the leaders o4 the capitalist =tates o4
B*rope are A*st as willin3 Ki4 not A*st as 4rank
abo*t itL as B*sh to p*t the interests o4 their
capitalist class 4irst when it comes to
environmental problems was shown by a
headline in the Times the 4ollowin3 day:
GB*rope drops 3reen a3enda to p*t li4e back
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into ind*stryG: The article reported that5 *nder
press*re 4rom 3overnments and 4rom
b*siness lobbies5 the B*ropean Commission
has p*t o44 proposals to deal with the problem
o4 air poll*tion:
GThe shelvin3 o4 the environment strate3ies
marks a tri*mph 4or the British ^overnment5
which has called on the Commission to stop
prod*cin3 re3*lations that dama3e
b*sinesses: An impact assessment had
s*33ested that the air?poll*tion strate3y alone
wo*ld cost between rS:Q billion and rPR:Q
billion a year 4rom !Y!YG:
Bno*3h said:
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Women gluing training shoes without masks
in the world’s largest sweatshop

M

n PQaX the Chinese Comm*nist Party
*nder Hen3 iiapin3 embarked on
re4orms that wo*ld steer China's
economy toward transition 4rom state?
r*n to 4ree market capitalism:
=ince then China's ^ross Homestic
Prod*ct K^HPL has 3rown by an avera3e o4
Q:S percent per year5 4aster than any other
co*ntry: China Aoined the ;orld Trade
br3anisation K;TbL in Hecember !YYP and
now acco*nts 4or PZ percent o4 world o*tp*t
with a ^HP likely to overtake Tapan by
!YPO and America by !Y!Y5 makin3 China
the world's lar3est economy:

Q1o0oN/1 ho8e00e$$h

This prodi3io*s 3rowth is attrib*table
to 4orei3n investment that has *tilised the
co*ntry's remarkably 'liberal' b*siness
climate to e<ploit low wa3e labo*r as a
plat4orm 4or the man*4act*re o4 3oods and
then their e<port to world at cheap prices:
P*t simply5 man*4act*rin3 has been
relocated to China to *nderc*t competition
and raise pro4its ? attracted by the almost
'ine<ha*stible' s*pply o4 cheap labo*r5 well?
developed in4rastr*ct*re5 ta< concessions
and br*tally repressive state:
China's economic 'openness' makes it
the world's lar3est recipient o4 4orei3n
investment5 which increased ZS percent in
the year to =eptember !YYR alone: Mt is
4*rther e<empli4ied by the co*ntry's import
tari44s5 which Ghave5 on avera3e5 4allen 4rom
RP percent in PQQ! to O percent a4ter it
Aoined the ;Tb in Hecember !YYP5 3ivin3
it the lowest tari44 protection o4 any
developin3 co*ntry:G KThe Bconomist5 !
bctober !YYR5 p:OL
Toint vent*res between Chinese
companies and 4orei3n m*ltinational
corporations prod*ce !a percent o4
man*4act*rin3 o*tp*t Kthere are R5YYY
involvin3 Wf companies aloneL and a
4lo*rishin3 private sector acco*nts 4or SY
percent o4 Chinese ^HP:

B/1: 4 8oor

Altho*3h most o4 the pop*lation still
e<ists at basic s*bsistence levels5 the
p*rchasin3 power o4 a minority o4 better
paid workers Kb*t still meas*red in tens o4
millionsL and the development o4 an
PY

Mn r*ral re3ions5 where
over OY percent o4 the pop*lation
still live5 the 4ree market
dere3*lation o4 a3ric*lt*ral
prices has driven millions 4rom
the land: Nere5 over PSY million
destit*te people are waitin3 to
mi3rate and seek work at any
wa3e5 while 4armers are o4ten compelled to
take *nskilled temporary work between
harvests to s*pplement mea3re earnin3s:
Mt will take PS?!Y years to absorb this
labo*r power5 which means that5 *nlike
some parts o4 =o*th?Bast Asia5 where
labo*r scarcity co*ld raise wa3es5 Chinese
based capitalism can probably hold down
*nskilled wa3es 4or many years:
To most the transition 4rom state?r*n
capitalism to the 4ree market variety means
low wa3es5 poor livin3 conditions and
repression: ;hile a minority o4 hi3her paid
workers has access to cons*mable 3oods5
the 4ree market has devastated the lower
paid who do not have money to b*y those
3oods: =ervices incl*din3 ed*cation and
medical care5 4ormerly provided by the
state5 are now '4ee based'5 while ho*sin3 is
controlled by private landlords:
The main man*4act*rin3 belt lies in
the re3ion o4 ^*an3don3 and alon3 the
Pearl \iver Helta5 where workers slave PS
ho*rs a day5 seven days a week with
mandatory overtime en4orced by coercive
4actory re3*lations: Mi3rant labo*r is
estimated at over PYY million5 more than
hal4 women 4rom impoverished inland
re3ions: Mnd*strial disp*tes are not
*ncommon:

indi3eno*s capitalist class have n*rt*red a
siEeable domestic market: China in 4act has
the world's 4astest 3rowin3 cons*mer
market and sales are soarin3: M4 income
distrib*tion remains *naltered5 Gby !Y!Y the
top PYY million ho*seholds will have an
avera3e income eD*ivalent to the c*rrent
avera3e in ;estern B*rope: This will open
*p a vast market 4or cons*mer 3oods:G KThe
Bconomist5 ! bctober !YYR5 p:PPL An
increasin3 n*mber o4 American and
B*ropean corporations are now investin3 to
sell directly to this 3rowin3 market:
China's market has also enco*ra3ed
the emer3ence o4 a Chinese capitalist class5
comprisin3 many who already have close
ties with 4orei3n capital and political
patrona3e 4rom BeiAin3: ;ithin this class a
small n*mber have amassed sta33erin3
levels o4 wealth:
This pict*re looks set to contin*e:
Tho*3h prod*ctivity is still low compared
with the developed world5 r*nnin3 at
appro<imately one?ei3hth o4 that in
America5 economic 'openness' is
enco*ra3in3 the rapid trans4er o4
man*4act*rin3 technolo3y that will enable
China to *se the ind*strialised co*ntries as a
sprin3board to raise prod*ctivity:
[o0%ra</1%/o0$
Prod*ction will also rapidly climb the
=ometimes disp*tes er*pt into riots as
Gval*e addedG chain5 *tilisin3 the PY million
happened
at the Taiwanese =tella
3rad*ates who Aoin the Chinese workin3
Mnternational 4actory at Hon33*an in the
class each year:
sprin3 o4 !YYR: The 4actory5 employin3
B*t more important is the ab*ndant
aY5YYY workers5 makes shoes 4or Nike5
s*pply o4 the reso*rce essential to pro4its ?
\eebok5 Clarks5 =ears and Timberland:
h*man labo*r power: China has a
pop*lation o4 P:Z billion or !Y
Migrant worker - China on the move
percent o4 the world's pop*lation
and the political elite has worked
hard to mobilise this labo*r
power to create the conditions to
4*el capitalism:
=tate ind*stry has rapidly
shr*nk and tho*sands o4
enterprises have been sold or
bankr*pted and their workers
sacked: An estimated RY million
have been made Aobless to Aoin
the co*ntless millions made
red*ndant 4rom native private
ind*stry by relentless 4orei3n
competition:
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Hra3on
Factory property was
alle3edly dama3ed and ten
workers were s*bseD*ently
Aailed 4or Zs years b*t later
4reed when the company5
4ear4*l o4 reperc*ssions5 sec*red their
release:
Lon3?term disre3ard 4or poverty and
the impoverished pli3ht o4 workin3 people
and peasantry may well pose a si3ni4icant
threat to 3overnment a*thority: The
3overnment has been compelled to
ameliorate worker conditions and in some
places *nemployment ins*rance has
improved and minim*m wa3es increased5
while cities have endeavo*red to increase
employment ? 3enerally by o44erin3
assistance to new enterprises to employ
red*ndant workers: B*t 4*ndin3 is still
minimal and o44icial corr*ption widespread:
Nowhere is the contrast between rich
and poor more stark than in =han3hai5 a city
o4 Pa million and the centre o4 Chinese
capitalism: Nere poor livin3 conditions5
overcrowdin3 and poverty are Gta 4ar cry
4rom the empty streets o4 the 3ated
comm*nities in the east end o4 P*don35
where hi3h walls and a plethora o4 3*ards
provide a sa4e5 ins*lar heaven 4or those
livin3 within:G KChina Haily5 !X April !YYSL
bne o4 China's main weaknesses is
electricity 3eneration and the rapid increase
in demand5 e<acerbated by ho*sehold
appliances and air?conditionin35 has ca*sed
shorta3es5 blacko*ts and power rationin3:
China's electricity 3eneration is aY percent
dependent on coal and miners were 4orced
to increase o*tp*t by SR percent in the 4o*r
years to !YYZ: \*dimentary sa4ety is
i3nored and a twelve?ho*r day5 !X days a
month is the ind*stry standard: GThere were
more than O5YYY deaths last year 4rom
e<plosions5 4loods5 cave?ins and other
accidents in China's minin3 ind*stry5
acco*ntin3 4or XY percent o4 the world's
total 4atalities: Mndependent estimates5
however5 say *p to !Y5YYY workers are
killed every year as they toil *nder3ro*nd in
poor conditions 4or little money:G
Khttp:hhwww:chinalaborwatch:or3L
The 'All China Federation o4 Trade
Wnions5' is the only le3al trade *nion and
controlled by the Chinese Comm*nist Party
KCCPL: Mndependent trade *nions are banned
and workers a3itatin3 4or better conditions
are ro*tinely Aailed: B*t despite the lack o4
or3anisation5 skill shorta3es have enabled
some to make 3ains a4ter strikes5 as in
=henEen in bctober !YYR and Pany* in
November !YYR:
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The 'Chinese miracle' has had a
detrimental e44ect on many workers o*tside
China: ;hile the international class who
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who G4ly the banner o4
live by pro4its has bene4ited immeas*rably
democracy and political re4orm5G he warned
by trans4errin3 operations to China5 many
the Party wo*ld be Gpre?emptiveG and
workers in other co*ntries have paid the
Gstrike when they rear their heads:G KTime
price with the loss o4 their Aobs: ;orst hit
ZP Tan*ary !YYS5 p:RSL:
have been workers who barely s*rvive in
Mn practical terms the political elite is
*ndeveloped co*ntries where imports and
seekin3 to ti3hten control over local
e<ports mirror those o4 China: The
3overnment to block independent
abolition o4 import D*otas on te<tiles in
le3islat*res and plans to Gimprove the
Tan*ary !YYS5 4or e<ample5 is set to
political thinkin3 o4 *niversity st*dents to
decimate Aobs in Ban3ladesh and Cambodia
where companies will be *nable to compete: elevate the Party's r*lin3 powerG KPeople's
Haily5 PQ Tan*ary !YYSL: ;ebsites e<posin3
Another cas*alty has been the Me<ican
corr*ption have been sh*t witho*t
workin3 class where an estimated !!S5YYY
e<planation: Newspapers are banned 4rom
Aobs5 ori3inally trans4erred 4rom America
p*blishin3 anythin3 ne3ative abo*t the
a4ter the introd*ction o4 the North America
Free Trade Association have moved to
China since !YYP: Likewise5
prod*ction trans4erred to =o*th
forean and Taiwanese based
corporations is 'o*t?so*rced' to China
4or labo*r intensive assembly and then
re?e<port:
B*t China's capitalism is also
in4l*encin3 the world's workin3 class
in other ways: ;orker conditions in
developed co*ntries are *nder attack:
As The Bconomist e*phemistically
p*ts it: GMndivid*al co*ntries can
ma<imise their 3ains 4rom Chinese
inte3ration and minimise their losses
by makin3 their own economies more
4le<ible5 increasin3 mobility between
sectors and improvin3 ed*cation:G K! Hu Jintao - no concession to democratic aspirations
bctober !YYR5 p:P!L:

Fo9/%/1a9 1o0%ro9

The development o4 capitalism in
China looks set to remain 4irmly *nder the
political dictatorship o4 the Comm*nist
Party: Altho*3h in practical operation 4or
years5 4ree market capitalism was o44icially
reconciled with 'comm*nism' at the POth
National Con3ress o4 the CCP in November
!YY! when the Party's constit*tion was
amended to open membership to China's
'b*siness elite' to protect the Gle3itimate
ri3hts and interestsG o4 b*siness and
property owners: The CCP has become the
instr*ment o4 m*ltinational corporations and
o4 this 'b*siness elite' and seeks to
perpet*ate its r*le with the s*pport o4 those
who bene4it 4rom the system o4 e<ploitation
in the world's lar3est sweatshop: The Party
has warned it will make no concession to
'democratic aspirations:' At the Central
Committee meetin3 in =eptember !YYR5 N*
Tintao5 China's President and Party leader
asserted that GChina wo*ld never have its
own ^orbachev5G or co*ntenance erosion o4
the CCP's r*lin3 position: Heno*ncin3 those

police5 3overnment or A*diciary and
Ao*rnalists have been ordered to stop
criticism:
Mn this way capitalism in China is an
investors' paradise and a workers' prison
camp: Bnormo*s pro4its are attained at
sta33erin3 h*man cost5 and with the
3rowin3 3ap between rich and poor the
class str*33le is set to intensi4y: The
inte3ration o4 China into world capitalism
has also had pro4o*nd e44ects: Mt has drained
away Aobs 4rom other parts o4 the world5
lowered 3lobal *nskilled wa3e rates and
eased press*re on wa3es in other co*ntries
by red*cin3 prices o4 cons*mable 3oods:
These world?wide reverberations will
contin*e: !
STEVE TROTT
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he barrister and writer Brnest Bel4ort
Ba< KPXSR?PQ!SL5 even tho*3h he
was a prominent member o4 the
=ocial Hemocratic Federation and
had even been 4or a while in the =ocialist
Lea3*e with ;illiam Morris5 was
notorio*sly preA*diced a3ainst women5 even
to the e<tent o4 ar3*in3 a3ainst 3ivin3 them
the vote and o4 re3ardin3 them as bein3 in a
privile3ed position compared with men:
This was a very stran3e position to be
taken *p by the co?a*thor with ;illiam
Morris o4 !ocialism .rom the Root 2p or
!ocialism Its Growth and 7utcome and o4 a
n*mber o4 other articles e<pressin3 socialist
ideas: =o stran3e in 4act that his socialist
credentials have to be challen3ed:
bne person who did challen3e him on
the iss*e was Mar<'s da*3hter5 Bleanor5 then
callin3 hersel4 Bleanor Mar< Avelin35
addin3 to her name that o4 the man she was
livin3 with witho*t bein3 married:
Ba< had written an article on GThe
;oman e*estionG that was p*blished in the
=HF's paper 9ustice in its !a T*ly PXQS
iss*e Ksee http:hhwww:mar<ists:or3harchiveh
ba<h PXQShYahwoman:htmL: This e<pressed
the position he s*mmed *p in a later article
KZY NovemberL as:
GK : : :L Mn concl*sion M will 3ive5 once
4or all5 in a 4ew words my position on this
D*estion5 cleared o4 the preA*dice imported
into it by railin3 acc*sations o4 woman?
hatin3 and other obAectionable D*alities:
P: M *tterly disp*te the validity o4 the
attempted analo3y between women as a se<
and the proletariat as a class5 on which
analo3y the pla*sibility o4 the Gwoman
movementG 4or =ocialists so lar3ely rests:
!: ;hile 4*lly reco3nisin3 the
P!

oppression o4 the capitalist system on
women as on men5 M deny that5 on the
whole5 it presses more on women than on
men5 as s*ch:
Z: Comin3 to the D*estion o4 direct
se<?tyranny5 i4 we are to talk o4 this M am
prepared to prove that5 at least in all
co*ntries where the An3lo?=a<on is
dominant5 viE:5 in Britain and its colonies5 in
the Wnited =tates5 `c:5 it is invariably men
who5 both by law and p*blic opinion5 are
oppressed in the s*pposed interests o4
women and not :ice :ersa:
R: That the 4ew Kmainly 4ormalL
disabilities o4 women in politics or
elsewhere which are perpet*ally bein3
trotted o*t5 are more than compensated 4or5
by special privile3es in other directions:
S: That the woman's ri3hts a3itation as
hitherto cond*cted5 in which the Gbr*te
manG plays the role o4 villain5 was born o4
hysterics and Gso*r 3rapes5G and is kept
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alive by a bare?4aced system o4 Gbl*445G and
both the s*ppression and perversion o4 4act5
intended to work on the sentimental male
with a view o4 placin3 women in a sa4e
citadel o4 privile3e and se<?domination ? the
talk o4 eD*ality bein3 a mere blind: M am
prepared to maintain any or all o4 these
propositions in writin3 with anyone:G

This sparked o44 a disc*ssion in the
paper's correspondence col*mn and led to
Bleanor Mar< iss*in3 the 4ollowin3
challen3e to Ba< to debate the matter at a
p*blic meetin3:
GHear Comrade5 ? As TW=TMCB5 Gthe
br3an o4 the =ocial Hemocracy5G appears to
adopt comrade Ba< as the e<ponent on the
se; Knot womanL D*estion5 and as the
s*bAect is certainly one worthy
consideration and debate5 M desire5 thro*3h
yo*r col*mns5 to challen3e my 4riend Ba<
to a p*blic debate with me on the s*bAect:
The debate to take place in some hall in
London be4ore the end o4 the year5 so that
the proceeds o4 it Kwhether 4rom payments
4or admission or collection on the evenin3L
may be handed over to N: e*elch5 hon:
Treas*rer o4 the g*rich Committee 4or the
Mnternational Trades Wnion and =ocialist
;orkers' Con3ress5 PXQO: The debate to
4ollow the *s*al lines5 ZY min*tes on each
side5 and then two D*arters o4 an ho*r 4or
each speaker consec*tively: Ba<5 as
propo*nder o4 the 3eneral proposition 5 to
open: Chairman to be m*t*ally a3reed *pon:
? Fraternally yo*rs5
ELEANOR MARX AVELING."
K9ustice5 PO November PXQSL
Ba< t*rned down the proposal o4 a
p*blic debate and instead proposed a written
e<chan3e5 as the 4ollowin3 item 4rom the !Z
November iss*e o4 T*stice reported:
GMrs: Avelin3 sends *s the 4ollowin3
4or p*blication: ?
National Liberal Cl*b5
;hitehall Place5 =: ;:
=at*rday:
Hear Mrs Avelin35 ? M am per4ectly
ready to *ndertake a debate on the woman
D*estion in writin3 with yo* or any other
accredited representative o4 G;oman's
\i3htsG5 b*t M am too little au fait with
oratorical tricks and plat4orm claptrap to be
able to s*ccess4*lly de4end the most simple
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Far left: Ernest Belfort Bax.
Right: Eleanor Marx
Aveling

and obvio*s propositions *nder the
conditions proposed even i4 there were no
shriekin3 crowd a3ainst which my voice
wo*ld 4ind it impossible to contend:
M will enter *pon a literary debate on
similar lines to that M had with Bradla*3h on
=ocialism5 and shall be pleased to arran3e
4or s*ch a disc*ssion: My weapons in this
controversy are 4act and ar3*ment and not
ill?manners and name?callin3 either direct or
indirect: This bein3 so M nat*rally pre4er the
written method5 when 4act and ar3*ment are
Ga*sschla33eben:G ? co*rs sincerely5
E. BELFORT BAX.
To the above the 4ollowin3 reply has
been sent: ?
Green Street Green,
Orpington,
Nov, 19, 1895.
Hear Ba<5 ? M am in receipt o4 yo*r
letter K*ndatedL: M o44ered to debate with yo*
on the =e< e*estion: M am5 o4 co*rse a
=ocialist5 not a representative o4 G;oman's
\i3htsG: Mt is the =e< e*estion and its
economic basis that M proposed to disc*ss
with yo*: The so?called G;oman's \i3htsG
D*estion Kwhich appears to be the only one
yo* *nderstandL is a bo*r3eois idea: M
proposed to deal with the =e< e*estion
4rom the point o4 view o4 the workin3 class
and the class str*33le:
M may remind yo* that GtricksG and
GclaptrapG are not con4ined to the plat4orm:
There are5 as yo* know5 literary tricks and
Ao*rnalistic claptrap: ;ith a 4air and able
chairman there wo*ld be no shriekin3
crowdn and yo* have no more ri3ht to
ass*me that those holdin3 the views M
sho*ld attempt to p*t 4orward wo*ld
GshriekG than M have to ass*me that yo*r
s*pporters wo*ld howl: M remind yo* that
yo* recently 3ave an address5 4ollowed by
an open debate5 *pon this very s*bAect5 at
Bsse< Nall5 =trand: M 4ail to see5 there4ore5
why yo* do not take *p my challen3e now:
M here repeat it5 and will5 i4 yo* wish it5
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debate at Bsse< Nall: And i4 yo* still re4*se
M shall 3ive a lect*re5 probably at the
Athenae*m Nall5 Tottenham Co*rt \oad5
some =at*rday in Hecember5 on GMr Ba<
and the =e< e*estionG: The proceeds o4 this
lect*re will be 3iven to the g*rich
Committee F*nd 4or the Mnternational
=ocialist and Trade Wnion Con3ress to be
held in London in PXQO5 ? co*rs 4aith4*lly5
ELEANOR MARX AVELING."
Bleanor Mar< went ahead with her
lect*re5 with the 4ollowin3 notice appearin3
in 9ustice o4 a Hecember:
The =e< e*estion
Eleanor Marx Aveling
will lect*re on
"Mr. Bax and the Sex euestion"
at the
ATHENAEUM HALL,
73, Tottenham Court Road.
At X P:M:5 on
=ATW\HAc5 HBCBMBB\ !Pst5 PXQS:
Admission Ps5 Od5 and Zd:
All proceeds to 3o to the 4*nds o4 the
g*rich Committee5
Mnternational =ocialist ;orkers and Trade
Wnion Con3ress5
London5 PXQO:
Wn4ort*nately5 no report o4 what she
said appeared in 9ustice5 so we can only
s*rmise5 4rom the hints in the above letters5
that she wo*ld have analysed the G;oman's
\i3htsG movement as one o4 woman
property?owners to sec*re eD*al ri3hts with
men property?owners and ar3*ed that
women workers were e<ploited alon3side
men workers and that both sho*ld Aoin
to3ether in wa3in3 the class str*33le that
wo*ld event*ally end in the establishment
o4 socialism which wo*ld be Ga society in
which all the means o4 prod*ction are the
property o4 the comm*nity5 a society which
reco3nises the 4*ll eD*ality o4 all witho*t

distinction o4 se<G as she and Avelin3
D*oted 4rom Bebel's Woman-?ast@ ?resent
and .uture which they Aointly reviewed 4or
the Westminster Re:iew in PXXO Ksee
http:hhwww:mar<ists:or3harchiveheleanor?
mar<hworkshwomanD:htmL:
Ba< insisted on havin3 the last word5
acc*sin3 Bleanor Mar< o4 havin3 re4*sed to
debate in writin35 while in 4act it was he
who had re4*sed her challen3e to a p*blic
oral debate Kdespite bein3 a barristerL5 and
re?iteratin3 his preA*diced views on women:
GHear Comrade5 ? Now that the
G;omanG controversy in TW=TMCB is over5
and that Mrs: Avelin3 has pr*dently shirked
my o44er to meet her in debate on m*t*ally
4air terms5 M sho*ld be obli3ed i4 yo* will
allow me to state that M am still prepared to
debate in writin3 on the basis o4 the 4ive
points laid down by me in my last TW=TMCB
letter on the s*bAect5 with any representative
advocate o4 Kso?calledL G;oman's \i3htsG
KiAeA5 the 4*rther increase o4 the se<?
privile3es o4 womenL5 or with any
representative =ocialist who is opposed to
me in this D*estion : : :K9ustice5 R Tan*ary5
PXQOL:
Ba<5 incidentally5 wrote his letters
4rom the National Liberal Cl*b5 an all?male
establishment Ko4 co*rseL which incl*ded
leadin3 members o4 the Liberal Party5 to
which the =HF was s*pposed to be
implacably opposed: Nenry Nyndman5 the
=HF's leader5 was also a member5 an
indication o4 how re4ormist the top leaders
o4 the =HF had become:
Mt only remains to add that thin3s
ended tra3ically 4or Bleanor Mar<5 who
committed s*icide in PXQX5 at the a3e o4 RZ5
a4ter she learned that Avelin3 had 3one o44
with another woman:!
Adam Buick
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t o4ten strikes a socialist that so many o4 the criticisms o4
socialism are indeed valid5 b*t only when applied to capitalism:
M've heard it said5 Gsocialism may so*nd 4ine in theory5 b*t it
wo*ldn't work o*t in practice:G bne wonders e<actly what is
meant by Gworkin3 o*t in
practiceG: M4 it means 4ail*re to
solve the maAor social problems5
then capitalism has worked
wonders in practice5 especially5
as it creates problems it cannot
solve: GB*tG5 they e<plain5
Gsocialism wo*ld create chaos:G
By this5 one ass*mes that war5
depression5 mass *nemployment5
destr*ction o4 the environment5
epidemics o4 preventable
diseases5 4amine and 3enocide5
are not symptoms o4 a society in
chaos:
Many eD*ate socialism with
dictatorship5 yet5 with the comin3
o4 the modern ind*strial state5
most o4 the world's pop*lation
has lived *nder dictatorship:
A4ter ;orld ;ar MM5 more lived *nder it than be4oren b*t it was
4o*3ht5 Gto make the world sa4e 4or democracy:G Bven today5 a4ter
the 4all o4 the east B*ropean dictatorships5 many co*ntries have
some 4orm o4 repressive 3overnment:
;e are told that individ*al 4reedom will s*44er in a socialist
societyn yet how splendid it is to be 4ree *nder capitalism: Free to
be *nemployed5 4ree to starve Kwhich a lot o4 the world's pop*lation
are doin3:L Free to breathe poll*ted air:
GB*t socialism will brin3 re3imentation and *ni4ormity5G o*r
critics say: M o4ten look at rows and rows o4 stereotyped apartment
b*ildin3s and notice the lack o4 *ni4ormity: M'm s*re many workers
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;hen ^ordon Brown
boasted at last year's
Labo*r Party con4erence
that Gno lon3er the co*ntry o4 mass
*nemployment5 Britain is now advancin3
4*rther and 4aster to 4*ll employment than at
any times in o*r livesG he m*st have realised
that he was 3ivin3 a hosta3e to 4ort*ne: br
perhaps5 since he also claimed that Gno lon3er
the stop?3o economy5 Britain is now enAoyin3
the lon3est period o4 s*stained economic
3rowth 4or !YY yearsG5 he had del*ded
himsel4 that5 as the th*s sel4?proclaimed best
Chancellor o4 the B<cheD*er since PXYS5 he
really was able to control the levels o4
prod*ction5 prices and *nemployment in
Britain:
;hatever the reason5 last month's
b*siness headlines m*st have be3*n to shake
his con4idence in his in4allibility: GMn4lation at
its hi3hest point 4or a yearsG5 reported the
Times KPZ T*lyL and5 the ne<t day5 Ge*estion
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who have to p*nch in and o*t5 work on conveyor belts and 4ill in
time sheets5 wo*ld never dream o4 callin3 li4e re3imented *nder
capitalism:
GB*t socialism will create corr*ption and sheer callo*snessG:
Msn't capitalism s*ch a hi3hly moral society? bne need only observe
how many civic di3nitaries5 corporations and individ*al capitalists
have been *nable or *nwillin3 to obey their own phoney laws
which they hand down to *s Kto keep *s in lineL5 with all the sel4?
ri3hteo*sness o4 a ^od bn Ni3h:
GMn a socialist society with no 4inancial ind*cements to work5
lots o4 people will be laEy:G ;hat5 however5 is laEiness e<cept lack
o4 inspiration? Certainly there are many laEy 4olk aro*nd today:
Now many capitalists work GtooG hard?
GB*t5G they tell *s5 Gsocialism will sti4le individ*al creativity
and initiative:G No economic system can prevent h*man in3en*ity
e<pressin3 itsel4: ;here the con4*sion stems 4rom is that it is not
clearly *nderstood that the economic character this takes is
determined by the system one lives *nder: Tho*3h no economic
system can prevent h*man creativity5 capitalism has5 to an e<tent5
sti4led it: Mn the c*t?throat world o4 competition many 4ail: Many
have been *nable
to raise the capital
to even start and5
many who have
been s*ccess4*l5
have later 3one
At
bankr*pt: Mt's no
least it2s not
wonder so many
socialism3 then 5e2d
4eel insec*re: Mt
wo*ld be a wonder
really be in
i4 they didn't:
trouble777
Mn a socialist
society where the
tools o4 prod*ction
will be *sed5 4irst
and 4oremost5 to
provide all with the
necessities o4 li4e
and where all stand
eD*al in relation to
them5 there will be nothin3 to prevent 4*ll rein bein3 3iven to
h*man creativity: All will be 4ree to develop their personalities and
vario*s abilities to the 4*llest possible 4acet5 and all will contrib*te
accordin3 to their vario*s skills and abilities: The premise o4
prod*ction will be based on servin3 h*mankind and 4rom this5
people will 3et a satis4action *nknown *nder capitalism:
Mt will reach a point where5 as bscar ;ilde said5 GA man will
be known 4or what he is5 not 4or what he has:G !
STEVE SHANNON

mark over Wf 3rowth as Aobless claims riseG:
\eportin3 on this ^abriel \oEenber35
the Times' Bconomics \eporter5 wrote: GFears
that the slowin3 economy is tri33erin3 a
s*stained rise in *nemployment have
intensi4ied a4ter the n*mber o4 people
claimin3 Aobless bene4its rose 4or a 4i4th
month in a row : : : The last time the co*nt
rose 4or 4ive consec*tive months was in PQQ!
: : : The ^overnment's pre4erred s*rvey?based
meas*re o4 *nemployment 4ell by R5YYY in the
three months to May5 the b44ice 4or National
=tatistics said: B*t analysts said that at
P5R!O5YYY5 the meas*re was still RZ5YYY
hi3her than in A*3*st last year: Bmployment
4ell by a!5YYY in the same period5 the bi33est
drop since PQQZG:
;hat amo*nts to GmassG *nemployment
can be a matter o4 opinion5 b*t P5R!O5YYY
*nemployed Kpl*s many more on incapacity
bene4it or paid to do nothin3 on vario*s GAob
creationG schemesL wo*ld have been re3arded
as s*ch in the SYs5 OYs and aYs:
Another indication that ^ordon Brown's
l*ck at havin3 been Chancellor d*rin3 an
*n*s*ally lon3 period o4 recovery may be
be3innin3 to r*n o*t was the headline a
co*ple o4 days previo*sly GMan*4act*rers
bear the cost o4 s*r3in3 oil pricesG:
G=*r3in3 oil prices have 4orced *p

man*4act*rers' costs by the 4astest rate 4or !Y
years5 ti3htenin3 mar3ins5 o44icial 4i3*res
showed yesterdayG: This led5 reported ^abriel
\oEenber3 KTimes5 P! T*lyL5 to inp*t prices
3oin3 *p by !:Z percent between May and
T*ne: GThe rise meant that man*4act*rers'
costs 4or 3oods have risen P!:P percent in the
year to T*ne5 the lar3est ann*al rise since
March PQXS5 b*t weak cons*mer demand has
made it di44ic*lt to raise pricesG: b*tp*t
prices act*ally 4ell Y:! percent in T*ne: As
one analyst p*t it5 this was G3ood news 4or
hi3h street 3oods in4lation5 b*t not 4or
pro4itsG:
=ince capitalism r*ns on pro4its and
responds to chan3es in the rate o4 pro4it
Krather than to cons*mer demand5 as the
pop*lar de4ence o4 capitalism claimsL5 this
co*ld be a serio*s development: Anythin3
more than a merely passin3 4all in pro4it
mar3ins is bo*nd to translate itsel4 sooner or
later in 4allin3 prod*ction5 risin3
*nemployment and 4allin3 cons*mer demand:
;hen this happens5 Brown will discover that
3overnments don't5 and can't5 control the way
capitalism works and that he hadn't
discovered a ma3ic 4orm*la 4or preventin3
the boom?sl*mp cycle and en3ineerin3
s*stained 3rowth:
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N e l e n
Mac4arlane
was radicalised
in A*stria by
the revol*tions
o4 PXRX which
swept thro*3h
B*rope: bn her
ret*rn
to
Britain
she
took
*p
revol*tionary
Ao*rnalism
*nder
the
pse*donym
N o w a r d
Morton 4or the Chartist ^eor3e T*lian
Narney: Mt was in Narney's weekly
newspaper \ed \ep*blican in PXSY that
Mac4arlane prod*ced the 4irst Bn3lish
translation o4 what became known as the
Bommunist Canifesto: Mn the ^erman
ori3inal it was called Canifesto of the
Bommunist ?arty b*t in the Red RepuElican
its title was German Bommunism: Canifesto
of the German Bommunist ?arty: Black is
critical o4 this name chan3e beca*se the
insertion o4 the word G^ermanG into the title
twice over Gde?emphasises its internationalist
thr*st:G B*t this misses the point o4 the
chan3e5 a reason the Red RepuElican seems
to have *nderstood b*t which is now widely
mis*nderstood: That is5 while the theoretical
parts o4 the Mani4esto have *niversal
application the practical proposals
Kpartic*larly at the end o4 =ection !L were p*t
4orward with ^ermany in mind at that time:
That is why Mar< and Bn3els later said that
some parts o4 the Mani4esto5 partic*larly in
=ection !5 were obsolete Ksee the Pre4ace to
the ^erman edition o4 PXa!L:
Mn the Red RepuElican version o4 the
Mani4esto5 some parts are missin3 and others
chan3ed mainly to s*it its Bn3lish
readership: Mn the PXXX Bn3lish translation5
s*pervised by Bn3els5 the 4amo*s openin3
line be3ins: GA spectre is ha*ntin3 B*rope:
The spectre o4 Comm*nism:G B*t in
Mac4arlane's translation this becomes: GA
4ri3ht4*l hob3oblin stalks thro*3ho*t
B*rope: ;e are ha*nted by a 3host: The
3host o4 Comm*nism:G Black states that her
*se o4 Ghob3oblinG rather than GspectreG is
*n4ort*nate5 b*t it is possible that her Bn3lish
readers at that time more readily *nderstood
the hob3oblin metaphor:
Mar< called Mac4arlane Ga rare birdG ?
Gthe only collaborator on his uNarney'sv
spo*tin3 ra3 who had ori3inal ideas:G =he
was the 4irst person to translate and e<plain
in Bn3lish the work o4 the ^erman
philosopher Ne3el: =he wrote a 4ew other
articles 4or the Red RepuElican in the PXSYs
b*t almost nothin3 is known o4 her in the
years be4ore or a4ter: ;hat seems certain
however is that Mac4arlane co*ld be
described as the 4irst British Mar<ist5 a
3eneration be4ore that term came into *se:
LEW
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These two books are not recommended 4or
the vario*s views e<pressed by the a*thors
and contrib*tors5 b*t 4or the wealth o4
in4ormation5 m*ch o4 it new5 on British
Fascism:
The 4irst 4ascisti5 *nder the leadership
o4 Benito M*ssolini5 was 4o*nded in Mtaly in
PQPRn Britain's 4irst Fascist or3anisation
emer3ed in May5 PQ!S5 si< months a4ter
M*ssolini's co*p: Mt5 too called itsel4 Fascisti5
b*t the 4ollowin3 year chan3ed its name to
the British Fascists: Most o4 its leaders were
aristocrats or men 4rom military or naval
back3ro*nds: They were militantly anti?
Tewish and5 thro*3h endorsement by s*ch
newspapers as the Times5 CorninH ?ost and
the Daily Cail5 believed in a worldwide
Tewish conspiracy as portrayed by the
in4amo*s 4or3ery5 The ?roctocols of the
Learned Elders of Lion: The British 4ascists
soon5 however5 split into even more e<treme
sects s*ch as the National Fascisti and
Arnold Leese's Mmperial Fascist Lea3*e:
Martin
P*3h
demonstrates
in
considerable detail the close connections
between the Fascist 3ro*ps and parties and
ri3htwin35 and even GmainstreamG5
conservative politicians: The Fascists were
o4ten looked *pon as more decisive Tories
who wanted a more power4*l5 corporate state
which wo*ld5 hope4*lly5 keep the Glower
ordersG in control and stop GalienG
immi3ration: Many members o4 the
Conservative Party wo*ld also be members
o4 one o4 the 4ascist 3ro*ps at the same time:
Both co*ld be depended *pon to de4end the
Nation and the Bmpire: Mndeed5 between the
two world wars5 not a 4ew members o4 the
\oyal 4amily5 incl*din3 the then Prince o4
;ales5 were sympathetic to M*ssolini's
Fascism and later NaEi ^ermany: ;inston
Ch*rchill e<pressed admiration 4or
M*ssolini5 and the Prince o4 ;ales had NaEi
4riends:
b4 co*rse the Fascists opposed the
^eneral =trike o4 PQ!O: Mn 4act5 as P*3h
notes5 they were partic*larly enth*siastic
anti?strike vol*nteers5 enrollin3 in the
br3anisation 4or the Maintenance o4
=*pplies5 and as =pecial Constables: Chie4
constables welcomed the Fascists5 b*t only
as individ*als and not as *ni4ormed members
o4 Fascist parties as these had hoped:
Mn PQ!Y5 the Conservative Member o4
Parliament5 bswald Mosley5 crossed the
4loor to sit as an independentn in PQ!R5 he
Aoined the Labo*r Party: Nis views were
already interventionist5 corporatist5 almost

Fascist5 b*t he was enth*siastically
welcomed into the Labo*r Party: By PQ!Q5
Mosley was appointed Chancellor o4 the
H*chy o4 Lancaster5 b*t he soon resi3ned5
and in Febr*ary PQZP he la*nched his New
Party:Then in PQZ!5 a4ter visitin3 \ome5 he
4o*nded the British Wnion o4 Fascists: The
BWF adopted the Corporate =tate5 with the
abolition o4 political parties5 as its o44icial
policy: At this sta3e5 Mosley and the BWF
looked to Mtaly 4or their model5 and it was not
*ntil PQZO that the BWF became pro?NaEi:
P*3h notes that Mosley re3*larly visited
Mtaly5 and was rewarded with 4*ndin3 by
M*ssolini 4or several years: Mosley did not
meet Nitler *ntil PQZS: H*rin3 this period5
the British Wnion o4 Fascists5 which added
the phrase Gand National =ocialistsG to its
title5 became increasin3ly anti?Tewish: The
BWF was or3anised militarily5 complete with
*ni4orms *ntil these were banned in PQZO:
For a n*mber o4 years5 the Daily Cail5
owned by Lord Northcli44e5 s*pported the
BWF and promoted Fascism:
Besides the BWF5 there were still a
n*mber o4 small Fascist parties5 as well as
vario*s G4rontG 3ro*ps s*ch as the Tan*ary
Cl*b and An3lo?^erman Fellowship and5
later5 the Link: As in the PQ!Ys5 s*ch 3ro*ps
had many Tories5 ri3htwin3 and mainstream5
as members: Mndeed5 most Conservatives5 in
Parliament and the co*ntry at lar3e5 were
either pro?Fascist Mtaly5 pro?NaEi ^ermany
or5 like Neville Chamberlain5 appeasers5 as
Martin P*3h demonstrates in some detail:
Many o4 them contin*ed to hold similar ideas
even a4ter Britain had declared war on
^ermany5 on Z =eptember5 PQZQ: Mn PQRY5
bswald Mosley5 as well as abo*t XYY
Fascists and others considered to be pro?
^erman5 were arrested and imprisoned: B*t
by PQR!5 most had been released: Mosley
was conditionally released 4rom prison in
PQRR: The BWF had been banned in T*ne5
PQRY:
Mritish .ascism@ the LaEour Co:ement
and the !tate is a collection o4 4airly short
and diverse essays by vario*s a*thors:
\ichard Ma3*ire disc*sses the *se o4
Fascists by the Conservative ^overnment in
de4ence o4 what =tanley Baldwin called the
Gcomm*nityG in de4eatin3 the miners5 and
d*rin3 the ^eneral =trike o4 PQ!O: And5 as
noted in P*3h's book5 the a*thorities were
more than prepared to *se Fascists as strike?
breakers5 their views bein3 that the Fascists
co*ld be depended *pon as =pecial
Constables and the like:
\ichard Th*rlow o*tlines the
4ormation o4 the =ec*rity =ervice KMMSL5 and
its collaboration with =pecial Branch in
s*rveillance o4 the Comm*nist Party5 and
Comintern a3ents in Britain5 partic*larly
d*rin3 the PQ!Ys and PQZYs: A4ter abo*t
PQZZ5 MMS and =pecial Branch be3an to
interest themselves in the British Wnion o4
Fascists5 which hitherto they had not done:
Mnterestin3ly5 Th*rlow points o*t that
Ma<well fni3ht o4 MMS had himsel4 been the
British Wnion o4 Fascists' Hirector o4
Mntelli3ence in PQ!a: ^raham Macklin
disc*sses the attit*de o4 the police and
ma3istrates towards the Fascists in their
con4rontations with the Comm*nists5 and
shows that in 3eneral they were more
sympathetic towards the Fascists than the
Comm*nists: Not s*rprisin3ly5 bswald
Mosley was partic*larly e44*sive in his
s*pport 4or the police5 many o4 whom were
anti?Tewish: Philip Co*pland o*tlines what
he calls Gle4t?win3 4ascismG5 in which the
BWF *se le4twin3 terminolo3y to attract
PS

workers and disill*sioned Labo*rites and
Comm*nists: Mn parts o4 the co*ntry this was
D*ite s*ccess4*l:
Havid \enton disc*sses the so?called
anti?Fascism5 d*rin3 the PQaR?aQ period5 by
s*ch or3anisations as the Anti?NaEi Lea3*e5
the Trade Wnions and the =;P5 all o4 which
4rom a socialist viewpoint achieved nothin3
in de4eatin3 4ascist ideas and activities:
Mndeed5 a party like the BNP today probably
has as m*ch s*pport as did the BWF in PQZS:
Possibly more:
PEN
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NertE is 4airly well?
known
as
a
commentator on
and
critic
o4
3lobalisation: B*t
*nlike some5 she
does not even make
the pretence o4
bein3
anti?
capitalist: Mn her
previo*s book The
!ilent TaNeo:er5
she made it clear
that
she
was
advocatin3 another
4orm o4 capitalism in contrast to a laisseE?
4aire version that sidelined A*stice and
democracy:
The book *nder review 4oc*sses on
developin3?co*ntry
debt
and
its
conseD*ences5 not A*st 4or the Third ;orld
b*t 4or 'advanced' capitalist co*ntries too:
For debt and possible de4a*lts can lead to
desperation and terrorism5 environmental
dama3e and 3eneral economic recession:
H*rin3 the 'Cold ;ar'5 loans were o4ten
made 4or strate3ic reasons5 to keep co*ntries
4riendly5 whether W= loans to Latin America
or \*ssian and Chinese lendin3 to A4rica:
The collapse o4 Bastern B*ropean state
capitalism bro*3ht a s*dden end to this5 with
loans bein3 called in and new lendin3 bein3
on m*ch less 4avo*rable terms: NertE 3ives a
3ood acco*nt o4 many o4 the mechanisms by
which lendin3 occ*rs5 s*ch as the roles o4 the
Mnternational Monetary F*nd and ;orld
Bank: Many ;estern co*ntries have e<port
credit a3encies that *nderwrite sales by
domestic companies and step in to pay them
i4 anythin3 3oes wron3 Kso m*ch 4or the risks
o4 entreprene*rshipL: There are even traders
who b*y and sell developin3?co*ntry debt as
i4 it were pork or oil5 *s*ally makin3 vast
pro4its in the process:
Mn !YYR5 the world's poorest co*ntries
owed wRSX billion: The conseD*ences o4 this
seem pretty devastatin3:
GMillions o4 children contin*e to die
every sin3le year beca*se money that co*ld
be spent on preservin3 their health is still
bein3 spent on debt service: Millions o4
children are prevented 4rom attendin3 school
beca*se money that co*ld be spent on their
ed*cation is still bein3 spent on repayin3
debt:G
Nence the demand to 'Hrop the Hebto'5
and NertE's proposals 4or decidin3 when debt
is ille3itimate and sho*ld be cancelled5 pl*s
PO

her s*33estions o4 'new principles 4or
borrowers and lenders':
The problem is that all s*ch proposals
e44ectively accept the stat*s D*o5 i:e: 3lobal
capitalism: They do not even be3in to
address the D*estion o4 why people are poor
in the 4irst place: The passa3e D*oted above
ass*mes that money spent on repayin3 debts
wo*ld otherwise be *sed 4or health care and
ed*cation5 b*t there is no 3*arantee o4 this at
all: 3overnments in developin3 co*ntries5
like all 3overnments5 r*n a44airs in the
interests o4 the r*lin3 class: Mn a world rooted
in ownership o4 reso*rces by a tiny minority
o4 the pop*lation5 poverty5 4amine5 and lack
o4 access to decent health care and ed*cation
are inevitable: Cancellin3 debt Kwhich is
anyway less costly to the lenders than mi3ht
at 4irst appearL relates to A*st one aspect o4
the way in which the basic ineD*ality o4
capitalism reveals itsel4: Mt does not a44ect
*nderlyin3 ca*ses ? which is why5 whatever
the sincerity o4 those who s*pport it5 it will
make no contrib*tion to endin3 poverty:
PB
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Bein3
a
collection o4
essays
by
academics 4or
their st*dents5
this vol*me
e<amines
Mar<'s key
The authors and one of their c o n c e p t s :
capitalism5
previous collaborations
class5
the
state5 oppression5 revol*tion5 eD*ality and
democracy5 and more: There are n*mero*s
books o4 this type and and most o4 the
chapters do a reasonable Aob o4
reconstr*ctin3 Mar<'s tho*3ht: Nowever5
Pa*l Blackled3e's chapter on \evol*tion
treats Mar< and Lenin as tho*3h they were
complementary: This is the standard Leninist
line p*t 4orward by Blackled3e:
G;hile Mar< and Bn3els laid down
some 3eneral 3*idelines 4or b*ildin3 a
workers' party5 they did not develop these
into a 4*lly worked o*t theory: this task was
taken *p by later Mar<ists5 notably Lenin :::G
Paraphrasin3 Lenin himsel45 the a*thor
claims that Lenin's =tate and \evol*tion
Kp*blished in PQPaL Gret*rned to the works o4
Mar< and Bn3elsG and e<plained their ideas
on revol*tion: B*t this *ntr*e: Mar< and
Bn3els' insistence on workin3 class sel4?
emancipation speci4ically r*les o*t what
wo*ld become later known as Leninism5 the
idea that the workin3 class were incapable o4
sel4?emancipation and m*st be 4reed by a
Leninist van3*ard party: This is in 4act the
e<act opposite o4 Mar< and Bn3els' position:
As the chapter on ;orkin3?Class
Mnternationalism D*otes Mar<: Gn*mbers
wei3h only in the balance i4 *nited by
combination and led by knowled3e:G And the
chapter on Hemocracy5 D*otin3 another
commentator on Mar< in the twentieth
cent*ry5 declares: Gthe terrible 4ate which
be4ell Mar< was that he was Leninised:G
LEW
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The RulinH Assess will certainly make yo*
la*3h b*t5 on the other hand5 the tho*3ht4*l
reader mi3ht be dist*rbed by the identity o4
the people who have provided the *tterly
abs*rd D*otations that make *p the book's
!PO pa3es:
The cl*e is in the s*b?title: GA little
book o4 political st*pidityG and the people
who have *nconscio*sly provided the
st*pidities are prominent politiciansn the very
'they' in that *biD*ito*s opinion that 'they
will uhave tov do somethin3 abo*t it:'
Beneath the am*sin3 pict*re on the
4ront pa3e is a D*ote 4rom the redo*btable Mr
Tohn Prescott5 The Minister 4or Transport
and c*rrent Labo*r Hep*ty Prime Minister: 'M
want to wron3 that ri3ht'5 says Mr Prescott:
The book's editor5 =tephen \obins5 in 3ivin3
Prescott pride o4 place5 so to speak5 sees the
obvio*s h*mo*r in this partic*lar piece o4
asininity b*t5 on the other hand it co*ld be a
serio*s comment on the vicio*s
a*thoritarianism o4 the present Labo*r
3overnment:
There can be no do*bt abo*t the mental
state o4 the man whose absol*te pearls o4
4ri3htenin3 i3norance wins him top spot in
this collection: ^eor3e ; B*sh5 the
President o4 the most power4*l nation on
Barth and the man with control o4 the n*clear
b*tton: ^eor3e's 4ather5 we learn 4rom his
3enero*s representation in this collection o4
abs*rdities5 was the eD*al o4 his son in the
mo*thin3 o4 verbal inanities: This red*ces
the present 3reat man to a sort o4 second
3eneration idiot and perhaps poses the
D*estion as to why the American
establishment5 which boasts a 'smart' bomb5
sho*ld a44lict itsel4 with s*ch st*pid
presidents:
The collection is well inde<ed and the
4act that the inde< contains X pa3es o4 names
at ! col*mns to the pa3e means that yo*r
4avo*rite politician is likely to be incl*ded ?
tho*3h5 in 4airness to the *niD*e st*pidities
o4 the B*shes5 4ather and son5 it sho*ld be
pointed o*t that they share some P!R listin3s
in a work where5 4or e<ample5 the home?
based political n*tter5 Man Paisley5 can only
achieve a:
This is a very 4*nny book and an easy
read b*t it 4ri3htenin3ly e<poses the cash
ne<*s in what passes 4or democracy in
capitalist society where the means o4
winnin3 elections is a commodity:
RM
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Co?written and directed by Nans ;ein3arten5
the eponymo*s heroes o4 this 4ilm are two
yo*n3 men ? radicals5 we mi3ht perhaps call
them ? who seem to have 4*sed 4en3 sh*i
with =it*ationism to create a stylish and
esoteric new 4orm o4 political protest: Their
method is to break into the homes o4 the rich
b*t5 rather than steal5 they move the 4*rnit*re
into new spaces5 or rearran3e it into new
4orms5 to create a vis*al spectacle desi3ned
to shock the occ*pants o*t o4 their cash?
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encr*sted apathy: Like hi3h?class cat
b*r3lars5 they leave prominent callin3
cards statin3 'the days o4 plenty are
n*mbered' or 'yo* have too m*ch
money5' and later read o4 their e<ploits
in the newspapers:

Played by Haniel Brxhl KTanL and
=tipe Brce3 KPeterL5 it starts to 3o
wron3 4or the Bd*kators when5
*nknown to Peter5 his 3irl4riend5 T*le5
and Tan become an item Knever let a
woman spoil a 3ood relationship5 the
4ilm seems to implyL: ;itness to police
br*tality5 b*llied by her man3er5
b*llied by her landlord5 and crippled by
debt5 T*le has been s*44iciently
radicalised by these e<periences to
ali3n hersel4 with Peter and Tan and
become the *no44icial third Bd*kator:
The kind o4 =pectaclesD*e rich?
bashin3 they en3a3e in may leave some
o4 their older victims rememberin3 that
there's a beach beneath their 3ravel
driveway: Mndeed5 a4ter the Bd*kators
have been 4orced to abd*ct one o4 their
victims they learn that he was once a
radical who r*bbed sho*lders with the
prominent Le4ties in the 3lory days o4
'OX: Now a rich entreprene*r5 the
Bd*kators ? and the a*dience ? are
moved to wonder i4 his revol*tionary
ideals are now dead5 or A*st dormant:
H*rin3 his captivity he be4riends Tan5
T*le and Petern cookin3 4or them5
washin3 their clothes5 sharin3 their
Socialist Standard August 2005

dr*3s5 and it seems that the
acc*m*lated detrit*s o4 thirty years in
the b*siness world be3ins to 4all away
to reveal5 to some e<tent5 the idealist he
once was5 or at least a more beni3n
capitalist5 a =croo3e on Christmas
mornin3: The Bd*kators s*spect his
motives and are alarmed by their
developin3 4riendship with their class
enemy and 'hosta3e': Nis abd*ction by
the Bd*kators becomes his ed*cation5
and he parts company with his captors
on 4riendly terms5 lettin3 by3ones be
by3ones and5 more importantly5
promisin3 not to contact the
a*thorities: B*t some leopards never
chan3e their spotst
To some e<tent the 4ilm is
remindin3 *s o4 the 3enerally
perceived view that yo*th4*lness and
radicalism seem to 3o hand in hand5
whilst 'a3ein3' and 'conservative' are
words which 4reD*ently keep each
other company: There are many people
who claim to have been socialists back
in the si<ties5 yet a4ter a 4ew pints
con4ess that Bnoch was ri3ht: And
some know5 and some even perhaps
are5 4ormer radicals who now vote New
Labo*r and watch the world 3o by
4rom behind the Financial Times:
As The EduNators sho*ld have
tried to e<plore more o4ten5 there are
probably many reasons why yo*th4*l
wo*ld?be smashers o4 the state mat*re
into *pholders o4 the stat*s D*o: Mt is
o4ten the case that sel4?styled radicals
were never radical in the 4irst place5
and a promisin3 career is a 3reat
incentive 4or abandonin3 one's
revol*tionary ideals: B*t as =ocialist
Party members will evince5 radicalism
never dies: it simply loses its dress
sense:
Neil Windle
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ca*se widespread dama3e to the lives o4
people who happen to live in their 4lood
plains:
Presently some A4rican co*ntries
are tro*bled by5 amon3 other thin3s5
wars5 corr*pt 3overnment as well as
crop 4ail*re d*e to dro*3ht and other
4actors: To some e<tent many other parts
o4 the world have also been a44ected in
similar ways over the last 4ew cent*ries:
The 'debt' that is owed by many
co*ntries in A4rica and elsewhere is
o4ten at least in part d*e to the e44orts o4
other co*ntries to trade with them: ;ith
thin3s ordered as they presently are ? in
other words 3overned by money ? there
is no incentive 4or traders with A4rica or
anywhere else to be '4air': These traders
are bo*nd by the same r*les all traders in
the present system are ? i:e: to ma<imise
their pro4it in tradin3 with anyone: M4
they were '4air' they wo*ld D*ickly 3o
o*t o4 b*siness beca*se their pro4its
wo*ld decline:
There4ore 'wipin3 o*t' present
debts is no 3*arantee o4 a lon3 term
sol*tion to the poverty that has been
more or less imposed on many A4rican
co*ntries: \ather the abandonin3 o4 the
money system itsel4 by the entire world

and sharin3 the reso*rces o4 the earth in
common is the only real way: Perhaps
those co*ntries that have e<perience in
combatin3 the worst e44ects o4 dro*3hts
co*ld be called *pon to help: There are
many e<amples o4 international co?
operation at present *nder the money
system5 =pace B<ploration to name one
lar3e one: Another e<ample near to my
home is the constr*ction o4 the Thames
Barrier5 which *tilised the e<pertise o4
the H*tch in Flood He4ences5 the
Americans in prod*cin3 heavy d*ty
waterproo4 bearin3s 4or the 3ates5 the
British with their e<pertise in lar3e scale
steel str*ct*res5 and A*strians with other
necessary skills: M4 this can all be done
now5 with money as a limitin3 4actor ?
ima3ine what co*ld be done when the
entire world is *nited in the will to solve
the problems any other area may s*44ero
;e co*ld all share the skills and
reso*rces we all have in plenty 4or the
bene4it o4 all h*manityo Mma3ine what
kind o4 world that co*ld beo
co*rs5
Tony Norwell5 London =B!
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he bookies wo*ld not have been
overAoyed at the res*lt o4 the
election5 seein3 as the 4avo*rite
came in with a clear lead over the
rest o4 the 4ield: The likes o4 ;illiam Nill
had hardly had time to tot *p their losses
a4ter Labo*r's GhistoricG Kas they keep
remindin3 *sL third s*ccessive victory
than they had to 3et on with calc*latin3
the odds 4or the leadership contests o4
both the bi3 parties: Mn the case o4 the
Tories the o*tlook 4or the bookies is not
so 3loomy beca*se there is likely to be
D*ite a lar3e 4ield o4 r*nners5 even i4
Territorial Army e<?=A= hero Havid
Havis will probably be a narrow 4avo*rite:
B*t the race 4or the Labo*r leadership
promises to be more menacin35 with
^ordon Brown another odds?on 4avo*rite
who will cost the bookies some money i4
he 4inally5 a4ter all those years o4
manoe*vrin35 in?4i3htin3 and hostile
brie4in35 3ets to stand smilin3 on the
doorstep at N*mber Ten:
B<cept that5 as Brown himsel4 ? and
the bookies ? know all too well5 it is not
that simple: Mn or3anisations like the
Labo*r Party there are very5 very 4ew MPs
who do not re3ard themselves as likely
candidates 4or the leadership: To ill*strate
this point: when Tony Blair anno*nced he
wo*ld event*ally hand over the reins the
^*ardian col*mnist =imon No33art
played a cr*el Aoke to e<pose the vanity
l*rkin3 in the *nlikeliest o4 breasts: Ne
asked a low?rankin3 Labo*r minister5 who
does not have a shred o4 realistic hope o4
becomin3 his party's leader5 whether he
sho*ld consider makin3 himsel4 available
4or nomination: At 4irst the minister
dem*rred b*t a little more 4lattery 4rom
No33art awakened his atrophied
ambitions: Ne
m*rm*red that
now he came to
think o4 it he had
recently been
approached by
D*ite a 4ew MPs:
No33art did not
tell *s what has
happened to that
hapless man in the
resh*44le:

Be/<
Ne may have 4o*nd some consolation in
history: ;hen Anthony Bden resi3ned the
Tory leadership in PQSa the 4ront r*nner to
take over was \ A B*tler and little
Socialist Standard August 2005

attention was 3iven to the chances o4
Narold Macmillan: B*t in the event all the
ener3y Macmillan had e<pended over the
years in seein3 o44 his rivals bro*3ht him
s*ccess: ;hen Macmillan in his t*rn
resi3ned in PQOR B*tler was a3ain a
4avo*rite 4or the s*ccession5 with
Nailsham not so well 4ancied: B*t Alec
Ho*3las?Nome came 4rom the back o4 the
4ield to take the Aob: The Labo*r Party in
the PQZYs was led by ^eor3e Lansb*ry 5
who at the party con4erence in PQZS won a
standin3 ovation 4or his speech in a debate
on the sanctions a3ainst Mtaly 4or the
attack on Bthiopia: Lansb*ry's speech was
4lavo*red by phrases like GM am ready to
stand as early christians did and say 'This
is o*r 4aith'G b*t he was emphatically
de4eated in the vote5 which le4t him little
choice b*t to resi3n: The main contenders
4or the Aob ? the 4avo*rites ? were Nerbert
Morrison and Arth*r ^reenwood b*t they
were beaten by Clement Attlee who5 as
the o*tsider5 was rated as mo*sy and
colo*rless b*t who t*rned o*t to be
nothin3 like that when it came to doin3
the Aob o4 Prime Minister:
=o who are the o*tside chances now5
in the contest to replace Blair? Prominent
amon3 them is Hr: Tohn \eid5 MP 4or
Airdrie and =hotts where5 as the sayin3
3oes5 they wei3h the Labo*r votes rather
than co*nt them: ;hat is \eid's 4orm as a

*:e 9o4e$ %a=/0# %:e
$a9u%e a% N/9/%ar2
Nar1: 8a$%$?
leadership contender? By the standards o4
the Labo*r Party5 it is pretty stron3: Mn
PQaZ he Aoined the Comm*nist Party and
later CNH b*t then went over to the
Labo*r Party and a Aob as one o4 their
research o44icers5 4ollowed by a stint as
political adviser to Neil finnock ? which5
in view o4 finnock's well?earned
rep*tation 4or political bl*nders and
electoral disasters5 \eid wo*ld do well to
3loss over: Ne 3ot into Parliament in
PQXa5 4or Motherwell North which5
thro*3h vario*s chan3es o4 name5 has
been held by him ever since with never
less than OP per cent o4 the vote: Nis
resi3nation 4rom CNH provoked approval
4rom T*lian Lewis5 the 4amo*sly
combative ri3ht?win3 Tory MP 4or New
Forest Bast5 who wrote to the =*nday
B<press in A*3*st PQQQ:
GMt is tr*e that Hr: \eid was previo*sly
a n*clear disarmer5 b*t it is also tr*e that
he was one o4 the 4irst to reco3nise his
mistake5 and 3en*inely campai3n 4or a
sensible n*clear deterrent policy:
GAs a 4ormer pro4essional anti?CNH
campai3ner5 M am ready eno*3h to criticise
*ns*itable Labo*r appointees5 b*t Hr:
\eid does not 4all into that cate3ory: he
wo*ld be as 3ood a He4ence =ecretary as
any Labo*r 3overnment co*ld provide:G
There is no record o4 whether \eid
was embarrassed by back?slappin3 4rom
s*ch a D*arter b*t he has developed a skin
to*3h eno*3h to s*rvive in the notorio*sly

r*thless relationships amon3 the warrin3
comrades o4 the =cottish Labo*r Party5
where a pop*lar slo3an is Ga lon3 memory
is m*ch better than a 3ood memoryG: This
was the settin3 4or \eid's b*rnin3
antipathy towards ^ordon Brown5 datin3
4rom the early PQQYs when Brown was
chairman o4 =cottish Labo*r: Mt is that
passion which is likely to drive him to
oppose Brown in a leadership contest5
winnin3 votes as the Gstop BrownG
candidate:

Xe;e01e
;hen Labo*r won the PQQa election
\eid's talents Ki4 that is the ri3ht wordL
were reco3nised in his appointment to a
s*ccession o4 hi3h pro4ile ministerial Aobs
*ntil5 in the resh*44le in May5 he was
placed as He4ence =ecretary: Mt was
r*mo*red that he coveted Tack =traw's Aob
as Forei3n =ecretary b*t perhaps his
notorio*s di44ic*lty with the silkily
diplomatic to*ch co*nted a3ainst himn or
perhaps =traw s*lked and simply re4*sed
to 3o: Another r*mo*r had it that He4ence
is the Aob he always priEed since it 4itted
his bellicose personality and anyway5 in
spite o4 his m*ch?tr*mpeted h*mble
ori3ins5 he loves takin3 the sal*te at
military march pasts: A probable reason
4or his m*ltiplicity o4 3overnment Aobs is
that he is what is known as Ga sa4e pair o4
handsG5 which is a diplomat's way o4
sayin3 that he can be relied on
*nblinkin3ly to A*sti4y ? in Parliament5 the
press5 on Td ? whatever the Blair
3overnment does5 no matter how
inde4ensible it is: Nis votin3 record is
tedio*sly obedient5 incl*din3 on c*ts in
4*ndin3 bene4its 4or lone parents and
st*dents5 on means?tested Mncapacity
Bene4it5 on air strikes a3ainst A43hanistan
and on the war a3ainst MraD: That is how
he earned a rep*tation as G\eid the
\ottweilerG and GTe4lon TohnG: Attentive
4ans o4 Teremy Pa<man will know that the
Td interro3ator wei3hed in by describin3
\eid as Blair's Gattack do3G5 to which
\eid responded5 as wo*ld be e<pected
4rom one o4 Ner MaAesty's =ecretaries o4
=tate5 Privy Co*nsellor and tr*sted
lie*tenant o4 the Prime Minister5 by
callin3 Pa<man Ga ;est London wankerG:
\eid has consistently shown a
readiness to reshape what he still5 in spite
o4 all evidence to the contrary5 calls his
principles in order to solidi4y his standin3
in the Labo*r Party: b4 co*rse he may
chan3en there have been co*ntless
e<amples o4 leaders who have won power
on one set o4 promises and have then
o*tra3ed their s*pporters by per4ormin3 a
dramatic *?t*rn: ;e know that with \eid
anythin3 is possiblen there are practically
no bo*nds to what he will say or do5
within the con4ines o4 s*pport 4or the
capitalist system and its 3overnment:
;itho*t that ability he wo*ld not s*rvive
in the h*rly?b*rly o4 politics: Anyone
lookin3 4or a promisin3 o*tsider 4or the
Labo*r leadership race co*ld do worse
than lay a shrewd bet on the \ottweiler ?
soon5 while the odds on him are so
attractive:!
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ocialists are always cautious about
the term 'morality' because within
class society it largely pertains to
what the ruling class have
established as acceptable and unacceptable
behaviour or actions or activities which are
regarded as 'good' or 'bad'.
Nevertheless it is easy for Socialists
to empathise with the feeling of popular
revulsion that followed the acts of mass
murder in London on 7 July. As always
when guns and bombs are used as political
weapons, the victims of the bombings in
London were innocent and without any
influence over the agenda that motivated
the murderers; they were simply people
going to work.
The general feeling, from the
government, the Queen, the churches, the
media and the public at large is that it was
an outrage; that slaughtering innocent
people simply because you oppose the
actions of those you perceive to be their
leaders is a barbaric act that cannot be
justified by the idealism, ideology or
political or religious beliefs of those
ordering or carrying out such an act.
To raise the question of the war in
Iraq is in no way to imply sympathy with
the terrorists but it is reasonable to look at
Iraq and, indeed, the entire panoply of
violence, armaments and warfare that
latter-day capitalism generates.
The British Labour government
largely in obedience to the dictates of the
political kings of US capitalism - just like

those who ordered what is agreed were
barbaric acts in London - did co-operate in
the massive slaughter of tens of thousands
of innocent Iraqis who, rather than
supporting Saddam Hussein were,
according to the Anglo-American
coalition, the real victims of the dreaded
dictator. The result of both actions, though
not the numbers of victims, was identical:
innocent people who were wholly bereft of
any power or influence to concede to the
demands of those ordering the killings
were wantonly slaughtered.
All forms of warfare - and terrorism
is a form of warfare - present the threat of
death to the participants whether they are
professionals (people prepared to kill in
circumstances determined by their
employers) or serious amateurs (people
prepared to kill for a specific cause). In
either circumstance risk to life comes
easier to those who believe that life on
Earth is a mere prelude to a life hereafter.
It is a notion that gives solace to believers;
making them less anxious to question their
role in a situation that defeats rational
understanding. That is why governments
promote irrational religious belief for their
armed forces and why they provide
facilities for religious rituals, make priests
and parsons officers and pay their salaries.
For the terrorist the most pressing
incentive is belief in the virtue of their
cause. The man or woman facing the
dreadful hazards associated with terrorism
has to be morally reinforced with the idea

that their god is on their side. God as
Allah, as the Great Jehovah, or whatever
other identity he takes on in any of the
myriad of religious beliefs, is always stern
and demanding and his strictures are
always accommodating to the belligerence
engendered by the exclusivity of faith.
God is indeed a vital weapon in the
psychological make-up of the terrorist; a
guarantee that sacrifice will be rewarded
with eternal happiness.
A verse of an old Irish rebel song
devoted to the IRA goes:
'Upon their shield, a stainless field,
the virtues blazoned bright,
'With temperance, and purity and
truth and honour dight;
'So now they stand at God's right
hand Who framed their dauntless way,
'Who taught them and Who brought
them the glory of the day!'
For someone not utterly drugged on
the belief of the inseparability of god and
cause, the idea of committing suicide in
order to take the lives of other anonymous
people is too utterly sick for
contemplation. Allah, like the Christian
God and his rivals, is a demanding and
cruel god and without him and the
imagined comfort of eternal salvation, it is
hard to imagine the foul practice of suicide
bombing or other sort of bombing existing.
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!o9ialist AobotsOOO

In Rossum's Universal Robots (1921), the best workers are the
cheapest ones with the fewest needs, who know only how to
work, have no humanity, remember everything but think of
nothing new. In fact, they are Robots, humanoids genetically
engineered for a life of drudgery, as the Czech word
'robota' indicates. Although the concept of artificial
humans goes back much further than Capak's play,
it is since his work that ideas of mechanical men
and women created to serve humanity have really
taken off, and increasingly are no longer
restricted to film, TV and literature.
Modern robots, however, have little in
common with Capak's. Bolted to the floor, they are
computer-controlled mechanical arms capable
of such tasks as painting, wedling, riveting,
loading and stacking, and are seen in
increasing numbers throughout the
manufacturing industry. Whether they should
be classed as robots is debatable, for they fail
utterly to resemble what we commonly
understand to be a robot; that is, a
mechanical human.
Such robots have been in
development for some time,
particularly in Japan. ASIMO,
for example, is Honda's 4-foot
tall humanoid robot which can
walk, run, climb stairs and respond to
fifty different Japanese phrases. Sony's QRIO can
connect wirelessly to the internet and get up should it
fall. And Toyota's 'Partner' robot can inflate its
mechanical lungs, purse its artificial lips and play
the trumpet (The Economist Technology 6uarter,
March 12th 2005). But that's about all they can
do, and as yet are a very long way from the
C3POs, Datas, and Terminators of film and TV.
As we move toward socialism, and as
technology advances, it is not unlikely that a
sentient, humanoid robot capable of speech,
thought, mobility, and invested with something
of a personality
Asimo - (ust wants to be
(to ease
loved
communication
with it and reinforce its
'humanoid'
characteristics), will
be created, should
present trends
continue. However,
they could present

OOOan< Aobo9hefs
Life hectic> Boo much stress> Fan_t be
bothered to cook> `ust go to your
domestic organic recycler, tap in the
code for _chicken and chips_, and the
appropriate molecules are eXtracted from
your underground organic waste vault
OughP and reassembled into piping hot
rosemaryaflavoured poule et frites
OyummyP. Ihat_s even better, as this
_chicken_ never lived to suffer in the first
place, vegetarians might like it too. [ara
fetched> Iell, bust a bit. Bhis kind of
molecular assembly, though theoretically
possible, is several horicons beyond the
current nanotechnology horicon, and at
present only eXists as the fabulous _food
replicator_ seen on the ;tarship
8nterprise.
Iith the Vush administration_s
determination to get humans back into
space and on their way to ^ars via the
International ;pace ;tation, one offshoot
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something of a problem for socialism, for in a society where all
people are considered equal, what relationship will we have with
artificial people? Will organic humans be more equal than
inorganic ones?
Naturally, science-fiction has much to say on this subject.
Isaac Asimov's robots, featured in many of his short stories and
novels, are programmed to obediently serve humanity, even
answering 'master' to humans, who often address them as
'boy'. This slave class stands in complete contrast to the
ruling class which robots have evolved to become in
Philip K Dick's dystopian futures, and are so lifelike that
they cannot be distinguished from human beings.
Indeed, there are certain strands of evolutionary
theory which suggest that inorganic life will
achieve superiority over organic life so that the
machine - if machine is the right word - may
indeed become the dominant life form.
Although Marx, in The Poverty of
Philosophy, noted that machinery 'is intended to
cheapen commodities' and 'is a means for
producing surplus value', the exploratory
dynamic of science is not always
suppressed by the confines and
limitations of capitalism and
humanoid robots may continue to
be developed into socialism, even
though they are hugely expensive
and as yet have no practical
applications. However, it's unlikely
that socialists would want a servant,
machine or otherwise, to see to their
needs, for it would clearly necessitate a
master and servant relationship. And if
robots were programmed with a
consciousness, as well as the capacity to
display emotive behaviour, we can assume it
would be a socialist consciousness and would
doubtless object to its servitude. If sentient humanoid
robots are going to work at all, it must be alongside us
and not for us. On the other hand, we may altogether
abandon as unethical the project of replicating human life in
machine form and concentrate solely on the non-humanoid
form of robot.
It seems unlikely, though, that such machines could
ever perform tasks with the dexterity, creativity and joy of
human beings, and it may be counter-productive to invest
the huge amounts of time and resources necessary to
create phenomenally complex machines if they can only
replicate the mundane work of Capak's originals. For a
socialist society, humanoid robots may be breathtaking
examples of human ingenuity, but little more.
3RIO - more ornament than use at present

technology
is eXploring
ways to make the food available to
astronauts more interesting and varied
OF2G&Sci2Etist, 5ugust EdP. ;ince food
ingredients in space have to have a long
shelfalife without refrigeration, the
challenge is to produce variety out of a
limited repertoire. Bhe new idea is to
devise a mathematical language or
_grammar_ to describe different foods, and
then program a virtual food machine to
synthesise or simulate these foods out of
raw ingredients. Ihile the feasibility of
making such a machine compact enough
for space flight is doubtful, with no
restriction on sice or number of
ingredients the landabased potential is
enormous. Bhe machine could be
programmed to develop its own recipes,
perhaps by an evolutionary process, so
that unthinkably interesting new foods
could be born.
Cathfinders may sometimes give
the impression that socialism will always

take advantage of any labourasaving
technology that capitalism happens to
come up with, but in this particular case it
may well do the opposite. Ihile the drive
to automate tedious, arduous or
dangerous work is clearly worthwhile,
what is more Suestionable is whether we
would ever want to automate enboyable
social practices. 8ven if a machine could
come up with a recipe we never thought
of, would it be worth it> In capitalism,
where cutathroat competition makes the
buck more important than the bucc,
speed, innovation and output are what
matter. Fapitalism is always ruining the
fun in everything, so that people begin to
perceive almost any creative activity as
dreary work to be avoided, or given to
machines. In socialism, with its conflation
of work and play at the centre of the
social ethic, there will be some things
people will always prefer to do
themselves, and for each other, without
the robots taking over. ;eX is definitely
one. ^aybe cooking is another.
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Ubtre%e >ie2s
Dear Editors
I was not impressed with your card handed to
me on the march in Edinburgh last month
[July].
Y o u r
connection
Make Poverty
History with
Capitalism
was in very
bad taste and I
consider it a
disgrace. I am aware of the shortcomings of
the present trading system and will continue
to campaign for the aims of the Trade Justice
Movement of which I am a member locally.
However I do not want to be associated with
your extreme views or the way you carry out
your activities.
PHIL BARLOW, NOTTINGHAM

Qorl< proble%s
Dear Editors,
Many problems are faced today most
especially in economical and political
spheres of life. For instance, wars, workers'
strikes, corruption, riots, and many others.
These most happen in developing countries
and some few developed countries and the
influence comes direct from world powers.
The selfish ideas of the world powers,
being hidden by these powers, are the root
cause of the world atrocities in pretext that
they are fighting terrorism, ending
colonialism, fighting dictatorship among
other decisive, political and economic selfish
ideas.
It is a great challenge for all socialists
to pronounce and advocate for socialist
principles without fear or frustration from
selfish politicians so that we come to save the
world from the ongoing atrocities escalating
from selfishness of those who only look for
ways of getting richer and richer at the
expense of the majority.
JOSEPH BALIKUDDEMBE, KAMPALA,
Uganda

T

!o9ialis%; s9ientifi9 and Canne< laughter
hu%anisti9
Dear Editors
Since January the Pathfinders page has been
a valuable addition to the Socialist Standard.
In discussing socialism it recognises that we
need to be consciously working for
something, not simply against something.
In July I argued against the idea that
voting and democracy would be significantly
advanced by means of new technology.
After reading the August Pathfinders I
realise that my questioning of new
technology developed within capitalism goes
deeper than that. It is a matter of some
interpretations of scientific socialism
focusing on things and humanistic socialism
(as I see it) focusing on people. Don't get me
wrong - I'm not against scientific socialism.
I just think that Pathfinders puts too much
emphasis on things and not enough on
people.
"If capitalism fed, clothed and looked
after its people in peace and without
coercion, socialism would not be disproved
but it would be unnecessary." There is no
evidence that capitalism can be changed to
adequately feed and clothe all the world's
population without coercion. So the idea
that it can do these things remains a doubtful
hypothesis. But even if capitalism could
change its spots in the ways outlined, would
that be the end of the socialist campaign for
system change? I think not. Socialism is not
about changes to capitalism - it is about
replacing capitalism with another system. It
is about a world society based on giving and
taking, not on
buying and selling.
". . . the ability to micro-produce with
minimal waste and distribution costs remains
one of the most exciting innovations socialist
society could possibly inherit." Pathfinders'
fire is obviously lit by socialist methods of
producing and distributing things. My fire is
lit by the prospect of socialist relations
between people (which will, of course, lead
to changes in production, distribution, and
much else).
STAN PARKER, LONDON N3.

Dear Editors,
Some people, including some socialists,
used to get quite irritated about the way that
recorded laughter was inserted into, first
radio, then television, shows that went
under the generic heading of comedy. But
we have slowly got used to this feature of
modern life in capitalist society. It is almost
universal now. It is applied to quality
comedy and poor comedy; those with real
audiences and those with no possibility of
an audience at all in the location of the
action. Like antidepressant drugs, canned
laughter is prescribed for nearly everybody.
Because, let's face it, much of the time, if
you didn't laugh, you'd cry.
Many aspects of living in this
increasingly dysfunctional world society are
moving in the same direction. In Japan, as
well as North America and Europe shopping
has become the diversionary avenue of
seeking feel-good factors. Clothes, to make
us feel good about our appearance; various
types of car, to make us comfortable about
our status among our neighbours; health
foods, to make us feel healthy; exotic foods
to make us feel opulent; gyms, to make us
feel confident or even superior about our
physical fitness and sexual attractiveness.
Houses, gardens, kitchens, etc., etc. Our
electronic gadgetry, from mobile phones
and digital cameras to MP3 recorders and
players, offer us more power to do things we
hadn't even thought of and probably will
never try.
The planet is being pillaged, plundered
and polluted to make commodities for us to
buy, partly because we need them and
capital must have the flow of profit, but
increasingly in the effort to obliterate our
basic hunger for freedom, the one thing we
cannot have. Like canned laughter, the
temporary lift we get from commodity
gratification is artificial, false. It hides a
bad joke.
RON COOK, WEST BROMWICH

This @ne Qill Aun an< Aun

he news that the 2012 Olympic Games
had been awarded to London sent the
Stock Exchange Index up to a three-year
high - the biggest gains in share price
were for a company that specialises in wiring
sports stadia and other landmark attractions.
Clearly many companies hope for an economic
bonanza, especially those involved in
construction and the hotel industry. Staging the
games may be enormously expensive, but some
firms at least will make an awful lot of money out of it. The
Olympics, after all, are only in passing about sport; they are also
about nationalism and, primarily, profits.
Only a small part of the income will come from ticket sales - the
overwhelming majority is from the sale of broadcasting rights and
corporate sponsorship. So important is this last point that companies
who aren't official sponsors are likely to be banned from associating
themselves with the games in any way (Evening Standard 7 July).
The government will guide an Olympics Bill through parliament,
designed among other things to prevent 'ambush advertising', where
companies pass themselves off as somehow linked to the games,
whether as sponsors or not. However ludicrous this sounds, it's not
unique. The 2003 cricket World Cup in South Africa was sponsored
by Pepsi, and spectators drinking Coca-Cola were ejected from
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venues; moreover, this was sanctioned by new
marketing laws introduced by the government. (In
No Logo Naomi Klein mentions an American high
school which held an official Coke Day with lots
of promotional activities, but where one student
was suspended for going to school in a T-shirt with
a Pepsi logo.) At the 2000 Olympics in Sydney,
companies had to pay to use any kind of Olympic
name or logo (including some that had been
established for years under the name of 'Olympic').
One of the principles of capitalism is that ownership of
something gives you exclusive rights over its use, including whether,
and how, you allow others to have access to it. This applies not just
to physical things such as land, oil, rivers and factories but also to
ideas and inventions - hence the development of patents and
protection for 'intellectual property', and the clamping down on
counterfeit and imitation goods. And, as we can now see, it also holds
for particular names and logos, and for advertising space.
The International Olympic Committee jealously guards its
control over the Olympic name and advertising at the games venues.
Companies who pay hefty fees for sponsorship buy the 'right' to
advertise and sell their products, to the exclusion of any direct
competitors. Just as football stadia are now named after corporations
and products such as Reebok and Walkers' Crisps, and clubs do their
continued on page 18
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-API Is it 4eally the 8nd
of eBhe 5rmed
;trugglee>

T

he leadership of Oglaigh na
h'Eireann has formally ordered an
end to the armed campaign. This will
take effect from 4pm this afternoon.
All IRA units have been ordered to dump
arms" (Extract from IRA statement of 28
July)
So the IRA has given up the gun for
the ballot box - but not for the first time.
In 1956 it was reluctantly pushed by
its young activists to begin a 'Border
Campaign'. Within a few months the
campaign had deteriorated into cutting
down a few telegraph poles and issuing
grandiose statements about the activities of
their commandos. Away from the border
between Northern Ireland and the Republic
this new phase of the interminable 'troubles'
was hardly noticed. Everybody but the IRA
knew their campaign was going nowhere.
Internment, both in the north and in the
south, emaciated the movement and
inevitably internal disputes in the
internment camps began to fester among the
volunteers.
It took the IRA's Army Council five
more years before it announced the formal
termination of the Border Campaign but at
last, in 1962, Oglaith na hEireann, the Irish
Republican Army, issued what was as near
as possible a notice of surrender. It admitted
that it had not achieved the necessary
6

support from the nationalist (Catholic)
community in Northern Ireland; in fact it
castigated the nationalists claiming that they
had sold 'their heritage for a mess of
pottage' - a reference to the scheme of
welfare capitalism introduced in Britain
after the war and extended to Northern
Ireland.
Henceforth, the IRA was taking the
gun out of Irish politics - the IRA
spokesperson, the legendary 'P O'Neill',
actually said that - and would confine its
activities to political campaigns on social
issues.
Behind the scenes a coterie of
Leninists had defeated the death-or-glory
boys of traditional Republicanism and took
control of the IRA's Army Council. This
element saw the IRA as the nucleus of a
political movement that would use the
atrocious political and social conditions in
the North as a catalyst for uniting workers
who traditionally opposed one another on
religious grounds. The Rosary brigade,
those for whom republicanism and
Catholicism were synonymous terms, were
appalled by this 'rank communism' and left
the movement.
The IRA then transformed itself into
'Republican Clubs' in furtherance of its
plans. Up to then, the Unionist government
had claimed to accept the right of

republicans to use constitutional means to
achieve a united Ireland. Such a claim did
not represent a political threat to Unionism,
which, at the birth of the state in 1921, had
helped demographically tailor the territory
of Northern Ireland to ensure that they had a
two-to-one majority based on the religious
topography of the six north-eastern counties
of the ancient Province of Ulster. Despite
this guarantee, they immediately banned the
Republican Clubs.
Traditionally, the IRA had based its
claim to use physical force on the results of
the elections of 1918 which was the last
general election held in Ireland before the
country was arbitrarily divided by the
British government. Sinn Fein, the IRA's
political wing, won an overall majority in
that election and established the first Dail
Eireann which was effectively banned by
the British.

!ib 9ounties

A brutal guerrilla war ensued during which
the Westminster politicians showed that
they were the 'moral' equal of those they
called terrorists by recruiting mercenaries
who terrorised the populace in an effort to
frighten support away from the IRA. The
tactic had the reverse effect but eventually,
as now, British ministers sat down with the
'terrorists'. Under threat, an unsatisfactory
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peace deal was negotiated which divided
Ireland into the 26-county Irish Free State
and the 6-county state of Northern Ireland.
This 'solution' split the IRA and
resulted in a bloody civil war between Free
State forces - armed by the British - and a
rump of the IRA who were dubbed
'Irregulars'. The latter, the ideological
antecedents of the present Provisional IRA,
were defeated and they and their followers
glumly pronounced that both the new
governments on the Island of Ireland were
'illegal' and a betrayal of the holy grail of
'The Republic' as proclaimed by the newborn IRA in the insurrection of 1916. Dail
Eireann, the legend went, had transferred its
executive authority to the Army Council of
the IRA and, thenceforth, any group
claiming to be the rightful heirs of the 1916
Declaration of the Republic could
grandiosely claim to be the de facto
government of Ireland.
The political leader and, then, icon of
the defeated Irregulars was Eamon De
Valera. Despite being the main architect of
the politics that resulted in the Civil War
'Dev', as he was known, was a pragmatic
politician who realised the absurdity of
further military adventures against the Free
State. In 1926 he formed a new political
party, Fianna Fail, to challenge the party in
government, Cumann na nGaedheal (later,
as now, Fine Gael) and in 1932 Fianna Fail
won an outright victory at a general election
and De Valera became Taoiseach. It was a
bad day for later incarnations of the IRA,
for despite having created the genre of
dissident Republicans, Dev, who held power
until 1948, proved a bitter, even vicious,
enemy of the IRA.

A NICRA sitdown protest, November 1968

Fa2ns in a ga%e

The %o<ern -AP

It is important to take this brief look back at
the history of the IRA because it raises an
important question. Following the Civil War
in 1922, the split within the movement and
then the desertion of De Valera, the
organisation never regained any real
political influence in Ireland until 1970 and
the establishment of yet another breakaway
movement, the Provisional IRA.
The IRA admitted in 1962 that the
Northern Catholic nationalists had not
supported its brief, inglorious 'border
campaign' but what were the new material
conditions that brought about general
Catholic support for the Provisional IRA
after 1970? And what lessons may it have
for the future, both in Northern Ireland and
in Great Britain which is now facing a
terrorist threat of an even more menacing
kind?
The IRA's 1962 decision to pursue a
constitutional campaign based on social
issues paradoxically fused with an aspect of
the new mood of northern nationalists who
had earlier rejected the IRA. Generally, after
the war and the benefits of some UK social
reforms, nationalists were becoming
increasingly reconciled to acceptance of the
northern state. In 1965 Britain and the
Republic of Ireland signed a Free Trade
Agreement and after this the few nationalist
politicians in the Northern Ireland
parliament at Stormont accepted the role
(and the salaries) of Her Majesty's
Opposition. But, if they were going to be
loyal then they wanted the apparatus of
religious discrimination and vote-rigging to
be dismantled.
What happened was that the
Republicans managed to tap into this mood.
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that would bring rewards well beyond his
modest Bible-thumping talents.
Faced with government bans, NICRA
turned to civil disobedience and the
government ordered the armed police,
which the Unionists had traditionally used
as their private army, to use force against
'illegal' demonstrations. Television pictures
showing the police (RUC) attacking nonviolent marchers were flashed around the
world much to the discomfort of the British
government which was the ultimate
authority in Northern Ireland.
Events were hurrying towards a bitter
sectarian pogrom. Protestant loyalists,
assisted by the B Specials (an exclusively
Protestant paramilitary auxiliary police
force) torched Catholic homes; some exIRA men went to the Dublin leadership of
the IRA to seek arms to defend the Catholic
ghettoes in Belfast and Derry and were told
that IRA arms would not be made available
for sectarian warfare. In Belfast, Republican
dissidents were appalled at this response;
the 'communist' leadership was denounced
by much of the rank-and-file and the
Provisional IRA was born, leaving two
IRA's -the Official IRA and the Provisional
IRA, both claiming to be the executive heirs
of the only legitimate Dial Eireann. Extreme
Catholic conservatives within the Irish
government, fearful of the consequences of
'communist' influences, helped to procure
arms for the new PIRA.

A victim of the CBloody Sunday’ massacre

Unionist politicians and fascist-type bigots
like the hot-gospeller Ian Paisley, were to
claim that the subsequent Northern Ireland
Civil Rights Movement was a creature of
the IRA but it wasn't this simple; in fact it
was established by a younger, more active
genre of nationalists, products of the 1944
British Education Acts, and it resulted in a
coalescing of anti-Unionist factions
including the IRA in its Republican Clubs
incarnation.
Taking its cue from the American
Civil Rights campaign, the new movement
adopted the name Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association (NICRA) and proceeded
to use the same tactics of massed
demonstrations and protests in pursuit of its
demands. The Unionist Prime Minister,
Captain Terence O'Neill, was not averse to
granting the basic demands of the NICRA
and had he been able to do so it is likely
that Catholic nationalist anger would have
been defused and the violence of the
following thirty years avoided but Paisley
was rousing old anti-Catholic bigotries in
the unionist community - and, incidentally,
using that bigotry to forge a political career

The rest is the story of the brutal conflict
that became Northern Ireland's 'Dirty War'.
Now the IRA is standing down its foot
soldiers. There were three sides to the war:
the British Army/RUC, the Provisional IRA
and the various Protestant paramilitary
organisations. As a first step in accounting,
we can say that none can claim victory. It is
always the working class that make up the
pawns in armies, legal and illegal, and the
end of a war never brings them victory. The
other thousands who died were just the
innocent victims of those who were at war.
Ironically, Paisley's strident antiCatholicism played a major role in
galvanising the Catholics into open
rebellion. 'No truck with Dublin' has been
his war cry but his hard-line bigotry has
now brought about a situation of virtual
joint authority between London and Dublin
in the affairs of Northern Ireland. Paisley,
whose fight for Ulster went only as far as
throwing snowballs at Jack Lynch when he
visited Stormont as Irish Taoiseach, is
obliged to discuss policy with both the
British and Irish Prime Ministers.
On the other hand, the Provisional
IRA, whose war aim was to end partition,
drive out the British and abolish the state of
Northern Ireland have succeeded only in
establishing a claim to be part of the
political administration of the state they set
out to abolish!
Eventually the politicians on both
sides will have to reach an accommodation
to work the structures of government
established by the Good Friday Agreement.
The salaries and the expenses are good and
the leaders can write of a finish to a
satisfactory war.
But what have the workers across the
infamous religious divide got? As so many
times before, they have simply been used as
pawns.!
RICHARD MONTAGUE
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e have conclusive proof that
Bony Vlair doesn_t read the
;ocialist ;tandard. In these
pages last month, we warned
that trying to suppress religion or religious
eXpression is not going to stem any terror
threat. fet now, the Crime ^inister has
stood before the media, vowing to close
down ^osSues where religious eXtremism
is preached. fet, censorship has never
worked to suppress any ideology or
movement.
Bhe Vlairites have long been proud
of their writing the 8uropean Fonvention
of Guman 4ights into Vritish law. fet Bony
Vlair has stood before the media vowing
to amend the act so as to enable his
government to use draconian powers
against those it suspects a but cannot
prove in a court of law a to be involved in
the promotion of terrorism. Ie have,
also, in these pages before, warned that
human rights legislation was a paper thin
protection against the might of the
organised violence of the state. Bhus it
proves, when inalienable rights get in the
way of untrammelled state power, they get
torn asunder. Bhere are rights, but only
when they don_t matter, it seems.
Bony Vlair has stood before the
media of the world, venting sound and
fury because the levers of state he
controls with such ultimate power are
inadeSuate to stem the terrorist tide.
gings and Crime ^inisters have long been
able to do
whatever they
pleased with
the
machinery of
state a but
their record in
stopping the
seas is
somewhat
dismal. Bhe
state has
Blair - bit of a Cnut, but still ultimate
can’t stop the tide
power over
our bodies a life or death, but it reaches its
limits at people_s minds.
Ceople_s consciousness is not
something that can be shaped by fiat a a
minuted cabinet meeting declaring that all
inhabitants of Vritain will be loyal citicens.
Ceople_s consciousness is an outgrowth of
their life every bit as much as their arms
or their hair. ;ocialists know from long
Oand bitterP eXperience, that merely
eXpounding an idea to someone will not
move them. Bhere has to be the basis of
agreement already in their minds, based
on their eXperience of the world and their
values, for any ideas to take hold.
Bhe notion that merely preaching is
enough to turn people into suicide
bombers is itself a part of the same flawed
premise upon which religion is based/ that
people choose to believe. Bhe idea that
people are outside the world around them,
separate from the chains of causation
they can see in nature. It is also a
probection of the selfaimage of the great
leaders who believe that they can bend
people_s wills to whatever they wish, like
some great impresario in the circus ring.
4eligion itself is subbect to materialist
eXplanation. It is, in fact, an effort of
human beings to understand the world
around them. Veginning with the ancient
religions that eXplained natural
phenomena in terms of beings with
humanalike minds controlling events. Bhat
is, early cultures eXplained the world with
reference to the thing they knew best,
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Aeligion
an<
the
li%its
of
the
!tate

humans and human behaviour.
Crobecting human relationships on
natural obbects h for instance by
making gifts to the fields and rivers
in return for favours like not flooding.
5s civilisation grew, religion h
as the attempt to understand the
world h changed to adapt to the new
environment. iifferent types of gods
grew up, who behaved suspiciously
like the despots who governed the
world at that time. Bhe growth of
widespread kingdoms lead to the
development of divisions of labour
which established priestly castes
and codified myths to establish a
common religious narrative Owhich
helped in coaordinating things like
the kingdomawide harvesting of
cropsP. Bhe essential ingredient,
though, of probecting a human gift
relationship on the world remained.
5round the first century of the
Fommon 8ra OF8P this process led
to the spread of the great
monotheistic religions. 5t the time,
4ome was spreading its influence
over the near east. 5s trade and
commerce eXtended, local tribal
formations became more fluid, and
so the image of one 8mperor ruling
over a vast differentiated domain
easily gave rise to the idea of one
Uod ruling over the entire 8arth.
Ceople were obliged to obey that
Uod much as they would have to
obey the 8mperor, lest they face his
fierce and arbitrary wrath. Bhe
religion that most successfully
encompassed that sort of world
eXperience was Fhristianity, which
grew to be the dominant and official
religion of the 4oman 8mpire in the
Jth century F8 under Fonstantine.
Likewise, Islam OLiterally
_;ubmission to the will of god_P
emerged around Add F8 a
propagated by ^uhammed, a
wealthy and wellatravelled merchant. Bhe
5rab peoples at that time were divided
and living in the shadows of the great
Vycantine and Cersian 8mpires Oempires
characterised by centralised monotheistic
religious uniformityP. It was to ^uhammed
and his movement_s advantage to copy
this style of thinking and organising, as
they began to spread their fledgling
empire and unite the 5rab tribes into a
power.
Bhat is, these religions in their time
were rational observations of how both the
natural and social worlds operated. 8ven,
in some senses, progressive in their
advancement of human understanding
and the growth of civilisation. Bhey
stemmed from a need to understand a
world that stretched beyond immediate
apprehension and sense and spread over
vast and intermingling empires. Lacking
modern data capture or inSuiry
techniSues, such empires could only be
apprehended by metaphors for the

emperors that ruled them.
Bhe religions born then continued to
be at the forefront of attempts to
understand the world for many years,
either as direct means of eXplaining
phenomena, or as paradigms into which
new eXplanations and observations could
and must be incorporated. If everything
happens by the will of god, then knowing
the mind of god is the only logical form of
investigative endeavour.
5s data capture and the technology
of natural science advanced over the
subseSuent thousand years, the value of
the religious eXplanations began to be
Suestioned. In Iestern 8urope, this lead
to a division between the concept of
science and of religion. 5s various
physical worldatruth claims of religion h
such as that of the position of the 8arth in
relation to the ;un h came under
sustained challenge h by Fopernicus, in
jDjJ F8 h the established religious elites
fought back, using raw political power and
wealth
Bhis meant that the ideologues of
religion came up with more and more
ways to defend their worldaview from the
challenge of the new scientific methods a
retreating Oin some casesP to the point of
defending religion as a mere personal
preference in areas where facts could not
be proved in the same way as in the
natural sciences. Bhat is, they clung on to
the social sciences for a further three
hundred years. 5ll ethics and social
theory was made by reference to the
assumed eXistence of a despotic deity.
Flass struggle broke out over
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8urope. Bhe rising bourgeoisie
challenged their feudal masters, and in so
doing challenged the idea of obeying the
dictates of a despotic god, instead trying
to privatise conscience and change the
relationship to a more contractual one.
Bhis meant challenging the religious
authorities on the ground of social
science, and meant that other theories
could be opened up for debate a
empiricism and rationalism and later
idealism. Bhey challenged simply
accepting facts and truth claims based on
authority. Bhey challenged obedience to a
set of simplistic rules set down by the
8mperor. It was a revolutionary
challenge.
Bhis challenge lasted only as long as
there was a stake in it. Nnce the
bourgeoisie was finally ensured of power,
the religious Suestions didn_t matter as
much, and in fact proved to be a useful
way of defending their new found
supremacy from the challenge of the
nascent working class. Bhe same
weapon of social science which helped
them to power was now being used
against them, to show how their rule was
eXploitative and domineering. Bhe old
religion became a means of bustifying their
rule to themselves and to their
subordinates, as they spread their system
across the globe.
Bo the eXtent that the working class
felt themselves powerless, they were
willing to accept an eXplanation of the
world that gave them some measure of
understanding and control a much as for
the humans at the formation of the first
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religious impulse. 5s, however,
technical competence was increasingly
reSuired for work, so has a growth of
understanding of science and the world
that sees much of western religion
driven to either the merest shadow of its
former acceptance, if not outright
agnosticism Othough many still accept
the arguments of the theists over
religion and belief over things which
cannot be provenP.
In many parts of the world,
traditional religious castes still retain a
strong sway a Fatholic priests were
wheeled out in Cortugal to eXplain the
euro, for instance. Ihere social and
economic development has not provided
a practical impetus to challenge the
teachings and presumptions of religion,
it has remained strong. Uaining a
further power as a means of giving a
sense of identity and community to
ways of life that are under apparent
eXternal threat a as in parts of the
^uslim world and their reaction to
western economic domination. 5lso,
people in politically marginalised and
powerless communities a like much of
the rural Lnited ;tates a are turning to
religious fundamentalism in the face of
their own lack of control over their own
and their communities_ lives.
Bhe resurgence of the old
authoritarian religions is a growing
problem. Coliticians who also like to
think of themselves as believers do not
want to challenge the presuppositions
and premises of these religions, but
instead try to incorporate them so as not
to challenge the structure of eXisting
society.
;ocialists oppose religion for its
anachronistic premises, for the barrier it
presents to scientifically eXamining and
controlling our own lives and destinies.
4eligion starts by placing humans
outside the natural world a with
anthropomorph deities shaping the
world and people_s free will allowing them
to obey and believe. Gumans are part of
the world, and are amenable to scientific
behavioural study, and it is understanding
that that will allow us to liberate ourselves,
and control ourselves and our destinies.
5rgument alone will not suffice to
remove religion and religious strife from
the world, it will take the material interest
of a common cause and a common
struggle to build a democratic society
where people stand in real relation to
each other, not seeing each other
reflected in the eyes of some ancient
^iddle 8astern despot_s mad dream. .
F-] !aUUT !
^ore on the ^arXian socialist analysis of
religion can be found at
GGGIGo#l(socialis<Io#6Js36=J3(.Jsa#I3(.
and
GGGI<a#$istsIo#6Ja#c4i/2J3aEE2Ko2J7L+MJ
#2li6ioEI4t<&&&&

The 2aste of
9o%petition

Coo6ing

Supporters of capitalism
the
praise competition to the
skies, seeing it as a means of Hoo6s cCd
keeping prices down and of
ensuring that "consumers" get
what they want.
Socialists, on the other hand, have
always seen economic competition as being
(besides the cause of modern wars) an
inefficient and wasteful way of distributing
what people need and want. For a start, it
involves an unnecessary multiplication of
productive units and distribution outlets
with all the extra resources this uses up.
Then there are the resources used up in
marketing and advertising, which is aimed
merely at persuading people to buy from
one firm or shop as opposed to another and
which adds absolutely nothing to the
amount of wealth in existence.
No wonder Marx commented on
capitalism's "way of distributing products
through trade, and its manner of
competition" being "very wasteful of
material resources" (Volume III of Capital,
chapter 5 on "Economy in the use of
constant capital").
So it was rather surprising to hear the
head of a profit-seeking capitalist
enterprise, Charles Allen, chief executive of
ITV plc, echo this socialist criticism of
capitalism in the evidence he gave on 7
June to a House of Lords committee
looking into the renewal of the BBC's
charter. Asked by the Bishop of Manchester
(yes, it's part of the "democratic deficit" in
Britain that bishops of the Church of
England are automatically members of
parliament) about possible co-operation
with the BBC in the North-West, Allen
replied that he was all in favour of the
BBC, ITV and others sharing the same
programme-making studios, adding:
"A lot of money is wasted through
duplication: we have our own studios; they
have their own studios; we have our own
transmission; they have their own
transmission; we have our own
infrastructure; they have their own
infrastructure. What I am really keen to do
is actually get the money on the screen
rather than wasted in infrastructure"
(www.parliament.the-stationeryoffice.co.uk/pa/ld/lduncorr/bbc0706.pdf).
Wasted in infrastructure! True, but
this applies across the board to all
manufacturing industry, services, shops and
supermarkets. There's wasteful duplication
(triplication, and more) there too.
What Allen apparently wants in
broadcasting is the same sham competition
as exists in the supply of electricity, gas and
telephones. There's only one infrastructure
here too - only one national electricity grid,
for example - with competition limited to
firms wasting resources on trying to steal
customers from each other.
In socialism resources can be saved to
produce needed and useful things by only
having one type of distribution outlet in
neighbourhoods and only one factory
producing computers, cars, washing
machines, etc in any one region. Then, we
really could concentrate resources on
producing best-quality useful things rather
than wasting them on duplicated
infrastructures.
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CFat Man’, the Nagasaki plutonium bomb, and what
was left afterwards

5

Qhy
they
<roppe<
the
bo%bs

common charge
levelled at those
who challenge
the Ostill largely
believedP established
myth concerning the
dropping of the atomic
bombs on Giroshima and Magasaki, is that they
do so from the comfortable perspective of
hindsight. Bhis view was most elegantly
formulated by 5lbert 4. Gunt, writing in the Nall
St#22t&Oo0#Eal on Z 5ugust jkkD/ eBhe critics
view the situation through the prism of today
and sideastep both how the situation looked to
decisionamakers in jkJD and the political
realities facing theme.
5t first glance a not unreasonable
observation but one which, upon closer
eXamination, is revealed as somewhat
disingenuous. [irstly, because, given that such a
vast amount of crucial and enlightening
information was for many years kept secret
Omuch still isP, anything other than hindsight
concerning many areas of knowledge would
have been pure speculation. ;econdly, because
there eXisted a number of contemporary critics.
^any of these were closely involved in the
production of the bomb, others from the military
and some, even, close to the president.
Vefore proceeding to disentangle the web
of lies and deception surrounding this subbect, it
is important to emphasise that, whatever the
reasons for the decision to drop the bombs, it
was a conseSuence of a brutal and ruthless
conflict between warring capitalist states. 5
Vritish [irst ;ea Lord once put it/ e^oderation in
war is imbecilitye. Boday there are few military
_conventions_ and any that remain are almost
sure to be violated. 4est assured, had any one
of the main protagonists in the ;econd Iorld
Iar obtained an atomic bomb before the Lnited
;tates, they would almost certainly have used it
with a similar alacrity and disdain for human life.

Qho too6 the <e9ision to <rop the
bo%bS

Last month saw the 60th anniversary of the
dropping of atomic bombs on the Japanese cities
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The media mostly
contented itself with repeating the myth that this
was the lesser evil to continuing the war by
conventional means. In a two-part article Richard
Headicar uncovers the real reason for the
bombings: to test the destructive power of a new
weapon for use in future wars.
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5lthough, of course, it was Cresident Garry
Bruman who had to give final approval OVritish
consent, a formality reSuired by agreement, was
readily grantedP he was the new boy on the
block relying heavily on his advisors. Ueneral
Leslie Uroves, director of the ^anhattan Crobect
to manufacture the bomb, famously described
Bruman as ea little boy on a toboggane. Nnce
the decision had been made to produce the
atomic bomb and the process of manufacturing
it had begun, it was always assumed by the
military and politicians that it would be used. In
that sense no actual decision was ever a real
necessity.
Mevertheless, formalities and procedures
were prudently followed and, in order to work
out the practical details and make suitable
recommendations, various committees were
established. Bhe two most important of these
were the Interim Fommittee Opolitical, plus a coa
opted scientific panelP and the Barget Fommittee
Omilitary and scientificP. Ueneral Uroves headed
the Barget Fommittee and although not a
member of the Interim Fommittee, was always
present at its meetings. Ge was an unswerving
advocate for deployment of the bomb. 5s he
bluntly eXplained/ eIt would not have looked well
if I had been appointed to serve on a committee
of civilians. Vut I was present at all meetings
and I always considered it my duty to
recommend that the bomb be dropped.e
Bhe chairman of the Interim Fommittee
was the ;ecretary of Iar Genry L. ;timson. Nn
Z ^ay jkJD, he proposed a further member who
was to have a most significant influence on
events/ `ames [. Vyrne, soon to become the
;ecretary of ;tate to Cresident Bruman. Gis
views on the dropping of the bomb were as
rampantly in favour of those of Uroves and
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with populations eXceeding a Suarter of a
together they formed the irresistible force
million had not been assailed by
that, more than any other, led to the final
incendiary raids.
cataclysmic devastation of those two
;ince Giroshima was designated as
unlucky `apanese cities. 5s the physicist
a mabor port and home of 4egional 5rmy
5rthur G. Fompton put it/ eBhe ;cientific
GeadSuarters and the northern sectors of
Canel was not called to decide the
Magasaki contained the ^itsubishi ;teel
Suestion of whether the bomb should be
and 5rms Iorks, why did
used, but only how it
they remain largely
should be used . . . it . .
untouched OGiroshima
. seemed to be a
hardly damaged at all
forgone conclusion.e
and Magasaki
^inutes taken at
comparatively
the meeting of the
unscathedP> Bhe answer
Interim Fommittee on j
is provided by the
`une jkJD recorded/
proposals of the Barget
e^r Vyrnes
Fommittee, EK 5pril
recommended and the
jkJD/
committee agreed, that
eBo enable us to
. the bomb should be
assess accurately the
used against `apan as
effects of the bomb, the
soon as possiblel that it
targets should not have
be used on a war plant
been previously damaged
surrounded by workers_
by air raids.e
homesl and that it be
Magasaki had been
used without prior
bombed to some eXtent
warning.e
but it was only a late
Nn ED `uly jkJD a
addition to the target list
directive approved by
the ;ecretary of Iar, The blinding light burnt cloth patterns and was not first choice
onto skin
even on the day the
but which had been
bomb was dropped on it a
previously composed
that had been gokura 5rsenal.
by Uroves, manifested L; intentions and
[urther recommendations made by
confirmed previous assumptions in its first
the committee were that e. . the first target
two sections/
be of such sice that the damage would be
eOjP Bhe Ddk Fomposite Uroup, Edth
confined within it, so that we could more
5ir [orce will deliver its first special bomb
definitely determine the power of the
as soon as weather will permit visual
bombe. Bhen from a further meeting on jd
bombing after Z 5ugust jkJD on one of
and jj ^ay came the clear
the targets/ Giroshima, gokura, Miigata
Oand fortunately documentedP
and Magasaki
instruction/ e . . . to neglect
eOEP 5dditional bombs will be
delivered on the above targets as soon as location of industrial areas as
pin point target . . . mandn . . .
made ready by the probect staff.=
to endeavour to place first
Ihether or not that directive
gadget in center of selected
constituted a decision and whether
cityl that is, not to allow for
;timson and Bruman or Vyrnes and
later j or E gadgets for
Uroves bore most responsibility for it
complete destruction.e
remains a matter of some debate. Bhe
Bo erase any lingering
theory of the eforgone conclusione gains
doubts a subseSuent
some credibility from the response given
Vombing ;urvey 4eport
to Uroves when, in `anuary jkJD, he
stated/ eGiroshima and
suggested to his immediate superior,
Magasaki were chosen as
5rmy Fhief of ;taff Ueneral Ueorge
targets because of their
^arshall, that detailed plans should be
drawn up for the employment of the bomb concentration of activities and
populatione.
in war. Ge was told esee to it yourselfe.

Qere they %ilitary targetsS

eBhe world will note that the first
atomic bomb was dropped on Giroshima,
a military base. Bhat was because we
wished in the first instance to avoid, in so
far as possible, the killing of civilianse.
Cresident Garry ;. Bruman Ok 5ugust
jkJDP.
5ll of the cities on the target list Olike
most reasonably siced cities in time of
warP were of some military significance.
[ive of them, with the agreement of the
5ir [orce, were to be spared any further
aerial bombardment from ^ay jkJD
onwards. Bhese were Giroshima, gyoto,
fokohama, gokura 5rsenal and Miigata.
Nn the eXpress orders of the ;ecretary of
Iar, ;timson, gyoto a considered to be
the cultural centre of `apan and a
beautiful city that ;timson had once
visited a was removed from the list and
Magasaki took its place. Bhe truth is, of
course, that the L; 5ir [orce could have
destroyed any military target that it chose
to. `apanese air defences were practically
nonaeXistent and of `apan_s siXtyasiX
largest cities, fiftyanine had been
destroyedl the seven remaining partly so.
Vy the summer of jkJD only two cities

death for their 8mperor. 5lso, as well as
conventional planes, there were
thousands of kamikace, mines, beach
fortifications, etc, and the remnants of the
navy. Bheir problem was one of
deployment. Vut as the L; ;trategic
Vombing ;urvey concluded, less than a
year after the bomb had been dropped/
eFertainly before Zj iecember
jkJD and in all probability before j
Movember jkJD, `apan would have
surrendered even if the atomic bomb had
not been dropped, even if 4ussia had not
entered the war, and even if no invasion
had been planned or contemplated.e
;ome historians argue that the
bombs were unnecessary precisely
because 4ussia intended to enter the
war, so the conclusion of the ;trategic
Vombing ;urvey was all the more
remarkable. Less so, however, when the
reality of the `apanese military situation is
properly eXamined. Bheir navy was
virtually finishedl their army was
described by Ganson I. Valdwin as
consisting of eUreen conscripts and
second rate troopsel communication lines
were in disarrayl fuel was in eXtremely
short supplyl roads were in a poor state of
repairl transport and transportation could
be bombed at willl ports were becoming
paralysedl food was scarcel illness
through malnutrition was an increasing
problem and Onot surprisinglyP public
morale was diminishing by the day. In
marked contrast to this, the L; armed
might remained immensely powerful.
5ll of this was known to the L;

Qas it ne9essary to <rop
the bo%bsS

Nne of the most
commonly accepted beliefs is
that, horrific though it was, the
bombing of Giroshima and
Magasaki saved millions of
lives a `apanese as well as
5merican a by bringing about a swift end
to the war and forestalling a bloody
invasion. Ie are reminded about the
massive casualties already suffered by
both sides in the Cacific Iar. Carticularly
about the fanatical defence by the
`apanese of Iwo `ima, Lucon and
Nkinawa. Vut although there were plans
for an invasion they were contingency
plans.
Bhe first stage a eNlympice a was to
land at the island of gyushu on j
Movember jkJD. Mo assault on the main
island, Gonshu, a eForonete a was
scheduled until j ^arch jkJA. In the light
of what we now know, it seems doubtful
that the need for any kind of invasion
would ever have arisen. `apan was
certainly not defenceless. It still had a
Gome army of more than two million
troops, many prepared to fight to the
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The pilot and plane that bombed
Hiroshima, and (inset) CLittle
Boy’, the uranium bomb used.

administration and military and the
ludicrous estimates of probected invasion
casualties a ranging from ehundreds of
thousandse to emillionse a were postawar
eXaggerations designed to contribute to
the successful establishment of a public
bustification for the dropping of the bombs.
^abor Ueneral Furtis 8. Le^ay eXpressed
the truth Suite bluntly a few weeks after
formal surrender of the `apanese
8mperor. eBhe atomic bomb,e he stated,
ehad nothing to do with the end of the
ware.
Vut the reasons were not merely
military ones.
PQo&=2&coEcl0(2(&E2$t&<oEt4R
A-C[PAW [UPW-CPA
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Uapatistas, and Emiliano Uapata

Pre 2e all RapatistasS
Q

e are all Zapatistas" has been
painted on banners, walls and
shouted at demonstrations in
recent years. The slogan has
been used by leftists, anarchists, advocates
of fair-trade schemes and even for
commercial gain. But who are the
Zapatistas?
The Zapatistas take their name from
Emiliano Zapata who led the EjNrcito
Libertador del Sur (Liberation Army of the
South) during the Mexican Revolutionary
war from 1910 until his assassination in
1919. During the 30-year dictatorship of
Porfirio Diaz which preceded the revolution
much of the land farmed by the indigenous
people was enclosed to form haciendas or
ranches for the production of food for
export markets forcing peasants into, both
wage- and debt-slavery to the often cruel
ranch owners. Zapata's army sought to
institute the Plan of Ayala for the
repossession of the haciendas for landless
peasants where pre-enclosure legal titles
existed and partial expropriation of land,
with compensation, where legal titles didn't
exist. The Liberation Army of the South
initially fought the federal forces who
sought to uphold the dictatorship of Porfirio
Diaz. Zapata's army also fought the
constitutionalist forces which eventually
replaced Diaz as well as the intervening
military dictatorship.
Despite the defeat of Zapata's army,
the 1917 Mexican Constitution contained a
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provision for the return of communal lands
appropriated by the haciendas and to
provide new lands called ejidos to landless
peasants. Communal lands and ejidos are
owned by the people of a village and plots
within the designated areas are divided
amongst individual families to work.
However, this article of the constitution was
never fully implemented, or yielded only
small or unproductive land areas to the
peasants. In 1992, President Carlos Salinas
de Gortari revoked the constitutional
commitment protecting communal land
from private ownership in preparation for
implementation of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The NAFTA
would also remove agricultural price
support affecting peasants who were
increasingly reliant on small scale cash crop
production.
On the day the NAFTA came into
force the EjNrcito Oapatista de LiberaciPn
Nacional (EZLN, Zapatista Army of
National Liberation) officially declared war
on the Mexican government and invaded six
main population centres and many ranches
in the Chiapas region of south eastern
Mexico. It is the EZLN and their
supporters that are referred to as Zapatistas.
Open conflict in Chiapas lasted twelve
bloody days in which hundreds lost their
lives mainly due to aerial bombardment of
EZLN-held towns by the Mexican army.
By 1995, tens of thousands of troops were
stationed in the region. There has been

little open combat since, but a network of
checkpoints, army patrols, military
incursions and alliances with local
paramilitary groups have been used to
intimidate and wear down the EZLN. The
EZLN signed an accord with the Mexican
Government in 1996 to institute peace and
political rights for the people of Chiapas,
though the government later reneged on
many of the provisions. Paramilitaries, who
have subsequently been linked to local
landowners and ruling party officials,
assassinated 45 Zapatistas in the town of
Acteal in December 1997.
Chiapas is about the same size (area
and population) as the Republic of Ireland.
The area has a long history of conflict over
land. Peasants have been forced onto the
thin, rocky soils and steep slopes of the
highlands with the encroachment of cattle
ranching, coffee and sugar plantations from
the more fertile lowland regions. Land
availability has also been reduced by
forestry and mineral, gas and oil extraction
operations. Migration from neighbouring
Guatemala, migration of those fleeing
poverty in Mexico and the return of many
of those who had migrated to urban areas
for employment after crisis of capitalism in
the early 1980s caused rapid population
increase and eventual retreat into the
inhospitable Lacandon jungle where the
Zapatista rebellion is centred.
The EZLN was formed in the early
1980s by Leninists who had migrated into
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the Chiapas jungle to lead the peasantry to
revolution. One of those who joined the
EZLN was the man now known as
Subcommandante Marcos, the Zapatista's
military leader and most famous
spokesman. The EZLN found that many of
the peasants there could not support the idea
of the revolutionary vanguard and language
of 'Marxism'. What followed was what
Marcos calls a period of "indianization".
The Leninist founders of the EZLN steeped
themselves in native Mayan culture. In the
words of Marcos, quoted by Yvon Le Bot
(El Sueno Oapatista, 1997):
"Suddenly the revolution transformed
itself into something essentially moral.
Ethical. More than the redistribution of
wealth or the expropriation of the means of
production, the revolution began to be the
possibility for a human
being to have a space for
dignity."
The "indianization"
of the EZLN seemed to
infuse the organisation
with the local traditions of
direct and decentralised
democracy. However, in
material terms the EZLN
retained much of the previous reformist
ideology. The Declaration of War, written
in 1993, stated that the EZLN was acting
legitimately to overthrow the ruling
government because of their
unconstitutional actions. The statement also
says that the EZLN proudly carry the
national flag into battle.
In June this year the EZLN announced
a new political initiative in the Sixth
Declaration of the Selva Lacandona. They
suggest a national campaign,
"which will be clearly of the left, or
anti-capitalist, or anti-neoliberal, or for
justice, democracy and liberty for the
Mexican people, in order to demand that we
make a new Constitution, new laws which
take into account the demands of the
Mexican people, which are: housing, land,
work, food, health, education, information,
culture, independence, democracy, justice,
liberty and peace. We are also letting you
know that the EZLN will establish a policy
of alliances with non-electoral organizations
and movements which define themselves, in
theory and practice, as being of the left, . . "
The stipulations for organisations
wishing to join the national campaign are a
democratic structure and a "clear
commitment for joint and co-ordinated
defence of national sovereignty, with
intransigent opposition to privatization
attempts of electricity, oil, water and natural
resources." In addition, the Zapatistas
offered food aid to Cuba for their resistance
to the USA's embargo, express admiration
for Che Guevara and Simon Bolivar and
offered to send handicrafts, coffee or soup
to activists in Europe to help with the
struggle against neo-liberalism. The
Zapatistas clearly think that capitalism can
be run in the interests of the workers
through state possession of industry and
with the absence of the intervention by
foreign capital.
The EZLN stopped making demands
for constitutional rights from the Mexican
government in 2001 and began to form a
state within a state. This is described by
Marcos in Chiapas: The Thirteenth Stele as
involving the withdrawal of the EZLN from
civil matters and establishment of selfgoverning villages or Autonomous

Municipalities, with recallable and rotated
functionaries. In August 2003, the 'Juntas
of Good Government' were formed. These
are regional councils which take the
functions of administering justice, taxation,
healthcare, education, housing, land, work,
food, commerce, information and culture,
and local movement from the EZLN.
Marcos states that there have been
improvements in living conditions as well
as improvements in gender equality in the
notoriously patriarchal peasant societies
since the formation of 'Juntas of Good
Government'.
However, the war is not over as EZLN
recruitment and guerilla warfare training
continues. The U.S. Department of State's
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and
Labor report for 2004 highlights instances

defence services (e.g. missiles, rockets,
torpedoes, bombs, mines and tanks)
amounted to $112million and $436million,
respectively, in 2003. The US military also
spent $1.25million on training the Mexican
Army in 2003. The US training
programmes are officially for counternarcotic operations, however the Mexican
Army have been observed using techniques
learnt from the US military against the
EZLN in Chiapas.
From the initial uprising the EZLN
has publicised their struggle using the
printed media and the internet. The
writings of Subcommandante Marcos are
available in many different editions and
languages. The Chiapas conflict has
become a celebrated cause for many
activists across the world and has, in part,
been shaped by the
involvement of activists.
The Mexican Army's
ceasefire has been
attributed to the protests
in Mexico's urban centres
far away from the
Chiapas. The presence
of peace observers
mostly drawn from
Zapatista support groups in the USA and
Europe, as well as Mexico itself, is thought
to have prevented excessive violence and
intimidation by the Mexican army in
Chiapas.
So well-known across the world is the
name and image of the Zapatista that cooperatives in the Zapatista communities are
producing and marketing their own brand of
coffee which is distributed in Europe
through various ethical shopping outlets. In
1994 The Independent (1 March) reported
that Zapatista t-shirts, dolls and even
condoms bearing an image of Marcos and
the word 'uprising' have been marketed. In
2001, workers of a trendy clothing shop in
Covent Garden selling Zapatista-inspired
merchandise spray-painted Zapatista
imagery and slogans on walls around major
shopping areas in central London as well as
dressing up as Zapatista guerrillas to hand
out advertising material.
For socialists there are several
encouraging things about the Zapatista
movement: their apparent reliance on direct
democracy and the solidarity shown to them
by workers across the world. However, it is
clear that the Zapatistas think their rallying
cry of 'democracy, liberty and justice' can be
fulfilled whilst the greatest amount of
wealth, all it commands, and that we all
depend upon remains in the hands of a
minority.
So are we all Zapatistas? The workers
and peasants of Chiapas have experienced
some of the worst poverty and violence that
humans have inflicted on each other.
Workers across the world experience
poverty and violence to some extent on a
daily basis - it is the common bond that
transcends national boundaries. This
feature of our class-based society, an
inevitable result of the social relation of
worker to capital, has never been abolished
by national liberation, state capitalism or
'good' government. The Zapatistas' desire
for real democracy is commendable,
however, this should not be limited to
defence of perceived or actual gains within
capitalist society but for the abolition of
capitalism and establishment of world
socialism.!
PIERS HOBSON

,V! in>ol>e%ent in the Chiapas rebellion
is of no surprise gi>en the fa9t that
aebi9o has the thir<Mlargest pro>en 9ru<e
oil reser>es in the Qestern [e%isphere?
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of state and local police involvement in
kidnappings and extortion, torture, unlawful
killings, narcotics-related crime and the
trafficking of illegal migrants in Chiapas.
The report also states that there were
numerous allegations of the use of excessive
force and the violation of international
humanitarian law against the Mexican Army

A Uapatista member at a recent rally

as well as continued violence by
paramilitary groups.
There is also US involvement in the
Chiapas rebellion which is perhaps of no
surprise given the proximity and the fact
that Mexico has the third-largest proven
crude oil reserves in the Western
Hemisphere and is the third-largest foreign
supplier of petroleum to the United States,
behind Canada and Saudi Arabia. PEMEX,
the state-owned oil corporation, is a vital
source of revenue for the Mexican state
which is heavily indebted to the banks in
the USA. Oil fields with one billion barrel
potential have recently been discovered in
Chiapas.
According to the Federation of
American Scientists' Arms Sales Monitoring
Project direct commercial sales of defence
articles (e.g. machine guns, rifles, pistols,
grenade launchers and ammunition) and
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aarb and
Fhilosophy

Marx, "the greatest philosopher of our
time", with runners-up Wittgenstein (left)
and Hulme

-

n July BBC Radio 4 announced the
result of its poll of listeners to find the
"the greatest philosopher of our time".
And the winner was - Karl Marx, as the
first past the post with 28 percent of the
34,000 or so votes cast, way ahead of the
second, the 18th century Scottish sceptic
and agnostic, David Hume, with 13 percent,
and the early 20th century logical-positivist,
Ludwig Wittgenstein, with 7 percent.
There must be some sort of
significance to Marx being selected by some
9,500 people. It would be nice to think that
it was a vote for Marx's aim of a society
without private property in the means of
production, without money, the wages
system or the state. More likely it
represented a recognition of his contribution
to the analysis of history and capitalism.
What did Marx have to say about
philosophy? In fact, was he really a
philosopher? He was certainly a doctor of
philosophy in the literal sense, having
obtained his doctorate - the trade unionists
who associated with him in the 1860s in the
First International knew him as "Dr Marx" for a thesis on two Ancient Greek
philosophers, Democritus and Epicurus.
And in his early and mid twenties he
thought and wrote extensively about
philosophical problems, but then he reached
the conclusion that abstract philosophising
about "God", "the nature of Man" and "the
meaning of life", which nearly all
14

philosophers had speculated about till then,
was a pretty useless exercise and he
abandoned it, at the age of 27, never to
return to it. This was in fact more or less the
same conclusion as reached by the two
runners-up in the BBC poll, Hume and
Wittgenstein.
What such philosophy was replaced
by, for Marx, was the empirical, i.e.
scientific, study and analysis of history and
society, what has come to be known as the
materialist conception of history. Strictly
speaking, this is not really a philosophy but
a theory and methodology of a particular
science. Engels has had to take some stick
for introducing the term "scientific
socialism" but it is an accurate description
of the outcome of Marx's (and his own)
encounter with the German philosophy of
his day.
Marx had come to socialism via
German philosophy. Like many other
radical-minded Germans in the 1840s he
had been a "Young Hegelian", the name
given to those who interpreted Hegel's
philosophy in a radical way to justify the
establishment of a democratic and secular
state in Germany. Hegel himself (who had
died in 1831) was no radical democrat, even
though he had initially welcomed the
French Revolution. Quite the opposite. By
the 1820s he was a conservative defender of
the Prussian State, almost its State
philosopher. And he believed that

Christianity was true, with all that that
implies in terms of the existence of a god
with a plan for humanity and which
intervenes in human affairs.
What appealed to German radicals in
Hegel's philosophy was the concept of
alienation (of something from its nature, or
essence) and the view that (until the end of
history) all human institutions were
transitory and developed through
intellectual criticism bringing out and then
transcending the contradictions in the idea
behind them. For Hegel this was all in a
religious context (alienation was the
alienation of Man from God and the end of
history was the reconciliation of Man with
God). The Young Hegelians completely
rejected this and were highly critical of
religion; in fact they made a speciality of
this, presenting a secularised version of
Hegel's system in which alienation was still
the alienation of Man (with a capital M) but
from Man's true nature, and the end of
history was the reconciliation of Man with
this nature, or human emancipation as they
called it.
Most of them identified this with the
establishment of a democratic republic. So
did Marx, to begin with, but he came to the
conclusion that political democracy, though
desirable as a step forward for Germany, did
not amount to full human emancipation, but
only to a partial, "political" emancipation;
"human" emancipation could only be
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achieved by a society without private
property, money or the state. Looking for an
agent to achieve this, Marx identified the
"proletariat" but conceived of in very
philosophical terms as a social group that
was "the object of no particular injustice but
of injustice in general", "the complete loss
of humanity and thus can only recover itself
by a complete redemption of humanity". As
he wrote at the end of his article
"Introduction to A Contribution to the
Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right"
published in February 1844: "The head of
this emancipation [of Man] is philosophy,
its heart is the proletariat." This is the same
article in which occurs perhaps his most
well-known saying "religion is the opium of
the people", i.e., an illusory escape from
real suffering. This was in fact aimed at his
fellow Young Hegelians who seemed to
imagine that religion could be made to
disappear merely by criticising its
irrationality. Marx's analysis of religion and
of what was required to make it disappear
went deeper:
"The abolition of religion as the
illusory happiness of the people is the
demand for their real happiness. The
demand to give up the illusions about their
condition is a demand to give up a condition
that requires illusion. The criticism of
religion is therefore the germ of the
criticism of the valley of tears whose halo is
religion".
And:
"The criticism of religion ends with
the doctrine that man is the highest being
for man, that is, with the categorical
imperative to overthrow all circumstances in
which man is humiliated, enslaved,
abandoned and despised" (Translated by
David McLellan in Karl Marx: Early Texts).
This is still a philosophical approach
and it makes Marx, at this time, a humanist
philosopher. Some find this enough, and
eminently commendable (and Marx may
even have got some votes in the BBC poll
on this basis), and of course being a
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In June the BBC
offered free downloads
of live Beethoven
concerts broadcast on
Radio 3. It was a huge
success. But not
everyone was pleased.
The Independent (10

July) reported:
"The BBC has been lambasted by
classical music labels for making all nine
of Beethoven's symphonies available for
free download over the Internet. This week
the BBC will announce there have been
more than a million downloads of the
symphonies during the month-long scheme.
But the initiative has infuriated the bosses
of leading classical record companies who
argue the offer undermines the value of
music and that any further offers would be
unfair competition."
Yes of course (but they must mean
the price, not the value, of music). If
something is available free, nobody's going
to pay for it. That is the ultimate "unfair
competition". But the real question is
different: if something can be provided free
at little or no extra cost, why isn't it?
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Philosopher and defender of the Prussian
State, Hegel

socialist has to rest in the end on wanting to
"overthrow all circumstances in which man
is humiliated, enslaved, abandoned and
despised".
Marx himself, however, was not
satisfied to let the case for socialism rest on
a mere philosophical theory that it provided
the only social basis on which the "essence
of Man" could be fully and finally realised.
After continuing to initial with his previous
philosophical position, he ended by
rejecting the view that humans had any
abstract "essence" from which they were
alienated. As he put it in some notes jotted
down in 1845:
"The human essence is no abstraction
inherent in each single individual. In its
reality it is the ensemble of the social
relations" (Theses on Feuerbach).
This led him away from philosophical
speculations about "human essence", what it
was and how to realise it, to the study of the
different "ensembles of social relations"
within which humans had lived and to see
history not as the development of any idea
The answer is that, under capitalism,
the basic economic law is "no profit, no
production". So, no private capitalist is
going to invest in providing something free
to people. What would be the point?
There'd be no profit in it.
The only institution which could do
this would be the state, using resources
obtained through taxation from the private
capitalist sector. In Britain the state does in
fact provide a number of services that are
free at the point and time of use: roads,
schools, parts of the health service, for
instance. But these are seen as services for
the capitalist class as a whole and as not
involving competition with capitalist
businesses trying to make a profit out of
supplying the same service. (Certainly,
there are capitalist firms lobbying for the
right to cherry-pick the profitable parts of
these services but no capitalist is going to
be interested in investing in side streets or
in rural roads.)
If the state does venture to supply
free a potentially profitable service - as the
BBC did on this occasion - then the private
sector squeals "unfair, subsidised
competition". As the British state and the
BBC are fully committed to capitalism and
its logic, the BBC's director general, Mark
Thompson, rushed to reassure the profitseeking commercial suppliers of music

but as the development from one "ensemble
of social relations" to another in line with
the development of the material forces of
production. This gave socialism a much
firmer basis than a simple "categorical
imperative to overthrow all circumstances in
which man is humiliated, enslaved,
abandoned and despised". It made it the
next stage in the development of human
society, a stage which was both being
prepared by the development of the current
stage (capitalism) and the solution to the
problems caused by capitalism's inherent
internal contradictions. It kept the agent of
its establishment as the class of wage
workers, no longer considered as a class
embodying all the sufferings of humanity,
but as the class whose material interest
would lead it to oppose and eventually
abolish capitalism.
Marx still retained some of the
language and concepts of his Young
Hegelian past, but he gave them a new,
materialist content. Thus, for instance, the
alienation of the "proletariat" was no longer
alienation from their human essence but
alienation from the products of their own
labour which came to dominate them in the
form of capital as personified by a capitalist
class; and "the emancipation of Man"
became the emancipation of all humans
through the abolition of classes and class
rule by the world-wide working class
pursuing its material interest; and he still
referred to end of capitalism as the close of
"the pre-history of human society". The
imperative to change the world too
remained, but addressed to the working
class rather to philosophers. As he put it in
1845 in his parting shot at German
philosophy: "The philosophers have only
interpreted the world, in various ways; the
point is to change it" (also from the Theses
on Feuerbach).!
ADAM BUICK

recordings:
"In a speech to the British
Phonographic Industry, the trade
association for the recording industry, Mr
Thompson tried to allay fears from the
commercial sector. The anxiety, he said,
'boils down to two questions: is this the
start of some new regular service from the
BBC, in which, without warning and
consultation, the public will be offered
chunks of music free at the point of
download which will inevitably distort the
commercial market in music? And second,
are there any limits to what the BBC might
download? Could we wake up one morning
to discover that half the BBC's musical
archive is available on the net? The answer
to these two questions is: no and no.'"
(Guardian, 21 July).
But that precisely is what could well
happen in socialism. Not just half the
BBC's musical archives but the whole of
them, as well as all other musical archives,
could be made available for people to
download freely. And why not? Let those
against the provision of free music - and
free telephones, free electricity, free
transport, etc, for that matter - put up a case
for restricting access to what people need
and want when the resources to do this
exist. If they can.
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This is a history of the so-called 'Communist
Left' in British politics from 1914-1945,
published by one of the main, contemporary
organisations of this tradition and written by
one of their sympathisers.
It is a largely accurate account of those
identified with the left-wing of Bolshevik
politics in this era, a political tendency
chastised by Lenin in his famous 'Left-wing
Communism, An Infantile Disorder'. Over a
long period this tendency gradually struggled
towards taking up socialist positions on the
nature of the future society, reformism, the
state capitalist nature of Russia, China, etc
while also developing a virulent hostility to
'bourgeois democracy' and trade unionism.
As this pamphlet unwittingly shows, it was a
political current which made some serious
errors during its political evolution too - and
continues to do so, largely because of its
adherence to the vanguard politics of
Leninism.
The left communists in Britain were
small in both number and influence
compared to their counterparts in continental
Europe, specifically the German, Dutch and
Italian lefts. While elements in the Socialist
Labour Party and British Socialist Party held
views associated with left communism for a
short time after the Bolshevik takeover, the
most significant left communist organisation
in Britain emerged out of the radical
suffragette movement led by Sylvia
Pankhurst during the First World War and
was grouped around the paper Women's
Dreadnought, which by 1917 had been
renamed the Workers' Dreadnought.
This became the paper of the Workers'
Socialist Federation, a group dominated by
Pankhurst and with support drawn from
political activists mainly in the East End of
London. The WSF never numbered more
than about three hundred members at the
very most and, after eventually being
subsumed within the Communist Party of
Great Britain in January 1921, vanished as a
group or faction by 1924. Pankhurst had
been expelled from the CPGB within a year
for her criticism of the official Party line,
before moving on to other, more eclectic
(and openly reformist) causes. Although
Mark Hayes doesn't mention it, what is clear
from this and every other related study is that
while it would be an exaggeration to say that
the Workers' Dreadnought group was a one
woman show, it would not be that much of an
exaggeration. When Pankhurst moved on,
the group collapsed and the paper - always
owned and largely financed by Pankhurst
herself - ceased publication.
Small organisations around the
idiosyncratic Glasgow anarchist Guy Aldred
such as the Anti-Parliamentary Communist
Federation also came and went in this period,
veering between left communism and
anarchism, but none of them amounted to
much. And that in essence is it: left
communism in Britain until its re-appearance
with the ICC itself and one or two other tiny
groups in the 1970s.
After interesting beginnings, the ICC
has mutated into an organisation regarded by
virtually all other political groups (including
those on the communist left previously well16

disposed towards it) as a paranoid sect, and
its treatment of the SPGB here is an
interesting one, not least because we are the
one workers' political organisation discussed
still in existence and thereby the most
obvious target for its spleen.
The key 'class frontier' for the ICC and
other left communist groups is whether a
political organisation takes sides in a
capitalist war or not. Yet, despite our
impeccable record of actively opposing both
world wars and all other wars too, this book
gives the SPGB short shrift. It claims, "in
practice" that in 1939, just as supposedly in
1914, "the SPGB made no attempt to oppose
the war" (p.101). What it means by this is
that we did not raise the ICC's suicidal
slogan of 'turn the imperialist war into a
world wide civil war against capitalism'.
The Socialist Standard is criticised for
not publishing openly anti-war articles for
part of the Second World War because of the
strict Defence Regulations relating to
seditious printed matter which caused the
suppression of the Daily Worker, but no
mention is made of the Party's open anti-war
propaganda by other means or the way in
which the SPGB sought to prevent mere
pacifist opponents of the war from becoming
members. Presumably never having been
sent to prison himself for his political beliefs,
Mark Hayes also sneers at the SPGB
members who applied during the world wars
to be conscientious objectors, scores of
whom were imprisoned by the British state
for refusing to kill their fellow workers.
Quite why the ICC thinks that a few
hundred political activists starting a civil war
against the might of the capitalist state is a
sensible socialist tactic is anyone's guess.
The SPGB members who successfully
applied to be conscientious objectors or went
'on the run' were at least able to work for
socialism and keep the organisation alive,
whereas if the ICC was ever crazy enough to
put its own tactic into operation it would
soon cease to exist organisationally. That the
ICC is not really serious about this type of
abstract sectarianism though can be seen by
the fact that "in practice" (to use its own
phrase) there has not been one single
occasion when any of its sections across the
world has ever tried to do anything other
when faced with a war than what the SPGB
did in 1914 or 1939, i.e. denounce it as a
capitalist conflict not worth the shedding of a
drop of blood.
The ICC do exist in something of an
unusual - not to say unique - political bubble,
as this book repeatedly demonstrates. While
the SPGB is lambasted for its insufficient
opposition to wars and for betraying the
future moneyless commonwealth by
opposing the misguided tactics of the
Bolsheviks (at least until the early 1920s
when the ICC retrospectively thinks this
became respectable), the Trotskyists - who
then as now took sides in 'national liberation'
struggles and wars, were reformist,
advocated state capitalism, supported the
Labour Party, etc - are regarded with some
affection, until they finally 'betrayed' the
working class by taking sides in World War
Two. For sheer illogicality and inconsistency
there can be little to beat this.
When it is filtered for its Leninism and
sectarianism, the British Communist Left is
not all bad as it is a useful historical account
in parts. While it is a short book it is
nevertheless a bit of a trying read, best
characterised as a largely academic piece
infused with heavy doses of the ICC's

somewhat tiresome political liturgy. If page
after page of references to 'centrism',
'opportunist currents', the 'proletarian terrain'
and 'ambiguous swamps' are your thing then
go out and buy it immediately. It's not too
unkind to say you are unlikely to be killed in
the rush.
DAP
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There are various
things wrong with
this book, the first
being the title.
Sachs (described on
the back cover as
'probably the most
i m p o r t a n t
economist in the
world')
is
not
concerned
with
doing away with
sink estates where
children do not get one square meal a day, let
alone three, or the culture of pawn shops and
loan sharks (which would be classified as
relative poverty). Instead he is writing about
eliminating absolute or extreme poverty,
where households cannot meet basic needs:
people are chronically hungry, have no
access to health care or safe water, and may
lack rudimentary shelter. In 2001, around 1.1
billion of the earth's population were in
extreme poverty. Sachs neatly places things
in perspective:
"Almost three thousand people died
needlessly and tragically at the World Trade
Center on September 11; ten thousand
Africans die needlessly and tragically every
single day - and have died every single day
since September 11 - of AIDS, TB, and
malaria."
But even if his proposals were
implemented and proved successful, there
would still be plenty of poverty in the world.
Ending extreme poverty would of
course be very worthwhile, but can
capitalism achieve this? Sachs claims that
the number of people living in extreme
poverty has fallen from 1.5 billion since
1981 (largely due to developments in China).
Surely, however, we are entitled to be a little
sceptical about such claims: they are based
on World Bank estimates, and ignore the
extent of poverty still found in China,
especially in the countryside. He
acknowledges, though, that the extreme poor
in Africa have more than doubled in the
twenty years to 2001, now being over 300
million, which is a rise even in percentage
terms. Yet, he argues, extreme poverty can be
got rid of by 2025: the key is 'to enable the
poorest of the poor to get their foot on the
ladder of development.' The way to kick-start
things is by comparatively modest amounts
of overseas aid, which will mean that
households can save more and so increase
the amount of seeds and agricultural
equipment they have access to and will also
allow governments to build roads, sanitation
systems and so on; this will snowball and
lead on to further development. The first few
chapters of the book imply that Sachs has
some kind of economic magic wand that he
can wave over countries from Bolivia to
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India, delivering prosperity.
However, his proposals for 'ending
poverty' are effectively put forward in a
vacuum, unencumbered by the existence of a
world dominated by one super-powerful
nation, a small number of super-powerful
companies, and a tiny minority of super-rich
capitalists. Sachs accepts that exploitation of
poor countries by the rich has happened in
the past, but believes that it no longer
applies. He also accepts, though without
making it explicit of course, a division of the
world into owners of the means of
production and non-owners. Doing away
with this would mean an immediate end to all
kinds of poverty - extreme, moderate and
relative - without having to wait another
twenty years and rely on yet more empty
promises.
PB
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Overturning
a
paragraph
of
conventional
history can be the
basis for an entire
thesis, if not an
entire professional
reputation. Chang
and Halliday have
set out to re-write
every paragraph of
the story of Mao
Zedong.
The authors
attack the established canon of Mao
biography; and their clear, unrelenting
hostility may house the book's greatest
weakness. Much of their re-interpretation
depends upon assessments of Mao's
character, and his internal states when he
made vital decisions. For example, they
maintain that Mao deliberately meandered
along the Long March (a period of retreat by
the Red Army from the nationalists) in order
to strengthen his grip on the party before they
met up with the rest of the army.
Repeatedly they make reference to
what Mao was thinking, which, without
written sources, is impossible to determine.
Most historians and biographers would
hedge and say 'maybe' or 'probably' he
thought something.
Such potential weakness, although they
may allow latter-day Maoist wingnuts to
deflect debate away from the issues raised,
aren't fatal. The book describes in aching
detail the horrors of Mao's regime, facts
established by witnesses and irrefutable
evidence. This is largely because, unlike
Hitler or Stalin, Mao's preference was not for
disappearances and quiet murder, but for
public witch-hunts - mobilised terror in
which anyone refusing to wholeheartedly
join in would find themselves a target. He
repeatedly used this strategy throughout his
career to gain and hold power, culminating in
the infamous Cultural Revolution, which
accounted for some 100 million people being
humiliated, tortured, maimed and, in 3
million instances, murdered.
His callousness is almost beyond the
scope of human imagining. In one year, 22
million people died of starvation - brought
about primarily through Mao's disastrous
project to make China - then one of the
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poorest countries
on Earth - into a
nuclear
superpower.
The
famines
and
overwork induced
by the programme
led to 38 million
deaths.
The authors
maintain Mao was
essentially
apolitical: merely
egotistic
and
Jung Chang
power
hungry.
They reject claims that he cared about
peasants - producing a quote in which he
maintains that the lot of students (like
himself) was worse than that of the peasants.
They suggest his choice of the communist
party over the nationalists (for a time the two
parties were united) was simply down to a
predilection for violence.
He had many homes built for himself at great expense - which he would only set
foot in once - if ever. While people starved
he would gorge himself on whole chickens
and huge quantities of meat and fish.
Around him, millions of Chinese had less
food than labourers in Auschwitz.
His reputation for supporting feminism
also takes a battering in this book, as the
authors reveal how he used women almost as
imperial concubines, procured from the local
labour force. Anyone who objected to his
and other leaders' privileges amongst squalor
were
derided
as
"petit-bourgeois
egalitarians".
Chang and Halliday even attempt to
overturn the central story of the Mao myth the war of national liberation against Japan.
Even very recent writers hedge criticisms of
Mao by mention of the vicissitudes of that
war. However, this book alleges that the
Reds under Mao were more concentrated on
fighting the nationalist government than the
Japanese.
Further, they try to show that on the
Long March, Mao and the other leaders
didn't march with their soldiers: they were
carried; that the leader of the nationalists,
Chiang Kai-Shek allowed the Red Army to
escape because his son was being held
hostage by Stalin; and that some of Mao's
major victories may have been assisted by
the treachery of the nationalist general who
repeatedly allowed troops to walk into
horrific ambushes.
The narrative makes out that Mao
never commanded much support with either
the Chinese communist party or the
population. His ascent was largely down to
the backing of Russian communist officials
who never met him.
This book is unlikely to be the last
word on the matter, but it is a forceful
reappraisal of a figure who would be the
equivalent of a George Washington for the
emerging Chinese superpower. This is the
story of what happened when a ruthless
tyrant tried to rule a quarter of the human
race.
The only positive message is that
ultimately, his terror proved futile, as he
increasingly found himself having to horse
trade policies to stay in power against his
rivals - leaders are prisoners of their
followers. The terror of Mao's rule could
well be seen as the impotent rage of a tyrant.
PS
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To describe a
society
of
c o m m o n
ownership
w i t h o u t
mentioning the
word socialism
is undoubtedly
difficult. But
by no means
impossible. For
a short film
produced by
members of the
Socialist Party, Capitalism and Other Kids'
Stuff, does just that in a language that
nevertheless consistently pulls no punches.
Socialists are well aware of the dual
purpose on the part of the capitalist media in
portraying the class of exploited producers as
a mindless, selfish, non-caring mass of
individual consumers: to promote profits and
create disunity. The film destroys these
caricatures right from the start and exposes
them for the claptrap they are, by juxtaposing
the individual differences of perception with
the broad facts of social evolution, human
behaviour, and the unique ability of humans
to care and share in common despite our
cultural differences and lifestyles.
When the producing class engage in
widespread discrimination over issues of
race, ethnicity, age, gender, sexuality,
disability, etc; and take sides over who gets
what share of the global market, this is
clearly against their interests since they are
thereby helping to create the conditions for a
wealthy few to control the means of living.
Globally the results are all too familiar
with the complexity of private property
relationships concealed within a quagmire of
disputes over territory and markets, followed
by constant eruptions of violent conflict, and
ending in misery and destitution on a
massive scale. By skilfully crafting the
reasons for this complexity of private
property relationships to a novel 'kids stuff'
analogy the script neatly underlines the
importance of gaining a worldview of
capitalism by analysing how the rules
governing the minority ownership of the
'toys' determines the terms of oppression and
the conditions of inequality for the 'toyless
producers'.
Although there is an obvious danger
such an analogy could be counterproductive, by unintentionally projecting an
oversimplification of what constitutes the
reality of capitalism, this hurdle is overcome
by complementing the linkage to the
"reality" of capitalism with a powerful
backdrop of words and images, so the overall
context underscores a revolutionary outlook
on how we might live. These contrasts are
further enhanced by comparing the divisions
and horrors of capitalism with a society
where production is geared to meeting
human needs not profit - plus the immense
benefits to be gained when the world's
resources are distributed through a system of
production for use and free access - so the
necessity of social equality become
conclusive.
This is maintained throughout the 50
minutes so the viewer is left in no doubt that
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before a world of common ownership is
possible the majority have to gain a level of
class
consciousness
and
political
understanding. In other words: engaging in a
struggle to promote the class interest of the
majority to attain and create a society where
private property is replaced by common
ownership involves acknowledging that the
present unequal access to the means of living
requires a political solution.
To get this solution across to an
apolitical audience successfully in itself is
no mean feat, but to also focus attention on
the vast amount of social and individual
freedom such a revolution will bring about
will motivate many viewers to press the
replay button over and over again, and so
speaks volumes for the professional
dedication and attention to detail. Although
this is a first in terms of the socialist message
being transposed into a film format no doubt
it will not be the last. So watch this space,
but in the meantime judge for yourself by
watching Capitalism and Other Kids' Stuff at
www.socialist-tv.com, or alternatively by
purchasing a DVD from: Socialist Party, 52
Clapham High St, London SW4 7UN. Cost
£5 (including post & packaging).
Brian Johnson

from page 5

best to stop the sale of bogus 'official' kit, so
the Olympic 'movement' says that only
companies who stump up the money to them
can gain any kudos from the magic O-word
and the five rings.
Naturally money has long been talking
the Olympic language with regard to the
2008 games in Beijing. Three levels of
corporate involvement are envisaged,
including partners (cost $40 million), and
sponsors (over $20 million). Budweiser, for
instance, is the official international beer
sponsor, giving its owners Anheuser-Busch
the right to use the 2008 games logo for
promotional purposes in China and many
other countries. And it's not just a matter of
getting money in for 2008. In the words of
one marketing expert, 'The Beijing
Olympics will not be about sport, it will be
about creating a superbrand called "China"'
(http://www. chinabusinessreview. com/
public /0501/ogilvy.html). So as China
flexes its muscles in terms of currency
revaluations and provides financial support
for Mugabe's thuggish regime in Zimbabwe,
it also competes in staging the Olympic freefor-all and marketing itself within world
capitalism.!
PB
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Bhe snows of the Fold war are melting.
Bhe ;oviet Cremier, Vulganin, and the
Fommunist Carty leader, gruschev, are to
visit Vritain neXt spring. Bhey will be feted
by the pueen. 8ven the TailS&!ail
welcomes the visit a with some
reservations.
iuring the war the 4ussians were
our friends, our egallant allies,e our
ecomrades in arms.e Vut since jkJD they
have become the villains of the piece.
Bhey have become our potential
enemies. Ihilst our old enemies the
Italians, the `apanese and the Uermans
Othe Iestern Uermans, of courseqP are
now our friends, our allies in a possible
future war. Vut now, since the Ueneva
eBalks at the ;ummite the 4ussians a for
how long we know not a are almost our

friends againl or at least our politicians
have eagreede to differ with the ;oviet
rulers.
Bo most people, who think that all
these differences and antagonisms are
due to differences of systems or
ideologies a to eFommunisme or
e[ascisme a these changes are Suite
bewildering.
O . . .P mBnhe reasons why the rulers
of 4ussia, 5merica, or Vritain fall out is
not any soacalled difference of ideologies,
of iemocracy, or Fommunisml or
differences of social systems or ways of
life. [or we know that their social systems
are not basically differentl that 5merican
efree enterprisee is not fundamentally
different from ;oviet eFommunism.e Ie
know that in Vritain, 5merica a and the
L.;.;.4. the same problems eXistl we
know that the workers of these lands are
poor, that they live insecure lives, whilst

their employers are richl we know that in
the ;oviet Lnion, as ;talin admitted bust
before he died, the ruling class is being
forced more and more to look for markets
for its goods a outside its own frontiers.
Ie know that the ;oviet leaders are as
much concerned with protecting their
property interests as are the 5mericans
or Vritish. Bhat is why we are not
surprised at the antagonisms the Fold
Iar, the changing alliances, the eBalks at
the ;ummit,e and the temporary patchinga
up of differences.
O[rom an article by Ceter 8. Mewell,
Socialist&StaE(a#(, ;eptember jkDDP
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The establish%ent of a syste%
of so9iety base< upon the
9o%%on o2nership an<
<e%o9rati9 9ontrol of the
%eans an< instru%ents for
pro<u9ing an< <istributing
2ealth by an< in the interest of
the 2hole 9o%%unityO

ieclaration of Crinciples
The !o9ialist Farty of Great
Hritain hol<s

j.Bhat society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
Oi.e., land, factories, railways, etc.P
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by the capitalist or master class,
and the conseSuent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or seX.

E.Bhat in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

D.Bhat this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

Z.Bhat this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
J.Bhat as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

A.Bhat as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, eXists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organice consciously
and politically for the conSuest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

K.Bhat as all political parties are
but the eXpression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
o.Bhe ;ocialist Carty of Ureat
Vritain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to eSuality, and slavery
to freedom.
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Faul Toot an<
the >ote

C

aul [oot who died
last year was always
a readable bournalist.
Ge was also a
member of the Brotskyist
;IC. Ihen he died he was
working on a book about the
vote, a curious subbect, it might be thought, for the political
testament of a member of an organisation which favours armed
insurrection and mass strikes rather than the vote as the way to
gain control of political power. Falled Bhe Rote, Gow it was Ion
and Gow it was undermined, it is basically about the tension
between iemocracy Oas universal suffrageP and Croperty Oas
accumulated wealthP.
iuring the 8nglish civil war a famous debate, presided over
by Fromwell, took place in the church at Cutney, in London,
where the issue was thrashed out amongst representatives of all
ranks in the parliamentary army, of the ordinary soldiers as well
as of the officers and the high command. ;oldiers who were
Levellers argued that the vote should be given to every man Oor
at least to every man who was not a servant or on the Coor Lawl
there was some ambiguity on this pointP. Bhey were opposed by
FommissaryaUeneral Ireton, Fromwell_s sonainalaw, who argued
that only those who had a real stake in the country by virtue of
being owners of land should have the right to vote, i.e. to decide
what laws were made, what taXes were levied, etc. It fell to an
officer with the appropriate name of Folonel 4ich to spell out
what might happen if men with little or no property were given
the vote/
eIt may happen, that the mabority may by law, not in
confusion, destroy propertyl there may be a law enacted, that
there shall be eSuality of goods and estatee.
Bhis remained the standard argument against democracy
until the end of the jkth century. Voth Uladstone and iisraeli
were declared opponents of democracy, and in fact in 8urope
democracy was seen, by both its opponents and supporters as a
Chartist meeting, [ennington, 1848

revolutionary demand. ^arX himself hoped that, with the
universal male suffrage that the Fhartists demanded, what
Folonel 4ich had feared would come about. eLniversal suffrage
is the eSuivalent of political power for the working class of
8nglande, he wrote in 5ugust joDE in an article in the Mew fork
Bribune Suoted by [oot. eIts inevitable result, here, is the political
supremacy of the working classe.
5fter the ;econd and Bhird 4eform 5cts of joAK and jooJ,
the mabority of electors in Vritain came from the working class,
even though only about Zd percent of the adult population had
the vote Ono women and only Ad percent of menP. Bhis remained
the situation until after the first world war, when the vote was
eXtended to men over Ej and women over Zd. Lniversal suffrage
did not come until jkEo when the vote was given to women too
at Ej.
Bhe eXtension of the vote did partially realise Folonel 4ich_s
fear and garl ^arX_s hope in that it did lead to the formation and
rise of the Labour Carty as a eworking class partye with as one of
its aims a redistribution of wealth from the rich to the working
class. Vut this didn_t happen. Bhe second part of [oot_s book is
devoted to eXplaining why iemocracy did not lead to any
significant inroads into the rights of Croperty, in other words, why
Labour failed.
Nne thing he had neglected in his account of ehow the vote
was wone was the eXtent to which an eXtension of the vote
increasingly became a necessity as capitalism developed and as
the administrative work of the capitalist state, at local as well as
national level, grew and became more compleX. It was clear that
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some, in fact most, of this work would have to be done by
persons who were neither aristocrats nor capitalists. Bhe working
class had to be got involved in the administration of capitalism.
Bo do this they had to be brought ewithin the constitutione by
being given full citicenship rights, as represented by having the
vote. Bhe more faraseeing of the supporters of capitalism realised
thisl some actively campaigned for it even in Fhartist times. Bhe
bourgeoisademocratic republic Oor constitutional monarchyP is in
fact the ideal political form for the rule of the capitalist class.
Gowever, bust because universal suffrage and formal
democratic control of the machinery of government was in the
overall interest of the capitalist class as a whole didn_t mean that
this was going to come about automatically. 5s [oot points out, it
had to be struggled for. Voth the [irst 4eform 5ct of joZE Owhich
eXtended the franchise to the emiddle classeP and the ;econd
4eform 5ct Owhich eXtended it to most urban workersP were
accompanied by riots and demonstrations by workers that
persuaded the Gouse of Lords not to use its veto. In between, as
[oot recounts, the Fhartists demonstrated and rioted and even
staged some armed uprisings to try to achieve universal male
suffrage, unsuccessfully as it turned out, but with the aim of
transferring political power to the working class.
Ihen it comes to the second part of
the book Oehow the vote was underminedeP,
[oot seems to be suggesting that Labour
failed because its leaders, when in
government, weren_t determined enough in
their use of parliament to bring about, in
the words of the Labour Carty_s manifesto
for the jkKJ general election manifesto, ea
fundamental and irreversible shift in the
balance of power in favour of working
people and their familiese Oyes, believe it or
not, that what_s they actually were
promising as recently as thatP. Bhis,
despite the fact that his own descriptions
with its Foot - the
of what happened to the various Labour Voting
SWP never had much
governments a ebankers_ rampe in jkZj,
time for democracy
esterling crisese in jkJK and jkJk,
egnomes of ]uriche for Iilson in the jkAds, and eI^[ conditionse
for Fallaghan in the jkKds a bring out the fact that capitalism is a
world system and that no government of one country, however
determined, can isolate the economy from the workings and
pressures of the world market.
It might be thought that [oot as a Brotskyist Ohe was in the
;ICP would have realised that esocialism in one countrye is
impossible. Vut, although Brotsky did proclaim this, it didn_t mean
that he thought nothing could be done in one countryl if a
vanguard was ruthless and determined enough it could, he
argued, establish a eIorkers ;tatee, based on nationalisation
and planning, i.e. that estate capitalism in one countrye was
possible.
It is what had happened in 4ussia and [oot gives the
impression that the Labour Carty could have done the same in
Vritain if only its leaders had been prepared to stand up to the
gnomes of ]urich and other international capitalists. 5ctually, as
a Brotskyist, [oot doesn_t believe this, as it is the Brotskyist view
that the sort of fullascale state capitalism that [oot thinks the
Labour Carty should have been bold enough to have pressed on
towards can only be established after a successful armed
insurrection led by a Brotskyist vanguard OeBhere is no
parliamentary roade, says eIhat the ;IC ;tands [oreP. It is thus
rather odd that [oot should have chosen to write a book about
Bhe Rote at all since for him the vote is only of relatively minor
significance, serving merely as a potential means of access to a
tribunal from which to spread Brotskyist views Oe5t most
parliamentary activity can be used to make propaganda against
the present systemeP.
Bhis is Suite a
different perspective to
that of the more cleara
sighted Fhartists a and
^arX who was
influenced by them a
that universal suffrage,
once achieved, could
be used as a means of
winning control of
political power so that,
in the words of Folonel
4ich in jAJK, ethe
mabority may by law,
not in confusion,
destroy propertye.!
PXH
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the Lnited Mations. Bhere is an
international community that occasionally
Bhe ^ake Coverty Gistory movement has
can be led by the only real power left in
been taken seriously by at least one
the world, and that_s the Lnited ;tates,
member of the 5frican capitalist class.
when it suits our interests and who can
e^ost of his country_s citicens survive on
get others to go along.’e Ge also said/
less than Adp a day, but that has not
eBhe only Suestion for the Lnited ;tates is
stopped the son of the Cresident of
what_s in our interest. 5nd if you don_t like
8Suatorial Uuinea spending nearly rj
that, I_m sorry, but that is a fact.e Bhe
million on three luXury cars during a
Qi<2s OE 5ugustP Bhere is nothing
massive shopping spree in ;outh 5frica.
remarkable about this.
Beodorin
It correctly sums up the
Mguema
L; position in world
Nbiang, the
politics, but what the
^inister of
;enate obbect to is the
[orestry,
honesty with which
8nvironment
they are eXpressed.
and Gousing in
Coliticians are never
his [ather_s
fond of honesty, it sets
Uovernment,
a dangerous
bought a black
precedentq
Ventley 5rnage
and a cream
Qage !la>es
Ventley ^ulliner
worth rAdd,ddd
5 common obbection to
last weekend.
socialism is that people
Bentley Arnage interior, (ust so you know
Ge then added a
are too lacy and
white siXalitre Lamborghini worth rEKD,ddd wouldn_t work thus making socialism
to his new fleet, according to Bhe ;tar
impossible. Bhis elacy mane obbection to a
newspaper.e Bhe Qi<2s OEj `ulyP. ^r
new society doesn_t seem to sSuare with
Nbiang_s family have made poverty
the findings of a report prepared by the
history a for their family at any rate. Vut
office supplier 8sselte. eMearly a third of
what about the working class in that
Vritish wage slaves work more than Dd
country a Adp a day> Ie might earn
hours a weekl J per cent more than Kd
about rAd a day but the capitalist class in
hoursl and more than a third take work
Vritain enboy the same class differences.
home according to a survey of E,Ajj
Gow many of you spend a million pounds
people.e Bhe Qi<2s OJ 5ugustP
on a shopping spree>

Pn [onest P%bassa<or

Cresident Vush took the unprecedented
step of appointing the L; 5mbassador to
the LM `ohn Volton during a recess of the
L; ;enate. Ge deemed this necessary
because of an opposition easy to
understand when you consider Volton_s
contempt
for the LM.
eIn jkkJ,
during a
convention
in Mew
fork, ^r
Volton
declared/
TBhere is
no such
Rambo Bolton telling it like it is thing as

Tree lun9h

Goo< Ze2s Tro% Vgan<a

5midst all the despair about world poverty
we have managed to discover from the
letter page of an 5frican newspaper some
good news. e5bout two thirds of the
world_s population are hungry, while
millions die from starvation every year.
Ihy in a world of potential plenty, is so
elementary a human need as food
neglected> ... Bhe law that governs
everywhere is eno profit, no productione.
Lganda U=s2#/2# OJ 5ugustP fes, even in
soacalled backward 5frica, workers are
learning that capitalism causes poverty.

5frica has remained at about ZDs since
jkKd, the International [ood Colicy
4esearch Institute said. Vut population
growth means the number affected rose
to Edd million by Eddj. ... It warns that the
number of malnourished children could
grow from Zo.A million now to Jj.k million
by EdED.e VVW&F2Gs&OjE 5ugustP Iell
meaning charities are not the answer to
this horrendous social problem. 5s the
socialist letter writer to the Lganda
U=s2#/2# noted ethe law that governs
everywhere is no profit no productione.

Qhat is your >ie2S

Ie are socialists and obviously we detest
a society where people are forced to lie
and cheat in order to survive, but what
about successful liars and cheaters who
have done well inside capitalism> Gere is
the C4 Uuru ^aX Flifford who has made
millions lying and cheating. eio I say, Mo,
my client isn_t gay when I know that he is>
Nf course. ioes telling the truth matter> If
it_s showbic...rock_n_roll ... then absolutely
not.e Bhe Qi<2s OjA 5ugustP It isn_t bust
show business though, here is ;ir Garvey
`ones a former chief eXecutive of IFI
commenting on modern capitalism a
eVusiness is getting more corrupt. It is
less a calling, less a profession. Bhe stock
market ... has purely become a gambling
den. Bhe Qi<2s OjD 5ugustP Bhese people
have benefited from capitalism and yet
can see how corrupt it is. fou haven_t
benefited at all, so why do you support it>

Mew iRi

P Hlea6 Tuture

iespite the wellameaning activities of the
^ake Coverty Gistory campaign and
various promises from Uo the future looks
grim for the poor in 5frica. eBhe proportion
of malnourished people in suba;ahara

see page jK for details
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Time to `ove On

A

s the Berlin Wall fell and the
Kremlin2s Empire collapsed in
Eastern Europe8 Western leaders
spoke about a ;peace di<idend; and
how money pre<iously spent on arms would
be re-channelled into social programmesA
redirected towards the fight against po<erty8
ineBuality and ignorance. Some spoke about
;the end of history;8 how capitalism was at
last triumphant. Capitalism8 at the dawn of a
new millennium8 had supposedly seen off
its ri<als and now8 left to de<elop8 would
bring prosperity to all.
In reality:
!World military spending for 2005: J1
trillion (or Must o<er J318709 per second)

made their ;peace di<idend; claim.
The world2s 225 richest indi<iduals8 of
whom 60 are Americans with total assets of
J311 billion8 ha<e a combined wealth of
o<er J1 trillion - eBual to the annual income
of the poorest 47 percent of the entire
world2s population.

!The estimated additional cost of
maintaining uni<ersal access to basic
education8 basic health care8 reproducti<e
health care8 adeBuate food and clean water
and safe sewers for all is roughly J40
billion a year8 or less than 4 percent of the
combined wealth of the 225 richest people
in the world.

!Number of billionaires in the world: 691
!Number of people malnourished: approT
815 million
!1 billion people lack access to clean
water
!2.4 billion people lack access to decent
sanitation
!178280 children die e<ery day from
hunger
According to the most recent UN
Human De<elopment Report:

!54 countries are now poorer than they
were in 19908 which is when world leaders

!The richest fifth of the world2s people
consumes 86 percent of all goods and
ser<ices while the poorest fifth consumes
Must 1.3 percent.
!The United Nations Children2s Fund
reported in 2005 that one billion children8
or half of the world2s population of
children8 suffer from po<erty8 <iolent
conflict and the scourge of AIDS.
Capitalism may well ha<e ad<anced
the scientific and technological capabilities
of humanity to a stage where we can now
feasibly establish a world of abundance8 a
world without waste or want or war. But the
facts speak for themsel<es. There are now
more star<ing8 thirsty8 homeless and
unemployed people on the planet than at
any time in human history. Rather than
pro<iding for the needs of the world2s
people8 Capitalism stands as a fetter to the
full and impro<ed use of the world2s
producti<e resources in the ser<ice of
humanity.
Capitalism need not be the end of
history. It is Must one station along the
railway line of human social de<elopment at
which we are presently standing. We can
mo<e on8 progress. By progress8 what we
mean is socialism8 a society based on
common ownership8 democratic control and
production solely for use. Real change is
possible8 but only if enough of us really do
want to mo<e further along the track to
where real human history begins.

Really moving on: breaking free of the
fetters
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Science,
socialism
and the
animal
cuestion

Scientists don2t
always find it
easy to get on
with the public.
Aside from the
abstruse and
technical nature
of their work8
which ine<itably
creates a natural
comprehension
gap8 there are
political8 religious
and ideological
factors which all
too often cause
rifts between
science and the
general public.
Socialists8 being
inclined to reasoned8 e<idence-based thinking8 tend by and large
to support the scientists2 point of <iew8 for eTample in their bitter
feud with 2intelligent design2 ad<ocates8 or in their massi<e protest
against the Bush administration2s deliberate distortion of scientific
studies for political ends8 or in their efforts to o<ercome religious
bigotry which pre<ents effecti<e <accination against killer
diseases. Sometimes8 amid the ra<ing mullahs8 the ranting
politicians and the grubby interest-groups8 the <oice of the
scientific community can sound like the only Buiet note of sanity
in the screaming choirs of hell.
There are times8 though8 when e<en some scientists start to
sound a little reactionary8 self-righteous and sanctimonious on
their own account. One such instance is the issue of animal rights.
Last month the New York Stock ETchange backed out of its
agreement to float Life Sciences Research8 the struggling US
parent of Huntingdon Life Sciences in Cambridgeshire8 with Must
45 minutes to go before trading began. No reason was gi<en8 but
media pundits and insiders were unanimous that the NYSE pulled
out because of animal rights pressure. Scientists were duly aghast8
and cries of 2Shamem2 echoed round the research laboratories.
Leader columns in the scientific press eTpressed serious concern
at how important research was once again being hampered by
wild-eyed ideologues without a science GCSE or a bath between
them.
But do the scientists ha<e any right to such a moral high
groundn It2s true that HLS staff ha<e recei<ed relentless
harassment including <iolence and threats against themsel<es and
their families8 but the egregious and Buasi-terrorist tactics adopted
by some animal liberationists do not in turn Mustify wholesale
uncritical support for animal research. Scientists tend to be <ery
defensi<e about animal research8 but their arguments8 that such
research is always necessary8 tightly controlled8 responsible and
largely painless8 are at best Buestionable and sometimes plain
wrong8 depending as they do on an idealized representation of
scientific research as it is supposed to be8 and not as it actually
eTists in the buck-hungry world of capitalist corporations.
To be fair8 animal rights acti<ists can propagate myths
about research which confuse the issue (for a list8
see http://www.rds-online.org.uk). Howe<er8
scientists do not help their own case with
simplistic no-brainer dilemmas
like 2your dog8 or your son28
which imply that all testing is for
the common good and which
gloss o<er the large proportion of
eTperiments done for cosmetics8
food colourings8 weedkillers and
other non-health-related
products. While scientists
protest loudly8 and rightly8
against <iolent intimidation
by acti<ists8 they are more
likely to shrug mildly at
underco<er reports of
2eTceptional2 or
2aberrational2
beha<iour among
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HLS staff8 including <ideos of them punching and kicking
animals for amusement8 and falsifying test reports. Nor are they
impressed with references to animal testing2s long list of heroic
failures8 including thalidomide and8 more recently8 seroTat. How
many more disasters would we ha<e had without animal testing8
they ask8 knowing there is no answer. 4000 drugs are undergoing
animal testing in Britain today8 of which only ten percent will
come to market8 but scientists who point to this as a sign of the
importance of testing do not concern themsel<es with the fact that
many of these drugs are not new treatments but re<erseengineered old drugs designed to get round product patents.
So what would a socialist society2s attitude to animal testing
ben In a word8 pragmatic. Without being bogged down with
imponderable Buestions of natural animal 2rights28 socialist science
would (if it decided to do so at all) conduct animal research only
under conditions of strict and peer-assessed necessity8 and with
attendant informed public debate8 two key factors notable for their
general absence today. Much of the pharmaceutical industry
would be obsolete or transformed anyway if one can assume8 after
capitalism8 a dramatic fall in heart disease and obesity8 two
wealth-related conditions for which the present drug market is
principally geared8 and an e<en more dramatic fall in po<erty and
stress-related diseases
which presently do not
e<en merit scientific
attention. While 2product2
safety would be
paramount8 and might
concei<ably reBuire some
animal testing8 there
would be no need to
duplicate the testing for
twenty different
competing brands8 as
happens now. Nor8 in the
absence of pri<ate
ownership of
information8 would producers deliberately a<oid established and
tested products because of licence restrictions8 or because8 in the
public domain8 they were unpatentable and therefore could ne<er
yield a profit.
Socialists are not unduly sentimental about animals8 and
consider that a human2s first loyalty should be their own species.
Ne<ertheless8 the degree to which human society is 2ci<ilised2 can
reasonably be gauged by its treatment of animals and the natural
world as well as by its treatment of humans8 and socialism8 in its
abolition of all aspects of the appalling sa<agery of capitalism8
will undoubtedly do its part to abolish all unnecessary suffering
by non-human sentient creatures.

`ore on S-Uemocracy

In case regular readers suspect Pathfinders of a too uncritical
enthusiasm where new communications technology is concerned,
here is an example where our enthusiasm is somewhat
more muted. With e-democracy pro_ects blossoming
everywhere, the interactive approach to government is
developing beyond merely doing your tax returns. Now
the Scottish Parliament is running an e-petitioning
system, where citi[ens can raise issues and complaints
online, the progress of the petition then being fed back
to the petitions website for public monitoring KBBC
Online Technology, Sept 19L.
The idea came from Professor Ann McIntosh, of
Napier 8niversity, who set the system up with the
help of BT and has been running it for a year. aWe
wanted to show that technology can do a
lot more than _ust support e-voting. It can
actually allow participation in decision
making,a she says, enthusiastically.
Socialists would agree, with one simple
proviso: that comms technology be first
employed in abolishing capitalism. Then
weUd see some real public participation in
decision making. As it is, electronic
petitioning is likely to be treated the same
way as paper petitions, except now it can
be ignored - electronically.
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`arx in Srror?

Dear Editors8
The last two decades ha<e witnessed an
increasing number of anti-capitalist8 antiglobalisation mo<ements seeking a <oice
through protest and opposition to the
damaging practices of trans-national
corporations and the World Bank8 IMF and
WTO. The probability is that the <ast
maMority of these indi<iduals ha<e ne<er
studied economics or politics and don2t
understand much of the workings of current
economic policies8 but they certainly do see
and feel the results and negati<e effects of
these policies and they ha<e a feel for what
is unMust. They share a common desire for a
better world8 a fairer world. They may not
ha<e identified clearly or eTplicitly what it
is they want in this other8 better world8 but
they ha<e undoubtedly recognised much of
what they don2t want. Their protests and
their slogans are demands to be heardA these
are ways of eTpressing anger8 frustration
and disagreement with the status Buo.
Around the world such groups are
<oicing many different grie<ances from
many different angles. Boli<ians grabbing
their water rights back from Bechtel8 who
are now suing the Boli<ian go<ernment for
compensation for what they would ha<e
earned in the future. Hundreds of thousands
of Indians being forced off their fertile
producti<e farmland in fa<our of huge dams
which promise fat profits for fat cats.
Millions of AIDs sufferers denied access to
life-gi<ing treatments for lack of cash.
Empathisers in the minority world
protesting against the methods and results of
worldwide capitalist business.
So many different reasons from so
many different perspecti<esA different stages
of anger8 depri<ation8 disenfranchisement. It
would be unrealistic to make broad
generalisations about the myriad indi<idual
goals but it2s certainly possible to gather the
separate bits and pieces together and <iew
them as discrete perspecti<es with
con<erging aims. All these fingers may not
be poised o<er eTactly the right button but
at least they are scrabbling in the right area.
Surely8 better something rather than sitting
in a darkened room absorbing more mindnumbing images from another e<ening2s
bombardment courtesy of the capitalist
median
It2s about choices. People2s first choice
should be socialism. It seems such a small
step from the eTamples gi<en here8 but a
huge paradigm shift. For people focused on
life2s necessities - enough food for the
family e<eryday8 somewhere safe to sleep8
healthcare and childcare for increasing
numbers of chronically ill8 a Mob this month8
neTt year that will pay the bills - it2s hard to
focus on the light at the end when the tunnel
is long and dark. So8 as socialists8 how do
we address this last little push8 this yawning
gapn Let2s not criticise those who ha<en2t
figured it out yet. Let2s harness their
strengths and energies. We need first to get
people to see the light8 recognize it for what
it is and then to keep focused on heading for
it through the long dark tunnel of
capitalism8 in growing numbers8 with
growing strength in the knowledge that
there is a better world8 a fairer world8 a
socialist world.

Dear Editors8
I note that you8 in the September issue8
fa<ourably Buote part of MarT2s siTth Thesis
on Ludwig Feuerbach:
;Feuerbach resol<es the essence of
religion into the essence of man. But the
essence of man is no abstraction inherent in
each single indi<idual. In its reality it is the
ensemble of the social relations;.
I would like to point out that MarT
was in error on this point8 and that in fact
Feuerbach did not abstract from social
relations. Here is the man himself:
;The natural <iewpoint of man8 the
<iewpoint of the distinction between I and
thou8 subMect and obMect8 is the true and
absolute <iewpointA conseBuently8 it is also
the <iewpoint of philosophy. The single
man for himself possesses the essence of
man neither in himself as a moral being nor
in himself as a thinking being. The essence
of man is contained only in the community
and unity of man with manA it is a unity8
howe<er8 which rests only on the reality of
the distinction between I and thou. Solitude
is finiteness and limitationA community is
freedom and infinity. Man for himself is
man (in the ordinary sense)A man with man the unity of I and thou - is God; (Principles
of the Philosophy of the Future (1844)8 p
70-71)
A bit fluffy and abstract perhaps8 but it
is clear8 Must as it is clear in his Essence of
Christianity8 that his analysis was based
upon social relations.

JANET SURMAN8 Turkey.
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R. CUMMING (by email)

What d`arxist Terroristsd?

working class - the producers of all real
wealth - and be maintained by the most
wide-ranging forms of participati<e
democracy.
If Mr Santos had applied himself to a
study of MarT2s writings he must surely
ha<e noticed that8 rather than ad<ocating
terrorism8 MarT de<oted much of his time
and energy to repudiating the <iews of those
who urged terrorism on the working class as
a means of resol<ing any facet of its
eTploitation.
In the present climate of fear
engendered by the brutal sectional and
conflicting interests of capitalism8 Mr
Santos2 statement is irresponsible in that it
eTposes genuine MarTists to the threat of
<iolence from many Buarters. Indeed8 one
can only wonder at the possible fate of
someone in Columbia thinking he or she
had a democratic right to ad<ocate the
principles of MarTism.
Since we are not in a position to
challenge Mr Santos directly we would ask
you as a matter of urgency for clarification
of his remarks specifically in relation to the
suggestion that MarTism is in any way
compatible with the idea of terrorism.
John Bissett8 General Secretary.
The following reply was received:
Dear Mr. Bissett8
Thank you for your letter of 10 August
regarding certain reported statements by
Colombian Vice President Mr. Francisco
Santos following the return to Ireland of the
three Irish republicans con<icted of assisting
the FARC in Colombia. Your letter has been
forwarded to the Vice President.
ALFONSO LoPEZ CABELLERO8 AMBASSADOR.

Below is a letter sent to Colombian
Ambassador to Britain.
Mr Ambassador8
Following on the return to Ireland of the
three Irish republicans con<icted of assisting
the FARC nationalist mo<ement in
Colombia8 your Vice President8 Mr
Francisco Santos8 is reported in the British
and Irish media as saying that the men in
Buestion were training 2MarTist terrorists2.
If Mr Santos has some authoritati<e
knowledge of Karl MarT and his political
and economic philosophy that knowledge
would necessarily ha<e come from the
abundant and easily-a<ailable writings of
MarT or his friend and co-worker8 Frederick
Engels.
The Socialist Party of Great Britain
since its establishment in 1904 has become
the repository of genuine MarTist thought in
this country and bases its political practice
on the basic tenets of MarTism. We affirm
that MarT2s <ision of socialism - or
communism8 for he used the terms
interchangeably - was a wageless8 classless8
moneyless and stateless8 world wherein the
machinery of production and the resources
of nature would be owned in common by
humanity and wherein the state as an
apparatus of go<ernment o<er people would
gi<e way to a simple administration of
things.
As MarT made clear8 the <ery nature
of his conception of socialism precluded
any form of minority <iolenceA socialism
would necessarily ha<e to be established by
the conscious8 democratic action of the
5
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Katrina -

Not aust an Vll Wind

ri<ing along the freeways abutting
on the Gulf of MeTico it comes as
a shock to see so many signs
announcing that you are tra<elling
a designated e<acuation route. For this is a
part of America which is well accustomed
to the eTtremes of stormy weather. But
Hurricane Katrina was something utterly
out of the ordinary. We are still digesting
the accounts of the horrors endured by
people who were caught in the path of the
hurricane and of their suffering since then.
What li<es they had ha<e been wreckedA
what possessions they relied on ha<e
disappeared into the floods with the
corpses8 the rubbish and the sewageA what
they saw as their future has been literally
blown away. So far there has been no
reliable estimate of the loss of life: does it
run into hundreds8 thousands or tens of
thousandsn For those who worry
themsel<es about such issues there has
been no informed guess of how much the
disaster will cost the insurance companiesA
Merrill Lynch8 who know a thing or two
about pushing money around8 ha<e come
up with the figure of J22 billion. And
George Bush8 who could once luTuriate
behind apparently unassailable ramparts
of support8 has had to contemplate the
erosion of his popularity.
In its destructi<e power and the
misery it unleashed against the people of
the Gulf States8 Katrina was eTtraordinary.
But in some important respects it was
completely normal and predictable. To
begin with there was the stampede of
politicians - in particular George Bush - to
a<oid any responsibility for the
catastrophe and for the official failure to
rush help to the <ictims. Apart from the
damage to roads8 buildings and the like8
the hurricane2s breach of the le<ees
protecting New Orleans was crucial. Bush
told a TV reporter that ;I don2t think
anyone anticipated the breach of the
le<ees; but that was simply untrue.
Business Week newspaper8 for eTample8
thought differently: ;Engineers ha<e
known for years that New Orleans2s le<ees
couldn2t withstand anything abo<e a
category 3 hurricane; (Katrina was
category 5). In fact as recently as 1998 the
category 2 hurricane George forced the
water le<els up to a foot below the top of
the le<ees. In 2002 a local New Orleans
newspaper concluded from its
in<estigation that a maMor hurricane would
de<astate the region.

`oney
Anticipation of the breach should ha<e led
to the le<ees being heightened and
strengthened8 sa<ing a lot of li<es and
pre<enting untold misery for the people.
But before Katrina arri<ed on the scene
the funding which could ha<e impro<ed
the le<ees was cut by J71 millionA a
pre<ious Secretary of En<ironmental
guality in Louisiana was angry enough
about this to forecast that ;a disastrous
flood was ine<itable;. One local
emergency management chief thought that
the cuts were imposed because ;It appears
that the money has been mo<ed in the
president2s budget to handle homeland
security and the war in IraB and I suppose
that2s the price we pay;. He might ha<e
put it differently - for capitalism killing
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people is more affordable than protecting
them from harm.
So what of the people who li<ed in
the path of the storm8 of the wind and the
flood and whose li<es were to be so
dramatically affected by decisions on
where money was to be spentn In the <ast
maMority they were black and in the lower
reaches of po<erty. In New Orleans two
thirds of the population was
African/American8 with a Buarter of them
officially graded as li<ing in po<erty. In
the Lower Ninth Ward of that city8 which
suffered particularly badly in the flood8
90 percent were African/American with
almost a third of them classified as li<ing
in po<erty. In a flash of candour which
must ha<e caused acute anguish to her
minders Barbara Bush8 the mother of
George Bush and the wife of the former
president8 shared her thoughts about this:
;So many of the people in the area here8
you know8 were underpri<ileged anyway.
So this pfleeing from the hurricane8 from
the floods8 the fear8 the death8 then li<ing
in the sBualor of emergency
accommodationq is working well for
them;

Goverty
Typically8 the people li<ing at or below the
po<erty line endure bad housing without
proper plumbing8 hot and cold water8 a
shower or a bath. It also means that8
crucially in America 8 they could not
afford a car or any other ready means of
carrying out the official ad<ice to e<acuate
the area before Katrina arri<ed - and that
if they did manage to flee they would ha<e
no access to ready places of refuge. It
seems ob<ious that such people should
help themsel<es from damaged shops and
stores8 putting sur<i<al before capitalism2s
property laws. They would not ha<e been
deterred to be told that this was looting8 a
<ery serious crimeA nor would they ha<e
been impressed by Defence Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld2s apparent condoning of
the same type of acti<ity8 when it suited
him8 in the case of IraB: ;Freedom2s
untidy8 and free people are free to make
mistakes and commit crimes and do bad
things;. Perhaps Katrina had informed the
looters that to be poor can be to suffer a
desperately inadeBuate life style with
miserable prospects and that the poorer
you are the worse this is.
Katrina was a disaster of epic scale
for the poor of the Gulf States8 fleeing the
winds and the waters8 or cowering in some
noTious shelter. There was some bad news
also for the other side of the class di<ide.
The firm Deloitte8 who are called
;consultants; (which does not mean they
are readily a<ailable to gi<e ad<ice to
anyone trying to get by on Social Security
of any kind) calculated that the hurricane
could ha<e damaged parts of the American
economy on a scale comparable to the
e<ents of 9/11. One of the firm2s
spokespersons warned about the effect on
the insurance industry8 on tourism8 leisure8
hospitality and the stock market. In fact
the stock markets in London and America
hardly fluttered. In any case any tremors
were o<erridden by the good news for the
kind of people who may consult Deloitte.
Arguing that the damage to oil rigs in the
Gulf of MeTico would cause a shortage8
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the oil firms were Buick to raise their
prices. On the assumption that because
almost a third of America2s coffee crop
would ha<e been stored in New Orleans
the price of coffee on the market soared
by 11 percent.

Grofits
The construction industry - notably part of
the Haliburton Group8 which was once
bossed by Vice President Dick Cheney
and which prospers so well out of
repairing the damage the American forces
ha<e done in IraB - was eagerly preparing
bids to reconstruct the damaged cities of
the Gulf. Shares in Haliburton did not fall
but went up by two percent. In England
shares in Aggrreko8 who supply portable
power generators8 soared by 7.5 percent
and shares in Wolesley8 which supplies
plumbing and heating8 were up by three
percent. One financial ad<iser8 after the
obligatory acknowledgement that a lot of
people had suffered terribly in the
hurricane8 had something of a song in his
heart :
;The impact of e<ents such as
Katrina8 while de<astating for the people
in<ol<ed8 tend to be Buite short-term and
you should be in<esting in America8 or
any other region for that matter8 for the
long-term - at least fi<e years and
probably 10 or more. O<er that period8 can
you afford to be out of the world2s largest
economy and stock market8 which has
some of the best companies in the Worldn;
And how is the reconstruction likely
to turn outn If the eTperience of the
aftermath of the BoTing Day tsunami is
any guide8 the face of places like New
Orleans will be changed for e<er as luTury
tourism is foisted on the place8 lea<ing
one or two small areas where a kind of
sanitised memory is allowed to sur<i<e.
The chairman of the New Orleans
Business Council ominously spoke of how
;to use this catastrophe as a once-in-aneon opportunity to change the dynamic; of
the city. Well8 the people of New Orleans
and of the rest of the world ha<e been
warned.
Socialism
Katrina was a disaster of epic proportions
which no style of human organisation8
e<en one based on communal ownership
and control of the means of life8 could
ha<e a<erted or controlled. But such a
society would ha<e pre<ented a calamity
on the scale of New Orleans. A classless
society8 organised on the basis of human
interests8 would not ha<e misMudged the
power of Katrina8 nor compromised the
safety of its people in its path by
undermining the strength of defences
because it was financially ad<isable to do
so. It would not ha<e bungled any
necessary rescue and support ser<ices.
And as an open and democratic society it
would not ha<e been plagued by
politicians disguising their true failures
and impotence behind a screen of lies."
RC

Aspects of the disaster,
published by Vndymedia,
Tnited States.
!The city has a 4bc illiteracy rate.
!New :rleans Police Department
officers, who have been accused of
drug running, corruption and theft,
were dcaughtd on videotape looting a
Wal-Mart. The Ari[ona Republic
reported that its local sheriffs awatched
New :rleans police officers loading
their patrol cars with items taken from
various businesses, a couple of
pharmacies, a hardware store, an
auto-parts store and a grocery store.a
!The Bush administration, in every
year since Cbb1, has cut or refused to
fund New :rleans flood control, and
ignored scientists warnings of
increased hurricanes as a result of
global warming.
!There are many first-hand reports of
relief organi[ations being refused
entry into the city. The Red Crossd
official website explains aThe state
Homeland Security Department had
reRuested--and continues to reRuest-that the American Red Cross not come
back into New :rleans following the
hurricane. :ur presence would keep
people
from
evacuating
and
encourage others to come into the
city.a
!New :rleans is the only deepwater
port in the 8S served by six class-one
railroads. None of these were used to
take people out of the city.
!Tons of food ready for delivery by air
to refugees was halted because of
President Bushds visit to the city. aWe
had arrangements to airlift food by
helicopter to these folks, and now the
food is sitting in trucks because they
wondt let helicopters fly,a said Casey
:dShea, 8.S. Rep. Charlie Melanconds
chief of staff. It was not reported
whether the supplies ever actually
made it to those who most needed it.
!Private military companies have
been employed to guard the property
of the cityds millionaires from looters.
!eAs we approached the bridge,
armed Gretna sheriffs formed a line
across the foot of the bridge. Before
we were close enough to speak, they
began firing their weapons over our
heads. We Ruestioned why we
couldndt cross the bridge. They
responded that the West Bank was not
going to become New :rleans and
there would be no Superdomes in their
City. These were code words for if you
are poor and black, you are not
crossing the Mississippi River and you
were not getting out of New :rleans.f
httpeeneworleans.indymedia.org
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Katrina: the poor suffer more

T

present levels of ecological destruction
continue unabated for the next ten, twenty
or thirty years, then catastrophic
alterations in weather will no longer be
avoidable, even if pollution were stopped
after such a date. While it is difficult to be
certain if the damage to the planet caused
by capitalist production has been
responsible for recent changes for the
worse in weather, one thing is clear - such
dire warnings from the scientific
community are not going to be taken
seriously. This leaves us rightly
concerned whether we are heading into
an era in which such similarly devastating
phenomena as Hurricane Katrina will not
be exceptions, but the rule. What are you
all going to do about it; When will
citi[ens take control, and stop leaving
critical decision making to leaders of all
parties led by the supremacy of corporate
interests. What are you personally going
to do to render this planet a _oy to share,
to create a society for you and your
children that meets our needs;
The World Socialist Party of the
8nited States is a companion party of the
World Socialist Movement. It aims to
bring about a nonviolent revolution in the
ownership of the means of production
from private or state to common. In such
a society, money will no longer be
necessary, as the things and services we
reRuire to live fully Kfood, clothes, medical
services, homes, transportation, and other
modern human needsL will be freely
available to all. This is because the
means of production will be owned in
common by the entire community, and will
be democratically controlled by that
community as well, a society in which
leaders are replaced by truly democratic
decision making of all citi[ens.
In a society of common ownership,
all war in such a nationless world will be
immediately abolished, while the end of
starvation and dire poverty will Ruickly
follow suit. Without the barriers of
economic cost holding back human
progress, more ecologically sustainable
ways to provide energy and production for
ourselves will be immediately planned and
created on a global basis. We will
become for the first time in history a truly
human family looking after itself. "
Ur. Who KWorld Socialist Party of 8SL

millions of starving and ill children who die
each and ever year around the world for
whom there is simply not enough money
to go around; While relief for those left in
New :rleans was certainly offered by the
Red Cross and eventually by the state,
few asked whether it is sane or even
effective to meet critical human needs
depending upon how much money or
how many volunteers may be
assembled. What if those of you
donating a few dollars at
supermarkets for Katrina victims
simply dondt raise enough; Does
that mean that the plight of those
struck by disaster is entirely the
Hey Dad,
result of your personal failures, or of
flounder!
a society in which wealth is produced
only to be sold, and not to meet our
needs; We socialists think the latter.
Don’t you
Nobody on television asked
always?
whether by rights the wealth of
society should not be automatically
due to all individuals. Thus, the
Bush leads the rescue effort
million New :rleanians with homes
tragically destroyed suddenly enter into
traumatic situation. What we witnessed
that category of ahomeless,a those without
the most on television were pathetic yet
the monetary means to buy or rent.
stark scenes of poor people huddled in a
Nobody on the idiot box asked the most
sports stadium, homes lost forever,
obvious Ruestion: awhy shouldndt homes
awaiting supplies and aid that took
be available to anybody who
endless days to arrive. During
this time more people died, the ill
,society needs them;a
Ruestion never
were uncared for, and conditions
proved itself raisedAinfurther
recent television
of existence plummeted to
was about the
unsanitary levels often
demonstrably coverage
severity of the storm itself.
associated with the shanty towns
incapable of Many scientists around the
of South America or Turkish
world are now convinced that
prisons, but not with the 8nited
meeting
the ecological devastation
States of America. While these
needs that wrought by modern society
already traumatised people had
played its part in altering
to endure an additional trauma of
followed on has
global weather patterns, even
abandonment and lack of the
basic wherewithal to survive,
the heels of while conservative politicians
owners of polluting
millions of homes and offices
Katrina? and
industry deny such
unused and awaiting buyers sat
hypotheses and try hard to
empty around the country. But
keep them from being discussed in the
they were not available to the million
media. Tropical forests are vanishing at
homeless of New :rleans, whose life
the rate of city si[es per day, ice is melting
savings had been lost in homes rendered
at the polar caps, storms are increasing
rubble, or who simply never had the
and worsening, temperatures are rising,
savings to invest in their own house.
Nobody on television asked the most o[one levels are diminishing. huite a few
scientists have made calculations that if
salient Ruestion of all: ashould people
struck by terrible tragedy be victims of
Colour coding - blacks ‘loot’ while whites ‘find’, apparently, in the New Orleans disaster
charity at all, or should they instead be
automatically entitled to societyds wealth
simply by demonstrating clear-cut needs
for homes, hygiene, food, clothes, and
comfort;a Society as presently
constituted is not geared toward the
satisfaction of our needs, but rather to the
sale of commodities to yield profits, and
such a society proved itself demonstrably
incapable of meeting needs of the dire
and desperate kinds that followed on the
heels of Katrina. But hey, there are
already millions of homeless and poor
people in the 8nited States who are not
entitled to those vast numbers of empty
homes awaiting purchase, so why should
these victims of extreme weather be any
more fortunate;
Had you or I decided to by-pass the
sleeping government and simply pick up a
couple of homeless individuals and drop
them off in another town, we would have
had to do so only by taking time off work.
Most of us, as workers, have
commitments to our employers that may
not be so casually by-passed. And in
capitalism, even relief efforts are sub_ect
to the welfare agenciesd budgetary
constraints. Nver heard of the tens of
he recently sickening ravages of
property and life wrought by
Hurricane Katrina have been
extensively covered by the media,
but with some rather glaring omissions.
The first was that a society based on
the rights of property over life had a great
deal to do with exacerbating an already

8
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Why they dropped the bombs
Richard Headicar
concludes his analysis
of the reasons why the
US dropped atomic
bombs on the Japanese
cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki in
August 1945.

U

nderstandably Allied ser<icemen
in<ol<ed in the Pacific war8 many of
whom eTperienced the unspeakable
horrors of Japanese prisoner of war
camps8 welcomed the atomic bombs as a
;miracle of deli<erance;. With a few notable
eTceptions8 e<en those historians who
conclude that dropping the bombs was not
necessary to obtain Allied <ictory - that it
would not e<en ha<e been necessary to in<ade
rrJapan - generally accept that using the bombs
probably shortened the war. E<en if only by a
few weeks. In the grim reality of war8 the life
of a single comrade sa<ed is worth a thousand
enemy slain.
But what would such men think if they
knew that8 far from shortening the war8 the
atomic bombs actually prolonged itn That for
all the crocodile tears shed about the ;terrible
plight; of the capti<esA for all hollow praise
heaped upon the ;heroic sacrifices; of the
armed forces they were8 after all8 merely
eTpendable pawns in the unrelenting hostilities
of power politicsn That ;bringing our boys
back as soon as possible;8 was not actually the
first order of businessn
Uid the TS want Bussian intervention?
By the time the atom bombs were
dropped8 Allied <ictory through o<erwhelming
military superiority was <irtually assured.
Also8 at Potsdam in July 19458 Stalin had
confirmed his intention to enter the war on 15
August. As President Truman8 writing in his
pri<ate Mournal8 noted at the time: ;Fini Japs
when that comes about;. In fact Russia
declared war on Japan on 8 August and the
following day - Must hours later in Far East
time - Russian troops attacked in Manchuria
and Korea. The rapidity with which they
penetrated against the cream of the Japanese
army is con<incing e<idence for many
commentators that Japanese surrender would
ha<e swiftly followed. Surely such a
potentially decisi<e inter<ention would ha<e
been welcomed by those pledged to ;bringing
our boys back as soon as possible;n Surely
e<ery effort would ha<e been made to
encourage the speediest possible participation
of the Russian military as a matter of utmost
urgencyn Not som
The attitude of the US policy makers
regarding Russian inter<ention8 e<en though
initially positi<e8 was ne<er entirely free from
fear-fuelled ambi<alence. And8 corresponding
with increasingly encouraging reports from the
Manhattan proMect8 that attitude e<entually
hardened to become acti<ely negati<e. Wellfounded mutual suspicion go<erned e<ery
mo<eA trickery and deception concerning their
respecti<e intentions was eTtensi<ely
employed by both sides. And8 once again8
American Secretary of State8 James F. Byrnes8
unashamedly declared his hand. He thought
that it would be ;regrettable; if Russia became
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in<ol<ed in the war. He was desperately
worried that if Stalin knew about the awesome
power of the atomic bomb (he did) he might
;immediately enter the war;. So Byrnes
sought to delay Russian entry. That his
attempts were unsuccessful is largely
irrele<ant and hardly the point8 which is that
the US leaders did not want Russian
inter<ention. Firstly8 because they were intent
on using their atomic bombs before the war in
the Pacific ended and8 secondly8 they were
reluctant to share their prospecti<e economic
and political influence in the Far East with
anyone else8 friend or foe.
Although Stalin had no Bualms about
rescinding the Neutrality Pact with Japan8 the
likelihood of Russia entering the Pacific War
any earlier than it did8 e<en had it been urged
to do so by America8 was eTtremely remote.
Yet there were two other a<enues through
which the US administration8 had it had the
slightest inclination to pursue them8 could
almost certainly ha<e succeeded in shortening
the conflict. Instead8 to ser<e their own
agenda8 they approached these a<enues with
sufficient circumspection to frustrate e<ery
o<ertureA each manoeu<re calculated to
obstruct the least chance of any kind of
rapprochement.
Was aapan really suing for peace?
The e<idence that it was is
o<erwhelming. Astonishingly8 Japanese
diplomats initiated peace feelers as early as
late summer 1944. They continued to do so through Sweden8 Switzerland8 Russia and e<en
the Vatican. Particular efforts were made <ia
Moscow in the (mistaken) belief that the
Neutrality Pact that eTisted between Japan and
Russia made it the most <iable channel.
Despite the fact that Stalin had pre<iously
declined to renew the pact8 Japanese fears
were somewhat mollified (but by no means

Suspicion, trickery and deception the Potsdam conference, July 1945
Buelled) by his assurance that it would
continue to inform his decisions until its
eTpiry in April 1946. But by the end of 1943
he had already made known to Allied leaders
his intention to enter the war against Japan and
signed an agreement confirming it8 at Yalta in
February 1945.
On the day following the collapse of
Okinawa (21 June 1945)8 Emperor Hirohito
told the Supreme Council for the Direction of
War to re<erse their ;Basic Policy;8 urging
them to seek peace by diplomatic means: ;You
will consider the Buestion of ending the war as
soon as possible;. It was the specific mission
of the new cabinet of Prime Minister8 Baron
Kantaro Suzuki (appointed 7 April 1945)8 to
seek peace. But neither the US nor Russia
were interested in Japan2s efforts for peaceA the

US wanted to wait until it could drop the atom
bombs and Russia until it was ready to declare
war. Not one of the messages imparted to
Moscow by the Japanese ambassador was
passed on to America. This made little
difference8 howe<er8 since all Japanese codes diplomatic (;Magic;) and operational (;ultra;)
had long been broken. An eTtract from
;Magic; Ns 1205 (13 July 1945) deciphering a
cable from Foreign Minister Togo to
Ambassador Sato reads: ;His MaMesty the
Emperor8 mindful of the fact that the present
war daily brings greater e<il and sacrifice
upon the peoples of all belligerent powers8
desires from his heart that it may be Buickly
terminated;. The same transcript further states:
;It is the Emperor2s pri<ate intention to send
Prince Konoye to Moscow as a Special En<oy
. . .; And so he did8 but Moscow would not
recei<e him. Later President Truman
;thanked; Marshal Stalin.
Stephen Harper8 in his book Miracle of
Deli<erance8 subtitled 2The Case for the
Bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki;8 write8
with commendable honesty: ;Ways could ha<e
been found to eTplore the Japanese peace
mo<es had there been any desire to do so8 but
it seems clear that the doctrine of
unconditional surrender . . . had become
compulsi<e thinking - an Allied blindspot;.
Was it unconditional surrender?
On 21 July an ultimatum - the Potsdam
Declaration - was gi<en to the Japanese
go<ernment. It was issued on behalf of the
President of the
United States8 the
President of
Nationalist China
and the Prime
Minister of Great
BritainA but not
Russia. Its language
was uncompromising
as these eTtracts
show:
;Following are
our terms. We will
not de<iate from
them. There are no
alternati<es. We shall
brook no delay.
;There must be
Hirohito, June 1945
eliminated for all
- "You will consider
time the authority
the question of
and influence of
ending the war as
those who ha<e
decei<ed and misled soon as possible".
the people of Japan
into embarking on world conBuest . . . We call
upon the go<ernment of Japan to proclaim the
unconditional surrender of all Japanese armed
forces . . .;
Despite the inclusion of phrases such as
: ;We do not intend that the Japanese shall be
ensla<ed . . .;8 ;Freedom of speech8 of religion
and of thought . . .;8 ;. . . fundamental human
rights shall be established; - the single nonnegotiable concession8 repeatedly demanded
by Japan8 was noticeably absent: a guarantee
of the Emperor2s position. A crucial paragraph
offering Must such a guarantee was deleted by
the US Secretary of State James F. Byrnes.
ConseBuently8 the Declaration was deemed
unacceptable by Japan - Must as the US hoped
it would be.
Much discussion has ensued concerning
the nature of the Japanese response. Some
analysts consider it to be an outright reMectionA
others no more than a pause for breath.
Confusion was sown by the use of the
Japanese term ;mokusatsu;8 which can mean:
;take no notice of;A ;treat with silent
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contempt; or (most probably) ;withhold
comment;. Some writers ha<e emphasised the
Mingoistic and defiant statements trumpeted in
the Japanese media8 but these were ob<iously
face-sa<ing propaganda eTercises designed to
boost national morale. Other compelling
e<idence makes it abundantly clear that8 so far
as Japan was concerned8 negotiations were still
<ery much ongoing. And that the US was
aware of it.
;Magic; intercept Ns 1218 (26 July
1945) re<ealed the teTt of another message
sent from Foreign Minister Togo to
Ambassador Sato. This was a reaction to a
broadcast made to the Japanese on 21 July8 on
behalf of the US. The broadcast was made by
Captain (later Rear Admiral) Ellis M.
Zacharias8 later to write an article for Look
magazine (6 June 1950) entitled ;How We
Bungled the Japanese Surrender;. Part of the
;Magic; summary stated: ;It is impossible for
us to accept unconditional surrender8 no matter
in what guise8 but . . . there is no obMection to
the restoration of peace on the basis of the
Atlantic Charter;. But once again Byrnes
inter<ened and claimed that it was best to
refrain from designating the broadcast as
;official;.
That the issue of ;unconditional
surrender; was the primary stumbling block to
the achie<ement of a peace settlement had
been recognised long before. A Joint
Intelligence Committee in March 1940
commented: ;The cruT of the political
situation will lie in the all-important status of
the Japanese Emperor;. After the war was
o<er8 both Secretary of War Stimson and the
President recorded their conclusions.
;pHqistory might find that the United States8 by
its delay in stating its position pon the
surrender termsq had prolonged the war; wrote
Stimson in his memoirs. Or as Truman
succinctly remarked during the compiling of
his: ;It was because of the unconditional
surrender policy against Japan that Hiroshima
and Nagasaki were wiped out;.
Two days after the Potsdam Declaration8
Prince Konoye was still making frantic efforts
to make contact with Russian diplomats8
contradicting the generally accepted notion
that the Declaration had been dismissed out of
hand by Japan. In any e<ent8 the decision to
drop the bomb had already been taken: finally
confirmed on the same day as
the Declaration.

The
market
-ooking fails
the
Books f1g again

Within a month
of the Livei
concerts that
were supposed to influence the
leaders of world capitalism to do
something about poverty in
Africa, the charities had to get
their begging bowls out again.
This time for a famine in Niger,
an ex-French colony to the
north of Nigeria with a
population of over 11.6 million.
In :ctober last year
various international agencies
including the 8Nds Food and
Agriculture :rganisation
signalled that, due to a bad
harvest and an invasion of
locusts, cereal production in
Niger in Cbb4-B was likely to be
I.B percent below normal. In
accordance with the law of
supply and demand the price of
millet, the main cereal grown
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On 10 August8 the morning after the
second bomb was dropped8 an offer of
surrender from Japan was recei<ed in
Washington. Once more it stipulated that any
agreement should ; . . . not compromise any
demand which preMudiced the prerogati<es of
His MaMesty as a So<ereign Ruler;. Stimson
fa<oured its acceptanceA Secretary of the Na<y
James Forrestal suggested a compromiseA
Byrnes opposed it. For once8 Byrnes had to
gi<e way but8 ne<ertheless8 he was the one
who drafted the reply8 the key phrase of which
permitted that <ital Japanese pro<iso: ;From
the moment of surrender the authority of the
Emperor and the Japanese Go<ernment to rule
the state shall be subMect to the Supreme
Commander of the Allied Powers;. It was
enough. The bombs8 apparently8 had not
persuaded Japan to drop its pro<iso concerning
the Emperor.
Byrnes2s reluctance to bend8 e<en at this
Muncture8 is hard to fathom precisely. What is
seldom mentioned in popular accounts of the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki8
howe<er8 is that a third bomb would ha<e been
deli<ered and ready to drop by 17 August
1945.
Why were the bombs dropped?
A compleT labyrinth of reasons lay
behind the decision to drop the atomic bombs.
Once the <astly eTpensi<e machinery of
production had commenced8 and the original
purpose of its instigation forgotten8 sufficient
resol<e not to use it ceased to eTist. The
astronomical in<estment of public funds
needed to be MustifiedA the widespread public
antipathy of the American population towards
the Japanese following the Pearl Harbour
attack8 demanded re<enge - a mood of which
the American leadership was acutely aware.
As Secretary for War Stimson subseBuently
obser<ed: ;No man8 in our position and subMect
to our responsibilities8 holding in his hands a
weapon of such possibilities could ha<e failed
to use it and afterwards look his countrymen in
the face;.
A number of 2re<isionist2 historians
confidently assert that the primary moti<e was
to gain diplomatic ad<antage: a powerful
political le<er allowing the US to dominate
future negotiations with the So<iet Union.
They make a powerful case and undoubtedly
this was a maMor consideration in the
formulation of atomic policy. But this could
ha<e been accomplished with Must a single

and consumed in Niger, began
to rise, with the result that the
farmers whose crop had failed
were unable to afford to buy
enough food for their families.
Malnutrition, especially amongst
children, grew.
The government reacted
by bringing in a scheme to sell
millet at a reduced price, but
although this was below the
market price it was still two
times higher than the price the
farmers had received for their
Cbb3-4 crop.
Dr Isabelle Defourny, of
Mldicins Sans Frontimres, takes
up the story:
aIn early June, Nigerds
prime minister acknowledged
that the governmentds response
was ineffective when he noted
that hundreds of thousands of
the 3.B million people
threatened by the food shortage
were too poor to be able to
purchase cereal, even at a low
price. Those most severely
affected by the food crisis have
the least resources, including
farmers whose harvests were
poor and cattle producers and

bomb and8 surely8 not necessarily on a hea<ilypopulated city.
The fact that two bombs were dropped8
howe<er - without warning - on specifically
targeted and crowded locations which had

Russian columns enter Changchun,
capital of Manchuria, 1945
been spared aerial bombardmentA the fact that
each bomb had different technology (one
uranium-eTplosionA one plutonium-implosion)8
each with different yields8 dropped at different
heights but both resulting in prolonged and
deadly after-effects of which little was
understood8 suggests the conclusion that the
primary moti<es might ha<e been the seldom
mentioned (almost unmentionable) one of
;scientific; eTperimentation. A conclusion that
seems to be confirmed by the grim
recommendations of both the Interim and
Target committees detailed in the first part of
this article (last month).
The terrible war in the Pacific8 in
common with all wars between capitalist
states8 had its origins in the protection and
eTpansion of economic interests. There seems
to be no limit to the degradation and cruelty
utilised to protect those interests. Anyone
<isiting the Hiroshima museum would be able
to <iew the leaflets that were dropped warning
of an atomic attack. In an act of macabre
cynicism that almost defies belief8 those
leaflets were not dropped until 9 August three days after the bombing. Things impro<ed
for Nagasaki - they were only one day late. "
RICHARD HEADICAR
A list of the sources of the Buotes in this
article or further information on particular
points can be obtained on reBuest to: Socialist
Standard8 52 Clapham High St8 London SW4
7UN.

craftsmen. Many had already
exhausted their resources,
selling goods and animals to
feed themselves.a KMessages,
MSF newsletter, July-August,
www.msf.frMdocumentsMbaseMCbb
B-bI-b1-Messages13IQA.pdf L
MSF urged that afree food
distribution is the only way to
keep the situation from
worsening and to prevent large
numbers of deathsa, a perfectly
reasonable proposal if we were
living in a society geared to
serving human needs and
welfare. But wedre not. The
authorities took a different view,
for reasons explained by social
researcher, Jean-Hervl
Je[eRuel, in an interview in the
same issue of Messages:
a . . . in early June, at a
meeting of the Joint
Commission for Consultation,
the decision-making body of the
daction pland which includes
representatives of the state and
of institutional donors, the
government of Niger declared
that despite the seriousness of
the food crisis, it would not set
up free distribution operations.

The only political reaction from
the institutional donors came
from the ambassador of France,
who was glad there was a
dpolicy that will not destabili[e
the marketsd. The ambience was
almost surreal: ignoring the
emergency food situation,
economic considerations were,
without hesitation, given priority
over the fate of endangered
people.a
The French newspaper
Libération reported that some
cereal merchants had held back
stocks to drive up prices further
and that others had adisposed
of their stocks in neighbouring
Nigeria where the population
has a higher purchasing powera
K9 AugustL.
So, yet again, as in every
afood crisisa since the Great
Starvation in Ireland in the
1i4bs, the workings of
capitalism have produced the
obscene spectacle of the export
of food from an area where
people are starving because,
not having money, they dondt
constitute a market and so dondt
count.
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Are
Hypsies
the
problem?

family groups. Councils had
hen a 2land for
additional powers to remo<e
sale by auction2
Gypsies not on designated
n o t i c e
sites. The Act did not work
appeared at the
as intended8 not least
end of a cul-de-sac in
because councils found
Billericay8
EsseT8
the
ways around the duty to
reaction was swift and well
pro<ide sites. By the time
organised.
A
letter
the Conser<ati<e
eTpressing concern that the
go<ernment remo<ed the
land might be bought and
statutory obligations in 1994
occupied by members of the
one third of Tra<ellers had
tra<elling community with a
no legal place to stay.
detrimental effect on the
During the Thatcher era
<alue of their properties was
thousands of traditional
immediately prepared by
stopping places disappeared.
two residents and deli<ered
In what is seen as an
to 180 houses in the <icinity.
attempt to make Gypsies
Within days a meeting was
abandon the nomadic way
held and a limited company
of life the Criminal Justice
set up with some 45
and Public Order Act 1994
neighbours contributing to
ended the duty for local
the e<entual purchase price
authorities to pro<ide sites
of t758000. The land
and remo<ed go<ernment
purchased is part of a 2field28
funding for them. It also
thickly o<ergrown mainly
became a criminal offence
with hawthorns8 most of
for cara<ans to stop on the
which is owned by a
the eTtent of tra<eller po<erty: more than
highway8 unoccupied land8 common land or
property company in the anticipation that its two thirds were li<ing on sites without
land without consent. Gypsies were
green-belt status will some time be changed. access to running water or rubbish disposal
encouraged to buy land and de<elop their
Whether or not the fears of residents
(Helen O2Nions8 The Marginalisation of
own sites8 but because of the restricti<e
in this instance were well founded8 the near
Gypsies8 1995). The 1968 Cara<an Sites
criteria set by councils some 80 per cent of
impossibility of finding legal stopping
Act had the prime purpose of remedying
these applications are turned down. This is
places means that Gypsies and Tra<ellers
this situation. Local Authorities were
why some ha<e resorted to buying and
ha<e been forced into confrontational
mandated to pro<ide ;adeBuate
mo<ing on to land before seeking
situations with local authorities and
planning permission. The position
with members of the settled
whereby green-belt land could be
community in the areas where they
considered for Gypsy sites (;a
are encamped.
recognition of the difficulty of
It is estimated that in England
finding suitable sites in suburbia;)
there are between 48000 and 58000
was ended on the grounds that
<ans and from 168000 to 208000
;Gypsies enMoy a pri<ileged
Tra<ellers and Gypsies either in
position in the planning system;.
transit or without a legal place to
Ironically councils were gi<en
stay (Environmental Health
encouragement to allow building
Journal8 April 20058 online). The
and de<elopment on green-belt
shortage of sites means that
sites.
Tra<ellers are forced to mo<e on8
The Labour go<ernment has
to the detriment of their health and
resumed the funding of sites and
their children2s education. It also
has increased the amount it intends
means that many more than were
to spend on them. Howe<er it has
intended are stopping on legal
not put the responsibilities of
sites. This for eTample is the
councils back to the pre-1994
situation at Crays Hill in Basildon8
position. The Housing Act 2004
also in EsseT8 where there are
placed a duty on local authorities to
some 30 legal plots on a site but
include Gypsies and Tra<ellers in
more than siTty are occupied
their local housing assessments and
illegally. Similar situations can be
;demonstrate how these needs will
found in <arious parts of the
be met;8 with the Secretary of State
country.
ha<ing powers to direct a local
The plight of Gypsies and
authority to produce a plan.
Tra<ellers is not a popular cause.
Brentwood is the first council to be
In 1973 Jeremy Sandford wrote in
challenged in this way. If the Office
his book Gypsies of the situation
of the Deputy Prime Minister is
for Gypsies who had always been
successful in getting Brentwood to
<ulnerable to attack from those
comply it will encourage other
who ;perhaps from en<y of their
councils ;to get on with the Mob;.
free and easy ways; want to dri<e
Many councils do not need
them from ;our hedgerows8
encouragementA the En<ironmental
commons and public places; but
Health Journal cites the eTample of
were now faced with legislation
which effecti<ely outlawed their
Scenes from a caravan and gypsy effigy burning, Firle, Sussex, Norfolk8 whose Tra<eller Liaison
Oct 2003. The police dropped all charges against the 12
Group has already produced a
way of life. He also stated in his
Tra<eller protocol and has fi<e
conclusion that at the present rate villagers responsible.
authorised sites and is planning a
of progress ;it may well be into the
accommodation for Gypsies residing in or
transit site.
2000s2 before there was a place on a site for resorting to their area;. Howe<er8 the sites
Basildon council has 106 authorised
e<ery British gypsy;. Howe<er far from
that were pro<ided by councils were not
sites but still does not ha<e enough places
there being progress the situation has
necessarily to the liking of Gypsies in that
for all of the Tra<ellers who wish to stop in
become much worse.
they made insufficient allowance for their
the district. Wakefield claims to ha<e one of
The 1960 Cara<an Sites and Control
lifestyle. For eTample the collecting of
the largest authorised Tra<eller sites in the
of De<elopment Act had ;forced families to scrap metal and keeping of animals could
country and is the first council to announce
mo<e off agricultural land onto lay-bys and
be forbidden8 and there would not be room
plans to apply Anti-Social Beha<iour
car parks.; A go<ernment sur<ey re<ealed
for the gathering together of eTtended
11
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Orders to
particular illegal
encampments. These
reBuire a lower
standard of proof
than normal court
proceedings but the
Gypsy Council is
ad<ising Gypsies to
challenge the orders
through the courts.
In some
instances local
people protesting
about illegal tra<eller
sites are also
sympathetic to the
plight of Gypsies and
Tra<ellersA for eTample8 the Cottenham
Residents2 Association and the Gypsy and
Tra<eller Law Reform Coalition forwarded
a Moint statement to the Go<ernment
pointing out that the pro<ision of adeBuate
sites by all local authorities would address
the acute shortage of sites and also bring an
end to illegal and unauthorised
encampments.
Whilst emphasis is put on the
problems caused by illegal sites and the
eTcess numbers who are stopping on
authorised sites8 the widespread perception
is of Gypsies and Tra<ellers as people who
li<e outside of the constraints which the
settled community are bound by8 who do
not contribute in work or taTes but commit
crime8 spoil the en<ironment with their
rubbish and generally cause trouble by their
<ery presence in an area.
Gypsies and Tra<ellers are much like
other peopleA most of them do work8 though
not necessarily in full-time wage labour8 and
they do pay taTes. A study for the Rowntree

Foundation among New Age tra<ellers
found that nearly half of those sur<eyed
were in work and many more had worked at
some time during the year. Most of the
accusations regarding criminal beha<iour
are unsubstantiated but as in the rest of
society some commit crimes. Ironically
many thousands of GorMios (non-Gypsies)
choose to take cara<an and camping
holidays8 and cook meals in their gardensA
some dump their old sofas and other rubbish
in country lanes.
Gypsies ha<e maintained their identity
through many centuries of preMudice and
discrimination. They may choose to call
themsel<es Tra<ellers but not all Tra<ellers
are Gypsies and not all Gypsies are of a
single group. Changes in their lifestyle
ha<e ine<itably been made. The most
ob<ious being the disappearance of horsedrawn cara<ans which had earlier replaced
bender tents. We ha<e shown some of the
things which ha<e made the itinerant life
12

more difficult
o<er recent
years including
legal
restrictions8 the
disappearance of
traditional
stopping sites
(some after
hundreds of
years in use)8
constantly being
mo<ed on.
Other factors are
the reduction in
casual farm
work8 and
restrictions
imposed on scrap metal dealing.
I li<e in that cul-de-sac in Billericay
but as a Socialist did not take part in the
anti-Tra<eller action of the others. That
would be to target a group of fellow

Reudal relic

In July the House of Commons Public
Accounts Committee issued a report on
the finances of the Duchy of Cornwall
which, since feudal times, has provided a
private income for the heir to the throne.
A reminder that the aroyal familya not
only supply heads of state for 8K
Capitalism Inc but are also aristocrats in
their own right, with their own landed
estates.
The thrust of the committeeds report dominated as the committee is by New
Labour MPs who favour a amoderniseda
capitalism - was that Prince Charles was
not running the Duchy as a proper
capitalist enterprise. But the Duchy is a
landed estate rather than a capitalist
corporation. The aim is still of course to
end up with a surplus, but Charlesd
income comes mainly from the rents paid
to his estate by tenant farmers and,
increasingly it seems, commercial firms
for the use of the land he has inherited
from previous heirs to the throne.
According to the report, the Duchyds
assets at the end of Cbb4 were valued at
n4Ci million, most of it land.
Nngland was the classic country of a
landowning class of this type, and Marxds
mid-19th century analysis of the
operation of capitalism which then still
had a large agricultural sector, like that of
Adam Smith and David Ricardo before
him, was based on a three class system:
a landowning class renting out its land to
capitalist tenant farmers who employ
wage workers. These latter produce
surplus value which is then shared
between the capitalist employer as profit
and the landowner as rent.
Ground-rent is a pure monopoly income
which accrues to people who, for
accidental historical reasons, happen to
be owners of a portion of the globeo
which allows them to say, even to
capitalists, ayou candt use my land for
your farm or your factory or whatever
unless you hand over to me a share of
the proceedsa. So landowners are
parasites on parasites. In the 19th
century this was a big issue with
capitalist politicians continually raising
the aland Ruestiona, but it eventually
ended in compromise and intermarriage
between members of the two classes.
We can now talk of an essentially two
class system - capitalists and workers even though ground-rent remains money

workers for problems caused by capitalism.
Could the reasonable enough demands of
the Tra<ellers be met within capitalismn
Possibly. It may be that local authorities
will be persuaded to fulfil their obligations
but8 since they are faced with competing
demands on their finances8 probably at the
eTpense of other local ser<ices. But what
will ne<er be able to be ended under
capitalism is the competition between
workers for Mobs8 housing and amenities
arising out of the artificial scarcity that is
built-in to it and which gi<es rise to and
sustains di<isi<e preMudices amongst those
who are not socialists. It was precisely
because there are so many problems which
cannot be sol<ed within the capitalist
system that I became a Socialist. "
PAT DEUTZ

for nothing.
Actually, Charles is
also a bit of a
capitalist in his own -ooking
right. He markets
the
organic food under
the label aDuchy
Books f)g
:riginalsa but which,
according to the
Times KCC JulyL, amade a profit of n1
million on a turnover of n4b million, which
most commercial enterprises would
regard as an inefficient returna. But then,
if youdve got an income from your private
estate of n11.9 million in the tax year
Cbb3-4 KCommittee ReportL you dondt
have to be so ruthless in your pursuit of
any commercial profit as you would be if
this was your only source of income.
But the New Labour MPs are right. If all
capitalist firms took the same aristocratic
attitude to profit-making as Charles, then
British capitalism would be in trouble on
world markets. The typical capitalist firm
has to try to maximise its profits, not _ust
to please its shareholders, but to keep in
a fit state to continue to compete by
having funds to invest in means to
reduce its costs.
In the 1i6bs when Marx was writing
Capital the typical capitalist was still an
individual owner who ran his own
business or a partnership of such
owners, though this was beginning to
change with the coming of the limited
liability company. Marx described the
individual capitalist as acapital personified
and endowed with consciousness and a
willa KQolume I, chapter 4L. Thus, the
individual capitalistds greed was not a
personal failing but a reflection of the fact
that he personified capitalds need to
expand continuously.
Limited companies Kwhich Marx did
discuss in Qolume III of CapitalL are now
the dominant form and maximising profits
is no longer a mere personal motivationo
it is a legal obligation on those who run
companies. The same applies to pension
funds and other so-called ainstitutional
investorsao the managers and trustees of
such funds are under a legal obligation to
maximise the fundds income or face a
breach of trust charge. Which makes
them as ruthless profit-seekers as any
capitalist corporation or 19th century
Gradgrind.
Prince Charles is _ust not in this league,
but then heds more of a personification of
landed property.
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Hate Hourmet -

Left: workers during the recent
Gate Gourmet strike. Above:
catering staff in happier times

Another Tnion Sell-Out?

R

or those gi<en to circular reasoning8
the announcement on 12 September
this year of a deal for a redundancy
package for sacked Gate Gourmet
airline catering workers will be seen as yet
another eTample of trade union officials
selling out or e<en deliberately sabotaging
the struggles of the working class. The case
seems harsh and clear. On 10 August Gate
Gourmet8 which pro<ides airborne catering
to British Airways passengers8 sacked 667
workers - infamously8 now - by megaphone.
The employees had stopped work and had
gathered in the canteen to discuss
de<elopments in ongoing redundancy
negotiations - chiefly the management2s
decision to take on 130 new temporary
workers. This was clearly a pro<ocati<e
mo<e to try and undermine the eTisting
staff2s position. The staff were told to return
immediately to work8 and they refused.
There is clear e<idence of deliberate
pro<ocation - security guards were on hand
to control the situationA eTtra staff were
bussed in immediately to replace the sacked
workersA the following working day8 all staff
recei<ed dismissal letters8 e<en those who
had been off sick the pre<ious day. The firm
e<en went as far as to inform other
companies they work with of the dispute in
ad<ance.
Clearly8 management had chosen the
best time to orchestrate this attack: the
height of the holiday season8 with the
guarantee of headlines about holiday chaos
and passenger misery from the uniformly
loyal lickspittles in the capitalist press. This
strategy was gi<en a fillip when British
Airways baggage handlers heard about this
ruthless beha<iour8 and walked out to help
defend people they work with daily8 who are
moreo<er in many cases their friends and
neighbours. A wildcat solidarity strike. This
spread the disruption and guaranteed more
passenger misery8 chaos and gangrene - or
whate<er other unpleasantness tabloids are
attributing to strikes today.
The strike lasted for two days8
grounding hundreds of flights. E<entually8
the baggage handlers returned to work8 and
union officials from the Transport and
General Workers Union began negotiations
o<er the status of the sacked workers.
Although for legal reasons the union had
been unable to support the either the wildcat
or the solidarity strike they did established a
picket of the company2s headBuarters to
continue their campaign.
E<en this was too much for Gate
Gourmet8 and ha<ing successfully called out
their allies in the press to their cause8 they
!ocialist Standard 'ctober -00/

then sent in their reser<es from the state.
The High Court was asked to rule the picket
unlawful - to protect those staff who wanted
to continue working (as their de<oted
employers had it) from being intimidated by
the people who had been sacked by
megaphone and escorted from the grounds
by gentle flower scented security guards. A
shining display of concern for their staff.
Although the court ruled that the
picket was 2lawful peaceful assembly2
picketers were forbidden from blocking the
route into work8 taking photos of staff or
e<en trying to talk to them8 at all. Further8
the T&G union was made responsible for
the conduct of the picket - a mo<e that
directly threatened the assets of the union
should any infractions of the courts
inMunction occur.
The role of the law has been
significant in this case. Much of the press
made hay from the 2illegal secondary
industrial action2. This is not strictly correct8
secondary action - where workers for one
employer strike in support of workers for

,the workers have
proven, yet again,
that anti-union laws
do not stop them
taking action?
another - is merely unlawful8 not illegal (i.e.
it is not protected by law8 as striking is8 but
is not itself pre<ented by law). This merely
means that unions who engage in the
practice are liable for ci<il proceedings from
employers for claims of restraint of trade. It
was protection from such litigation - in the
aftermath of the precedent of the famous
Taff Vale case of 1901 - that spurred the
growth of the Labour Party and the unions2
interest in it.
Calling the action illegal8 though8 has
a significant symbolic and ideological role
in gi<ing the impression - to a generally
law-abiding populace - that striking is
criminal and by eTtension wicked. A great
many comment pages on the internet were
filled with people complaining about
secondary action (note8 not solidarity
action) and bemoaning the return to the
1970s.
This dispute is being used by union
leaders to renew calls for changes to
industrial relations law in the UK8 citing it
as a hard case that Mustifies modification of

those laws. At last month2s TUC conference
the call went up that at least workers in
firms with contracted out ser<ices - like
BA2s catering - should be allowed to engage
in solidarity action. This is incredibly
unlikely8 since the go<ernment is desperate
not to look e<en remotely like it supports
trade unions and seems8 in fact8 to be proud
of the restricti<e industrial relations law in
the UK.
It is also unlikely8 because such a
course would utterly undermine the whole
point of contracting out - especially in it
Public Finance Initiate (PFI) form of
contracting out state ser<ices. Outsourcing
and contracting-out pre<iously in-house
ser<ices is meant to change the legal
standing of union members so that they are
officially working for different companies
e<en if they work together to pro<ide a
ser<ice. It is classic di<ide and rule.
The downside of this tack8 though8
appears to ha<e surfaced in the Gate
Gourmet dispute. It turns out that the
catering firm (or at least the Gate Gourmet
part of a bigger holding company) is losing
something like t25 million a year. These
strikes ha<e come when Gate Gourmet has
been in the middle of trying to renegotiate
their contract with BA. The seemingly
pro<oked strike8 then8 works ad<antageously
for them8 because it means they can use the
disruption from their cost cutting eTercise to
damage BA2s ser<ice and business. In effect8
it seems they ha<e taken industrial action to
renegotiate their contractual terms.
Contracting out means handing o<er control
of labour management to outside
companies8 and opens up a firm - seemingly
- to damaging industrial disputes not of their
making but in which they are snared.
All that aside8 the workers ha<e
pro<en8 yet again8 that anti-union laws do
not stop them taking action. It is8 and
always has been8 the determination and
consciousness of workers that guides their
disputes. No law could stop people refusing
to work. As in most of the recent unofficial
action - other baggage handlers8 Royal Mail
strikes8 etc. - management will not try and
pursue the matter afterwards anyway - the
damaging repercussions to their own
business usually outweigh the benefits of
hounding strikers or bringing legal action.
That is why Gate Gourmet pre-empted
trouble by its union busting attack.
It is negotiating from a position of its
bottom line - making losses. It wants to
shed around 700 Mobs. The deal struck with
the Union allows 300 of the workers pre<iously classed as sacked - to apply for
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redundancy at 2.5 times the statutory le<el.
In such a situation where sa<ing Mobs is
clearly going to be impossible8 pushing up
the market price of cutting Mobs is a rational
course for the trade union. Howe<er8 only
half the sacked strikers are likely to get that
money8 as Gate Gourmet wants to try and
ensure that its union-busting sticks. The
union continues to campaign to ha<e the
remainder reinstated8 but this appears
unlikely.
The employees were hardly li<ing in
the lap of luTury to begin with - catering
assistants were pulling in something like
t128000 per annum and dri<ers around
t168000 - this in the London area with high
housing and general li<ing costs.
Management e<en tried to get staff to come
back to work signing a new contract on
drastically reduced wages and conditions.
When it came to the bottom line8 they
clearly felt they could ask their workers to
stoop lower.
It is pointless to criticise unions for
not immediately launching a re<olutionary
insurrection to protect Mobs - they are tools
for the workers to engage in the labour

market8 not re<olutionary organisations.
Their memberships are of many different
political persuasions8 workers banded
together for the purpose of protecting their
interests. If they ha<e to adapt their
outcomes to market realities that is the fault
of the market8 not the union. Wishing that

Feeling desperate?

union bureaucrats would be replaced with
more radical leaders is no way forwardA
they8 too8 would only ha<e to abide by the
willingness to fight of their membership and
the lie of the labour market8 Must as the
hacks do now.

While -apitalism Riddles

V

am a difficult person to please
when it comes to weather.
Ha<ing li<ed all my life in
Britain8 I find the climate too
cold in the winter and too hot in the
summer. Imagine my dismay then8
when8 among the dross and the
dri<el that passes for tele<ision in
this country8 a recent edition of the
BBC Horizon programme forecast
that within twenty years8 Britain2s
climate could be similar to
Alaska2s8 with 1963-type winters
e<ery year8 pack ice around the
British coast and ice storms
regularly bringing down electricity
and telephone lines. The effects of
global warming are melting the
Greenland icecap8 and increased
rainfall is pouring more water into
the great ri<ers of Siberia8 which
drain huge areas of Asia and flow
northwards into the Arctic Ocean.
The effect of all this eTtra
fresh water at high northern
latitudes is to interfere with the
circulation of the Gulf Stream8 or
the 2Con<eyor2 as it is now known.
The Con<eyor pre<ents Britain8
which is in the same latitude as
Labrador8 ha<ing a harsh Labrador
type climate. Warm water from the
Gulf of MeTico crosses the
Atlantic8 and after warming up
Britain and Ireland8 continues
northwards and ensures that
Norway2s ports are ice free. The
contrast with Sweden could not be
starker. Sweden eTports much of
its iron ore through Norwegian
ports8 because Swedish ports ha<e
a tendency to ice up in the winter8
as the Baltic does not get the
benefit of the Gulf Stream.
The circulation of the
Con<eyor is dependent on the
water maintaining its salinity.
Fresh water does not con<ey the
heat as efficiently. Obser<ations
off the Faeroe Islands ha<e
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re<ealed that the cold water
returning southwards on its way
back to the Caribbean is 20 percent
less saline than it should be. Based
on
these
obser<ations8
climatologists are forecasting that
sometime in the neTt twenty years8
the Gulf Stream could shut off.
The results would be catastrophic
for the whole of North Western
Europe. And this is not merely a
scientific theory. The Faeroe
Islands studies demonstrate that
the process could well ha<e
already started.
Nobody can be 100 percent
certain that the phenomenon of
global warming is due to human
acti<ity. What can be said with
certainty is that if it is a natural
process which would ha<e
occurred anyway8 capitalism2s
indifference to the future of the
planet is eTacerbating a problem
which has the potential to end life
on Earth. Earth Summit after Earth
Summit ha<e achie<ed little or
nothing. While capitalism fiddles8
Rome burnsA huge holes m the
ozone layer8 the retreat of the
glaciers and rising sea le<els are
problems that are beyond the
ability of capitalism to sol<e8 with
its concern for profits8 and its
competing network of two hundred
mini-capitalisms8 the nation states.
We may be facing a stark
choice:
a
socialist
world
community or no world at all. It
has long been the <iew of the
Socialist Party that capitalism will
not collapse of its own accordA it
will ha<e to be abolished. So the
<ictory of the case for socialism
depends on a change of climate in
political thinking. It would be as
well8 in terms of our own future8
that this should be the only serious
climatic change we ha<e to face."
GREENIE

It is not necessarily personal malice on
the part of employers that fuels industrial
disputes. Both sides are actors on a stage set
to determine their actions. The law of 2no
profit no employment2 means that these
sorts of disputes will always occur. The
remorseless impersonal logic of the labour
market will ensure that. Workers need to
understand that no amount of union
secondary action - legal or otherwise - can
banish this menace from their li<es.
To end the e<il of the wages system
will take a re<olution8 though - and it2s not
going to be started by a spark from a small
industrial dispute. The re<olution needs to
be built in the hearts and minds of workers
who can defeat both the force and ideology
of the dominant class to remake society.
Unions cannot make re<olutions8 only the
working class themsel<es can. Through
clear8 determined political action8 we can
clear the way so that no-one need e<er go
through struggles like the Gate Gourmet
workers again."
PIK SMEET

Yuman Welfare No,
Grofits ^es

V

t hit the country like a
bomb. It was uneTpected8
unusual and more so
coming from what is
considered as less endowed
members of the community.
27 people had died after
consuming illicit brew8
brewed8 distributed and
consumed in the full
knowledge
of
the
administration and other
leaders. Yes. Just like that.
The distributor of the brew8
Beatrice Ku<ia8 was arrested
and charged with selling beer
without a <alid licence. But
not with the deaths of 27
souls.
The beer was brewed
and laced with chemicals not
for the good of the consumers
but for profit. And that2s
where the whole story lies.
The <ehicle carrying
the otherwise referred to as
illicit drink passed through 8
police roadblocks and 10
senior police officers had
their palms greased to allow
the safe passage to the drink
to its consumers. The
pro<incial
administration
knew the woman distributor
had been in the business for
as long as the eTistence of the
world. She had been taken to
court on numerous occasions
but in all these had been let
off the hook by being fined
and8 ha<ing the money8 was
able to pay. At other times8
she was released to do
communal work. So the
Mudiciary is culpable. Who
knows8 maybe the Mudges
were corrupted.

This
inhuman
beha<iour is pre<alent not
only in Machakos where the
incident occurred but other
parts of Kenya as well. It has
been happening because
there has been no political or
otherwise will to stamp out
the beha<iour. People are
ready to be bribed to do
things they2d normally not
ha<e done. Poor Kenyans are
ready to partake any brew
Must by looking at the price
tag. The said brews cost 10
shillings per 300ml bottle.
But in a capitalist world
such things are bound to
occur. What is paramount is
the money coming out of
such transactions8 but not the
morality of the trade. And
unless we come to our senses
and know what is the real
cause of incidents such as the
abo<e8 we2ll continue to die8
be depri<ed of our rights and
remain docile in social
situations.
It2s time socialism tried
to rear its head and dare
capitalism and capitalists."
PATRICK NDEGE,
Nairobi, Kenya
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Vslam and Socialism

The first commie? Mohammed.
Being moved in mysterious ways: Galloway

"Socialism and Islam are very close, other
than on the existence of God" (George
Galloway8 Sunday Times8 14 August).

W

e2<e heard of Jesus the Socialist.
Now it2s Mohammed the
Socialist. What neTtn As the MP
for Bethnal Green8 elected by
Muslim <otes and with the help of the
SWP8 Galloway would say this. E<en so8 it
is a curious statement for him8 as a
Catholic who claims to be a socialist8 to
ha<e made8 acknowledging as it does that
socialists don2t accept ;the eTistence of
God;.
Since8 like all religions8 islam lays
down precepts for organising life on Earth
as well as on what to do to get to hea<en
(and a<oid hell)8 is there any basis for
Galloway2s claim that islam is <ery close to
socialism if its religious side is
o<erlookedn
The French historian and orientalist8
MaTime Rodinson8 who died last year and
who adopted a generally MarTistmaterialist approach (e<en though8 like
Galloway8 entertaining some illusions
about Russia)8 certainly didn2t think so. In
his Islam and Capitalism (1966) (written to
!ocialist Standard 'ctober -00/

refute the <iew that islam was an
impediment to the economic de<elopment
of Muslim countries)8 he wrote:
;Economic acti<ity8 the search for
profit8 trade8 and8 conseBuently8 production
for the market8 are looked upon with no
less fa<our by Muslim tradition than by the
Koran itself; (p. 16).
;pTqhe Mustice ad<ocated by the
ideology of the Koran is not that which
socialist thought has established as the
ideal of a large section of modern society.
Muhammad was not a socialist; (p. 23).
;The alleged fundamental opposition
of Islam to capitalism is a myth8 whether
this <iew be put forward with good
intentions or bad; (p. 155).
;pTqhe notion that it is possible to use
the traditional concept of property found in
the Sunnah8 and the relati<e restrictions it
imposes8 in order to ad<ocate and promote
a mo<e by Muslim societies towards
socialist structures . . . is utterly fantastic;
(p. 175).
In a pre<ious book (1961)8
Mohammed8 Rodinson had pro<ided a
materialist eTplanation of the origins of
islam. In Mohammed2s time (he was born
about 571 of the present era and died in
632)8 the Arabian peninsula was8 we can
see now8 in a process of transition from
tribal society8 which was breaking down8 to
a state8 for which Mohammed was to be
instrumental in laying the foundations.
As Rodinson described it:
;A mercantile economy was growing
up in the chinks of the nomadic world. As
well as barter8 money transactions using
dinars (gold derniers) and dirhams (sil<er
drachmae) were becoming commonplace.
The Bedouin borrowed from the rich
merchants of the towns8 got into debt and
were sold into sla<ery or at any rate
reduced to dependent status. The
disintegration of tribal society had begun.
Large and prosperous markets grew up8
like the one at Ukaz8 attracting foreigners
as well as Arabs from e<ery tribe. The
tribal limits had been o<erstepped;.
Mohammed himself8 although from a
modest background8 had become one of the
wealthy merchants that had emerged8 but
he realised that something needed to be
done to keep Arab society from completely
disintegrating under the impact of the
unbridled spread of money-commodity
relations. His solution was to create a new
Arab community welded together by a new
religion that would regulate the emerging
money/trading economy by imposing some
obligations on the rich and some relief for
the poor.
Of course as a mystic8 Mohammed
was not as rationally calculating as this but
eTpressed himself in religious terms. Thus8
in the koran (which he belie<ed was
dictated to him by the archangel Gabriel8
but which in fact8 whether he realised it or
not8 eTpressed his own thoughts)8 the
greedy and selfish rich are denounced (it is
Allah8 the Zeus of the pre-islam Arabian
pantheon who Mohammed makes dismiss
his fellow gods as fakes8 who is
purportedly speaking):
;Whoso is mean and bumptious on

account of his wealth8
Who denies the most eTcellent reward8
We shall smooth his way to ultimate
misery.
His fortune shall not profit him whenhe
falls into the abyss;
(Koran Tcii8 8-11)
Rodinson describes some of the
regulations that Mohammed brought in
when in 6278 after slaughtering the
pre<ious rulers8 he became the ruler of
Medina:
;There are a number of articles laying
down fairly strict rules about inheritances.
This was apparently necessary in the
unsettled situation which resulted from the
disintegration of the tribal structure. The
stronger must ha<e found it easier to lay
hands on the family or tribal possessions of
the weaker. The rule of the Koran
guaranteed e<eryone his share8 which was
worked out in a somewhat complicated
fashion. Women were allowed a share in
the property. (This seems to ha<e been the
custom in Mecca8 although not in
Medina.). Admittedly their share was only
half that of the men . . . Sla<ery8 naturally8
persisted. People were urged to treat sla<es
well and encourage them to gain their
freedom.. . . Loans at interest or8 more
probably8 some form of them8 were
forbidden. This prescription seems in
practice to ha<e been aimed chiefly at
those who8 in the early days of the mo<e to
Medina8 refused to make loans to the needy
without interest . . . But there seems to
ha<e been no intention of prohibiting the
normal practices of Meccan trade.;
So what does Mohammed2s
;socialism; amount ton Only certain rules
to pre<ent the eTcesses of the rich from
leading to the decomposition of society in
7th century Arabia8 but which still
accepted the basis of the money/trading
economy that had emerged and was
spreading. The economic precepts of the
koran laid down a framework for the less
disrupti<e functioning of such an economy8
placing some obligations on the rich to
help the poor while still accepting the
di<ision of society into rich and poor.
No doubt it is these limits on the
unbridled and selfish accumulation and use
of wealth by pri<ate indi<iduals that is
behind Galloway2s claim that ;socialism
and islam are <ery close;. But this re<eals
more about his conception of ;socialism;
than it does about islam. As a former
Labour MP8 he still thinks in terms of
socialism being the control or regulation of
capitalism in the interest of the non-rich.
But that2s not socialism8 but reformism.
Islam is no more incompatible with this
than it is with capitalism. In fact8 it is <ery
close to it8 eTcept when the religious
element which gi<es its clerics an undue
say is brought back. Socialism8 properly
understood as a non-monetary8 non-market
society based on the common ownership
and democratic control of the means of
production8 and islam ha<e nothing in
common."
ADAM BUICK
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Book 3e4ie5/
Uave hirin: Whatis `y Name, Rool?
Sports and Besistance in the Tnited
States. Yaymarket Books, TSj1+.00.

What a refreshing
change to read a
book about sport
that isn2t a <apid
(auto)biography of
some 2star2 or a
M i n g o i s t i c
celebration of the
triumph of some
national
teamm
Zirin accepts that
sport can be used to
stop workers from
worrying
about
things that really matter8 but also sees how
the passion in<ested in sport can turn it into a
site of resistance8 an arena where some of the
dominant ideas of society can be challenged.
While this is something of an eTaggeration8
his book is still well worth a read.
Zirin traces <arious kinds of resistance
within American sports8 concentrating to
begin with on opposition to racism.
Professional baseball was segregated for
decadesA not until 19468 when Jackie
Robinson played for the Brooklyn Dodgers8
did a black American play in a MaMor League
team. Robinson was subMected to horrendous
barracking and threats from opposing players
and fans8 but his ability e<entually got him
accepted. His criticism of Paul Robeson and
his support for the Republican Party show
him as a compleT indi<idual who was seen
by many later black radicals as a 2white man2s
Negro28 but Zirin argues that Robinson2s
contribution to opposing racism should be
respected.
Of course8 integrating baseball did not
put an end to racism. While still known as
Cassius Clay8 Muhammad Ali went into a
Kentucky restaurant with his 1960 Olympic
boTing gold medal around his neck and was
refused ser<ice. Zirin eTamines Ali2s career8
from re<iled and persecuted athlete to his
current status as 2a harmless8 helpful icon2.
The book2s title comes from what Ali yelled
at eT-champion Floyd Patterson8 who fought
him as a 2patriotic duty2 (Patterson was a
Catholic in contrast to Ali as a Black
Muslim). He was drafted into the army8 and
his response was 2I ain2t got no Buarrel with
them Vietcong28 at a time when there was
little opposition to the US war in Vietnam.
As with Robinson8 Ali became a 2safe28
almost establishment figure8 but his earlier
legacy is the one that many remember.
If Ali2s remark about the Vietcong is
famous8 probably the best-known image of
this period is from the 1968 Olympics8 when
medal-winners Tommie Smith and John
Carlos bowed their heads and raised their
fists on the rostrum when the US anthem was
played. As Zirin notes8 they also wore no
shoes (to protest against black po<erty) and
wore beads (to protest against lynching).
They were stripped of their medals and sent
home. Zirin inter<iews Carlos8 who for some
years had problems earning a li<ing (his wife
committed suicide in 1977).
Clearly it took some courage for these
indi<iduals (and many others less well
known) to stand up for their beliefs8
especially in the face of the general
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conformity of American society. The same
goes for those who support better treatment
for gay and female athletes. Zirin reminds us
that people can be bigoted in one way but not
another: American footballer Reggie White
spoke up against white supremacist groups
and worked to help drug addicts and eTcon<icts8 yet he was appallingly
homophobic8 eBuating gays with child
molesters.
And what of classn This gets relati<ely
little look-in. Unsurprisingly8 most owners of
professional clubs are eTtremely wealthy8
including George W Bush8 former owner of
the TeTas Rangers baseball team.
Professional sport is the tenth largest
industry in the US. Aside from a few
megabuck-earners8 most athletes earn
relati<ely little8 and ha<e a shorter life
eTpectancy than a<erage. Baseball players
ha<e a strong union8 which helped to
increase wages and has a reputation for not
backing down.
Zirin ends with the reflection that sport
could be more cooperati<e8 without the cash
incenti<e and the will to win at all costs8 with
far less distance between an a<erage person
and a star. But8 as he says8 2This would
reBuire a completely different world.2 While
his book doesn2t elaborate on this alternati<e8
it should at least make you think a bit more
about the role of sport under capitalism.
PB

Yoward hinn: A Geopleis Yistory of the
Tnited States. Yarper -ollins. j1M.9+

Originally
published
in
1980
and
r e c e n t l y
updated8 this is
the history you
don2t learn in
schools. Zinn8 a
historian8
playwright and
social acti<ist8
set out to write
this book after
t e a c h i n g
Zinn as a bombadier in
history
and
World War II
2political
science2 for 20 years8 half of which time he
was in<ol<ed in the ci<il rights mo<ement in
the South.
Zinn chronicles the passage of time
from the arri<al of Columbus in 1492 up to
and including the election of 20008
cramming each of the 25 chapters with
indisputable e<idence of man2s inhumanity to
man under capitalism and empire building.
He spells out clearly how cle<erly and
craftily the ruling elite managed and
manipulated their way to accumulating <ast
fortunes at the eTpense of the masses8 be they
indigenous Caribbean or North American
Indians8 black sla<es or the mulange of
European immigrants who became today2s
mostly white populace.
He eTposes the lies and spin and selfinterest from the time of the first president
right through to the current incumbent. He
shows
how
fear8
suspicion
and
discrimination were deliberately harnessed
as tools by those with power to set sections
of the population against each other in order
to pre-empt them Moining forces against the
real tyrants. The steady march of capitalism

and the two-party system8 whilst promoting
democracy and wealth for all8 ha<e their eyes
set only on the twin goals of control at home
and control of the world8 i.e. democracy for
none and wealth for a few.
This book is in no way pessimisticA it is
factual and points out numerous eTamples of
indi<iduals and groups who ha<e refused to
be denied. Zinn cites heartening stories of
resistance8 protest and refusal to accept the
status BuoA so many instances where people
ha<e demonstrated their opposition to the
politics of empire and their support of
;people power;. In fact there is much useful
2ammunition2 for proacti<e socialists here.
His final sentence of the final chapter8
post-9/11. attacks8 regarding the Declaration
of Independence says8 ;Thus8 the future of
democracy depended on the people and their
growing consciousness of what was the
decent way to relate to their fellow human
beings all o<er the world.;
The signs are growing all o<er the
world8 the people are sick and tired of all
forms of empire8 the world is ripening for
socialism. Let2s be ready.
Janet Surman

`arx on Hlobalisation. Sdited by Uavid
Benton. Wawrence and Wishart. C1L.99.

This is a selection
from the writings of
MarT and Engels
rele<ant to the
global capitalism
we are eTperiencing
today8 edited and
selected by Da<e
Renton8
who
pro<ides a short
introduction to the
whole work and
o n e - p a g e
introductions
to
each of the sections. Renton doesn2t really
put any of his own (Leninist) politics in his
contributions to the book8 which are kept to a
minimum. The <ast bulk is taken up with
selections from works by MarT and Engels.
There are eTtracts from the Communist
Manifesto8 The Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts of 18448 The Poverty of
Philosophy and Capital8 as well as a few
letters8 unpublished drafts and pieces of
Mournalism.
For the first section8 on the world
economy8 Renton uses the 2Bourgeois and
Proletarians2 chapter of the Communist
Manifesto. That MarT understood the longterm trends within capitalism to be global in
nature can be illustrated by this well known
eTcerpt: ;All fiTed8 fast-frozen relations8
with their train of ancient and <enerable
preMudices and opinions8 are swept away8 all
new-formed ones become antiBuated before
they ossify. All that is solid melts into air8 all
that is holy is profaned . . . the need of a
constantly eTpanding market for its products
chases the bourgeoisie o<er the whole
surface of the globe. It must nestle
e<erywhere8 settle e<erywhere8 establish
connections e<erywhere;. MarT and Engels
were the first writers to understand that the
capitalist society would spread and eTpand.
MarT and Engels didn2t use the word
2globalisation28 as the term is a recent
in<ention. Though many globalisation
!ocialist Standard 'ctober
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theorists argue that the world has now
entered into a new economic era8 Renton
points out that ;most commentators would
agree that many of the processes being
analysed today go back to the old
international economy8 which has been with
us for some time. Such processes as world
capitalism8 market trade between regions8
the growth of finance and new patterns of
work8 ha<e been part of our life since 1840s8
when MarT and Engels began to write;.
Despite changes and de<elopments8 from the
nineteenth century to the 21st century8
capitalism is still capitalism. In the
introduction Renton uses the following
Buote from Eric Hobsbawm: ;MarT and
Engels did not describe the world as it had
already been transformed by capitalism in
1848A they predicted how it was logically
destined to be transformed by it;.
The second section8 on progress8
includes a passage from MarT2s Capital that
describes the origins of the industrial
capitalist. This is a good selection8 as this is
the part of this work that is the most
accessible and in many ways the best
starting point for anyone reading Capital (it
has been said that it is best not to read
Capital starting from the first chapter). This
section also includes a speech by MarT from
1848 in which he eTpresses contempt for
both backward-looking protectionism and
supposedly progressi<e free trade (e<en
though in the end he fa<ours free trade but
only because he sees it as hastening the
contradictions of capital and so the social
re<olution). Pro-globalisation folk praise
free trade and unfortunately many so-called
anti-capitalists make the error of ad<ocating
some form of protectionism.
In the third section Renton asks
whether MarT and Engels did actually
belie<e in the ine<itability of one pattern of
economic de<elopment. In the 1840s they
took their eTamples from Britain and it is
often said that they belie<ed the whole world
would ha<e follow that lead. But in a letter to
Russian socialists MarT wrote that he did not
belie<e that Russia had to follow the English
model in forcing the peasants off the land as
the first step towards industrialisation8 as
long as the social re<olution had taken place
in Europe. In that case8 MarT mentioned the
possibility of Russia bypassing capitalism
and passing to socialism on the basis of the
communistic peasant mir.
The section on Imperialism counters
the argument of some modern globalisation
theorists who argue that world capitalism
will bring the third world up to the same
le<el of de<elopment as the richest western
countries.
Renton2s book is a good selection of
MarT and Engels work relating to the global
capitalism of today and it ser<es well as an
introduction to their thought. It would make
a good read for someone new to MarT.
Gabriel

Correction
In the re<iew of the books on fascism on
page 15 of the August issue8 we stated that
MaTwell Knight later of MI5 had been
director of intelligence of the ;British Union
of Fascists; in 1927. This should ha<e read
of the ;British Fascists;. The BUF8 of
course8 did not eTist at that time - Editors.
!ocialist Standard 'ctober
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-apitalism: No `agic Slipper

Make no mistake8 Cinderella Man is a
crackerMack mo<ie which thoroughly
Mustifies the praise la<ished on it. The true
story of Depression Era boTer James J.
Braddock8 who rose from the welfare rolls
to winning the World Hea<yweight
Championship8 thereby earning his
nickname8 ;Cinderella Man;8 is totally
absorbing and powerfully directed by Ron
Howard.
Braddock2s story was representati<e
of his time. The mo<ie begins in the late
1920s8 when he li<ed in a nice suburban
house and was a leading contender for a
world title. It resumes when the Depression
was at its worse in the early 30s and
Braddock2s career was at its lowest ebb8
hence his standard of li<ing too. As the
Depression gradually recedes8 we follow
his rise to a shot at the title (at odds of 101) and <ictory o<er the seemingly
unbeatable MaT Baer8 who was
(dis)credited with two ring deaths.
Cinderella Man clearly depicts how
tough times were in the early 30s8 which
doesn2t mean it2s a happy-go-lucky romp in
Elysian Fields today. When Braddock2s
daughter asks for an eTtra slice of baloney8
Braddock8 who hasn2t eaten that day8
pretends he isn2t hungry. When a guy comes
to their tenement apartment to switch off
the hydro8 Mae Braddock (who is unable to
pay the gas or milk bills either) attempts to
dissuade him. He tells her8 ;I2<e got kids
too. If I don2t switch it off I2ll lose my Mob.;
Mae and her three children tear the slats off
a billboard8 for fuel8 risking trouble with the
authorities.
Though his pride has sustained some
fierce body blows8 his spirit is unbroken.
Braddock2s strength comes from his
closely-knit family and the belief in his
capabilities by Joe Gould8 who
(unbeknownst to Braddock) sells his own
furniture to pay Braddock2s training
eTpenses.
As we follow Braddock2s new-found
success it becomes clear this mo<ie is about
the indomitable human spirit. As Ron
Howard said recently8 ;It2s a film about
people finding the strength to carry on and
do the things they ha<e to do.; Most of us
like to see the underdog triumph8 most of us
like to see a comeback8 and here we ha<e
both8 therefore8 we can enMoy this film.
Although it2s perfectly OK to enMoy
;Cinderella Man;8 it2s not OK to be taken in
by it. Sure it2s a paean to the ne<er-say-die8
gotta gi<e it my best shot feeling that eTists
in all of us. In that sense it2s uplifting and a
film in tune with the times we are li<ing in8
let alone the 1930s.
But on a deeper le<el the message of
the mo<ie is8 ;Hey8 take it easy buddy8
capitalism ain2t so bad. Sure there are times
when it2s tough all o<er8 but if you hang in
tough and keep struggling like Jim and Mae
Braddock did you2ll find things2ll work out
Must fine.; This <iewpoint was echoed by
Russell Crowe on the Da<id Letterman
Show on June 8 and has become the main
mantra of the media.
On the docks8 Braddock befriends an
eT-stockbroker who lost his Mob8 mortgage
and belief in politicians the day the market
crashed. When Braddock suggests things

might impro<e now Roose<elt is president8
his friend replies8 ;FDR hasn2t got me my
mortgage back.;
In implying that we shouldn2t trust
politicians8 they are saying the right thing
for the wrong reason. Politicians of all
kinds stand for a continuation of capitalism8
a system that causes the conditions within
which the Braddock family8 like most
families8 struggled.
The pity of it all is that Braddock8 like
most members of the working class8 didn2t
learn much8 but continued to belie<e society
didn2t need changing. In 19288 a year before
the Wall Street Crash8 he lost J208000 when
the Bank of the United States went bellyup. This was the year Herbert Hoo<er was
elected president on the promise of
continued prosperity. According to Mr.
Hoo<er8 ;We in America today are nearer to
the final triumph o<er po<erty than e<er
before in the history of any land.;
Braddock8 who was paid J328000 for
beating MaT Baer8 e<entually gained
greater prosperity by a deal that was
thoroughly in keeping with boTing2s8 hence
capitalism2s8 shoddy ethics. When Joe Louis
had emerged as the outstanding challenger8
Joe Gould informed him he could sign ten
percent of his earnings o<er the following
ten years to Gould and Braddock8 should he
win8 or forget about a title fight. Knowing
he could be denied a title shot for years
because he was black8 Louis signed.
Braddock died in his sleep on
No<ember 308 1974 at the age of 69. The
neTt day in the New York Times8 Red Smith
wrote8 ;If death came easily8 it was the only
thing in his life that did.;
STEVE SHANNON
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The Socialist Party stood a candidate in the Li<ingston by-election8 in central Scotland8 on
29 September8 caused by the death of former ;ethical; Foreign Secretary Robin Cook. As it
took place while this issue was at the printers we are unable to report the result8 but details
of the campaign as it progressed and its outcome can be found on the by-election blog at
http://realsocialism.blogspot.com
ADVANCE NOTICE: NEXT LONDON
BRANCHES' CENTRAL MEETING
Saturday8 12 November8 13.30 to 17.00
THE HUMAN REVOLUTION
Guest Speaker: Chris Knight (Professor of
Anthropology8 Uni<ersity of East London)
Chair: Bill Martin (Socialist Party)
Room 78 Friends House8 173 Euston Road8
London NW1

A WALK IN RICHMOND
RARK AND BY THE
RIVER THAMES.
Meet at Richmond Station.
Sunday October 23rd 2005 at
11.00 am. For information contact:
Vincent Otter on 07905 791638 or
020 8361 3017
or Richard Botterill on 01582
764929

ATTT`N USWSHATS `SSTVNH
Yead Office, Wondon SW4
Saturday )Mth and Sunday )9th
October )00+
Uiscussions include:
!Delegated

function within Party
democracy
!Socialist analysis of terrorist bombing
!Does the war in IraR change anything
in the Party case;
!Implications for socialism of the end of
the oil era
!The roots of irrational behaviour
!Can we afford a paid media officer;
!Should we establish a World Socialist
Party of the Nuropean 8nion;

`anchester Branch
`eeting
Monday )4 October, i pm
Hare and Hounds, Shudehill, City
Centre

lS-VSN-S ANU SO-VAWVS`m

Sdmonton
Tuesday 1M October
BTSSVA: AN ANAW^SVS OR
BS-SNT -YANHSS
Speaker: Qincent :tter
Angel Community Centre, Raynham
Road, N1i

Norwich
Saturday + November
Welcome and informal chat for new
visitors.
1pm: Meal
Cpm: DiscussionMpossibility of forming
an Nast Anglian branch
3pm: Discussion of ADM items
3.4B-4pm: Recent and future activity
The Conservatory, back room of The
Rosary Tavern, Rosary Rd, Norwich

6i8t; <ea&/ =>o
4k GSB -SNT
No, this is not an article about the 4p per
cent. Bank Rate but about another item
of 4p per cent. that received almost no
attention in the newspapers. It had to do
with the Governmentds annual Blue Book
on National Income and Expenditure, the
latest issue, covering the years 193i19B4, being published the first week in
September.
For readers who are unfamiliar with
the sub_ect matter the Blue Book is not
easy to understando and when not
understood its tables of figures can be
very misleading as is shown from time to
time by Press comments on it. But some

of the tables tell us in precise terms and
on official authority things that otherwise
can only be con_ectured on the basis of
part information.
:ur present comment is concerned
only with the extent to which the aNational
Incomea has increased and the way in
which that increase has shown itself in
every-day articles of consumption, the
food, clothing, entertainment, etc., that
concern us from day to day. qrs
It shows that, after allowing for price
increase, the purchase of consumption
goods Kfood, clothing, tobacco, rent,
entertainment, travel, etc.L, was in 19B4
only 11 per cent. higher than in 193i. But
as the Financial Times K6 SeptemberL
pointed out, the population had grown by

6p per cent., so that areal expenditure
per head was 4p per cent up.a This,
then, is the measure of what capitalism
actually performs. When, therefore, the
Tory Government, as an election
manoeuvre, held out the promise of
doubling the standard of living in the next
CB years they are counting on something
happening in the future for which there is
no support in the past.
KFrom editorial, Socialist Standard,
:ctober 19BBL

-e+(a&ation o8 9&in+i:(e/
This declaration is the basis of our
organisation and, because it is
also an important historical
document dating from the
formation of the party in 1904, its
original language has been
retained.

:b_ect

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Garty of Hreat
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
Ki.e., land, factories, railways, etc.L
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by the capitalist or master class,
and the conseRuent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

C.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

B.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

3.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organi[e consciously
and politically for the conRuest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

I.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
i.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to eRuality, and slavery
to freedom.
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Thug in
suede
shoes

eTceptional at all; (so who would anyone knocked down on the
road prefer to see coming to help them - an ambulance crew or
Kenneth Clarken). This arrogance was too much for e<en the
normally supporti<e Daily ETpress: ;Whate<er happened to caring
Kenn Instead of the matey8 Molly fellow once known to colleagues
and public we now ha<e a truculent8 bad-tempered bully;. Thatcher
was no more help to her beleaguered ministerA at Prime Minister2s
guestion Time she pointedly a<oided agreeing with Clarke about
the ambulance crews.
The teachers were another group to fall <ictim to Clarke2s
aggression. The changes in schooling introduced by Kenneth Baker
in 19988 which had resulted in schools being swamped with
minutely detailed instructions on what they should teach8 how they
should teach it and how they should report on it8 had pro<oked
years of hostility between them and the go<ernment. To call the
situation chaotic hardly did it Mustice. Clarke arri<ed at the
Department of Education to restore some sort of order8 which he
started to do in a manner customary to someone described by
Thatcher when she mo<ed him to Education8 as ;an energetic and
persuasi<e bruiser8 <ery useful in a brawl or an election;. But
Clarke2s lack of finesse undid himA in a magazine inter<iew8
subseBuently picked up by the Daily Mirror8 he said that pri<ate
schools pro<ided a higher standard of education than state schools.
Reminded of this comment in a Commons debate by Jack Straw8
Clarke inter<ened with the opinion that the Mirror was a
newspaper ;read by morons;. The Mirror2s response was immediate
and crushing. ;That2s two fingers to 882308000 <oters8 Minister; it
bellowed and the day after that it ran a telephone poll to establish
how its readers rated their Minister of Education - was he a prat or
a moronn ;Kenneth Clarke was <oted a total PRAT last night as
598000 Daily Mirror readers took part in one of the most fiercely
fought elections for years; it crowed8 with an unflattering
photograph of Clarke as a bully who smoked too much and8 at 16st.
9lbs8 was unhealthily obese.

nyone who feels a need to penetrate the Conser<ati<e
mind should steel themsel<es to read the letters page of
the Daily Telegraph8 which is now in the throes of what
might be called a debate about the respecti<e appeals of
the candidates for the party leadership. A most treasured recent
eTample was a missi<e8 apparently intended to wind up the
discussion: ;My mother told me ne<er to trust a man who wore
suede shoes. Does this ad<ice still hold goodn; It would not ha<e
needed a particularly sharp mind among the Tory acti<ists to work
out that this referred to Kenneth Clarke8 who is infamous for8
among other things (of which more later)8 wearing Hush Puppies in
preference to the politicians2 reBuired footwear of sober8 lace-up
black shoes. Asked about this highly sensiti<e matter some years
ago8 Clarke responded in characteristic style: ;The shoes are an act
of defiance8 because people began to be rude about them and if
anything I began wearing suede shoes more often because I was
getting ad<ised to stop wearing them;. He did not say whether he
had also recei<ed ad<ice to stop smoking large cigars and to do
something about his rumpled clothes and his reputation8 which he
assiduously culti<ates8 as an arrogant and insensiti<e political thug.
Ri<als
Clarke was at Cambridge with a clutch of aspirant Tory
politicians who de<eloped into bitter ri<als - Selwyn Gummer8 Leon
Brittan8 Norman Lamont (who Clarke replaced8 in the high spot of
his career to date8 as Chancellor of the ETcheBuer) and Michael
Howard8 who now stands between Clarke and the Tory leadership.
Sneers
Before getting into Parliament for Rushcliffe8 Clarke fought two
Michael Heseltine said of Clarke: ;He is what he is. You get
elections in the hopeless constituency of Mansfield. In keeping with what you see. And people like that.; But what people do not ;like;
his self-promoted image as someone who
is a politician who rubbishes genuine
enMoyed a fight8 after the first election he
problems or who regards truth as something
promised the Mansfied Tories that he
to be fashioned in accordance with their
would stay on to contest the seat again.
needs at any time. In 1980 the American
The fact that he was more or less honour
pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly launched a
bound to do this did not pre<ent him
new wonder drug - Opren - on the market8
casting about for another8 safer seat. He
claiming that among a clutch of beneficial
tried for Edgbaston but the local party
effects it could reduce arthritis pain. In fact
preferred Jill KnightA Clarke kept his
Opren had serious side effects such as li<er
two-timing a secret and posed as a man
Maundice8 kidney damage and eTcessi<e
whose word was his bond.
sensiti<ity to sunlight. There were 76 deaths
When he got into the Commons he
attributed to the drug8 which was later
commenced an unusually smooth Mourney
suspended by the Committee on Safety of
up the greasy pole8 through minor Mobs in
Medicines. At the time Clarke was Minister
the 1980s in the Department of Health8
for Health. His reaction to the suffering
Minister for Employment8 Secretary of
caused by Opren was to sneer that it was
State for Health8 then for Education. He
;no more than the patients becoming
was promoted to Home Secretary in 1992
lobstered;. After their crushing defeat in
and8 at his peak after the fall of Norman
19978 the Tory party set about electing a
Lamont8 Chancellor of the ETcheBuer
new leader. Clarke knew that his <iews on
from 1993 until the Tories were beaten in
many issues8 especially Europe8 would not
the 1997 election. At that time the British
endear him to the party faithful. (The Daily
economy was emerging from the slump
Telegraph damned him as ;the candidate of
which had seen something like three
the past;). In an effort to attract the <otes of
million unemployed. Clarke2s coincident
the right wing8 anti“A truculent, bad-tempered bully” - Daily Express
period at the Treasury enabled him to
Europe membership
claim to ha<e designed the alleged economic reco<ery. This is a
Clarke cobbled up a partnership with the
common ruse among Chancellors of the ETcheBuer: in a boom they
weird Eurosceptic John Redwood - a U-turn
claim the credit for the easier times while in a slump they blame
too cynical for e<en the most hardened Tory
pressures which were out of their control.
MP. Now he is again bending what he calls
Bruiser
his principles8 saying that Europe is not now
During all this time Clarke2s aggressi<e and dismissi<e
on the agenda and that his enthusiasm for it
manner ensured that the enemies a politician normally accrues
is ;no longer as constant as the North Star;.
would in his case ha<e a particular edge to their enmity. While he
Politicians8 like salespeople8 come in
was at the Department of Health he riled the doctors with his plans
many shapes and styles. Some are reticent
to impose new contracts of employment on themA faced with their
and conciliatory. Others are brash8 brutal and
resistance he described them as ;in the last resort a pretty ruthless
noisy. Nobody should be impressed by
lobby;. In 1982 he dismissed the nurses2 obMections to NHS staff
Redwood - weird
Kenneth Clarke2s pose as the man for the
cuts with the sneer that ;They are a trade union and they don2t like
people - matey8 frank8 reliable and human8 if engagingly boozy. He
the idea of their membership going down at all; (which is true
has shown himself to be as calculating and dishonest as all the
about the Conser<ati<es and any other capitalist party). He
others. There is no more to be hoped for from him8 the candidate of
infuriated the ambulance crews (as well as substantial numbers of
the past8 than there is from those of the future. "
the <oters) with his response to their claim for a rise in eTcess of
IVAN
the 6.5 per cent on offer: ;The <ast maMority of ambulance
staffvare professional dri<ers8 a worthwhile Mob - but not
!ocialist Standard 'ctober -00/
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The TS Vs Staying Vndefinitely

aThe Air Forceds top general said Monday
that American warplanes would have to
support IraRds fledgling security forces well
after American ground troops eventually
Not leaving on a jet plane - the US in Iraq

countries including those in the Near Nast
and Asia in Cbb4, and boosted worldwide
sales to the highest amount since Cbbb.
The total worldwide value of all
agreements to sell arms last year was
close to t8S 3I billion, and nearly B9
per cent of the agreements were with
developing nations, according to the
Congressional Research Service
reporta KSydney Morning Herald ,31
AugustL.

Blessed are the Goor?

withdraw from the country.... In an
interview earlier this month, General
Jumper was even more explicit when
asked about the Air Forceds future in IraR.
aWe will continue with a rotational
presence of some type in that area more
or less indefinitelya, he said. aWe have
interests in that part of the world and an
interest in staying in touch with the
militaries over therea KNew York Times, 3b
AugustL. The
ainteresta they
have, is of course,
IraRds oil.

Blessed Are
The Warmakers

When the priests
and ministers in
the 8SA prattle on
about ablessed are
the peacemakersa
they obviously
dondt know much
about how
capitalism
operates. aThe
8nited States is
the largest supplier
of weapons to
developing
nations, a 8S
congressional
study says. It
delivered more
than t8S 9.6
billion in arms to

Rree lunch

Another piece of nonsense much
favoured by the bible bashers is
ablessed are the poora. Good news
then for the pious in the 8SA
according to the latest figures. aThe
number of Americans living below the
poverty line rose for the fourth
successive year during Cbb4, extending
the gap between rich and poor in the
worldds wealthiest nation. .... At the other
end of the scale, a survey of the biggest
8S companies by compensation
consultancy Pearl Meyers found the
average payout for chief executives rose
13c in Cbb4 to t1b.B million.a KGuardian,
31 AugustL. uou are living in New uork on
minimum wage; :h, blessed onev Consult
the 8S Bureau of
Statistics.

The Uoom `achine

We often hear scares
about the likely effects of
global warning, but this
report seems to come
from a reliable source
and should scare us all.
a:nly extraordinary
changes in the output of
warming gases now and
until CbBb would make
any difference, Martin
Parry told the British
Association science
festival. ... The estimates
came from a
government-funded study
by Professor Parryds
team at the Hadley
Centre, the Met :fficeds
climates forecasting
centrea KTimes, 6
SeptemberL. The report
was carried under the

headline a:[one rise will doom millions to
starvationa and calculated that about Bbb
million are at risk but by CbBb this would
rise to BBb million. Truly, modern
capitalism has become a doom machinev

Griorities

aThe worldds poorest people are being
denied access to drugs because
pharmaceutical companies are focusing
their resources on diseases suffered by
wealthy, middle-aged Americans, such as
obesity and heart disease, a leading
expert will say tomorrow. Dr David
Rhodes, the Health Protection Agencyds
KHPAL head of business development will
claim that spiralling costs are driving firms
to invest primarily in drugs that tackle
diseases of older Americansa
KObserver,11 SeptemberL. This is good
business practice according to the ethics
of capitalism, a bit tough on those
suffering from tuberculosis, malaria and
water-borne diseases in the less
developed countries, though.

A World Vn -risis

The columnist Lee Randall certainly
summed up the nightmare of capitalism
well when she wrote: aTwirl the globe and
stab your finger anywhere. I could spend
whole days writing cheRues for innocent
victims of war, natural disasters, terrorism,

Eeny-meenyminy-mo,
everywhere you
find new woes

disease or poverty, and it wouldndt be
enough. Nvery tomorrow brings new
woes. ... Idm sure Idm not alone in feeling
overwhelmed, uncertain about what can
and should be done. But Idm open to
ideasa KScotsman, 1b SeptemberL. How
about world socialism, Lee;

by Bigg
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“Having respect for people and our
environment - acknowledging and caring for
each other's strengths, needs, weaknesses,
ambitions - is not compatible with capitalism's
competitive, repressive nature”
Greasy Pole, page 19
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Editorial

Forget, forget the 5th of November - and Trafalgar Day

T

he only man to enter Parliament with
good intentions". So some describe
Guy Fawkes, though this isn't the
official line on the Gunpowder Plot
which was uncovered four hundred years
ago this month. Actually, this saying is
wrong on two counts. Guy Fawkes did not
enter Parliament with good intentions, and
to wish to blow up Parliament can't really be
said to be a good intention (blowing them up
wouldn't achieve anything; voting them out
is the intelligent thing to do).
Four hundred years ago the English
ruling class was engaged in a life-and-death
struggle with Spain which, with the backing
of the Pope, was trying to incorporate
England into a revived Holy Roman Empire.
Capitalism had only come into being in the
previous hundred years or so and the
English ruling class was in the process of
transforming itself from a serf-exploiting
feudal nobility into a class whose wealth and
power would be based on producing for and
trading on the world market. To achieve this
it was essential to avoiding being
incorporated to an economically stagnant
Absolutist Empire such as Spain was trying
to establish in Europe.
The ideological smokescreen under
which this conflict of economic interest was
fought out was Protestantism versus
Catholicism. Henry VIII had broken with
the Pope in 1529 and Protestantism became
the ideology of that section of the English
ruling class striving for a national capitalist
state. Catholicism that of its enemies.
Throughout the 16th century in England,
Catholics and Protestants were successively
burned at the stake. Guy Fawkes was a
Catholic and had entered Parliament with a
view to blowing it up in a bid to re-establish
a Catholic regime in England.
From the point of view of the English
ruling class, he was a traitor, and has
traditionally been portrayed as such in
school history books. In fact, antiCatholicism remained a key feature of
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English nationalism right up until the end of
the 19th century. By then it had become an
anachronism. England - since the union with
Scotland in 1707, "Great Britain" - had long
since established itself as the leading
capitalist power in the world and was no
longer under even the remotest threat of
being incorporated into some backwardlooking Absolutist Catholic Empire.
In view of the anti-Catholic aspect the
media didn't know quite how to mark the
400th anniversary of the Gunpowder Plot.

Fawkes

They had no such doubts about how to mark
the 200th anniversary of the Battle of
Trafalgar - by an obscene display of
jingoistic nationalism.
The ground had already been prepared
by London's successful bid to stage the 2012
Olympics and England's regaining of the
Ashes from Australia, both of which saw a
mindless mob gather in Trafalgar Square to
sing jingo songs known to socialists as
"Fool Britannia", "Land of Dopes and
Tories", "God Save the Queen (and all who
sail in her)" as well as - though quite it's out
of place - Blake's "Jerusalem".
Socialists are utterly opposed to such
manifestations of nationalism. In fact, we
find disturbing the revival of nationalism in
Britain in recent decades, as seen in the
acceptance into the mainstream of things

which once had fascist connotations such as
the term "Briton" and the flag of St. George.
At one time, British patriots used to call on
people to die for their "country", i.e. for the
state which for accidental historical reasons
happened to have jurisdiction over the
geographical area where they lived.
Nowadays, the appeal is to the "nation", i.e.
to an imaginary community. But there never
can be any real community under
capitalism. A "nation" is a false community,
and a dangerous illusion because of its
divisive nature.
Britain, like every other country or
state in the world, is class-divided: a
minority of rich owners and the rest of us.
We have no interests in common with them
and anything which encourages the illusion
that all the people of Britain form a
community with a common interest can only
serve their interests. They need us to believe
this because their rule and privileges depend
on our acceptance. They are few but we are
many. They know this but most of us don't,
yet.
When we do then we will see that the
only community possible today, given the
integration of the world economy, is a world
community. But to be a real community
there must be no class division. There must
be common ownership of the globe's
resources so that they can be used for the
benefit of all the members of the human
race. We will then recognise ourselves, not
as British, French, American, Australian or
any of the other labels our rulers impose on
us, but as members of the human race,
citizens of the world, Earthpeople. Then the
sort of narrow-minded nationalism
orchestrated on Trafalgar Day - and let's
hope it's not going to become an annual
event - will be looked back on with a
shudder as a manifestation of a barbarous
past when ruling classes incited people to
regard themselves as members of rival,
competing "nations".!
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Bird flu: how
capitalism could
make it
worse.

Nature can sometimes do worse things than capitalism. An
earthquake kills 40,000 in a few minutes. A tsunami wipes out
200,000 in hours. And now the Department of Health contingency
plan for bird flu in Britain is contemplating a 'not impossible'
750,000 deaths if the H5N1 virus goes pandemic. The government
is buying up 14m doses of Tamiflu, a general-purpose antiviral
and probably not very effective prophylaxis against a virus strain
that hasn't evolved yet, which in any case won't be available until
April next year and is only enough to treat 25% of the UK
population. Meanwhile the United Nations is facing wildly varying
estimates of the death toll, from 150m from its own advisors to a
paltry 7.4m from the WHO, while newspapers range from tabloid
'We're all doomed' sensationalism to an 'It'll be all right on the
night' conservatism from the better informed but possibly more
complacent qualities.
A pandemic may well be on the way. The government Chief
Medical Officer, Sir Liam Donaldson, has announced his estimate
of 50,000 'excess' deaths (over and above the average annual death
rate of 12,000 each flu season), stating: "We can't make this
pandemic go away, because it is a natural phenomenon, it will
come." However, other scientists dismiss the figure of 50,000 as a
complete guess. "It could be worse, it could be better. I think
initially it could be worse than that", says Dr Martin Wiselka,
consultant in infectious diseases at Leicester Royal Infirmary
(BBC News Online, Oct 16).
The problem is that everybody is guessing, and governments
are not willing to spend money on hunches. Currently H5N1 has
an exceptionally high mortality rate of 50%, but is very hard to
transmit, especially from one human to another, which is why only
60 people worldwide have so far died. The current guess is that
the most likely threat is from H5N1 recombining with ordinary flu
during the annual winter flu season. This is known to have
happened during the Spanish flu outbreaks of 1957 and 1968,
when the hybrid strain was much less deadly but spread very
rapidly and thus killed more people. On the basis of this guess, a
best-case scenario, the government plans to rely on its standard
seasonal vaccination programme for at-risk groups including
children, old people and asthmatics, with the additional purchase
of the Tamiflu antiviral drug just in case. However, new research
is showing that the 1918 pandemic, the
deadliest ever recorded, which killed between
20 and 40 million people, was a pure bird flu,
not a hybrid, and that H5N1 is evolving in
ominously similar ways. The 1918 virus
infected almost everyone on the planet within a
year of its appearance, and without the aid of
modern transport and cheap mobility (New
Scientist, October 8). Donaldson dismisses
comparison with the 1918 pandemic because
antiviral drugs and other advanced medical
practices were not available then, yet many
scientists are worried that the disease could
spread so rapidly that it will outrun any attempt
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to contain it, and the government in any case has rejected
plans to curtail population movement as largely pointless.
Capitalism is no more to blame for bird flu than for
the recent earthquake in Kashmir; however, it can be
criticised for its way of dealing with natural disasters and
threats. In capitalism, whatever the urgency, nothing can
happen until agreement has been reached over money.
As one example, the EU is currently unable to spend any
money on purchasing vaccines and antiviral drugs
because, according to officials, Britain is blocking
agreement on the overall EU budget for 2007 to 2013
(Guardian, Oct 15). In another less publicised example,
scientists have expressed horror that the team which has
recreated the 1918 virus, 'one of the deadliest viruses of
all time' have been testing it in live mice at only the
second highest level of containment, and without
wearing protective suits. The obvious question, when it
is known that Soviet scientists in the 70's accidentally
released a mild member of the 1918 family of viruses
into the environment, is: why not the highest level of
containment? The answer can only be cost. If there is a
chance to keep cost down, even if it involves a risk,
capitalism will exert pressure to take that chance. It
would be an incredible irony if H5N1 turned out to be a
case of mild sniffles but we all died anyway from an
artificially recreated laboratory virus because somebody
tried to save a few quid from their research budget.
It could also be argued that capitalism's peculiar and illogical
ways of working can conspire to make a deadly pandemic more
rather than less likely. The secrecy of the Chinese state-capitalist
regime has already held back study on H5N1 as, like the SARS
epidemic before it, China has refused to allow researchers access
to samples or to reveal actual mortality statistics. Then there is the
incentive for poultry farmers to allow isolated cases of flu to go
unreported rather than see their entire stocks destroyed, as has
happened in South East Asia, where billions of birds have been
culled. The manufacture of an effective antiviral drug, once the
infectious strain has been identified, would be enormously
accelerated if the drug company making it were to provide the
details to other drug companies, but in view of the money to be
made by not doing so, we may not be able to rely on such public
spirited cooperation. And if the worst happens, and governments
give out the useless advice to stay indoors and not travel, how are
workers supposed to make a living? Will bosses look kindly on
any worker who takes a day off sick every time she sneezes or her
kids have a temperature? Will banks look kindly on businesses
that curtail activity because of staff absences? Will capitalism look
favourably on anyone who falters in their perpetual and relentless
pursuit of money because of an altruistic concern for social health
and welfare, or will it instead reward those who have no such
concerns?
Capitalist governments are gambling that H5N1 won't mutate
to humans, or that if it does mutate to humans, it won't be deadly,
or that if it is deadly, it won't spread fast, or that if it spreads fast,
it will be treatable with an antiviral, or that if no antiviral can be
developed in time, that it won't kill anyone rich or important.
Workers, as so often in wartime, appear in this calculation in the
section at the end, under the heading 'expendable assets'. We're
just not worth spending too much money on, provided some of us
survive to keep working.
Diseases among social animals are common, and since the
agricultural revolution brought humans into close and sustained
contact with other social or herd animals, we have acquired many
of their diseases (over sixty from dogs, for instance). Many of
these now harmless childhood diseases started life as epidemics
that brought empires to their knees and destroyed
civilizations. A new virus strain unleashed on a virgin
population is a more terrible event than any volcano,
any earthquake or any tsunami, and yet capitalism is
content to gamble that it won't happen, just as it did
over the tsunami, or that it won't be that serious, just as
it's doing over global warming. Capitalism is always
gambling with our lives in this way, without giving us
any say at all. If the gamble comes off, the rich win. If
it doesn't, we die.
Nature can sometimes do worse things than
capitalism. But to fight them and protect ourselves, we
need something better than capitalism.
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Letters
Animal testing

'Health' system

Dear Editors,
I am pleased to see you state [October
issue] that the abolition of the savagery of
capitalism will undoubtedly do its part to
abolish all unnecessary suffering by nonhuman sentient creatures. Yet you say that
the socialist approach to animal testing is
pragmatic. What suffering is necessary? On
what grounds? How many animal deaths
equal one human life?
Animal testing is anything but
scientific. Thalidomide tested safe on
animals but when given to humans was a
disaster. Drugs for arthritis were harmless
to animals but proved to greatly increase
heart attacks in people. Blue sky testing
where animals are harmed and killed in the
vague hope that something useful, and
profitable, to humans is both daft and cruel.
I hope a socialist world would be
more compassionate with people trying to
live in harmony with the environment and
animals rather than seeing them as assets to
be exploited and plundered for the financial
gain of vivisectionists and drug
monopolies. Socialism should abolish these
as well as the many other horrors of
capitalism.
I am sure there are many people
suffering from ailments capitalism can't
cure right now (I would be one) who would
volunteer to try new drugs and thereby save
animal lives while perhaps improving the
quality of their own.

Dear Editors,
I become annoyed when I hear of the
increasing numbers of retired workers
(hence unexploitable) who are being
reminded by their GPs that their ailments
are age-related and are told "what do you
expect at your age?" instead of being
offered proper care. Precious 'health care' is
then devoted to those that capitalism is able
to continue to exploit.
But can multi-million profiteers in
drug companies be trusted to be more
interested in population health than the
profit to be made? Who is able to doublecheck their laboratory tests and results and
how can study statistics be guaranteed not
to have been exaggerated or distorted? With
such vast wealth at stake would even a
capitalist government really care about
working-class health under such rewarding
(for them) conditions? It has to be faced
that no capitalist government assists the
really needy - that task is left for charities to
do and prop up a system that benefits only
the wealthy ruling class.
If the health system is unable or
unwilling to properly test and cure
working-class patients then I personally
believe being ignored and left to suffer or
being officially kept alive to suffer is not
good enough. The obvious third option of
being allowed access and advice on how to
quickly and efficiently terminate life should
be made available.
The utter independence and freedom
to choose the time and place of my own
demise certainly appeals to me and is a
right I am keen on exercising. If you can

TERRY LIDDLE, London, SE9

help out with attractive suggestions on how
this can be accomplished it would be
appreciated and I can depart - when the
time comes - thumbing my nose at
officialdom who have dictated in life what I
can and cannot do. It would be a great way
to go!
RON STONE, Gelorup, Australia

Blinkered Nationalist
Why on earth are you standing in a Scottish
seat? Smacks a little of imperialism to
people up here. "Great Britain" is a state
founded for empire - the centre colonising
the island - it is outdated so anyone with the
slightest knowledge of politics now sees
"Great Britain" as outdated, hence
supporting independence. You are the only
party with "Britain" in the title apart from
the BNP!
ANON, Livingston, Scotland
Reply: As far as we are concerned,
"Great Britain" is merely a geographical
name. And we were the only party standing
in the Livingston by-election without
"Scottish" on the ballot paper - that's
because we don't stand for an independent
Scotland any more than we stand for an
independent "Great Britain" or even "Little
England". We stand for world socialism, a
world community, without frontiers, where
the resources of the Earth, industrial and
natural, will have become the common
heritage of all humanity - Editors.
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If this be

Treason...

A

s soon as he could after the bombs
went off in London on 7 July Tony
Blair came on the TV to address the
nation, as is expected of all great
national leaders at times of crisis and danger.
His message, in the sense that it had already
been largely worked out for him by the
media, was unexceptional. "This is" he said,
"a very sad day for the British people but we
will hold true to our way of life". Whether
that "way of life" was represented by waging
war on a country on the basis of lies about it
being an immediate threat to world safety
with its massively powerful weapons he did
not say. But in case there were any lingering
misapprehensions about it he plunged on:
"When they [the bombers] try to intimidate
us, we will not be intimidated".

Protection

This use of the words "us" and "we"
was designed to create the impression that
Blair was facing the same dangers, of being
blown to pieces on the London Tube or
buses, as the rest of us. In fact he made his
defiant speech on a brief break from the G8
at Gleneagles, where the participants were
protected by a high, impenetrable metal
screen backed up by a few thousand police
officers. When, back in London, he travels
the quarter mile or so between his home in
Downing Street and his workplace in the
Houses of Parliament he does not face the
same risks as working Londoners because he
is whisked on his journey in a bullet-proof
car, among a swarm of police on motor
bikes, through streets which have been swept
clear of other people. By most reasonable
standards anyone who behaves in that way
can be described as "intimidated". Not that
Blair lives by the same standards as the rest
us, who are merely expendable members of
the working class.
But after his intimidated bravado Blair
had to give some attention to tracking down
the bombers' organisation and being seen to
be actively working against another such
incident. During this it leaked out that in
future our "way of life" may be subject to
the decisions of secret "anti-terror" courts,
ruled over by "security cleared" judges with
the accused being represented by "special
advocates" who had also been vetted for
"security". Other news revealed that some of
the defendants before such courts, if British
subjects, may find themselves charged with
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the offence of treason. It seemed fairly
obvious that these proposed changes, in the
panic after 7 July, were designed to induce a
retributive thrill among those whose
enjoyment of our way of life made them
grateful for the protection of such a stoutly
unintimidated government.

Treason

Treason is defined as a violation or
betrayal of allegiance which is owed to a
sovereign or a country, usually through
joining, or giving support to, enemy in a war
or attempting to overthrow the government.
This definition is more comprehensive and
more complex than it may at first seem to
be. There have been cases when the person
accused of treason has argued that they were
not of the alleged nationality and so did not
owe allegiance to that country or its
sovereign. Anyone who regards the world's
population as a mass of human beings may
marvel at capitalism's need to disastrously
complicate what are essentially simple
matters - for which many a lawyer is
grateful. It may be taken as an example of
this that of the four categories of treason
remaining from the Treason Act of 1351
there is still the offence of "violating" the
wife of the king's eldest son, which may
have caused some lost sleep among the men
who consorted with Princess Diana while
she was still married to the Prince of Wales.
For a long time treason was a capital
offence and to satisfy the thirst of the
population to witness that traitors had got
their just deserts the sentence was often to be
hung, drawn and quartered in public. (In fact
this sentence was not formally abolished
until 1947 - one of the reforms for which the
Atttlee government did not, for some reason,
claim any credit.) After capital punishment
was abolished in 1965 treason remained as
one of the few offences which could still
"attract" (as lawyers are fond of putting it)
the death penalty. Wandsworth prison in
London, just in case anyone was in need of
being hanged, kept a scaffold in good
working order.

Casement

One of the more famous examples of
treason trials, which came to its appointed
grisly end on the scaffold in 1916, was that
of Roger Casement. He was an Irish man
who at the turn of the century had been
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From left: Roger Casement, William Joyce and Wandsworth prison gallows

employed as a consul of the British
government in what was then the Belgian
Congo. There he was appalled by the slave
conditions and the butchery imposed on the
Congolese people by the Belgian rubber
companies, under the authority of King
Leopold II. Casement's character was
summed up by his manager, who
complained that "He is very good to the
natives, too good, too generous, too ready
to give away. He would never make money
as a trader". He retired in 1911, with a
knighthood and a British government
pension and two years later he returned to
live in Ireland where, not entirely
justifiably, he drew parallels between what
he had seen in the Congo and Irish
problems. In the cause of Irish nationalism
he helped to form the Irish Volunteers, an
armed militia.
When the First World War began he
advised Irish men against joining the British
Army, on the grounds that the war with
Germany was no concern of theirs. On a
false passport he went to Germany with the
intention of persuading Irish prisoners of
war to fight against Britain. This was not as
welcome as he might have hoped; the
Germans found him an embarrassment and
hastily shipped him, in a submarine, back to
Ireland where he was quickly captured. At
his trial he tried to argue that he was an
Irishman, a case which was fatally
weakened in law by his accepting
employment as a British consul, a
knighthood and a pension. He was quickly
convicted and executed at Pentonville on 3
August 1916. After his death his diaries
came to light, providing evidence that he
was not only a traitor but also a
homosexual, which was enough to provoke
popular satisfaction that it was entirely
appropriate to do away with him. It was not
a time notable for rational assessment of
such issues.

Joyce

There were similarities between that
case and of William Joyce, whose
broadcasts from Germany during the
Second World War eventually earned him
the name of Lord Haw Haw and a death
sentence at the Old Bailey. Joyce was
accustomed to dazzling people with his
somewhat undisciplined knowledge and his
oratory. Organisations found it difficult to
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cope with him and he had to leave the
Army, the Conservative Party and then the
British Union of Fascists. All of this was
expressed in his virulent anti-semitism;
typical of his descriptions of Jews was as
"submen with prehensile toes". But for this
he might have done well in the Tory Party
(he was once close to being their
parliamentary candidate in Chelsea) and in
the BUF he held a position only a little
below that of Oswald Mosley. Joyce was
ejected from the BUF in what Mosley
described as an economy drive; he went on
to form the National Socialist League,
which was closer to the Nazis (their
meetings ended with shouts of "Sieg Heil")
but the NSL never made any headway and
was about to be wound up when Joyce went
to Germany just before the start of the war.
Although there is little evidence that
Joyce's broadcasts had any significant effect
on the war morale in Britain, he did
provoke a kind of bemused fascination and
became the stuff of myths and rumours. At
all events his pro-German activities were
enough to ensure that when the war ended
he would be arrested and brought to
England to be tried for treason. Anticipating
by some 60 years the Blair government's
manipulation of the legal system,
Parliament rushed through the Treason Act
of 1945, which replaced the elaborate and
prolonged trial procedure which had been in
force in cases of treason with a simpler and
brisker style, similar to that of a murder
trial.
It soon emerged that Joyce had a
serious defence against the charge. He had
been born in the USA of Irish parents who
had become naturalised Americans in 1894.
But as a young man he had come to
England and had applied for a British
passport by lying about his place of birth.
His defence argued that, however he had
described himself, he was in fact not British
but the prosecutor - handsome, brilliant
Hartley Shawcross, Attorney General in the
1945 Labour government - persuaded the
jury, with a little help from the judge, that
"common sense" should override procedure.
The long queues which had formed
overnight to witness Joyce's trial were
hungry for a guilty verdict and it took the
jury only 23 minutes to agree. A little over
three months later Joyce, having exhausted
all the avenues of appeal, was executed at

Wandsworth prison. Popular revenge had
been satisfied.

Class and Patriotism

Among his admirers Joyce had a
reputation as a relentlessly logical thinker. It
was a strange kind of logic which
accommodated his support of Germany's
war effort against Britain with his rabid
British nationalism. ("The white cliffs of
Dover! God bless old England on the lea"
he exclaimed to his guard when he was
being flown across the Channel to his trial).
At the end he tried to escape the hangman
by claiming to be an "alien", which was the
kind of accusation he was accustomed to
make, in suitably contemptuous invective,
about Jewish people. There was - and still is
- nothing exceptional about such
inconsistencies, which expose the fallacy of
patriotism, with its essential creed of "my
country right or wrong". Workers, who
make up the majority of capitalism's people,
have no country; however the system
arbitrarily divides them according to ruling
class rivalries, the workers are united in
their poverty. For example it was not a
coincidence that the number of victims of
recent disasters such as the Asian tsunami
and the Katrina hurricane was clearly
related to the degree of their poverty. If you
could afford it you got out in time; if you
could not afford it.
That its workers should be patriotic is
vital to each national ruling class and this,
fertilised by official lies, is exploited by all
governments. Following the 7 July bombs
in London one politician after another
rushed to denounce the bombers for killing
innocent people, as if the British and
American forces in Iraq were not also doing
that, on a much larger scale. The response
of the Blair government was very much as
we have come to expect - distortions of
facts, the creation of new offences and the
revival of the treason charge, designed to
stimulate a panic under cover of which the
politicians could feel free to do what they
would. The strategy in all this was to
cement the workers' patriotism, their loyalty
to British capitalism. But as the smoke of
the bombs cleared and the dead were
counted the central fact remained that for
workers to accept such a weary, discredited
case is treason against their class.!
IVAN
7

For years, the Left in Britain and elsewhere,
have sung the praises of Fidel Castro and
Che Guevara, ready always to defend the
"gains" of the Cuban revolution as that
country withstood everything the US had to
throw at it. Now there is a new revolutionary
on the block, cast in the Castro mould,
flicking the V's at Western imperialists as he
implements social reform after social reform
and, like Castro, winning the applause of
radicals around the world.

Soviet Union. We must reclaim
socialism as a thesis, a project
and a path, a new type of
socialism, a humanist one,
which puts humans and not
machines or the state ahead of
everything. That's the debate we
must promote around the world,
and the WSF is a good place to
do it."
By all accounts, Chavez
was not inebriated or stoned
when he made this statement.
He was sober and deadly
serious. He had never talked
about much socialism before,
only about being a "Bolivarian",
a humanist and a supporter of
the Cuban revolution. But now
he bandies the word "socialism"
around with the glee of a five
year old learning a new
schoolyard profanity, and
regularly mentions Marx,
Trotsky and Rosa Luxemburg.
"Socialism" is the
buzzword of Venezuela's
"Bolivarian Revolution" (so
called after Simon Bolivar who
led the army that freed
Venezuela from Spanish rule). It
is a word Chavez is keen to
expunge of what he sees as its
negative connotations, namely
state capitalism - despite the
fact that he seems unclear just
what is meant by the term.
Speaking recently to senior
heads of the country's military,
Chavez asked that they carry the
question of socialism "into the
barracks", to initiate debate and
to reassess everything they had
hitherto been told about
socialism and to help strengthen
the ideological offensive.
In the TV programme Alo
Presidente, broadcast on 1
September, he pleaded for
Venezuelans to "leave to one
side the ghosts with which the
idea of socialism has been
associated" and revealed the
result of an independent opinion
poll carried out in May and

Hugo Chavez:
revolutionary
socialist or leftwing
reformist?

H

is name is Hugo
Chavez, President of
Venezuela, and he is
the mastermind of the
country's "socialist" revolution,
presenting the "threat of the
good example" that continues to
panic the USA.
It is understandable why
the left love him when he is
regularly heard mouthing
slogans and making the kind of
demands you normally see in
8

papers like Socialist Worker.
Addressing the 2005 World
Social Forum in Porto Alegre,
Brazil, earlier this year Chavez
said:
"It is impossible, within
the framework of the capitalist
system to solve the grave
problems of poverty of the
majority of the world's
population. We must transcend
capitalism. But we cannot resort
to state capitalism, which would
be the same perversion of the

June. He informed his country
that 47.9 percent said they
preferred a 'socialist
government', that 25.7 percent
said they preferred a capitalist
government and that some 25
percent were yet to respond.
Since Hugo Chavez
declared that the way forward
for Venezuela was to steer
towards socialism, this has
turned into the main debate
within the "revolutionary
Bolivarian" movement, and

society generally

Reforms

Chavez's heart may be in
the right place, even if he is
somewhat muddled as to the
meaning of the word
"socialism," and he may well
have decent intentions. But his
"socialist" agenda amounts to
little more than one vast
reformist programme that is
largely being financed by the
country's oil, which is currently
selling for five times its 1999
price.
The generous profits from
oil price rises have gone into
financing programmes to
improve health, provide cheap
food, extend educational access,
and to organise some land
reform. Chavez has initiated
operations aimed at ending
poverty and improving the
economic and cultural lives of
Venezuelans. He is keen on
educating the population via
literacy drives. He is renationalising universities and
building new housing. The state
has taken over some sections of
industry and a TV station has
been set up to transmit the
"socialist" ideas of the
Bolivarian "revolution".
While Chavez faces a lot
of opposition in urban centres, it
is clear why, in the poor
working class shanties
surrounding the city, support for
the government is vocal and
widespread.

Cooperatives

Chavez, is also keen on
workers' cooperatives. In his 1
September TV broadcast he
pointed out that the kind of
cooperative he is proposing is
one that "generates collective
wealth through joint labour,
going beyond the capitalist
model which promotes
individualism". If company
owners found the going
difficult, he said, the state was
prepared to come to their aid
with low interest credit, though
on the understanding that "the
employers give workers
participation in management,
the direction and the profits of
the company." And which
capitalist could resist that offer?
Chavez observed that 700
closed companies had been
identified with a view to
expropriation; that many had
assets and the machinery ready
to start producing.
Expropriation comes at a
cost to worker organisation
however. The first company to
be taken over was the paper mill
Venepal, now renamed Invepal.
There, union leaders broke up
the union - against the better
advice of others in the trade
union movement - and now look
forward to buying out the state's
stake in the company so they
will have sole control over
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company and profits.
Overnight, former militant
trade unionists have turned
into aspiring capitalists.
As far as the US is
concerned with Venezuela,
the "good example" that the
"Bolivarian revolution"
poses is the least of their
problems at the moment.
The real concern stems from
the fact that Venezuela has
considerable oil wealth.
Venezuela is the fifth largest
oil exporter in the world - 13
per cent of the world's oil
comes out of the country and Chavez controls the
largest oil supplies outside
of the Middle East.
At a time of rising oil
prices, instability in the
Middle East, and with China
emerging as a major
challenge to US economic
interests in the near future,
Chavez earlier this year
signed an agreement with
China's vice president Zeng
Qinghong, smoothing the
way for the Chinese
National Petroleum
Corporation to invest in the
development of Venezuelan
oil and gas reserves. Chavez
further agreed to sell fuel
and crude oil to China at
reduced prices to
compensate the high
shipping costs of oil to East
Asia.
Moreover, Caracas
recently signed up to a
much publicized agreement
for a group of sales reps
from the Venezuelan state oil
company to be trained by

return Cuba has sent an
army of professionals to
Venezuela to help the
ongoing social programmes,
inclusive of 14,000 doctors,
3,000 dentists, 1,500 eye
specialists and 7,000 sports
trainers.
And then there are
Venezuela's recent arms
purchases - 40 helicopters
from Russia, attack light
aircraft and 100,000
Kalashnikovs from Brazil which will no doubt provide
the Bush regime with the
excuse to channel still more
weaponry to neighbouring
Colombia, escalating
regional tension and the
likelihood of future
instability.
Little wonder the US is
becoming a mite anxious at
the ongoing antics of the
Latin American upstart
Chavez. And just to make
matters a little more
precarious, Chavez has
repeatedly made it plain that
if the US starts flexing its
muscles at Venezuela then
he would not hesitate to cut
of all oil exports to the USA.
Pat Robertson, teleevangelist, entrepreneur,
one-time presidential
candidate and close friend of
the Bush family,
undoubtedly expressed the
sentiments of many US neocons when, speaking on his
TV show on 22 August, he
referred to Chavez as "a
dangerous enemy to our
south, controlling a huge
pool of oil, that could hurt

Soldier of Christ: Pat Robertson says ‘kill the unbeliever’.

Iranian experts on strategies
for penetrating the Asian
market.
And who else does
Chavez cosy up to? None
other than arch enemy of US
conservatism Fidel Castro.
In the past two years,
Venezuela has supplied Cuba
with vital shipments of
subsidized oil to ease the
country's perpetually
faltering energy and
transport systems, and in

us badly". He went on:
"You know, I don't know
about this doctrine of
assassination, but if he
[Chavez] thinks we're trying
to assassinate him, I think
that we really ought to go
ahead and do it. It's a whole
lot cheaper than starting a
war, and I don't think any oil
shipments will stop."
Acknowledging that
the US had the ability to
bump Chavez off, Robertson
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continued: "I think that the
time has come that we
exercise that ability. We
don't need another $200
billion war to get rid of one,
you know, strong-arm
dictator. It's a whole lot
easier to have some of the
covert operatives do the job
and then get it over with."
Robertson's "unChristian" outburst quickly
brought condemnation from
the Republican hierarchy,
keen to keep Bush away
from further criticism.
Whilst Robertson may claim
not to know "about this
doctrine of assassination",
the simple fact is that
consecutive US governments
have attempted, arranged or
supported the elimination of
scores of leaders around the
world. That Chavez has
lasted so long is undoubtedly
due to the international
attention he has attracted of
late.
Venezuela is no nearer
socialism than Russia was
when it claimed to have
established it. Not only is it
the case that it is impossible
to establish socialism in one
country, but it could never
be established by a leader. If
Chavez can take his country
into socialism, which is
downright absurd, then some
other leader could just as
easily lead them out of it
again. Similarly, the reforms
he has implemented could be
taken away the moment he is
removed from office.
Despite his popularity
amongst the poor that could
well carry him to another
electoral victory next year
and assure Venezuela of
another six years of
Bolivarian reformism,
Chavez is compelled by
circumstances to govern
within the confines of
capitalism..
The country still has a
monetary system. The banks
and big business,
particularly oil interests, are
still in private hands. There
have been no seizures of
land. International oil
companies have bent over
backwards to provide new
investment, in spite of
Venezuela having increased
the royalties that they have
to pay. There is still
commodity production, still
exploitation, still trade on
the terms laid down by
international capital and still
armed forces ready top
defend the economic
interests of Venezuela's
capitalist class. !
JOHN BISSETT

Things can
only get
worse

Cooking

Although Labour was the
elected to office in
1997 to the sounds of Books (1)
'Things Can Only Get
Better', Blair is now
singing a different tune. In the past the
Labour Party used to argue that the
state could, and should, be used to
protect people from the worst effects of
world market forces, through such
measures as import controls, tariffs
and subsidies to protect home
industries and the employment they
provided, and bans on the export of
capital so that it was invested at home.
Such views are still held by trade
unionists, Leftwing reformists and the
Green Party (which has taken over the
Labour Party's discarded policies in
this area).
Blair now derides this as "the
European social model of the past" and
is actively campaigning to get other EU
governments to abandon it too. In his
Leader's speech to the annual Labour
Party Show in Brighton he told the
audience (they can hardly be called
delegates since the resolutions they
pass count for nothing):
"In the era of rapid globalisation,
there is no mystery about what works:
an open, liberal economy, prepared
constantly to change to remain
competitive. The new world rewards
those who are open to it. … The
temptation is to use government to try
to protect ourselves against the
onslaught of globalisation by shutting it
out - to think we protect a workforce by
regulation, a company by government
subsidy, an industry by tariffs. It doesn't
work today. Because the dam holding
back the global economy burst years
ago. The competition can't be shut out;
it can only be beaten" (Guardian, 28
September).
In other words, as the other
member of the Thatcher-Blair Mutual
Admiration Society used to put in:
TINA. And, given capitalism, they are
right; there is no alternative. What
Marx called the "coercive laws of
competition" can't be overcome; they
have to be applied, not just by
capitalist enterprises but by
governments too.
But at what cost to workers and
society in general? It means running
fast - in fact, running faster and faster just to stand still, continually
introducing new methods of
organisation and production so as to
be able to keep down costs and ward
off or beat the competition. It's a race
to the bottom, involving, for those who
actually produce and distribute the
wealth of society, speed-ups, stress,
precarious contracts, deregulations,
redundancies, retraining, changing jobs
- and the scrap heap for those who
can't keep up.
And, despite Blair's optimism,
there is no guarantee that, even with
these changes, British capitalism will
come out on top - who says
competition, says losers as well as
winners. Capitalism really is a rat race,
or rather a treadmill, from which there's
no relief.
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The Cult of the

Professional
Revolutionary

“Marriage and children are
discouraged so that the
professional revolutionary
has only a loyalty to the
group”

A

cult is generally considered
to be a group that
indoctrinates its members
into regarding themselves as
a select group different from the rest of
society. Some, but by no means all, such
groups seek to isolate themselves. A typical
example would be the closed Plymouth
Brethren who avoid association with "the
ungodly" (you and me). But others, such as
the Scientologists and the Moonies actively
engage with the rest of society in order to
gain new recruits.
Cults are organised around a
charismatic leader whose views are
regarded as authoritative. The leader is
surrounded by a group of seconds who
transmit his or her views to the other
followers. New members are encouraged to
break off all relations with their previous
life, often to change their name and
surrender their property to the group; they
are encouraged to identify totally with the
group and to subordinate their individuality
to it.
In some cases so total is the
identification that the followers can be
10

persuaded to
voluntarily follow their
leader in committing suicide, as
notoriously in 1978 when some 900
members of the "Reverend" Jim Jones'
People's Temple cult committed mass
suicide in Guyana and in 1997 when 39
members of the Heaven's Gate cult did so
in California. The 7 July suicide bombers in
London could be another example.
But how can humans be persuaded to
kill themselves for what most people can
see is a delusion? A recent attempt to
explain this has been made by Janja Lalich
in her book Bounded Choice, subtitled 'True
Believers and Charismatic Cults'
(University of California Press). Her
explanation is given in the book's title: by
means of a number of psychological
techniques to which the cult members
voluntarily, and often eagerly, submit, they
come to so identify themselves with the cult
that their freedom of choice becomes
limited - "bounded" - to those offered by its
ideology, however bizarre this might be.
Thus, for instance, in the Heaven's
Gate cult, which is one of her two case

studies, the members came to believe that
they really were aliens who had assumed
human form and who were striving to
return to their previous higher level of
existence. Given this core belief, it was a
logical - "bounded" - choice to decide to
leave their human bodies, considered as
mere "vehicles", to await rescue by an alien
spaceship their leader told them was hidden
behind the Hale-Bopp comet that was then
passing by the Earth.
From 1975 to 1985 Lalich was a
member of a Maoist group in San Francisco
called the Democratic Workers Party. This
is her second case study. Having ourselves
been many times labelled a "sect" we are
naturally wary about the concept of a cult
being applied to political organisations. But
Lalich makes out a good case for describing
the DWP as a cult - in view of the type of
organisational and psychological techniques
employed, as by some religious groups, to
weld the members to their organisation and
its leaders - though one, of course, more
like the Moonies than the Closed Brethren.
And it is true that the Leninist principle of a
vanguard party of professional
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revolutionaries does, outside the political
context of an openly repressive regime, lend
itself to the would-be professional
revolutionaries being organised as a cult.
We are of course opposed to Leninist
organisational methods but we can see how,
in the context of Tsarist Russia, a vanguard
party organised on hierarchical and
secretive lines would be one political option
for anti-Tsarist revolutionaries, even if not a
socialist form of organisation. The
Bolshevik Party could not legitimately be
called a cult; it was a political organisation.
But why, in conditions of relative political
democracy allowing people to organise
openly, would some want to organise on
such a basis? Why would anyone want to
organise a corps of professional
revolutionaries when there was no political
necessity to do so?
The DWP aimed to be a party of
disciplined, full-time professional
revolutionaries under a strong leader,
dedicated to serving the cause of "the
proletariat" (perceived, in accord with
Leninist theory, as being incapable of acting
by and for themselves). The party was
organised on a hierarchical basis with the
Leader at the top surrounded by a small
staff, an intermediate level of department
heads (appointed and revocable by the top
leadership) and the ordinary rank-and-file
members.
There were three levels of
membership: trial, candidate and general:
"All General Members had full voting
rights and were considered full-time, which
meant they were to be on call, at the Party's
disposal, twenty-four hours a day. Trial
Members had no rights; they were to learn.
If the Trial Membership stage was passed
(based on study, level of participation and
good behavior), then appropriate leadership
personnel commended that the young
militant be moved up to the status of
Candidate Member, with partial political
rights".
As in the Heaven's Gate cult, all
members had to adopt a new name:
"Once a Party name was chosen, only
that name was to be used; and immediately
new members learned others' Party names.
Militants were never to reveal their real
name to other members, not even to
roommates. Party names were used in all
meetings or gatherings, in all DWP facilities
and in all houses where members lived. For
the new member, taking on a name was the
first stage in losing his or her pre-Party
identity and assuming a Party-molded one".
And to sacrifice their income and
property:
"The dues structure was set up so that
each militant gave over all monies received
above a group-determined living amount,
set at approximately poverty-level
standards. All monetary or substantial gifts
(such as a car), job bonuses, legal
settlements, and inheritances were turned
over to the Party".
The poverty-line income forced
members to live together in communal
houses, thus making them even more
dependent on the party and its leaders. Its
leader (one Marlene Dixon) did not have to
live on the poverty line, but had other
members assigned to cook and clean for her.
The DWP was committed to the
Leninist concept of "democratic
centralism". On paper this means that there
is a full discussion of some policy
document but that, when it has been
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adopted, all members, including those who
voted against it, have to be committed to
carrying it out. Some Leninist groups do try
to operate on this basis, allowing the
preliminary democratic discussion, but not
the DWP. According to Dixon, in a
document entitled 'On the Development of
Leninist Democracy':
"[D]emocracy is a method for the
selection of leadership and a method of
assuring that the most developed and tested
comrades, the cadre, the bones of a Leninist
party, govern the party".
What this meant in practice was:
"[T]he leaders would give a
presentation on a change in direction of
some work, or would open a denunciation
of a militant for some error. Each militant

Vanguardist: Lenin

present was expected to say how much he
or she agreed with what was just said".
Members were subject to public
sessions of criticism and self-criticism in
which they had to confess to any "petty
bourgeois" failings or lapses the leadership
pointed out to them. There were also
sanctions for breaches of discipline (and
even a security service trained by an exMarine):
"Given the emphasis on obedience and
discipline members understood that they
could be sanctioned for not following rules
or for in any way breaking the discipline.
Militants were 'punished' in a variety of
ways besides submitting to collective
criticism sessions and writing selfcriticisms. More practical sanctions, for
example, were increased quotas, extra work
duty, demotion from a particular position or
function, removal from a practice, and
instructions to leave a workplace or cease
contact with a particular person. In more
serious cases, there were periods of
probation, suspension, or even house arrest
(which could mean being confined and
guarded by security forces)".
It might be wondered why the
members put up with such a regime.
Lalich's explanation is, once again,
"bounded choice" in that they had
convinced themselves, and had had this
conviction continually reinforced by the
group's practices, that such a hierarchicallydisciplined party was necessary to further
the cause of the proletariat. In the end they
didn't put up with it. When Dixon was away
on a trip to Europe in November 1985 the
other leaders, including Lalich, met and
decided to expel Dixon and dissolve the
organisation.
It's a disturbing story but is one
consequence of the application of the
Leninist theory of a vanguard party of
professional revolutionaries in conditions
other than a political despotism. All

Leninist groups engage in some of the
practices described by Lalich, for instance,
different levels of membership, leadershipdominated meetings and a willingness on
the part of the members to be told what to
do. That doesn't mean that all Leninist
groups are cults in the sense that the DWP
was. But some are. It is clear, for instance,
from their external behaviour that the
Sparticist League (who publish Workers
Hammer) must be and there is documented
evidence that the French Trotskyist group
Lutte Ouvrière and the 'left communist'
International Communist Current are. In his
1999 book La vraie nature d'Arlette ('The
True Nature of Arlette' - Arlette Laguiller,
LO's permanent presidential candidate) the
journalist François Koch describes LO
militants as "soldier-monks", because of
their self-imposed life-style (marriage and
children are discouraged so that the
professional revolutionary has only a
loyalty to the group). In 2000 a group of exmembers of the French section of the ICC
published a pamphlet Que Ne Pas Faire?
('What Is Not To Be Done?') which exposed
similar practices to some of those described
by Lalich in the DWP (an older, charismatic
leader; adoption of a new name; an ordergiving hierarchy; interrogations; a security
service).
Because these organisations use some
of the same terminology as we do - even to
the extent of allowing us to engage in an
apparently rational debate with them over
the best way to get rid of capitalism - this
sort of thing discredits the whole idea of
socialism and organisation for socialism.
Fortunately, a Leninist vanguard party of
professional revolutionaries is not the only
way that those who want socialism can
organise. There is another way, which we in
the Socialist Party have adopted and
practice: an open, democratic organisation
in which all members have an equal say and
in which policy is made by a conference of
mandated branch delegates or by a
referendum of the whole membership; in
which there is no leadership and where the
executive committee's role is merely to
carry out policy decided by conference or
the membership, apply the rulebook, deal
with correspondence, pay bills, etc without
having any policy-making powers.
With such an organisational structure
it is simply inconceivable that anything
remotely like what happened in the DWP
could happen nor indeed like what happens
in non-cultic but still leadership-dominated
Leninist organisations such as the SWP.
Leninists imagine that workers are
only capable of reaching a trade union
consciousness and flatter themselves that
their consciousness as a vanguard is higher.
Actually, it's the other way round. Most
trade unions have democratic constitutions,
even if largely these days only on paper.
The Leninist theory of organisation is a
throw-back to political conditions such as
existed in Tsarist Russia, and its
introduction into more politically-developed
Western Europe following the coming to
power of the Bolsheviks in Russia has been
an unmitigated disaster for the working
class and socialism. As a theory of
leadership it is anti-socialist and to be
rejected on political grounds. In practice it
can easily lead to such aberrations as the
DWP and so is to be rejected on grounds of
human dignity too.!
ADAM BUICK
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It sounds like a silly question,
doesn't it? Of course we
need money: we need it to
pay our rent or
mortgage, to buy food
and clothes, to
purchase cinema
tickets and DVDs, and
so on. There's no
question that, with
the world
organised the way
it is, we do need
money, and we
couldn't live
without it. Credit
cards and cheques
make no difference,
they are just
different ways of
paying by money, so
that we don't have to
carry huge amounts of
notes and coins around
with us.
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ut let's step back a bit and
ask ourselves, why do we
need money? It's because
we can't get hold of the
food, clothes, tickets or DVDs, or
occupy our house or flat, unless we
have the money to pay for them. We
can try to take food or whatever
without paying, but if we're caught we
will very soon be told
that this is theft and it's
against the law, and
we'll be punished for it
in some way.
Basically, it has
been decided (but
by who?) that people
in general cannot get
hold of things (more
formally, cannot gain
access to them) unless
they pay. The
payment transfers
ownership from the
shop or supermarket
or manufacturing
company to the
customer. Once
you've bought
something, you can
then do more or less
what you like with it.
So the money is
just a means of
saying 'This is mine,
not yours'. And that's
what the shop is
saying too: 'Unless
you pay us, you can't
use this.' Now, from
some points of view,
this is a strange way of
going about things. In the
first place, some areas of

our lives aren't arranged like this at all. Many
people do things for other people - lend or give
them something, or perform some service without expecting any payment: they do this out
of friendship or for their neighbours or family
members. Furthermore, not everything we want
to have access to requires payment. Usually we
can all go to the local park without having to
pay to get in. Many towns have free shuttle
buses to transport people around the town
centre, or to and from the local railway station.
But try to travel on the train without a ticket and
you'll be in trouble.
However, let's just imagine that the world
was run differently, that everything was free
(though in that case the concept of 'free'
presumably wouldn't mean anything!). Suppose
you could go to the supermarket, collect the
food you wanted for yourself and your family,
and then just leave without having to queue at
the checkouts. You'd probably choose the bestquality food without having to worry about its
cost. In fact, since nobody would have to buy
cheap and nasty food, all the food available
would be top quality. There'd be no point in
taking more than you needed, because you'd
always be able to go back and get more if you
ran out, and it's just wasteful (and, in fact, daft)
to take lots of milk and bread, say, if you know
you won't be able to use them.
This probably sounds like quite a good
idea, but would this same principle work with
clothes rather then food? Wouldn't people just
want masses of clothes, and always from the top
designers and brand names? Well, let's just think
a bit about the implications of a world without
money along the lines I've just begun to
describe. Nobody will be able to show off by
flaunting an expensive dress or tie, and nobody
will want brand names or designer labels since
anyone can have them (if they still exist) so a
brand name won't mean anything. Quite
probably people will still want to look smart and
attractive, but this won't be by wearing clothes
that 'cost a fortune'. And like food, there would
be no point in having lots of clothes lying
around in a wardrobe gathering dust: people
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On the Road to Nowhere

would just take from the shops or
warehouses what they wanted for their
personal use, not what would be intended to
impress others. Also, since nobody would
profit from selling more clothes, there
would be no relentless pushing of new
fashions each year.
So it's not difficult to imagine a world
without money, a world where what people
consumed and enjoyed would not be limited
by the size of their wage packet, where
everyone could gain access to the best of
everything. But again, questions arise.
Would there, for instance, be enough to go
round? Well, think firstly, about how much
effort, and how many people's work, goes

More
conservative
mottos

That wage increases cause
price increases is an old lie. This
assumes that capitalist firms can
raise the price of their products
at will. But they can't. They can
only charge what the market will
bear. Workers are in a basically
similar position. But the market
for products and the market for
labour power are two different
markets. Assuming that firms
are charging what the market
will bear - and they'd be foolish
not to - then, if the labour
market allows the workers a
chance to push up wages, firms
just have to live with increased
costs and lower profits for the
time being.
It is because wage
increases eat into profits - not
because they supposedly cause
"inflation" - that employers fight
them and, as far as they and the
media are concerned, any old
argument, even one that's not

offices and land would not be the exclusive
into money and all its paraphernalia.
property of a small number of millionaires,
It's not just the shopworkers whose
which is what happens now. Instead, they
work is mainly or entirely concerned
would be owned by everyone (which is
with money. There's everyone who
equivalent to saying they would be owned
works for a bank or insurance
by no one). And they would therefore be
company, who deals with accounts
controlled by everyone, not by a small
and prices, who issues or collects
bunch of owners.
tickets. In a world without money,
But it doesn't stop there. There would
these people and many others (those
be no need for governments either, because
who manufacture guns, for instance)
governments exist to run the system on
would devote their labour to
behalf of the small number of people who
producing goods that people need.
own the lion's share of the wealth. It's the
The money system doesn't just
prevent people gaining access to what government, for instance, that runs the
police and court systems that will teach
has been produced, it also seriously
anyone who takes without paying a lesson
reduces what is produced.
about who owns what. Along with
But then again, would people
governments, there'd be no countries either,
work in a world where there was no
because the division of the world into
money and they were not getting
countries simply suits the interests of the
paid? Yes, they would. The
owners in particular parts of the world. Nor
alternative, after all, would be a life
would armies be needed, as they fight for
of idleness, which may be great for a
the owners against the armies of the owners
two-week holiday period every
from other countries, in disputes over access
summer but soon becomes very
to raw materials like oil.
boring. Work, too, would be made as
A world without money also means a
enjoyable as possible, which means it
world without poverty, because that's the
would be safe, satisfying and fun.
flipside of money controlling access to
People would enjoy working with
things. 'No money, no chance' is the current
each other, never doing one kind of
motto, but one that results
work for too long
but appreciating “'No money, no chance' in the obscenity of
the variety that is the current motto, but destitution and starvation in
a world that could easily
can be provided. one that results in the
provide plenty for all.
Producing useful obscenity of destitution
So doing away with
things is pleasant in
and starvation in a world money would also mean
itself.
You can see that a that could easily provide doing away with
governments, countries and
world without money plenty for all.”
armies, as well as the
wouldn't just be like
division into rich and poor. We, the human
today except that there would be no price
inhabitants of the planet, don't need money tags on anything. Rather, it implies a
it gets in the way and stops us from
completely different way of organising
enjoying this world and what we could
things. For a start, production would be
make of it. One word for the world without
carried on for use and not for profit. This
money is socialism, but it's not the name
means goods would be produced because
that matters, it's the idea. If the idea sounds
they satisfied people's wants and needs,
attractive to you, then you should find out
rather than because they produced a profit.
In such circumstances, dangerous, unhealthy more about the Socialist
and shoddy goods would never see the light
Party and our views. !
Paul Bennett
of day, as there would be no reason to
produce them. In addition, the factories,

true, will do to oppose and
discredit groups of workers
demanding a wage increase.
In any event, even if a
wage increase in a firm did lead
to an increased price of that
firm's products, that would not
be inflation, which is an increase
in the general price level. Such
an increase can come about for
various reasons - increased
demand for products in a boom,
a fall in the value of gold when
it's the money-commodity, and
an overissue of a inconvertible
paper currency. Even though the
double-digit inflation of the
1970s is over, inflation still exists
today and is mainly caused by
inflating the currency. The Bank
of England has a remit to inflate
the currency by 2 percent a
year. Which is why both prices
and wages tend to increase
annually by more or less this
amount, depending on
conditions in particular markets.
The view that wage
increases cause price increases
has long been argued over. In
1865 the General Council of the
International Workingmen's
Association in London devoted
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four meetings to discussing it. At
the last of these Marx decisively
refuted the argument in a lecture
that was published after his
death as a pamphlet Value,
Price and Profit. This has now
been republished, under what
was its original title of Wages,
Price and Profits, by the
Communist Party of Britain,
which publishes the Morning
Star and which is the real
political successor to the old
Communist Party of Great
Britain (and not to be confused
with another group which has
usurped this name and which
publishes a paper called the
Weekly Worker).
After explaining why
workers should always press for
the highest wages they can get,
Marx famously urged the
unions:
"Instead of the
conservative motto, 'A fair day's
wage for a fair day's work!' they
ought to inscribe on their banner
the revolutionary watchword,
'Abolition of the wages system!'"
In his introduction, Robert
Griffiths of the CPB's Economic
Committee can't ignore this and

has to pay lip
service to
Marx by
writing that
he held that
"workers
would forever
be
commodities
to be exploited until capitalism
and its wages system were
abolished". But he then ignores
this completely, going on to
advocate that unions should aim
at, as well as higher wages,
"statutory price controls", "better
state benefits and pensions",
"more public services", "controls
on the export of capital". All of
which assume the continuation
of capitalism.
If Marx returned today we
know what he would say:
Instead of the conservative
motto 'statutory price
controls/better state benefits,
etc, etc' the unions ought to
inscribe on their banners the
revolutionary watchword
'Abolition of the Wages System'.

Cooking
the
Books (2)
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BUSHMEN AND THE PROGRESS
OF CAPITALISM

I

t has been estimated that the so-called Bushmen of the Kalahari
have lived in southern Africa for at least 20,000 years, but that
cuts no ice with the zealots hell-bent on the development of
capitalism in that part of the world.
"The Bushmen of the Kalahari - among Africa's last
indigenous peoples - are on the verge of losing their ancestral
homeland after the Government of Botswana stepped up a
campaign to force them into squalid resettlement camps" (Times, 12
September). The government has sent heavily armed wildlife guards
into the Central Kalahari Game reserve - an area that had been
promised to the Bushmen "in perpetuity". Their aim is to remove
some 200 to 250 Gana and Gwi who have returned there from the
resettlement camps. The Times report continues: "Stephen Corry,
director of Survival International, which has been highlighting the
Bushmen's plight, said: 'The Government seems hell-bent on
finishing them off this time. The situation is very urgent. Unless
circumstances change through outside intervention, this could very
well be the end of these particular people'".
The plight of the Gana and Gwi people is by no means
unique. The development of capitalism crushes all the tribal
societies it
comes into
contact with.
In the past we
have had the
slaughter of
the native
Americans in
the USA, the
butchery of the
Australian
aborigines and
more recently
of the
Yanomami in
Northern
Brazil. The
concept of a
tribal society
that lives by
Bushmen of the Kalahari
gathering and

There Are Words for
It...

A

round five thousand languages are
spoken at the moment, a number
likely to be halved by the end of
the twenty-first century. This is
partly due to the impact of the world's
'major' languages, such as Spanish, Russian
and (above all, of course) English. As
English becomes a truly global language,
the main language of films, popular music
and the internet, not only do its words find
their way even into languages like German,
but it completely displaces many local or
minority languages. The decline in numbers
is also caused by the growing role of
'national languages', those taught in schools
and recognised as a country's main language
of communication. TupÆ, for instance,
once widely spoken in Brazil, is now down
to a few hundred speakers, pushed out by
the expansion of Portuguese (though it will
live on in words it has given to English,
such as jaguar).
Endangered languages like this have
existed throughout history, but are now far
commoner than previously. The reasons for
this are usually seen as straightforwardly
political:
"large centralized political units (both
the old-fashioned empire and the all-modern
nation state) cause the total number of
languages in their territory to decline. In so
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Yanomani of Venezuela

hunting with no recourse to capitalism's markets is anathema to a
property-based social system.
The Botswana government has destroyed the tribal wells and
banned hunting in its efforts to restrict tribal groups. The growth of
farming and diamond mining probably lie behind the government's
recent actions. Some government ministers have hinted that the
evictions are needed because deposits of diamonds have been found
in the area, although the state diamond company, which is an
offshoot of De Beers claim they are uneconomic to mine.
"However, De Beers does
not rule out mining them
at a later date."
The development of
capitalism in Africa must
crush tribal communities
just as it did in Europe
and America . The only
hope for a communal lifestyle is not a return to
primitive tribal society,
but the transformation of
present day private
property, profit-producing
society into the new social
system of world socialism.
!

far as the world goes on being apportioned
in such units, the total number of languages
in the world will go on falling." (Andrew
Dalby: Language in Danger)
This statement is correct as far as it
goes, but it plays down the economic
factors behind language death. Languages
decline and die when the communities of
their speakers are disrupted (by conquest,
exile, disease, and so on) or when children
grow up speaking in daily life a language
other than that of their parents. This can
happen for various reasons, one being that
the 'new' language is seen as a means of
economic advancement, perhaps just
because it has more speakers and can offer
better employment prospects or a bigger
market. Languages with a few thousand, or
even a few million speakers, can hardly
'compete' with English, the language of
international business.
Even the way a language is written
can be affected by political and economic
considerations. After the collapse of the

Australian aborigines

Russian Empire in 1991, the governments
of the new countries of Azerbaijan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan decided to
switch from the Cyrillic to the Roman
alphabet to write their respective national
languages, which are all related to Turkish.
This was partly due to anti-Russian
nationalism - the Cyrillic alphabet, which is
used to write Russian, having been imposed
by Stalin in the 1940s. But it is also clearly
motivated by a desire to attract tourists and
business visitors and to make it easier for
people there to learn English. Returning to
the Arabic alphabet (which was used in
these countries before the Cyrillic) would
have been possible, but would not have
served the new rulers' westernising aims.
Besides undermining the status of
languages, economic factors can lead to the
creation of new languages. In The Power of
Babel, John McWhorter traces the origins of
Russenorsk, a kind of mixture of Russian
and Norwegian, which came into being in
the nineteenth century when Russian traders
brought timber to Norway every summer to
sell. Russenorsk was a very basic kind of
language, useful for bartering and various
other kinds of social interaction, but not
usable for political debate or discussion of
any abstract ideas. Languages like this are
termed pidgins, and they usually arise when
two groups of speakers come together in
specific circumstances. Many Native
Americans at first spoke Pidgin English
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when speaking to white people, while
maintaining their own languages too.
Unlike Russenorsk, which was a genuine
mixture, this Pidgin English consisted
almost entirely of words from the language
of the dominant group - English - since
English-speakers rarely had any desire or
motivation to learn a local language. This is
the usual situation: the language of the
conquerors or colonists provides the
vocabulary of the pidgin, which the
conquered people have to use to talk with
their new masters.
Pidgins often die out after a while: the
subordinate group may well adopt the

language of their conquerors, as happened
in North America. Russenorsk ceased to be
needed when the Russian Revolution put an
end to the timber-trading. But sometimes a
pidgin is expanded to become a full-fledged
language, not one just used for a few
special purposes, but one with its own
individual structure and a vocabulary as
large as that of any 'normal' language. A
pidgin which has become a full language
like this is called a creole; formation of a
creole usually happens when people
speaking different native languages and
only sharing a pidgin are brought together.
McWhorter mentions the case of Sranan, a
creole spoken in Surinam, on the northern
coast of South America. This was a Britishowned slave colony, and slaves from
various parts of Africa who were brought
there had only Pidgin English in common at
first. This eventually expanded to become
Sranan, which is widely spoken in Surinam
nowadays, alongside Dutch.
In fact the slave trade is the
commonest causal factor in the origins of
creoles. This appallingly cruel and
immensely profitable system of trading in
human beings resulted, among other things,
in millions of people being uprooted from
their homes and families, transported across
the world, and set to work in desperate and
scarcely-believable conditions. It should
come as little surprise to learn that many

Is Marxism dead?

S

urely before we cheer or weep over the bier of Marxism we
should clearly identify the corpse. What exactly do we
mean by Marxism?

Blunkett and Clarke. We should remember that most of these men
were Lefties and CNDers and that none of them invented 'Blairism'.
Blairism and its outcrops are simply the logical application of the
illogical reformist thesis that capitalism can be made to function in
the interests of the working class; a bit like saying that the
slaughterhouses can function for the benefit of the cattle.
Socialism/communism has never existed anywhere, nor could
it exist in just part of the world, because it is the global alternative
to a decadent global system. Socialists in open debate with
upholders of capitalism will shatter their arguments and throw its
philosophers to the wind. But the political agents of capitalism have
learnt never to attack socialism as Karl Marx envisaged ; instead
they attack a perversion of Marxism which they call MarxistLeninism - a contradiction in terms - or the limping incompetence
of Left reformism in government,
Those who want to see socialism must first unequivocally
delineate what they mean by the term, as all scientific practice calls
for. Once this is done, it can be seen that socialism as advocated by
Marx is still very much alive. !

Marxism is a materialist method of interpreting history; an
explanation of social class and a labour theory of value. However,
rather than getting involved in Marx's rather complicated theories,
it is simpler to look at his vision of a proposed alternative to
capitalism, which he called socialism (following Robert Owen) or
communism - he and the pioneers of the socialist movement used
the terms 'communism' and 'socialism' interchangeably.
Marx saw wage labour and capital as two sides of the same
relation and affirmed that one could not exist without the other. He
advised workers to remove from their banners the conservative
slogan of a fair day's pay for a fair day's work and instead inscribe
'Abolition of the wages!' He saw the state - by its nature - as an
executive committee of a ruling class and held that in socialism
government of people would give way to a
simple, democratic administration of things.
In other words, Marx's vision of socialism
was of a social system of common ownership of
the means of production, the resources of nature
and the means of distribution essentially
achieved by a conscious democratic process and
administered necessarily by the widest possible
forms of participative democracy.
It is important to emphasise - however
obvious it should be - that the wageless,
classless, moneyless and stateless world he
envisaged could not be established by other than
the conscious democratic action of a majority.
Today Left and Right are meaningless
terms; each is one side of the spectrum of
capitalism; and, because both accept to take on
Do
the political stewardship of capitalism, economic
you think we could
and political necessity frequently means they
run the slaughterhouse in
adopt each other's positions. Always when the
our own interest,
Left gains power it creates dissidence within its
Daisy?
own outer ranks when its aspirations clash with
the requirements of the system and the capitalist
ruling class.
In Britain today, 'Old Labour' - with a very
short memory of old Labour governments! bemoan the activities of Blair, Brown, Straw,
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languages of the West Indies are creoles
(Jamaican creole, for instance), as is Tok
Pisin, one of the official languages of Papua
New Guinea. As creolised forms of pidgin
Englishes, these still have vocabularies that
are partly derived from English, but they
are absolutely not debased forms of
English. The languages of other colonising
nations have also given rise to creoles, such
as a Portuguese-based creole in the Cape
Verde Islands in the North Atlantic, and the
French-based creole spoken in Haiti. As
McWhorter says, "most creoles have arisen
amid conditions of unthinkably stark and
ineradicable social injustice."
One, rather controversial, claim is that
the development of agriculture about ten
thousand years ago led to the wiping out of
many languages, as cultivators expanded
their territories and settled down, thus
overrunning existing groups of huntergatherers, who may well each have spoken
their own language. Be that as it may, there
is no doubt that capitalism, with its
globalisation and its tendency to make
everything homogeneous, is now killing off
languages like nobody's business. An
examination of the current state and
historical development of the world's
languages shows how capitalism leaves its
ugly footprints everywhere, even in the way
we speak. !
Paul Bennett

I
think you’d find our
aspirations clashing with
the requirements of the
system, Daffodil.
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Doubtful
Benefits
Ministers try to portray the people
dependent on benefits as somehow
culpable for the whole cost of the
benefits system.

I

t's another day with a 'Y' in its name, so
the government must be attacking
benefits scroungers again. The routine
pieties of the modern political age are to
talk about 'helping people' out of 'the
benefits trap' and 'back into work' - joining
the perennial political duties like cutting red
tape and reducing government spending.
The reason why these problems never go
away is because they are problems caused
by the very system which puts the
politicians in power, and which they cannot
resolve without destroying themselves and
their own elevated statuses.
David Blunkett - now returned to the
cabinet after resigning last year for abusing
his office for personal gain in helping his
lover's nanny get a visa quicker - has been
making loud noises about the 'crackers'
Incapacity Benefit system. It is Blunkett's
role to sound like a bruiser, to talk tough
and act tough, seen by many as appealing to
Labour's core constituency - former Tory
voters on council estates. He bemoaned the
continuing rise of people on incapacity
benefits (many driven there by previous
efforts to try and cut benefits claimants,
helped by staff driven by targets to reduce
certain types of benefits).
There are currently 2.7 million people
on incapacity benefit in the UK, with
something like 29 million people in
employment (possibly the highest UK
figure ever). According to the BBC, that is
four times the number of IB recipients
compared to 30 years ago. Of course, many
things have changed since then, not least the
structure of the benefits system as a whole.
Blunkett, however, still wants to drastically
reduce the numbers on incapacity.
Revealing his new status as a medical
doctor, Blunkett pronounced that getting out
to work is a better cure for depression than
staying at home watching daytime telly.
This startling revelation must have shocked
his fellow healthcare professionals who had
been labouring under the impression that
depression is a medical ailment of the brain
as much as a break is a medical condition of
the leg. Perhaps Blunkett will now advise a
brisk walk as a cure for that.
Behind the tough rhetoric, though, as
ever with the modern Machiavellian Labour
Party, is some old-fashioned Old Labourstyle reforms: plans to make the benefits
16

system 'a ladder to self-reliance' and to give
assistance with training and finding jobs to
people who are on IB. Simplification of the
system may actually help people who are
supposed to be too ill to work but have to
be well enough to run from pillar to post to
fill in their 2,000 page benefits claim form
signed in triplicate in blood. Or something
like that.
This is cut from the same cloth as the
New Deal and all their previous schemes to
'help' the unemployed back to work by
badgering them and managing them into
being full-time professional job seekers. Of
course, this runs counter to any notion that
they can quickly cut costs. This month also
saw the National Audit Office reveal that
only 5% of people on IB were able to
access back to work schemes. To assist
more people through such structures will
actually increase the cost of managing the
benefits, not decrease it, as massive
expansion would be required.
This is the central conundrum for
governments: caught between a real
problem beyond their control, trapped by
their own eternal propaganda of cost
cutting, they cannot pursue their eternal
propaganda of getting people off benefits.
Instead, all we have is a Groundhog Day of
pronouncements and denouncements as the
Ministers try to be seen doing something,
usually by trying to portray the people who
are dependent on benefits as somehow
culpable and at fault for the whole of the
costs of the benefits system.
Politicians are struggling to define the
typical benefits recipient, to legitimise the
idea of welfare so they can attack it and
reduce costs and also increase downwards
pressures on wages and the labour market.
Most people in the UK are probably only
two pay cheques away from needing to call
on benefits, but rather than portray it as a
system to help people and prevent
catastrophe it is universally presented as a
location of cheats, frauds and scroungers,
riddled with layabouts and other
undeserving poor types. Benefits and being
on benefits is to be despised and feared.
Despite this, though, people are
compelled to claim them because of the
wages system, because they are too ill to
work or because work is not available. The
benefits system actually benefits employers

“Bruiser”:
Blunkett

who otherwise would face the costs and
disruption of having to keep on people
whose illness makes them turn up to work
irregularly, who would lie in desperation to
gets jobs about their illnesses, and push
much of the cost currently borne generally
through taxes directly onto capitalists who
employ many workers.
Herein is the rub of the £3 billion lost
from the system by fraud and 'error' - much
of it will have been small sums given to
people which will have made their lives
easier. Some of it will have contributed to
the real living needs of claimants. The real
tragedy is not the fraud or the overspend,
but that much of the £109 billion budget is
wasted assessing people, categorising
people and cheeseparing their entitlements.
There is enough food, clothing and housing
to go round. The world today is not short
of wealth. In order, though, to maintain
labour discipline, to keep the labour market
in existence, a massive welfare budget must
be expended to deny access to the things
people need.
The simple fact is that we live in a
society overripe for socialism. The material
possibility has been around the corner for
years. When we remove the barriers to the
access of wealth, we also remove the
barriers that make some people
unemployable, that make socialising and
community a cost that has to be scraped out
of local authority and social services
budgets. We would remove the binds, the
need to support a restrictive welfare system
but simultaneously to attack it and try to
reduce its budget, by the principle of
producing freely together.
Socialists, unlike leftists, do not
support the welfare state, do not see it as a
way to socialism, but as an inevitable part
of capitalism, of administering poverty.
The abolition of poverty - not in far-flung
imagined foreign fields where poverty is
vividly drawn by the masters of
propaganda, but on the very streets where
we walk and it is painted out by those same
illusionists - will mean an end to the
welfare ideology. With luck, it will also
mean seeing less of David Blunkett's face
revelling in his own 'stern compassion'.!
PIK SMEET
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Book Reviews
Gilded Socialism
Darrow Schechter: Beyond Hegemony.
Manchester University Press. £55.

This turns out to be
an attempt to work
out a philosophical
and
sometimes
n e a r l y
incomprehensible
(at least outside the
little world of
academia) basis for
an alternative to
liberal democracy
(free-market
capitalism), sociald e m o c r a c y
(regulated capitalism) and what Schechter
calls "state socialism" (state capitalism).
Schechter identifies that what is wrong
with these is that all three of them involve
commodity production and consumption
("production for exchange and the generation
of money and capital rather than direct use"),
and that the alternative has to be a system
where there is production directly for use.
Unfortunately, he sees the answer in the
Utopian scheme devised in the 1920s by the
Labour historian (and Labour Party activist)
G.D.H. Cole, which he called "Guild
Socialism". Although Cole's blueprint did
provide for close links between consumers
and producers which could be interpreted as
"production directly for use", it still
envisaged the continuation of finance, prices
and incomes. And it was to come into being
through the guilds eventually outcompeting
capitalist industries in the marketplace
(though, to be fair to Schechter, he doesn't
explicitly endorse this and may well not
support it).
But if Schechter stands for "Guild
Socialism" why doesn't he just campaign for
it? Does it really need the elaborate
philosophical basis he has constructed for it?
Perhaps it's just that university lecturers have
to publish to justify their jobs.
ALB

Dreadful Catalogue
Jessica Williams: 50 Facts that Should
Change the World. Icon £6.99.

The
obvious
reaction to the title
is to say that it's
people that change
the world, not facts.
But
Jessica
Williams begins by
claiming that the
facts
she
has
assembled
can
change the way
people think. The
information
gathered here does
indeed provide many reasons why the world
needs to be changed.
Much of what is said will probably be
familiar to readers of the Socialist Standard.
One in five of the earth's population go
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hungry each day, for instance, while one
British child in three lives below the poverty
line, and life expectancy is strikingly low in
many countries, especially in Africa. Others
are perhaps not so appalling: is it really so
bad that Brazil has more Avon ladies than
members of its armed forces? But many will
find much that is new and enlightening here.
For example, far from slavery having been
abolished, there are more slaves in the world
today (27 million) than at any time
previously. More people die from suicide
than from armed conflicts: in 2000 around
one million people killed themselves and at
least ten times that number tried to do so.
What sort of world is it in which so many
find their lives insupportable to this extent?
Or where over two hundred million
child labourers exist? In nine countries,
same-sex relationships are punishable by
death, while over 150 states make use of
torture. One third of the world's population
live in countries involved in armed conflict,
and black American men stand a one-inthree chance of going to prison at some time
in their lives. Two million women are
subjected to female genital mutilation each
year, while over one million people are killed
in road traffic accidents.
The book presents a dreadful catalogue
of poverty, violence, degradation and waste,
a vivid picture of 21st-century capitalism, all
backed up with useful references. Williams
adds commentary of her own, together with
ideas for solving the problems. Some of this
is OK - she recognises that famine and
malnutrition are not caused by food
shortages. But far too much of it is concerned
with what governments should do and how
'we' should influence them. The real lesson
to draw, though, is that we truly do need to
change the world, not just get the rulers to
behave in a more enlightened way.
PB

well be the core-value that the Humanists are
searching for.
ALB

Simply Odd
A Rebel's Guide to Lenin. Ian Birchall.
Bookmarks. £2.

This is an odd, 58-page top-pocket-size
pamphlet. Odd because it is written in very
simple language and seems to be aimed at
schoolkids who might be influenced by
anarchist ideas.
Thus, Birchall tells us, "Lenin's goal
was the same as the anarchists', but he
recognised that the path it would be
complex". Yes indeed, by means of the
dictatorship of a vanguard party which
would last for years and which would,
supposedly, in time give up its power and
privilege and abolish the state.
Birchall quotes from ex-anarchists who
came over to the Bolsheviks such as Alfred
Rosmer and Victor Serge and tells us that
Lenin "spent hours discussing with
anarchists such as Emma Goodman from the
US and Makhno from Ukraine" and argued
that "the syndicalist idea of an 'organised
minority' of the most militant workers and
the Bolshevik idea of the party were the same
thing".
This may have worked in the aftermath
of the first world war and the Russian
revolution to temporarily win over a number
of anarchists and syndicalists, but it is hard to
see it working today to get any budding
anarchists to join the SWP.
ALB

Correction

The Measure of All Things
Postmodern Humanism. By Jack
Grassby. TUPS books. 2005. £9.95

Until the 1960s Secularists, Rationalists and
Free Thinkers as they were variously called
had a reputation, rightly or wrongly, of being
negative god-killers, bible-debunkers and
priest-baiters. Then, in 1963, a group which
felt the need to appear more positive set up
the British Humanist Association. They still
seem to be working out what their positive
case is beyond promoting a non-religious but
still ethical approach to life. Recently they
set up a working group to examine their core
values. Jack Grassby is a member of the
North East Humanists and his book is
intended as a contribution to this debate.
It is not certain that it will appeal to his
fellow Humanists as he embraces two
approaches most of them would not normally
like any more than we do: sociobiology (with
its
biological
determinism)
and
postmodernism (with its rejection of any
universal human values). Also, it contains a
number of embarrassing howlers, such as
stating that homo sapiens emerged from the
Neanderthals and that Socrates preached that
"man is the measure of all things" whereas
this was the view of the Sophists that
Socrates set out to rubbish. Come to think of
it, "man is the measure of all things" could

Two mistakes found their way into the article
"Why They Dropped the Bombs" in the
October issue. The date of the Potsdam
ultimatum to Japan was 26 July not 21 July
as stated and there was a reference to a
comment of the Joint Intelligence Committee
in "March 1940". Readers will have realised
that this cannot have been since the US and
Japan were not even at war at that point. It
should of course have read "March 1944".
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Meetings
CENTRAL LONDON
DAY SCHOOL
Saturday 12 November, 13.30 to 17.00

THE HUMAN REVOLUTION
13.30 Welcome. Tea. Coffee. Biscuits.
14.00 Guest Speaker: Chris Knight
(Professor of Anthropology, University
of East London)
Chair: Bill Martin (Socialist Party).
16.00 Tea break
16.30 More questions and discussion
Room 7, Friends Meeting House, 173
Euston Rd, London NW1
(opposite Euston mainline station;
nearest tubes: Euston, Euston
Square).

CENTRAL LONDON
BRANCH
Monday 14 November, 7.45 pm
Carpenters Arms, Seymour Place,
W1 (near Marble Arch)

'DON'T TAKE ME TO YOUR
LEADER'
A discussion meeting on socialist
views on leadership will be opened
by Stan Parker

MANCHESTER BRANCH

NORWICH
Saturday 5 November
Welcome and informal chat for new
visitors
1pm: Meal
2pm: Discussion/possibility of
forming an East Anglian branch
3pm: Discussion of ADM items
3.45-4pm: Recent and future activity.
The Conservatory, back room of The
Rosary Tavern, Rosary Road,
Norwich

Monday 28 November, 8pm

DISCUSSION ON
PREJUDICE
Hare and Hounds, Shudehill, City
Centre

Fifty Years Ago
TROUBLE IN SCHOOL
Few of us have seen a jungle but all
of us know, from the adventure stories we
read in childhood, what a jungle is like. It is
a dark, dangerous agglomeration of weird
flora and horrid fauna, where the natives
are permanently hostile. Fang, claw and
poisoned dart lie in wait and savage,
malignant creatures leap, crawl and slither
everywhere, all the accompaniment of
war-whoops and gibberings.
And that, according to recent
accounts, is how things are in school
these days. At the same time as "The
Blackboard Jungle" was first shown in this
country, the News Chronicle (early in
September) published "Jungle in the
Classroom," a series of three articles in
which Dr. John Laird reported on London's
secondary modern schools. Five of these
schools comprised Dr. Laird's jungle: they
are, he claims, typical of the rest. In them

children run amok; teachers are resisted,
ridiculed, even assaulted; educational
standards are almost incredibly low. About
30 per cent of the children leave school
"unable to read much beyond the level of
an eight-year-old child, and unable to write
a letter that would be easily deciphered."
Not surprisingly, there were indignant
denials. "Sensational and one-sided,"
wrote Sir Ronald Gould, of the National
Union of Teachers; "fantastically distorted .
. . absurdly untrue." The Secretary of the
London Head Teachers' Association. An
official of the London County Council
affirmed their view; so did most of the
teacher who sent letter to the News
Chronicle. Few, however, dealt with the
facts, and certainly none mentioned that
Dr. Laird is not the first to have said all
those things: little more than a year ago a
novel called "Spare the Rod" painted a
similar picture of secondary modern
schooling and wrung from the Times an
admission that "it probably has some truth

in it."

The secondary modern school is the
lowest, most prolific unit in the State
educational system of this country. It looks
after the children between 11 and 15 who
have
not
passed
scholarship
examinations, whose parents cannot
afford private school fees or don't care
anyway. It sets out to impart the minimum
of necessary knowledge and inculcate a
number of basic social attitudes. To say
that is not to accuse the ruling class of
conspiracy, but simply to point to what
education means in any society: the
equipment and adjustment of the young
for what they have to do.
(From an article by R. Coster,
Socialist Standard, November 1955)

Declaration of Principles
This declaration is the basis of our
organisation and, because it is
also an important historical
document dating from the
formation of the party in 1904, its
original language has been
retained.

Object

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
(i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.)
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by the capitalist or master class,
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

2.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

3.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

7.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery
to freedom.
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The Respect That
Makes Calamity

W

hen was it that Tony
Blair
decided
that
Respect would be an
attractive, vote-catching
election theme? Was it a long time
ago, before he had felt the first stirrings of political ambition and was
merely a rebellious, disrespectful schoolboy? Or later, when he was
safely ensconced in Downing Street and his son was collected from a
West End gutter after disrespectfully celebrating the end of his
exams? Whatever the truth of this, the theme now looks about to
become another New Labour obsession. Here is Blair, speaking on
the steps of Number Ten after his victory in the 2005 election,
vowing to bring back "A proper sense of respect in our schools, in our
communities, in our towns and villages". And here is Charles Clarke,
a Labour Home Secretary doing his best to forget his past as a stroppy
left winger: "Tackling disrespect in our society is an absolute priority
for the government".
Blair has made it clear where he thinks the blame lies for any
shortcomings in this matter: "it is in the family that we have to come
to terms with the idea of give and take and respect for other people".
And what if the family does not come up to these expectations? Well,
"People need to understand that if their kids are out of control and
they are causing a nuisance to the local community, there is
something that is going to happen". And that "something" is to apply
Parenting Orders, now to be extended and strengthened, which force
parents to be instructed in how to bring up their children - teaching
them to respect others, give up their bus seat to an old lady, stand up
when the national anthem is played, always wear their full school
uniform and obey the general laws and orders of capitalist society. If
the parents succeed in this and their kids behave in an orderly,
respectful way, Blair will be a happier man and, the argument runs,
New Labour will win yet another election.

Straw

This is all very well, but as a spokesperson for the children's charity
Barnado's pointed out, it is not only children who are the cause of
nuisance behaviour and it is not only in family homes and schools
that the problem reveals itself. There was the recent example of
Labour Party member Walter Wolfgang, who was so lacking in
respect for figures of power and authority that he recklessly called
out, slumped in his seat at Labour's conference, that Foreign
Secretary Jack Straw was a liar. At the time Straw was only doing his
job, giving the conference (which was very sparsely attended at the
time) the Labour Party line, perhaps flavoured by a Foreign Office
brief, that Iraq was attacked in order to get rid of Saddam Hussein
and establish a modern democracy there, whatever the Iraqi people
thought about it. Now, the Foreign Secretary holds one of the great
offices of state, is a person of considerable influence and standing in
society (although in the unusual case of Jack Straw his standing, for
reasons connected with the ruthless game of
politics, is rather lower than is the custom) who
should command respectful silence when he is
telling lies. It is no excuse for Wolfgang to argue
that he was carried away by the contrast between
Straw's original doubts about the invasion of Iraq
and his passionate support of it now. It is an
essential of being respectful to keep extremes of
emotion - like outrage at a blatant, cynical betrayal Walter Wolfgang
- strictly under control.
It was especially unwise of Wolfgang to interrupt Jack Straw
who, when he was Home Secretary, was liable to become excited in
discussing the symptoms of social disturbance. It was Straw who first
publicly condemned the "squeegee bandits" - people who, without
the driver asking, cleaned the windscreens of cars which were halted
at traffic lights. We never did hear what happened to all those
dangerous criminals who went about their nefarious business with
wet sponges in their hands - and Straw forgot about them as well.
Then he complained about his evening drive home from the office
being marred by the spectacle of young people out on the streets later
than a respectable Home Secretary thought they should be. That
particular neurosis lingers on, in the ASBOs and the campaign about
respect. And it was Straw who had to take his son to a police station
after he had been exposed by a tabloid newspaper for offering
controlled drugs for sale. Not, in other words, someone for Wolfgang
to tangle with. It is just as well that Straw was so effectively protected
from him.
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Casey

Unfortunately, when Wolfgang embarked on his
one-man campaign to wreck Labour's
conference there was not enough time to refer
him to his local branch of the new anti-social
behaviour units (of which more later), with a
view to cracking down on his parents who, as
Blair has told us, must be held responsible for
Former ASBO
raising so disruptive a character. This was clearly
tsarina Casey
considered an unrealistic option when Labour's
spin doctors were told about Wolfgang's age. So it was entirely
appropriate - indeed there was no other way - for a couple of
impressively beefy, enthusiastically respectful, Labour Party
members who had volunteered to police the conference, to eject him
from the hall. Along with another member who was disrespectful
enough to protest at an 82-year-old man having his collar felt in that
way. Perhaps now Wolfgang, like other offenders against the law, will
be taught to keep his place by being deprived of his state benefits
under the rules dreamed up by David Blunkett, who used to be Home
Secretary but is now in charge of the Department of Work and
Pensions.
Meanwhile the new task force with the job of teaching respect
to people who heckle government ministers is getting down to its
vital work. At its head is Louise Casey, who was already in charge of
the Anti-Social Behaviour Unit. Her new job requires her to "focus"
(a word much loved by New Labour hopefuls) on "working together
on the neighbourhood renewal and anti-social behaviour agendas,
highlighting respect for others and respect for the community."
Whatever talents Casey can bring to this task, sensitive public
relations is not among them. A few weeks before her new
appointment, when she was merely the ASBO tsarina, she informed
an audience of Home Office staff and senior police officers that
"Doing things sober is no way to get things done…I suppose you
can't binge drink any more. I don't know who bloody made that up.
It's nonsense…There is an obsession with evidence-based policy. If
Number Ten says bloody evidence-based policy to me one more time
I'll deck them and probably get unemployed."

Questions

All over the country breath will be bated while we learn what kind of
"respect" Casey will introduce us to. Wolfgang will probably be
particularly apprehensive. Meanwhile Labour has been most
generous in its response to his deplorable lack of respect for one of
their senior politicians. One minister after another queued up to offer
their humblest apology to him. Party chairman Ian McCartney went
so far as to promise to take him out for a meal - a traditionally
pacifying treat for stroppy pensioners - although whether eating in
company with the myopically loyal Labourite McCartney would be
nutritious and mollifying, or further punishment, was not clear. As
the dust settled it had to be asked whether the apologies and the
threatened dinner with McCartney were motivated by the fact that the
Labour stewards had so clumsily committed their assault on
Wolfgang in full view of the TV cameras. For some viewers it was
reminiscent of Mosley's infamous fascist rally at Olympia in 1934. If
there had not been the same damning TV exposure, would all those
ministers have been so eager to grovel?
There are other questions which need to be asked in the whole
matter of "respect". What kind of "respect" was shown by Jack Straw
when he changed his mind over something as important as the war in
Iraq? What sort of "respect" is shown by the Blair government's drive
to undermine the established legal rights of people who are arrested
by the police? And on the other side, what degree of "respect" do we
find in the attitude of someone like the heckling Wolfgang, who
undisturbedly keeps his membership of both CND and the Labour
Party, although he must know that there is no prospect of this
government, or any future Labour government, agreeing to throw
away their nuclear weapons? Let it be clear. Having respect for
people and our environment - acknowledging and caring for each
other's strengths, needs, weaknesses, ambitions - is not compatible
with capitalism's essentially competitive, repressive nature.
Capitalism makes heroes of those who rise to the top, no matter how
ruthlessly they achieve that. Tony Blair, for example, did not get
where he is by allowing himself to be diverted through any respect
for truth and human interests. And then what about the people - the
working class - who in their millions support capitalism's political
parties through thick and thin, disaster and triumph, contempt and
respect? They need to understand that in the mouth of a politician
"respect" is a fine but meaningless word. Unhappy and disillusioned
people like Wolfgang should know this because they have
experienced "respect" at the sharp end.!
IVAN
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THE RICH GET RICHER
"The US's richest tycoons increased their
personal wealth in the past year, with the
top 400 worth $1.13 trillion (£640bn), says
Forbes magazine.... To make this year's
list of the top 400 fortunes in the US a
minimum net worth of $900m was
required - up from $750m last year." (BBC
News, 23 September) The old popular
song "Aint We Got Fun" cynically stated
"The rich get rich and the poor get
children", but it is no laughing matter.
YOUR TWO CENTS WORTH
An analysis of the gap between the rich
and poor in Manhattan by Dr Beveridge of
the City
University
of New
York is
revealing.
"Income
Disparity in
City
Matches
Namibia.
Trump
Tower on
Fifth Avenue is only about 60 blocks from
the Wagner Houses, a public housing
project in East Harlem, but they might as
well be light years apart. They epitomise
the highest and lowest earning tracts in
Manhattan, where the disparity between
rich and poor is now greater than any
county in the country. ... The top fifth of
earners in Manhattan make 52 times what
the lowest fifth make - $365,826
compared with $7,047 - roughly
comparable to the income disparity in
Namibia. ... Put another way, for every
dollar made by households in the top fifth
of Manhattan earners, households in the
bottom fifth made about 2 cents." (New
York Times, 17 September)
BIG SPENDER
"The minute he walked in the
joint, they could tell he was a
real big spender. ... By the time
he left the Aviva bar in the fivestar Baglioni Hotel in
Kensington,West London, on
Thursday night, he had spent
nearly £36,000. He bought 851
cocktails, emptied the place of

Free lunch

Louis Roederer Cristal champagne, and
gave a waitress a £3,000 tip. (Times, 1
October) This hedge fund manager from
New York spent £16,500 on champagne
and £6,000 on a variety of cocktails. It can
be safely assumed this high-roller does
not live in the Wagner housing project in
East Harlem.
DOUBLETHINK
According to George Orwell in 1984,
doublethink is the power of holding two
contradictory beliefs in one's mind
simultaneously, and accepting both of
them. This spectacular mental gymnastic
feat seems to have been accomplished by
Karen Hughes, a public relations
spokesperson for President Bush in her
recent trip to the Middle East. Trying to
sugar the pill for her Turkish listeners she
came out with this classic of Doublespeak.
"To preserve peace, sometimes my
country believes war is necessary."
(Observer, 2 October)
PROGRESSING BACKWARDS
Some years ago the press and TV was
full of conjecture about the wonderful
leisure-based life we would have inside
capitalism. Futurologists and other media
pundits speculated that with the advance
of technology we would all be working
fewer hours and fewer days per week.
The big problem of the future would be
how to spend all our leisure hours. Such
scenarios have proven completely wrong
with many of us now working longer hours
and now it seems probably working for
many more years. "The state pension age
should be raised to 70, the Confederation
of British Industry says in light of new
figures detailing extended life expectancy."
(Times, 4 October)
THE DIGNITY OF LABOUR
In an edited extract fom Maxwell's Fall: An
Insider's Account by Roy Greenslade
we learn something of the contempt
the owning class feel for the working
class. When Maxwell took over The
Daily Mirror he wanted to speak to
Kelvin MacKenzie then the editor of
The Sun but his secretary reported that
MacKenzie would not accept his call.
"Maxwell demanded that the secretary
relate the conversation in full, but she

was hesitant.
"No, no, no,"
screamed
Maxwell. "Tell
me everything
he said." She
said she would
prefer not to,
but Maxwell
shouted: "You
will not get into
trouble,
Patricia. But if you refuse, you will be in
trouble. "Well, Mr Maxwell, he said, "I
don't want to speak to the fat Czech
bastard." Two weeks later Patricia left in
tears, escorted from the building by a
security man (Times, 6 October).
THE DECLINE OF RELIGION
It used to be an argument of supporters of
capitalism that socialism was impossible
because of the working class's adherence

to religion. A recent article by the
columnist Magnus Linklater sems to give
the lie to that notion. "Whereas in 1851
between 40 and 60 per cent of the
population went regularly to church, today
that figure is less than 7 per cent. In
recent years the trend has accelerated by 28 per cent in the last 20 years for the
Catholic Church, and 24 per cent for the
Anglican Church; in Scotland, the fall has
been so dramatic that the once allpowerful Kirk reported recently that it
could well be extinct as an organisation
within the next 50 years." (Times, 13
October) Any other arguments against
socialism?
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“It says something about the Tories' panic that
they should promote an MP as inexperienced
(although practised in cynicism) as Cameron
as the man to become prime minister”
Greasy Pole, page 19
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Editorial

The Unemployed Riots in France

F

ollowing the death in the last week
of October of two teenagers
electrocuted while trying to avoid a
police identity card check, riots
broke out in the suburb of Paris where they
lived. These soon spread to other suburbs
of Paris and then to those in other cities of
France. Police were stoned, cars set alight
and fire engines attacked, night after night,
for three weeks.
Most of the rioters were the children
or grandchildren of workers who had come
to work in France from its former
colonies in North and West Africa.
This led some to see the riots as
another aspect of some Islamic attack
on "Western civilisation". Predictably,
the notorious French racist politician,
Jean-Marie Le Pen, said it was all due
to immigration.
Actually, in a sense, it was a
revolt against "Western civilisation",
but not by Islamists. It was a revolt by
unemployed youth, living in rundown
estates with the worst amenities,
against the fate capitalism has
imposed on them. Certainly, most of
the rioters were nominally Muslims and
the children of recent economic migrants,
but essentially they were workers who had
been thrown on to the scrap heap even
before they had had a job.
Insult was added to injury by the
French interior minister talking about
people on the estates as "riff-raff" and
about "cutting out the gangrene" and
"cleaning by pressure hose". He
maintained he was only referring to drug
dealers and petty criminals but this was not
how it was perceived on the estates.

Capitalism needs a reserve army of
unemployed, to exert a downward pressure
on wages as well as a source of readilyavailable extra labour-power that can be
called upon during the expansion phase of
the capitalist economic cycle. In addition,
there is always a surplus population who,
for various reasons, are never going to be
employed. The level of state "benefits"
paid to these non-working sections of the
working class is fixed more by political
than economic considerations, basically by

what the state can get away with without
provoking riots.
In France the state has evidently
pushed a section of these workers too far.
The result has been a revolt against the
state as represented by the police, the fire
brigade and public buildings. The French
state has replied in kind. Sending in more
police, declaring a state of emergency,
imposing curfews, handing down severe
sentences including deportation to
countries convicted rioters are supposed to

have "come from" but have never been to.
Of course, in the end, the state will win and
the riots will be put down. After the
repression, however, the state will spend a
little more money to improve amenities
and job prospects on the estates, the price
of avoiding further costly and damaging
unemployed riots.
But what a comment on capitalist
civilisation! In a world which has the
potential to provide a decent life for
everybody, a section of the population is
driven to riot just to get a slightly
less small pittance to live on.
Rioting,
though
perhaps
understandable, is not the answer.
What is required is not blind rage but
that the quite legitimate rage of these
victims of capitalism should be
accompanied by an understanding of
the situation capitalism has put them
in. Capitalism causes - in fact,
requires - some workers to be
surplus to requirements and suffer
above average social exclusion.
Once this is understood, then it will
be realised that the constructive
thing to do is to work for a new society in
which having to obtain money, by hook or
by crook, to acquire what you need to live
will be a thing of the past.
A society based on the common
ownership and democratic control of the
means of life where enough for all will be
produced since satisfying people's needs
will be the sole aim of production. A
society where everyone will be "socially
included" because we're all fellow human
beings.!

SUMMIT'S UP

A

t first there was
NAFTA, then there
was FTAA - or rather,
there wasn't, because
talks to establish the Free
Trade Area of the Americas
have got bogged down in
disagreements. The North
American
Free
Trade
Agreement, between the US,
Canada and Mexico, came
into force in 1994. Its declared
aims were to eliminate trade
barriers between the three
countries
involved
and
increase
investment
opportunities. In fact, it is far
more about investment than
trade, allowing US and
Canadian factories to be
moved to cheap-labour areas
in Mexico and opening up
further
chances
for
privatisation. But it was
always seen as a first step
only, and the FTAA, which
would extend to most of
Central and South America
and cover 34 countries, is the
logical conclusion, originally
intended to come into effect at
the start of 2005.

The FTAA has many
opponents. The nasty rightwing super-nationalists in the
John Birch Society (see
www.stoptheftaa.org) view it
as part of the ongoing
abolition of the United States,
opening up borders to all sorts
of criminals, terrorists and
other undesirables, doing
away with US sovereignty and
creating a European Unionstyle integrated political unit.
This isolationist conception
does not fit in with that of the
rulers of the US, however.
There have also been
opponents from the 'left',
largely
from
the
antiglobalisation or global justice
m o v e m e n t s
(www.globalexchange.org/ca
mpaigns/ftaa/, for instance).
They point to the effects of
NAFTA in cutting wages in
Mexico and increasing threats
to the environment and public
health. FTAA, they claim, will
just be the same thing, writ
larger.
In early November the
Summit of the Americas was
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held in Argentina, partly to see
how FTAA could be put back
on track after the rulers of
some countries objected to it.
In the meantime, smaller
groupings have been pushed
forward, such as the Central
America
Free
Trade
Agreement (due to start in
January 2006) and the
Andean
Free
Trade
Agreement (which is still
under negotiation). The US is
also particularly interested in
expansion of the Panama
Canal, which carries 14% of
US foreign trade, so that it can
handle more and bigger ships.
But the Summit did not give
the green light to FTAA,
despite Bush's threats and
arm-twisting. A handful of
countries stood out against it,
including Venezuela, where
oil resources give the rulers a
bit of bargaining freedom (see
the
November
Socialist
Standard). So now things are
being left to the meeting of the
World Trade Organization in
Hong Kong in the middle of
this month.

The Argentinian Summit
was marked by protests and
police crackdowns, together
with the usual populist antiAmerican pronouncements
from Presidents Chavez of
Venezuela and Lula of Brazil.
Clearly, many workers are
unconvinced that a policy is in
their interests just because it
suits Bush, his fat-cat backers
and the American capitalist
class in general. But nobody
raised the real issues about
the way society is run.
The
truth
is
that
arguments about 'free trade'
or 'fair trade' or any other kind
of trade completely miss the
point. All variants on trade
accept the idea that food,
clothing, housing etc. should
be bought and sold rather
than freely available. They
also accept that the earth
should belong to a small class
of owners rather than being
the common property of all its
people. They all accept the
existence of capitalism rather
than rejecting it entirely as
Socialists do. !
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Letters
0uman Nature

3u4/n5 6/7e8. 9..ent/a$.

Dear Editors,
I'm aware that Socialists often have to face
the criticism that Socialism is against human
nature. According to this point of view
human beings are naturally selfish and
acquisitive, even when they have enough to
satisfy their own needs. There would
certainly seem to be plenty of apparent
evidence for that point of view. I thought you
might appreciate a
section I came across
in "The Neurotic
Personality of Our
Time" (1937) by
Karen Horney (left):
"The irrational
quest for possession is
so widespread in our
culture that it is only
by
making
comparisons with other cultures that one
recognises that it is not a general human
instinct, either in the form of an acquisitive
instinct or in the form of a sublimation of
biologically founded drives. Even in our
culture compulsive striving for possession
vanishes as soon as the anxieties determining
it are diminished or removed."
Horney saw "the irrational quest for
possession" as one of a number of ways in
which people try to cope with feelings of
anxiety, and not as an expression of "human
nature".
She rejected over-generalised ideas
about "human nature" and recognised how
diverse people are in their attitudes and
behaviour.

Dear Editors
The aim of capitalism is to sell. I remember
that in the 1939/45 war if we had food,
warmth and shelter we wanted nothing, so I
try to restrict my buying to essentials.

ADAM WATERHOUSE, BRISTOL

M. B. A. CHAPMAN, BATH.
Essential: a
pre-war corner
shop

an active role in the promotion of a large
network of funeral celebrants and likewise
for wedding and naming ceremonies.
Whether these activities exist with the same
momentum today, no doubt the book's author
(as a member of the North East Humanists) is
better able to judge.
E. HIRSCH, HOCKLEY, ESSEX.
According to the British Humanist
Association's own website, they were
founded in 1963. It was another body, the
Ethical Union, with which they are now
associated, that was founded in 1896.

We're not too sure about this. If it caught on,
employers would be able to pay us all less.

0uman/.m
Dear Editors
Permit me to comment on your book review
of Postmodern Humanism (November). The
British Humanist Association was founded
in 1896 and not as stated in 1963. A founding
member was Charles Bradlaugh MP and
when I ceased to be a member in 1997 there
existed links with South Place Ethical
Society, Rationalist Press Association and
National Secular Society.
I shall not comment on the reviewer's
claim "they still seem to be working out what
their positive case is beyond promoting a
non-religious but still ethical approach to
life". But I do assure you that they have taken
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Merde in
France
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ednesda' )! *ove-.er was a
12iet da' in 5rance7 8nl' )!:
cars were .2rnt .' 2r.an rioters
in t;e w;ole of 5rance and t;e
state of e-ergenc' was lifted in so-e
places and re?i-posed in ot;ers7 @;e 2r.an
2nrest of t;e last two weeks is fading awa'B
leaving so-e dead ? t;e g2' attacked for
tr'ing to defend ;is area fro- arsonistsC
so-e inD2red ? t;e disa.led wo-an set on
fire in a .2s .' t;2gsB t;e )E? -ont;?old
.a.' w;o received a rock on t;e ;ead and a
w;ole lot of -indless vandalis-F cars .2rntB
sc;ools .2rntB .2ses .2rntB kindergartens
.2rntB s;ops s-as;ed and so on7
@;e deat; of t;e two 'o2ng lads w;o
were accidentall' electroc2ted w;en t;e'
ran into an electricit' s2.?station in Clic;'?
so2s?.ois nort; of Paris following an all too
ro2tine police identit' c;eck in t;e area was
not in itself t;e trigger to t;ese events7 @;e
trigger was t;e reaction of t;e Interior
MinisterB KarkoL'B M5ranceNs answer to
Bl2nkettB -arital pro.le-s incl2dedP w;o
called t;e 2nr2l' 'o2ng people in t;e
s2.2r.s Qriff?raffQB t;2s confir-ing a
tendenc' towards t;e .lanket stig-atiLation
of t;e pop2lation w;o live t;ere7
@;e e12ation s2.2r.s R i--igrants R
delin12entsB isB of co2rseB t;e kind of
.rainless reasoning favo2red .' -e-.ers of
t;e *ational 5rontB and .' so-e police
officersB partic2larl' t;ose w;o QknowQ t;e
i--igrant pop2lation largel' t;ro2g; t;eir
eSperience of t;e dirt' Tlgerian war of
independence7 B2t t;e Qi--igrantQ
pop2lation in t;e s2.2r.s ;ave .een t;ere
for t;ree generations and as s2c; t;e' walk
aro2nd wit; 5renc; identit' papers7
Unfort2natel' for t;e-B t;e' ;ave Tra.
na-es andVor .lack faces and t;2s face
discri-ination in e-plo'-ent7 @;eir
pro.le-s are a concentration of t;ose faced
.' 5renc; workers as a w;ole and ;ave
not;ing to do wit; t;eir level of

!

QintegrationQ into t;e 5renc; nation7 Tfter
allB t;ose Tra.s w;o fo2g;t for t;e 5renc;
d2ring t;e Tlgerian war of independence
Mt;e so called Q;arkisQP ;ave t;e-selves
vegetated in g;ettoesB t;e victi-s of post?
colonial .enign neglect7 Even t;ese Tra.s
;avenNt .een allowed to integrate7

Can of worms

@;e .ackgro2nd to t;is can of wor-s
is not t;e state of t;e ;o2sing in t;e sink
estates MQcitXsQP in t;e s2.2r.s of t;e -aDor
towns in 5rance7 Ko-e of t;e ;o2singB
ad-ittedl' not allB is of fairl' good 12alit'
;aving .een .2ilt in t;e -id?)YZ[s7 Britis;
sink estates are a lot worse7 *or is t;e
pro.le- t;at of t;e a.sence of p2.lic
servicesB ed2cationB ;ealt; careB p2.lic
transport and all t;e rest7 @;ese p2.lic
services are present in t;ese areas to an
eStent w;ic; co2ld onl' .e drea-t of in an
e12ivalent T-erican or Britis; g;etto7 LetNs
not get t;ings -iSed 2p7 *oB t;e -ain
pro.le- of t;ese sink estates is precisel'
t;e social and et;nic ;o-ogeneit' of t;ese
areas or t;e concentration of people wit;
profo2nd social pro.le-s t;ere7 5a-il'
.reakdownB
sole
parentingB
low self?
estee-B
ed2cational
diffic2ltiesB
pro.le-s of
e-plo'-ent
co?eSist wit;
an often
violent social
environ-ent
w;ere 'o2ng
people grow
2p
s2rro2nded
.' delin12ent
gangs7
@o
-ake -atters
worseB t;e
5renc; police

force is -ainl'
installed in t;e
12iet s-all
townsB t;e
spatial
deplo'-ent of
t;e flics ;aving
sta'ed largel'
2nc;anged
since t;e ]ic;'
epoc;7 @;e
police trade
2nions ;ave
resisted all
atte-pts at
redeplo'-ent7
Ts a r2le t;enB
t;e cops onl'
co-e to t;2-p
people t;e'
donNt know in
areas t;e' get
lost in7
CalQ-iddle?classQ
areas ;ave a
plet;ora of
police stations7
Earlier
eSperi-ents
wit;
co--2nit'
policing
MQpolice de proSi-itXQP 2ndertaken .' t;e
Qsocialist govern-entQ of ^ospin s2cceeded
in cal-ing t;e s2.2r.s .2t were a.andoned
.' t;e s2per?cop Karko on t;e gro2nd t;at
t;is allowed t;e proliferation of a parallel
dr2g econo-' Mtr2eP7 In t;ese ter-sB t;e
-ore testosterone?propelled policing of t;e
c2rrent ad-inistration is .elieved to .e
-ore effective Mnot tr2eP7 Ts a res2lt
policing in t;e s2.2r.s ;as taken on t;e
Qw;a- .ang and t;ank 'o2 -a-Q st'le wit;
lots of -edia attention7
52nds going to t;e associations in t;e
s2.2r.s ;ave .een c2t and Do.?creation
sc;e-es s2spended7 @;is is g2aranteed to
worsen co--2nit' relations wit; little
pa'off in ter-s of t;e fig;t against t;2gs
w;ose activities doB after allB provide so-e
cas;?flow in t;ese areas w;ere 'o2t;
2ne-plo'-ent often ;its _` percent ? t;e
;ig;est rate in E2rope7 *o wonder t;en t;at
t;e govern-ent ;as decided to park t;e riot
police MCRKP on a se-i?per-anent .asis in
t;ese estates7 Tlt;o2g; co2ntr' .2-pkins
wit; a well?deserved rep2tation for
.r2talit'B t;e' do at least know ;ow to react
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w;en t;e' get lost in an area t;e' donNt
know7

,Arab work,

In strictl' capitalist ter-s not;ing
can nor per;aps will .e done to c;ange t;is
sorr' state of affairs7 @;e c2rrent
pop2lation of t;e s2.2r.s largel' consists
of t;e sons and da2g;ters of .lack Tfricans
and Tra.s .ro2g;t over in t;e )Y![s and
)YZ[s to do t;e s;it Do.s in t;e factories
t;at t;e 5renc; didnNt want to do7 MT realit'
w;ic; was .ro2g;t ;o-e to -e w;en I
saw an entire train f2ll of eS;a2sted
workers ret2rning fro- a nig;t s;ift at t;e
Pe2geot works in Poiss'7 @;e' were all
Tra.s7P b;ilst t;is earlier generation now
s2.sists on -icroscopic pensions and social
.enefitsB t;e new kids on t;e .lock are
s;owing a distinct tendenc' towards
2ndere-plo'-ent and delin12enc'7 b;en
-ass 2ne-plo'-ent ;it t;ese areas in t;e
)YE[s w;at co-placent sociolog' calls t;e
Qvisi.le i--igrantsQ fo2nd t;e-selves
trapped and 2ndere-plo'ed in t;e s2.2r.s
as t;e earlier MQinvisi.leQcP i--igrants of
Kpanis;B ItalianB Polis; or Port2g2ese origin
;ad s2cceeded in getting t;e ;ell o2t7
Integration after all is not so -2c; a
12estion of religion as it is a 12estion of
ti-ing7
@;en ca-e t;e trend' do?gooders w;o

in t;e -id?)YE[s la2nc;ed t;e wind'
;2-anistic -ove-ent Q@o2c;e pas d -on
peteQ MQdonNt to2c; -' -ateQP wit; t;e ;elp
of ;eav' p2.lic s2.sidies fro- t;e
Mitterrand govern-entB Qt;e Kp;inSQ
;aving a.andoned all pretence to defend
working class interests so-eti-e earl' in
t;e )YE[s7 8stensi.l' a wort;' -ove-ent
ai-ed at overco-ing t;e pro.le-s faced .'
t;ose 5renc; citiLens w;o were 2nfort2nate
eno2g; to ;ave Tra. or .lack parentsB t;is
c2rrent of t;o2g;t s2cceeding in convincing
g2lli.le people t;at t;e real pro.le- faced
.' people in t;e sink estates was t;e
entrenc;ed racis- of t;e 5renc; and not
si-pl' s;it Do.sB 2ne-plo'-ent and a .r2tal
and ignorant police forceF pro.le-s faced
.' workers ever'w;ere7

0omitorium

@;e ot;er side of t;e political rain.ow
;as seen t;e develop-ent of a far?rig;t
eStre-ist part'B t;e *ational 5rontB fro- o2t
of t;e -ori.2nd Po2Dadist organisation of
t;e )Y`[s7 Led .' ^ean Marie Le PenB an
eS?paratrooper involved in dirt' .2siness
d2ring t;e Tlgerian war of independenceB
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t;is o2tfit provides a convenient .oge'?-an
for lefties w;o ;ave got lost in t;e .analit'
of leftVrig;t capitalist politics7 @;e part'B
genero2sl' staffed .' disaffected for-er
colonists fro- Tlgeria Mt;e so?called Qpieds
noirsQPB ;as ;eavil' 2nderlined t;e fail2re of
integration of t;e 5renc; citiLens of Tra.
origin -an' of w;o-B incredi.l'B still donNt
know ;ow to conD2gate t;e s2.D2nctive of
t;e i-perfect in 5renc; and t;is after so
-an' gra--ar lessons7 @;e part' even ;as
a radio station calledB c2rio2sl'B QRadio
Co2rtoisieQ MRig;t wing 5renc; t;2gs ;ave
alwa's ;ad i-pecca.le -annersP to .eao2t its C;ristian -essage of ;atred and
preD2dice7 5ort2natel'B onl' .ored
;o2sewives and retired colonels listen to
t;is drivel7
8rdinar'
5renc;
workers ;ave
proved over
and over again
t;at t;e' are
not on t;e
w;ole racist
.igotsB t;o2g;
t;e' can .e a
.it
Senop;o.ic7
*onet;eless
t;e part'
contin2es to
garner votes
in
constit2encies
w;ere it
doesnNt even
;ave a local
.ranc; or
even an' kind
of grass?roots
eSistence7 5or t;e part' eSists in factB as a
convenient wa' for workers to eSpress t;eir
disaffection wit; t;e 5renc; political
esta.lis;-ent w;ic; is all too clearl' in
ca;oots wit; capitalist interests7 ItNs a kind
of gigantic p2.licl'?s2.sidiLed vo-itori2into w;ic; people spew t;eir .ile wit; Le
PenNs 2gl' -2g providing a convenient
e-etic7 In doing t;isB ;oweverB 5renc;
workers ;ave clearl' .een pla'ing wit; fire7
*ow t;e'Nre getting .2rnt7

Urban pariahs

@;2s do2.l' confir-ed in t;eir stat2s
as 2r.an paria;sB -an' of t;e 'o2ng people
in t;e s2.2r.s ;ave contin2ed to st2d'
12ietl' and find work despite an ill?adapted
ed2cational s'ste-B -aterial diffic2ltiesB
postcode discri-inationB t;e 2seless
condescension of t;e politicians and crap
Do.s7 @;e ed2cational priorit' areas MQLone
Xd2cation prioritaireQPB -odelled on t;e
earlier Britis; fiascoB ;ave .een starved of
reso2rces and ;ave t;2s done little to erode
t;e ine12alities of an overtl' elitist
ed2cational s'ste-7 @;e' receive a piddling
E percent -ore t;an t;e -ainstrea-

sc;oolsB ;ardl' eno2g; to
co-pensate for t;e learning
diffic2lties enco2ntered .' people
fro- poor .ackgro2ndsB not to
-ention t;ose fro- non?5renc;
speaking .ackgro2nds in a co2ntr'
w;ere national arrogance places on
pre-i2- on speaking proper7
Despite t;e diffic2lties t;ere
are so-e fineB dedicated teac;ers in
t;ese areas w;ose efforts ;ave .een
;a-pered .' a sordid social
environ-ent and poor logistic
s2pport7 In t;e final anal'sis t;enB
!g percent of 5renc; working?class
people find t;eir offspring .ack in t;e
working?class .ackgro2nd w;ic; t;e' ca-e
fro- Mt;e ;ig;est proportion in E2ropeP in a
co2ntr' w;ic; presents itself as sec2lar and
-eritocratic7 Tnd t;atNs .efore we p2t t;e
pec2liar pro.le-s faced .' t;e deniLens of
t;e g;etto into t;e .alance7
Ko t;e real pro.le- is t;e ina.ilit' of
people in t;ese areas to escape fro- a
;ig;l' stig-atiLing spatial set?2p7 @;e
association s2.2r. R i--igrants R
delin12enc' is cri-inal st2pidit'7 @;e Tra.
and .lack pop2lations w;o live in areas in
close proSi-it' to -ainstrea- 5renc; life
do not riot7 *or did t;e Tra.s w;o live in
t;e centre of Marseilles7 MIn t;e sa-e wa'
12iet Tlsatian villages wit; no Tra.s vote
*ational 5ront7P b;ere t;e sink estates did
not riot is -ore i-portant t;an w;ere t;e'
did .2t no television ca-eras go to t;ese
areas7 In factB t;e vast -aDorit' of t;e t;ird
generation i--igrants in t;e s2.2r.s took
no part in t;e disorders and -an' were as
terrified .' w;at went on as t;e 5renc;
pop2lation in general7
@;e pro.le- s;o2ld not .e t;o2g;t of
si-pl' in ter-s of spatiall' deli-ited sink
estates7 @;e wider trends of t;e w;ole of
5renc; societ' s;o2ld .e taken into acco2nt7
@o a significant eStentB t;e tro2.les s;o2ld
.e seen as a reflection of t;e growing
geograp;ical segregation of t;e 5renc;
pop2lation partl' d2e to t;e .oo-ing
;o2sing -arket and t;e contin2o2s rise in
rents in t;e private sector7
Tnd t;e doings of t;e affl2ent in
5rance s;o2ld also .e -entioned7 @;e ric;
are .eginning to privatiLe t;e 5renc;
rep2.lic for t;eir own ends7 Ric; g;ettoesB
like KarkoNs own constit2enc' of *e2ill' to
t;e west of Paris ;as onl' g percent of
co2ncil ;o2sing w;en t;e legal o.ligation is
for g[ percent7 @;e sa-e is tr2e of
neig;.o2ring Levallois and t;e pattern is
repeated all over 5rance7 Clearl' t;e ric;
are ;aving so-e diffic2lt' integrating into
t;e Rep2.licB per;aps t;e' donNt want to7
Tfter allB t;e' send t;eir kids to privateB
often cat;olic sc;oolsB w;ere t;e' learn
;ow different t;e' are fro- ever'one else7
@;ereafter t;e' take advantage of ;ig;er
ed2cation facilities to propel t;eir
;orrendo2s offspring into t;e .etter Do.s7 T
s;ort soDo2rn in t;e Ktates co-pletes t;e
pict2re7
More i-portantl'B recent events ;ave
allowed t;e govern-ent to sneak t;ro2g;
controversial taS .reaks for t;e s2per?ric;
w;ilst introd2cing -ore taS free enterprises
into t;e sink estates ? .2t t;en againB
per;apsB t;is was w;at was reall' at stake in
t;e first place7 !
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Report
from
Paris
We have received the following
report on the recent riots in
France as seen by a migrant
worker there.

A

t the end of October
there was a heavy riot
in the suburbs of 4aris
as a result of a police
identity card control. Three
African immigrants, one from
the west coast and the other
two from North Africa were
controlled by police around
Seine Saint Denis in one of
suburbs of 4aris. There was a
disagreement between the
immigrants and the police on
duty. So, the three immigrants
raced for safety but,
unfortunately, two ran into a
high tension compound and were electrocuted. Another one ran
in a different direction and alerted his friends to what happened.
Before they could trace the two boys and call the fire service to
rescue them, it was too late.
These suburbs have been neglected, segregated for people
of the same ethnic and religious background, for the past thirty
years. Some of those living there who acBuired good skills in one
trade or the other were denied a Cob opportunity because of their
colour, location of their residence or Islamic names. An English
adage says that an idle man is the devilFs workshop. Since these
immigrants were denied social and economic integration into
Grench society, they devised what means of livelihood they could
in order to keep the body and soul together. Gor many years
Grench society has regarded them as outcasts and vagabonds
who have no value Cust because of their colour and fate.
When this incident happened the Interior Minister of
Grance, Nicolas SarkoJy, a hardliner and the son of an
Kungarian immigrant, supported the action of the police and said
that they were on a drive to control criminals and drugs in those
suburbs instead of showing compassion and regret over the
death of the two African immigrants. After his television
broadcast, these immigrants, comprising black Africans and the
North Africans, plus their sympathetic friends from Asia, Latinos,
West Indies and other Europeans, Coined hands in the riots.
On the second day of the riots, the Interior Minister bragged
that he would beef up the police to one thousand to control the
situation. And that night about eight hundred cars were burnt
eMcluding houses. The riots started from Seine Saint Denis
around 4aris and spread all over Grance. These cities are
BordeauM, Nantes, Toulouse, Tours, Belfort, Essonne, RoubaiM,
Strasbourg, Lyon, Oaucluse, Besancon, Aulnay, Marseille,
Amiens, and many more cities in Grance.
The cost of the damage in the three weeks of riots in
Grance amounted to PQ00 million, Cust because of racism,
Menophobia, and segregation that was imposed on immigrants
by capitalism. And this is the country
that propagated a disguised
colonisation to third world countries
under the pretence of a policy of
association and assimilation. And
today their fake paradigm programme
is eMposed to the world for us to
know the danger in capitalism.
On 11 November, BBC radio
reported that the European Union
Vustice Commissioner, Granco
Grattini, told Grance to integrate its
ethnic minorities in other to avoid
further such occurrences. On 1W
November, the same EU gave PX0
million to Grance to rebuild their
country. They had forgotten to pass
Franco Frattini ) more
the message across to other EU member
inte6ration
states that prevention is better than cure.

!

To my greatest surprise, on the streets of 4aris and other
cities that I visited in Grance many Grench people confessed in
front of the television cameras that they had never seen riots like
this in their life. And these were Cust riots with petrol bombs and
stones thrown by few boys! And I asked myself, what if they had
seen the genocides from Biafra to Rwanda that imperialism
caused, because of its egocentric intent, at the eMpense of poor
Africans in particular and the third world countries at large.
What is happening in Grance today should be a lesson to
nations like Belgium, Kolland, Germany, SwitJerland, Austria,
Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
As a socialist propagandist, I hate vandalism, I believe in
peaceful social and political dialogue. But, when people take the
law into their
hands, that means
that they have been
oppressed beyond
bounds and they
are prone to
eMplode. And their
eMplosion can result
to rioting, rebellion,
terrorism and
sometimes total
anarchy.
At this
Cuncture, EU should
use its tongue to
count its teeth and
know that the
Gortress Europe
has brought severe !arko&' ) after c.eap pop0larit'
damage to Grance
and that many more riots are on the way to other EU member
states that have refused to open up their immigration policy that
encourages marginalised FillegalF immigrants. Immigration policy
in the West is based on corrupt western politicians conniving
with the third world politicians; as a result, immigrants continue
to cross borders and seas no matter what the risk ahead.
SarkoJy is a man who believes that he can become the
4resident of Grance in Q00\ by fighting immigration. Capitalism
has blindfolded the world that our level of forgetting things is
Buite enormous. If not, how can some political riff]raff like Nicolas
SarkoJy of Grance and the Belgium Interior Minister 4atrick
Dawael be propagating what their forefathers could not achieve
years ago^ These two sycophants are looking for cheap
popularity in their political party because they live in the land of
the blind that have eyes but cannot see. They will bring woes to
the entire population of these two nations.
Lastly, I am advocating that the only solution that will
enable people of different race to live in peace is socialism. And
capitalism should be eradicated without further delay to enable
us to enCoy the beautiful things of the world without fear. !
Dele C. Iloanya, Paris
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The
workfare
state:
enforcing
the
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system
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n November anti-capitalists
were urged, via email, to
send a letter of protest to
the ;resident of Argentina
about the threat to evict the
workers cooperative, set up by
former employees, that took
over the bankrupt Bauen Hotel
in the centre of Buenos Aires
two years ago and has been

running it ever since.
When in December D""!
the Argentine economy and
currency began a melt-down
many small and medium-siEed
enterprises went bankrupt or
were simply abandoned by
their owners. Faced with
Goining the already huge and
growing army of unemployed,

Members of the workers cooperative, with the Bauen hotel behind

Argentina's
Worker-Run

Factories:
What Next?
!"

workers in some of these
businesses took matters into
their own hands. They
occupied the workplace and
resumed production on their
own account.
At the time some saw this
as the beginning of a social
revolution in which the
workers take over the factories
and organise production
without the bosses. A more
sober assessment was that this
was workers, in a crisis
situation, reacting in a
pragmatic fashion to try to
ensure that they had some
source of income to maintain
themselves and their families.
But it did at least show, to any
who might not have realised it,
that workers can organise
production without bosses.
This was not really a
mass movement, but it
currently involves some D""
enterprises employing in total
a maximum of !",""" people,
i.e. the average Jrecuperated
enterpriseJ as they call
themselves (recuperated, that
is, from bosses regarded as
undeserving or even thieving)
is one employing about M"
workers. And !",""" less
unemployed is a drop in the
ocean compared with the total
number of unemployed in
Argentina which, even today,
is still over D million.
The authorities, not
wishing to aggravate an
already disastrous economic
and financial crisis, accepted
this situation as a fait accompli
and passed a law allowing
workers cooperatives to play a
part in rescuing failed
businesses. Nnder this law,
local and regional authorities
were empowered to
compulsorily acOuire a failed
business and authorise it to be
run by a workers cooperative
for up to two years pending a
settlement with other creditors
(the workers themselves were
often also creditors in respect
of unpaid wages) or the former
owners. Some recuperated
enterprises went down this
road. Qthers negotiated a lease
with the former owners, which
of course involved paying
them a share of any profits.
Qthers continued to operate
outside the law.
The two years are now
coming up, and with the
Argentine economy having
recovered a little and the social
and political situation
stabilised, the authorities are
beginning to enforce the law,
which gives property rights
over a business either to the
former owners or their
creditors. A number of
businesses taken over by the

workers in D""D have already
been recuperated back from
them. Now, it appears, it is the
turn of the Bauen Hotel.
Evicting the bosses and
organising production without
them is one thingS escaping
from the economic laws of the
market is another - as, within
capitalism, it is not Gust a
Ouestion of organising
production, but also of selling
what is produced. Because of
their precarious legal position,
the workers cooperatives
running a recuperated
enterprise have been at a
competitive disadvantage.
They canTt get proper bank
loans and, because ordinary
capitalist businesses are not
too keen to deal with them,
often have to sell to them via a
go-between (who naturally
demands a share of the
profits).
What the workers
cooperatives, some of which
are organised in a Movimento
Nacional de Empresas
Recuperadas, are now
demanding is a stable legal
frameworkS basically, that the
state or regional or local
authorities compulsorily
purchase the business they are
running and legally hand it
over to them. Thus, the petition
to the ;resident of Argentina
on behalf of the Bauen Hotel
cooperative calls upon Jthe
Argentinian government and
its legislators to act
immediately to . . . pass a law
of definitive expropriation in
favour of the Workplace
cooperative B.A.N.E.N.J
Apart from wanting to
secure their own position, the
broader vision of those behind
the Bauen cooperative seems
to be an economy based on a
network of worker-owned
businesses. Even anarchists in
Argentina, who might be
expected to look favourably on
this, have criticised it:
JCooperativism does not
provide a real solution to the
workersT situation. It is
incapable of providing an
answer in the interests of all
workers. At no time does it
Ouestion the capitalist
production relationships - it
Ouestions only superficial
features (monopolies,
competition, etc.). Even less
can a network of cooperatives
create a parallel subsystem to
capitalismJ
(www.EabalaEa.netZphorumZrea
d.php[f\D]i\!M^]t\!M^).
_es, cooperatives can
only ever involve a minority of
workers, and the more they are
integrated into the capitalist
economy and its profitseeking, the more their
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members will have to discipline and
pressurise themselves in the way the old
bosses did - what used to be known as
Jself-managed exploitationJ.
The Trotskyists have another
solution. According to an article in the
Qctober Le Monde DiplomatiOue:
JDuring D""D there was a lively
debate on whether revived businesses
should get involved in capitalist markets.
A Trotskyist minority called for
nationalisation under worker control. It
took over four businesses, including
Brukman, a garment factory in Buenos
Aires, and aenon, a tile manufacturer in
NeuOubn. The workers involved saw the
rescue as a first step towards a socialist
system in which the state would control
economic planning. The hard-left parties
associated with them did not believe that
cooperatives could survive in a capitalist
marketJ
(mondediplo.comZD""MZ!"Z!csurvey).
It is certainly true that cooperatives
will never be able to outcompete ordinary
capitalist enterprises, but the TrotskyistsT
alternative of the state subsidising the
recuperated enterprises, without reOuiring
them to compete in the marketplace, Gust
to provide Gobs is even more unrealistic and has nothing to do with socialism. (It is
more than likely, however, that this is Gust
another of the TrotskyistsT dishonest
Jtransitional demandsJ which they know
canTt be achieved under capitalism but
offered as bait to obtain a following for
their vanguard party.)
The fact is that there is no way out
for workers within the capitalist system.
Not cooperatives, not reforms, not trade
unions. At most these can only make their
situation a little less unbearable. As long
as capitalism lasts workers will have to
find a source of money one way or another

Cooking
the
Books (1)

Pensioned
Off

According
to
the
government and the
capitalist media, there is
a Jpensions crisisJ in
that, given the growing
proportion of retired
people in the population,
the capitalist class is not going to be able to
afford to maintain pensioners at the same
level as existing ones. Therefore, the
argument goes, people must set aside more
of their current income to purchase future
pension rights. And they must retire later.
It seems to make sense. If there are
more retired people compared to those at
work, surely that must mean that those at
work have to work more andZor consume
less[ This would be true but for one thing: it
ignores the point that over time productivity
increases, even if only fairly slowly. This
means that more wealth can be produced by
a workforce of the same siEe, out of which,
in theory, both current wages and future
pensions can be maintained at the same
level as today.
JIn theoryJ because the fact that this
could happen is no guarantee that it will.
But it does show that the capitalist class
canTt plead poverty here. They can afford to
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and so will always be in a dependent and
precarious position.
But a number of lessons can be
drawn from the recuperated enterprises
movement in Argentina.
Firstly, that built into capitalism is a
class struggle between those who own the
means of wealth production and those
who donTt and who are therefore forced by
economic necessity to sell their ability to
work to those who do. This class struggle
is not Gust over the price and conditions of
sale of the commodity workers are selling.
Nltimately, itTs about control over the
means of production.
If, as happened in Argentina after the
economic melt-down of December D""!,
capitalists abandon their factories or, as
happened in Russia in !d!e, Spain in

“cooperatives will
never be able to
outcompete ordinary
capitalist enterprises“
!dc^, and Hungary in !dM^, the capitalist
state is temporarily incapable of protecting
capitalist property, then the workers more
or less spontaneously take over their
workplaces and keep production going.
Workers are not going to let themselves
starve: if the means of production are
there, and thereTs no state to stop them
using them, theyTll go ahead and use them,
even if they have no revolutionary
pretensions. However, as soon as the state
has got its act together again, then it is in a
position to confront the workers and re-

maintain pensions at current levels.
That this is so was confirmed in a
report, The Ageing ;opulation, ;ensions
and Wealth Creation, released on c!
Qctober by a pro-business think-tank,
TomorrowTs Company. According to the
BBC News of that day:
JQne of the reportTs authors ;hilip
Sadler said there was no Tageing crisisT. TAs
a society we can afford to grow old,T he said.
TRising productivity will outweigh any
negative influence on living standards from
an ageing population.TJ
The report asked Jhow can a working
population that is expected to remain
around De to Df million create sufficient
wealth over the next cM years to support an
additional five million pensioners[J
and answers:
JThe main factor affecting our
ability to afford an ageing population
without the erosion of living standards is the
impact of rising productivity. More than
anything else, rising productivity
explains the paradox that
ageing
societies
have
simultaneously
become
wealthier. At a mere !.eM per
cent productivity growth per
year, by D"gM, an average
British worker will be about
twice as productive as today.
In other words, a doubling of

impose access to the means of production
only on its terms.
Which leads to the second lesson: the
importance of who controls the state. At
the moment, in Argentina as elsewhere,
this is in the hands of people favourable to
the continuation of capitalism, itself a
reflection of the fact that most workers too
donTt see any alternative to capitalism. The
state, therefore, upholds legal private
property rights. The importance of
political power is in fact fully recognised
by the recuperated enterprises movement.
This is why they are calling for the law on
property rights to be changed so as to
recognise the property rights of the
workers cooperatives which are running
recuperated enterprisesS which will only
happen if they can get the elected lawmakers to do so, either by pressuring them
from outside or by electing ones
favourable to a change in the law. This is
why, too, they want people to petition the
;resident of Argentina.
The end of capitalism can only come
as a result of a consciously socialist
political movement winning control of
political power with a view to abolishing
all capitalist property rights and ushering
in the common ownership and democratic
control of the means of production. The
preconditions for ending capitalism are a
maGority socialist consciousness and
workers democratically self-organised in a
large-scale socialist party. Neither of
which, unfortunately, existed in Argentina.
Which is why the recuperated enterprises
movement there has proved a dead-end
and why the workers cooperatives it gave
rise to are now forced to compromise and
integrate themselves into capitalism to
survive. !
ADAM BUICK

new value and resources being produced
while the number and share of over ^gs
grows by less than M" per cent.J
What is interesting in a report from a
pro-business lobby is that it acknowledges
that it is the Jworking populationJ who are
the Jwealth creatorsJ rather than the usual
guff we get from such groups about
entrepreneurs being wealth creators. Wealth
can only be created by human beings
applying their mental and physical energies
to materials that originally came from
nature.
But they do write as if there was a
direct transfer from the Jworking
populationJ to the pensioners. In fact, this
only happens indirectly, as the wealth is
taken from its direct producers, the
workers, by the capitalist class and
then transferred by them, via the
state and pension funds, to pensioners. So
pensions come out of profits, not wages.
Which is why how to pay for pensions is
a problem for the capitalist class.
However they solve it,
what we get will never be
enough to compensate for
a lifetime of exploitation.

!!

One hundred years ago this year there happened a series
of events in Russia, culminating in a general uprising in
December, that Trotsky called 'the dress rehearsal for the
revolution of 1917' and which in terms of bloodshed were
far more violent than the actual events in St. Petersburg
twelve years later.

1905: the first

Russian Revolution

R

A meeting of the Russian Social Democratic
Labour Party. Lenin is centre, Martov
second from right
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ussia at the time was a
predominantly agrarian country.
80 per cent of its inhabitants were
peasants, eking out a very meagre
existence from the soil. They had been
emancipated from being serfs in 1861 by a
decree of Tsar Alexander III but peasant
understanding of personal ownership in
land remained very rudimentary. After the
1861 emancipation act there arose a
widespread and deeply held belief among
the peasants that at some time in the future
a redistribution of land was going to
happen. This belief made them a very
volatile and potentially revolutionary class,
although they had no political aims and
could see no further than land.
Whereas in Britain and most of
Europe at the time, a strong nobility had
limited the power of the monarch,
allowing a rising capitalist class to
develop. In Russia, Tsar Nicholas had
absolute power. He ruled under a system
called patrimonialism, in which everything
belonged to the Tsar. He was absolute
monarch and nothing could change without
his consent. There was no parliament or
constitution. Government officials were
directly responsible to him, and he
believed firmly in upholding this system,
much as Charles I of England believed
firmly in the divine right of Kings. This
meant in practice that the growth of
capitalist industry in Russia was limited
and largely reliant on foreign capital.
Consequently the indigenous capitalist
class was very weak.
As a result of this weakness the path
to a political and legal set-up in which
capitalist development could flourish was
undertaken by the 'intelligentsia', a concept
peculiar to Russia. Comprised largely of
university students, lawyers, and artists
(i.e. writers) it was more or less open to
anyone who was against the patrimonial
set-up. And because Tsar Nicholas was
extremely rigid in his outlook and
frightened of any change that could limit
his power, democratic protest from the
1870s onwards was not an option. Protest
became channelled into the form of
violence, with assassinations of
government officials taking a prominent
part. A movement, openly committed to
assassination, called the People's Will
came into being, attracting the support of
much of the intelligentsia, including, for a
time, Lenin. Some thousands of

government officials were killed;
assassination became a way of life.
The response from the government,
backed by the Tsar, was repression, to
clamp down ever more tightly. The use of
whips by the police to quell student strikes
did not endear the government to those
who wanted change. At the close of the
19th century with the setting-up of the
Okhrana, Russia became the first police
state in history. It was riddled with secret
police infiltrating agents into most of the
anti-Tsar organisations. Various political
parties had developed by this time, with
varying aims, ranging from the
establishment of a parliament and a
constitution to establishing socialism. The
exact nature of what they meant by
socialism was never really stated, but
probably boiled down to some kind of
nationalisation, with tight government
control. Around this time many of Marx's
early writings had arrived in Russia and
Marx was very popular, but not much
understood. Funnily enough Capital was
allowed by the censor who thought it was
so dreary no one would read it, but mostly
Marx's writings were smuggled in.
By 1905 there were three major
political parties loosely representing
different class interests. They were the
Democratic Constitutional Party (Kadets)
(bourgeois), Social Democratic Labour
Party (working class or proletariat in the
language of the day), and Socialist
Revolutionaries (roughly, peasants and
workers).
Tactics varied from assassination,
advocating strike action, to 'leading the
workers to the dictatorship of the
proletariat' but all were agreed on the
necessity to remove the Tsar. From the
1890s onwards things were growing tense.
Conditions of work in the factories and
railways were abysmal, with very low
wages, working hours of twelve to
fourteen hours a day and appalling living
conditions, much like they had been a few
years earlier in Britain's industrial
revolution. There were many very large
factories in Russia employing up to six
thousand workers, attracting thousands of
unskilled peasants. They were mainly
housed in rapidly built barracks crammed
in four or five to one room, quite a few of
those employing a night shift saving on
bed linen by having the night and day
shifts use the same bed.
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From left: Martov; Palace Guards preparing to fire at protestors; Stolypin

As usual, as a result of hasty building
to accommodate large numbers of workers
sanitary conditions were practically nonexistent with open sewers in St Petersburg
and Moscow and the consequent health
risk, the usual concomitants of capitalism
in its early stages.
In 1903 the Social Democratic
Labour Party held a conference in London
to draw up fresh rules (largely to contain
the split in their ranks between those
following Lenin and those supporting
Martov). Lenin was insistent on the need
for a tightly integrated, disciplined party of
professional revolutionaries. Martov was in
favour of a more open, less disciplined
party with much easier access to
membership. The conference lead to a
decisive split, roughly down the middle but
with a slight edge to Lenin. From that
time on these two sections were known by
the name of Bolsheviks (majority) and
Mensheviks (minority), leading to open
conflict between these groups, played out
fifteen years later at the time of the
deposition of the Tsar and the Bolshevik
rise to power.
So, at the turn of the century there
existed a highly critical situation. An all
powerful and inflexible, but nevertheless
weak, Tsar, a poorly organised and illdeveloped native capitalist class, a
peasantry in rebellious mood but nonpoliticised, and a small as yet unorganised
working class, not political, whose aims
were confined to improving working
conditions. On the fringe a party of
professional revolutionaries whose aim
was to lead the proletariat as their
'vanguard', but as yet had minimal
influence. Something had to give! In 1905
it did.
In 1904 Russia went to war against
Japan, in a war that was partly territorial,
and partly, as most Western historians seem
agreed, a bid by the Russian government to
distract attention from current difficulties
and unite the population in a patriotic
fervour with a resounding victory.
Unfortunately for the Tsar it didn't work, as
there was an even more resounding defeat.
The general public lack of support for the
Tsar fell even lower. More large-scale
strikes ensued, and then, in 1905, there
happened an event only too common in the
struggles of the working class to gain
justice.
Trade unions had been disallowed up
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till then in Russia but the government had
been experimenting with police-led unions
in an attempt to take the heat out of
workers discontent. One of these was a
union led by a priest, Father Gapon. Father
Gapon thought it a worthy idea to lead a
march in St. Petersburg to appeal to the
Tsar, following the commonly-held belief
in countries with a very powerful head that
their father figure is unaware of the
sufferings of the population and will
intervene to put them right if only they can
bring their problems to his attention. On
Sunday 22 January some 150,000 people
gathered in St Petersburg and marched on
the Winter Palace where it was believed
the Tsar was in residence. It was a
peaceful protest, many were carrying
icons, none were carrying weapons; they
believed the Tsar would listen. They were

“any worthwhile
progress in human
society must come,
and can only come,
from the working
class”
met by troops who opened fire. The death
toll was estimated at 200 killed and 800
wounded, reminiscent of many other panic
reactions by governing bodies to peaceful
working class demonstrations, Peterloo,
Tiananmen Square among them. Support
for the Tsar fell even further from then on.
Bloody Sunday, as it was thereafter
called, opened the floodgates and the
country was in turmoil. Strikes,
demonstrations, outbreaks of violence were
the order of the day. Eventually it was
reluctantly agreed to inaugurate a
constituent assembly called the 'Duma'.
This was set up and delegates were voted
in, many of them peasants, but it never had
any real power. In the mind of the Tsar it
was only a sop which he intended to
revoke as soon as the opportunity
presented itself.
The conservative reaction to this
concession was extreme. A party was set
up, the Octoberist party, which encouraged

mob violence against supporters of the
Duma. Government-inspired pogroms
against Jews resulted in thousands of
deaths and much homelessness. A wave of
strikes broke out, peasant violence against
their landlords escalated, similar to the
French peasant violence and destruction of
chateaux in another bourgeois revolution.
The country was approaching a civil war.
The appointment of a new minister of the
interior, Stolypin, brought some ease to the
country. His reign of repression consisted
of setting special courts, which would have
no compunction about passing the death
sentence. So many were hanged that the
nickname 'Stolypin's neckties' became
popular. He was eventually assassinated at the opera, in front of the Tsar.
On the positive side, Stolypin
initiated land reforms that were meant to
be progressive but are generally agreed as
having no great effect. The country
gradually settled down, though never
completely, and from around 1908 to 1914
there was a mild boom, with an increase in
capital development.
Was 1905 a revolution? Not really. It
was more a revolt, by large sections of the
population against savagely repressive
conditions, and by the nascent capitalist
class to establish the freedom to operate.
But there was no proposal to change the
basis of society and each element, the
peasants, the bourgeoisie, the nobles were
paddling their own canoe. There was only
one way they could go: capitalism. At best
it was a rebellion, but one that had a
profound influence on a similar uprising
twelve years later which did change the
basis of Russian society by completely
uprooting Tsarism.
There are many lessons to be learned
from this one episode in a period of violent
change. One is that any worthwhile
progress in human society must come, and
can only come, from the working class.
Relying on our rulers to initiate worthwhile
change is as useless as the Russian
peasants' reliance on the Tsar. But above
all is the fact that no force can cut short the
natural development of society until it is
ready for change. !
CYRIL EVANS
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Monkey Business

A

ccording to the
New Scientist
(5 November)
s o m e
monkeys can be
taught
to
be
captivated
by
capitalism.
The
research is gleefully
popularised in the
Daily
Mail
(3
November). The reports
don't actually talk about
capitalism but the message is
clear - the money system is not
only embedded in human nature, it
also goes back to monkey nature.
Apparently scientists at Yale
University conducted experiments
on capuchin monkeys showing
that they can be taught how to use
money and even master the art of
shopping for bargains.
They
learned to use silver discs as coins
to buy pieces of apple and
cucumber from the researchers.
When the apple slices were made
"cheaper" than cucumber meaning more apple was offered
for the same amount of money they opted for the better-value
apple.
The monkeys then resorted
to underhand tactics to hold on to
their cash - by hiding the real coins
and offering up "counterfeit" coins
made of cucumber. They also
showed a gambling streak.
enjoying a game which enabled
them to win or lose prized grapes
on the flip of a coin.
Fascinating stuff. But the
New Scientist report didn't tell the
whole story. Some of the more
intelligent monkeys went on to
figure that they were living in an

animal class society.
The
human
experimenters
possessed all the
means
of
production and
distribution: the
laboratory, the
stockpile
of
silver discs, the
food rations for
the workers. All
the
monkeyworkers could do
was
earn
a
precarious living by
doing various tricks to
please their masters in return for
food portions.
So the class-conscious
monkeys got together and decided
the only way to achieve their
emancipation was to mount a
revolution. They conveyed to the
researchers where they could put
their silver discs. Instead of access
to the means of life only by
earning discs, they decided to
build a new and classless animal
society in which all monkeys and
researchers would stand equal in
regard to the means of wealth.
The experimenters didn't like
the prospect of being dispossessed
of their wealth and privilege. They
threatened to use armed force to
put
down
the
revolution.
Fortunately this turned out to be an
idle threat.
Although a few
lumpenmonkeys briefly took the
side of the experimenters, the vast
majority saw that the new system
of production for use and free
access was in the best interests of
all animalkind.!
SRP

Who needs
the rich?
To be one of the idle
these days £1
Cooking rich
million is not enough,
according to the private
the
Coutts & Co.,
Books (2) bank,
who
specialise
in
dealing
with
the
accounts
of
such
people. The "super-wealthy", said Coutts'
chief executive Sarah Davies, was "a person
who didn't have to work if they chose not to,
and who was able to lead a life of luxury"
(Times, 18 October).
Twenty-five years ago £1 million
would have allowed you to lead a life of
luxury, defined as having a 5-bedroom
house with two staff, an apartment and a
yacht in the south of France, eating out twice
a week in a posh restaurant, and going on
three two-week holidays to a luxury
destination. To lead such a life today you
need, apparently, some £3 million.
Nobody could amass that amount by
working. Those that do possess such a
fortune will have got it either by inheriting it
14

Don't take me
to your leader

T

he
subject
of
leadership has been
much in the news
recently. The Labour
Party conference breathed
fresh life into the ailing story
of how long Tweedleblair
will hang on to the top job,
thus denying Tweedlebrown
the juicy fruits of office. The
Conservatives, trying hard to
find a leader who will last
more than 15 minutes, have
engaged in a drawn-out
beauty contest long on
candidates but short on
beauty. Even leaders need
their leaders - George Dubya
is reported to have said that
he was instructed by God to
invade Iraq.
The socialist view on
leadership is quite simple
and straightforward. We
don't need leaders and can do
very well without them.
Socialists are neither leaders
nor followers - we are
participants in the socialist
movement and will be social
equals in a socialist society.
That is not to say that
some of the qualities
sometimes associated with
leadership will not be
relevant in socialism. Today
we rightly reject the idea that
the Socialist Party has a
leader, but it does have a
General Secretary to carry
out certain democratic
functions. Similarly, we don't
have leading writers or

or by wheeling and dealing in the City or in
property speculation, as a look at the Sunday
Times annual Rich List confirms. In other
words, they can only lead their life of luxury
on the proceeds of the exploitation of those
who do work. They are not the only ones
doing this since the "fat cats" at the top of
private and state industry who pay
themselves bloated salaries and bonuses are
at it too.
A million pounds is still a lot of money
of course and would still allow a person not
to work if they chose not to, though not the
sort of life of luxury just described; rather
not much above the average of the rest of us.
But it's a measure of how non-rich most
people are - and so have to go out onto the
labour market to find an employer - that
there are only 425,000 millionaires in
Britain, which is under 1 percent of the adult
population.
It couldn't be otherwise of course,
since the basis of capitalism is the wages
system and, to work, the wages system
requires that most people are forced by
economic necessity to sell their mental and
physical energies as the means of obtaining
money to buy the things they need to live.
One old socialist definition of a
capitalist was a person who has sufficient

leading speakers, but we do
have an editorial board and a
procedure to test members
who want to speak publicly
on behalf of the Party.
Leadership is not to be
confused with exercising
initiative. The Socialist Party
as an organisation, and
socialism as a future society,
both need people who will
start something or improve
on what exists. Thus the
fresh design and layout of the
Socialist Standard since the
beginning of this year was
the result of a few members
using
their
initiative,
responding to what they saw
as a need and supported
democratically by the Party
as a whole. The same applies
to Capitalism and Other
Kids' Stuff, the first of what is
intended as a number of
socialist DVDs.
For
socialism
celebrities are out, while
developing
everyone's
potential is in. If someone
paints a
number of
acclaimed pictures, gives
excellent
theatrical
performances, makes an
outstanding contribution to a
particular branch of science,
they will no doubt be
recognised - but they won't
be worshipped as demigods.!
STAN PARKER

wealth and unearned income from it to avoid
having to sell their ability to work. In other
words, someone who plays no part in
producing the wealth of society but lives off
the backs of those who do. The pro-capitalist
economist Keynes called such people
"rentiers" and looked forward to their
gradual "euthanasia".
In Russia after 1917 they actually did
this. The idle rich were dispossessed without
compensation and went into exile. Some
people thought that this meant the abolition
of capitalism. But it didn't: capitalism
continued without them, but run by the state.
The lesson of this was that if you
abolish the super-wealthy and the idle rich
you don't necessarily abolish capitalism.
Capitalism is essentially an economic
system (of capital accumulation out of the
surplus-value obtained by exploiting wagelabour). It is this impersonal economic
mechanism that wage and salary workers are
up against and which involves their
exploitation irrespective of who manages
the system or benefits from it (whether
private capitalists or those who directly
control the state). It is this system, not the
idle rich as such, who are only a by-product
of it, that socialists are out to abolish.
Socialist Standard December
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My road to
Socialism
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I

n this strange system that
received opinion holds to be
democratic, who gets to be
represented and to what degree?
When I was living in "The People's
Republic of South Yorkshire" I
wasn't the right age to vote, but given
the chance I would have succeeded in
backing the winning candidate (the
only time in my life), little realizing
that although he would have been my
representative in Parliament he
would have represented me very
little.
Later, in the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea, being over
21 at last, I got my chance to put my
X and did so feeling that now I could
make my mark. What an exhilarating
feeling, to be able to make a
difference! With hindsight it's easy to
see I was wrong in two ways; (1) that
a vote for Labour would count for
anything in that constituency, and (2)
that, even if my choice had been
elected, he would actually represent
any of my core principles. But I kept
on hoping and putting my X (my
democratic responsibility) whilst
actively demonstrating how I thought
the world should be - in Grosvenor
Square (US Embassy) against the
Vietnam war, at the South African
Embassy against apartheid, in
Trafalgar Square with CND - you
name it, I was there. All this whilst
studying for a degree so I could get a
good job. Big trouble with the
Principal for trying to recruit a few
fellow students at my 'seat of
learning' into a students' union. How
terrible, we would have had access to
cheaper books and tickets to
concerts.
The 'good job', teaching,
spanning a good number of years, led

to more militancy. Must show
solidarity, join the union, march for
better
conditions,
withdraw
participation in voluntary activities,
work to rule. Life seemed to be one
long struggle for the things I believed
in. Meanwhile, a move to Kent and
maybe I could try 'strategic' voting.
Could I help to keep a particular
candidate out rather than failing
consistently to get mine in?
In the job (sorry, profession) a
'restructuring' of the pay scales and
an apparent promotion yielded an
actual pay freeze. Forget the 1250
hours that had been negotiated and
hard won; now the schools started
'opting out' and going 'GrantMaintained' (even the decent canteen
grub took a knock with privatisation).
This led to newly qualified teachers
being interviewed for posts asked
such loaded questions as "How late
in the evening are you prepared to
stay on the premises?" and being
given the kudos of an 'acting-up' post
for a year in the wild hope of a salary
increase the following year for work
already done.
Glad to be out of that rat-race.
Lots of very happy and satisfying
classroom experiences; as for the rest
of it.
Now I'm an 'ex-pat', an
'economic migrant' with no vote and
no representation in my adopted
country. I am my own representative,
wholly responsible to myself and my
community. Moreover, I have come
to the full realization that I have shed
my last skin and can confidently say
I know what it feels like to have
emerged
as
a
fully-fledged
socialist.!
JANET SURMAN
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Book Reviews
Dead man writing
Philosophical Arabesques. By Nikolai
Bukharin. Pluto Press. 2005.
£35
(hardback)

While Bukharin
was in prison,
awaiting the show
trial that would
lead to him being
sentenced to death
and executed in
1938
on
preposterous,
trumped-up
charges
of
sabotage
and
treason, he chose
to spent the time writing books. One of
these was on philosophy. It was found in
the Kremlin archives after the fall of state
capitalism, published in Russia and now in
English translation.
Bukharin was one of the more
interesting and able of the Bolsheviks.
Even before the Bolshevik seizure of
power he had written a couple of books
which are quite acceptable as an
expression of a Marxist point of view:
Imperialism and the World Economy and
The Theory of the Leisure Class (a
criticism of the Austrian school of
marginalist economics), both written in
1914 when he was 26. After the Bolsheviks
came to power he was an obvious
candidate to codify Bolshevik theory;
which he did in The ABC of Communism
(written with E. Preobrazhensky) (1919),
The Economics of the Transformation
Period (1920), and The Theory of
Historical Materialism (1921) which are
sophisticated defences of Bolshevik theory
and practice using Marxian terminology
and concepts.
As a member of the Politburo,
Bukharin also played a political role. In the
struggles amongst the Bolshevik leaders
following the death of Lenin in 1924, he
supported the policy of consolidating the
Bolshevik regime internally (as opposed to
trying to foment world revolution)
favoured by Stalin and most members of
the Russian party. In fact, as editor of
Pravda in the 1920s, it fell to him to come
up with a theoretical defence of this policy.
It can even be said that he, even more than
Stain, elaborated the theory of "socialism
in one country" so reviled by Trotskyists.
To do so he had to identify
"socialism" with the state sector of the
economy, i.e. with what he had once called
"state capitalism" (he had temporarily been
one of the "leftist blockheads" denounced
by Lenin in 1918 for opposing the
Bolsheviks' economic policy of the time as
"state capitalism": of course it was state
capitalism, retorted Lenin, adding that,
what's more, state capitalism would be a
step forward for economically backward
Russia). He opposed the adoption of
Stalin's policy of forced industrialization
and collectivisation of agriculture in 1929
and so fell from favour, but remained a
leading figure in the regime. However,
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once Stalin decided in the mid-1930s to
eliminate all potential rivals he was a
doomed man.
Perhaps surprisingly, Philosophical
Arabesques represents a return to his
earlier Marxist approach to things, in the
tradition of Plekhanov who wrote
extensively on materialism and problems
of philosophy. He does follow rather
slavishly Lenin's philosophical views as
expressed
in
Materialism
and
Empiriocriticism (1908) and Philosophical
Notebooks (1915), but these were not all
that different from those of other pre-WWI
Social Democrats in the Marxist tradition.
The trouble was that Lenin was
intellectually intolerant and in his 1908
book
violently
denounced
other
materialists, who didn't agree with his
version of materialism, for being not
materialists but crypto-idealists, solipsists
(people who believe that only their self
exists) and what he called "fideists"
(religious).
Thus, it is rather offputting to find in
the opening chapters of Bukharin's book
the 18th century Scottish philosopher
David Hume described as a "subjective
idealist" and a "solipsist", whereas all he
had done was to question whether or not
such a thing as absolute knowledge was
possible (a proposition also challenged,
even if from a different angle, by
dialectics). Hume - and the others in the
British empiricist tradition which includes
Bertrand Russell and AJ Ayer, both
declared atheists - were not "idealists" in
the sense of believing that the outside
world only existed in the mind and were
certainly not so mad as to think that only
they existed.
They are certainly open to criticism
for their approach of starting from the
point of view of an isolated philosopher
sitting in his study trying to work out, on
the basis of his personal sense-perceptions,
if he really can either know or believe that
the outside world and other people exist;
instead of from the point of view of
humans living and producing as a social
and socialised group - a criticism Bukharin
also makes of them, pointing out that the
fact that the isolated philosopher uses
words to think shows in itself that other
humans must exist since language is a
product of human society. But to call them
names that suggest they deny the existence
of a world outside the human mind is
absurd, in fact a display of ignorance.
Bukharin is more at home with
German philosophy (which really was
idealist) - Kant, Schelling, Fichte, Hegel.
Although he mentions Hegel in every
chapter, he provides a balanced view of his
system, warts and all (and some of the
warts were enormous) and of what Marx
took from it as its "rational core".
Basically, what Marx retained and
applied to the real world as opposed to the
world of ideas was (1) that you should not
judge by empirical appearances alone
(otherwise you might think that the Sun
went round the Earth) but try, by
theoretical analysis, to get at what might be
behind them, (2) that everything is an interrelated part of the whole that is the
universe, and (3) that everything is in a
constant process of being transformed into
something else, but that this change is not

always continuous but involves leaps and
breaks. Add to this the traditional
materialist view, that non-living nature
preceded living forms of nature, that as an
animal capable of abstract thought and
consciousness of self humans evolved
from animals without this capacity, and
that mind and consciousness cannot exist
apart from a living body, and you have
"dialectical materialism".
Whether dialectics is the basic law of
motion of the universe (as Bukharin
argues) or a human description and
interpretation of what they observe in
nature remains a subject of debate, even
amongst Marxists.
Bukharin's book would be of interest
merely as the writing of someone who
knows he is soon going to be killed but it is
also worth reading in its own right as a
work of philosophy. Bukharin obviously
thought this an important subject to choose
it as his last writing. He even asked to be
executed by poison "like Socrates". Stalin
let him be shot.
ALB

Hypocrisy Exposed
Simon Schama: Rough Crossings:
Britain, the Slaves and the American
Revolution. BBC Books £20.

Forget Schama the
TV historian - this
is a solid piece of
research into a
sordid piece of
British
and
American history
from the late 18th
and early 19th
century.
The
European colonists
in
America
rebelled against
their British rulers, leading to the
Declaration of Independence in 1776. This
was the period of slavery and the slave
trade, and many black slaves (and 'free'
blacks)
saw
through
American
protestations about liberty and supported
the loyalist (i.e. British) side. Some black
people fought on the patriot (American)
side, though slaves were excluded from the
American army and giving arms to any
black people was anathema to many,
especially in the south.
But once Britain had been defeated,
the question arose of what would happen to
these black 'loyalists'. Some escaped slaves
were recaptured by their owners, but most
managed to avoid this dire fate and were
given certificates by the British
commandant of New York, stating that
they were free to go where they wished
(i.e. they were no longer slaves and subject
to the orders of their owner). In 1783 many
loyalists, both white and black, were
shipped off to Nova Scotia to start a new
life. But the 3,500 black settlers there were
subject to appalling discrimination, being
always last in line for such things as food
supplies and allotment of land.
Consequently, many of the former
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slaves travelled (in some cases, returned) to
Africa, specifically to what later became
Freetown in Sierra Leone. Under the
initially somewhat paternalistic regime of
the Sierra Leone Company, they attempted
to establish a settlement of their own where
they could produce their own crops and
trade with local chiefs. In principle,
everything was run democratically, with
each head of household having a vote,
including women. Says Schama, 'the first
women to cast their votes for any kind of
public office anywhere in the world were
black, liberated slaves who had chosen
British freedom'. But this freedom was
illusory: in 1800 the black residents of
Freetown rebelled against mistreatment but
were savagely put down, by a Company
army partly consisting of Maroons (former
Jamaican slaves who now fought on the
British side). Two of the leaders were
hanged.
Schama effectively exposes the
hypocrisy of the rulers on both sides. The
British government scoffed at the
Americans' pretensions to freedom while
owning other human beings, and
Americans condemned a system where the
poorest inhabitants of British cities were
little better than slaves. He also brings out
the courage and tenacity of slaves and exslaves who fought for some dignity in their
lives.
PB

Stopping Short
Derek Wall:
Economics
Globalist
Movements.

Babylon and Beyond: the
of Anti-Capitalist, Antiand
Radical
Green
Pluto Press £14.99.

This is a textbook-like survey of various
trends in the anti-globalisation movement.
As such, it covers a great deal of material
in less than 200 pages, from avowed
supporters of capitalism such as Joseph
Stiglitz to autonomists like Toni Negri, via
Naomi Klein and (but why?) Major
Douglas and social credit. There are too
many direct quotations, and too many
typos (e.g. references to Lenin on
imperialism as 'the highest state of
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capitalism'). But not
many readers will
be familiar with all
the writers and
activists mentioned
here, so the book
does serve a useful
purpose, though it
is scarcely a full
guide to the ideas of
particular thinkers.
On the whole
Derek Wall
Wall summarises
other views rather
than expressing opinions of his own, but he
does sometimes let his own attitudes show
through. For instance, he is sceptical about
the ideas of some 'green localists' that a
decentralised economy would naturally
lead to ecological sustainability and social
justice. The chapter on 'Marxisms' (note
the plural) starts well, with a photo of the
Socialist Party's founding conference, but
ends weakly with references to Russia,
Cuba, etc., as if these dictatorships
constituted a valid reason for rejecting
Marx's ideas. He discerns a 'proglobalisation strand of Marx's thought',
which is correct to the extent that Marx saw
capitalism as expanding into more and
more parts of the world, but it is simplistic
to transfer what he wrote in this regard 150
years ago to the present day. Capitalism has
long been a world system and created the
potential for abundance, so there is no need
for further globalisation and the
concomitant wars and impoverishment.
As a Green Party member, Wall
himself seems to support what he calls
'ecosocialism'. Certainly we can accept that
Socialism needs to include ecological
concerns, indeed that this will be a crucial
aspect of a society based on common
ownership. We can also agree with his
description of the ideas of Joel Kovel: "The
use of what is useful and beautiful must be
pursued, while exchange values must be
rejected. . . . The rejection of exchange
values is essential to reducing resource
consumption and human alienation."
Unfortunately Wall stops short of
advocating the abolition of the wages
system, and it's just not clear what sort of
society he does stand for. There are some
remarks about "moving beyond the
market" and "extending the commons",

and some praise for the open source
software movement, where software is put
on the web for free (Wall suggests that
Marx would have used the open source
browser Firefox!). This is OK as far as it
goes, but it needs to be taken that crucial
bit further.
PB

Tankies, Mate...
John Callaghan, Cold War, Crisis and
Conflict, Lawrence & Wishart, £15.99
Geoff Andrews, Endgames and New
Times, Lawrence & Wishart, £15.99

Lawrence & Wishart's
'official' history of the
CPGB is completed
by these two volumes
which,
somewhat
overlapping, cover
the years from 1951
to the party's oh so
sad demise in 1991.
Taken together this
pair resemble the first
two
dry-as-dust
academic tomes by James Klugmann
published in the mid-60s rather than the
more readable but scanty volumes of
Noreen Branson. The similarity between
them ends there however. Callaghan's task
of covering the middle years of the 50s and
60s was more difficult given the rather
arbitrary starting and ending points (1951
and 1968) and, despite the excitements
promised in the title, the era was a largely
static one so far as the CPGB was
concerned. Callaghan however rises to the
challenge and his book is an excellent
survey of the organisation during the era.
The same cannot be said of the other
offering.
Whereas
Callaghan
is
dispassionate in his treatment of the CPGB,
Andrews' book reads like a polemic rather
than a serious history. His supposition that
the downfall of the CPGB was due to the
decline of the industrial working class
sounds like a Holocaust denier's rantings:
"They just vanished mate". (On the other
hand this is slightly more plausible than
one version which points a finger at the
CIA) And with his constant waving of "the
Soviet Mantra" and even a snide mention
of "tankies", it is obvious which side he
was on in the Civil War in the party. Not
that we could give a monkey's for either
side. Both were downright reformists. And
just how low down this supposedly
revolutionary organisation was can be
judged in the book. One 'demand' was for
the reduction of National Service from two
years to one. Not even the SWP in its
current Mad Mullah Alliance phase is that
bad. So Callaghan gets ten out of ten while
Andrews' book gets him a wooden spoon
rapped over the knuckles - and the CPGB?
A nice cosy corner in the great dustbin of
history specially reserved.
KAZ
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Meetings
CHISWICK
Tuesday 20 December 8pm

West London Branch
Social
Canteen (first door on left), Chiswick
Town Hall, Heathfield Terrace, W4
(nearest tube: Turnham Green).

CLAPHAM
Saturday 10 December, 11 am to 5pm

Book Sale (Marx,

Labour Movement, etc)

Socialist Party Head Office, 52 Clapham
High Street, SW4 (nearest tube: Clapham
North).

Fifty Years Ago
OIL - THE PRIZE IN
THE MIDDLE EAST
Fahoud is the name of the spot in the
Arabian desert that is the centre of the
drama
being
played
out
with
repercussions throughout the Eastern
Mediterranean lands, and Fahoud spells
oil. Mr. Noel Barber, correspondent of the
Daily Mail told the story in the issues of 31
October and 7 November.
"A year ago no white man had ever
been there. Today, under the lea of a great
escarpment - with the nearest natural
water-hole more than 100 miles away there lies a small cluster of huts and tents,
and by the side an airstrip. It is Fahoud, a
name you can find on no map. In it live a
sturdy band of lonely men, Britain's
advance force in the war for oil that daily
gathers momentum in the Middle East . . .
Fahoud pinpoints the struggle for oil being
fought by vast concerns in Wall Street and
the City, by diplomats in Geneva, and in

c l a s h e s
between
t r o o p s
patrolling the
tenuous
d e s e r t
boundaries.
It is the battle
between the
Saudis and
the British,
between
America and
Britain
for
mastery in
the world's
What it’s all about: oil
r i c h e s t
oilfield."
(Daily Mail, 7/11/55).
As Noel Barber says of his report: "It
is a story that might have been written 60
years ago, when 'outposts of Empire' were
fashionable."
He points out that British and
American interests clash. American oil
companies are closely connected with the

ownership and development of the
concession oil fields in Saudi Arabia, while
British companies, and the British
Government, are associated with the Aden
Protectorate, the Sultan of Muscat and the
Sheikh Abu Zhabi. After attempts to settle
the dispute by arbitration had broken
down, Sir Anthony Eden announced in the
House of Commons on 26 October that
"native troops, commanded by British
officers, had reoccupied the Buraini Oasis
after a skirmish with Saudi Arabian forces
who marched in three years ago." (Daily
Mail, 31/10/55).
(From article by 'H',
Standard, December 1955)

Socialist

Declaration of Principles
This declaration is the basis of our
organisation and, because it is
also an important historical
document dating from the
formation of the party in 1904, its
original language has been
retained.

Object

The establishment of a system
of society based upon the
common ownership and
democratic control of the
means and instruments for
producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of
the whole community.

Declaration of Principles
The Socialist Party of Great
Britain holds

1.That society as at present
constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living
(i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.)
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by the capitalist or master class,
and the consequent enslavement
of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

the emancipation of the working
class will involve the emancipation
of all mankind, without distinction
of race or sex.

2.That in society, therefore, there
is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class
struggle between those who
possess but do not produce and
those who produce but do not
possess.

5.That this emancipation must be
the work of the working class
itself.

3.That this antagonism can be
abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class
from the domination of the master
class, by the conversion into the
common property of society of the
means of production and
distribution, and their democratic
control by the whole people.
4.That as in the order of social
evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom,

6.That as the machinery of
government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to
conserve the monopoly by the
capitalist class of the wealth taken
from the workers, the working
class must organize consciously
and politically for the conquest of
the powers of government,
national and local, in order that
this machinery, including these
forces, may be converted from an
instrument of oppression into the
agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic
and plutocratic.

7.That as all political parties are
but the expression of class
interests, and as the interest of
the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all
sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class
emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.
8.The Socialist Party of Great
Britain, therefore, enters the field
of political action determined to
wage war against all other
political parties, whether alleged
labour or avowedly capitalist, and
calls upon the members of the
working class of this country to
muster under its banner to the
end that a speedy termination
may be wrought to the system
which deprives them of the fruits
of their labour, and that poverty
may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, and slavery
to freedom.
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was in the Bullingdon;
recalling an evening of their
typical revelry, he refers to
his fellow members as a
"proud phalanx of tailcoated
twits". The idea is that after
the Bullingdon had had their
fun they would evade being
arrested by offering to pay
generously for the damage a tactic denied to working
class rowdies causing
problems in their local
Tandoori, who have to pay
for the damage as well as
being arrested, fined or even
sent into custody. There is
no record of how active
Cameron was in the
Bullingdon; in any case he
obviously devoted some
time to work as he emerged
with a first class degree in
something other than
Criminal Damage, which
was his passport into a job
in the Conservative
Research Department.

Private (?)
Lives

Ascent

“I did a lot of
things before I
came into politics
that I shouldn't
have done"

P

olitical nerds will have found some
excitement in the Tories' leadership
election, if only because of the
possibility that it would repeat the
mistakes of the recent past - like John
Major, William Hague and Iain Duncan
Smith. Spending so many years in
opposition has caused the Tory membership
to ask the unbearable question of whether
they are any longer the natural party of
government - a nightmare from which,
many of them have been hoping, the new
boy David Cameron will awaken them.
Perhaps Cameron's rise in the Conservative
Party announces that they have moved away
from the Thatcherite style, as the favourite
of estate agents and car salesmen. For
Cameron, like Carrington, Whitelaw and
Hurd before him, is a toff; he is related to
the 6th Duke of Somerset, the 7th. Earl of
Denbigh, the 2nd Earl of Shrewsbury and
others of that ilk.
With so much blue blood in his veins
it was entirely natural that he should go to
Eton and then to Oxford, to Brasenose
College where they expect everyone to be
touched by "the tranquil consciousness of
an effortless superiority" (which is not
meant to include Jeffrey Archer, who was
an undergraduate there). Perhaps being
superior led Cameron to join the
Bullingdon, a club of upper class yobs
whose only reason for existence is to drink
and eat to
excess in
some
defenceless
restaurant
before they
smash the
place up. As
might be
expected,
Boris Johnson
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“We're
allowed to
have had a
private life
before
politics in
which we
made
mistakes
and we do
things that
we should
not and we
are all
humans
and we err
and stray"

From there he
ascended the greasy pole - although this
was not always smoothly. He was a "special
adviser" to Chancellor of the Exchequer
Norman Lamont when the financial strategy
of the Major government lay in ruins and
Lamont had to make his wretched
announcement that British capitalism was
getting out of the ERM. Then he worked at
the Home Office under Michael Howard
who became memorable, not as an effective
Home Secretary but for his regular defeats
by the judges and for the memory of his
minister for prisons, Anne Widdecombe,
that there was "something of the night"
about him. After a spell in what he called
"industry" - the TV company Carlton
Communications - and after the obligatory
contest in a safe Labour Seat, in 2001
Cameron was selected to fight Witney for
the Tories and at the election romped home.
He was then closely involved in writing the
Tory manifesto for the 2005 election, which
was widely blamed for their third defeat
through its concentration on the many
negatives of Labour rule without persuading
the voters that the Tories would be
noticeably different. On the now-sensitive
matter of drugs that manifesto declared:
We will stop sending mixed messages
on drugs by reversing Labour's
reclassificatíon of cannabis as a less
serious drug, changing it from Class C
back to Class B.

Well times have changed and with
them Cameron's ideas; he now refuses to
commit himself about re-grading cannabis
and his aides say he prefers a full debate of
the issue involving academics and doctors.

Privacy

Of course drugs are a delicate matter
for Cameron, made even more so by his
refusal to give straight answers to questions
about him using them in the past." I did a
lot of things before I came into politics that
I shouldn't have done" was one of his
evasions. Another was "I had a normal
university experience...We're allowed to
have had a private life before politics in
which we made mistakes and we do things
that we should not and we are all humans
and we err and stray". That may have
convinced the more gullible among the Tory

party but it is not good enough. Using
any controlled drug is breaking the
laws which Cameron and the other
MPs have laid down. He may try to
avoid the matter by calling it part of
his "private life", which in any case
happened some time ago, but this
simply does not answer the question.
All over the country, every day,
members of the working class are
arraigned in the courts for using
controlled drugs, or stealing, or
breaking other laws made by the likes
of Cameron. They are not allowed to
excuse their offences by referring to
them as part of their "private life" and
as an outcome of their being human
and so liable to err and stray.
It is also noticeable that
Cameron is capable of taking refuge in
the concept of a "private life" only
when it suits him. For example he
makes a lot of the fact that he has a
sadly disabled son, who suffers from
epilepsy and cerebral palsy and who is
unlikely ever to be able to walk or
talk. Cameron has made references to
this child in terms which his listeners
have found deeply moving, so that
none of them ever asked whether a
disabled child was not essentially a
"private" matter not to be used to boost a
politician's desired image as a caring father,
a man fit to be a parent to the entire nation.
Then there was the matter of Cameron's
pregnant wife and of the TV publicised act
of him fondly placing his hand on her
anatomical bump while the audience
swooned and the votes in favour of him as
party leader mounted up.

Arm Twisting

It says something about the Tories'
panic and how desperate they are to erase
bad memories, that they should promote an
MP as inexperienced (although practised in
cynicism) as Cameron as the man to
become prime minister in a few years' time.
It may also say something about arm
twisting and bullying behind closed doors,
about cynical deals done in elegant Notting
Hill houses and discreet restaurants. Among
all this Cameron strives to persuade us that
he is a new style of politician - candid,
trustworthy, sincere - even if this is just like
Tony Blair and his "I'm a pretty honest
kinda guy". But Cameron's character and
his motivation have been shown up in his
campaign for the leadership, in the attempt
to stifle inconvenient memories and the
fashioning and selective exposure of his
"private life" while asserting a right to
protect it. A Cameron premiership would
have nothing different to offer from all
those wretched failures in the past. The
most we can expect is that his wife, who is
said to be a talented designer, does
something to spruce up the wallpaper in
Number Ten. !
IVAN
Clarification: In the November Greasy
Pole column we stated that the men who threw
Walter Wolfgang out of the Labour conference
were "beefy, enthusiastically respectful,
Labour Party members". This was spin put on
the incident at first - that the stewards were
party members, so amateurs, so if they went a
bit over the top it was understandable... It
quickly came to light that in fact they were
hired "stewards" from some "security"
company (perhaps with a target for the
number of people ejected?).
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A Thrifty Life

"Even by Philip Green's extraordinary
standards, it is a handsome pay day - the
retail tycoon has awarded himself Britain's
biggest bonus of £1.2 billion." (Times, 21
October) Mr Green denies that this big
cash pay-out is likely to fund more
takeover bids. "I'm saving up," he says.
This is unlikely as he is not known for his
frugality; in fact he spent £4 million earlier
in the year on his son's bar mitzvah. He
also owns a 12 seater Gulfstream G550
jet and a 200ft yacht, each worth around
£20 million. The salesgirls in Top Shop
and Miss Selfridge, which Mr Green owns
and who help produce the £1.2 billion that
he wallows in, can only dream of such
frugality.

Independence?

For political reasons the US government
pretend that Iraq is now a democratic and
independent country, but the facts are
somewhat different. "Iraqi President Jalai
Talabani said he opposed military action
against neighbouring Syria but lacked the
power to prevent US troops using his
country as a launchpad if it chose to do
so. 'I categorically refuse the use of Iraqi
soil to launch a military strike against
Syria or any other Arab country,' Talabani
told the London based Arabic daily
Asharq Al-Awsat in an interview on
Tuesday. "But at the end of the day my
ability to confront the US military is limited
and I cannot impose on them my will."
(Middle East Online, 1 November)
Democracy?
When Michael Bloomberg won the
election to be Mayor of New York in 2001
we commented that it was a strange sort
of democracy that allowed a multimillionaire to become mayor just because
he spent $60 million on his campaign. He
looks set to be re-elected because of his

Free lunch

vast wealth. "Mr Bloomberg is expected to
spend $85 million on his campaign, about
eight times as much as his rivals." (Times,
8 November) As they say in US politics:
"he bought it fair and square".

appear in the Court of Appeal tomorrow in
which the insurance industry on behalf of
employers will argue that a potentially
fatal condition caused by exposure to
asbestos should not be compensated."
(Observer, 13 November) Earlier this year
the insurers with the Department of Trade
and Industry on behalf of British
shipbuilders managed to slash the
compensation from between £12,500 and
£20,000 to £5,000 and £7,000. Whether
on the battlefront or the shipyard the
capitalist class will always put profits
before human life.

Torturous Arguments

The US government is opposed to torture,
isn't it? Well, sort of. The US Congress
recently passed an amendment to ban
American soldiers and spies from torturing
prisoners but the White House came out
against such legislation. "This week saw
A Grateful Nation?
the sad spectacle of an American
The British Legion has produced a report
president lamely trying to explain to the
that shows that the owning class might
citizens of Panama that, yes he would
pay lip service to the dead and maimed of
veto any such bill but, no, 'We do not
their wars but that behind the fine words
torture.' Meanwhile, Mr Bush's
is the cynical reality of running the profit
increasingly error-prone vice-president,
system. "As the
Dick Cheney, has
nation prepares to
been on Capitol Hill
remember the
trying to bully
sacrifices of
senators to exclude
millions, exhaustive
America's spies from
research by the
any torture ban. To
Legion suggests
add a note of farce to
that almost half of
the tragedy, the
veterans and their
administration has
dependants - 3.88
had to explain that the
million - are living
CIA is not torturing
on less than
prisoners in Asia and
£10,000 a year.
Eastern Europe Almost one million
though of course it
have to exist on
cannot confirm that
less than half that
such prisons exist."
amount."
Well done, wage slaves, you saved us a
(Economist, 12
(Independent, 11
packet in pensions
November) Everything
November) Died for
quite clear now?
"your" country? Well done, wage slave,
The Lazy Man Objection
your widow and orphans can cop £96 a
"About 73% of workers north of the border
week to survive on. We shall also give
you a poem about "lest we forget". Poems who replied to an insurance company
study said they regularly failed to take all
are much cheaper than pensions.
of their holidays. Workers in London fared
The Deadly Dust
worst, with 77% not using up their annual
An estimated 100,000 people in the UK
leave." (BBC News, 15 November) So
have been diagnosed as having pleural
what about the objection to socialism that
plaques - internal scarring on the lining of
it would not work because people are too
the lung that indicates exposure to
lazy?
asbestos. "A landmark test case will
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